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Preface

No one but the two of us, happily, is likely much to reu~emlmr the
long line of Crime a~M ~ustice prefaces we have written. Some people
probably read tile fi'eshly minted ones as they appear and find tlaem
usef\d or not, but few people are likely to renlember anything about
them for more than a few hot, rs.
We, oll tile other hand, have put pen to paper or, more recently,
fingers to keyboards, thirty times now. Thirt3, volumes is a lot of volumes, and the more than twenty-live ),ears since Blair Ewing, then acting administrator of tile National Institute ofJt, stice, convened tile organizational meeting for Oi'me and.Justice, is a lot of years.
During those ),ears, we have written prefaces to a fair number of volumes that felt like m i l e s t o n e s i v o l u m e 10, volume 25, the 2002 volume appearing after a qua,'ter century of w o , ' k i e a c h time with a
mixed sense of delight that the series had surx,ived and thriven so long;
bewilderment that we had managed to continue to obtain substimtial
financial support for it, principally from tile National Institute ofJt, stice but also, occasionally, from others; and apprehension that our run
of luck could not continue indefinitely.
Here we are with another preface to another vohune whose ntunber
ends in "0," and is another milestone. T h e delight, bewilderment, and
apprehension all continue hut, at least fi:lr the present, Crime and Justice
is in good shape. Following shortly hehind this volume :ire thematic
vohunes on cross-national crime and punishment trends and on youth
justice systems in \.Vestern countries, and several general volumes.
This volume has a particularly happy mix of essays oll a wide range of
topics, reflecting a wide range of disciplines, written by veteran Crime
a~ld ffustice write,s and newcomers, established senior scholars and
emerging younger ones, and a healthy mix of Americans, Canadians,
arid I~uropcans.
vii
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Prefhce

It may be surprising after thir D, volumes and more than a quarter
century that there remain topics on which Crime and Justice has not
previously published essays. Those by T o m Tyler oil procedural justice and Roll Clarke and Rick Brown on international trafficking of
stolen vehicles refute that hypothesis.
Others of the essays in this volume, however, build on prior, generally influential essays published previously. Ton), Doob and C h e @
Marie \,Vehster's examination of the evidence on the question whether
changes in penalties affect crime rates, for example, builds on Phil
Cook's now-classic essay on deterrence research (volume 2) and Daniel
Nagin's more recent review of research (volume 23) on the same subject. Manuel Eisner's survey of eight centuries' data on long-term
trends in homicide and necessarily therefore violent crime in \'Vestern
countries, builds on Ted Gurr's seminal 1981 essay (volume 3) on the
same subject. Candace Kruttschnitt and Rosemary Gartner's essay on
women's prison and imprisonment builds on earlier works by Nicole
Hahn Rafter on the history of women's prisons in the United States
(voluxne 5) and Lucia Zedner's essay on the history of women's prisons
in nineteenth-century England (volume 14). James Jacobs and Ellen
Peters' essay on labor racketeering builds on Jacobs' own earlier essay
on organized crilne (volume 25, with Lauryn Gouldin), and Peter Reuter's essay on labor racketeering in New York Cit~, (volume 18). Finally, the essay by Alex Piquero, David Farrington, and AI Blumstein,
providing a comprehensive overview of research to (late on criminal
careers, builds on a long series of essays, some of thexn written by
Blumstein and Farrington, and all building on Joan Petersilia's pathbreaking 1980 essay entitled "Criminal Career Research: A Review of
Recent Evidence" (volume 2).
Topics new and old, writers young and not so young, a wide range
of disciplines, a fair number of countries--all these things are as Crime
and Justice, in our view, should be. \,Ve think this is one of the strongest
"annual" volumes we have published. Readers will decide for themselves whether they agree.
Michael Tonr3.,
Norval Morris
Cambridge, May 2003
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Women's Imprisonment

ABSTRACT

Incarceration of women in the United States is at a historic high, but
understanding of women's experiences in prison, their responses to
treatment, their lives alter prison, and how changing prison regimes have
affected these things remains limited. Individual attributes, preprison
experiences, and prison conditions arc associated with how women
respond to incarceration, but assessments of their joint and conditional
influences arc lacking. Needs assessments abound, but systematic
evaluations of interventions based on these assesslnents are rare, as are
studies of the long-term consequences of imprisonment. Understanding of
ways women negotiate power and construct their lives in prison is greater
than in the past; new theoretical frameworks have provided important
insights, but fundamental questions remain unanswered.
Punishnlent of criminal women has historically been characterized by
methods, goals, and justifications different in important respecLs from
punishment of men. Reasons inchide the relatively slnaller ntunl)er of
female felons, the generally less serious nature of their offending, beliefs
about the greater r e f o r m a b i l i t y - - o r at least t r a c t a b i l i t y - - o f women, assumptions about women's peculiar psyches, and conceptions of nornlatire fcmininities. Research on women in prison and w o m e n ' s prisons
has, perhaps inevitably, been shaped by many of the same facts and assumptions. Since the 1960s, when a growing n u m b e r of academics began to turn their attention to female prisoners and women's prisons,
a major theme has been the distinctiveness of female prisoners' needs,
disadvantages, and ways of adapting or responding to imprisonment.
Can(lace Kruttschnitt is profcss~wof sociology at the Univcrsiw of Minnesota. Rosemary Gartncr is director, Centre of CriminoloD', University of Toronto.
© 200{ by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved.
0192-3234/2003/0030-0002510.00
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As the research on women in prison expanded and diversified in the
last third of tile twentieth century, a parallel process occurred ill women's imprisonment in the United States and elsewhere. The enormous
growth in imprisonment that has occupied the attention of policy makers and politicians, the puhlic, and scholars characterized the female
prison population at least as much as the male prison population. In
the United States, for example, between 1990 and 2000 the number of
women in l)rison increased hy 125 percent (Bureau of Justice Statistics
2001c), and at the start of the twenty-first century over 166,000 women
were held in U.S. prisons and jails (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2002a).
Although the size of the female prison population has not increased to
such levels or so consistently in other \,Vestern countries, the female
proportion of the imprisoned population appears to be on the rise in
many nations. AS a consequence, the experience of imprisonment is not
nearly as rare among women as it was a generation earlier.
The heightened punitiveness responsible for these increases has targeted some types of women more than others. In the United States,
imprisonment rates for African-American and, to a lesser extent, Hispanic w o m e n - - w h o have traditionally been overrepresented in priso n s - h a v e increased faster than for other women, as have imprisonment rates for female drug offenders in the United States and in
England and ~,,Vales. As in the past, however, female prisoners continue
to be drawn from the most economically and socially disadvantaged
segments of sociew. Indeed, some evidence suggests that relative to
their male counterparts, female prisoners have more extensive histories
of disability, disadvantage, and misfortune. \,~qlether this is because
male prisoners are drawn from a broader cross-section of the population, because offending is more normative for males than females, or
because more attention has been paid to female prisoners' backgrounds
and psyches remains unresolved. Despite these apparently greater disadvantages, however, female prisoners' criminal histories remain less
extensive than lllel'l~S.
it is reasonable to expect that the life experiences of women sent to
prison, including their histories of abuse, economic dependency, addiction, and mental health problems, will affect how they respond. However, our understanding of women's adaptations to imprisonment has
been limited by long-standing curiosity about their sexualitT and interest in the extent to which their responses are similar to men's. \,Vhile
there is no question that women prisoners place greater emphasis on
their intimate and prima W group relations than men, and engage in
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individual as opposed to collective acts of opposition to staff, we have
far less understanding of other indicators of adjustnlent and coping
among women prisoners, such as depression and self-harnl. This inattention to women's adaptations to incarceration, most notablv in the
United States, at least partially reflects the movement away from rehabilitation and treatment modalities. Feminist scholars have taken a different approach to documenting women's adjustment to prison by
largely shunning research pertaining to general styles of adaptation in
favor of work that examines the interplay between biographies and individual modes of resistance to particular institutional environments.
T h e r e is considerable docunlentation of the needs of incarcerated
women and advocacy for particular sets of programs that would address prior victimization and domestic violence, parenting skills, chemical dependency, and more. \,Vhat is known ahout the life experiences
of women inmates, and the f:actors that t)redict their recidivism, holsters these claims. Nevertheless, the argument fbr gender-specitic services and programs has vet to be coupled with systematic evaluations
demonstrating positive treatment effects. Another body of work raises
a different set of questions focused not on how to make prisons better
for women [)tit on the gendered nature of punishment and the role of
criminal punishment in the social control of women generally.
[n this essay we review evidence relevant to some of these questions
and draw attention to a range of issties about which much less is
known. Our focus is on the imprisonment of women, but we provide
comparative data on men when such information can shed light on
how the patterns and experiences of imprisonment may be gendered.
T h e r e arc some issues, however, which we do not examine either because they deserve a separate review essay (e.g., juvenile institutions for
girls) or hecausc systematic scholarly data are largely unavailable (such
as the sexual ahusc of womcn in prison by staff and women housed in
private prisons; HaMing 1998; Amnesty International 2002).
This essay is coml)rised of live sections. \,Ve hegin by outlining trends
in and characteristics of women in prison in the United States, l"2ngland
and \,Vales, and Canada. Although our coverage spans much of the
twentieth century, we focus on the past two decades in an effort to understand women's contribution to what Simon (2000) refers to as "the
era of hypcr-incarceration." In Section 11 we review work on women's
adaptations to and experiences of imprisonment. This research ranges
wideh, and draws fiom a variety of conceptual and analytical flameworks, inchlding the templates developed in the classic sociolog3, of the
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prison of the 1940s and 1950s and more recent feminist analyses of
women and social control. In Section HI we rexqew what is known about
how imprisoninent affects women's lives after prison, including their
chances of reofl'ending anti the hurdles they face upon returning to their
families and communities. In Section IV, we briefly examine current
scholarly work in penolo D, and on women's imprisonment that highlights and debates the significance of recent transformations in criminal
punishment. In the final section of the essay, we suggest some directions
for future research on women in prison and women's imprisonment.
I. Trends in and Characteristics of \,Volnen in Prison
There has been &amatic growth in women's imprisonment over the
last two decades of the twentieth century., in many, [)tit not all, \'Vestern
cot, ntries. Changes over time in criminal justice policies appear to account for the differences in these trends. In the United States and England and ~.,Vales, two countries where the female prison population
has increased, this growth has occurred disproportionately among
women convicted of drug law violations. In these and other countries,
however, the background characteristics of women sent to prison appear to have changed little over time and are similar across different
countries: economically and politically disadvantaged women are overrepresented among the prison population. Relatively little is known,
however, about whether and how the lives of women behind bars have
changed as their proportional representation in prisons in these countries has risen and as prison policies and practices have undergone what
manv see as major transformations.
A. Tre~uls i'Jz FeT~lale l~lcurceratim~ Rates

In this section we examine incarceration data from the United
States, England and \,Vales, and Canada oll both females and males and
where available from the earl}, twentieth century onward. Using more
recent data, we also consider race- and offense-specific trends.
1. United States. Trends in adult female imprisonnlent hetween
1925 and 2000, expressed as absolute numbers and as rates per 100,000
females, are shown in figure 1 and table 1. I Until the 1980s, the female
imprisonment rate never exceeded ten per 100,000 female population,
but bet~veen 1980 and 2000 it increased over fivefold, to ahnost sixty.
\,Vhile male rates also increased steadily between 1980 and 2000, tile
I See notes to table 6.1 in Bureau of Justice Statistics (2000el for a discussion of
changes in the n/easuremeilt of these rates over time. In particular, it shouhl he noted
that beginning in 1978 a distinction was made between prisoners "in custody" and those
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}~'l(;. l . - - R a t c per 100,000 female population of sentellced felllale prisoners under jurisdiction of U.S. state and federal correctional authorities on Dec. 31, 1925-2000. (Set
table 1 fi~r data and sources.)

rate of growth was more dramatic for women (table 2). 2 As a consequence, the female proportion of the prison population increased from
just under 4 percent in 1980 to ahnost 7 percent in 2001 (Bureau of
Justice Statistics 2002a))
The data in figure 1 and table 2 aggregate state and federal prisoners
and exclude those incarcerated in jails. Because state prison populations account fbr over 60 percent of those in prison, the trends shown
in the figure and table are driven by state prison populations (see, e.g.,
Bt, rcat, of Justice Statistics 2000c). Ntmetheless, if we consider federal
inmates and those in jails separately, we lind patterns that parallel
"under jurisdiction"; data prior to 1978 include cmly prisoners in custody, whereas those
from t9"2g onward h~c]ude pris~mers under jurisdiction of state and federal correctional
authorities. The difference in these tigures fi~r female prisoners is not large; for example,
in 1977, I 1,044 w~m/cn were in custody, whereas 11,212 were under the jurisdiction of
state and federal correctional autlmrities.
: Wc realize that percentage increases are inverseh, related to the size of the base
numbers and therefore we urge caution in interpreting the relative growth patterns for
W{lll/en's illlpFis¢~lllllent o v e r tillle.
At midyear 2(101, 94,336 women were incarcerated in state and federal prisons in
the United States, representing 6.7 percent ~f all prisoners.

TABLE 1
Data for Figure 1
Year

No. of Females

Rate

Year

No. of Females

Rate

1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962

3,438
3,704
4,363
4,554
4,620
4,668
4,444
4,424
4,290
4,547
4,902
5,048
5,366
5,459
6,675
6,36t
6,211
6,217
6,166
6,106
6,040
6,004
6,343
6,238
6,066
5,814
6,070
6,239
6,670
6,994
7,125
7,375
7,301
7.435
7,636
7,688
7,881
8,007

6
6
7
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
8
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
8
8
8
8
8
8

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

7,745
7,704
7,568
6,951
6,235
5,812
6,594
5,635
6,329
6,269
6,004
7,389
8,675
10,039
11,044
ll,583
12,005
12,331
14,227
16,329
17,426
19,205
21,296
24,544
26,822
30,145
37,264
40,564
43.802
46,501
54,037
60,125
63,900
69,464
73,835
78,706
90,530
91,612

8
8
8
7
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
7
8
9
10
10
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
20
22
24
29
32
34
36
41
45
48
51
54
57
58
59

SovacF..--Bureau of Statistics 2000e, fig. 6.2.
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TABLE 2
Incarceration Rates in State and Federal Prisons
1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000

by Gender,

No. of Prisoners per 100,000 Residents"

1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

Total

Male

Female

139
202
297
411
478

275
397
564
781

11
17
31
47

9t5

59

SouRcE.--Bureau of Justice Statistics (1995, 1997a, 1998, 2000a, 2001c).
* Based on census estimates of the U.S. resident population on July 1 of each year
and adjusted for census undercount. Sentenced prisoners arc those with a sentence of
IIIOrC t h a l l o n e

year.

those for women in state prisons (13ureau of Justice Statistics 1982,
1983, 2001c). Between 1980 and 2000, the female population of federal
prisons increased over tenfold, to 10,245, and the female proportion of
the federal prison population rose from 4 percent to 7 percent. Similarly, the female jail population increased by approximately 100 percent between 1980 and 2000, reaching ahnost 70,000, and the female
proportion of the jail population rose from about 6 t)ercent to over
11 percent. In other words, the growth rates for women in federal and
state t)risons, and in jails, exceeded those for men over this twent-vone-year period.
T h e increase in women in prison since 1980 occt, rred for all types of
offenses, but was greatest for drug offenses. In the mid-1980s, women
convicted of violent offenses and those convicted of property offenses
each made up about 40 percent of the female state prison population,
while less than 15 percent of this population was incarcerated for drt,g
crimes (table 3). By the end of the 1990s, the largest proportion of the
female state prison population--34 percent--was incarcerated for
drugs, with violent offenders accounting for only 28 percent and propertv offenders only 21 percent. Males convicted of drug crimes were
also being sent to prison at ever-increasing rates, hut while the number
of male inmates sen, ing time for drt, g offenses increased by 55 percent
between 1990 and 1996, the increase in drug offenders among female
inmates was 100 l)erccnt (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1998). Thus, drug
offenders made up only 20 percent of the male state prison population

C a n d a c c Kruttschnitt and Rosentarv G a r t n c r

TABLE 3
Most Serious Offense of State Prison Inmates by Gender,
1986, 1991, 1999
Percent of l)rison Inmates
1986

Violent
Property
Drugs
Public order

1991

1999

Female

Mate

Female

Male

Female

Male

40.7
41.2
12.0
5.1

55.2
3(I.5
8.4
5.2

32.2
28.7
32.8
5.7

47.4
24.6
20.7
7.0

28.2
20.7
35.1
15.7

53.2
13.1
18.7
14.8

SouucE.--Burcau of Justice Statistics 1994, table 2; 2000b, tahlc 15; 2001c.
NoTr.--AIt columns do not add to 100 percent because they exclude "othcr/unspecitied" offenses (which include juvenile offenses and unspecified felonies) for 505 inmates
in 1986, 7,462 imnates in 1991, and 2,700 inmates in 1991.

at the end of the 1990s, and violent offenders remained the predominant group in men's prisons at about 50 percent of the population (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1994, 2001c). 4
The increase in female incarceration has not occurred at the same rate
across all ethnic and racial groups. Rates for nonwhite women grew
Faster than for white women during the 1990s. Black women's incarceration rate almost doubled in the 1990s, from 117 per I00,000 in 1990 to
2 l 2 per 100,000 in 1999, and the rate for American Indian women more
than doubled I)etween 1990 and 1997, from thirt3.,-five to eight3., per
100,000. For Hispanic women, the mcrease was less (from fifty to
eight3.,-seven per 100,000 over the past decade) but still well above the
relatively moderate rate for white women, which was nineteen per
100,000 in 1990 and rose to twent3.,-seven per 100,000 by the end of the
decade (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2000a, tables 1.9 and 1.10, 2000d).
There is some evidence that the differential growth rates by race are
different for different t3:pes of offenses, I)ut it is unclear how gender
conditions these relationships. The Bureau of Justice Statistics partitions
the total growth of sentenced prisoners under state jt, risdiction by oflense separately by gender and race. These data indicate that the growth
q Put another wa.v, drug offenses accounted fi~r 35 percent of the growth in female
prison populations between 1990 and 1999, but only 19 percent of tile growth in male
prison populations. Conversely, violent offlmscs acc~;unted for 53 percent of the growth
in male prison populations betwccn 1990 and 1999, compared to only 28 percent of the
growth in female prison populations (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2001c).
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in prison admissions for drug crimes occurred disproportionately for
black offenders. Ber,veen 1990 and 1998, an increase in Mmissions of
drug offenders accounted for 25 percent of the total growth rate among
black prisoners, 18 percent among Hispanics, and only 12 percent
among whites. By the end of the 1990s, black and Hispanic women were
most likeh, to be imprisoned for drug crimes, whereas white women
were inost likely to be incarcerated for property or violent crimes (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2000a). Together this evidence suggests that the
growth in female incarceration has occurred disproportionately among
nonwhite women who are convicted of drug offenses,s
Generally, female incarceration rates were driven upward by many
of the same fhctors responsible for the growth in male imprisonment.
Government sources and academic researchers argue that the war on
drugs, and federal and state sentencing reforms and sentencing guidelines, were major contributors to the growth in prison popt, lations.
The 13ureau of Justice Statistics in their annual publications on the
number of prisoners held in state prisons has drawn attention to three
reasons for the growth in the state inmate populations: the increase in
the number of arrests, especially for drug law violations, and the increased likelihood of incarceration following arrest, again, especially in
the case of drug law violators, who had a fivefold increase in commitments (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1995); increasing time sen, ed (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1997a, 1999b); and an increase in the number
of offenders returned to state prison for parole violations (13ureau of
Justice Statistics 2000b; see also Petersilia 1999). In the case of federal
prison inmates, the}, speculate that, following from the passage of the
Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, increases in both the likelihood of incarceration following conviction and in time served contributed to a
growth in the inmate population (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1995).
However, some factors may have had disproportionate effects on the
growth in the female prison population. The war on drugs, fi)r exampie, appears to have had a greater impact on the growth rate of women's, COlnparcd to men's, prison populations, at least at the state level/'
¢ Because c.mparaldc hmgitudinal data on other social and economic characteristics
of incarcerated w . m c n arc not availahlc, it is not possible to determine the extent t .
which other characteristics of wonlcn {n pris~m have changed over time. This is un|'orluhate in light, of the chan,~es~, that have occurred over the past few decades in the economic, domestic, and political lives of w.inen in the general I)opulati.n (see, e.g., GMdberg and Krcmen 1990; Nlcl..anahan and Booth 1995; Aube, Floury, and Smct:ula 2000;
Flcimcr 2001)).
<'At the fcdcr:ll level, woincn and men were about equally affected by the increase in
cl~lnmittals for drug crimes. In 1980, just over 20 percent of both fclna'lc and male fed-
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Blumstein and Beck (1999, p. 26) partitioned the total growth in state
prison population by crime type and gender for the },ears 1980-96. In
so doing, they found that 43 percent of the growth rate in the female
prison population was accounted for by drug offenders compared to
only 28 percent of the growth rate in the male prison population.
Sentencing reforms and parole practices also may have made particularly substantial contributions to the growth of the female inmate
population. Ostensibly gender-neutral mandatory minimum sentences
for crimes such as conspiracy may affect women more than men (van
1,,Vormer 2001) and, as Hagan and Dinovitzer (1999, pp. 141-42) illustrate particularly well, the imposition of sentencing guidelines has had
a disproportionate impact on women. In the preguideline era, judges
could take family responsibilities of both women and men into account
when deciding betxveen probation and imprisonment. Yet, the effect of
eliminating child-care responsibilities as a mitigating circumstance in
sentencing decisions has had a greater effect on mothers than fathers
since they are more likely than fathers to have dependent children living with them (Daly 1995; Raeder 1995). T h e contributions of Parole
practices to this increase in female incarceration may be more complex.
For both men and women, the elimination or restriction of parole in
many states has increased time served. But so also have parole violations. T h e rise in the state inmate population between 1990 and 1998
was fueled in part by a 54 percent increase in the number of offenders
returned to prison for parole violations (Bureau of Justice Statistics
2000d), and women and drug offenders made u I) a growing proportion
of parole violators in state prisons (Petersilia 1999; Bureau of Justice
Statistics 2000b, 2000d, 2001d).
T o place these trends in women's imprisonment m the United States
into a larger context, we next consider evidence from England and
\,Vales and fi'om Canada. T h e United States is in a class I)y itself with
regard to both the number of women it imprisons and their rate of imprisonment. Even so, the recent growth it has experienced is not unique.
2. E71glaT~d aT~d l,Vales. 7 Trends in the female prison population in
eral inmates werc incarcerated for drug crimes. By the end ()f the 1990s the majority of
both female and male admissions were for dn, g offenses (66 percent and 57 percent,
respectively) (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1082, 2000e).
7Unless otherwise noted, the data in this section are drawn t'rom Home Office (19672001, 2001). In England and I.,Vales, c~mvicted aduh males are incarcerated in either
prisons (for those twenty-one or older) or young-offender institutions (fi)r those aged
fifteen to twenty). Those under twenty-one may be either exclusivelyin juvenile facilities
or young-offender institutions. There arc no young-offenderinstitutions fi)r females,hut
efforts have bccn made t, separate .younger women from othcr female offenders by des-
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E n g l a n d and \,Vales from 1901 to 2000 (fig. 2) indicate that, unlike in
the U n i t e d States, woinen's risk of incarceration did not increase steadily over the twentieth centuD,. T h e n u m b e r o f w o m e n in prison in
1901 was g r e a t e r than in any subsequent year until the late 1990s; corresponding rates appear to follow a similar trend and indicate that the
rate o f female i m p r i s o n m e n t at the turn o f the twentieth c e n t u r y (eighteen per 100,000) exceeded that at the turn o f the twenty-first c e n t u r y
(twelve per 100,000). s Nevertheless, in the last third o f the twentieth
century, w o m e n ' s risks o f i m p r i s o n m e n t in E n g l a n d and Wales, as in
the U n i t e d States, rose, only inarginally d u r i n g the 1970s and 1980s,
but much m o r e sharply in the 1990s. h n p r i s o n m e n t rates for males
also increased in the 1990s, hut not as d r a m a t i c a l l y as for females. T h e
n u m b e r and the rate o f felnales in custody increased m o r e than 100 percent hetween 1990 and 2000, c o m p a r e d to a 40 p e r c e n t increase in the
male prison population. By 2002, the 4,032 females in prison made up
6 p e r c e n t o f the total prison population, substantially lower than their
16 p e r c e n t share in 1901 but h i g h e r than at any p o i n t since the late

1940s.
As was the case in the United States, w o m e n convicted o f some offenses c o n t r i b u t e d d i s p r o p o r t i o n a t e l y to the d o u b l i n g o f the female
prison p o p u l a t i o n in E n g l a n d and \,Vales in the 1990s. As a consequence, the distribution o f crimes for which w o m e n were sentenced to
prison c h a n g e d s o m e w h a t d u r i n g the 1990s. T h e n u m b e r of w o m e n
ser~,ing time for drug crimes tripled (from 318 to 947) between 1990
and 2000 and accounted for 37 p e r c e n t o f w o m e n in prison in 2000,
c o m p a r e d to only 29 p e r c e n t in 1990. '~ T h e n u m b e r o f p r o p e r t y o f
fenders (i.e., burglary, theft and handling, and fl'aud and forgery) m o r e
than douhled, but accounted for a similar p e r c e n t a g e ( a p p r o x i m a t e l y
ignating one wing within a w~mlen's pris~m for young offenders (Lieblh~g 2002). See
Langan and Farrington (199~q) fi~i"a detailed discussi~m of the COmlmrahilityof prison
statistics from F~ngland and \.Vales with those from the United Stales.
s Prior io \Vorld \\7:11"I, a large proportion ~dw, m~en in pris<m in Fmgland and \Vales
were incarcerated for drunkenness or pr~siitution. Few <~fthe women in English prisons
in the 1990s were serving time f~." these offenses. P,ates are available o n h ' fi>l"s~mm of
the years during this period and so arc not presented in figure 2. L~mg-term trends in
men's imprisonment follmvcd a somewhat different i)attern, whh rates at the end ~f the
1990s (240 per t00,000) over twice those of the pre-V~1orld \Var 1 period.
" A similar patterrl has been noted aiming women in prison in Scotland (Social \Vork
Sere'ices and Prison Inspectorates fiJr Scotland t998). "l'he numlmr of males sentenced
to prison fi)r drug offenses also increased between 1990 and 2000, although at a lesser
rate. They also made up a much smaller percentage (15 percent) of the male pris~m populati(m COml)aredi() female drug offenders. The ml)St common offense type fi)r men was
crime against the perslm (i.e., violent crimes, including sexual offenses and rol~hery).
which accounted for 44 percent of the male prison population.
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30 percent) of women in prison in 1990 and in 2000. The nun3ber of
violent offenders also increased between 1990 and 2000, but their representation in tile total female prison population remained stable at
24 percent.
The racial distribution of feinale prisoners in England and \,Vales
did not change markedly over the 1990s. In 1991, whites accounted for
at least 68 percent of female prisoners, blacks accounted for 23 percent, and South Asians and Chinese accounted for 6 percentJ ° In 2000,
the proportion of whites had increased slightly, to 75 percent, and that
for blacks had decreased, to 19 percent. *l The proportion of foreign
nationals--who, like racial minorities, are also overrepresented in English prison populations--remained largely stable during the 1990s.
A number of factors have been linked to the increase in the total
prison population in England and \'Vales in the 1990s. The Home Officc (2001) has identified a series of policy changes, such as the Criminal Justice Act of 1993 and the Crime (Sentences) Act of 1997, as well
as some high-profile events, as important contributors to the overall
growth. Academic researchers concur, noting the expausion of detcrminate sentencing, an increase in sentence lengths in Crown Courts,
and pressure on judges to make greater use of custodial sentences heginning in 1993 (e.g., Langan and Farrington 1998; Bosworth 1999).
Some argue that a "new punitiveness" in England and \,\;ales has had
a disproportionate impact on women in prison. Carlen (1998, see also
1995), for example, argues that young, single mothers--in and outside
of the criminal justice system--have been targeted for failing to lead
conventional Famih, lives, with consequences for women's imprisonment that are not gender-neutral. Harsher policies toward drug offenders also may have contributed disproportionately (Howard League
2001).
3. Canada. l)ata on long-term trends in the female prison population
in Canada arc not available, nor are annual data on the average size
of the female prison population for recent years regularly published.
However, sex-specific annual data on sentenced admissions to provincial and federal institutions are available from the late 1970sJ' Prisoner
m In 1991, racial Imckground was not recorded for 3 percent of the female prison population.
H The racial distrilmtion of male prisoners also cha~ged little over the 1990s, compared t~ female prisoners, hmvever, a smaller percentage ~f male prisoners in 2000 were
hlack (12 percent).
~: In Canada, offenders sentenced to two or more years are incarcerated in fcdcral
prisons, whereas those who receive custodial sentences of less than two years and those
relnanded t() custodv while awaiting u'ial arc incarcerated in provincial or territorial in-
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counts hased on admissions data tend to be larger than those base(/on
one-day counts of prison populations and inch, de a larger proportion
of persons with short sentences compared to one-day counts; conversely, one-day population counts overrepresent (compared to admissions data) more serious offenders with long-term sentences (Lynch
1995; Finn et al. 1999). As a consequence, Canadian female imprisonment rates based on admissions data are not comparal)le to those reported ahove for the United States and England and Wales. Moreover,
the Canadian admissions data show a higher proportion of females
than do the one-day count data. This is hecause women, who commit
less serious offenses than men, tend to he given shorter sentences; as
a consequence, women also tend to make up a larger proportion of the
remand population (i.e., those held awaiting trial) than of the sentenced population. ~
\~qth these data limitations and comparability, problems in mind,
what can we say about trends in the imprisonment of women in Canada in the latter part of the twentieth centt, m,? ~4 T h e admissions data
in figure 3 show that the number and rate of female admissions to federal and provincial/territorial prisons peaked in 1993-94 after several
),ears of uneven growth. Is After 1994, female admissions declined, and
by 1999-2000 were at their lowest level since the early 1980s. Male
admissions for 1979/1980-1999/2000 follow a somewhat different
trend, with hoth the number and rate of admissions peaking in 198283 and declining in most suhsequent years to their lowest rate and
number in 1999-2000. As a consequence of the greater decline in male
admissions, the female percentage of the admissions population rose
from a low of 6 percent in 1979-80 to 9 percent in the 1990s.
T h e admissions data, then, suggest that the use of imt)risonment for
stitutions. T h o s e under age eighteen are not incarcerated in these facilities and so are
not included in these fi~lres.
t~ Sex-specific admissi(ms a,ld cl~tlnt data arc I)oth available f'or 1996 and show that
women made up 9 percent of those admitted to prison that )'car, ht, t ()H]y .5 percent of
the population in custody on an}, one day. In 1996, just over 10,000 of prison admittees
were female, whereas o,1 any one day only about 1,700 WOlnen were in custody.
~ Unless otherwise noted', the source of the data in this section is "Adult Correctional
Sere'ices in Canada," which was pulllished annually beginning in 1981 by the Canadian
Centre flit Justice Statistics.
is T h i s growth Imcurred at the l~rOvincial level, not at the federal level. \.Vhile the
numlmr of women in federal prison increased during these },ears (to al~proximately 300),
the growth was "proportionate to the population of women as a wlmle" (Shaw 1991,
11.47). Similarly, the subsequent decline occurred at the provincial level, with the n u m ber of women in federal t)risons ranging bet~veen about 325 and 350 in the last half of
the 1990s.
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w o m e n declined beginning in the mid-1990s in Canada, after over a
decade of moderate growth. Total (i.e., non-sex-specific) prison population counts support this conch,sion: the n u m h e r and rate of prisoners
in custodv showed gradual and uneven growth from 1979 until 1994
(when the rate reached 154 per 100,000 adult population) and decreased thereafter. Consequently Canada's total incarceration rate in
2000 (135 per 100,000 adt, lt population) was only 5 percent higher
than the rate in 1979 (128). W e estimate the sex-specific rates o f persons in ct, stody on any one day at approximately fourteen per 100,000
adult females and 270 per 100,000 adult males, le'
\,Vhv did female imprisonment in Canada in the 1990s not follow
the upward trend obser~,ed in the United States and in England and
Wales? A series o f legislative and policy changes had complex effects
on impriso,lment in Canada beginning in the mid-1980s, with some
pushing toward greater punitiveness and others working in the opposite direction (Roach 1999). C o n t r i b u t i n g to the decline in imprisonm e n t after 1994 were several changes in sentencing policy and practice, of which the 1996 Sentencing Reform Bill (Bill C-41, An Act to
amend the Criminal Code and other acts thereof, S.C. 1995, c. 22)
was the most important. A major principle articulated in this bill
was that judges were to consider "all available sanctions other than imp r i s o n m e n t that are reasonable under the circumstances" (subsection
718.2[e]). In rejecting numerical sentencing guidelines, establishing
conditional sentences, and enabling jurisdictions to develop alternative
(i.e., diversion) measures, the bill responded to concerns expressed by
federal ministers o f justice and the Canadian Sentencing Commission
16Comparing imprisonnlent rates in Canada, England and \.Vales, and tile United
States is ilot straightforward since published rates are often calculated in different ways
across countries. Typically, U.S. rates, such as those shown in table 2, are calculated
based onh, on those in state and federal prisons, so they do not take account of the jail
populatioll. They are also calculated based on the total population (or total sex-specific
population fi~r sex-specific rates), rather than an age-specific subgroup. To be comparable with data from England and \Vales and Canada, the U.S. jail populatio,1 shouhl be
added to the prison populatioi1. The Bureau of Justice Statistics (2001c) estimates the
U.S. rate of imprisonment in state and federal prisons in 2000 at 435 per 100,000; the
Home Office (2001) estimates the U.S. rate. including the jail popt,lation, at 702 in 2000.
Published rates for England and \Vales and for Canada may not be strictly comparable
because tile He)me Office (2001) uses the total population to calculate the overall imprisonlnent rate in England and Wales, whereas the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics
calculates the overall imprisonment rate based on only the aduh population (Lonmo
2001). This is because Canadian imprisonment data exclude those who are under age
eighteen and hence housed separately from adults. For a more detailed discussion of
comparing imprisonment cross-nationally, see Young and Brown 1993.
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that Canada imprisons too many people.: The impact of these sentencing changes has not yet been systematically assessed, and so it is
not known whether any effects have been gender-neutral. The establishment of conditional sentences could reduce the number of women
in prison more than the number of men because women make up a
larger proportion of those committing minor offenses (for which conditional sentences could be given) than of those eon3mitting serious
offenses. But, as Nlartin (1999) argues, these and other apparently
gender-neutral policies may also have disproportionately negative effects o n WOlllen. 1'~
The size of growth in the U.S. female prison popt, lation is ,'emarkable. In 2001, 82,000 more women were ser~,ing time in U.S. state and
federal prisons than in 1980. While the number and rate of WOlnen in
prison in England and \,Vales arc drantaticalh, lower, the female prison
population there also experienced steady growth beginning in the ntid1970s and accelerating m the 1990s. This expansion of women's imprisonment in the 1990s was not, however, common to all \,Vestern
countries. In Canada, after peaking in 1994, the rate and nuntber of
women in prison in 2000 reached their lowest levels since the early
1980s. New Zealand's female prison t)opulation also appears not to
have increased during the 1990s. It incarcerated fewer women between
1991 and 1997 than it had in 1990, though a 20 percent growth bet~veen 1996 and 1997 led some commentators to w o r n , about whether
that countr~ was "starting to reflect the trend in women's imprisonment apparent in other Western jurisdictions" (Morris and Kingi
1999, p. 143). One of those other jurisdictions was Australia, where a
tripling of the female ilnprisonment rate during the 1980s was followed by more restrained growth in the 1990s (Easteal 2001). Growth,
then, has heen the general--though not the exclusive--rule for
women's imprisonment in lr~nglish-sl)eaking \'Vestern countries in the
1990s, and this extends to women's relative representation in the

,7 Conditi~mal sentences allmv offcmters who w~mld mhcrwise hc jailed to serve their
sentence in tile community. Conditicmal sentences arc different from prolmtion and instead al'e essentialh, a peace hond fi)r a period of up to two years (Roberts and Cole
1999).
~s l)ata to determine whether the characteristics of women (e.g., race, offense of commitment) serving time in provincial and federal institutions have changed with the decline in female prison populations in Canada are not readily available. This lneans it is
not possible to say whether sollle types cif femak: offenders have henetited more fl'om
this decrease than'others.
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prison population. The female proportion of the prison population
grew in the United States, England and \,Vales, and even in Canada
during the 1990s. Thus, women's representation among the imprisoned populations of all three countries was increasing at the turn of
the twenty-first century. The growth in female imprisonment appears
to be linked, in part, to legislative changes that may have had differential effects on females and males. The growing punitiveness of the
criminal justice system in the United States has had particular salience
for women offendcrs because much of their offending is linked to drug
consumption and trafficking and because efforts to hold offenders
more accountable for their crimes have meant that judges increasingly
ignore the mitigating fi~ctors that traditionally kept many women out
of prison (e.g., child-care responsibilities, availabilit3., of jail space, degree of blameworthiness; Steffensmeier, Kramer, and Streifel 1993;
Daly 1994).
B. ChalwcterZrth's of" bl~wrce~wted l,Vo'meTl
The charactcristics that distinguish women in prison in \,Vestern
countries f?om women in the general population apl)ear to be very
similar and to have changed little during the past few decades. As has
been the case for as long as records have been kept, women in prison
in the 1990s were disproportionately drawn from economically and politically disadvantaged l)opulations. Official surveys and academic studies of jail and prison populations, although using different measures
or criteria, consistently find un- and undereml)loyed women, poorly
edt, cated women, and women receiving pul)lic assistance to be overrepresented among incarcerated women in the United States, England
and \,Vales, Canada, and elscwhere (Kline 1992; Shaw et al. 1992;
Fletcher, Shaver, and Moon 1993; Shaw 1994a; Morris, \,Vilkinson,
and Tisi 1995; Owen and Bloont 1995; Collins 1996; Prison Reform
Trust 1996; Correctional Service Canada 1997; H.M. Chief Inspector
of Prisons 1997; Carlen 1998, 1999; Bureau of Justice Statistics 1999d;
Finn et al. 1999; General Accounting Office 1999; Morris and Kingi
1999; Owen 1999; Easteal 2001))"
\,Vomen from some racial and ethnic minority groups also are at
greater risk of imprisonment than are white women. In the United
States, nonhispanic black women are incarcerated at rates six times
" Unless otherwise noted, these arc the sources for tile subsequent discussion of characteristics o( women in prison. Additional sources are cited where appropriate.
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those for white women, and hispanic and ~Mnerican Indian women's
rates are over twice those for white women (Bureau of Justice Statistics
2000e). In England and \'Vales, the disparity between black and white
women's imprisonment rates is even greater: a black woman is about
ten times more likely to lye serxqng time in prison than is a white
woman. \,Vomen of Chinese heritage lMng in England and \'Vales are
serving time at a rate ahout four times that of white women (Home
Office 2001; see also Smith 1997). In Canada, aboriginal women are
greatly overrepresented in prison populations; they account for about
23 percent of women in provincial and federal fiacilities, but only 2 percent of the general female population (Finn et al. 1999; Correctional
Service Canada 2000b). '° In New Zealand and Australia, Maori women
and aboriginal women (respectively) are also imprisoned in numbers
disproportionate to their representation in the general popt, lation
(Hampton 19R.~; Morris and King1 1999). T h e overrepresentation of
some racial and ethnic minorities and of economicalh, disadvantaged
persons among incarcerated populations holds true for men as well.
However, in England, though not in thc United States or Canada, the
disparity between black and white imprisonment rates is greater for
women than men. In Canada, the disparity between abo,'iginal and
nonaboriginal imprisonment rates is also greater for women than men
(Finn et al. 1999; Correctional Service Canada 2000a).
Compared to women in the general population, women in prison
are also more likeh, to be unmarried and to lye mothers of dependent
children. [n the United States, for example, nearly half of the women
in prison have never been married and seven out of ten have children
under the age of eighteen. Single mothers are overrepresented among
prison populations in England and \,Vales, Scotland, Canada, New
Zealand, and Australia, and in all of these countries female prisoners
arc more likely than male prisoners to have livcd with their children
prior to their incarceration (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1993; Social
\,Vork Services and Prison Inspectorates for Sc()tland 1998; Howard
League 2001). Scattered hmgitudinal data suggest that the proportion
of single mothers in prison has been increasing over time, creating
what some have called % neglected class of young people whose lives
> Corrccdonal population daul disaggrcgated I)v other racial and mimic groups are
n()t readily availal)lc in Canada fi)r pr()vincially semenccd offen(Icrs, Am(rag fcderalh,
SCIIlCI1ccd WOlliCll--',vho Inakc tip aJ)out 20 pCl'CCllt~ ()J" W()InCI1 hi Calladlan pl'iSOllS-about 8 i)erccnt arc black, compared u) I)¢twccn 1 pcrccm and 2 I)crccnt ~)f the t()tal
female population il+l Canada (Corrccti<)nal Service Canada 2000b).
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are disrupted and damaged by their separation from imprisoned mothers," especially in the United States (Hagan and Dinovitzer 1999,
p. 142; see also Bloom 1993).
Nlany argue that a history of physical or sexual abuse distinguishes
women in prison from both women in the general population and from
men in prison. S e l f reported estimates of the lifetime prevalence of
abuse among female prisoners are typically quite high, but range
widely across studies, depending on their methodologies. In the
United States, prevalence estimates range from 40 percent of women
in federal prisons to 57 percent in state prisons (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1999d), but estimates also have been reported to be as high as
80 percent among women in California state prisons when emotional
abuse is included (Owen and Bloom 1995). Comparable estimates for
men in prison and jail in the United States are st, bstantially lower,
ranging from 7 percent of men in federal prisons to 16 percent of men
in state prisons (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2000e). In the general population, men also report lower rates of child abuse (5-8 percent) than
women (12-17 percent) (Bureau ofJ ustice Statistics 1999d). In Canadian surveys, the prevalence of histories of physical or sexual abuse
among women in provincial and federal prisons has been estimated at
between 50 percent and 80 percent (Shaw 1994a, 1994b; National
Crime Prevention Council of Canada 1995; Comack 1996). Estimates
of female prisoners in England and \,Vales with abuse histories range
more widely, from 25 percent to 80 percent (Home Office 1992; Nlorris, Wilkinson, and Tisi 1995; Howard League 2001; Reid-Howe Associates 2001). The variation in these prevalence estimates reflects, in
part, how questions about abt, se are asked and the range of experiences
they tap (Loucks 1997). -'i To verify, how much higher these rates in
England and \~lales and Canada are than those for nonimprisoned
women, one would need data on the distribution of abuse in the general female population gathered using a similar methodology. Nevertheless, the higher range of the estimates noted above suggests that
histories of abuse are more prevalent among women in prison than
among women in the general popt, lation.
Government surveys and academic studies, particularly in the
United States, point to a series of other disadvantages, disabilities, and
misfortunes that appear to distinguish women in prison from women
2, Some estimates include,in addition to physical and sexual abuse, emotionalabuse
and witnessingabuse.
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in the general population as well as from men in prison.-'-' These inchide histories of drug abuse (National Crime Prevention Council of
Canada 1995; Owen and Bloom 1995; Bureau of Justice Statistics
2000e), which indicate more re~dar drug use by female inmates than
male inmates (74 percent vs. 69 percent) prior to incarceration (Bureau
of Justice Statistics 1999e); mental and physical health disorders
(Teplin, Abraham, and McClelland 1996; Acoca 1998; Bureau of Justice Statistics 1999a; General Accounting Office 1999), with inmates
generally having higher rates of physical disorders than the general
population and incarcerated women reporting more physical impairments (14 percent vs. 12 percent) and more mental conditions than
incarcerated men (16 percent vs. 10 percent) (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2001a); and HIV/AIDS (Bureat, of Justice Statistics 1997b, 2001a;
Brewer et al. 1998), with the AIDS rates being higher among inmates
than among the general population and, again, with women inmates'
[-1[\7 rates exceeding those of men (3.4 percent vs. 2.1 percent) (Bt, reau
of Justice Statistics 2001d). The complex and overlapping nature of
many of these problems almost certainly affects both women's risks of
coming into conflict with the law as well as their ability to cope with
imprisonment, which typically does not provide adequate treatment ff)r
most physical and psychological problems. This has encouraged some
c o i n l l l e l l t a t o r s o n w o n l e l ] in p r i s o n t o depict t h e l l l as l l l o r e a ~conlllll.lni~, of victims rather than a collection of victimizers" (Bosworth 1999,
p. 56), and sometimes as more needy, deticient, and/or poorly adjusted
than men in prison.
\,Vhile recognizing the need to take account of female prisoners' histories of victimization, drug abuse, and mental health problems, some
feminist scholars also warn of the potentially negative consequences of
doing so. To the extent that such a p()rtrayal encourages women's offending to be attributed to particular types of female pathology, some
argue that it robs them of their agency (as well as their rcsponsil)ility)
and feeds into traditional gendcr stereotypes (Allen 1987; Shaw 1992).
Others point to a slippage between the concepts of need and risk, st, ch
that "characteristics of the female offender that were previously considered needs (i.e., histo W of abuse, history of selginjury, single motherhood, mental health COl]cerns and dependency on financial aid/
welfiare) arc now defined as 'criminogenic factors' or risk factors that
:' Unfortunately, data do not exist that would permit a comparison of incarcm'atcd
w()mcn with a dcmogral)hically matched group ()f women i11 l.hC gcucral p()pulati(m.
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can predict recidivism" (l-lannah-A'loffat 1999, p. 86). One conseqt, ence, given the influence of neoliberalism on criminal justice policies, may he the "responsibilization" (O'Malley 1992; see also O'Malley 1999) of female prisoners, whereby they are expected to treat these
needs/risks themselves. Another potential consequence is increased security and higher levels of coerced intervention for prisoners labeled
high need/high risk.
The portrayal of women in prison as particularly "high need" compared to men (see, e.g., Finn et al. 1999) and the linkage of some of
these needs (such as a history of abuse or of self-injury) to increased
risks of violent recidivism (Bonta, Pang, and \.Vallace-Capretta 1995;
Blanchette 1997a, 1997b) distract attention from the largely nonviolent
nature of female offending, both absolutely and relative to male offending. For example, in the United States, only 29 percent of women
in state t)risons in 2000 were serving time for violent offenses, compared to 34 percent for drug offenses, 26 percent for t)rot)ert3, offenses,
and 11 percent for public order and other offenses (Bureau of Justice
Statistics 2001c). In contrast, 49 percent of men in state prisons in 2000
were serving time for violent offenses. Similar patterns exist in England and \,Vales, where only 24 t)ercent of women in prison in 2000
were serving time for violent and sexual offenses compared to 44 percent of men in prison (Home Office 2001), and in Canada in 1996,
where violent offenders accounted for 32 percent of women in provincial and federal prisons compared to 51 percent of male prisoners (Finn
et al. 1999).
11. \,Vomen's Adaptations to and Experiences
of lmprisonnlent
Research on women's adaptation to incarceration was initially shaped
bv tile classic prison sociology., of the 1950s and then by large-scale
studies of women's prisons in the 1960s. The attention these studies
gave to women's intimate and primary group relations, as well as to
the absence among women of traditional markers of men's prison adjustment (e.g., adherence to an inmate code of ethics), encouraged st, bsequent work in these areas. Important sources of variations in adjustment--institt, tional characteristics and characteristics of the prisoner
population--were left largcly unexplored. Subsequent research on
women's adaptations to incarceration has focused on aggression, depression, self-harm, and suicide. Although abusive experiences and a
history of emotional disturbance apl)ear as common correlates of all
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four adaptations, the research is primarily descriptive and fails systematically to consider how the prison environment itself may compound
preprison characteristics and experiences and contribute to poor ad-
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Conceptual and methodological criticisms of the research on adjustment and coping have been articulated and responded to in recent research on women's experiences of imprisonment informed bv feminist
perspectives. This research has challenged some of the earlier interpretations and characterizations. It has also moved away from searching
for ideal types or general styles of adaptation, instead looking at the
complex ways in which women's identities and backgrounds shape how
they negotiate power, resist depersonalization, and make sense of their
time in prison. \,Vhat women can tell us abot, t the practices of imprisonment is an important theme in some of this work.

A. Early Stmties of Priso'n Social Organization: 77,e Theoretk'al Backdrop
Early stt, dics of prison life examined the culture and social organization of men's institutions. Several important ethnographies of prison
life emerged before the end of \.Vorld \,Var 11 (Reimer 1937; Havner
and Asia 1939; Schrag 1944), but it was Clemmer's (1958) study of
Menard in the 1930s--the maximum-security prison for men in southern Illinois--that left a special mark on prison sociolog7. For Clemmer, the prison culture was comprised o f " t h e habits, hehavior systems,
traditions, history, customs, folkways, codes, the laws and rules which
guide inmates" (1958, p. 294). Inmates st, bmerged in this culture were
"prisonized"--a status that deepened their commitment to criminality,
and disrupted their reentry into society. Although his ethnogral)hy of
prison life also inch, dcd a description of the hierarchy of prisoners and
their roles, it was Clcmmer's concept of "prisonization" that hecame
of particular importance.
By the late 1950s a new approach was emerging. "T'he concepts of
prima W group and culture, so central to socioh)gy at the University of
Chicago during Clcmmer's day, gave way to Talcott Parsons's (I 951)
Social System, and more generally his functionalist paradigm. '3 The
prison was now conceived of as an adaptive miniature "social system,"
and interest emerged in relationships among and social roles of the
actors in this system and ultimately their influence on the prison itself
:~The functionaltheoriesexplain phcnonlenasuch as bchavi~wor social arrangements
by their consequences.
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(Irwin 1980, t3. 32; Sykes 1995, p. 80). For example, Sykes (1958), in
his classic study of the New Jersey State Prison, argued that inmate
behavior was a conscious or unconscious attempt to deal with the deprivations of prison life. As Sykes recounts, "the behavior patterns of
inmates sprang from a set of values, attitudes and beliefs that found
expression in the so-called inmate code cot, ched in prison argot. This
code held forth a pattern of approved c o n d u c t . . , an ideal rather than
a description of how inmates behaved" (1995, t3. 82). Sykes's inmate
code was intended only as an "ideal type" of inmate interactions, but
its tenets--for example, "never rat on a con, be cool, do your own
time, and don't exploit inmates"--became a central interest of functionalist studies of inmate behavior.
The prominence of the functional paradigm may not have been due
so much to its empirical validity as to the fact that it generated both
complemental T and competing paradigms that significantly widened
scholars' ability to understand inmate adaptations to incarceration. According to the situational version of the functionalist model, inmates'
responses to imprisonment are not just a function of the fundamentally
coercive character of total institutions but instead depend on specific
institutional characteristics such as the nature of the disciplinary regime, size and physical layout of the institution, and its organizational
objectives (Grusky 1959; Berk 1966; Street, Vinter, and Perrow 1966;
\~Zilson 1968). \,Vhat was typically posed as the competing paradigm,
the importation model, argued that the prison is not a completely
closed system. Consequently, inmates' responses and adaptations to incarceration were shaped by their preprison experiences, and originated
in and were sustained by subcultures outside of the prison (Irwin and
Cressey 1962; Cline and \,Vheeler 1968; Irwin 1970). Together these
models dominated the literature on responses to imprisonment for the
next several decades (see, e.g., Garbedian 1963, 1964; Wellford 1967;
Jacobs 1974; Thomas 1977; Bukstel and Kilmann 1980), including the
work o n women in prison.

B. The Cla.~xic A'meri~w~l Studies o[" l,l/olJleJl's Adaptatiolls to btlprisolrmeHt
The first large-scale study of women's inaprisonnlent that was explicith, concerned with prisoners' adaptation was Ward and Kassebaum's
(1965) study of the California Institution for Women (CI\,V) at Frontera. Looking for evidence of convict identities such as those descrihed
by Sykes, Ward and Kassebaum fi3und that they were not only largely
absent among the women at C I W but also that support for the tenets
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of the inmate code was relatively modest among this population. They
conchided that while female prisoners, like their male counterparts, responded to the "pains of imprisonnlent" through withdrawal, rebellion, and institutionalization, women's intimate, often sexual, relationships were their major and most distinctive style of adaptation to
prison life. \,Vard and Kassebaum saw the gender differences in responses to imprisonment as explicable by both the importation and the
functional paradigms, whereby the formation of primar 3, relationships
was "rooted in social roles played in the fi'ee world" and emerged because of "psychological needs unsatisfied in the prison world" (\,Yard
and Kassel)aum 1965, p. 74). Although their research was criticized l)v
contemporaries for providing both too much detail on the homosexual
activity of prisone,'s (Elliott 1966) and a rather one-dimensional view
of women's experiences of imprisonment (Messingcr 1967), there is no
question that it served as a template for much of the research on
women in prison that followed.
Two other stt, dies are particularly important in this carh, schola,h,
work on women's adaptations to imprisonment: Giallombardo's (1966)
study of the Federal Ref'ormatom, for Women in Alderson, \,Vest Firginia, and Heffernan's (1972) research at Occoquan in Washilagton,
D.C. Similar to \,Yard and Kassebaum, Giallombardo took the system
of adaptations found in male correctional facilities as her point of comparison and the differences she fot, nd for women prisoners as her focus. Nevertheless, she also provided readers with a rich portrayal of
women's carceral lives, including a consideration of the way prison architecture and iconography influenced group formations and the critical roles staff played in shaping inmate social relations and in integrating the conl]icting goals of rehabilitation and ct,stodv. Her depiction
of the prison experiences and adaptations of women at Ahterson, as
well as the sources of these adaptations, was largely consistcnt with that
of \,Vard and Kassebaum. Female argot roles were numerous I)t,t revolved primarily around conscnsu,ll sexual and prison-th,nily relationships, and they were to I)e understood by employing deprivation and
importation paradigms. Specitically, she argued that women attenlpt
"to resist the destructive cff'ccts of imprisonment by crc.ltinr, a substiit, re universe within which the inmates may preserve an identity relevant to life outside the prison" (Giallombardo 1966, p. 129).
Hef'fcrllan (1972) initialh, intended to examine whether the concept
of "prisonizatiol~" apl)lied to fclnale inmates. However, early in her
research she rejected Clemmer's and Svkes's models of inmate adapta-
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tion and turned her attention to the propositions of Irwin anct Cressey
(1962), who assumed that preprison identities were critical to understanding how inmates "do time." Heffernan argued that women at
Occoquan chose one of three ways of doing time: the "square," who
adhered to conventional norms; the "cool," who were the more sophisticated criminals and who knew how to manipulate the prison environment to their advantage; and the "life," whose identities were
influenced by their petty criminal activities (e.g., prostitution, theft) on
the street. Although her research also contained a heavv (lose of descriptive data on women's intimate relationships, it remains notable for
its understanding of women's adaptations to prison life as only incompletely determined by their traditional gender role identities anct
the institutional context. Heffernan's analysis suggested that, despite
these well-recognized influences, women exercised some at, tonomy in
choosing particular adaptations and stTles of doing time, and shapect
these in an active, reflexive manner.
In identifying the ways in which women's responses to imprisonment differed from men's, these classic studies influenced much of
the subsequent research on women in prison, particularly in North
America. T w o bodies of work followed directly from these studies: research concerned with women's intimate and prima W group relationships, and research on the applicabilio, of such traditional markers of
male inmate adjustment as prisonization, inmate solidarity, and oH)osition to staff. A related area of research--that on coping--shares with
these an interest in gender differences in adaptations to prison, but is
less concerned with the social order of the prison and thus is further
removed from the classic research on prison social organization and
prison culture. \,Ve discuss each of these bodies of work in turn.
C. Research on 1,Vomen's bitmlate Relationships in Prison
Notwithstanding the previot, sly noted as well as more recent criticisms of research documenting the nature and extent of intimate relationships among female prisoners, these relationships have continued
to attract scholarly attention (e.g., Burkhart 1973; Norris 1974; Foster
1975; Climent et al. 1977; Propper 1982; Leger 1987; Jones 1993;
Hawkins 1995; Owen 1998; Alarid 2000; Hensley, Tewksbury, and
Kocheski 2001). 24 From its heginnings this work typically has linked

:4The preoccupation with the sexual relationships of women in prison in the classic
research of the 1960s has been criticized more recently for conflating lesbianism with
aggressive criminality (Freedman 1996), for distracting attention from such important
issues as the repressive and gendered nature of women's prison regimes (l)obash, 1)o-
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w o m e n ' s sexual relations in prison to the deprivations of prison life
and, more specifically, to the absence of opportunities for heterosexual
sex and what have been seen as w o m e n ' s particular needs for emotional
intimacy. T h e earliest work, which predated the studies by \,Vard and
Kassebaum and by Giallombardo, explicitly pathologized b o t h female
prisoners' same-sex relations and prison-Family structures while giving
a nod to the causal role of deprivation in the formation of these relationships (see, e.g., Otis 1913; Ford 1929; Selling 1931; Halleck and
Hersko 1962). More recent work assessing w o m e n ' s responses to incarceration has attempted to i(lentify aspects o f prison deprivation as
well as personal characteristics that are related to w o m e n ' s sexual relations (see, e.g., Genders and Player 1990; Owen 1998).
In this line of research, only a few studies have addressed how, if
at all, the extent o f w o m e n ' s involvement in same-sex intimate relationships might vary across institt, tional contexts or over time. Here a
continued, if at times implicit interest in comparing importation and
situational functionalist perspectives c:m he seen. If the situational
ftmctionalist perspective has any validity, variations in institt, tional
structures and processes should produce variations in adaptations, including involvement in same-sex intimate relations and prison families.
And if the importation perspective is correct, changes in w o m e n ' s social roles and in the growing acceptahility of salne-scx relationships
should have increased the prevalence of sexual relations a m o n g women
in prison m recent years, es T h e results of this work are mixed. \.Vith
regard to variations across institutions, some studies have found w o m en's sexual relationships to be more COlnmon in treatment as opposed
bash, and GutteHdge 1986), and fnr hiling m recognize that women's sexual relathms
amid be e×pressions of resistance and autonomy (Bosworth 19~)9). The academic and

popular concern with hnprisoned women's same-sex relati+mships in the 1950s and
1960s has I',een atu'ihuted to the need to "help shore up white, marital hcterosexualip,"'
([:rcedman t996, p. 40g) and to the prevalence of theories ()f (tingle crime that stressed
biopsychological :lnd scxl.ial causes (I)ohash, I)ohash, and Guttcridgc 19~6). Studies of
eonsensual sexual relationships am(rag male inm:ltcs have been notahlv rare until quite
recently, whh much more attention devmed m exphfitati~'e and c(mrced sex in men's
prisons (Hensley, Su'uckm:m-lohnson, and Eigenberg 2()00).
e+For example, increases in divorce rates, female-headed househ<>lds, and births t<)
sillg]e l l l o l h e r s l l l e a l l that lllOre WOlIICII a r c living without Jlel'Iilllllelll. 111aJe partners
(Wilson 1987), have sole responsilfility for their children, :rod have been raised l)y single
mothers (Furstenherg 1990). If women going to pris(m are now more likely m bc unattached and single mothers, this may affect the types of relationships they form and the

deprivations they t~el hi prison. To the extent that attitudes toward holilY)Sexual]iv have
hecome less intolerant over time, d~e willingness of women in pris~m to admit to sexual
relations with each other slmuhl be greater as well, which would prm'idc spurious support for the predictions of the iinl)()rtation nu)del.
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to custody facilities (Mitchell 1975) or to vary by the nature of staff
behavior (Mahan 1984). However, others, when controlling for pref)rison sexual relations and considering a wide range of institutions,
have found no significant institutional differences (Propper 1981; see
also GiaNombardo 1974). \.Vith regard to changes over time, Fox's
(1984) study of Bedford Hills Reformaton., revealed a decline in women's participation in kinship systems which he attributed to the impact
of the feminist nmvement on the prison population. More recently,
however, Greet (2000) has argued that such decreases are more likely
due to the changing carceral environments in which women increasingly find thenlselves. In our own analysis of women in two prisons in
California, we found that prisoners' estimates of the proportion of
women involved in a consensual sexual relationship had increased over
the past thirty },ears. \,Ve suspect that this reflects a numl)er of things,
inchiding inmates' greater willingness to acknowledge same-sex relationships and changes in the t3.,t)es of women incarcerated in the 1990s
as opposed to the 1960s. \,Ve also found no evidence that in the mid1990s the t)revalence of these relationships varied between the two
prisons.
\,\qlether it is due to cultural or institutional differences in prisoners'
behaviors or to differences in prison researchers' orientations, some
studies in England, Scotland, and Sweden suggest that homosexuality
among women prisoners may be much less prevalent in other countries
compared to the United States. Dobash, Dobash, and Gutteridge
(1986), for example, maintained that there was no evidence of prison
families or sexual relations among prisoners in Holloway or Cornton
Vale. Other researchers in England and elsewhere, however, have
noted these n, pes of intimate and primar}, group relationships, albeit
they van., in how central thev see these relationships to be for prison
life (cf. Mawl)y 1982; Mandaraka-Shepl)ard 1986; Bondeson 1989;
Bosworth 1999; Dirsuweit 1999). \,\"hat is noteworthy about some of
these recent non-American studies of women in prison is the different
analytic frameworks they bring to bear on, and the different questions
they ask about, women's intimate relationships in prison as compared
to earlier research. The concern has shifted from viewing these relationships as evidence of patholog.w or deprivation to viewing them as
evidence of women inmates' active resistance to their carceral lives and
the existing power relations within prison, or as efforts at identity construction in a depersonalizing environment (Bosworth 1999; Dirsuweit
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1999). \,Ve return to some of this work below when we discuss recent
scholarship on women's experiences of imprisonment.
D. Research on Prisoniz,ation and the hmtate Code of'Ethhs
A second line of research generated bv the earl}, studies of women
in prison is concerned with the applicahilitT of such traditional markers of male inmate adjustnlent as prisonization, inmate solidari~,, and
opposition to staff. Like the work on women's intimate relations in
prison, this research has also been guided by an interest in how and
why women adapt to prison differently from men. But the work on
prisonization has made more explicit its comparisons of women to
men, and has tended to treat men's responses as the norm from which
women's responses often depart. Much of this work also frames its
analysis within the traditional conceptual perspectives descril)ed earlier--that is, importation and functionalist or deprivation models-and attempts more rigorous evaluations of them.
In general, the results of this work suggest support for both models
(see, e.g., Harmagel and Gillan 1980) but also reveal some gender d i f
ferences in the effects of prisoners' institutional careers on their adaptations. If the importation model is correct, a woman's background and
attributes will predict her response to prison life. Here we find considerable consensus among studies of female prisoners al)out the characteristics associated with prisonization, opposition to staff, and misbehavior. \'Vomen who are young, who are nonwhite, who come from an
urban background, who are single with no children, who have prior
institutional experience, and who have been convicted of a violent
crime or a drug law violation tend to score higher on these traditional
indicators of male adaptation (Jensen and Jones 1976; Alpert, Nohlit,
and \,Viorkowski 1977; Jensen 1977; Faily and Roundtree 1979; Zingraft and Zingraff 1980; Kruttschnitt 1981; A'landaraka-Shellpard
1986; Bondeson 1989). Many of th~:se characteristics are also associated with male prisoners' misbehavior and prisonization (Adams 1992).
If the deprivation model is correct, variahlcs st, ch as sentence length,
time served, and time left to serve shot, ld affect prisonization or identification with an inmate sul)culture and opposition to staff. The fi,ltlings
pertaining to female prisoners are not consistent across studies, suggesting that these relationships are complex and conditional. \A.qlile
some scholars find that acceptance of the inmate code is highest in the
mid-career phase (Tittle 1969; Jensen and Jones 1976; Alpert, Noblit,
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and \,Viorkowski 1977; Bondeson 1989), which is consistent with the
research on men, others find no evidence that career phase affects inmate solidarity or prisonization (Kruttschnitt 1981; Mawl)y 1982;
Mandaraka-Sheppard 1986; Craddock 1996). Further, there is also evidence that sentence length and prison crowding are positively related
to defiance and misbehavior (Ruback and Carr 1984; Goetting and
Howsen 1986; Singleton, A'leltzer, and Gatward 1998), I)ut the effects
of type of institution (e.g., open vs. closed, training school vs. prison)
remain unclear (Hartnagel and Gillan 1980; Larson and Nelson 1984;
A'landaraka-Sheppard 1986; Bondeson 1989). Finally, studies on men
suggest that the t3.,pes of prisoners in a prison affect the level of conflict
it experiences (Cline and \'\qleeler 1968). Fox (1982, 1984) uncovered
a similar pattern in the women's prison he studied: an increase in
young female prisoners coincided with higher levels of institutional
conflict. Unfortunately, beyond Fox's research no attention has been
given to this critical selection effect, even in the studies of women's imprisonment that have included multiple facilities in their research designs (Hartnagel and Gillan 1980; Larson and Nelson 1984;
Mandarka-Sheppard 1986; 13ondeson 1989). More generally, variations
in institutions and prison populations have been ignored as possible
explanations for variation in prisonization, support for the inlnate
code, or conflict among prisoners.
The attention given in this work to gender differences in such indicators of adaptation as prisonization or adoption of the inmate code
has been criticized on several fronts, most commonly for evaluating
women's responses to imprisonment with outdated male behavioral
norms (Pollock-Byrne 1990, pp. 139-40). \'\qlile there is no question
that much of the early research relied on indicators that were not particularlv relevant for female inmates, later research sought to rectiR/
this by developing more gender-specific indicators (cf. \'Vard and Kassebaum 1965; Zingraff and Zingraff 1980). From a historical perspective, this body of research is perhaps more important for the attention
it drew to a different aspect of women's adjustment to prison and one
that did not involve gender roles or sexual behavior. In so doing, it
began to shed light on the biographies and identities that shape women's responses to incarceration and moved away from viewing women
in prison as a homogeneous group with a limited set of gender-specific
ways of responding to prison. '~'
:¢' An interesting example of the wavs in which this work spawned new perspectives
on gender differences in responses to i'ncarcerati(m is \Vard's (1982) study of the social
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E. Research on Indivktltal Coping m~d ildjltstTJlent

Research on prisoner coping and adjustment continues in the classic
tradition of the micro-sociology of imprisonment in one important respect: by examining the contribution of individual and environmental
characteristics, and their interactions, to prisoners' adaptations. :7 However, because it u;pically is more psychological and less concerned with
the social organization and daily life of the prison, research on coping
signals a departure from the classic work on the prison community and
growing interest in the individual prisoner as an isolated object of
study and intervention, a point to which we return helow.
Adams (1992) provides a thorough review of the research on prison
adjustment and coping, noting that many of the central questions in
the field have not been addressed for women (see also \,Vright 1991).
The dominant work on prison adjustment flows fi'om a stress-coping
paradigm that has informed at least two recent studies on female prisoners. In one, Loucks and Zamble (2000) found only a small difference
bet~veen the average coping efficacy scores of Canadian women and
men beginning their prison sentences (Zamhle and Porporino 1988);
however, the scores for female prisoners were considerably lower than
the average in a nonoffender population (Hughes and Zamble 1993).
In addition, MacKenzie, Robinson, anti Campbell (1989) tbund that
women prisoners' anxiety and couin,, levels did not vary hv the length
of their sentences. -'s
It can be ar~led that the lack of recent research on coping among
female inmates at a time when penal policies and practices are undergoing significant change is unfortunate. Given a growing concern in
correctional practice with classification, risk assessment, and managerial control of female prison populations, it is importa,at to understand
organiT.ati~m of a women's prison in England. Uncovering a high degree of "snhehh~g"
amon F the female inmates and relativelylhtlc evidence of imnate s~flklarhv,Ward argues
th:lt the lack of solidarity had no,thing to do with the I-let that tile inm:ltes were women
but instead was :l pr~duct ~f their lack c~f power to determine their release dates and
their institutional circumstances, which located Ihis power in the hands of tile staff with
whom they interacted. "Snitching," then, was seen by these women as a commonality,
something" ~ he traded f~r a chance to influence staff, and ultimately theh" release dates.
27 Liclfiing (1999, p. 312, n. 4) notes th:it coping refers to "a mixlure of th(lughts anti
actions: individuals' e~ping styles and abilities can vary over time, and coping can he
seen :is ~1 i n e ( l i a t o r o f Clll()[i()n,"

.'s A h h o u g h N%~' and ccJlleagues (Negy, Woods, and Carlson 1097) ~lls() focused on
(cmale inmates' cophlg, their research examined tile correlation hetween coping and ndjustinunt a m o n g inmates. As the authors acknowledged, the findings are silent as to
whether high levels of :ldjustment caused str~mg coping skills or the reverse, and tile lack
of a eontl'~l group or .'lay comparative d:ita makes it unclear whether the inmates' adjustIllent retteets traits illC:tsured p r i o r to or alter incarci2rIitioll.
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how these dements of a certain tTpe of organizational efficiency may
affect women prisoners' psychological health and how these institutional concerns may interact with women's preprison attributes and experiences to have particularly marked effects on some types of women.
Accordingly, we turn to the literature on a wider range of measures of
adjustment to prison life (Adams 1992), focusing on aggression, depression, self-harm, and suicide.
1. Misbehavior alld Aggv'e~:do'ir Most of the work on women's ntisbehavior in prison has focused on documenting gender differences in
such behaviors. 2'~ Nonetheless, no consistent gender differences have
been found in the prevalence of misbehavior or rule infractions. Some
studies find that women have higher rates of rule violations while imprisoned than men (Lindquist 1980; McClellan 1994), whereas others
report the opposite (Goetting and Howsen 1983; Craddock 1996;
Harer and Langan 2001).
These discrepancies have raised questions about the degree to which
correctional administrators' and staff" perceptions, and gender stereot3,pes, of inmates' behaviors influence data on male and female prison
infractions. T h e r e is some evidence that prison staff may respond differentlv to men's and women's behaviors by dealing with men through
formal means, for example, with disciplinary hearings, in situations
where women are dealt with informally (Poole and Regoli 1983; Soremers and Baskin 1990; McClellan 1994). Studies of correctional officers' (COs) perceptions of the supervision problems associated with female and male prisoners are rare, but paint a similar picture. Both
Pollock (1986) and, more recently, Rasche (2001) fot, nd that COs' responses to male and female inmates were based on their attributions
of sex-specific personalitT differences and behavior problems. Female
prisoners were described as emotional, manipulative, impulsive, and
resistant to taking orders. The}, were also viewed as less dangerous but
more troublesome than male inmates. Similar types of attributional
differences by staff have been noted in studies in English prisons and
have been seen as rest)onsible for more exacting, petty, and restrictive
disciplinar T practices--and hence higher rates of refractions--in the
women's prisons there (Carlen 1998, p. 86; see also Carlen 1983,

1985).
2,,Misbehavior generally refers to any actions in prison fi~rwhich an inmate can be
disciplined. These acts range wideh' by institution t~tlt generally include failure to obey
a direct order, violating p(~sted/kn(:;wn"rules, theft of property, damage of iw.pcrty, creating a clisturbance, homosexuality,assaults on other inmates or staff, possession of a
contraband substance or a weapon, and escape (see, e.g., McClellan 1994).
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With regard to gender differences in the severity, of misbehaviors,
there is much more consistency across studies. Compared to female
prisoners, male prisoners are more likely to commit serious infractions,
inchiding assaults on other inmates and staff (Bowker 1980; Lindquist
1980; Seear and Player 1986; McClellan 1994; Hater and Langan
2001). For example, in England and W'ales in 2000, 1,652 male prisoners were restrained for violence or infractions, compared to only riftTsix female prisoners (Home Office 2001), a ratio of twent~-nine infractions by males for every one infraction by females. (The ratio of male
to female prisoners in England and \,Vales is eighteen to one.) Further,
when women are cited for rule breaking, they are more likely to be
charged with stealing from other prisoners and verbal abuse than with
violence (Mandaraka-Sheppard 1986).
Physical aggression by women in prison is, according to most studies,
relatively rare, individualistic rather than collective, and often attributable to conflicts over intimate relationships (Bowker 1980; Loucks
1997)) 0 One systematic analysis that attempted to link women's aggression to attributes of the prison and the prisoner found that Icvels
of violence were low in the English prisons studied, and it occurred
less often in open, as opposed to closed, institutions (s\'landarakaSheppard 1986). Other institutional characteristics, such as method
of punishment, extent of autonomy, and incentives for good behavior,
accounted for ahnost two-thirds of" the explained variance in physical
violence) ~
The limited work on predicting aggressive behavior among female
prisoners indicates that early family experiences and childhood problem behaviors may be quite important. Aggressive female prisoners
have been described as having fhmilv and personal backgrounds that
+'>An(~tller form of violence in women's pris~ms that has until recenth' received little
attention is the sexual victiulizaticm of prisoners ILv pris<m staff. In 1996, Hum:m Rights
\Vatch (1096) publishecl a report charging that male guards in prisons in Calif~rnhl, lllimils+ Georgia, and Michigan were frequently sexually ahusing '+v<)meJl imnates (set also
Hensley, Struckman-Johnson, and Eigenbcrg 2000; Stein 19()6)..quhsequent invcstigati<ms in several A'lid'+vestern facilities revealed generally lower rates of sexual coercion
reported by female inmates (6 percent to 19 percent) and the majority (~f these incidents
were licrpl~trated t)v nther prisoners, nnt by staff (Strueknlan-l(ihns(in et al. 1~)06; Alarid
2000). However, as S(llile sch(llars have nllted, tile generally low rates of reported sexual
nliseonduct liv stall}" are duc :it least in part to the retluirenlcnt that inmates Inust prove

the allegations they make ;lgainst staff (l)ogi'el:,in and l)otlge 2001).
++(.-)tialitati','e research in a large urban county jail in the southern United States suggested that a different set of envir(mnicntal clmditi<ms--large instinltions '+vith (ipen
dornlhory-st.vle h<nising and staff '+vho ignore nr encourage aggressi(m am<rag iiunates-fliels incidents of sexual coercion and assault among fenlale prisoners (Alarid 2000).
These conchlsions, however, ,+',',ere derived fl'(llll i-inh, (lilt? infornlallt+.
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include siblings with substance ahuse problems, preadolescent sexual
abuse, and an early age at first arrest (Loucks and Zamble 2000). There
is also some evidence that among female prisoners, racial minorities,
younger prisoners, and prisoners diagnosed with emotional problems
are more likely than others to engage in violent behavior while they
are incarcerated (Roundtree, Mohan, and Mahaffev 1980; Kruttschnitt
and Krmpotich 1990; Loucks and Zamble 2000).
2. Depressioli. Relatively little systematic information is available
on the prevalence of depression among incarcerated women. In part
this reflects the lack of a consistent methodolog3, to study depression
among prisoners, and may also be related to the shift away from a
treatment orientation in women's prisons, which has limited the extent
of psychological testing of female inmates. The 1997 survey of inmates
in U.S. state and federal correctional facilities provides self-reported
data on the proportion of female and male prisoners with a mental or
emotional condition that limits the kind or amount of work they can
do (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2001b, table 2). \,\~ile the results indicate that ahnost twice as many females as males (16 percent vs. 9.6 percent) report such a condition, the specific nature of the condition is
not specified. Some researchers have sampled different prison populations for psychiatric disorders using selgreport measures, behavioral
observations, and the Beck Depression Index (Beck et al. 1961). \,Vhile
male prison populations are studied more often, when both sexes are
iucluded generally a larger proportion of females than males is diagnosed with depression or would meet the criteria for having severe, as
opposed to mild or moderate, depression (Daniel et al. 1998; Singleton, Meltzer, and Gatward 1998; Boothbv and Durham 1999)) 2 One
exception is Sheridan's (1996) study of eighty-one men and women
serving sentences in two correctional institutions in the mid-Atlantic
region in the United States. He reported that one-third of both the
males and females had clinically significant prohlems with depression.
However, because his respondents were voluntarily participating in
substance abuse programs, they may not be representative of the larger
prison t)opulations from which the), were drawn.
Given the paucity of information on the prevalence of depression
among female prisoners, it is not surprising that relatively little is
known about the penal environments and personal experiences of
~2l:cmales in the general population also appear to suffer from higher levels .f depression than males.
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those most likely to experience depression during their incarceration.
There is some evidence that, regardless of gender, prisoners m close
custody score higher on depression than their counterparts who experience less restrictive conditions (Boothby and Durham 1999). In addition, Hart (1995) has maintained that social support is particularly important to the psychological well-being of female prisoners. However,
because his study compared males at a maximum-securit3., prison with
females at a medium-security, prison, the observed effects for social
support could be confounded with securit3., level. More broadly based
inquiries about psychological well-being and stress indicate that
women who have more perceived control over their prison environment are less likely to be depressed (Ruback and Carr 1984).
Prisoners who score higher on measures of depression tend to be
young, first-time offenders and those with a history of maltreatment
(McClellan, F'arahee, and Crouch 1997; Boothhy and l)urham 1999). 33
T h e r e is also some evidence that selected coping strategies (e.g., active
coping, planning, restraint, acceptance) are negatively cor,'elated with
depression; however, it is t, nclear whether women's coping skills predict depression levels, depression predicts their coping strategies, or
both (see also Sappington 1996). Finally, since preprison measures of
depression are rarely availahle, research has not been able to determine
systelnatically the extent to which imprisonment raises levels of depression above those ext)erienced before coming to prison. 34
3. Self-Harm a,ld Suicide. In the United Kingdom and in Canada,
concerns with self-harm and suicide among incarcerated women have
grown as a result of the media's focus on selected incidents and scholarly research on what these acts indicate about women's prison environments (Heney 1990; Home Office 1990; Kershaw and Lasovich
1991; \,Vilkins and Cold 1991). In contrast, in the United States selfharm and st, icide among prisoners have received nluch less attention.
Over twenty years ago, Fox (1975) documented sizable gender differences among prisoners in both selfinju W and attempted suicide that
arc consistent with what is known about gcndercd patterns of selfinjury in the general population and with recent studies conducted in
u The characteristics rimed here as correlates of depression am~mg ['cmalc prisoners

are often associated with depression ill the general pc)pulationas well.
34It is also not known to what extent gender differencesin depression among prisoners might be a consequenceof gender differencesin the relationship between depression
and crime. That is, if depression is more often linked with women's criminal behavior
than with men's, depression sh~mld be higher among female, colnll:ll'cd t o male, pris~m
populations.
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prisons in England and \,Vales (Dooley 1990; Singleton, Meltzer, and
Gatxvard 1998; Liebling 1999). \,Vomen in prison, like women in the
general population, are more likely to self-injure or attempt st, icide
than are male prisoners, though estimates of the size of this gender
difference vat3,. 3s In our own study of two women's prisons in California, 12 percent of the women in both institutions reported that they
had intentionally hurt themselves before (but not during) their current
sentences, 2 percent during their current incarceration (bt, t not prior
to it), and 3 percent both before and during their current incarceration. Between 8 and 9 percent also indicated that they had frequently
felt suicidal since coming to prison. This self-reported rate of selfinju W prior to incarceration is vet3, similar to that (7.5 percent) documented for women in Hollowav Prison in England (Liebling 1992);
American estimates of s e l f harm during the current prison term are,
however, about half that for the female sentenced population in England and \,Vales (10 percent) (Singleton, Meltzer, and Gatward 1998).
T h e correlates of self-harm a m o n g prisoners are generally similar to
those found in the general population. Female prisoners who selfinjure are more likely than other prisoners to have been convicted of
violent crimes or property dalnage, to have received psychiatric treatment, to have been diagnosed with a personality disorder, and to have
a histor3, of alcohol abuse, f:amily disruption, and/or physical and sexual abuse (~,Vilkins and Cold 1991; Liebling 1992, 1999). \,Vhether aspects of women's current conditions of confinement, including sentence length or, in the United Kingdom or Canada, remand status,
differentiate women who self-harm from other prisoners remains unclear (Cookson 1977; Singleton, Meltzer, and Gatxvard 1998). H o w ever, one attempt to distinguish among women who self-harm to relieve symptoms from those who do it as a response to an external event
or as a suicide attempt revealed that the latter tended to be older, to
have been older at their first court appearance, and to have had fewer
priors than those who were relieving symptoms (Cold et al. 1992).
In contrast to patterns of suicide in the general population, suicide
a m o n g prisoners does not appear to show strong o r consistent gender
differences. Indeed, research in England indicates that while suicide
rates for men are just over three times those for women in the general
;~ 17urthernmrc, surveys of males and females m England and Wales revealed d3at
within the last week, sentenced women were twice as likdv as sentenced men to report
having had suicidal thoughts, and the same applies t~~suicide attempts b~th within the
last week and the past year (Singleton, Meltzer, and Gatward 1998).
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population, suicide rates among female prisoners appear to be as high
as or higher than among male prisoners (Liebling 1994; Loucks 1997).
Moreover, Liebling (1997, 1999) argues that prison suicides in England and Scotland invoMng women are increasing, although problems in the official documentation of this phenomenon obscure this
trend. -~('Recent data from the Home Office (2001) support the conclusion that suicide among prisoners in England and Wales may not be
the gendered phenomenon that it is in the general population. 13etween 1995 and 2000, 475 males and twenty-three females in prison
are listed in official publications as dying from suicide. Females thus
accounted for 4.6 percent of suicides in prison during years in which
they accounted for a similar percentage of the prison population.
Data from the United States, where suicides by prisoners have received less attention, also suggest that the gender differential in suicities among prisoners is mt, ch smaller than it is in the general population. 37 The Bureau of Justice Statistics (2000e) reports that in 1997,
female prisoners accounted for about 6.2 percent of the total state
prison population. In the same },ear, female prisoners accounted for 3.8
percent of deaths classitied as suicide and 5.6 percent of deaths classified as either suicide or accidental self-injury. This is consistent with
Liebling's (1994, 1999) claim that when both suicide and accidental
deaths due to self-injury are taken into account, women prisoners'
rates are vera/close to ll]en's rates.
\,Vomen prisoners thought to be at high risk for suicide share much
in common with those who self-harm. These are women who have
histories of psychiatric treatment, alcohol and drug abuse, and maltreatment, and often they are serving life sentences (Loucks 1997). ss
However, what may be as, if not more, important, but less well understood, is how the characteristics of the prison environment contribute
to these attempted and completed suicides (Liebling 1995). Liehling
(1997) has created a typology of suicide vulnerahility that explicitly
~' Liebling (19()4, 19qq) argues that suicides by women prisoners arc often misclassificd as due to accidental self-injury or lmdcturlYuncd causes.
~; In the general populati~m in United States, the suicide rate among men is about
~OUl" tillleS t h e r;lfe alll()Ilg W()lncn.

~s l-hm'ever, there is some evidence to suggest that the differences between imnates
prone m suicide or self-harm and other inmates arc greater for males than females. For
example, I,lcblin E (1992) found more signiticant differences between a subgroup of male
suicide attemptcrs and a group of male conu'<)ls than Imt,.vcen a subgroup of [~llla]~d sl.licide attcmpters and a group ()|" fetng,lc comrols in her study ~)|"inmates in |~.nglish prisons. For female inmates, hisuwics of ahuse and difticulties m coping did t'u)t distinguish
as str(mg]y between the p.vo gT()UpS.
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addresses the potential connections among individuals' backgrounds,
their sentences, and "prison-induced stresses." Certainly the finding
that women's suicide rates approach men's rates in prison suggests that
prison itself is a particular contributor to women's risks of suicide. >
By considering how women's background expericnces and personal
characteristics affect their adjustment, this research also has continued
the move away from viewing women in prison as having a common
set of needs and similar backgrounds or a common set of gender-role
constraints..*ks a conseqt, ence, it has encouraged the development of
interventions aimed at previously neglected needs.
However, other work has pointed to the role that criminological and
expert knowledge, especially that based in psychiatry and the behavioral sciences, can play in expanding and intensifying the disciplina W
and punitive aspects of imprisonment in general, and women's imprisonment in particular (e.g., l)obash, Dol)ash, and Gutteridge 1986;
Garland 1996; Rock 1996; Kendall 2000). This includes the development and application of assessment and diagnostic tools measuring adjustment that have heen linked to the growth of risk-based technologies of governance in prisons (Feeley and Simon 1992; Hannah-Moffat
1999). Within such regimes, prisoners' adjustment scores may become
the basis for determining their security levels or their risks of recidivism. As discussed above, a woman's difficulties in adjusting to prison
may thus be translated not into a justification for providing her certain
serx,ices or programs, but into a gendered set of criminogenic risk Factors. And these, in turn, may affect the timing of her subsequent release or her conditions of parole. A related criticism is that compliant
behavior, which is often taken as an indicator of good adjustment to
imprisonment, may also indicate dependence and passivity. These in
turn may be linked to an infantilization process that inhibits the development of abilities and attitudes important for successful reintegration
upon release from prison.
T h e r e are other, more methodological criticisms of some of the
quantitative research on adjustment, such as the use of scales developed
in studies of male prisoners that have not been validated on females
(cf., e.g., Harer and Langan 2001) and the inattention to the effects of
institutional context on adjustment. Perhaps more fundamentally, this
30Of course, it may also be that women sent to prison have particularlyelevated risks
of suicide, and the higher rates for women in prison are tilt result of a selection effect.
Nevertheless, the extent to which the imprisonmentexperiencemay contribute to women's suicide risks needs further examination.
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work tends to treat women in prison as constellations of scores on a
set of independent and dependent variables, which prevents considering how the interaction of their biographies and subjectMties shapes
how they experience imprisonment. Recent qualitative and ethnographic research on women in prison is an antidote of sorts to this tendency, and provides a different set of concepts and analytic frameworks
from within which to view imprisoned women's experiences.

F. Recent Sc];0]arsh]p on 1,17omeJlk EaTeriellces 0J"hnprisomnent
T h e 1990s saw the hegirming+of a ++,+,aveof scholarship on won+en in
prison which in some respects harkens hack to earlier work, especially
the classic prison sociology/of the 1940s and 1950s, and in other respects is heavih, influenced by recent feminist scholarship within and
outside of criminolog3.< T h e work of inmate write,'s has again, as it was
in the 1970s, been featt, red in several publications (e.g., Hampton
1993; Clark 1995; Cook and l)avies 1999). [-listorical studies of women's ilnprisonment have drawn attention to the ways convict women in
the past shaped their prison worlds as they in turn were shaped by
them (e.g., Zedner 1991; Butler 1997; Damousi 1997; Daniels 1998).
And a series of sociological studies has taken up issues ahout contetnpora D, women's experiences of imprisonment in ways that have challenged earlier interpretations and highlighted both continuities and
discontinuities in these experiences as women's lives and women's prisons have changed. It is to this recent sociological work, and its attention to women prisoners as active participants in constructing their
lives in prison, that '+re turn now. 4°
In the tradition of the prison scholarship of Sykes, Schrag (1944),
and others, Owen's (1998) quasi-ethnography of the Central California
Women's Facility ( C C W F ) - - t h e n the largest prison for wotnen in the
world--describes the culture and social order of the prison, fimusing
on how '+VOIllell d o time. Owen argues that women prisoners' histories
o f + a "multiplicity of ahuse," family relations, and economic marginalitv--which arc often linked to their involvement in crimc--are critical
for understanding their experiences in prison. Implicitly, he," analysis
also shows how the effects of these histories are conditioned hv the
physical world of the prison and, in particular, crowding, which was a
detining feature of life at CC\,VI r. As in the classic studies of women
+0 ~,'VL~do not r e v i e w hcl'e another itllpol'tailt l+oth" of W<Jl'k that dra'.,vs on interviews
with incarcerated women not to dcscrilm tl+cir prison byes s o Inuch as t~) dcvdop at+
understanding of their lmthways into crime (e.g., Comack 19q6+ Richie 1996).
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in prison, Owen sees women's affective relationships as a w a v they
manage their sentences, as a source for conflicts among prisoners, and
as a central element of the imnate culture. To describe this culture,
Owen turns to Schrag's (1944) concept of the "axes of life" and portrays how women negotiate information and commodities, their commitment to the inmate code, and their involvement in "the mix" of
trouble, hustles, and conflicts. She concludes, as much earlier research
has, that both importation theory and "the indigenous theor3., of prison
culture" (Owen 1998, p. 2) are relevant to understanding the social
world of women's prisons.
Other work, including the recent historical analyses cited above, has
explicitly challenged some of the long-standing assumptions about
women prisoners, especially assumptions about their passivity, lack of
activism, and sexuality,. One example is Diaz-Cotto's (1996) analysis of
the experiences of Latina and Latino prisoners in New York during
the 1970s and 1980s. She shows how Latina prisoners' attempts to organize in the pursuit of prison reform were sufficiently threatening to
cause the administration to develop strategies to block them. Nonetheless, the formation of a multiracial coalition and underground political
activities exacted some concessions from the authorities. The decade
lag in the implementation of these reforms in women's prisons highlights, however, the fundamental differences in responses to female and
male prisoners during this post-Attica period. Mmther study that reinterprets what has been seen as a characteristically female behavior in
prison is Dirsuweit's (1999) exploration of sexuality in a women's
prison in South Africa. She views women's constructions of their sexual
identities in prison as not simply shaped bv the deprivations of prison
life, hut as forms of resistance and transgression; prison in this sense
may provide women greater freedom to explore "alternative configurations of desire" (Dirsuweit 1999, p. 80) than does the outside world.
The ways in which women in prison construct identities to increase
their capacities for resistance is a prominent theme in other work (e.g.,
McCorkle 1998). For example, in Bosworth's (1999) analysis of three
women's prisons in England, the concepts of agency and resistance
take center stage. For her, women's abilities to negotiate power in
prison are shaped by the ways they construct, through the intersection
of race, class, ethnicity, and sexuality, their identities. 4~ Like others be4~ Another identity tl~atappears to shape how women experience imprisonnlent is that
of mother. Certainly separation from one's children is consistentlycited as one of the
major pains of imprisonmentfor women. There is a growing literature on imprisoned
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fore her (e.g., Carlen 1983), t3osworth sees women's prison as both a
material structure and a symbolic institution that is reflective of gender
relations, and argmes that the politics of femininity are enmeshed in
women's lives in prison. Notably, Bosworth (1999) focuses on the same
question as Owen: How do women do their time? But the answer she
provides is quite different. The women she talked with engaged in efforts to subvert the mundane and alienating aspects of prison life on a
private and indMdual level through their presentations of self. In the
f:ace of pressures toward compliance--through domestication, infantilization, and medicalization--and the homogenization of the prison
popuhltion, women used their cultural and sexual identities to assert
their agency and resist these demands. For 13osworth, femininity, as
revealed in women's attention to their physical appearance and lesbian
relationships with other prisoners, was not an accommodation to the
deprivations of prison life, or a method of coping with a lengthy prison
term, hut a means of resisting the restrictions correctional authorities
place on them. Although she acknowledges that lesbian relationships
divided the inmate community, as some inmates were cxtremeh, critical of same-sex relationships, such dMsion serves to reinfiwce the complexity of power relations in prison and the individual ways in which
women respond to these power relations and, more generally, prison
at, t h o r i w .

l)espite the attention 13osworth draws to p,-isons as sites of constant
negotiation in which hoth prisoners and the institution wield power,
she does not consider how the penopolitical coordinates of her own
sites--an open minimum-security prison, a remand center, and a highsecurit3/anlacx--shape the natt, re and outcomes of these negotiations.
T h e question of whether and how women's experiences of imprisonment are shaped hv the character of the regime in which they ave incarcerated is addressed in other work. Rock (1996), for example, in
tracing the redevelopment of Hollowav Pris~m between 196g and
1988, shows how the social o r d e r o f the p r i s o n e r s and their rclati(ms

WOIIICII aS mothers and (m the chihlren of illlpl'is()ncdw(HnCll thfl| is too large for us to

rm'imv here (scc, e.g., Hagan and Dinm'itzcr I~(;9: Greene, Haney, and Hurtado 2000:
Enos 2001). A'h)rcm'cr, much of this literature is primarily concerned with wolncn as
mothms and how imprisonment affects their ability I(~ m(~thcr (st:c, e.g., Clark 1995),
rather than with women as pris(mcrs--thc central concern of this essay. Enos's (2001)
Sttldv is (HIe t~xc¢i'JtiOll to this ill thal it consi(Icl's 11()t (mlv h o w "~VOlllt_HliI] pl'iSoll Coil-

struct and manage illOthul-hood, but a]so how nlothcrhood is 11resource I(~l" thCIll ill act|ling with prison life. ~Vc discuss some eft her lindings h~ a subsequent suction (m women's
lives after prison.
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with staffchanged as H o l l o w a v was transformed from a radial structure
focused on control, containment, and discipline into a therapeutic
structure with vague and 1)ermeable bounclaries. Each phase of this
transformation was accompanied by different penal policies and priorities and by a different typification of the female criminal, and these too
affected prisoners' lives. Rock's goal is not to offer a general theory of
the relationship between prison regimes and the exl)eriences of imprisoned women; instead, he shows how models of imprisonment at a specific institution, which were unstable and never exclusive, generated
conflicting goals and responses from prisoners.
In another effort to document changes in a women's prison regime
and its consequences for prisoners, Rierden (1997) recorded her observations of life at Niantic Correctional Institution in Connecticut from
1992 until 1995. Niantic opened in 1918 and for many decades remained a gendered emhodiment of the rehabilitative model, where inmates performed farm work in a pastoral setting supervised by matrons. By 1992, however, the prison was overcrowded and its programs
were inadequate for the changing prisoner population, which staff descrihed as increasingly difficult to manage. T h e construction of a new
maximum-security facility across the street alleviated the crowding
problem while simultaneoush, ushering in a new confinement model
that kept prisoners locked in their cells except while at school or work.
According to Rierden, staff at the new facilitw firmly believed that their
job was to ensure that prisoners learned personal responsibilit3,. Consistent with this, discipline and classification of prisoners according to
the seriot, sness of their c r i m e s - - n o t rehabilitation--was the central
concern of the prison. However, because she was not allowed to conduct her research at the new prison as she had earlier, Rierden was not
able to discover how prisoners reacted to these changes.
Our own research in two women's prisons in California focuses on
what women's experiences in prison can tell us about the practices of
imprisonment in different penal regimes and institutional environmerits. 13v comhining the intcr~iews and surveys we conducted with
women :at the California Institution for \,Vomcn (CI\'\0 and Valley
State Prison for \,Vomen (\/'SI)\'V) in the mid-1990s with the interviews
and sun, ev data \,Vard and Kassebaum collected at CI\V in the earh,
1960s, we have been able to compare women's experiences at two critical times in the recent history of women's imprisonment: the height of
the rehahilitative regime and the height of a ncoliberal regime stressing custody and management. \,Ve have also been ahle to compare the
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experiences of wolnen semring time within the same increasingly ptmitive environlnent ht,t at two different prisons. T h e California Institution for \,Volnen is the oldest prison for women in Califi)rnia and retains some of the l)hysical and cultural features of its rehabilitativ'e
heritage; VSP\,V is tile newest prison for women in California and
epitomizes the preoccupation with danger, security, and efficient managClllent.

Ill our comparison of CI\,V and VSP\,V in tile 1990s we found that tile
identities and experiences women brought to prison shaped how they
did their time, bt, t in somewhat different ways at each prison. At CI\,V,
the older prison that retains elements of the mate,'nal-rehabilitative
regime of the past, women's reactions to prison were more distinctly
patterned by their individual characteristics, but were also inore likely
to include some positive evaluations of their time in prison. 111 contrast, at VSP\,V individual variations were bhlnted and women's ways
of doing time showed more h o m o g e n e i t y - - i n particular, WOlnen were
more tmiformlv distrustful of other inmates and staff, were more critical of the p,'ison administration and operations, and consistently chose
to isolate themseh, es fi'om others as the best way to do their time
(Kruttschnitt, Gartner, and Miller 2000; Gartncr and Kruttschnitt
2002b). One implication of these institt, tional differences is that women's adat)tations to prison may not be as fundatnentalh, structured by
gender in many of tilt ways traditionally assumed. T h e adaptations described in so many other studies of women in prison therefore need to
he seen as shapcd by the nature of women's imprisonment at a particular time and place rather than as simply products of the nature of
WOlllen thelllSelves.

t3v comparing women's experiences at CI X,V over time, wc fimnd evidence that tile practices of imprisonment in hoth the 1960s and the
1990s were partial, dive,'sc, and contradictory (Gartncr and Kruttschnitt 2002a). T h e stated goal of CI\,V in the 1960s was to provide
women with a therapeutically infornmd rchallilitativc program. In tile
1990s, the goal had shifted to providing woincn the time and space
to rehabilitate themselves. \4roinen tit C1\41 in both periods, however,
questioned the prison's abilitv to accoinl+lish these goals and pointed
to fluldamental characteristics of imprisonment that they felt would inevitably prevent rchal)ilitation, whether by the prison or by prisoners.
\,Ve also found continuity over time in many of tile women's responses
to the prohlems of hnprisonmcnt: C I W experienced little serious violence, racial tension, or gang activity and contlicts among women re-
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maincd largely interpersonal and relatively short-lived. Even so, women's experiences at CI\,V were altered hv the more punitive climate of
the 1990s. \,Vomen's distrust of and desire to keep their distance from
others was greater in the 1990s than the 1960s, just as it was greater
in the 1990s at V S P W than at CI\,V.
In summary, despite its efforts to consider how aspects of a woman's
identit~ shape her experience of imprisonment, much of this research
remains susceptible to a criticism also applical)le to earlier work, that
is, a tendency to universalize women's experiences in prison. Given the
increasing diversity of women in prison--racial, ethnic, cultural, sexual, and m o r e - - g r e a t e r attention is needed to how prisons' power to
punish is greater for some women than others, with conseqt, ences for
their lives not only in but also after prison.
III. T h e Consequences of hnprisonnlcnt for \,Vomen's
Lives after Prison
T h e r e is widespread agreement among scholars and practitioners that
incarcerated women have a set of needs that are not addressed with
the traditional set of prison programs and that programs that have
been designed to reduce men's recidivism may not be as effective for
women. However, given the lack of systematic evaluations of women's
prisons programs, the questions o f " w h a t works" for womcn prisoners
and whether this varies based o,1 women's cultural or other identities
and experiences remain largely unanswered.
Recidivism data tmifi~rmly indicate that women arc less likely to reoffend than men. \,Vhv might this be the case? Some criminal justice
experiences and personal characteristics seem to be equally predictive
of recidivism among male and female offenders. Prior record, age, substance abuse, and employment are notable in this regard. But the trajectories of women's postprison lives are complex and likely reflect the
interactions of various experiences and the reactions of criminal justice
agents and agencics. Qualitative work on the postrelease experiences
of female offenders points to several components in the abilit3; to remare crime fi'ee, including a sensc of agency and the formation of attachments and bonds to conventional othe,'s (see also Shover 1996;
Nlaruna 2001). \,Vhat fosters this sense of agency among some women
and not others is not well understood, however, despite the obvious
implications it has for the types of pro- and postrelcase programs that
should be made available to incarcerated women (set also Carlen
1990).
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A. T'reatment Programs in Prison and Their Effects
on Postprison Outcomes
Traditionally prisons have offered a limited range of programs and
work opportunities, and this has been particularly true of women's
prisons (Glick and Nero 1977; American Correctional Association
1990; Shover 1991). In response to this, in the 1970s first men and
then women in prison launched a wave of litigation targeted at state
correctional systems. In a series of class action suits, women prisoners
claimed that thei," rights had been violated under the Fifth, Eighth, and
especially the lrourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.
These challenges centered on incarcerated women's access to basic education, vocational training, work, medical care, and legal assistance
(Knight 1992; Morash, Haarr, and Rucker 1994). A series of filvorable
court rulings led to an initial expansion in the range of programming
available to women in prison; subsequent cuthacks in spending on
prison progralllS and services, however, have reversed many of these
changes.
One of the most comprehensive examinations of prison p,ogram
availability has hecn conducted in the United States by Morash and
her colleagues (Mo,'ash, Haa,'r, and Ruckcr 1994; Morash, Bynum, and
Koons 1998). Based on analyses of survey data collected fi'om state
and federal prisoners and fiom state prison administrators beginning
in the mid-1980s, they concluded that there were sizable gender differences in the nature of and participation in education, work, medical
and mental health, and legal assistance programs. \,Vith regard to levels
of participation, women scored higher than men in many respects. F'or
example, a larger proportion of women than men participated in all
levels of educational programming (adult basic, secondary and college)
and had work assignments. However, the nature of prison work remained gender-typed (sec also Glick and Ncto 1977, p. 79; American
Correctional Association 1990; Eaton 1993). \,Vomcn were disprop(>rtionateh, involved in janitorial and kitchen work, whereas men were
ovc,'represcnted in fiu'm, forestry, maintenance, and repair. Pay levels
also varied by gelldCr, with men hcing paid more often than women
fi:~r their prison work. "l'hc study also identitied an important source of
gender differences in work opportunities: vocational t,'aining is morc
widely availahle in maximum- and medium-security fimilities, the types
of facilities that arc less likely to house women offenders.
\,Vith regard to access to and receipt of medical services, women
werc found to tare hotter than men. However, this was partly explained
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by the greatcr reliance on psychotropic drugs to deal with poor prison
adjustment in women's prisons compared to men's prisons 0Vlorash,
Haarr, and Rucker 1994). T h e rclationship between gender and drug
treatment held when controlling for prior mental hospitalization and
prior use of psychotropic drugs (see also Baskin et al. 1989).
Findings such as these have supported calls fi~r innovative programs
based on careful assessments of women offenders' needs. As Ross and
Fabiano have argued, "there is very little evidence that policy or program development has been based on examination of program efticacy
or systematic investigation of the female offender's needs . . . .
The
major current models are the 'equit3.~ model' or the 'forget-me-not'
model. Actually, they are exhortations or pleas rather than models. It
remains to be seen whether they lead to programs which actually tit
the needs of female offenders or whether they only entrench the 'male
model' more solidly" (1986, p. 12). Needs assessments calling fi~r
gender-specilic sen, ices and programs have in fact increased dramatically in recent years (see, e.g., Yang 1990; At,stin, Bloom, and l)onahue
1992; Maden, Swinton, and G u , m 1994; \,Vellisch and Falkin 1994;
\,Vellisch, Prendergast, and Anglin 1994; Barthwell et al. 1995; Gray,
,Vlays, and Stohr 1995; Patterson 1995; Henderson 1998; Veysey 1998;
Covington 2001 ; Reid-Howe Associates 200 I). These assessments have
consistently drawn attention to the characteristics, or needs, outlined
earlier that are thot, ght to distinguish women in prison both from
women in the general population and, in many cases, from men in
prison (e.g., histories of drug abuse, histories of physical and sexual
abuse, limited vocational skills, physical and mental health problems,
child-care responsibilities, and so on)J-' Most of the programs that address these needs are community based, designed to provide transitional or prerelease planning, alternatives to incarceration, or services
for homeless women. Virtually none have been the subject of rigorous
independent evaluations (Austin, Bloom, and 1)onaht, e 1992; Hawke
1994; Hawke and Natarajan 1994; Kilian 1994; Natarajan 1994; \,Vcl4: In addition to women inmates' histories of drug abuse, physical aml sexual ahuse,
and health and child-care problems previouslydocumented (BiH'eauof Justice Statistics
19~)7b, 1999a, 1990d, 1999< 2000e, 2001a. 2001d). there is also evidence that women
inmates have more limited job histories than male inmates. Onh' fimr in ten women in
state prisons report ha~'ing had full-time employment prior to arrest, relative to nearly
six in ten men in prison. Female inmates also were more likeh' to have been receiving
weltar¢ than male inmates (30 percent vs. 8 percent), and over'one-third of the females
(37 percent) had incomes of less than $600 per month priCerto arrest; the comlmrable
tigure for male inmates was closer to one-quarter (28 percent; Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1999a).
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lisch and Falkin 1994; Wenger 1994; National Gains Center 1995;
\,Vellisch, Prendergast, and Anglin 1996; Conlv 1998).
Within prisons, innovative programming hased on these needs assessments is less common and, according to some, ahnost nothing is
known about its effectiveness. Nearly a decade after their first evaluation, Morash, Bynum, and Koons (1998) conducted a second survey of
state correctional deparmaents in which they sampled at least one
prison in each state as well as jail administrators from tiftv cita, and
county jurisdictions. T h e vast majori .ty of the surveyed institutions
were few women only. Survey rest)ondcnts were asked to identif\: innovative progralns that they felt w e r e meeting the nccds of w o m e n offenders. A total of" 242 progratns were cited, but only three states reported a high level of innovation and thirty-four states indicated
limited or n o innovations. 43 T h e progralns named inchidcd psychohigical programs addressing s u b s t a n c e abuse, mental health, and domestic
violence issues; work training programs; parenting programs ti)cuscd
on pa,'ental education and chihl visitation; and an assortment of other
programs fc)cused on transition, after-ca,c, and life skills. Hmvever,
evaluations of these programs arc relatively rare, according to Morash
and her colleagues (1998, p. 11). "l'heir review of both pul)lished and
unpul)lishcd reports uncovered "written ret)orts on the outcomes of
just sixty-eight programs, actual measurement of OtltCOllles for twelve,
and measurement of recidMsm for six" (see also Koons et al. 1997).
Some researchers claim that data on the effectiveness ofspecitic programs, inch, ding evidence about reductions in recidMsln, are more
width, available than was suggested by Morash and her collcaa'ucs~. Andrews and I)owden (2000) use meta-anah, sis to summarize what is
known about program effectiveness and to determine the applicahilit), of human service principles (i.e., risk, need, and responsMty) to
women offenders, l)owden and Andrcws's (1999) anah, sis ot: thc components of lauman services and tre:mnent types in twenty-six studies of
women offenders is the more revealing. 44 "]"hcv fi)und that the strongcs[ p r e d i c t o r o f t r e a t m e n t s u c c e s s was a s e t o f [hmilv process variahlcs,
measured by the components of affection and supervision. F'urther,
substance abuse treatlnent and basic educational skills training--idcntiffed in many needs assessments as important for reducing recidivism
(l(oons ct al. 1997)--did not appear to bc important predictors of
~']'hc authors do not s[)ccil),what proportion o|'thesc pr~gralllS was hlmsed hl or
adjacent to iails as opposed to prisons.
4~T h e srudics utilized in the Andrews aml I)owdcn (2000) research wcrc m~t listed.
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treatment s u c c e s s . 4s However, t h e s e conclusions n l a v be premature
with regard to programs for adult women. O f the twenty-six studies
examined, sixteen contained delinquent or status offenders; of the remaining, ten focused on adult offenders, and some included minor
first-time offenders, women on probation, and women in communitybased programs.
T h e results of a small number of other evaluations of programs designed to address women offenders' needs are available but need to be
interpreted with caution. Some are based on very small samples of incarcerated women (twenty or fewer) with no information on sample
representativeness. None fi:~llowed their st, bjects longer than sixteen
weeks or demonstrated a relationship between their outcomes (e.g.,
anger redt, ction, improved s e l f esteem) and lower rates of reoffcnding
(Sultan and Long 1988; Smith, Smith, and 13eckner 1994; Pomeroy,
Kiam, and Abel 1998). An apparent exception is evaluations of the
\.Vomen in Community Services (\.VICS) Life Skills Program that provides women a ,fine-to-twelve-week curriculum prior to their release
fi'om prison. According to Hale (2001), independent evaluations of this
program find that rearrest rates for \ ' \ q c s graduates are significantly
lower than for women in other programs (35 percent vs. 48 percent).
However, Hale does not provide information about the length of the
follow-up pcriod and whether assignment to treatment and control
groups was randomized. 4('
l£valuations of programs with randomized assignment and adequate
follow-up periods are rare. In what has been referred to as "the most
comprehensive and rigorous study of the effect of prison work and vocational training" (Gaes et al. 1999, p. 406), the Office of Research and
Evaluation of the U.S. l:ederal Bureau of Prisons launched the PostRelease Employment Project (PREP). This project used a prospective
longitudinal design to evaluate the effects of prison work and vocational training on a matched group of participants and controls. T h e
most recent long-term fi)llow-up of the recidivism rates of PREP participants--at a minimum of eight years postrelease--found a significant redt, ction in recidivism among both men who worked in prison
4sNone of tile studies in the l)owden and Andrews (1999) anah,sis focusedon tactors
such as past victimizati~mor substance abuse, perhaps because the vast maiority of the
snldics (N = 19) were over two decades hid.
4,, There are also some ethnographic studies of programs taihwed to treatment approaches fiw women offenders, but the tindings of these studies arc limited to discussions
~f h~v,v the various programs address women's drug use, criminal activity, and victimization (see, e.g., v~rellc, Falkin, and Jainchill 1998).
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industry and men who participated in vocational or apprenticeship
training relative to controls; there were no comparable effects, however, for tile female federal inmates in this progranl (Saylor and Gaes
1997).
A similar set of findings also has heen observed following tile evahiation of CREST, the first program designed to integrate a therapeutic
community with work release tbr drt, g offenders. C R E S T was designed to create a support network that assists with the transition fi'om
prison to employment. An initial evaluation examined both recidivism
rates and drug relapses among a control group (assigned only to a work
group) and a treatment group (work and participation in a therapeutic
community) six and eighteen months after release fi'om prison. Attrition rates were substantial by tile eighteen-month follow-t,p, with only
58 percent of" tile C R E S T participants and 37 percent of tile controls
remaining. Nevertheless, the control group demonstrated signiticantly
higher rates of recidivism and relapse than tile C R E S T group (Nielsen, Scarpitti, and lnciardi 1996)S \,Vhen women's experiences in the
program were examined separately, no experimental effects were
fBund. \,Vomen who participated in C R E S T did not have signiticantly
lower recidivism rates or drug relapse rates relative to wo,nen in the
working group at tile eighteen-month follow-up (Farrell 2000).
An area of growing attention in the treatment literature is ethnocultt, ral differences in responses to treatment progralns aiM, relatedly
how to design programs sensitive to the diverse populations at which
they are aimed. For exalnple, Shearer, Myers, and Ogan (2001) note
that resistance to drug treatment programs occurred across all ethnic
groups they studied, but that it varied in its character and levels. T h e y
argt, e for training that sensitizes counselors to cultural, class, and linguistic differences among prisoners and the develolmmnt of programs
that take these differences into account, hnplementing effective H IV/
AIDS preventi(m programs in prisons, according to \,Vest (2001), als()
requires attention to cultural distinctions. She fi)und that Latina
women, who arc most at risk of entering prison with HIV infection,
arc least well served by existing educational programs I)ecausc these
ignore important cultural, linguistic, and religious distinctions among
prisoners.
47 It should also Im noted d~at, rclatNc m d~c C R E S T

group, d m control group had

ahnost three thncs :Is lllaIIV Of|~IId(~FS who l'ep()l'|cd ,SiX()r IH()I'Cprior pcriotls of hlcar-

ccration at tile si×-momh'f()]low-upand ahnost twice as many at the eightccn-m()mh
f()lh)w-ul).
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17. Predictols ol" Recidivis'm
One of the more iml)ortant predictors of recidivism after prison is
gender. \,Vomen appear fi'om arrest and conviction data to reoffcnd at
lower rates than do men. An earh, comprehensive study of 16,000 prisoners released in eleven U.S. states found that males were more likely
than females to he rearrested (63 percent vs. 52 percent), reconvicted
(47 percent vs. 39 percent), and reincarcerated (42 percent vs. 33 percent) within three years after their release fi'om prison (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1989). Further, the numher of prior arrests was a particularh, strong predictor of recidivism for hoth males and females, but,
except among prisoners with seven to ten prior arrests, men's rates of
rearrest were consisth, higher than women's regardless of prior arrest
record. In 1994 a similar study was conducted of inmates released from
prison in fifteen states in 1994. After three ),ears, the rearrest and reincarceration rates of both males and females were higher than those
found in the 1983 study, but they maintained the same gendered patterns; the rcconviction rates of males and females, however, remained
virtually unchanged (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2002b).
Other evidence suggesting that women recidivate at lower rates than
men comes from data on the backgrounds of prisoners admitted to
state prisons collected by the Bureau of Justice Statistics. \,Vomen generally have fewer prior arrests on admission, and this appears to have
changed little over time. In 1991, for example, approximately 71 percent of women compared to 80 percent of men in prison had one or
more prior incarcerations (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1994, table 5). 4s
\~7omen also violate parole at lower rates than men. In 1991, women
comprised only 4 percent of the state parole violators, and this remained virtually unchanged throughout the 1990s (Bureau of Justice
Statistics 2001d, table 20). Similar findings apply to the federal prison
population, where women are less likely than men to he reincarcerated
for a subsequent federal offense (Bureau of.lustice Statistics 2000b). 4<j
~<~Similarl},, llv tile end of the lg00s, 65 percent of WOlllt~n and 77 percent of n/~n in
state prisons I~ad a previous seFltence t() incarceration or prolmfion (]Jureau of Justice
Statistics 1999a, tahle 22). The decrease in tile proportions o|" male and |'elnale prisoners
with prior incarcerations during tile 1990s suggests that the criminal justice system has
widened its net and is incarcerating a hroadcr range of tile population--especially more
lirst offenders--than in tile past.
4,~Since returns to prison :ire highest among violent offenders (especially tl~osc convicted of rol)bcry) and considcrabh, lower fc)r drug offenders, tile relationship between
~'endt~r and l'Ctul'n r;ltc could he an artifiact of offense. Hmvcvcr, within each of(cnsc
category, a higher pt~l'ccntagc t)P IllCll than w()men are returned to federal prison For a
subsequent federal offense (]}tlrcau of.lusticc Statistics 2000b).
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1. Predicti,g Recidivi.cm among Wome,: Qzcantitati'oe A,alyses.

Nlethodological differences in recidivism studies--such as the use of different measures of recidivism or different follow-up periods--have
greatly limited their comparability. Studies of recidivism among
women are particularly problematic because samples tend to be small
and are typically followed for quite limited time periods. An earh, but
notable exception is the study of long-term parole outcome among
Califi)rnia women parolees (Spencer and Berocochea 1979). In that
study, 660 women released for the first time fl'om the California Institution for \,Vernon in 1960 and 1961 were followed up eight years
later. About 40 percent of the women had returned to prison during
that time. Returnees differed from nonreturnees m having served more
time during their original incarcerations. Perhaps of more interest was
the finding that returns to prison we,'c overwhelmingly the result of
parole violations rathe," than new felonies. T h e variables most strongly
associated with these violations were narcotics usc and prior ot:f'cnscs.
\,Vomen's ,'acial background also appears to have affected their chances
of being returned to prison for violating parole: Among women with
the most extensive narcotics t,sc and records of prior offending, black
parolees were returned more fl'equently than white parolees, suggesting the 1)ossibilit3.; of racial discrimination in decisions to violate
W(llllell o n p a i ' o l c .

Subsequent studies of recidivism among women offenders encompass years in which the,'e were significant changes in the social and
economic lives of women and, one might expect, in societal responses
to their criminal behavior (Harln and Phillips 2001). However, the
predictors of x~o nea s recidivism appear to have changed little over
time and are similar in the United States and Canada. 5° Recidivism
rates tend to be higher for younger women (Siinlnons and l?~ogcrs
1970; Hoffnlan 1982; IJclc()urt, I~NIotlwCnS>and ].efcbvrc 1993', Bonta,
Pang, and \,Vallacc-Cal~retta 1995)and for women with unstable famih,,
histories (Lamlmrt and Nladden 1975; Martin, Ch:mingcr, and Ouze
1978), substance al)use problems (Laml)crt and Nladdcn 1975; Martin,
Ch:minger, and Guzc 1978; Hoffman 1982; Nh)wlx'ay 1982), emoti(mal
pr(:)l)lcms (Laml)c,t and Nladdcn 1975; Martin, Ch:mingc,', and Guzc
S0-l-hcre is one cXCCl)tionto this cross-national c(msistcncv. Native heritage :lppcars
to bca signiticam predictor ,f recidivism in Canadian sttidies (Lambert and Madden
1975; I'lctcimrt,Nouwcns. and Lcfeltvrc1993), I)ut minority racial status rarch, is a significant predictor of recidivism in studies of w.mcn in the United St;ltcs (,";[)enccrand
Bcri)cochca 1(.)79).
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1978; \,Vashington and l)iamond 1985; Belcourt, Nouwens, and Lefebvre 1993; Loucks and Zamble 2000), unstable, employment (Lambert and Madden 1975; Martin, Cloninger, and Guze 1978; Hoffman
1982), and a history of offending (Lambert and Madden 1975; Spencer
and Berocochea 1979; Hoffman 1982; Curry and Pan 1991; Bonta,
Pang, and \,Vallace-Capretta 1995; Loucks and Zamhle 2000). 51
The possibility that recidivism also may be linked to particular institutional experiences has received relativeh, little attention in this research, ekssociations have been found hetween length of time served
(Simmons and Rogers 1970; Spencer and Berocochea 1979; Bonta,
Pang, and \,Vallace-Capretta 1995), type of correctional facility and administration within which sentences ark served (Bondeson 1989; Curry
and Pan 1991), and women's recidivism. However, it is difficult to interpret these relationships because they could be due to selection ell
fects or to the types of women hot, sed in a particular facility. The previously noted study that followed 16,000 prisoners released from state
p r i s o n s found no association between time served and recidivism, controlling for the effects of prior record, age when released, age at first
adult arrest, and offense type (13ureau of Justice Statistics 1989). The
analysis, however, did not consider whether this effect was conditional
o n gender.
Taken as a whole, the findings from recidivism studies suggest that
the sorts of individual characteristics and background experiences that
arc associated with reoffending are similar fi)r WOlllen and men. There.
are, however, SOlne notable exceptions to this conclusion that draw attention to the way in which gender conditions the effects of various
social locations and statuses, as well as the behaviors of legal agents
who are at least partially responsible for the prodt, ction of recidivism
rates, s-' For example, Jurik (1983) analyzed data from the Transitional
Aid Released Prisoners (TARP) experiment to estimate the effects of
economic incentives on women's recidivism (Jurik 1983). This was a
randomized experiment designed to deternmae if newly released o f
fenders who received transitional econolnic assistance were less likely
st l)espite tile attention given to abuse history as a need/risk fact(w for women ill
prison, the limited tindings regarding its relationship to recidivisn~ are equivocal (cf.
L~mg eta[. 1984; and Bonta, Pang, and ~.Vallace-Capretta 1995).
~: Although tile tindings from studies of female recidivism that examine the predictive
validity of recidwism scales developed fi~r male offenders arc relevant to inquiries about
tile gcndered nature of tile correlates of recidivism (e.g., 13onta, Pang, and WallaceCapretta 1995). here we fiJcus on the broader questi~m i~( whether and how social control agents might intluenee our understanding of this lil'lcn~mlellon.
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to reoffend than a control group..lurik found that while each week o f
elnploymcnt reduced the n u m b e r of arrests tbr both women and men,
the effects for w o m c n were considerably smaller than they were for
men. In :addition, a history of property convictions, which had no ell
fect on reoffcnding ~lmong male T A R P recipients, incretlsed "~omen s
likelihood o f rearrest for economic offenses. Jurik (1983, p. 618) argued that the smaller impact of e m p l o y m e n t on female recidivism relative to male recidivism may be due to the poorer earnings prospects of
women ex-felons, and th:at w o m e n
with extensive prior crinainal histories are a qualit~atively distinct group fi'om men with extensive crimin:d
histories.
M o r e recently Uggen and Kruttschnitt (1998)cx:mlincd the predictoi's of both self-reported illeg:d beh:wior :rod :arrest using data fi'om
the N:ation:ll Sut~t~olted \.Vork IDemonstration Project. "Fhis pr~ject
rantlol'nlv assigned ex-offcntlers, ex-addicts, :and youllg high school
dr¢)l~OUtS to a treatment ¢)r :1 c o n t r o l g r o u t ) . ~s " l " r c a t m e n t consisted of
subsidized jobs fi:)r up to eighteen 111otatlas. Crime ,rod arrest dat:l were
collected at nine-tnontla intervals for ut} to three ve:lrs. O n h : one f:'lctor
la:ad a signific:l,atly different effect on the self-reported illcg:al c:arnings
of woHaen and men: education clecre:]sed woHacn's risks of illegal earnings but incre:ased men's risks. Some fiactors had effects i,a the s:mlc
direction for womela :and men, but the size of these effects was signific:uatlv different. C u r r e n t drug use :ail<l prior crime incre~lsed arrest
r:~tes for both sexes, but the effects wcrc twice :~s I:lrgc for women.
A m o n g women, whites also la:ad a higher risk of :arrest than blacks. T h e
authors interpret the tindings :is indic:~ting th:lt gender differences in
desistance are :at least parti:ally :1 function o f the ways in which legal
officials respond to the soei:d st:~tt, ses ;md Ioc:ltions of women and
men. Sut~port for this interp,'etation c o m e s frol]l the long-term analysis of p:u'ole ot, tcomc in Califiwnia in the 1960s noted c:wlier (Spencer
:and I:~erocochc:l 1979) which found th:lt women were two to) three
times more likeh, th;m men t<~ I)c returned t~ pris~m for :l technical
violation as opposed to a new crilnin:al offense (scc ,llso Norl:uad and
Mann 1984; E,'ez 1992).
2. Qualitatiz:e Stttdie: oJ" Recidivi.~vH. Another, l~crhiq~s more subtle
al~proi~ch to u,~derstanding the wiws in which x~o ~e ~ s reoftcnding is
affccted Iw their prior experiences and current situations hias emerged
~ The experiment :lls~ included wclt~lrc recipients, but tt:lt:l ~n their crimin:ll bch:v.'i(>t"wcrc n<tt c~llcctcd, s(+ they wcrc excluded fi'(ml Uggcta :and Kruttschlaitt's :u~:dvsis.
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in a group of qualitative studies of women released from prison. In
these studies, recidivism, or the lack thereof, is a process that unfolds
over time.

Eaton (1993) intem, iewed thirty-four female ex-prisoners who had
served hetwecn six months and fifteen years in prison. At the time of
the intcrviews, most of the women had been out of prison for over
two years. Eaton conchlded that the factors that impede recidivism and
redirect women's lives are both individual and social. Despite the effects of imprisonment, which encot, rages passivity and mutes individual agency, women who succeeded afterward said that they had made
the conscious decision to control their own lives. Especially important
in this decision was ending an abusive and controlling relationship with
a parmer. Successful women also reported that they were willing to
accept "normative" society and reestablish broken relationships with
f:aIllilv and children.

Baskin and Sommers (1998) focused on the lives of thirty of the
women in their study of violent female offenders who remained crime
flee for two years. These women claimed that aging had a dramatic
effect on their behavior. " A g i n f ' here referred not just to physical
changes, but also to changing perceptions, such that the prospect of
doing another prison term was viewed ;Is particularly adverse. Similar
to the women Eaton intc~,iewed, these women reported that estal)lishing a more conventional social network and forming ties that hound
them to a more conventional life-style sustained and reinforced their
"crime free" lives.
O'Brien (2001) inten,iewcd eighteen women who had been out of
prison for at least eighteen months al)out their incarceration and their
rett, rn to free society. Similar to Eaton's focus on agency, for O'Bricn
" e m p o w e r m e n t " is critical to understanding how women make a successfid transition into society. F~mpowerment for these women meant
gaining intrapersonal, interpersonal, and social power that enabled
them to make efficacious choices for everyday life. In addition, the
women's interpersonal experiences, such as support networks and their
employment and economic resources upon release, were critical to establishing a crime-free life. In a nod to resources gained through contact with the criminal justice system, some of her respondents indicated that their employment and economic successes were facilitated
by specific prison l)rograms or community-based criminal justice contacts.

Harm and Phillips (2001) intcn,iewed thirty-eight women who had
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served between two and six prison sentences. In contrast to the previous studies, their research looked at the obstacles that st, pport networks and conventional society can present to women on their release
from prison. For example, most of the women felt family ties made
reintegration more difficult because they saw their fiamilies as either
dysfunctional or controlling. Further, while employment was a positive
experience for some women, for others it was stressful because of inadequate pay, a lack of child care, and the stigma they felt fl'om their
historT of incarceration. Substance abuse problems and women's inability to exit deviant networks also contributed to events that preceded relapse and recidivism. T h e women's ability to recognize these
patter,as, however, underscores the importance of agency in individual
decisions concerning subsequent invoh, ement in crime.
These qualitative studies make an important contribt, tion to ot, r understanding of the complex intluences on we,hen's adjustment to society upon release fl'om prison. These women arc likeh, to be among the
best sot, rces of information on the constellation of factors that affect
their postprison lives. Caution is needed, however, in drawing conchisions about recidMsm based on interviews onh, with women who have
avoided it. For example, knowing how many women who recidivate
make conscious decisions not to do so would help us to evaluate how
important such individual decisions are in explaining recividism, compared to other int]uences on women's postprison lives, such as economic need. In addition, the emphasis in some of these studies on
women's agency as a causal factor in avoiding recidMsm needs to be
balanced with an awareness of the limited range of choices available to
most women released fl'om l ) r i s o n . -~4 Finally, seeing agency and empowcrment as the most critical factors in reducing recMdism can lead
to the conchtsion that all that is required to stay crime fi'ee is to "just
say no," thus making women solch, responsible fi)r their own succ c s s I o r lack thereof at avoiding rcoffcnding.

C. Collateral OmseqlteHces oJ"l'lHprisoJrlmvltJbr HIoTHeH
Imprisonment can have profound effects on women's relationships
with their children, their Gmilies, their communities, and their economic opportunities in ways that are only bcginning to be explored. In
addition to the sit, dies reviewed in the previous section, others have
s~ It should also bc recognized that women who cho~lsc t~l rccidivatc exercise a col'tab1
:lgcncy, that is, [l~'CllCV should nm bc attrilmtcd ~mlv tc~ niwinativc oh.ices.
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considered some of these collateral consequences through interviews
with women alter their release. Relationships with children, which are
a source of both stress and self-esteem while in prison (F~nos 2001),
can be difficult to reestablish tbr women upon their release. Some
women are anxious to reestablish these relationships immediately, but
face difficulties doing so becat, se of their precarious economic circumstances or hccause they have lost custody (l)odge and Pogrebin 2001).
Others asst, me responsibilit), for the cart of their children while worrying about how they will be able to care for themselves, let alone others (Greene, Haney, and l-lurtado 2000; Richie 2001). \,\qlen Family
memhers provide a home for a woman's children while she is in prison,
this may alleviate many of the stresses she experiences while inside, but
it may also increase the conflicts with f:amilv over her resumption of
parenting once she is released. Famih, members can feel stigmatized
by a woman's imprisonment, which further strains these relationships.
Children and families, then, are a source of contradicton, experiences for released women, and a woman's ethnocultt, ral hackground,
among other things, may shape these experiences m complex ways. In
England the families of women of color who have spent time in prison,
some claim, arc more likely to feel disgraced by this, especially if they
come from Asia, Africa, or Sot, th America (Chigwada-Bailey 1997). ss
Consistent with this, a study of female offenders in England found that
ahnost 90 percent of white women, but only 40 percent of hlack
women, reported receiving assistance from their f\mlilies (Celnick
1993). In contrast, there is evidence that in the United States white
women who have serx,ed time in prison are more likely to become ustranged from their families than are hlack or hispanic women (Enos
2001). However, black and hispanic women released from prison are
more often st, bject to requests for cart and assistance from other family members at a time when their personal and economic resources are
limited. As noted m the previous section, women's domestic and social
networks can therefbre have contradictory effects on the chances of resuming activities--such as drug u s e i t h a t pt, t them at risk of rearrest.
In considering the intersecting disadvantages that send many Afi'icanAmerican women to prison, some analysts have concluded that prisons provide these women with a "safe haven" fi'om the dangers they
face in the outside world (Henriques and Jones-Brown 2000). '"]'hus,
ss Over 15 percent of the women ill prison in England and \Vales in 2000 were fi~rcign nationals (Home Ofticc 2[)O1).
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making the break with incarceration is likely to be made more difficult
for many because prison offers a 'safe' but temporaD, environlnent
fi'om the harsh realities of life outside" (Henriques and M a n a t u - R u p e r t
2001, p. 11). This can be c o m p o u n d e d by the sense of dependence
that prison life encourages. Henriques and her colleagues maintain
that, as a consequence, African-American women may be at particularly
high risk of entering what prison administrators call the revolving
(loot of imprisonment. O u r own research suggests that it is not only
Affican-Anmrican women who feel prison is a respite from life on the
streets and that judges may have this in mind when they sentence
some Immeless or particularly disadvantaged women to prison. T h e
obvious question is why we should be resorting to prisons to provide

WOlllen s t l s t e n a n c e and salc~L
in SUm, studies of WOlllen's lives after prison highlight how they are
often as difticult, if not inert so, as before incarceration. \4:cinch
released from prison typically return to families and coinnlunities
plagued by economic disadvantages and offering few conventional opportunitcs. Their time in prison may have provided them with some
job skills and the opportunity to escape networks where drug abuse and
physical violence were routine, but it may also have undermined their
desire or ability to avoid these networks on their release. Prison's
power to punish is apparent in its long-term consequences; its power
to provide women w i t h - - o r allow them to d e v e l o p - - t h e abilities and
resources to avoid it is inuch less clear. 13oth of these aspects of imprisonlnent may have been particularly true at the end of the twentieth
c e 11tl.l FV,

IV. \,\ : o no 1 s hnprisonnmnt and Changing
Penal Regimes
As criminal imnishmcnt changed in the United States in the last decades of the twentieth ccnturv, so tOO did research on prisons and ilnprisonmcnt. Prison scholarship has moved away from its earlier inter(st in how pris(incrs organize their lives and the prison world in at least
two very different directions. O n e of these is concerned with the effective managcnmnt and governance of prisons (c <~ l)ilulio 1987). s:' The
other, illorc critical line of work has raised a broader sot of questions
s<,Simon (2000) prm'idcs a nn,rc detailed anah'sis ~)f the changing nature ~f prison
research. FIe c~mlpal'csthe work ~f Sykes and Clelnnmr with that {~fl)ilulio as representatives c~ftwo models ~t" "the rclati~mship between expert knowledge, pris~m management, and the social i~rdcr of prisons" (p. 285).
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al)out the placu of punishment in society, today. This work has explored
the crisis of self-definition and the refiguremcnt and contradictions in
official ideologies of criminal ptmishment over the last century, in general, and the last two decades in particular (e.g., Garland 1990; Feeluv
and Simon 1992; O'A'lalley 1992; Christie 1993; Simon and Feeler
1995). Scholars of women's imprisonment have made important contributions to this second line of research, bringing to it a particular
focus on the gendered nature of l)enal power. In this section we tirst
briefly consider the more general debates that characterize recent critical scholarship on penality, and then some of the recent work on the
contemporary politics of womcn's imprisonment.
,4. O"itical &holarship o71 Pe,lali O,
As i)rison populations soared in the United Status, correctional and
rehabilitative goals were largely supplanted in official and popular discourse by concerns with public safety and victims' rights. At the same
time, penal policy became highly politicized, and public sentiment toward criminals hardened. In the 1990s punishment touched the lives
of many mo,'e people, as prisoners, as employees of an expanding public and private prison industry, as investors in for-profit corporations
providing "correctional services," as voters whose options were often
restricted to candidates trying to outdo each other as "tough on
crime," and as taxpayers paying the bill for the largest prison expansion
in the nation's history.
The scholarh, discourse on what has been referred to as the "gut
tough" or "penal harm" movement (Cullen, Fisher, and Applegate
2000) has been wide-ranging. Some scholars focus on politics, arguing
that public opinion and values, which have been inttuenced by a moral
panic, have crystallized in a political culture of intolerance of offenders and concomitant support for expanding imprisonment (Jacobs
and Hehns 1996; Caplow and Simon 1999). Others have focused on
changes within the prison system itself, arguing that we have seen the
emergence of the bureaucratic prison over the last quarter of the twentieth centu W. Prison authority has been centralized in various departments of corrections that umphasiz~e classification of inmates, training
of staff, and decreasing informal social control (Adler and Longhurst
1994; hwin and Austin 1994). Still other commentators on these
changes interpret them as signaling the rise of a postmodern or "new
penoloD," which is evident in discourses of risk and probability, identification and management, and classitication and cont,'ol (Fueley and Si-
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men 1992; Simon 1993). Although Simon and Feeler (1995) subsequently noted that this postmodern view of penality may not have heen
completely realized in practice, others continue t o advance the notion
that the "new punitiveness" is a posmlodern one (e.g., Pratt 2000).
An uneasy fit between the current penal discourses, the strategies,
techniques, and rationalities of punishment that accolnpany it, and the
pragmatics of program inq)lementation is suggested by recent research. For example, research on fi'ontline criminal justice workers
demonstrates that a new pcnolo D, has not been fulh,, embodied in
practice, even in California (Hancy 1996; Lynch 1998), which is often
seen as tile wellspring of this trend. Instead, the Iong-tcrln tendency
for penal discourses to be variably realized appears as apl~licable now
as it has been in the past (Garland 1997; P,ivcland 1999). l;'rom this
perspective, tile penal sanctions of today arc uneven and diverse, con>
I)ining at once elements of discipline (e.g., in hoot camps), rehabilitation (in prison industry/enterprise), and incapacitation (warehousing
inmates) (O'lVlalley 1992, 1999). "1"hey also van, across different social
contexts, ret]ccting criminal justice actors' abilities to absorlj new technologies and idcoh)gics about punisMlcnt (see, e.g., l-larris and Jesilow
2000). As a consequence, criminal lnmisMlcnt continues to present
"practical challenges and moral dilemmas f~)rsocial organization" (Garland 1999, p. 5), many of which have been highlighted in work that takes
isstics and trends in w o m e n ' s inlprisonlnent :is relevant to a more general
set of relations among social regulation and penal governance.

B. Critical Sc/}olals/,ip o, I,V0~,e, a , d Pe,alit),
Critical, cspcciall.v feminist, scholarship oil the gcndcrcd nature of
social control, discipline, and tmnishnlcnt stretches back thirty years
and gained mcmlentum in the 1990s with the expansion of woinen's
hnprisonnlcnt ,(c ~.,, Rafter 1990; \,Vorrall 1990; Adclhcrg and Curric
1993; l;'aith 1993; Chcsncy-lJnd 1995; Shaw 1996; lJcrtrand 1999;
Hannah-sVloffat and Shaw 2000). Pat Carlcn's contriMtions to tills
( i
scholarship, which hogan in the early 1780s,
arc among the ln~st prolific, diverse, and well-known. Her early work explores the ways in
which wonlcn prisoners are constitutcd I)v penal discourses and rendered knowable suhjccts, the place of prison in a larger disciplinary
web (.if gcndcrcd social (and antisocial) control, and the autobiographies of women within and "without" the crinlinal justice system (CarIon 1)8.~, 1985, 1988). \,Vhile consistently arguing fi:lr alternatives to
inlprisonmcnt (e.g., Carlcn 1990), more recently she has fi'illncd this
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in an analysis of the prison's distinctive power to punish (Carlen 1994),
and how this punitive power sharpe,aed and deepened in England in
the 1990s (Carlen 1998, 1999).
Other work has been less empirically based, less directly concerned
with its policy implications, and more oriented toward theoretical developnaent. A prime example is Howe's (1994) effort to develop a postmodern feminist approach to punishment. Like some of Carlcn's work,
Howe's interest is less in the prison than in what she sees as the wider
domain of penality through which women's bodies are disciplined in
myriad ways. In this sense, women in prison are seen to share with
other women subjugation to a continut, m of punishment, albeit at a
different point along this continuum. \,Vhile she notes that the relationship between "theorisation of penality and the lived experience of
punishment regimes" is both significant and fraught with "hard political questions" (llowe 1994, p. 208), Howe leaves this relationship
largely unexamined. And instead of considering how power i,a prison
is expressed and negotiated in various ways bv various actors, Howe's
analysis implies that the logic of penal power renders it inevitably repressive, unidirectional, and coherent.
This sort of fimctionalist perspective on imprisonment contrasts
with much of the current critical scholarship on penality briefly discussed above as well as with other work on women's imprisonment.
Combining a theoretical and empirical analysis of women's imprisonment, Hannah-Moffiat's (1995, 2001) case study of penal reform
strategies in Canada is attentive to how different phases of women's
imprisonment have contained particular legitimating ideologies and
discot, rses, and allowed diverse expressions of power. These discourses
are flexible and complex, however, comhining contradicton, themes
such that efforts at progressive reform have been and continue to be
undermined. In one of these recent efforts at retbrm, the report of a
federal task force recommended that "women-centred prisons" be created where the focus would be on cooperation, challenge, agency, empowerment, and responsible choices. But, Hannah-Moffat argues, the
notions of both "women-centred" prisons and cmpowerment ignore
the reality of carceral relations in prison, a reality that cannot st, stain
a suppo,'tive environment (see also Shaw 1992). \,Vomen's imprisonment in Canada in the 1990s, then, is portrayed as a hattleground
where old disciplinary technologies uneasily coexist with new, and
where the contested micro-politics of power are played out in prisoners' daily lives.
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V. Directions for Future Research
Each of the topics reviewed in this essay is deser~qng of more research.
T h e trends we have described in women's imprisomnent will need to
be updated ahnost as soon as this essay is published. T h e r e is some
evidence that the rate of increase in imprisonment in the United States
is slowing, but does this extend to women and will it occur in other
countries where female prison populations are on the rise? s7 \,Ve have
some limited information on the sorts of women who have heen the
primary targets of the imprisonment boom of the late twentieth century, but not enough to understand the extent to which ostensibly neutral policies may have h a d - - a n d may continue to have--disproportionate effects on some segments of the female population. In those
places--be they countries or s t a t e s I w h e r e the female prison population has not increased, what alternatives, if any, to imprisonment have
been tried and with what effects? Is imprisonment in these places ~eing
replaced to some extent by less expensive alternatives that have reduced p r i s o n populations while n l a i n t a i n i n g the size of the population
under correctional st, pervision? And if so, have w o m e n - - o r some types
of w o m e n - - b e e n the I~cncficiaries of noncarceral sanctions more than
men?

\,Vith regard to the characteristics of women in prison, much is
known and little appears to have changed over time. Yet we still do
not know enough about the extent to which these characteristics shape
the experiences of women in prison, including how they respond to
treatment programs. There is evidence to indicate that, in some respects, the pains of imprisonment and the prison's abilit3, to do other
than exact pain vary by women's etlmocultural and class backg,'ounds
and by the physical and mental health problems they bring into prison.
"l-'his needs fi~rthcr study. Systematic evaluations of treatment prograins, whether they I)c innovative or ohl-t\lshioned, arc rare; these
should become a required component of the initiation of such programs, and these evahlations should include attention to a range of
outcolncs in women's lives a f t e r p r i s o n . Given the size of the female
prison population in the United States, there is no longer any excuse
for scholars to neglect women's experiences in prison or afterward.
"l"hc numhcr ot: women in the general population who will have cxpcris; "l'o the extent that it is truc that the LJ.S. rate of increase is slowing, it is not clear
whcd~cr tllis is largely because the public is tired of ~hc high c~sts of hnprisonmcl~t ~i"
Imcause of declining confidence in ~r support fi)l" imprisonment as a way to deal with
CI'illlC.
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enced imprisonment will contint, e to grow in the next few decades.
\,~q~at are the collateral conse/luences of imprisonment for their lives,
their t:amilies, and their communities? if imprisonment is no longer a
rare event for women in some communities, what effect will this have
on girls growing up in those communities? As opportunities for employment of low-skill workers contract, how will female ex-com,icts-who already face prospective employers who harbor dot, bts about
them--sustain themselves economically?
Transformations in imprisonment regimes of the last two decades-which, we would argue, are likely to have had particularly profound
effects on women's imprisonment--make these especially timely issues
for scholars and for the public. T h e r e has been a radical and rapid shift
away from the gendered rehabilitative and therapeutic approaches that
gave women's "corrections" a certain coherence and distinctiveness for
much of the twentieth century. In its place a neoliberal logic, which
emphasizes individuals' responsibility for their own reform at the same
time that it expresses pessimism over the possibilities for rehabilitation,
bcgan to penetrate women's imprisonment in the 1990s. How have
such changes affected the daily lives of women in prison? ~s And, perhaps more importantly, what can women's experiences in prison tell us
about the plactices of ilnprisolm~ent and their operations within ve D,
different penal eras? Asking this question treats women in prison not
simply as subjects of our research, but as important sources of knowledge about prisons and imprisonment.
Asking these questions also implies the need for more comparative
research--comparative in both a temporal and an institt, tional sense.
T h e recent changes in penalitT that are preoccupying scholars occurred, to a large extent, at a very general and abstract level. T h e r e is
still enormous variation both in the way imprisonment is practiced
within different institutions and in the extent to which the "new penoloD," has permeated the daily routines of prisons. We need to know
more about how these regimes and environments produce particular
constellations of responses by prisoners. For example, is suicide or selfharm or violence more common in certain tTpes of women's prisons,
~ |fistorJcal wl~rk ~m women's imprisonHlenr has made important contrJbu/Jons Jn
this area. D a n i d s (1998), for example, has shmvn in her research on imprisonment in
nineteenth-century Ausmflia how the shift ["FOIl1 punishments designed to hurt and humiliate to discipline meant to refi~rm had different consequences for women and men in
prison.
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controlling for characteristics of the prisoners assigned to tllem? s9 And
we need to know how changes in prison regimes alter the social order
of" prison life, especially if" these changes have adverse effects on prisOilers.

As this essay has demonstrated, research on women in prison is
enornlouslv diverse, and much of it has been less interested in inlprisonment per se than in prison ;is an instance of a larger network of discipline or as a site in which a more general set of social relations and
processes are played out. As such the research has contributed to our
understandings of the processes of gender identity construction, of
gendered social controls, and more; and it has explicitly or implicitly
at'firmed the importance of attending to women in prison in particular.
\,\qlile this has had value, we concur with others (e.g., Cation 1994)
who argue f'or research that is concerned with imprisonment as a site
of state punishment and with questions about the pains of imprisonmerit asked in the classic prison sociolog7 of the mid-twentieth cellturv. T h e possibilities for such research, of course, may not only be
small but diminishing, in l)art becausc such rcscarch "is virtually all

political risk for prison administrators" (Sinlorl 2000, p. 303). 6oAnd, to
the extent that researchers refltse to "collude in the liberal myth that,
'W'e all want prisons to be more humane places'" (Carlen 1994,
t3. 137), their prospects for gaining access to prisons may be lowered
even inore. However, there may I)e advantages to such a stance--if it
is not self-defeating--lsy broadening the range of questions that can
be asked about the experiences, consequences, and justifications of imprisonment as purlishnlent.
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Long-Term Historical
Trends in Violent Crime

ABSTRACT

Research on the history of crime flom the thirteenth century until
the end ~f the twentieth has htll'gef)lled alld h~ls g,'eatly increased
understanding of historical trends in crimc and crime control. Serious
interpersonal violence decreased remarkabh, in Etlropc between the
mid-sixteenth and the earh, twentieth centuries. Different hmg-term
trajectories in the decline of homicide can he distinguished between
various ]~uropean regions. Age and sex patterns in sericms violent
offending, however, have changed very little over several centuries.
The hmg-term decline in homicidc rates seems to go along with a
disproportionate decline in elite homicide and a drop in male-to-male
conflicts in public space. A range of theoretical explanations for the longterm decline have been offered, inchiding the effects of the civilizing
process, strengthening state powers, the Protestant Refi~rmation, and
modern individt,alism, but most theorizmg has been post hoc.
" S v m o n e t Spinelli, Agnes his mistress and Geoffrey Bereman were together in Geoffrey's house when a quarrel broke out a m o n g them; Syinonet left the house and returned later the same day with Richard
P,ussel his Servant to the house o f Godfi'ev lc Gorger, where he found
Geoffrey; a quarrel arose and Richard and S y m o n c t killed Geoffrey"
(\,Veinbaum 1976, p. 219). "T'his is an entry in the plea roll of the cvre
court held in L o n d o n in 1278. "['he cvre was a panel ot: royal justices
empowered to judge all felonies and required to inquire into all homicides that had occurred since the last evre (Given 1977). T h e story is
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typical of the situational structure of lethal violence in thirteenthcentury L o n d o n - - a (Nsagreement, a quarrel leading to a fight, and a
fight resulting in a death. It could arise in different situations, often
after drinking or over women, sometmles during a fcast, hut rarely premeditatedlv. In two of the 145 instances of lmmicide recorded in the
London eyre court rolls of 1278, the quarrel broke out after a game of
chess.
For quantitatively ininded historians, the completeness of the evre
court records, meticulously drawn up by the clerks of the justices, is a
temptation to count. James Buchanan Given (1977) did this a quarter
century ago, retrieving information on over 3,000 homicides recorded
in twenty evres in seven counties of thirteenth-century England. Beyond simple counts the data also inchide detailed information about
the sex of offenders and victims, the personal relations between them,
the nt, mber of cooffenders, the situations in which the events occurred,
and the decisions taken bv the judiciary.
T h e counts invite attempts at estimating a homicide rate. T h e 145
cases recorded in the 1278 London eyre court, for example, represent
an average of about six cases per },ear, as t~ventT-five },ears had elapsed
since the last convening of the court. And if the London population of
the time was around 40,000 inhabitants, then the homicide r a t e - based on the cases reported to the eyre court--was around fifteen per

100,000.
Scientific enticements sometimes come in bunches, and Ted Robert
G u r r (1981) took the issue one step further in an article in this series
entitled "Historical Trends in Violent Crime: A Critical Review of the
Evidence." Besides the cluster of twenty homicide rates provided by
Given (1977), he reviewed two studies that offered estimates for a few
counties in Elizabethan England (Samaha 1974; Cockburn 1977) and
a series of homicide indictments in Surrey for the period 1663-1802
(Beattie 1974). G u r r plotted the some thirty estimates bet~veen about
1200 and 1800 on a graph, added the London homicide rates for the
modern period, and fitted an elegant S-shaped trend curve to the data
points (see fig. 1).
T h e curve suggested that typical rates may have heen about twenty
homicides per 100,000 population in the High and Late Middle Ages,
dropping to ten around 1600, and ending after an extended downswing
at about one per 100,000 in the twentieth century. Gurr interpreted
this secular trend as "a manifestation of cultural change in \,Vestern
society, especially the growing sensitization to violence and the devel-
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internal and external control on a~grcssivc bchavi~r" (1981, p. 295; see als~ G u r r 1989). G u r r ' s essay easih, qualities as
one of the most influcnti:d studies in the ticld o f history of crime research, and the suggestive tigurc has been fi'cqucntly rcl~roduccd (e.g.,
Dah, and \,Vilson 1988, p. 276; Ylik:mgas 1998b, p. 10; Nlonkkoncn
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2001). But it also has raised a large numher of questions, most of which
fall into three broad categories.
For one, many historians have questioned whether counting homicides doct, mented in premodern records and comparing respective
rates over eight centuries is scientifically sound. This problem has a
methodological side, including issues of how complete premodern records are, what the historical "(lark tigt, re" of homicide might look like,
what the relationships among homicide and other forms of interpersonal violence :are, what impact changing medical technologies have,
and how accurate population estimates tare. But some historians of
crime :also raise a more substantive problem since the comparison of
numbers over time assumes some comparabilita, of the underlying substantive phenomenon, namely, interpersonal physical violence. Controversv about this issue divides scholars of more cultural science inclinations from those with more behaviorist backgrounds. The former
argue that violent acts are embedded in historically specific structt, rcs
of meanings, values, and expectations and claim that considering the
ct, ltural context is essential to understanding historical manifestations
of violence. From this viewpoint, the comparison of homicide rates is
futile and misleading. Behaviorists, hv contrast, argue that aggressive
interpersonal behavior is a human universal and that counting the frequencies in manslaughter or murder gives some information about violence in everyday interactions.
The second set of questions concerns the degree to which Gt, rr's
findings can be generalized and specified. Although extrapolation from
a few counties in England to the \Vestern world was probably inevitable at the time when the essay was written, it required a daring assumption. A'lore recently, however, several historians of crime have put
the hypothesis of a long-term decline in interpersonal violence to the
test. Cockburn (1991) contributed an uninterrupted series of indicted
homicide in Kent fl'om 1560 to 1985. Possibly to his surprise, the data
showed a more or less continuous tenfold fall fl'om around three-tosix offenses per 100,000 to a rate of 0.3-0.7 over more than 400 years.
During the 1970s, Ylikangas (1976) began to examine the long-term
histolw of violence in Finland. His original findings were increasingly
corrohorated bv a series of studies on Nor~vay and Sweden, which suggested a coherent pattern in Scandinavia with a massive long-term
decline of homicide rates dt, ring the early modern age (Naess 1982;
Osterberg and Lindstr6m 1988; Osterberg 1996). Finally, Spierenhurg
(1996) contributed evidence about the Netherlands, primarily focus-
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sing on Amsterdam and covering some 700 years. The findings again
coincided with tile long-tern1 decline anticipated by Gurr, showing a
drop from about rift)., per 100,000 population in tile fifteenth century
to about one per 100,000 in the nineteenth centun,. Thus, at least for
those captivated by transhistorical numbers, there remains little doubt
about the empirical cogency of the broad picture Gurr painted. Supported bv a growing flow of empirical findings, therefore, many have
now started to ask new and more detailed questions (see, e.g., Karonen
2001; Monkkonen 2001; Roth 2001; Eisner 2002b). How can the quali~, of the data be ascertained? Can the beginning of the downturn be
more narrowly identified? Does the timing and pace of the decline differ between large geographic areas? Can processes of pacitication be
attributed to specitic social groups? Are there sustained periods of increasing levels of homicide rates, and how do they interact with the
declining trend.'The empirical examination of these isstles is intricately connected
with the third ~r°up of questions: \,Vhv
~-.. Answering requires some
macrolevel theory of social, cultural, and political developments that is
not among the usual stock of criminological theorizing. Many criminologists, when theorizing abot, t the effects of long-term social
change, are primarily equipped to explain why urbanization and industrialization should lead to more crime (Shelley 1981). But they are at
a loss when asked to explain declining trends. Historians of crime,
howeve,, found that their empirical observations fit surprisingly well
with the work of the late German sociologist Norbert Elias. In his major work, TtJe CT-<)ilic.iJg Process (1978), Elias assumed that an interplay
between the expansion of the state's monopoly of power and increasing
economic interdependence wouhl lead to the growth of pacilied social
spaces and rcstnfint from violence through foresight or reflection
(Elias 1)/8, p. 2.~6). In an attempt to bridge sociological macrothcorv
and l~sychological insight, he suggested that the average level of selfcontrol would increase to the dcgrcc that state institutions stabilize the
tlow of" everyday interactions. Since these expectations match so well
what crime historians have been finding, Elias has hecomc the major
theoretical ,'cferencc for scholars who are working in the lield and interested in theorizing about the long-term trend. 13ut it is open to debate and the refinement of empirical tindings precisely how far the theo r v of the civilizing process goes toward providing a cat,sal fi'amcwork
for explaining the long-term decline in lethal violence.
l)cparting from these groups of questions, this essay is organized in
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three sections. Section 1 presents a reanalysis of quantitative estimates
of homicide rates in Europe from the Middle Ages to the present day.
It is based on a much larger set of historical studies than Gurr was
able to examine and discusses the increasing degree to which we can
distinguish different long-term trajectories in the decline of homicide
in various European regions. Section 11 reviews evidence on various
contextual factors. I examine historical evidence on sex, age, and class
of violent offenders as well as studies that have examined historical patterns of the sex of homicide victims and their relationship with the
offender. Section 111 explores theoretical approaches used in recent
scholarship for explaining these secular trends, examining how theoretical arguments match the available data and in what ways fi~ture research might help to decide between alternative approaches.
I. T h e Secular T r e n d in Lethal Violence
~.,Vhat inakes any assessment of our knowledge about the long-term
trend in homicide rates relatively difficult is that relevant research has
been published in many different languages, sometimes in difficult-tofind specialized historical journals, and with widely varying research
questions forming the hackground of scholarly work. Therefore, this
section builds on a systematic meta-analysis of more than ninet3., pt, blications on premodern homicide rates in Europe as well as on a comprehensive collection of modern homicide time series in ten countries,
based on national statistics and stretching over periods of more than
120 years. Taken together, these data first confirm the Europe-wide
massive d r o p - - r o u g h l y by a fiactor of 10:1 to 50:1 over the period
from the fifteenth to the twentieth century--in lethal interpersonal violence first observed by G u r r on the basis of English data (1981). Second, the transition to declining homicide rates appears to have started
earliest in the northwestern parts of I7~urope and then to have gradually
diffused to the more peripheral regions of the continent. By the nineteenth centuw, therefore, homicide rates were lowest in the modernized, affluent, and url)an regions of tT~t,rope, which were surrounded by
a belt of high homicide rates in the periphery. By around 1950, most
European countries experienced their lowest historically lmown levels
of homicide rates. Since then, an increasing trend has l)revailed.

A. Som'cec History of'Homic#le Database
T o examine long-term trajectories of lethal violence, I have assembled an extensive database of serial data on homicide in F~urope. T h e
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restllting "History of Homicide Database" is an attempt at a comprehensive collection of available quantitative i n f o r m a t i o n o n homicide
over several centuries. T h e database incorporates two very different
types of sources. National vital statistics providing annual counts of
homicide victims probably constitute the most reliable source. In most
European countries, data series start during the second half of the
nineteenth centui3,, although Swedish national death statistics were introduced in the middle of the eighteenth century (Verkko 1951). T h e
second main source are statistics on homicides known to the police or
persons accused of murder or manslaughter. Partly based on earlier research (Eisner 1995), the database for modern national homicide statistics includes ten European countries with series of annual data stretching over more than I00 years.
Prior to the introduction of national statistics, however, statistical
data orl homicides accrue fi'om the painstaking archival work of historians who scrutinize large numhers of judicial sources produced for
widely varying purpcJses and not originally intended for statistical analysis. Because of the fi'agmented judicial structure of prcmodern Europe, limitations on the amount of time researchers can spend in archives, and large gaps in surviving sources, we arc left with a patchwork
of local studies. Some of them aim :it establishing long-term trends in
serious violence. Many, however, are not primarily interested in estimating the fi'equency of homicide but aim at gaining insight, through
judicial records, into the administration of justice, the mentalities of
historical epochs, and the lives of ordinary people. However, departing
fiom the elegant curve holdlv drawn hv Gurr through some thirty estimates of homicide rates, it is worthwhile to reassess the issue of longterm trcnds in violent crime hv using the wealth of new research on
the history of crime. Therefore, I systematically collected the results
pul~lished in articles and monographs in sevcral languages that present data on prelllodcrn homicide rates. A nuln[)er of recent research
reviews facilitated access to this literature (Johnson and Monkkoncn
1996; Schiisslcr 1996; Rousscaux 1999a; Blaucrt and Schwcrhofl" 2000).
"l~hc History of llomicide Datalmse at the time of writing inchldcs
approximately 790 estimates of premodern homicide rates hascd on
more than ninety pul~lications containing relevant data (Eisner 2001).
Coded variahlcs inchlde infilrmation ahout the geographical area, the
period, the counting units (offenders, victims, and offenses), the type
of sources, thc ahsolute nun~ber of homicide cases, the population estimates, and assessments of the quality of the data in the primary publi-
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cation. \,Vhcn availal)le, I also coded the l)ercentages of fclnale offenders and victims and the percentage of infanticides included ill the data.
Although the inchision of infanticide is not wholh, satisfying, it aims
at improving comparahilit},, since the majority of puhlications do not
alh)w for separating infinticides and other killings. Three rules guided
the coding process.
First, a threshold decision had to be made about whether to include
a study. I excluded studies that are explicitly based on highly selective
sources such as minor courts, that quote only approximate estimates
without speci~,ing the source, or that are based on extremely small
samples. I included all studies, however, that at least present information on the respective territory covered, the t3.,pe of source, and the
time period covered. If it was sufficiently clear how the information
had been gathered, 1 ignored occasional warnings by the original artthor against using homicide counts for computing rates. Schuster
(2000), for example, extensively explains why he objects to computing
homicide rates on the basis of medieval records. However, since he describes the origin of his data (judicial proceedings) and the territorial
unit to which they refer, I decided to include his data on fifteenthcentury Constance in the database.
Second, some publications present time series of counts for each single year or for short subperiods. This required a rule about how to
aggregate these counts into larger units in order to reduce random
variation. Generally, 1 sunamed up counts for single },cat's and short
subperiods and grout)ed them into ten-year periods. However, some
flexibilita, was required to take varying sample sizes into account. Thus,
series for small geographic units, providing low annual numbers, were
aggregated to twenty-year intervals.
Third, whenever possible 1 used the population estimates quoted in
a publication for computing the homicide rates. If a range of population estimates was given, the lower and Ut)l)er bounds were coded
separately, and the mean was used. Some publications cite counts of
homicides without giving pot)ulation estimates. In these cases I used
demographic sourcebooks like Bairoch, Batou, and ChEvre (1988) and
de Vries (1984) for population data.
Most data come from scholarship using one of three types of
sources. A first type encompasses lists of coroners' inquests or body
inspections of persons t)urportedly killed irrespective of whether the
suspect was identified. Spiercnburg (1996), for example, has used this
kind of source in his analysis of homicide in Amsterdam. The second
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type of source is records on tile offenders indicted and tried by a court
and constitutes the basis for the vast majority of the data included here.
A third type comprises records of suspected or proscribed hon3icide
offenders registered by local authorities..&3 example here are tile socalled medieval Acbtbiictaer ill German urban jurisdictions, which list
persons banished from a city because of homicide, often after they have
fled from the city (see, e.g., Simon-Nluscheid 1991; Schtissler 1998).
Geographically, the data cluster in five large areas. Among those,
England remains exceptional in respect of the wealth of sources that
cover significant territorial units and the number of excellent stt, dies
(for syntheses, see Sharpe 1984, 1988; Emslev 1996), yielding 137 estimates, lqistorical estimates of homicide rates start in thirteenthcenttu 3, England with the impressive analysis hv Given (1977) on the
coroners' rolls submitted to the evre courts. Hanawalt (1979) then examined some 16,000 crimes recorded in the jail delivery rolls during
the tirst half of the fi)urtecnth century. These documents, in which the
key infiH'ination (e ~.,
" the name and residence of the victim, the type
of c,ime committed, and tile jury's veMict) was recorded, include almost 3,000 holnicide cases. From the mid-sixteenth century onward,
comprehensive studies by Beattie (1974, 1986), Cockburn (1977,
1991), and Sharpe (1983, 1984) have traced the development of homicides indicted at the assize cou,'ts of several counties over extended periods of time.
A second area with a wealth of data and a rich tradition of criminal
history resea,'ch is the Netherlands and Belgium. Beginning with work
by 13erents (1976) on crime in fburteenth-centurv Utrecht, several
studies now cover medieval cities such as Antwerp (Heyden 1983) and
AmstcMam (13oomgaard 1992). Studies hv Rousseaux (1986) and
Spierenhurg (1996) provide evidence for the early modern period until
the heginning of the nineteenth ccntt, rv.
Since the 1980s, a large body of scholarship has emerged in Scandinavia, exploring the very homogcncms judicial sources prodt, ced Iw a
centralized and unifilrm judicial system in cxistencc since the fifiecnd3
century. Ostcrhcrg and Lindstr6m (1988)have examined judicial records in Stockhohn and some smaller cities fiom 1450 to the mid-seventeenth century. Recent studies 133, Karonen (1995, 1999), Ylikangas
(1998a, 1998b), and Ylikangas, Karoncn, and Lehti (2001) have added
impressive series of estimates for various regions in hoth Sweden and
Irinland, some of which cover more than 200 years.
l:ourth, a signiticant numher of stt,dies provide infi:wmation on long-
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term trends in Germany and Switzerland, although both the sources
and the judicial structures are extremely complex. Some evidence
comes fl'om an old tradition of local studies on medieval crime and
criminal justice (Buff 1877; Irrauenst~idt 1881; Cudnod 1891). Much
recent scholarship has focused on the Middle Ages with detailed studies of Cologne (Schwerhoff 1991), Constance (Schuster 1995, 2000),
Nuremberg (Schtissler 1991), Olm0tz (Sch0ssler 1994), Krak6w
(Sch0ssler 1998), Basel (Hagemann 1981 ; Simon-M uscheid 1991), and
Zurich (Burghartz 1990). The earl',, modern period had received less
attention, but there are now growing numbers of studies on variot, s
areas in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Schormann 1974;
l-lenm~ 1984; Dtilmen 1985; Behringer 1990; Lacour 2000).
Although somewhat less thoroughly covered than the other areas,
Italy is the fifth region with a series of studies that permit empirically
based extrapolations. Studies of medieval and renaissance cities include
Bologna (Blanshei 1981, 1982), Florence (Becket 1976), and V'enice
(Ruggiero 1978, 1980). Romani (1980) has examined court records in
late sixteenth-century Mantova, and a fascinating study by Blastenbrei
(1995) analyzes wounding reports by medical professionals and judicial
records in late sixteenth-century Rome. Finally, a series of studies on
Padova (Zorzi 1989), Citra (Panico 1991), Sardinia (Doneddu 1991),
Tuscany (Sardi 1991), and Rome (Boschi 1998) yields another cluster
of estimates for the late eighteenth and earl`,, nineteenth centuries before the onset of national statistics.
1~. Ho~ Rdiable Are Est#nates of Premodern Homicide Rates?
Historians who analyze extensive criminal justice records usually resort to statistical counts in presenting their findings. But they disagree
whether retrieved historical data should be used to compute homicide
rates, whether such numbers provide any useful information about the
real incidence of killings, and whether long-term historical comparison
is scientitically jt, stiliable (for the recent debate, sec Spierenburg 2001;
Schwerhoff 2002). There are live major issues with regard to reliability,
and validity.
The tirst is whether murder or manslaughter cases in premodern
sources quali~* as homicides in a modern legal sense, or whether the
data are inflated by cases that would nowadays be regarded as negligent manslaughters or accidents (see, e.g., Aubusson de Cavarlay 2001,
p. 27). Legally, homicide represented a felony throughout Europe
since the High Middle Ages, and definitions invariably inch, ded some
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notion of intentional aggression. Philippe de Beaumanoir, officer of
tile French Crown in the thirteenth century, defined homicide in the
following way: "Homicide: When one kills another in the heat of a
fight, in which tension turns to insult and insult to lighting, by which
one often dies" (cited in Rousseaux 1999a, p. 145). A reading of the
case descriptions in historical sources suggests that, some exceptions
notwithstanding, most cases would qualify as criminal acts. In this vein,
De\,Vindt and De\,Vindt (1981, p. 54) conclude--based on a close examination of 111 presentments of homicide in the Huntingdonshire
Evrc of 1286--that 90 percent were definite acts of aggression or violence.
Another important isstie concerns the quality of the immenseh, varied judici,ll sources used in historical analyses. Spiercnburg (1996), fi~r
example, has argued that homicide estimates based on court rccords
may yield considerable underestimates because ()nlv a fl'action of of'fendcrs were captured and brought to trial. His comparison between
body inspection records and the judicial sources in late medieval and
earh, modern Amstcrdam suggests that possibly as few :is 10 percent
of all homicides m a y have resulted in a suspect being brought to court
(see also Boomgaard 1992; Spiercnburg 1996, p. 80). Even if this is an
extreme estimate, it suggests that early court records constitute sdcctire evidence, in order to examine this isstie empirically, Monkkonen
(2001) recently proposed the use of capture-recapture methods, which
yield estimates of the size of the unkllown underlying t)ot)ulation of
offenders based on comparisons between different t3.,pes of sources
(e.g., court records, coroners' inquests, proscriptions, reports in diaries, or printed sources). It remains to be seen whether such a strategy
can clarif\, the isstle of historical clark figures. Yet it is uncontrovcrsial
that the progressive shift toward lllorc efficient prosecution has the effcct of underestimating the long-term decline in lethal violence (Seine

1983, p. 23).
A related isstic is whether homicide rates constitute a leading indicator of overall levels of violence through hmg historical peri~ds (see,
e.g., Schuster 2000). F'or present-day societies, homicide :lppears quite
adequately to reflect variation in overall violence. In the United States
and Great Britain, for example, trends in assault, as measured by the
National Crime Victimization Survey, arc highly correlated with tluctuati~ms in homicide rates (Langan and lrarrington 1998). Moreover,
cross-national homicide rates arc also significantly correlated with levels of robbery, assault, and sexual violence as measured by the lnterna-
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tional Crime Victimization St, rvev (Eisner 2002tt). Yet until recently
there seemed to he no way directly to address this question historicalh, since alternative data for measuring historical levels of violence
were not available. But recent research tbr several sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century Swedish cities now suggests that time series of recorded assat, lt and homicide are surprisingly parallel in both trends
and fluctuations (Karonen 2001). However, since historical trends for
other types of violence that differ from those for homicide cannot bc
ruled out, the subseqt, ent anah,sis is based on tile assumption that homicide may be cautiot, slv construed as an indicator only of serious interpcrsonal violence.
A fourth, somewhat overemphasized, issue concerns the variability
of homicide rate estimates hecause of the small sizes of geographic
units, the small nunlher of cases used for computing respective rates,
or both (Aubusson de Cavarlav 2001). \,Vith only a handful of estimates
hased on a few killings each, this would be a serious issue. But with
several hundred estimates, many hased on large numhers of homicides,
covering hoth urban and rural areas, and converging to coherent patterns despite heterogeneous sources, one may safely assume that the
data are not random noise. Likewise, the low precision of population
estimates, although important, should prohably not he regarded as an
insurmountable issue. Better population data are important for more
accurate estimates. Fortunately, however, my interest is not to COlllpare differences in the magnitude of 50 or 60 percent over time, but a
ten- to possibly fifty-fold decline. Therefore, quite considerable inaccuracy in population estimates--especially if it is randomh, distrihuted
betxveen the different studies--can be accepted.
Prohablv the most important "distorting" factor in comparisons of
homicide across long periods is the interplay hetween changes in the
technology., of violence and growth in medical knowledge. T h e lives of
a large proportion of those who died from the immediate or secondary
conseqt, ences (e.g., internal hleeding, infections) of a wound in any society before the twentieth centtl~, could have heen saved with modern
medical technologT. 13ut until recenth, it seemed wholly impossihle to
estimate the sizc of this effect. Monkkonen (2001), however, has proposed to use information ahout the elapsed time from injury to death
as a rot, gh indicator of the potential impact of modern medical technology. He argues that most deaths occurring within thc first one to
two hours after the injt, rT are probably not preventable even with
modern medicine, while tile vast majoritl., of thosc occurring after
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twenn,-four hours could be prevented bv modern technology. A series
of studies yields quite consistent results in regard to the typical time
from assault to death before the twentieth eentun,. In mid-nineteenthcentury N e w York, about one-fourth of victims died immecliately and
another fourth within the first twenty-four hours (Monkkonen 2001).
In seventeenth-century Castile, about 37 percent of the victims died
ilnmediatelv and another third within the tirst twentv-fbur hours
(Chaulet 1997, p. 22); Spierenburg (1996)estimates that somewhat less
than half of victims in seventeenth-century Amsterdam died immediately. Even if these estimates are tar fi'om precise, they give a rough
idea about the order of magnitude, by which the lethal consequences
of violence might have declined with late twentieth-century technolo,,,,=:. Most authors agree, however, that changes in medical techlmlog7
are unlikely to have had any major impact on thc chances of surviving
a wot, nding bcfi3re the latc nineteenth centun,.

C. ResMts
F'igures 2 - 7 g r a p h i c a l l y display the estimates collected for the five

areas. Figure 2 i,lcludes all local prcmodcrll estimates for the whole of
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Europe along with national series for four countries. Figures 3-7 show
trends for the five geographic areas over longer periods of time. In
each fi~lre, clots represent single local estimates based on the mean
year of the investigated period and the mean homicide rate, if upper
and lower bonds for the respective population were given. For the premodern period, lines show selected continuous series of estimates for
one geographic subunit, l)uring the modern period, lines show ha-
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average estimates of homicide rates for specified subperiods. These estimates are based on the unweighted averages. It could be argued,
though, that averages should be weighted fi)r differences of population
size and tile length of the period on which tile estimate is based. However, since the larger urban areas are more thoroughly covered anyway,
it did not seem appropriate to increase their contribution to the overall
mean even more. T h e results can be summarized in the following
wavs.

1. Overall SecMar Dedi,le. T h e data displayed in figure 2 suggest a
common trend ill homicide rates across western Europe. Th,'ee main
conclusions call be drawn. First, the total of all estimates is located ill
a band in which upper and lower limits gradually move toward lower
levels fi'om around 1500 until the mid-twentieth century. Taken together, the empirical evidence suggests a continent-wide gradual decline of serious interpersonal violence. Computing averages per century and including all estimates yields the series displayed in table 2.
Comparing these estimates with the original curve plotted by Gurr
shows impressive consistency. Adding new data, it appears, has little
impact on the overall pattern.
Second, for each century, the estimates show a large degree of dis-

TABLE 1
Homicide Rates in Five European Regions
Netherlands
and
F~ngland
F;clgmm

Period
Thirteenth- fourteenth
centuries
Fifteenth ccntun . . .
Sixteenth century

23

Scandinavia

Germany
and
Switzerland

Italy

7

47
45
25

• ..
46
21

37
16
I1

(56)
(73)
47

6
4

(6)
9

24
12

I1

(32)

(3)

...

2
1
2
1.7
1.6
1.3
.8
.8'
.7
1.2

7
4
2
•••
.9
1.5
1.7
1.3
.6
1.2

.

,~,cvcntcellth CClltUl~':

First half
Second half
Eighteenth century:
First half
Second half
1800-1824
1825-49
1850-74
IS75-09
1900-1924
1925-49
1950-74
1975-94

3
.7
1.0
1.4
1.2
.9
.S
.6
.6
1.2

(7)
(s)
3
4
2
2.2
2.0
1.4
.9
1.2

(12)
')
18
15
12
5.5
3.9
2.6
1.3
1.7

Sourcz.--Hist()rv of Homicide I)atabasc.
N o ' r t . - - l ) a t a arc arithmetic means of all available estimates for a given t)criod and
region. F.stimatcs based on local data are rounded to the next intc ,'or Figures in l)arcn theses are particularly unreliable because they arc based on |Z,wcr than live estimates.
Figures in italics arc based on nati~mal statistics.

TAB L E 2
O v e r a l l I - I o n l i c i d e R a t e s in lr~urope, T h i r t e e n t h
to "l"wenticth Centuries

Period
Tlairtccnth- fou,'tccntla centuries
]:iftccnth century
Sixteenth century
Seventeenth century
I~ightccnth century
Nineteenth century
Twcnticfla century

Average
]-hmficidc Rate
32
4I
19
I1
3.2
2.6
1.4

S o v r c r . - - H i s t o r v o f Homicide Database.

Number of Estimates
76
25
76
107
65
(cxduding national sc,'ics)
Mostly nati(ma{ series
National series
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persion with a ratio between the lowest and the highest bundle of estimates typically being around 1:10. This variation may arise from a
number of different sources. T h e r e may be measurement errors (systematic or random) influencing each estimate for all kinds of reasons
e ~ gaps ill tile sources, t, nrecorded homicides, or faulty population
estimates). Variability may be tile result of historicalh, contingent conditions, such as food crises, local warfare, or banditlT, that influence
the local level of serious violence. Based on our knowledge of the large
local variability of homicide rates in present societies, we should not
expect anything else when working with historical data. Finally, variation in each period may reflect large-scale systematic differences between areas of the European continent. As [ argue below, tile evidence
suggests that a large-scale pattern of geographic variation emerges
from the sixteenth centu W onward and is ([tie to different trajectories
in the secular transition from high to low levels of lethal violence.
Third, there appears to be a significant process of convergence bet~veen tile mid-nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries, when ve W little variation remains between various countries of western lr~urope.
2. Relative Ho'**~ogenei~. in the Middle Ages. Before 1500, the database inchldes about 100 different estimates of homicide rates. T h e y
come from a widely dispersed sample of areas, primarily larger cities
(i.e., more than 5,000 inhabitants) but also some small towns and rural
territories, and are based on a staggering variety of sources. However,
the evidence suggests a startlingly homogeneous pattern throughout
Europe. Evidence I)ased on coroners' rolls in fBurteenth-centu D, Oxford and London result in estimates in tile order of twenty-five to 110
homicides per 100,000 (Hanawalt 1976; Flammer 1978), while estimates for other areas of England t3q)ically va W between eight and
twent3.,-five honlicides per 100,000. In the south of Europe, data from
judicial archives in Florence (Becker 1976; Cohn 1980), Venice (Ruggiero 1980), Bologna (Blanshei 1982), and Valencia (Garcia 1991) yield
estimates between a low of ten and a high of 150 homicides per
100,000. And studies on an extensive sample of urban jurisdictions in
what are now Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, and
northern France again result ill estimates between a low of six and a
high of about 100 homicides per 100,000 of the population. Overall,
there is considerable haphazard variation between individual estimates,
which may result from peculiarities of the surviving sources or reflect
local economic and social conditions, political conflict, or the intensity
of law enforcement. However, and more important, there appears to
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be little systematic difference during this period when larger areas of
Europe are compared.
3. Increasing Geographic Diffbrences .fi'om the Late Sixteentt7 CelmHy
Onward. By the late sixteenth century, however, significant largescale differences begin to emerge. T h e y suggest that the secular t,'ajectory from high to low levels of lethal violence may have had different
shapes in different areas. More partict, larly, homicide rates, as estimated on the basis of indictments brought before the assize courts in
Elizabethan and early Stuart England, typically range bet~veen three
and ten per 100,000 (see fig. 3). Experts in the tield seem to agree that
these estimates indicate a real decline compared with the late Middle
Ages (Sharpc 1996, p. 22). Yet because of the lack of records between
the late fourteenth and the mid-sixteenth centuries, the precise period
when the secular downturn started cannot be identified.
In the Low Countries, too, evidence indicates a m a r k d shift from
the high homicide pattern during the sixteenth century (see tig. 4).
Studies by Boomgaard (1992) and Spierenburg (1996, pp. 80 ft.) based
on body inspection reports suggest that homicide rates in Amsterdam
may have declined fiom about forty to twent.v per 100,000 during the
sixteenth century. F'or Brussels, Vanhemelrvck (1981) suggcsts that the
rate of homicides recorded by the judiciary may have declinecl from
about twenty per 100,000 in the fifteenth century to about ten per
100,000 in the sixteenth century< T h e pattern becomes even clearer by
the end of the seventeenth century, when Spierenburg (1996, p. 86)
calculates a homicide rate of about fot, r per 100,000 for Amsterdam.
T h e estimate for Brussels, based on the whole centuw, is four to five
per 100,000 (depending on the population estimate). And another century later, a few scattered figt, rcs suggest that the homicide rate in late
eighteenth-century Belgium or the Netherlands typically ranged between 0.7 and about three per 100,000.
"T'he Scandinavian countries show similar trends hut dil:fcrences in
timing. F'igurc 5 shows that homicide rates remained at very high levels until the th'st decades of the seventeenth century. Estimates based
on the thorough work by Karonen (2001) yield homicide rates of thirty
to sixty pc," 100,000 m Turkt,, Arboga, and .qtockhohn around the turn
of that century. These rates, considerahlv higher tha,a anything for, rid
in ILngland or the Netherlands at this time, may have been the rest, It
of an upsurge fi'om the mid-sixteenth ccntur.v, when estimates tend to
be considcrabh, lower. F'rom about 1620 onward, however, Scandinavian scholars observe a staggering decline in homicide rates. By the
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second half of tile seventeenth centuw, rates had dropped to around
eight to ten homicides per 100,000, while estimates for earl}, eighteenth-centum7 Sweden were in the region of about four per 100,000.
By 1754, when national death statistics were initiated, the Swedish homicide rate had dwindled to a mere 1.3 per 100,000.
Although lethal interpersonal violence had declined to both historically and cross-culturally remarkably low levels by the late eighteenth
century, throughout northern l£urope, a very different trend is found
in southern Europe (see fig. 6). Admittedly, the data from Italy have
large gaps, and we lack long-term continuous series similar to those
available m England, the Netherlands, and Sweden. However, the contrast is so stark that there is no reason to doubt its main characteristics.
Departing from the handful of estimates for late medieval and early
Renaissance cities, studies by Blastenbrei (1995) on Rome and by Romani (I 980) on the l)uchy of Mantova give some idea of tTpical homicide rates around 1600. Blastenl)rei shows that medical professionals in
late sixteenth-century Rome were registering some twenty-five to
thirty-five killings per },ear, which yields an estimated homicide rate of
thirtx, to seventy per 100,000. In a similar vein, the criminal justice
records in A'lantova include some ten to fifteen cases of murder or
manslaughter each },ear. Romani (1980) estimates the t)opulation at
30,000-40,000, which in turn suggests a homicide rate of between
twenty-five and fif~,-five per 100,000.
Another two centuries later a sample of figures suggests some decline. In this period, the rate of convicted homicide offenders in Tuscany or Padova can be estimated at bet~veen four and ten per 100,000
(Zorzi 1989; Sardi 1991). In the south of Italy as well as in Sardinia,
however, late eighteenth-century homicide rates were still well al)ove
twenty, per 100,000 (1)oneddu 1991), and Boschi's figures for P,ome
around 1840 put the homicide rate at over ten per 100,000 (Boschi
1998).
It is hard to say whether Germany and Switzerland followed the
northern l£uropean pattern of a sustained decline or whether the longterm trajecto D, resemhles the Italian pattern of high homicide rates
well into the beginning of the industrial revolution. Because of the heterogeneity of the sources and the political fragmentation of territories,
but possibly also I)ecause of a lack of scholarh, interest in examining
quantitative long-term trends, the existing data make solid conclusions
impossil)le.
As figure 7 shows, the data first suggest a dramatic drop in homicide
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rates at the beginning of the fifteenth century. However, this apparent
trend probably reflects a shift in the sources used for historical research
rather than any real change. Most estimates for the fourteenth century
are based on banishment records. These docmnents inch,de a large
proportion of suspects, who had t]ed an urban jurisdiction after a crime
and may never have been put to trial (Schtissler 1994). In the early fifteenth century, the practice of banishment without formal trial fell out
of use, and studies for this period are mostly based on proceedings of
the local judiciary. Yet many scholars argue that early modern judiciaries may have heen able to deal with only a small fiaction of actual
crimes, including homicide. By around 1600, estimates for the cities of
Cologne and Frankfurt range between six and sixteen homicides per
100,000, a figure similar to those in England or the Netherlands in this
period (Dtilmen 1985, 1/. 187). However, a series of estimates for several areas in southern Germany and Switzerland and primarily based
on offenders tried by the judicial authorities typically hover hetwecn
two and ten during the late eighteenth and earl}, nineteenth centuries.
These arc consistently higher estimates than arc fot, nd during this pcHod in northern l~t,rope, and they suggest that the frequcncy of serious
violence in Switzerland and southern Germany may have heen somewhere between the low rates found in the north and the high rates
found in the sot, th of Et, rope.
4. Center-Periphe O, StJwctmes i~ the Nilwteenth CentuO,. By the beginning of the nineteenth centuw, the impact of different long-term
trajectories in the evolution of serious interpersonal violence since the
Middle Ages had created a pattern of large-scale regional differences
within Europe. Since the late sixteenth ccntur},, England and the
Netherlands had moved a long way in the transition fi'om a high violence society to one characterized by a much more pacitied mode of
everyday behavior. In Sweden, the same process seems to have started
later, occurred fhstcr, and produced a similar result. In Italy, hmvever,
homicide rates appear to have moved little from their late medieval and
carh, modern levels, especially so in the south and on the islands. T h e
development in Germany and Switzerland is hard to track, but by the
earh: nineteenth century a north-south divide may have come into cxistcnce, with higher levels characteristic of many areas in Switzerland
and s()tlthern (~ellllanv.
Against this background, it seems worthwhile to summarize the
large-scale ecology of lethal violence in IEurope around 1900, originally described by Ferri (1925)and Durkheim (1973)but discernible
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in much greater detail now thanks to additional recent work (see, e.g.,
Chesnais 1981; Johnson 1995; Eisner 1997; Thome 2001). On the
level of nations, tile pattern resembles a trough with low homicide
rates across the highly industrialized countries of northern Europe, inchiding Germany and France. A rim of high-homicide countries surrounds the trough and inchides Portugal, Spain, Italy, and Greece in
the south, and all eastern European countries and Finland (see fig. 8).
Bv the end of the twentieth century, this large-scale geographic pattern
changed. \,Vhile homicide levels in eastern Europe remained high,
rates in southern l~uropean countries have converged to levels typically
found in no,'thern and western Europe (see tig. 9).
Within countries, nineteenth-centul T regional differences appear to
have followed a distinctly similar pattern. In Italy, homicide rates were
higher in the rural south with its low literacy rates than in the more
industrialized north. In 1880-84, for example, the homicide rate varied
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fl'om a high of 45.1 in tlac disnict of Palermo m a low of 3.6 in tilt

district of A'lilan (Chcsnais 1981). French maps suggest higher levels
of holnicidc in SOtltht~lll Elante than in the prosperous and urllanizcd
north (I)urkhcinl 1973). \,Vithin CIcrlnany, homicide and assault i'atcs
were gcnci'aily higher in al'eas charactcrizcd by low uilmnization, low
proportions ot" profcssi(mals and public SCl'V;iilts, ;lilcl a high overall
death rate (Johnson 1()95). In late nint~tccntil-ccnturv I)oland, h<)mitide and assault were I1](.)Fc c0111111011in the countryside than in cities;
in Switzm'land, too, honlicidc rates were negatively correlated widl

levels of urhanizadon and indusn'ialization (l<aczynska 1995; Eisner
1997).
All in all, it seems, a ccnecr-Ilcripher Y climcnsion characterized the
gcog,'aplaic distribution of lethal violence across late nineteenth-
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centu W Europe. Homicide was low in the centers of modernization
characterized by high urbanization, industrialization, literacy, and education. Elevated levels of violence, in turn, were found throughout the
peripheral areas with high I)irth rates, high illiteracy rates, and a predominantly rural population. This pattern, I tentatively conjecture, was
the restllt of differential long-term pathways, some of which can he
traced back to the beginning of the early modern period.
5. The Past 120 )~'an: The U-Shaped PatteJvl. From about the
1880s onward, death statistics and police statistics cover the majorit),
of western European countries. These data permit us quite accurately
to trace main trends in homicide rates over the past 120 years. T h e
main message can be summarized in three points. First, a comparison
of the 1950s with the 1880s suggests that the frequency of lethal violence fell by at least another 50 percent even in northern European
countries, and considerably more in the south. Indeed, as Gurr, GraboskT, and Hula (1977; see also Gurr 1989) had shown, declining
trends were the predominating pattern for other types of violence (e.g.,
serious assault, rol)beD,) as well as for l)ropertT, crime in many \,Vestern
societies (Gatrell 1980). In a sense, therefore, homicide rates around
1950 may serve as a benchmark for the lowest level of interpersonal
lethal violence as yet attained in any known \,Vestern socieq,. It stands
at about 0.4-0.6 deaths per year per 100,000 inhabitants. Second, the
data demonstrate a rapid convergence of homicide rates between the
late nineteenth centu D, and the 1960s. By then, cross-national differences within western Europe had become inconsequential and have remained small since. Third, the data from 1950 until the early 1990s
point to an upsurge of homicide rates throughout most of Eurol)e accompanied by a much sharper rise in recorded levels of assault and
robbery.
These increases occurred despite advances in medical technology
throughout the twentieth centu~/, which are likely significantly to have
dampened this latest increase. T h e main trend over the past 150 years,
therefore, corresponds to the U-shaped pattern identified earlier by
Gurr and his collaborators (Gurr, Grabosky, and Hula 1977).
6. CbunteJ~rends. The well-documented increilse in criminal violence between the 1950s and the early 1990s may well be just one of
several periods in which violence rates increased over several decades.
For ol)vious reasons, we know very little about earlier medium-term
periods of increasing interpersonal violence. It might be interesting to
know, for example, whether the upswing in lethal violence documented
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for Sweden between the 1790s and tile 1840s also occurred in other

European areas. But there is too little evidence to address this question
even tentatively. Recently, however, Roth (2001) offered a fascinating
observation on trends between 1550 and 1800. Comparing time series
for England, Scandinavia, and France, he found evidence of a similar
trend of sharply increasing homicide rates between the 1580s and the
1610s, fi)llowed I)v a continuous drop thereafter. T h e coincidence bet~veen areas Far apart fiom each other is remarkable. As f))r England,
Roth suggests that demographic pressure, economic depression, crop
thilure, the militarization of culture, and military demobilization together may have caused homicide rates to soar in the late sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries. Yet the relative importance of those timtors remains to be explored. Furthermore, one might wonder whether
similar fimtors played a role in other areas during that time or if the
parallel trends are coincidental.
7. So'me EvidcJwe Jbr Ott, er Areas. Research in recent years has explored long-tertn trends fi~t"geographic areas that I have not discussed.
For example, there is now good evidence for developments in Ireland
fl'om the beginning of the eighteenth century until 1914 (Garnham
1996; I;'innane 1997). T h e data flom indictments in two h'ish counties
through 1801 suggest homicide rates of around four to seven per
100,000 population in the 1740s and 1750s. These are considerably
higher rates than those found in any of the English counties investigated by Beattie (1986) and Cockburn (1991). By around 1900, national homicide ,ates were down to below two per 100,000, and Finnane (1997) concludes that there is strong evidence of a declining
trend in interpersonal violence during the nineteenth century.
Furthermore, Roth (2001) has recently presented data on F~uropeanAmcrican adult homicides in Connecticut, Massachusetts, A'lainc, and
New Hampshire from 1630 to 1800. His work is particularly notahlc
hecause it uses sophisticated capture-recapture methods in order more
accurately to estimate h.micide rates fi~r I~'.uropean colonists. Before
1637, during the era of frontier violence, he tinds that the homicide
rate in cohmial New England stood at over 100 per 100,000 adults. It
then dropped to ahout seven to nine for the next four decades,
which--assuming some underrcporting in the English assize court
data--may have been quite simihu" to the rate that prolmbly prevailed
in southeastern England. It fcll again at the beginning of the eighteenth century and reached a low of ahout one per 100,000 adults at
the end of thc century. Fx'mainim~ the causes of this massive decline,
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Roth argues that the sudden decline correlated with increased feelings
of Protestant and racial solidarity among the colonists (2001, p. 55).
II. Contextual Trajectories
To this point I have primarily traced tile long-term trajectory of overall levels of lethal interpersonal violence. But historians of crime have
long underscored that these trends need to he emhedded in an analvsis
of contextual change, including, for example, the cultural meaning of
violence, the ~,l)ical situations giving rise to conflict and aggression,
the characteristics of offenders and victims, and the framework of legal
and judicial reactions (Rousseaux 1999a). Similarly, criminologists increasingly have become interested in disaggregating violence trends
by, for example, offender-victim configurations (~'Vikstr6m 1992), oil
fender age groups (Blumstein 2000), or weapons used in the offense
(\,Vintemute 2000). And the), found such distinctions highly valuable
for understanding the determinants of change in overall crime levels.
As the consensus about the overall decline grows, therefore, establishing the long-term variation, and stahili~,, of contextual characteristics of violent crime will become increasingly important. A better understanding of contextual dimensions may provide the decisive cues
for more refined interpretations of the transition from high to low
homicide levels during the process of modernization. The following
analyses explore some relevant dimensions. They primarily stick to a
statistical framework, presenting numerical evidence on t:actors that
criminologists find relevant when describing the basic characteristics
of violent crime. The evidence partly derives from the publications
comprised in the Histon,., of Homicide Database. I also include data
from a series of stt, dies that have examined historic patterns of robbe W
or assault.
The available evidence suggests impressive historical stahili~, in
some respects. Most particularly, both the sex distribution and the age
distribution of serious violent offenders appear to have remained
within very narrow limits over several centuries. However, changes
are apparent along other core dimensions. First, the overall decline in
homicide rates regt, larly appears to coincide with a decline in the proportion of male-to-male killings. In a similar vein, the drop appears to
he inversely related to a (relative) increase ii'l family homicides. Finally,
evidence suggests that the overall drop in homicide rates may have
been accompanied by a gradual withdrawal of elites fi'om interpersonal
violence.
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characteristics of violent crime, the sex distribution of offenders is tile most obvious starting point. This infomlation
should be ascertainable from any historical source that provides offenders' first names. Unfortunately, however, many historical studies
on crime do not present individual-level data, and only recently have
historians of crime become interested in variability in gender ratios
among offenders. In this respect, research by Feeler and Little (1991)
and Feeley (1994) has exposed t:ascinating observations on historical
variation in overall female participation rates. Feeley and Little (1991)
tirst exalnined Old Bailey Sessions Papers fi'om 1687 to 1912. "l"hey
found that women constituted well over one-third of the caseload during the eighteenth century, after which the proportion steadily declined to about 10 percent around 1900. Feeler (1994) reviewed a
ntnni)er of studies that had examined female criminality in early roodel'i] l~urope, l i e found a pattern that should be surprising for those
who believe, with Oottfredson and I Iirschi (1990, p. 45), that gender
differences arc invariant over time and space. Research on i_llb,/ll :lrctis
in the eighteenth-century Netherlands shows that Well]ell accounted
for up to 75 perccnt of the criminal cases. And even after discounting
the various types of "moral offelses,' the figures remain high and
st,'ikin~. 1,1 Amsterdam, women comprise 50 percent of the persons
accused of property offenses, and similar proportions were found in
other northern European cities (van de Pol 1987; I)iederiks 1990).
Feeler (1994, p. 263) argues that tile exceptionally high involvement
of women in property crime--found in many eighteenth-century urban areas throughout northern F~urope--reflects their high participation in the preindustrial mercantile cconomv. As production shifted
away from the family to the filctory, however, women were again relegated to the home, which in turn nlav explain their gradual retreat
fi'om property crime throughout the nineteenth century.
A series oF estiinatcs t]Jr the percclmlge of female offenders from
1200 to 2000 show that female involvcment in violent crime has bccn
much less susceptible to social change. Records across l~urope over 800
years consistently show that the proportion of women committing
homicide (excluding infanticide), assault, or robbery was hardh, ever
abm,e 15 percent and typically ranged between 5 and 12 percent. Table
3 summarizcs the major findings, l~xceptions most probably result
fiom problems in classi#ications (e.g., inclusion of verbal insult in assault) rather thi/n real differences.
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This is not the place to discuss the causes of that apparent long-term
stability. But accepting these data as reasonably valid estimates of
involvement in violent crime probably means that sex is not a relevant
variable in explaining the decline in overall levels of serious violence.
Neither increasing economic prosperity, historical variation in female
participation in the labor market, nor changing cultural models of the
family and gender roles appear to have had a significant impact on
male predominance in serious violent crime.
There is one major exception to this pattern. In early eighteenthcentury Stockhohn, women not only accounted for more than 60 percent of property crime offenders but also 45 percent of murder and
manslaughter offenders and 41 percent of assault offenders (Andersson
1995). These are probably the highest female participation rates in serious violent crime found anwvhere in the world. Scholars examining
this phenomenon emphasize a combination of factors i,lcluding--besides demographic imbalance--a highly specific cultural configuration,
which embraced some kind of otherworldh, calculus. More particularly, for fear of eternal punishment in hell, suicidal women appear o f
ten to have chosen to kill somebody else, ust, allv their offspring, and
then suffer the death penalty imposed on them by the judiciary (Jansson 1998). Homicide would bring them to purgatory for a limited period of time, after which they would enter heaven for eternity, which
was definitely to be preferred to consignment to eternal hell because
of suicide.

•. Age of Of/i'Juter,"
If sex differences have remained more oi" less constant over 800
years variabilitxr in age patterns should attract scholarly curiosity,.
Hirschi and Gottfredson's seminal 1983 article precipitated a heated
debate among criminologists (see, e.g., Baldwin 1985; Greenberg
1985, 1994; Steffensmeier and Streifel 1991). Ilirschi and Gottfredson
argued that the age curve of criminal offending is basically invariant
across time and place, demographic groups, and social and cultural
conditions. Various researchers have produced evidence with the intent of showing the contra~w. The debate may be said to have resulted
in a stalemate. Studies convincingly suggest that police-recorded offenders in the past two decades tend to be somewhat younger than, for
example, in the 1950s (see, e.g., Steffensmeier et al. 1989; Junger-Tas
1991). However, the variability of the age-crime curve appears to remain within relatively narrow limits, and the overall shape does not
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appear fimdamentallv to differ between different subperiods of modernity.
It therefore is t,seful to explore age patterns in violent crime before
the onset of criminal statistics. However, important limitations of such
an effort should first be noted. Above all, age was not generally recorded before the seventeenth centu~,, and most early sources offer
no information whatsoever about offenders' ages. Second, historians of
crime have not been particularly interested in the age variable (with
the notable exception of King 2000, pp. 169 ff.). Hence, very few studies on crime in the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries include
relevant analyses, althougll the information is probably availal31e in
inanv primary sources. Third, even when historians have gathered data
o n ,~'~,,'e, the age structu,'e of the underlying population is ahnost ahvavs
unknown, thus making estimation of rates per population impossible.
"T'laese limitations notwithstanding, the existing evidence cfffcrs some
necessarily c*'udc but nevertheless noteworthy insights. T h e earliest
evidence that I cottld lind refers to early sixteenth-century I)ouai, a
city located in the ncwtheast of modern l:rance close to the Belgian
border (Fouret 1987). The archives include information on the ages of
some 100 out of 623 indicted violent offenders and their victims. T h e
average age of violent offenders in this sample was 2 6 . 6 years, while
victims had a mean age of 29.6 years. If these (lgl_ll'CSrepresent the
overall age st,'ucmre of violent offenders in sixteenth-century 1)ouai,
their similarity with too(tern data is astonishing. In the United States
in 1999, the average age of homicide offenders was 28.6 years, and the
age of victims was 32.3 years. A study by \.Vikstr6m (1985) on violent
crime in Stockhohn in the 1980s fi)und a mean age of 31 years for offenders and 34 years fi)r the victims. "1"bus, not only is the age difference between offenders and victims almost identical (tfirec years),
but tficrc may also be little difference in the effective mean age, since
we can safely assume that the average population was considerably
y(.itlngcr in the sixtecntfi ccnttlry.
This is c()i'r()boratcd I:)v other evidence. I found fi)ur stt,dics that inchide data (m the distriliution of violent c)ffcndcrs in the period liefore
the onset of statistics. "Ffic earliest details the age of more than 85 percent of the 1,500 oflcndcrs delivered to jail in the l)uchv of .,\'lantova
in nol'thcrn Itah, at the end of the sixteenth century (l?,omani 1980).
These data include all offenders, but violent offenses constitute 40 percent of the tc)tal. A second age distribution is based on a small sample
of eighty-three people publicly punished for wounding and attacking
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in the city of Amsterdam between 1651 and 1749 (Spierenburg 1984,
p. 321). T h e third series, based on data presented in Ruff(1984, p. 90),
concerns persons convicted for physical violence in two s&]dc/.)all.~'s(;e.r
in southwestern France near Bordeaux in the period 1696-1789. T h e
fourth age distribution comes from a study bv Chaml)in (1972) of 230
violent offenders indicted in the rural community of Alengon in Britannv between 1715 and 1745.
Some of these studies use detailed age brackets. For comparative
reasons, however, I recalculated all distributions tot" ten-year inter~,als.
Fig-ure 10 shows the average percentage of offenders per year of age
in the respective ,~.v,c grot, p. Overwhehningh,,. the data show a very.
similar pattern, with roughly 35-45 percent of the offenders in the
twenty-to-twenty-nine-year age group and a steady decline thereafter.
(]ertainly, one should hear in mind that these data may bc imprecise
in themselves and that no correction for the age distribution of the
population could be made. T h e extent to which these data support the
notion of an "invariant" age curve of violent offending is open to debate. FUtUl'e research inav come up with more detailed data allowing
for a more elaborate assessment of the age-violence relationship in
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carl}, modern Europe. However, at present, one may cautiously conclude that evidence from six different areas in Europe and extending
over a period of some 400 years shows a strikingly similar ovc,'all pattern. If this finding can be generalized, we may conclude that historical
variation in overall levels in serious violence does not covarv with differences in the age distribution of" violent offenders. T h a t wouhl imply
that changing cultural delinitions of youth and young adulthood,

changing marriage~ pattc,'ns, or varying, economic prospects for .v°un°
men did not ,'esult in major changes of the age distribution of serious
violent offenders.
C. So,#d Snnu,; ~ O#i,ndcJx
Class is tile third prinmry variable used to describe dcnmgraphic
characteristics of violent offenders. Research in contemporary society
consistcnth, shows that serious violent offenders are heavily ovcrreprcscntcd among socially disadvantaged groups. Historical studies on the
nineteenth century tell a very similar story, even if the official statistics
of the time arc likely to have a stronger class bias. About 50 pcrccnt
of a sample of assailants indicted in 13cdfordshirc between 1750 and
1840 were recorded as laborers or smwants (Emsley 1996, p. 45). Similarly, in late nineteenth-century German crime statistics, offenders
from a working-class background were more strongly ovcrrepresentcd
for aggravated assault and homicide than f()r any other crime (Johnson

1995, p. 208).
Many contemporary historians of crimc have been strongly interested in retrieving information about the social background of offenders recorded in the written sources. Examination of these studies vichls
a surt+risin,,h, consistent pattern. During the Middle Ages, interpersonal physical violence was not at all a class-spccitic phenomcn(m.
Only to the degree that overall levels of violence fell throughout the
early ln(idcrn age did viillence become correlated with class.
Ruggiero (1980) has done probaldy the most thorough analysis of
the social status of prcmodern violent offenders. In a detailed study of
violence in V'cnicc between 1324 and 1406, he was able to identify the
social standing of more than 1,600 off~nders dealt with Iw the secular
judicial authorities, l-it distinguishes fi;)tlr groups in \:enctian society,
f~r which hc also provides estimates of their approximate share of the
total population. T h e nobility, a group dcmarcatcd by its access to political power, accounted f(~l"about 4 percent of the population. Below
it came a group of m p o r t a l t people," which inchlded merchants,
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TABLE 4
Social Status of Violent Offenders in Early Renaissance Venice,
1324-1406
T y p e of Crime

Nol)les
h n p o r t a n t people
\Vorkers
NlarginaI people
N u m b e r of cases

Speech

Assault

Rape

Murder

Total

Population

(%)

t%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)*

35
8
52
5
223

22
11
61
5
566

20
8
65
7
416

4
9
70
16
424

18
?
63
9
1,629

4
10
75
<"7

SouRcl~.--l)ata based on Ruggiero 1980.
* Clerics, who may have constituted 3 percent of the ptJpulation, are not included in
these tigures. Therefiwe, population total is less than 100 percent. Clerics were not referret] to the secular courts.

professionals, and civil officials, and which constinited some 10 percent
of the population. Below them came the large group of workers and
artisans, such as laborers in the textile industry, butchers, bakers, and
marine workers, who may have totaled 75 percent of the population.
At the bottom end came the marginal people, vagabonds and beggars,
who may have been about 8 percent of the population. Ruggiero's data
show the relative shares of these groups among the cases of recorded
violence, which may be roughly compared with their respective share
in the total population (see table 4). The data suggest that people of
lower standing were not overrepresented among violent offenders and
that nobles had a highly overproportionate share in all but homicide
cases, eYs Ruggiero points out, these data may be considerably skewed
since much violence among the lower classes may have gone unnoticed
or have been handled with sumnmrv justice without leaving traces in
the records (Ruggiero 1980, p. 96). Nonetheless, disregarding the evidence from nonlethal violence and assuming some unnoticed lower
class murders still leaves the impression that the higher ranks of fourteenth-centurv Venetian socie D, engaged in their fair share of violent
behavior. In addition, upper-class people seemingly victimized people
of lower standing more often than vice versa, which again contrasts
strikingly with modern patterns. Nobles, it appears, did not scruple to
assault, rape, or kill people of lower standing.
Although probably unparalleled in their detail, these figures do not
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seem to be unusual. Several historians of medieval crime have found
similar patterns. In thirteenth-cenm W Bologna, 10 percent of 521 banishment cases for major crimes were urban magistrates and nobles,
who were aptly labeled by the popolo government as rapacious wolves
(Blanshei 1982, p. 123). In fou,teenth-centurv Lyon, Gonthier (1993)
obser~,es a recurrent involvement of nobles in violent behavior, including the organization of gangs to revenge t:ailures to con)ply with their
interests. Also, tax returns of offenders in tifteenth-centurv Constance
reveal that wealthy groups were at least as likeh, to engage in violent
offending as the poor (Schuster 2000, 1/. 137). Hanawalt (1979, p. 131)
found that members of the oligarchy in a small fourteenth-century English rural area committed al)out one-third of all homicides recorded
in the Gaol l)eliverv Rolls (Hanawalt 1979, p. 131). She concluded
that members of the higher status grot, ps committed at least as much
violence as lower classes since they were likely to become involved in
contlicts over rights and goods, which, in the absence of reliable state
control, often escalated into violent conflicts.
No one has yct attempted to provide comparative data on the social
status of offenders across longer periods. Yet some evidence suggests
that upper classes in northern I~urope may have become more pacitied
and less prone to physical aggression fi'om the sixteenth century onward. Spierenburg (1998), for example, argues that homicide rates declined in Amsterdam after 1620 because wealthy churchgoing citizens
renounced violence, while lower-class violence in the form of knife
lighting remained undiminished. Similarly, Sharpe (1984, t). 95) assumes a gradual decline in the involvement of the upper class in criminal violence in the century after 1550.
In the south of Europe the retreat of the nobility fi'om aggressivc
behavior appeax's to have occttrrcd later. In the Irrcnch Auvergne, a
mountainous and very poor area, the decisive shift occurred between
the beginning and the end of the eighteenth ccntt, r.v, when the upper
classes increasingly withdrew fl'om violent I~chavior. "Fhis transformation was paralleled Iw the increasing acceptance, among the nobility
of merit and COI1]pCECnCC as COl-e social values, to thc dctrixllcnt o[honor and the military ethic (Cameron 19g l, p. 202). Irurthcr south,
late eighteenth-century Sardinia offers striking evidence (1)oncddu
1991). Ridden by chronic banditry as well as the vendetta, Sardinia had
an overall homicide rate of thirty-live to forty per 100,000 in the years
1767-89. l)uring that period, members of the nobility were recorded
for committing tiftv-onc homicides. Since the island's nobility counted
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some 6,000 members at that time, this puts their homicide rate at
thirty-seven per I00,000, the same as the approxinlate rate in the total
population.
If this interpretation of upper-class involvement in violent hehavior,
based on a few scattered studies, withstands further scrutiny, it may
lead to an important generalization. T h e transition to lower overall
levels of interpersonal criminal violence, one might hypothesize, was
accompanied by an ox,erproportional withdrawal of the elite from the
use of physical aggression to seize and defend their interests.

D. Se.v of l/ictims
Few studies on premodern homicide tell us anything about the sex
distribution of the victims, although most judicial and nonjudicial
sources presumal)ly include relevant information. Although female
criminality has increasingly become a topic of historical scholarship,
no study has as vet systematically examined female victimization. "Fhe
premodern homicide database only inchides some thirty estimates of
the proportion of female victims (see table 5).
Most of these estimates are based on work by Given (1977), Hanawalt (1979), Schtissler (1991, 1998), and Spierenburg (1996). T h e period up to the sixteenth centu~, is covered by a comprehensive sample
of data, inchiding various counties in England and cities scattered
throughout Europe north of the Alps. T h e pattern revealed is concordant in suggesting that male victims considerabh, outnunlbered female
victims. T h e average proportion of female homicide victims during the
period between the thirteenth and the sixteenth centuries is 7 percent

TAt3 LI~ 5
Average Estimates of Gender-Specific V-ictimization Rates before the
Nineteenth Century
l~'e II"l,q] C

\Zictims
(percent)
"l"hirtccnth-sixtccnthcenturies
Scvcntcunth century
l£.ighte~:nih century

7
13
27

Malell:emalc
Ratio
12.5:1
6.7:1
2.7:1

Approximate
Homicide Rate
~30 per I00,000
~8 per 100,000
~3 per lO0,OOO

SOURCE.--Itistorv of H.micidc Database.
NOTE.--AIIestimates refer to various regions in England, the Netherlands, Germany,
and France.
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and has a range of between 0 and 20 percent. From a criminological
perspective, this figure conveys an air of inevitability. At the beginning
of the twentieth centuu, Verkko (1951, p. 52) examined the proportions of female victilns in countries with high homicide rates (Fmlalad,
Serbia, Bulgaria, Italy, and Chile). T h e average proportion of female
victims in these countries was 7 percent, the same as the medieval pattern.
Onh, a few relevant observations are available for the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. Those suggest that the proportion of female
homicide victims increased as the overall level of lethal violence declined throughout northern Europe. National death statistics ['or variotis countries corroborate these findings. Trends in overall homicide
rates appear to concur with shifts in the male-to-female victim ratio,
thus confirming the "dynamic law" put fiwth by Verkko (1951, p. 52),
which holds that fluctuations in overall homicide rates primarily ,'esult
fl'om variation in male victimization rates. Generally, the shift toward
lower homicide rates appears to have been primarily--hut not exclusivelv--a drop in male-to-male violent encounters.

E. Personal Relatio~stup betTveell Offender and Victim
This tinding can be further substantiated by examining another
variable, the ,'elationship between offender and victim. A number of
studies have examined the proportions of homicides involving tZamily
members (spouses, offspring, and parents). Table 6 shows a series of
estimates fi'om the thirteenth through the twentieth centuries that can
be fleshed out with qualitative evidence on circumstances likeh, to restilt in a (recorded) killing.
T h e data suggest that the proportion of t:amily homicides was very
low throughout the Middle Ages. Typically, the killing of t\m~ih, members made up less than 10 percent in medieval societies. In cont,'ast,
a large pr~w:wtion of cases o c c t l r r e d in situations of conltiet between
(primarily male) acquaintances, with the offender and the victim often
sharing a similar social background or being neighbors in a rural community. Not onh, in fim,'teenth-centurv Oxford, did "quick tempers,
strong drink, and the ready availability, of weapons" contribute to the
great fl'cqueney of homicides alnong men (Hammer 1978, p. 20). In
many urban areas, the tavern was the place where violence occurred.
In sixteenth-century Arras, 45 percent of ninety recorded homicides
were committed in or just outside taverns (Muchemblcd 1992, p. 94).
Likewise, about half of all violent crimes in sixteenth-century I)ouai,
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and probably an even greater proportion in Cologne, occurred in the
context of alcohol drinking (Schwerhoff 1991). In a similar vein Sharpe
argues, sunmlarizing tile English evidence, that "Stuart homicides
were characteristically unplanned acts of violence arising spontaneously from quarrels, heing simple assaults that went too lilt in most
cases" (Sharpe 1983, p. 131).
l lowever, many historians point out that what seems to have been
impulsive and spontaneous violence often was more culturally gt, idcd
than might first he suspected. Male honor seems to have played an important role here. Thus Liliequist (1999, p. 197) tinds that boxing ears,
isst, ing challenges, lighting and comhat interrupted hy temporary reconciliation, and drinking rituals constituted the pattern of a culture of
lighting, which was the backdrop of the vast majority of holnicidc cases
in early modern Scandinavia. Hence, insults constituted a serious affl-ont and a large class of crimes dealt with by any court of medieval
and early modern society throughout F+urope knife lighting appears to
have been the al)propriate reaction if efforts fi)r ,'cconciliation fililed.
During the transition to lower overall homicide rates, however, the
relative share of family killings appears to have increased continuously,
which in turn suggests that overt puhlic lights between men resulting
in serious injury became progressively less frequent. Knife fighting, for
example, became restricted to the lower classes in late seventeenthcentury Amsterdam and all but disappeared as a distinct culture of violence by the late eighteenth century (Spierenburg 1998). In a similar
vein, the decline of homicide in late nineteenth-century Italy to a large
extent, probably resulted from the disappearance of public fights between men over issues of honor. T h e decline of private revenge and
the vendetta--an almost exclusively male prerogative, too--also :113pear to be associated with the overall drop in homicide rates. In countries such as 1_7.ngland or Sweden, as a result, flunily homicide accounted fi:/i"m<~re than half ~f the killings by the end ot: tile nineteenth
century, when tilt overall level of homicide rates was at most one-tenth
of that before the sixteenth century.
"l"he patterns with respect to hotnicide victims' scx and the relation
hetween offenders and victims suggest another far-reaching generalization. l)cclincs in homicide rates primarily resulted tr<ml some degree
of paciticati<m of encounters in puhlic space, a reluctance to engage in
physical confiontation over conflicts, and the waning of honor as a cultural code regulating everyday behavior.
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11[. Theoretical Approaches
Gurr's (1981) original study, though innovative in its pathbreaking
synthesis of empirical developnlents, has little to offer by way of
theoretical interl)retation. Stating that the long-term decline can he
explained by "the rise of nonaggressive modes of behavior" (Gurr,
p. 304) and a sensitization to violence amounts to little more than rephrasing and describing the empirical pattern. Since then many histo,'ians of crime, nourished by the flow of empirical tindings, have developed and debated theories that might exl)lain the long-term trends.
The following discussion is based on two prior decisions: first, any
theoretical discussion of the trend in violent crime must assume that it
describes real changes in behavior rather than methodological artifacts
or consequences of the operations of crimmal justice systems. There is
still debate about this, but many historians of crime accept the basic
inferences drawn here from existing data. Second, there is debate over
whether the observed patterns require local and specitic interpretations
of manifestations of violence or whether we may profitably attempt to
develop general theories. A large part of the craft of historical research
consists in meticulous analysis of specific historical sources resulting in
rich and thick descriptions of some historical realit3.,, sometimes at the
detriment of theoretical generalization. One might argue, for example,
that the declining trend in seventeenth-centun, Sweden ,'equires a
wholly different explanation from the drop observed in nineteenthcentury Italy. The following discussion, however, starts from the
premise that the existing evidence asks for a generalizing theory, which
takes into account commonalities across large geographic spaces.
These general patterns, partly resting on admittedly shaky empirical
evidence, may he summarized in five points. First, in the long run,
there appears to have been little change in the sex and age structure of
serious violent offenders. Second, serious interpersonal criminal violence has declined considerably over the past six centuries throughot, t
Europe. The decline prol)al)ly started as early as the fifteenth century,
but it is well documented for the long period between the early seventeenth and the mid-twentieth centuries. Third, areas in Europe appear
to differ in respect of the timing and pace of the drop in serious violence. The process may have started earliest in the Netherlands and
England; in Sweden, the main transition may have occurred between
the early seventeenth and mid-eighteenth centuries; and in Italy, homicide rates dropped dramatically only from the mid-nineteenth century
onward. Fourth, historically, high overall levels of violence appear to
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be associated with high levels of elite involvement in physical violence.
l)rops in lethal violence were disproportionately related to a decline in
elite violence. Fifth, in any high-homicide society, the majority of cases
are male-to-male encounters, often between people of similar social
status, arising out of situational conflicts involving clashes over honor,
property, or other entitlements. Sustained declines in homicide rates,
in turn, are accompanied by some degree of pacification of interactions
in public space.

A. TDe TlJeoJy of tDe Civiliz, hlg Proce_.~:~
Theories may be suspected of being good theories if they predict
somethi,lg that is corroborated hv cnst, ing empirical work. F'or this
reason, the work of Elias (1976, 1983) provides the most p r o n l i n e n t
theoretical fiamework discussed by historians of crime who are interestcd in explaining the decline in homicide rates. Elias's theory of the
civilizing process, developed in the 1930s and primarily introduced
into the history of crime and tmnishment research I)v Spierenburg
(.1984, 1995), eml)races long-term social dynamics at a macrolevel ;Is
well as changes in typical t)sychoh)gical traits and developlnents in
characteristic modes of hehavior ,it a psychological microlevel.
At the microlevel, the theory of the civilizing process holds that,
over a period of several centuries, personality structt, res have become
trailsibrmed in a distinct cumulative direction. The change is characterized by an increasing affect control, a greater emphasis on longterm planning, a rationalized manner of living, a higher rettexive sensitivitv to inner psychological states and processes, and a decreasing
impulsivity--in brief, higher levels of self control. Higher levels of
self-control imply, in turn, the gradual pacitication of everyday interactions, which llecomes manifest in hlwcr levels of violenr behavior.
The idea that, on the personality level, criminal violence is the result
of low selt:-control should be an attractive starting point to (many)
criininologists. Nlanv enlpirica] studies now convincingly show that, in
contemporary society, violent and serious offending strongly correlates
with a tendency to seek immediate gratification, a tendency toward
risk-seeking behavior, a high level of impulsivity, and an indifl'crence
to the needs of others (Gottfledson and Hirschi 1990, p. 90; Farrington 1998). For the historical past, a direct measurement of personality
structures is obviously ilnpossible. But assuming causal ineehanisnls :it
a microlevel that do not contradict current criminological knowledge
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certainly constitutes an advantage for theorizing about long-term
macrolevel dynamics.
The overlap between the theory of the civilizing process and current
criminological thinking ends, however, with the question of why and
how levels of self-control ma.v differ. Criminology has as vet offered
pitifully little on this subject. Elias, bv contrast, proposes a coherent
sociological theory. This is partly becat, se of a difference in fi)cus. Elias
was not interested in individual-level variation in self-control, found in
every society, but, rather, in explaining historical variation in population averages. On the most general level, he argues that these changes
result from the internalization of outer social control, which, in turn,
results fi'om the increasing interdependency between social actors.
Higher interdependency in complex and extended chains of interact i o n - b u t t r e s s e d by stable social institutions--promotes self-control,
since it creates advantages for those able to dampen affect and rationally plan their behavior (Elias 1978, p. 322).
Two interrelated macrolevel dynamics promote this long-term
change since the Middle Ages: the expansion of the state with its monopoly on violence and the extension of the market economy resulting
in increasing functional interdependency. In respect of the tirst fiactor,
Elias argues that the elites of the knightly warrior societies of the Middie Ages gradually became transformed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries into relatively pacified court societies, where violence
came to be monopolized by central at, thorities. The decisive fiactor was
the rise of monarchic absolutism, in which the state monopoly of
power over a large territorial unit was accomplished to a high degree
(Elias 1976, p. 353). The nobility lost its bellicose functions, which in
turn facilitated the rise of complex economic and social chains of interdependency. As a result, courtly manners became increasingly differentiated, relined, and civilized. This culture of the nobilit3., then gradually
diffused from its ve W center to other social groups and strata. In regard to the effects of functional interdependency, Elias basically relied
on classical Enlightenment ideas. The view that increasing commercialized exchanges of goods and services creates incentives for restraint
from violence was commonplace among liberal thinkers. Adam Smith,
for example, assumed that "commerce and manufactt, res gradually introduced order and good government, and with them, the liberty and
security of individuals, among the inhabitants of the country, who had
before lived in a continual state of war with their neighl)ors, and of
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ser~,ile dependency upon their superiors" (quoted in Beattie 1986,
t1. 137).
Some historians of crime, such as Spierenburg (1996), accept Elias's
wide-ranging theoretical model of the rise of European modernity.
Others refute the model as insufficient (Schuster 2000). Many, however, view the theory of the civilizing process as a fiuitful point of departure (Osterherg 1996; Sharpe 1996). Thus, if nothing else, most
historians of crime would prohahly agree that the long-term trajectory.,
in homicide rates is an indicator of a wider dynamic that encompasses
some sort of pacification of interaction in puhlic space. Beattie, for example, when commeilting on the decline of homicide in F~ngland between 1660 and 1800, notes that
lll12n and women would seem to have become more controlled, less
likeh, to strike out when annoyed or challenged, less likely to settle
an argument or assert their will I)y recourse to a knife or their
fists, a pistol, or a sword. T h e court record suggests that other
ways of rcsoh, ing conflicts became increasingly filvored and that
men became more prepared to negotiate and to talk out their
differences. "T'his supposes a developing civility, expressed perhaps
in a more highly developed politeness of manner and a concern
not to offend or to take offense, and an enlarged sensitivity toward
so,he fi)rms of cruelty and pain. (1986, p. 112)
But the prohlem that divides scholars is the identitication of the causal
Factors that have brought about sensitization to violence.
I:L Soc&l CoJln'ol

17.xploring the notion that there may b c a link, however indircct and
complex, between the rise of hureaucratic state structures and the decline of violence, several historians of crime have hccome interested in
changing patterns of judicial and social control. T w o strands of inquiry
can be distinguished. Irirst, scholars have paid progressively more attention to immediate patterns of official attitudes to homicide and violence, inchiding prosecution and punishment. Second, changes in the
wider context of social control over everyday behavior may constitt, te
an important element ffw understanding the secular change in violent
interpersonal behavior.
In regard to official attitudes toward homicide, a decisive shift occurs
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during the sixteenth century (Rousseaux 1999a). IDuring tile late Middie Ages, although official authorities had become increasingly involved in the regulation of lethal interpersonal violence, homicide was
regarded with lenience if it was perceived as the result of passion or
occurred in defense of honor. Only the most premeditated cases of
murder invariabh, required the death penah3, (see, e.g., Blanshei 1982,
p. 125). I lowever, when the peace between txvo families was broken
because of a mortal aggression, retaliation bv means of private vengeance was still regarded, in popular perception, as a legitimate pathway to reestablish order. Increasingly, however, the parties would be
likely to resort to the courts, where peace treaties comprising a wergilcl
payable to the victim's fimlily could be accomplished. In England, because of early unitication under the Normans, jurisdiction of homicide
was the exchisive prerogative of the crown within the jurisdiction of
the ,'oval courts. This led to the normative distinction of three categories of homicide, namely, culpable homicide punishable bv the death
penalty; excusable homicide, which could be pardoned I)y the crown
with a letter of pa,don; and justifiable homicide, which was liable to
be acquitted by a jury.
Bet~veen the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries in continental
l£urope, settlement fell out of the hands of t:amilies and into the hands
of judges and sovereigns whose aim was to deliver punishment rather
than to reconcile factious families. Only then, Rousseaux (1999a,
p. 154) argues, did homicide invariably become seen as a crime and the
offender as a criminal; its t)erceived character shifted fl'om an unfortunate accident to a rigorously repressed heinous crime. Manifestations
of this change can been [bt, nd throughout Europe. In Zurich, for exalnplc, the concept of honoral)le manslaughter, pt, nishable I)y a penalty
only, I)ecame the object of intensive judicial conflict and political negotiation bet~veen 1480 and 1530, when the primacy of "urban peace"
finally won out over the notion of legitimate defense of honor (Pohl
1999). For the small city of Nivelles, the origins of a new model of
social control can be traced to the period between 1520 and 1530,
when "the aim is no more to re-establish peace between the citizens
I)ut to subordinate the subjects to the social order determined by the
prince" (Rot, sseaux 1999b, p. 266). In Germany, too, evidence suggests
that private reconciliation had become an unusual way of settling homicide by the end of the sixteenth century (Schwerhoff 1991, p. 280).
Rousseaux argues that more rigorous repression may have played a role
in the decline of homicide in early modern ir.urope: "Mortal aggression
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became the object of a campaign of 'inoralization' and 'civilization'
around the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, between the religious
wars and the Thirty Years War. This undertaking was visible mainly
in the developnlent of criminal law and in the growing sophistication
of legal definitions as well as in the emergence of homicide as a matter
fbr the gallows. This undertaking was relatively successful if we take
into account the drop in the lmmber of homicides and the virtual disappearance of private dispute settlements" (Rousseaux 1999a, p. 157).
1 lowever, the replacement of the primacy of private reconciliation
by the dominance of state repression was embedded in a much wider
pattern of increasing social control. ]Trom the mid-sixteenth century
onward, social historians find a wave of intensified magisterial social
control spreading throughout Europe that restructured the relationship bern, con the state and its citizenry. It included the creation of
more centralized administrative and judicial organizations, the greater
continuity of bureaucratic intrusions into everyday life, and the construction and expansion of professional arnqes (Tilly 1992). Particularly, this period saw a tlood of ordinances rcginding feasts, child
rearing, appropriate clothing, consunlption of alcohol, and church
attendance (Oestreich 1968, 1982). Together, these actMties rcstllted
in an acceleration of social disciplining, a process that can be seen :is
the restllt of complex interactions among different social, political, and
economic forces (l)iihnen 1993, 1996). The consolidation of state
power is only one of them. Yet factors such ,is the increased religious
zeal following the Reformation nmvements, the expansion of literacy
and schooling, and early capitalist organization of work constitute independent sources of the disciplining process in the carh, inodern age.
Their similar effects on the structures of the self were both to enforce
self-control rigidly and to provide the cultural and social resources
needed fi)r a more orderly conduct of Iifc.

C. I_.i'mimtions t!/'the "'State Cbntr0l" Model
Suangcly one-sided in respect to the role of the state as an internally
pacifying institution, Elias ahnost exclusively eml~hasizes the state's coercive potential exercised through the suhordination of other power
holders and bureaucratic control. Echoing the old Hobl)esian thelnc,
the decline in interpersonal violence should thus develop out of increased state control. Although tile long-telIll expansh;m of tile state
and tile decline of lethal violence appear tO correlate nicely on the stirface, a closer look reveals several inconsistencies. Muchenfl)lecl (I 996),
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for example, points out that tile decline of homicide rates in earh, modern Europe does not appear to correspond with tile rise of tile absolutist state. Rather, he argues, tile example of the Low Countries shows
that homicide rates declined in polities where centralized power structures never emerged and thc political system much more resembled a
loose association of largely independent units. Neither does intensified
policing nor the harsh regime of public corporal punishment, both
probably tile most immediate manifestations of state power in any
premodern society, seem to aid understanding of the trajectories
into lower levels of homicide rates. Police forces in medieval and
ea,'h, modern Italian cities were surprisingly large--Schwerhoff (1991,
p. 61) cites per capita figures of between 1:145 and 1 : 8 0 0 - - b u t they
did not effectiveh, suppress everyday violence. Furthernlore, no historian seems to believe that the popularity of the scaffold and the garrote
among sixteenth- and seventeenth-century European rulers decisively
reduced crime.
Rather, the Italian case exclnplifies a more general problem. For
whatever tile deticiencies of earh, modern Italian states may have been,
they were certainly not characterized by a lesser overall level of state
btu-eaucracy and judicial control than, for example, states in England
or Sweden during the same period (see, e.g., Brackett 1992). England
was not centralized in bureaucratic terms, and tile physical means of
coercion, in terms of armed forces, were slight (Sharpe 1996, p. 67).
T h e mere rise of more bureaucratic and centralized state structures
thus hardly seems to account for tile increasingly divergent develol)ment of llomicide rates in northern and southern Europe. Examining
Rome, Blastenbrei (1995, p. 284) argues that the divergence may,
rather, bc related to the evolution of different models of tile relationship between the state and civil society. \,Vhile northern European societies were increasingly characterized by a gradually increasing legitimacy for the state as an overarching institution, the South was marked
by a deep rupttu'e between the popt, lation and the state authorities. In
respect to state control, Roth emphasizes a similar point when examining the massive drop in homicide rates in New England from 1630 to
1800: " T h e sudden decline in homicide did not correlate with improved economic circumstances, stronger courts, or better policing. It
did, however, correlate with tile rise of intense feelings of Protestant
and racial solidarity among the colonists, as two wars and a revolution
united the formerly divided colonists against New England's native in-
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habitants, against the French, and against their own Catholic Monarch,
.lames I1" (2001, p. 55).
Both Roth and Blastenbrei emphasize, from different angles, a sociological (limension whose importance ff~r understanding the longtern1 decline in serious violence has not vet been systenlatically explored, namely, mutual trust and the legitimacy of the state as foundations for the rise of civil society. Both are, of course, clearly to be distinguished from the coercive potential of the state--strong states in
terms of coercion can be illegitimate, while seemingly weak states may
enjoy high legitimacy. And on the level of macro-transhistorical compa,'ison, the decline of homicide rates appears to correspond more with
integration based o,1 trust than with control based on coercion.
Intertwined with the rise of legitimate state structures and political
integration, honor probably is an important concept to consider systematically. Much research emphasizes the crucial role of insults in
triggering situational contlicts in medieval or early modern societies.
Indeed, insult constituted a major class of criminal offenses, fi'equently
hiought to court and often rest, lting in severe lines to he paid to the
victim. This is in accordance with a society in which "honor" constituted a highly important symholic, and therefore also economic, lesource to be legally protected and publicly regulated (s\quchembled
1984; Burghartz 1990; Schwerhoff 1991; Schuster 1995). It required
retributive violence as a potential and culturalh, accepted means for
maintaining one's honor (Schmidt 1994). In late fi)urteenth-centurv
Zu,'ich, for example, the butcher \Velti Oechen stabbed another
butcher in a quarrel (Pohl 1999). T h e judges decided that the case had
been an "honorable manslaughter," because the victim had insulted
Oeche G hy alleging that the Oechen Fanailv were villains. T h e offender
had to pay a line to the victim's famih, and is known to have continued
to live a respectable life thereafter. "l"he example is similar to many
others fi)und in late medieval records.
Homicide here seems to originate in the necessity to react personally
to any challenge to one's reputation or honor, which is persistently
found in any high-violence society; the judicial reaction is based on accepting the legitimacy--not necessalih, the legality--of the course of
action taken by the offender. T h e Iong-tcrin decline in violence, in
turn, appears to have been consistenth, paralleled by the loss of the
cultural significance of honor. F'rom about the mid-seventeenth century in northern I~uropc, verbal violcnce--hlasphemy, slander, and in-
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suit--began to c a u s e m u c h less alarm, and rashly six)ken statements,
formerly regarded as unwitting but inevitable revelations of nefarious
purposes, lost their awful significance (Soman 1980). The gradual
withdrawal of honor from constituting a symbolic resource to be defended, if necessary, by physical force may be related to the expansion
of reliable state structures. But cultural change may also have played
an important role.
D. Cltltztre
Culture, it is true, is an elusive concept, and explaining the decline
in violence by an increasing sensitization to violence is not likely to be
very helpful. However, systems of values and ideas, when embedded in
social institutions, do have the potential of changing everyday routines
and interaction patterns. But if cultural explanations of the long-term
decline in serious violence are to be kept from being tautological, they
must start with possible causes outside the more narrow subject matter
of attitudes toward violence. This might include, for example, culturally transmitted and widely shared views of the role of the individual
in society or assumptions about adequate patterns of child raising in
the family. These, in turn, would then have to be shown to impinge
directly on variables that can plausibly be assumed to correlate with
violence.
At least two broad cultural streams in \'Vestem society may have
been associated with the decline in interpersonal violence, namely,
Protestantism and modern individualism. Max \~Teber (1922) interpreted the Protestant ethic primarily as a gigantic disciplining project
that emphasized fulfillment of one's duty, sobriety and frugality, and a
methodic conduct of life. Also, inner-directedness and a conscientious
life were among the principal commands of earl}, Protestantism, making relentless introspection and the ct, ltivation of shame and guilt pervasive cultural goals, especially among the Puritan and Pietist strands
of the Reformation. Furthemlore, both Reformation and Counter Reformation brought about an encompassing wave of church religiosity,
legitimating the intrusion of clerics into the private sphere but also
serving as a backbone of increasing literacy and education.
The rise of modern individualism from the sixteenth centu W onward
is interrelated with Protestantism but clearly distinguished from it
(Dtilmen 1997). It embraces the cultural diffusion of a specifically
modern ideal of the self, which is characterized bv "disengagement"
and "inwardness" as its preeminent qualities (Taylor 1989). It implies
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a methodological reflexive distance from the immediate outer and inner world and an orientation toward Dliding ideals such as atitoilomy,
self-responsibility, and authenticity. This development, while following its own cultural and l)hilosophical logic, is at the same time linked
to mutually reinforcing religious, t,olitical, economic, and artistic practices (Taylor 1989, p. 206). Examples include the permanent selgscrutiny of the religious reformation movements; the sharper delineation
of an independent, private sphere; the rise of a market based on contractual guarantees; and the production of art aimed toward individual
uniqueness.
Emile Durkheim--fort3, years earlier than Elias--explicitly assumed
that the rise of modern individualism may constitute a crucial variable
for explaining the long-term decline in lethal violence. Fie argued that
individual violence should ahvays be interpreted as the "product of a
spccitic moral ct, lture," which regulates the relationship I)etween the
individt, al and society (l)urkhcim 1991). Hence, he interpreted the decline of homicide rates primarily as resulting fi'om the liberation of the
individual from collective bonds. High levels of lethal violencc mirror
the intcnsitv of "collective emotions," which bind the individual to
"groups of things that svmbolicalh, represent these groups" (my translation, see Durkheim 1991, p. 161). Fie explicitly refers to the tradition
of the vendetta as an example. Violence thus declines to the degree
that the person becomes liberated from his or her sacred obligation to
the group, and individualism brings about both subjective rel]exivitv
and emotional indifference in conflict situations (Thome 1995, 2001).
Nlanv specialized historians, when interpreting the contextual circumstances of declining levels of violence, lind that culture change
lllav have been at least as important as state control or the extension
of economic networks. Commenting on the downturn of interpersonal
violence in Swedish cities after about 1630, Jarrick and S6dcrberg
(1993) Cml)hasize that there is no concomitant incrcasc in state intervcntion that could explain the shift. Rather, the clccline appears to have
coincided with an incre<lscd concein, dissenfinated by the Lutheran
church, ahout the expiation of sin and an intcnsilied attention to isstics
ot: hunlan dignity and cint~athy for the weak. Likewise, the decline in
serious violence in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Finghmd appears to havc been cmhcdded in a distinct culttu'al climate where principles of Protestantism comhined with notions of individual responsibility (Gaskill 2000, pp. 203 ff.). A pervasivc culture of Protestantism,
disseminated through cheap print, emhedded violence in a dense rhet-
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oric of providence, sin, and rel)entance. Pamphlets and I)allads told
an interested audience about how murdercrs--"troul)led in conscience"--fclt remorse for their acts, how dying victims piously forgave their assailants, and how the justice of heaven and earth would
combine to punish the evildoer.
T o criminologists, the rise of moral individualism should not be an
implausible candidate for explaining the fall in criminal violence.
Rather, a large numher of recent survey studies find that violence is
correlated with low autonomy, unstable self-esteem, a high dependence on recognition I)v others, and limited competence in coping
with conflict, which together may well be interpreted as subdimensions
of low moral individualism (Agnew 1994; Baron and Richardson 1994;
Heitmeyer 1995). T o this we might add the hypothesis that the secular
decline of lethal violence occurred when institutional structures and
educational practices supported the stabilization of that type of individualized identity that is shaped to meet the challenges of modern life.
E. Com'hlsio,s
Considering the vast tield--temporally, geographically, and theoreti c a l l y - c o v e r e d in this essay, it may be wise not to attempt an even
more condensing conclusion. Rather, I am tempted to speculate about
elements of further research that may help to clariff some of the issties
pertaining to the long-term develol)ment of serious interpersonal violence in \.Vestern society. These suggestions are premised on the idea
that more sophisticated theories and comparison of theories onh, make
scientific sense to the degree that we dispose of detailed empirical data,
which permit the appraisal of alternative explanations. It therefore
seems obvious to ask for more and better data. T h e r e are several dimensions to this aim. First, we can improve our t, nderstanding of the
accuracy and comparahility of historical estimates of homicide rates.
Monkkonen (2001) and Roth (2001) have proposed promising strategies, and it remains to be seen how tier capture-recapture methods, better pol)ulation estimates, or m o r e broadly based information on the
effects of improved medical technolo D, can improve estimates of
homicide rates. Second, as our knowledge of overall levels of lethal
violence increases, it may I)ecome more important to examine developments in subtypes such as fiullilv homicide, infanticide, or rohl)eryrelated killings. ThiM, existing research has not vet fully explored
historical variation in contextual variables. Qualitative dimensions are
obviously important here. However, examining to a tidier extent quan-
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tifiable information about offenders, victims, and situations--possibly
using some dcgree of standardized tools across studies--may also significantly contribute to our knowledge. Finally, it would be useful to
fill in some of the blank spots on the geo-historical map of homicide
in Europe. France and Spain are conspicuously missing, and more information about trends in Italy and different areas in the Germanspeaking parts of IEurope would enrich comparative analyses.
Further empirical research lnay particularly profit fl'om a m o r e coherent set of theoretically based questions. Thus Far, attempts at explanation were primarily post hoc interpretations in the light of cultural,
social, and political covariatcs of the secular trend in homicide rates.
Bt, t it might be fi'uitfiil to adopt systematically comparative perspectives in future research. Findinffs. from social history research may provide, fi;~l"example, indicators of historical and geographic variation in
patterns of fi)rmal social control, levels of literacy, political contlict,
and the commercialization of the economy. By comparing regions that
svstcmaticalh, differ in these respects, we might be able to learn more
abot,t what variables contribute to changing levels of homicide.
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Sentence Severity and Crime:
Accepting the Null
Hypothesis
T o every thing i:hcrc is a scas()n, a time t() every purp()sc.
(l_r.cclcsiastcs 3:1)

A B ST RA CT

T h e literature on the effects of sentence severity on crime levels has been
l'cvicwcd I1UItlCI'OUS lilllCS il] the past twcntV-fivc years. Most reviews
conclude that there is little or no consistent evidence that hacshcr
sanctions lCducc cFilllC rates in \.Vcstcrn p()pulati(ms. Nevertheless, m()st
reviewers have bccn reluctant to conclude that variaticm in the severity ()f
sentence does not have differential dctcrrcnt impacts. A reasonable
assessment of the research to d a t e - - w i t h a particular focus on st-tidies
conducted in the past decade--is that sentence severity has n() effect on
the level ()f crime in s()cictv. It is time to accept the null hypothesis.
T h i s essay e x a m i n e s o n e aspect o f g e n e r a l d e t e r r e n c e - - t h e

effects o f
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deterrent effect. On the contrary, we agree with Nagin (1998), who
concludes that substantial evidence exists that the overall system deters
crime. This conclusion is similar to that drawn bv others with respect
to specific offenses. For instance, Cavanagh (1993) affirms that the
criminal justice system adds "cost" to those involved in the drug trade
and consequently affects the size of that industD,. Therefore, while
Cavanagh is not optimistic about the effects of harsher sentences on
drug offending rates, he still argues that any system that criminalizes
drugs can he expected to affect the quantity of illegal substances used.
\,Ve expect that the same could he said for any crime.
Further, this essay does not focus directly on issues surrounding the
certainty--or the perception of certainD+--of apprehension. However,
this is not to suggest that certainty, of apprehension is unrelated to the
effects of the severity of punishment. There are clearly some circumstances in which these issues may become intertwined. For example, a
change in punishment severity can increase or decrease police activity
and consequently alter the actual likelihood of apprehension. Conversely, a modification in penalty--or simply a great deal of public discussion about i t - - m a y alter the perceived likelihood of apprehension
(for at least a short period). Indeed, it is important to recognize that it
is not the actual probability of apprehension or the actual penahy that
would be likely to affect a potential offender's behavior. Rather, it is
the perceived likelihood of apt)rehension and the expected penalty.
This distinction is crucial.
Notwithstanding these intersections between certainty and severity
of punishment, these issues constitt, te concepnmlly distinct phenomena with their own distinct literatures. A similar ar~tment may be
made for distinctions I)etween specific and general deterrence. \,\qlilc
analogous entwinements may be found between these two issues, the
(theoretical and practical) differences between them demand separate
analyses. In this light, this essay addresses only the qt, estion of whether
there is a reasonahle likelihood that variation in the severity of a sentence--or of sentences being handed down for an identifiable "class"
Of offenses--will have differential impacts on the likelihood that other
people will commit that t3.,pe of offense. More simply, this essay examines the existence of an association between sentencing severity and
levels of crime.
As any research-methods textbook in social science will suggest, a
useful way of testing a particular supposition is hv distinguishing between the "research hypothesis"--usually that a relationship het~veen
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variables exists--and the "null hypothesis"--that there is no a s s o c i a t i o n bet~veen these same factors. However, the problem with this
approach is that one cannot logically prove the absence of a phenomenon. Indeed, a relationship may not be found for an infinite number
of reasons (e.g., the effect is obscured by some other factor, one has
been searching in the wrong place, measures are not sufficiently sensitive). In more mundane terms, that one cannot find something (i.e.,
a deterrent effect, or a missing sock) does not mean that it does not
exist. It may or may not exist. In a technical sense, all that can he
demonstrated is that the effect was not to he found with the methods
that were employed at the particular time and space in which one
looked.
It is perfectly reasonahle--fl'om a scientific perspective--to he cautious in drawing conchisions. This is especially so when one is considering the acceptance of the null hypothesis. Indeed, it was only after
several decades of research producing consistent results in different periods and places and using multiple measures and methods that most
social scientists ahandoned the notion that capital punishment deters.
This widespread acceptance of the nt, II hypothesis is clearly suggested
by a recent survey conducted by Radelet and Akers (1996). Groups that
would be expected to differ (i.e., police chiet~ and past/present presidents of U.S. criminology organizations) were generally in agreement
that the death penalty does not signilicantly reduce the numl)er of homicides. Further, a recent review of the literature I)y Bailey and Pcterson (1999) corrol)orated this conclusion. Even when examining specific t3.q)es of homicides (e.g., killings of police, first degree murder,
felony nlurder) and using multiple sources of data, these reviewers
found no consistent evidence that capital punishment "works."
In curious contrast, social scientists have been remarkably more cautiot,s in accepting the null hypothesis that sentence severity, in general,
does not reduce levels of crime. Despite similar circumstances (i.e.,
consistently negative findings ore," space and time), scholars conti,n,e
to resist more definitive conch, sions. Symptomatically, the 1999 rcvicw
of the deterrence litcratt, re bv yon Hirsch, Bottoms, Burney, and VVikstr6m quotes St, thcrland and Cressev's 1960 edition of Pri,Mpk's o/"
Criminology which suggested that the deterrent impact of penalty size
had hccn "seriously challenged" (yon Hirsch et al. 1999, p. 11) hv
modern criminology. Although these scholars do not present any
strong evidence disputing this affirmation, thei," own conclusion--arrived at ahnost forty years later--is not much more dctinitive in hat~vo
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ture. Rather, it simply states that the effect of sentence severity is "less
iml)ressive" than that of certainty (1999, p. 47). ~,Vhile noting that certain types of research "fail" to demonstrate an effect on crime of harsh
sentences (1999, p. 47), these scholars continue to call for additional
evidence before reaching more definite conclusions.
This assessment is similar to that reached by Daniel Nagin in his
1998 Crime and.Zusth'e review of the research on deterrence. Despite
being confident "in asserting that our legal enforcement apparatt, s exerts a sul)stantial deterrent effect" (1998, p. 36), Nagin was less certain
al)out "what works in specific circumstances" (1998, p. 36). As a result,
he preferred to identif3, areas in which research would hel I) fill gaps in
knowledge. Said differently, although Nagin did not appear to believe
that specific criminal justice policies shoukt be based on deterrence, he
was not (yet) willing to throw in the towel and accept that variation in
sentence severity does not affect crime levels. Once again, the qt, est
fi)r the missing sock continued.
\,Vhile not disagreeing with these assessments, we believe that research produced in the past several years--some of which appeared
after the Nagin (1998) essay and the yon Hirsch et al. (1999) report
were c o m p l e t c d I w a r r a n t s a stronger conclusion. Alttaough it is
tempting to extend the search for consistent relationships between sentence severity and crime rates "just one last time" in the belief that
general deterrent effects may still be lurking at the end of the next regression equation, one must recognize that sentencing policies currentlv in place in many jurisdictions are still based on the assumption
that harsh sentences deter. There is no plausible body of evidence that
st, pports policies based on this premise. On the contraw, standa,'d social scientific norms governing the acceptance of the nt, ll laypothesis
justil~v the present (always rebuttable) conclusion that sentence severity
does not affect levels of crime. ~
This essay reviews the evidence that supports the conclusion that
harsher sentences do not deter. \,Ve hegin with a diset, ssion of some
of the more recent reviews of the deterrence literature, comparing and
contrasting them with earlier summaries conducted on the topic (Sec.

i ~'Vhcn w c arc discussing variation ill sentence severity, we arc clearly c(msidcring
only those sanctions that Fall within the range that is plausible it, . u v prcsum sc,cie~/.
Said diff'crcnth,, we arc not negating the l)ossil)ilhy that tile severity of t)unishmcnts may,
in filet, aft~ct icvcls of crime if taken to the extreme (e.g., a one-dollar line tkn" m u r d e r
or capital p u n i s h m e n t f . r stealing a sock). \Vc :ire simply restricting . u r anah'sis to the
range of sentences that is currently acceptable in \'Vcstcm countries.
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I). \,Ve suhsequently examine some of the studies that have heen cited
as evidence for a deterrent impact of sentence severity, demonstrating
why we consider their findings generally to be unreliahle (Sec. ID.
Section 111 assesses the research t h a t - - w e helieve--justifies the conclusion that more severe sentences are no more effective in reducing
crime than less severe sentences. Our primary hut not exclusive focus
is on studies condt, cted over the last dccade, with special consideration
to those that examine the dramatic changes in sentencing policy that
occurred during the 1990s. In conch|sion, we suggest that the continued helief of many people in the deterrent effect of harsh sanctions ma.v he rooted in an imperfect or simplistic form of reasoning
about deterrence. This position is contrasted with emerging trends in
several countries toward the rejection of policies based on the notion
that variation in sentencing severity has differential deterrent impacts
(See. 1\0.
I. All Overview of Smnmarics of tile Deterrence
Literature
With :1 body of literature that extends over at least thirty yea,'s, it is
not surprising that nulnerous reviews have heen conducted on deterrcnce. "Fhe virtues of examining these summaries are twofi)ld. T h e y
alnass a large nun~ber of studies, perlnitting us to draw general conclusions about the deterrent effects of variations in sentence severity< \,Ve
are also able to discern trends over time, providing insights into the
stability of rest, Its. As we demonstrate in this section of the essay, the
majority of the reviews examined do not support the claim that harsher
sanctions deter. Further, there is a general consistency of this conclusion over t i m e - - i f not, in fact, a trend toward increased skcpticism.
T h e thst era of deterrence smmnarics could easily be denoted as o n e
of agnosticism. Largely associated with tile review conducted for tile
U.S. l)cpartment of Justice hv tile National Academy of Sciences
(I}lumstein, Cohen, and Nagin 1978) a n d - - a l b e i t to a tnuch lesser ext e n t - t h e 1980 sunlmarv of deterrcncc hy Cook, this initial period is
characterized by an unwillingness to conclude that crime is reduced by
harsh sentences. However, the reviewers were eqt, ally reluctant to
draw the conclusion that sentence severity was not causally linked to
levels of crime. Intcrestin,,h, Cook was not only more definite in his
assessment of tile overall impact of the criminal justice system on crime
rates than was the National Academy of Science, hut was also critical
of the research that had been cited as evidence of the marginal deter-
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rent impact of sentence severity. He suggested that studies of policy
exl~eriments--dranlatic changes in law and practice--would be most
useful in informing us about the deterrent process. This insight foreshadowed the pivotal role played by such sentencing experiments as
the three-strikes legislation enacted during the 1990s that permits us
to draw firmer conclusions ahot, t the differential deterrent effects of
variation in sentence severity.
However, in terms of immediate effects, the uncertain conch, sions
of these initial reviews provided little direction for policy decisions.
The Canadian and U.S. sentencing commissions adopted substantially
different approaches to the issue of general deterrence. The U.S. commission decided that it was too difficult to choose between a "proportionalit3.," model and a "crime control" model (deterrence or incapacitation) and concluded, in any case, that the results would be the same
(see l)oob {1995] for a discussion of this issue). By extension, this panel
was willing to incorporate deterrence-type thinking in the determination of sentence severity within its guidelines, considering it unnecessary to examine the literature.
In sharp contrast, the Canadian Sentencing Commission conch, ded
that "it can be questioned whether legal sanctions can be used beyond
their overall effect to achieve particular results (e.g., deterring a particular category of offenders, such as impaired drivers)" (Canadian Sentencing Commission 1987, p. 138). Its assessment that the evidence did
not support the deterrent impact of harsher sentences was one of the
justifications for its proposal that sentences be proportionate to the
harm done rather than based on deterrence. More specifically, this
commission proposed that the "paramount principle" be that the sentence be proportionate to the gravity of the offense and the degree of
responsibility of the offender for the offense. However, the court
would still be permitted to give consideration to the issue of deterrence
when applying this principle. In this way, deterrence could continue to
be relevant in sentencing, but only within the range set by the proportionality principle. One interpretation of this proposal is that deterrence could determine the sanction but not the severity of the sentence.
At the same time as these commissions were considering how to address the issue of deterrence, Donald Lewis, an economist, published
an unusual review of the research on deterrence in 1986. The selection
of papers reviewed is interesting because it is limited to those studies
in which the magnitude of the apparent deterrent effect is quantified.
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N o t surprisingly, the result of this approach is that his sumnlar 3, ahnost
exchlsivelv contains papers that were published in economics journals.
This review of tile deterrence literature could easily be characterized
as "Ehrlich paradignl" research (inchiding SOlne papers by Ehrlich
hinlself)--an expression employed by Cook to describe what he considered to be the "major false start" (1980, p. 269) of deterrence studits in the 1970s. Predictably, Cook (1980) is n o t referenced in Lewis's
(1986) article.
Lewis's conclusion that there is a "substantial body of evidence
which is largely consistent with tile existence of a deterrent effect from
longer sentences" (1986, p. 60) does not appear to have been taken
seriously by many commentators on deterrence (set, e.g., yon Hirsch
et al. 1999). \,Ve suggest three possible explanations for this lack of attention. First, the review is based on a small and selective set of data,
using largely if not cxchlsiveh,, one methodolo.-v Second, Lewis's
suggestion that harsher sentences fi)r murder will deter is not consistent with the bulk of tile evidence on that spccitic topic. "T'hird, the
manner in which some of the evidence is presented is not entirely consistcnt with tile conch,sions ch'awn by the original authors. For illstance, one Canadian paper (Avio and Clark 1978) is summarized by
Lewis (1986, p. 49, table I) as showing "mixed (weak support [for robI)ery, burglary, and larceny], none for flaud)" in a cohimn headed "evidence generally consistent with deterrent effect of longer sentences."
l-Iowcver, Avio and Clark (1978) are tonsiderabh, more cautious in
their conchisions. More specifically, they point out that "the expected
sentence length variable is insignificant filr all crimes and has tile
wrong sign in the fi'aud equations" (1978, p. 13). Said differently, "A
statistically significant inverse relationship bctween incarceration prospoets and crime rates is not fimnd fiJr any of tile variables examined"
(1978, p. 14). Similar skepticism is raised by another study cited by
Lewis (1986) which examined the impact of tile sentence given to hijackers during tile period 1961-76 on their offending rates (Landcs
1978). It is hard to knmv what to make of this study given that two
stciningly fundanacntal thttors wcrc not taken into account. Nlorc sitecitically, Landcs (1978) did not control for the effects of tither the security mtasurcs that were ilnplcmcntcd during tile study ptriod nr tile
agreement between tile United States and Cuba to extradite or Ininish
hijackers.
T h e second era of dcterrtncc summaries could hc dtsignatcd as onc
of inc,'casing skepticism. Characterized primarily" I/y the reviews car-
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ried out by Nagin (1998) and yon Hirsch et al. (I 999), this period reflects, to a large extent, the sheer accunmlation of studies over the past
two to three decades that have not supported the notion that variation
in sentence severity affects crime rates. However, given the unwillinghess of the reviewers of this era to (conditionall>0 accept the null hypothesis that harsher sanctions do not deter, their summaries tend to
bc as much a discussion of other potential avenues of study (the proverbial "further research is needed") as a rehashing of the increasingly
consistent body of literature that is generally unsupportive of a deterrent effect.
The principal conclusions of Daniel Nagin's 1998 summa W of the
deterrence research were not substantively different from those drawn
in his review of the same issue two decades earlier (Nagin 1978).
Rather, he continued to be unable to find t)lausible support for the idea
that increased penalties would have a reliable impact on crime levels.
For instance, Nagin noted that although traditional utility-theory approaches to deterrence state that increased sanctions would lead to increased deterrent effects, some of the research that examined what individuals actually do suggests that "people do not perceive that costs
are proportional to potential punishment. Instead, it seems that they
perceive that there is a fixed cost associated with merely being convicted or even apprehended if it is public record" (1998, p. 21). The
reason for this phenomenon--in the situation that he describes (tax
evasion)--is simple: the criminal justice costs may not be as important
as the costs of criminal stigmatization. As Nagin points out, this interpretation is consistent with findings related to the "costs" of criminal
conviction ,(e.~.,,~ social and economic costs). He further suggests that
if a criminal justice policy "increases the proportion [of a population]
that is stigmatized, the deterrent effect [of that stigmatization process]
is less likeh, to be sustainable" (1998, p. 23).
Moreover, Nagin concludes--similar to his findings t~venty years
earlier--that there is substantial evidence of the deterrent impact of
the justice system as a whole, and that evidence exists that the prohabilit3., of being punished and crime rates arc related in a direction consistent with deterrence theory. However, he also states that "this conclusion is of limited value in fommlating policy" (including, one might
add, sentencing policy) because for policy makers (including judges in
interpreting sentencing policy') "the issue is not whether the criminal
justice system in its totality prevents crime but whether a specific pol-
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icy, grafted onto tile existing structure, will materially add to the preventive effect" (1998, p. 3). As an expert in deterrence, he was not optimistic about any generalizations concerning the impact of specific
policies--even those in which one might reasonably expect to see an
effect (i.e., the increas~ed likelihood of criminal justice sanctions). It is
worth noting that when addressing a specific o f f e n s e - - d r u g s - - N a g i n
argues, "It is not likely that [the] drastic increases in penalties [during
the latter part of the twentieth century I for drug dealing have had any
material effect on the drug trade . . . . Indeed they may have actualh,
increased the rate of other inconle-generating crime such as robbery,
I)urglary, and larceny by making them comparatively more attractive
than dealing" (1998, pp. 28-29).
Shortly after Nagin's review appeared, yon Hirsch et al. (I 999) publishcd what is probably the most extensive recent report on the deterrent impact of variation in the harshness of sentences. Similar to Nagin
(1998), yon Hirsch et al. (1999) arc not optimistic about the ability of
inc,'eascd sentences to deter crime. In [\rot, they note that "present association research, mirroring earlier studies filils
disclose slg-"
nificant and consistent negative associations between severity levels
(such as the likelihood or duration of inq)risonment) and crime rates"
(1999, p. 47). Further, they conchide their review I)y stating, "there is
as yet no tirm evidence regarding the extent to which raising severities
of punishment would enhance deterrence of crime" (1999, p. 52).
I towever, like Nagin (1998), they do not explicitly accept the null hypothesis that an increase in the size of criminal justice penalties would
not reduce crime generally or any specific t3.q)e of offense. P,ather, they
prefer to identify gaps in our knowledge of deterrence and speculate
on the reasons for a lack of a "severity" effect on crime.
Von H irsch ct al. cite Nagin (1998) when noting that "the most serious deficiency of current deterrence research . . . is the absence of systematic inquiry into how mt, ch people know about changes in the . . .
severity of punishnlcnt" (yon Hirsch et al. 1999, p. 46). T h e studies
they located did not address "the link between changes in . . . severity
of punishnlcnt and potential offenders' awareness of the existence or
extent of such changes" (1999, p. 46). Similarly, the rcscarch on of_
fender decision making and its amenal)ility to deterrence does not consider severity effects. F'inally, there was a clear lack of knowledge surrounding the critical question of "the extent to which penahies wouhl
need to be increased in order to achieve a sul)stantial reduction in
.
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crime rates" (1999, p. 47). Arguably, we may simply have not (yet)
reached the threshold above (or under) which variation in sentence severiv: affects the crime rate.
Like the first era of deterrence reviews, this second period also inchides a notable exception to the majority of the reviews of the deterrence literature that have failed to find evidence st, pporting the hypothesis that variation in sentence severity affects levels of crime. More
specifically, Levitt (2002)--in a book entitled CO#me: Pltblh" Policiesfo'r
CO/me ContJvl and edited by James Q. \,Vilson and Joan Petersilia-concludes that harsh sentences do, in f:act, deter. In a chapter that
purports to focus on "assessing the existing empirical evidence o n deterrence" (2002, p. 436), Levitt (an economist) has a relatively short
(3.5-page) section on "expected punishment and crime rates." His conclusion that longer sentences have a deterrent effect is interesting, particularlv in light of his selective assessment of the availal)le evidence.
Specitically, Levitt ignores the large bulk of literature--and the extensive review by yon Hirsch et al. (1999)--which comes to a different
conchision. In addition, although this section is quite short, he cites
certain research stt, dies that he, himself, suggests can be explained
more readily in terms of incapacitation. Indeed, he describes these
studies in the end as "extremely weak tests of deterrence because of
the potential incapacitation effects of prisons" (2002, p. 444).
F'urther, the evidence that Levitt cites on the impact of the threestrikes legislation in various states is selective (i.e., other contrary papers are not referred to) and peculiar. For example, he suggests--in
support of the conclusion that harsh ptmishment deters--that the effect of three-strikes legislation m California "appears to be more consistent with the predictions of deterrence" than with incapacitation
(2002, pp. 444-45). T o support this affirmation, Levitt states that "between 1994 and 1998, California's prison population grew at a rate
only slightly above the national average (29 percent vs. 23 percent) and
California's violent crime rate per capita fell 30 percent, compared to
20 percent for the rest of the nation" (2002, p. 445). As flu" as we could
deduce, he seems to be suggesting that these two sets of percentages
would have to be equivalent in order to conchide that the three-strikes
legislation had no impact on levels of crime. This implication is, of
course, unusua! for t~vo reasons. First, it assu:nes that percent reductions in crime shouht be equivalent no inatter what the "starting
point" (e.g., that very low crime rates should decrease at the same
"rate" as very high crime rates). Second, it implicitly supposes that
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there are no other influences on crime. Neither of these is a safe assumption, except perhaps to an economist.
Levitt's review focuses largely on only two studies--both his own
(Kessler and Levitt 1999 and Levitt 1 9 9 8 ) I a s evidence "for a deterrent effect of increases m expected punishment" (2002, p. 445).-' In addition, two other studies are cited in which offenders were interviewed.
l-lowever, this latter research relates more to individual deterrence
than to general deterrence. T h e f:act that imprisoned offenders tell interviewers that being sent to prison has taught them a lesson and that
they have given up criminal activity forever should not impress anyone
(2002, p. 446). Another two-page section on capital punishment is
equally void of data that conflict with the perspective that harsh sentenets deter. In other words, as with other parts of this assessment of
"existing empirical evidence on deterrence," Levitt is remarkal)lv selective in the litcratt, re that he cites. This review is notable largely because it is so d i f f e r e n t I i n the detail of its analysis, its selection of materials, and its conchisit)ns--fl'onl other pul)lishcd reviews.
F o r the sake of completeness, it is worth noting that the fi)cus of the
reviews that wc have addressed has been on crime generally rather than
on spccitic offenses. However, other summaries of the deterrence literature have heen pFodt, ced that examine specific offenses (or offense
groups) as well as particular legislation. Interestingly these reviews not
onh, continue to lind little or no support for the notion that harsher
sanctions reduce levels of crime, b u t - - i n many cases--are bolder in
their conclusions than the more general summaries and, by extension,
more closeh, approach our position of (conditional) acceptance of the
null hypothesis.
More specifically, Cavanagh's (1993) review on deterrence and drug
crimes fi)r the U.S. Oflice of National Drug Control Policy is pessimistic al~out the usefulness of dctcrrcnce as an approach to reducing
drug crimes. However, like inuch of the more general literature, it is,
-' \,Vidlm the c(mtcxt (d this essay, we discuss (rely the first (d these studies in an:,
detail. "Fhu latter research (Levitt 19i)~), which uxamincs thu drop in (H'fcnding as v(mths
shift tram the jm'cni)c justice system tt~ the adult syst¢lll, is a ¢olnp]ex paper that :|l)l)eaI'S
to us to have liulc relevance t'~w the qucsti(m at issue. T h e main t]~cus--l'~r deterrence
purp()scs--is ()n the l':ltl() ()f" two qtl()tlClltS: (,'1) aduh pris(mcrs divided lw adult vi(~lcnt
crime, and (b) juvenile delinquents/juvenile vi.lcnt crime. T h e m t i . of a/b is said to lie
the "relative ptlnhivcness" (H" the two s.vstems (Levitt 1998, p. 1173). "Fhis rati(~ is subsequently said to relate t- the crime rate of those m'cr the age of majority. Aside from
whether this ratio has anything i(~ do with the relative severity (ff sentences, wc do not
appear t~ have independent measures (ff "crime" that ave n.t, themselves, related to the
relative punitiveness (~t"the system.
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in tile end, agnostic in its conclusion: "Research on the effects of increased certainty, severity, and/or celerity of punishn~ent upon levels
of crime is inconclusive . . . . In short, current research provides little
guidance for policy makers in this area" (1993, p. 46). In contrast,
MacCoun and Reuter--in a chapter focusing on "drug control" in Tt, e
Hamlbook o[Cri'me m~d PltJfishmem--concluded that "severity of sanctioning has little or no influence on offending" (1998, p. 213). Mauer
and Young (1996) came to the same conclusion about deterrent sentencing more generally.
On occasion, one gets glimpses of the extent to which the notion
that differential sentencing severity does not affect crime is widely accepted among criminologists. Greenwood et al. (1996) estimated the
impact of California's three-strikes legislation. T h e y noted in their
analysis that "we assume no deterrent effect. T h a t is, we assume that
the various alternatives [provided for in the new sentencing legislation]
reduce crime by removing criminals from the streets, not by deterring
criminals o n the street from committing further crimes. Tiffs assuml)tion is consistent with recent research" (1996, p. 68). In a similar statement, T o n D, notes that "the clear weight of the evidence on the dete,'rent effects of marginal manipulation of penalties demonstrates few or
no effects" (1996, p. 137). Even James Q. \,Vilson--a man often identified with conservative views of crime--is not confident that harsher
penalties will deter crime, or at least drug crimes. In the conchiding
chapter of a Cri'me a,ld Justice v o l u m e o n Drugs and Cri'me, \,Vilson
notes that "every contributor to [the] volume agrees that significant
reductions in drug abuse will come only from reducing the demand
for those drugs" (1990, p. 534), and that he knows (:if "no serious lawenforcement executive who disagrees with this conchision" (p. 534).
Indeed, though noting t h a t - - i n his view--supply reduction efforts
must continue, \,Vilson states that the "marginal product of further investments in sut)ply reduction is likely to be small, especially at the international level" (1990, t1. 534). Further, he points out--alheit with
neither enthusiasm nor e n d o r s e m e n t i t h a t "many (prol)ably most)
criminologists think we use prison too much and at too great a cost
and that this excessive use has had little beneficial effect on the crime
rate" (\,Vilson 1995, p. 499).
As is typically the case with social science, it is not surprising that
the reviews of the research literature on deterrence are not entirely
consistent. However, with the exception of the selective reviews by
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Lewis (1986) and Levitt (2002), mnst sumnmries ell the deterrence literature have not been optimistic about the ability of variations in the
severit3., of sentences to affect levels of crime in the community. Indeed, the body of literature that does not support the research hypothesis that harsher sanctions deter continues to grow in size and consistency. Nonetheless, many would still like to see flirther research done
before tile), are willing to throw in tile t o w e l - - o r throw out the s o c k - ell deterrence. Said differently, while a great deal of effort has been
spent looking for the missing sock whose whereabouts continues to
chide us, reviewers continue to be rehictant in conchiding that it does
not exist in tills particular place and time.

I1. 1_7,videnceUsed to Suggest Harsher Sentences
Deter Crime
Any reviewer looking ,it an area of soda] science tilat has been extensively researched will ahnost certainly find contradictory evidence. The
reason can be one of two possibilities. It is plausildc that the relationship discovered by these studies is real or genuine. It is also possible
that tile association identified by this research is spuriot,s o," tile rest, It
of random error whereby methodological, statistical, or conceptual
problems within the study produce misleading findings. "1"o resolve this
conundrum, one must critically assess the evidence reported in tile resea,ch and examine trends over time.
"T'hcre are in tile deterrence literature--not surprisingly--several
studies that conclude that harsher sentences reduce crime rates. However, tile majority of the tindings produced by this research are unreliable and, I)v extension, should cautioush, be dismissed. Indeed, these
studies suffer fl'om multiple pr~,blems that could clearly bias their
tindings. In particular, the conclusions drawn llv seine researchers can

bc illOl'C readily, explained by. nlcchanislns .(c.~.,,> incapacitation) other
than deterrence. In addition, tile ways in which tile princil)al varialdcs
(severity of still;once (li" cihnc) arc illcasurcd in seine of the studies arc
problcnlatic, casting doubt on their lneanhlg and implications. ]Tur -

thor, isstlcs of questionable data selection raise skcpticisin surrounding
the generalizallility of a llUlnt)cr of tile thldings. Similarly, several studits draw causal inferences that tile nature of their data does not justify,.
l'mally, no consistent patterns may I)c fimnd for some of" tile results,
suggesting the possibility of random ttuctuathm or chance occurrence.
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A. Studies That C'mz Be~'t Be E.vplained by Mechanmns Other
thau Deterrence
Many of the studies that relate "crime levels" to "punishnlent levels" suffer fi'om a number of different prohlems (Nagin 1998). Aside
from whether an apparent drop in crime has anything to do with
changes in the criminal justice system, it is often virtually impossihlc
to differentiate increased severity from other possible causes. An increase in severity is often associated (as it was in the United States)
with increased numbers of police and modifications in the manner in
which the police target crime. In this way, changes in severity are fi'cquently related to changes in the probability of apprehension. Further,
alterations in sentencing severity are frequently also associated with
modifications in release procedures (e.g., abolition of parole or restrictions in it). Tht, s, these changes may relate to "incapacitation" effects.
Looking at the "500 percent growth in prison population" (Nagin
1998, p. 28) that took place in the United States in the last two decades
of the m, entieth century, Nagin notes that "any effect on the crime
rate of the increase in prison population reflects the effect of an amalgam of potentially interacting treatments" (1998, p. 28). Though relatively little is fully understood about the drop in violent crime that
took place in the United States beginning in the early 1990s, there is
no logical reason to attribute it to the general deterrent impact of increased imprisonment.
This affirmation takes on particular relevance when examining Levitt's 1996 study that was originally cited as evidence of the deterrent
impact of pt, nishment severity. This paper assessed the effects of
prison overcrowding litigation on crime. In certain (largely southern)
U.S. states, large numbers of inmates were freed before their scheduled
release dates as a result of court orders to reduce overcrowding in
prison, in effect, the total amount of punishment that sentenced of_
f*enders received was suddenh, reduced on a once-only basis for those
who were incarcerated at the time of the litigation. Levitt suggests that
the apparent increase in crime that occurred in these states following
this event was a result of a reduced deterrent impact (due to abbreviated prison terms).
Variot, s other commentators (Nagin 1998; yon Hirsch et al, 1999)
have noted that the impact--if one actually exists--of the earh, release
of a large number of prisoners is more plausibly related to the redt.ced
incapacitation effect of suddenly fi'eeing them. Levitt himself, in his
2002 review of deterrence, appears to agree that the rest, Its are explain-
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able by incapacitation. More generally, though, Nagin points out that
"Levitt's estimate [of crime increases caused bv the unanticipated release of prisoners} is not likely to be informative about policies affecting prison sanctions for specific types of offenses" (1998, p. 29).
Beyond these obvious problelns, Levitt also failed to control for
other possible explanations. Knowing that something changes (in this
case, crime rates) after some event occurs (release of prisoners ~¥om
prison) does not identiR," that event as the only possible cause. The paper provides no evidence of the mechanism that would explain the increase in crime. For example, no data are reported that would suggest
that anyone (least of all potential offenders) believed that time served
in prison would be less than it had previously been (nor, of course, was
there any evidence that it would be less m the f\lture). One might suggest that a potential offender who was aware that large numbers of
prisoners had been released before their scheduled dates might also be
suflicienth, informed to realize that this reduced punishment f\~r one
group of offenders had no necessary I)earing on the penalty which hc
or she wot, ld experience if apprehended and convicted years (or even
decades) later fi)r a similar offense. That is, unless, of course, the o f
fender had read Levitt's paper.
Another paper that inexplicably makes it into the deterrence literature as support for a deterrent effect of harsher sentences is one by
A'larvell and Moody (1994). The study is fi'amed in terms of incapacitation and focuses largely on the prohlem of estimating the numher of
offenses that prisoners might have committed if they hat{ been in the
commtmitv. In a complex analysis, they suggest that changes in prison
populations in the United States are associated with changes in crime
rates For certain offenses. However, there arc nUlnerous difticulties invoh, ed in interprcting this article :is evidence of deterrence. Ainong
them, no attempt is made to estimate general deterrent eftcots independent of incalmcitation effects or the effect of the changes in the
likelihood of apprehension, either of which could plausildy' account for
their results.
One nlust bc vigilant in separating the effects of certainty flom those
of severity. A study by Wright (1996) demands a careful reading of his
results in order not to confl~sc these two issues. In responding to those
who suggest that variations in harshness within the range that wouht
be plausible in most societies would not add dcterrent value, Wright
citcs evidence that a "summa,'v of sophisticatcd studies of drunk driving penalties shows that tougher enforcement efforts and ,nero certain
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ptmishnlents generally redt,cc drunk drh'ing rates" (1996, p. 262). \,Ve
do not take issue with either tile cited finding or tile specilic statement
that is madc. Rather, we point out that a reader who was not careful
in differentiating between severity of penalty and certainty of apprehension ("tougher enfi)rcemcnt efforts and more certain i)unishment '')
cot, ld easily have I)een misled to believe that this statement supports
the idea that "prisons can achieve the objective of general deterr c n c e " - - t h c topic of this section (\Vright 1996, p. 262).
Although not explicitly framed as a contribution to the deterrence
literature, a stt, dy by Langan and Farrington (1998) has sometimes also
been cited publicly :as an example of the ways in which national sentencing policies affect crime. 17ol. example, the English Slmdzl3, 77'.,lleS
concluded on the basis of this study that "the report appears to be a
vindication of tough American policies such as 'zero tolerance' policing, 'three strikes and vot,'re out,' which sends repeat offcnde,'s to jail
fi)r life, and fl'eqt,ent use of custodial sentences" (Rufford 1998, p. 2).
This is clearly a more sophisticated stt, dv than many. However, several
weaknesses deserve careful consideration.
First, this article could be seen to encourage tile reader to mistakenly draw causal inferences about the relationship between criminal
justice practices and crime levels. T h e study looks at crime and "punislament" trends in two countries (the United States, and England and
\,Vales--"lLngland" for short) and "shows" that increases in "ptmishmerit" are associated with decreased crime in one count,'v (tile United
States) while decreases in "punishment" are associated with increased
crime in another (l~ngland). T h e p,'oblena with studies of this kind as
evidence of deterrence is obvious: an infinite numl)er of explanations
can be offered fi)r any single trend. For instance, an increase in the
homicide rate in Canada during the 1960s could just as easily be attributed to the end of executions in Canada in the earh, 1960s, the growth
in the proportion of the population of young males that took place at
that time, the increased popularity of the Rolling Stones, sun spots, or
none of the above. Said differently, a rise in crime in a particular jurisdiction (or nation, as is the case here) might be caused by any numbcr
of fhctors: decrcased social ser~4ces, increased enfbrcement (or increased numbers of police officers to apllrehend offenders), l)road social changes in tile community, oi" some other alteration in the operation of the criminal justice system. Therefore, studies such as this one
may be useful in developing hypotheses, but they cannot be used as
serious explanations for changes in crime levels.
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Further, the Langan and Farrington (1998) report looks at crime
(measured both by victimization surveys and police reports) and tile
operation of tile justice system in the United States and England, and
suggests that the trends in crime and those in "punishment" (or the
reaction to crime) in the two countries are different. By juxtaposing
these trends in hoth nations, Langan and Farrington are implicitly asking the question of whether trends in crime are affected by trends in
punishment. Unfortunately, these are not the ideal data to answer this
question, given the doubtful comparability of the two countries under
study. Crime patterns and criminal justice policies have changed in the
past two decades in England and in the United States. Moreover, they
have changed in different directions. \,\qlile the United States has
tended to fiwor intensive criminal justice processing, England has preferred more selective prosecution of crime, diverting relatively minor
offenders out of the system and attempting--somewhat inconsist e n t l y - t o develop punishments in the commt, nitv and therehv limit
the use ()f imprisonment. Similarly, crime patterns have also varied in
the two countries. Nh, rder rates in England have been low and unchanged since 1981, whereas American rates look more like a roller
coaster: going down in the early 1:)80s, up in the late 1980s, and then
down again since 1991 (Langan and F'arrington 1998, p. 4, tig. 5).
Comparing other specitic crime rates across countries is equally problematic. Looking at robbery as an example, police statistics suggest that
tirearms were t,sed m 5 percent of English robheries and 41 percent
of U.S. robberies (Langan and Farrington 1998, p. iii).
l)espite these inherent problems, this report compares the crime
levels in these two countries across time. The danger of this practice
is illustrated by a news rcp()rt that quoted one of the authors of [he
study--Patrick Langan--as saving, "\,Vith rising punitiveness in the
U.S., crime rates arc riffling. In l_:.ngland, there is less punitiveness and
crinlc rates arc risin,R"' (Iohnston 19(Aq, p. ?; I~ardner 1998, p. 2).
Though perhaps descriptive, the causql inference suggested by this
statement between the severity of c,-iminal justice practices and levels
of crime is clearly not justilicd on methodological grounds given the
nature of the data.
The scc(md weakness of this study is its use of problematic measures. In the summary that the authors prepared on the "justice svstell1 S impact o n crime," Langan and 1;'arrington state, I x e g a t v c COlr e l a t i o n s in England between trends in punishment risk and crime
trends offer the strongest support fi)r the theol T that links falling risk
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of pmaishment to rising crime. Specifically, since 1981 the conviction
rate tell in England and English crime r a t e s . . , rose . . . . Likewise, tile
incarceration rate fell, and English crime r a t e s . . , rose" (1998, p. 38).
\,Vhile statements such as these might seem to imply that failure to incarcerate people caused crime to rise (see p. 28 for "graphic" evidence
that "incarceration rates" fell in England while rising in the United
States), they may be more a reflection of misleading measures than actual patterns in the data.
T h e r e is more to the term "incarceration rates" than meets the eve.
This variable does not mean the rate at which convicted offenders are
put in prison. Rather, this variable--explained in the notes associated
with a set of figures--is "the number of incarcerated persons per 1,000
alleged oj~'ende,y [which was] obtained hy dividing the number of juveniles and adults sentenced to incarceration for the specified crime during the y e a r . . , by the number of persons committing tile crime [taken
fi'om police rt'p0J-ts of crime, whether or not the offender was apprehended] . . . that year" (1998 p. 62, emphasis added). Langan and F'arrington state that incarceration rates are going "down" in England.
However, in order for a person to be incarcerated, the offender has to
not only be apprehended and convicted but also sentenced to prison.
Hence, while the rate at which convicted offenders go to prison could
plausibly remain the same, a decrease in apprehension or conviction
rates would mean that tile "incarceration rate" will still go down. T h e
authors present changes in "conviction" rate in England and, not surprisingly, they tend to go down (1998, p. 18). However, this decline
does not necessarily reflect "failed" prosecutions. On the contraw,
these data are "convictions per 1,000 offenders" (apprehended or not).
lZaih, re to apprehend can obviously lead to Failure to convict. 13ut so
can criminal justice policy, if minor offenders are apprehended but not
prosecuted in the courts--instead being dealt with in the commun i t y - t h e r e will be a decrease in "convictions" (and, consequently, a
decline in both the "conviction rate" and the "incarceration rate").
Using this type of definition, a successfid diversion program--in which
many minor offenders are placed in programs that might even reduce
recidivism--would lead to a "lower conviction rate" and a "lower incarceration rate."
Similar skepticism surrounding the meaning of their meast, res arises
with another variable: "days of incarceration an offender risks serving." T h e figures presented by Langan and Farrington show that the
vah, es of this measure are generally going up in the United States
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while they are unchanged or going down in England. However, one
needs to carefully examine the meaning attributed to this factor. As
they explain, "'Days of incarceration an offender risks sewing' were
obtained I)y multiplying the probabilit3~ of conviction given an offence
• . . 1)y the prol)al)ility of incarceration given conviction and by the average numl)er of days served per incarceration sentence" (Langan and
Farrington 1998, p . 6 3 ) . In other" words, let us assume that there are
1,000 burglaries ira England, that approximately 60 percent of them are
reported to the police (see p. 8), and that the police "record" al)out 40
percent of them (p. 10). Not everyone gets apprehended. In fact, most
do not, and SOlne of those who are apprehended are f~mnd not guilty.
Some are also diverted into community programs. The result is that
there are about eight I)urglary convictions per 1,000 alleged burglars
in England (p. 18). About 40 percent of those convicted (see p. 22) are
incarcerated. The report suggests that there are only abot, t two burglars incarcerated per 1,000 alleged burglars (p. 28). These two burglars who makc it this Far in the process are each sentenced to about
twelve months (p. 30) and each serves abot, t six months (p. 32). In
other words, the authors argue that twelve person-months (365 days)
are served fi)r 1,000 bt, rglaries. Hence, the "days of incarceration a
burglar risks serving" is less than one, or roughly 365/1,000 days or
0.4 days (p. 36). This tigure is meaningless since the "days of incarceration a burglar risks scrxqng" largely reflects the fact that most burglars
are not apprehended.
The third problematic area of this study is, ironically its tindings.
IEven if the measurement difticulties were put aside, several of the resuits do not support their general conclusion that punishment severity
affects crime trcnds. In particular, the measures of changes in punitiveness (Langan and Farrington 1998, 1/ . 22) show essentially no change
in the likelihood that a convicted offender will be sentenced to incarceration. \,Vhile they tend to show that for property ot:fcnses, the
United States incarcerates more, the cot,rt-based incarceration ratcs-that is, the prohal)ility that a convicted offender will go to prison-are essentially unchanged. Further, if one is interested in the ave age
incarceration sentence imposed on convicted offenders," one linds
that, if anything they tended to go up ira both countries (or they staved
the same) (1998, p. 30). Finally, the percent of time served "is generally abot, t the same in the U.S. and l_Tmgland'' (1998, t/. 35), and the
changes over time arc small and inconsistent (see p. 34, tigs. 61-66).
Ira other words, the inferences about "c,-imc going up as punishment
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risk goes down" have nothing to do with punishment as meted ot;t by
the courts.
T h e inference that "increased punitiveness" is associated with lower
crime rates is challenged by referring to the authors' own wo,'ds: "correlations [in the United States] between punishment severity and crime
trends were mixed (table 2, t3. 39). Approximately half were positive
{more punitiveness, more crime] and half were negative [more punitiveness, less crime]. Moreover, in instances where there were negative
correlations, they were often weak. Furthermore, . . . correlations between ptmishment severity and [victimization] survey crime rates often
had a different sign than correlations between severity and policerecorded rates for the same crime. In short, trends in punishment severity, had an inconsistent relationship with trends in crime in the
U.S." (1998, t3. 38). T h e y subsequently point out that some consistency existed for burglary but provide no explanation as to the reasons
for the "consistency" fi)r this particular offense and not others. Furthermore, the authors show these same mixed findings for England as
well, providing little consistent support fi)r the relationship between
punishment severity and crime.

B. Pvoble'lHso['MeasttvcTHent ~ither of Severity oi of CHvze)
As Langan and Farrington (1998) demonstrate, measures matter.
Unfortunately, this study is not unique in its lack of measures appropriate for examining the effects of sentence severity. For instance, a
study by l,dept er and Nagin (1989) has been cited as evidence of a deterrent effect of sentence severity. This article uses a scenario-based
methodology to ask questions concerning a hypothetical case of tax
evasion by a plumber to 163 sn, dents enrolled in an evening master's
program of pt, blic management, presumably at Carnegie Mellon University. T h e recast, re of perceived severity of sanctions was the estimate given by the student of the chances that a tax-evading phm~her
would face criminal prosecution.
A somewhat simplified summary of one aspect of the findings is that
students who thought that the tax-evading plumber would face criminal prosecution indicated that they would be less likely to evade tax if
they were in the plumber's position. \,Vhile these results appear to be
compatible with a "deterreqt" interpretation, Klepper and Nagin
(1989) suggest that they are also consistent with the hypothesis that
"the perceived probability of criminal prosecution is also a function of
the taxpayer's noncompliance behavior" (1989, t3. 238). Said diffe,'•
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cntly, tile fact that a person breaks tile law can affect that person's estimate of tile likelihood of apprehension. A person who breaks tile law
and does not get caught may change his or her views of the likelihood
of being caught. In other words, tile person's perceived apprehension
risk may be tile restllt of offending, not tile other way around. Von
Hirsch et al. suggest that although Klepper and Nagin "treat risk of
prosecution as a severity variable, in view of the collateral social consequtnccs of prosecution for tile middle class individuals potentially involved" (yon Hirsch et al. 1999, p. 35 n.), risk of prosecution is probabh, best considered to be related to certainty.
Beyond these measurement l)roblems, we would, generally speaking,
agree with yon Hirsch tt al. (1999) in their general critique of this type
off methodolob~.,: "Scenario studits, one must remember, do not incasurf subjects' nctmd I)thavior, but only how they say they would behave
ill a ~'ivtn hypothttiea[ sil~uation (i.e., a "nlcha'r dtttrrence'). A 7Teat
dual thtrcforc dcpcnds on whether tilt rtsearchers hart bern successful in developing hypothetical situations in a way that is likeh; to retltct
rcspondcnts' rtal-lifc bthavioral choicts" (1999, pp. 34-35). As t h t v
furthtr IliiCC, thest studies txplorc tile link ["I'(J111"respondents' perceptions of the certainty (u" severity of punishnlent to their potential crilninal choices. T h e y do not explore the link from crhninal justice policy
ch'm~es•
a . to chan~cs~, in those perceptions" (1999, tip. 34-35). Cavanagh
(1993) summarizes the problenls of many scenario-based studies in his
review (conducted for the U.S. Office of National Drug Control Policy) of the deterrence literature in relation to drug crime but which,
we argue, is equally applicable to the study by Klepper and Nagin
(1989): "the sample is upl)er-nliddle-class and not at :ill represtntativc
(if" persons who arc most ]ikeh: to consider indulging in fchmious I)chavi(ir. Second, tile responses arc descriptions of how rcsl)ondcnts t:ccl
they wouhl bchavt in hypothetical situations not actual behavior in
those situations" (Cavanagh 1993, p. 41).
In other llapcrs, additional difficulties clncrgc in knowing cxacth,
what a measure means. In a study claiming a dcte,'rcnt effect of punishincnt severity on crime, Rcillv and \.Vitt (1996) examined certain crilnc
rates across time in flirty-two E'nglish police jurisdictions. Though tile
study purports to find correlations between harsh punishnlcnt and Itvcls of crime, its measure of sevtritv--thc length of prison stay, given
conviction--is peculiar undtr the circumstances. Indeed, it uses only
average scntcnct length :is its mcasure of scvtrity, ignoring tile tact
that tilt pr(H)al~ilitv (:if going to prison was rclativeh, low in many in-
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stances :is well as variable across time. As such, it is unclear in this
study what the "severity" variable is actually measuring.

C. Data-Selectio~l /ssues
\,Vhile no study is perfect, it is important to be able to understand
the logic involved when data are selected for inclusion in a study. Unfortunately, this selection process is not always clear, raising doubts
about the validity of the thldings. For instance, in a study cited I)v Levitt (2002) as evidence that harsher sentences deter, Kessler and Levitt
(1998) attempt to separate the impact of variation in sentence severity
on deterrence and incapacitation by examining a referendum-induced
sentencing policy change that came into effect in California in 1982.
This alteration increased the sentences for a set of crimes that were of
particular concern to lnembers oic the public (i.e., willful homicide,
rape, robl)ery, aggravated assault with a firearm, and residential burglary). Kessler and Levitt compared changes in rate of these offenses
to those of six other crimes not affected by the referendum (i.e., nonresidential burglary, motor vehicle theft, theft under $200, theft over
$200, nonaggravated assault, and aggravated assault without a firearm).
T h e first problem is obvious: the two groups of offenses constitute
considerabh, different sets of crimes, and there is no reason to expect
that short-term changes in one set (e.g., the more serious first set)
might normally be expected to parallel those in the other set (the less
serious offenses). Furthermore, the second group is generally more
prevalent than the first. Finally, we could find no clear and convincing
rationale for colnparing these two subsets of crimes.
However, the most importailt problem with the paper is the researchers' inexplicable choice of data points to examine. More specificall),, Kessler and Levitt (1998) chose only two data points (1979 and
1981) before the change in sentencing policy and t-,vo points subsequent to it (1983 and 1985). T h e reason for restricting the time after
the change in policy to 1985 was said to be to avoid contamination by
incapacitation effects (i.e., crime reduction because potential offenders
were in prison longer). \'~qlilc it was argued that this incapacitative ilnpact would likely occur onh, after the sentence enhancements took effect (i.e., some number of vea"s after sentencing), the deterrent impact
of the change in sentencing policy was expected to be immediate.
l lowcver, we are left wondering why the even-numbered years were
not inchided. For statistical reasons, it would also have been advisable
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TABLE 1
Trend in Residential Burglary, 1979-85
Year
1979
1981
1982
198_~
1985

No. ~f Crimes
(in Thousands)

328
369
Change in sentencing policy
3()9

301

Sourcr.--Kcsslcr and Levitt 199,q, p. 26, table 1.

to break this time period down into shorter intervals to obtain more
data observations, thereby more accurately illustrating any trends.
Even more perplexing is tile reason guiding the :u thors decision to
examine only two pre- and postintervention data points. Without additional observations, we have no idea of the overall pattern before the
change in sentencing policy. \,Vhile Kessler and Levitt claim that the
rate for the serious crimes had been going up (on the basis of a comparison of 1979 vs. 1981 only) but was reversed by the alteration of
policy (in 1983 and 1985), we have no way of veriR.dng this interpretation. T o ilh, strate this problem more clearly, potentially the easiest
way is to look at (simplified) data presented f~r residential I)urglary-the crime which the authors suggest showed the largest deterrent effect. T h e data are presented in table I.
Kessler and Levitt argue that the change in policy that took place in
1982 reversed an upward trend. T h e problem with the "trend" heft)re
1982 is that it is hased on only two observations. It is not difficult to
lind a consistent trend with two data points. However, the interpretation ot: their "trend" (and, by extensi~m, the conclusions drawn concerning a deterrent impact of the change in sentencing policy) could
bc considerably different depending on the vah,es of other preintcrVelltiOll observations. "['o demonstrate, we have c o n s t r u c t e d t h r e e sets
of hypothetical data for odd-numbered years hetwccn 1965 and 1977.
Kessler and Levitt's data fi.~r 1979-85 arc also presented in table 2.
If thc preintervention data had looked like Pattern A, no one wcmld
plausi/Hy believe that the change in sentencing policy had any positive
impact on crime. T h e aberrant years would be 1979 and 1981--the
years heft)re the changes in policy. T h e years after the change in policy
wot, ld be simply viewed as "normal" years. Pattern 13 would ilh, strate
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TABLE 2
Hypothetical and Actual Trends in Residential Burglary
Pattt:Fn

Pattel'll

Pattern

A

B

(i

Hypothetical data:
1965
1967
1969
1971
1973
1975
1977

300
3(15
304
309
3(15
306
302

45(1
410
425
372

210
245

Actual data:
1970
1981

328
369

328
369
Change in law
309
301

Year

1983
1985

309
301

355

370
330

255

277
289
31)1
315
328
369
309
3(11

a general downward trend that was not completely consistent but continued through tile period of tile law change. Again, the evidence
would not support the conclusion of a treatment effect. Only Pattern
C could possibly be argued as demonstrating an intervention effect.
These data display a general increase over time that is followed by a
decrease occurring after 1981. If this decline continued and was consistent over time, it could plausibly be interpreted as being related to
some event happening in 1982. However, without additional data
points following tile change in law, it is equally impossible to assess
the postintervention trend. Indeed, the point that we are making is a
simple one. Crime trends are not always consistent across time. As
such, two points simply cannot be used to describe a "trend." In our
opinion, no conclusions should be drawn fi'om this paper.
A similar paper (Kessler and Levitt 1999) extended the analysis to
include one more odd-year data point (1977) heft)re the change and
two more observations after the change (1987 and 1989). Interestingly,
tile risk of contamination bv incapacitation effects--used to justif),
their prior study's rejection of data beyond 1985--no longer seemed
to be a concern. Further, their examination of only odd-numbered
),ears still remains a mystery. Similarly, despite having added three
more data points to their analysis, we continue to be surprised by the
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choice of statistical techniques elnploycd hv Kessler and Levitt. T h e i r
data (or extended versions of them fi'om publicly availahle data
sources) arc virtually ideal for carrTing out an interrupted time-series
analysis. This statistical approach--often used in social science--not
onh, constitutes a considerably more powerful test of their research hypothesis, but also has the additional virtue of being able to handle data
from even-nmnbered years just ahout as easily as they can for those
from odd-numbered years.
13evond this continuing enigma regarding the limited numher of
(odd-numbered) data points, onh, four "noneligihle" crimes were used
as comparison in this paper. However, tile authors included an additional comparison between California and the rest of the United
States. Rates were reported rather than numbers of crimes as had been
the case in the earlier study. T h e principal problems with tile findings
of this paper are twofi:~l(I. Anomalies in tile results arc not adequately
explained. For example, one of the ff>ur "noncligihlc c r m c s ' (hurglary
e r a nonresidence) appears to show a dramatic drop in rate after tile
intervention that, presumably, had no bearing on this offense. In addition, the tindings of this research are not discussed adequately within
tile wider deterrence literature. More specitically, this study (:as well as
the one preceding it) examines the ilnpact of a legal change that is similar to tile three-strikes legislation or other harsh sentencing practices.
Although their findings :are not consistent with those presented in
other puhlished research, Kessler and Levitt do n o t - - f o r the most
part--address this difference.
D. Stll[tics in I,I/hich the l~ffi'cts Do Not Sl.,ozv a Consistent,
Replicated Pattelw
Given that there arc no accepted theories that explain or predict
when diff'crcntial sentencing practices are expected to affect criine and
when they will not, o n e has special coilccl'lls ahout research whose
tindings arc inconsistent and, hv extension, theoretically incxplicahlc.
In particular, a study Iw McDowall, Loftin, and \,Vicrscma (1992)
needs to be considered in light of this concern. "l'his research examined
the effects of laws imposed in three American states (Michigan, Florida, and Pennsylvania) that created mandated ininimum prison sentences tbr offenses that invoh, cd tile commission of certain other o f
fcnscs with a th'carm. "I"he researchers looked at data from six cities
(three in Florida, two in Pennsyh, ania, and one in Michigan) fin" homicides, assaults, and rohhcrics with and without a tircarm. T h e r e was an
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overall effect o n gun lmmicides, but not gun assaults, or gun rol)beries.
Further, the gun tlomicide effect showed up in Detroit, Philadelphia,
Pittsl)urgh, and Tampa, hut not Jacksonville and ,\'liami. Gun assaults
went up in Tampa and down m Jacksonville. Armed robberies were
unaffected by the law.
Attrihuting these findings to deterrence is clearly problematic in that
there is no theoretical reason that wot, ld predict effects on gun homicides I)ut not on the other two (considerably more common) offenses.
Similar arguments can be made for the apl)earance of an impact in
some cities but not in others. More particularly, it is difficult to understand, given the magnitude of homicide penalties, how the expectation
of an additional few },ears to one's sentence in a homicide offense
would deter someone from committing the crime while the homicide
penalty (without the firearm penalty added) would not have the same
deterrent effect. Presumahly, these results would only be relevant in
those homicides that occur while committing another offense and in
cases in which the sentence was less than life in prison. \,Vhile the authors attribute the discrepancy to differences in the quality of the data,
they provide us with no hard evidence on which to evaluate this explanation.
Another study that should be included within this wider category of
theoretically inexplicable finclings is one by Grasmick and Bryjak
(1980). This research constitutes one of the more thoughtful survey
studies on the deterrent ilnpact of perceived punishment. It was carried
out 1)y asking 400 ordinary cit~, respondents to indicate which of eight
"crimes" (e.g., theft, littering, using fireworks within city limits) they
had committed in the past. They were also asked the likelihood of being arrested by the police if they did each of these acts. Finally, the
authors used two measures of the severity, of the punishment: the
chances of being imprisoned if the respondents were arrested, and one
that might be called a "subjective" measure of severity. More specificall),, study participants were asked to imagine that they had heen arrested and found guilt),, and were handed down the punishment that
they thought they would get. They were sul)sequently required to "indicate how big a problem that punishment would create for [their] life"
(1980, p. 480).
Clearly, there is a proble:n with the design of the study: the "crime"
measure is retrospective and ret]ects what the person did in the past.
In contrast, the certainty and severity measures are "current." In deterrence theory, we ark interested in the opposite temporal ordering.
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Nevertheless, tile data are worth examining. As we described, therc are
four relevant measures: involven~ent in crime, a composite ineasure o f
the certaintw of being apprehended, severitw measured by a composite
measure of the likelihood of imprisonment, and severity measured by
the respondent's estimate of the degree to which the expected punishmerit would be a problem for them.
The respondents were divided into four groups according to how
likely--across the eight offenses--they thought it was that they would
be apprehended if they committed each of the offenses. From data presented in table 1 of the report (Grasmick and Bryjak 1980, p. 479), we
estimated that most or all of the respondents in the highest-certainty
group answered (coml)ined across the eight offense categories) that
they "probal~ly would be" or "dctinitelv would be" arrested by the police if they committed these offenses. F'or these people--and these
people only--the subjective measure of severity (how much of a problem it would bc if the respondent received the i)unishmcnt that he or
she expected) made a difference: those who anticipated that the expected tmnishmcnt w o u l d have a serious off'oct (I)I~ their lives were less
likely (in the past) to have committed these offenses. In other words,
crime involvement and subjective measures of severity were correlated
in the direction consistent with deterrence theory.
F'or the other three groups--who indicated lower likelihoods of being apprehended--there was no relationship between subjective severitv and offending. In f\lct, rather naundane findings emerge when olle
uses this ineastlrc. More specifically, if you think that you are likeh, or
certain to get caught, the subjective estimate of the effect of the penairy tbr you makes a difference. Inversely, if you think that the likelihood of apprehension is less than "likely or certain," the subjective severity of the penalty has no effect. The deterrence literature is full of
tindings thai pe(>plc d o not commit serious criminal off'crises when
they think that they arc goillg to gut catight and they I)elicve that the
expected Imnalty would lic devastating to thcin. "l'hc prol)lenl with
lllallV criinina] offenses is that the objective--and subjective--likelihood of being al)prchcndcd is undcml)tedly low. It is likeh, that few
people commit offenses thinking that they probably or dcfinitch, would
bc caught. Hence, these data--although logical--are not particularly
helpful in determining legislative or judicially created sentencing
policy.
It is .llso noteworthy that the conventional measure (>f severity-whether the respondent thought that prison would bc the ultimate i'e-
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suit of a r r e s t - - s h o w e d a rather peculiar relationship to offending.
T h o s e who were most likely to think that they would he jailed if arrested were most likely to be those who had committed offenses. This
result is clearly in the opposite direction from that predicted bv deterrence theory,. Indeed, whatever the reason for these findings, they do
not support the notion that harsh sentences will deter.
E. Studies in l,ffhich the Cbndusions Seem to Be at Odds with the Data
In an extensive analysis of the implementation and impact of threestrikes and truth-in-sentencing legislation in various American states,
Chen (2000)--in a political science dissertation with James Q. \,Vilson
as co-chair of the c o m m i t t e e - - p r o v i d e s a set of findings that is not
always, in our assessment, consistent with her commenta,-v on these
findings) H e r main analysis of the impact of this type of legislation on
crime rates consists of an assessment of crime data in fifty states over
a t~velve-vear period. Each of these "state-vea,'s" appears to be considered a data point for her principal anah,ses. T h e best evidence that she
could lind of an impact of the sentencing legislation on crime at)pears
to come from an analysis that, in effect, apparently compares the four
post-three-strikes years (1994-97) for California with all other stateyear combinations.
T h e findings are instructive for those interested in deterrence, even
though the author suggests (2000, p. 58) that the effects (presumably
for some of the less serious crimes, in particular) could be due to incapacitation rather than deterrence. T h e reason for this is that some o f
f e n d e r s - - u n d e r three-strikes legislation in C a l i f o r n i a I w o u l d get a
prison sentence t, nder the new law but w o u ] d not have been imprisoned prior to its enactment. In addition, some offenders would get dramatically longer sentences than they would have prior to the implementation of the three-strikes laws.
Chert (2000) presents the findings as supportive of deterrence. In
summarizing the "trend m California after three strikes," she states
that " m o s t coefficients [in her analysis of the impact of the legislation
on crime] [are] not significant, I)ut they are large in magnitude and
show a very clear pattern" (2000, p. 98). It must be remembered that

This is an extensivedisscrtadon addressing a number of questions related to the legislative choice to impose three-sn'ikcs and "truth in sentencing" laws as well :is their
eft'cots. It uses several different sets of data and provides solnc interesting and usct\ll
findings. Our concerns are lilnitcd only to the inferences related to the general deterrent
iml)aet of the three-strikes legislation.
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her analysis had 600 data points. Particularly with such a large N, it is
our conservative view that findings that are "not significant" are best
thought of as exactly that: not significant. " N o t significant" in ordinary
circumstances means that one does not reject the "null hypothesis"
that there is no impact of the treatment variable--in this case the
three-strikes legislation--on crime. Despite this traditional practice in
social science, Chen concludes that "even when pre-existing trends in
California and in other T h r e e Strikes states are included as control
variables, a consistent pattern of suhstantial declines was found in the
growth rates of several types of crime, and these declines appeared to
bc temporally and spatially correlated with the adoption of T h r e e
Strikes and [Truth in Sentencing] in California. Large and statistically
significant declines occurred in motor vehicle theft. These findings are
consistent with the idea that deterrent effects arc more likely to exist
fi)r property offenses, which arc more likely to hc 'calculated' than violent crimes" (2000, tl. 236).
Social scientists generally accept as "statistically s g ft'ca at something whose likelihood of hcing a "chance" event is less than 5 percent.
In contrast to most traditional social scientific resea,ch, Chert uses the
10 percent level fo," her main anah;scs. As such, one wouhl expect to
see instances that she calls ' s g n t i c a n t " effects that are, in ["act, random
(chance) events more often in her tindings than in most others in the
social sciences. T h e results that she presents as showing an impact
of three-strikes and truth in sentencing in Califi)rnia are shown in
tahle 3 (2000, pp. 82-85).
It is worth repeating that she descrihes these tindings--misleadingly, in our opinion--as supportive of the conclusion that the legislation had an effect in California. I lowcver, she clearly concludes that
three-strikes legislation does not appear to have had an effect on crime
nationwide.
In a later part of this same document, she presents a move detailed
anah, sis of what is apparently part of the Zimring, l-lawkins, and
Kamin (2001) data descrihed bl'ictly elsewhere in this essay. "l'his analysis examined the ira)portion of people with "strikes" who were arrested hcforc and after the three-strikes law came into fi)rce. Her description of the tindings is illuminating, particularly when juxtaposed
with infi)rmation provided in the footnotes. In the text, Chert states
that "vol~hers, property offenders, and drug offenders with two strikes
[or more] on their criminal reco,'ds all represented a much smaller proportion of the post-three-strikes sample than they (lit[ in the pro-three-
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TAB L E 3
Summary of Findings, Chert (2000)

Crime Category
Overall violent crime
Overall property crime
Murder
Rape
Aggravated assault
P,ol)bcrv
Burgla W
Larceny
Motor vehicle theft

Statistical Signiticancc
N.S.
N.S. at the traditional 5 percent level, "sigifificant" at
p < .10
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S. at the traditional 5 percent level, "significant" at
p < .10

SouRcl~.--Chen 2000, pp. 82-85.
NOTr.--N.S. = not signiticant.

strikes sample, lending support to the idea that three-strikes had some
impacts on the offenders in these categories who were most likely to
receive the mandatory 'third strike' sentence of 25 },ears to life" (2000,
pp. 173-74). However, she notes later in the text that these findings
were not significant. Foomote 79 tells the careful reader that the statistical tests applied to these data demonstrate that the likelihood that
each of these findings is a result of chance is 32 percent fbr robbers,
54 percent for property offenders, and 52 percent fbr drug offenders.
Given that social scientists typically accept the 5 percent standard, we
believe that these findings are best described as being "chance" or
" r a n d o m " events and not worthy of consideration. Indeed, these significance levels suggest that no differences exist between the pre- and
postintervention periods for these particular offenses.
Finally, it is noteworthy that Chert found no significant effects (even
at her impoverished definition of significance) for three-strikes legislation across the United States on any of her nine measures. She attrihutes this largely to the fact that these laws were not implemented as
thoroughly elsewhere as they were in California. However, from a deterrence perspective, this is not of central importance: the legislation
received a great deal of publicity, and it took careful studies such as
her own--carried out years afterward--to discover that the laws were
not being used as extensiveh, as one might have thought. We doubt
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that many offenders were conducting complex multivariate analyses to
determine if three-strikes legislation was being fully implemented.
111. Evidence Suggesting T h a t Increased Severity
of Sentences \.Viii N o t Deter
Philip Cook (1980) suggested--more than twent}, },ears a g o - - t h a t policy experiments would, in the end, provide the most useful evidence
for assessing the effects of harsh sentences on crime. The three-strikes
laws, and other dranmtic changes in sentencing policy in the United
States introduced in the last ten },ears, fulfill this prol)hecy , creating an
ahnost ideal environment tbr testing deterrent effects, l)eterrence is
ultimately a perceptual theow: the potential offender must hold the
belief that increased penalties will result from apprehension and conviction. Three-strikes legislation ill various states of the United States
was introduced during a flur W of publicity and, in Calitbrnia, as a result of a referendum vote. Hence, tile opportunity for people to know
about the increased penalty was much higher than would occur if high
penalties were imposed simply through routine cases ill a courtrooln.
\,Ve suggest ill this section that the conti,luing ahsence of firm evidence demonstrating the existence of crime-reduction patterns attrihutable to general deterrent effects of these dramatically harsher sentences is important. However, our examination of the literature is not
limited to this D,pe of research. Rather, we extend the perceptual elem e n t - c e n t r a l to the three-strikes avenue of i n q u i w - - t o studies that
examine the offenders' thought processes. Particularly when combined
with individual studies or progranls of research focusing on specific
types of offenses or criminal justice punishments, the consistency of
findings provides the most convincing evidence vet that variation in
sentence severity does not affect crime Icvels.

A. Si'mplc Desrviptiw' Data on 7'hree-Snikes L,avJ.~
~'\/c begin our examination of the thrcc-strikcs laws and deterrence
with several fairly simple descriptive studies. In ou," opinion they illustrate the importance of looking at the impact of sentencing reforms
broadh, rather than selectiveh,. "]"he starting point for a study by Zimring, Hawkins, and Kamin (2001) was a statement I)v tile governor and
attorney general of California implying that the three-strikes legislation was rcspo,~siblc for a 27 pe,'cent to 31 percent drop in crime.
However, these researchers note that the rapid decline in these cdme
measures ill Califi:~rnia had started before the three-strikes laws came
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into force, and that the drop in crime in Los Angeles (tile country's
second largest city) was less than the dro t) in New York and Chicago
(cities that did not have three-strikes legislation at the time). T h e only
evidence that they could find that was possibly consistent with a deterrent impact of this type of law was that the proportion of felony arrest
suspects (in a sample of large California cities) who were eligible for
enhanced sentences under the three-strikes legislation decreased by 1.1
percent. However, this yen, small effect held only when one examined
arrests of third-strike-eligible offenders, but not second-strike-eligible
arrests. Given that these are arrest data (rather than crime data) and do
not consistently meet nomml standards of statistical significance across
groups eligible for increased penalties, the conchision that the authors
drew appears to us to be reasonable: " T h e decline in crime observed
after the effective (late of the T h r e e Strikes law was not the restllt of
the statute" (2001, p. 101).
Nevertheless, Zimring, Hawkins, and Kamin (2001) are cautious
about dismissing the possibility that there was an impact on thiMstrike-eligible offenders. Clearly, though, we should recall that the
only data they have on this aspect of the impact of the law relate to
arrests rather than offending by this group or to overall crime rates.
Further, the impact on arrests--if due to the change in the law--is
very small. As the authors point out in the context of noting that there
may be a weak deterrence effect on arrests of the third strike, " T h e
most ohvious practical finding of this study is the tiny nmximum impact of the new law on crime in California" (Zinlring, Hawkins, and
Kainin 2001, p. 105).
T h e concern one might have with this study is that other causes of
the change in the pattern of arrests were not examined. In particular,
the measure that is used is the proportion of second- and third-strikeeligible suspects in certain California cities. For some offenses, the
rates of clearance hy arrests are low. In addition, other possible explanations (e.g., changes in police targeting of potential offenders) were
not considered. In addition, there is no evidence that the legislation
had an overall impact on crime in California. Fui'ther, their use of only
two data points before and after the implementation of the threestrikes laws as well as the absence of control variahles undermine their
findings. Indeed, one would not want to make much of the effect, especially given its size. For these reasons, studies that focus more directh,
on crime measures (rather than those of arrest) are of greater relevance.
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A study bv Schiraldi and ~ n b r o s i o (1997) provides valuable insights
into the (lack of) deterrence effect of harsher sentences on crime rates.
These authors compared thirteen states that brought in tough sentencing laws by 1993 with the thirty-seven that had not. This latter group
was divided into those that introduced three-strikes laws after the first
group and those that did not have three-strikes legislation at all during
the study period. "l'hcy found no evidence that violent crime (the apparent focus of three-strikes laws), or crime generally, had been affected by the legislation. Indeed, their tindinas arc easy to describe:
"From 1994-1995, violent crime in non-three-strikes states fell ,leaJ'l.),
three ti~,e.," more rapidly than in three-strikes states. In non-threestrikes states, violent crime fell by 4.6 percent. In states which have
passed three-strikes laws, crime fell by only 1.7 percent" (1997, p. 2).
Further, Calit'ornia--the state most often identitied with the threestrikes model of sentencing--had an overall drop comparable to that
in non-three-strikes states. Even when Schiraldi and Ambrosio (1997)
examined the data fi~r "total crime," the results were similar. In particular, they n()tc that "flom 1994-95, total crime decreased by an
•'werq-e.~ of 0.4 percent in the three-strikes states and decreased I)v an
average of 1.2 percent in states which have not implemented tile threestrikes law" (1997, t). 4).
For our purposes, these simple comparisons are usef\d for a somewhat different reason. More specifically, the data clearly show the variability across jurisdictions. Indeed, crime rates in some states with
three-strikes legislation went up while they went down in others. T h e
data in table 4 show the difficulty in comt)aring individual states with
one another. States (inchlding tile l)istrict of Columbia) were divided
into those that had three-strikes legislation by the end of 1994, those
that implemented three-strikes laws in 1995 or later, and those that did
not have three-strikes legislation by the COlnpletion of the study.
If California (a three-strikes state) were to bc compared to neighboring Arizona (a ram-three-strikes state), three-strikes legislation
would h:,~k promising as a deterrence policy. Califi~rna s rate of over:ill crime decreased 5 percent and violent crime went down by 4.2 percent, while Arizona shcm, s an increase in total crime of 7.3 percent and
a rise in violent crime of 5.0 percent. On the other hand, a colnlmrison
of California with New York (a non-three-strikes state) wouhl not be
as flavor)hie for three-strikes laws. In fact, total crime fell 10.2 percent
and violent crime declined 13 percent in New York. Similarly, the total
crime in Michigan (a non-three-strikes state) decreased by 4.3 percent
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TABLE 4

Number of States Showing a n lncrease/l)ecrease in Total Crilne
and Violent Crime as a Function of the ILxistcnce
of Three-Strikes Legislation
Total C r i m e

ThreeStrikes
States
N o . o f states where crime
decreased
N o . ~ f states where CFIIIIC
increased
"l'otal

"' Late .
ThreeStrikes
States

Violent C r i m e

.
.
.
N.n-ThrccThreeStrikes
Strikes
States
States

Late'"
ThreeStrikes
States

Non-ThreeStrikes
States

4

2

13

5

7

15

9

9

14

g

4

12

13

11

27

13

II

27

S,~uRcr:.--Schirahti and Ambrosio 1';97, pp. 8-9, tables 1-3.

and its rate of violent crime fell by 9.7 t)ercent. In brief, variabilitT,
more than consistency, appears to descrihe state patterns of crime during this period in the United States, ilhlstrating the dangers of haphazardly constructed comparisons I)etween jurisdictions.
This was one of the earlier studies, and as such the authors are correct in concluding that "it is entirely too early to conclude if threestrikes legislation is working or not" (Schiraldi and Ambrosio 1997,
p. 4). Interestingly, one of the arguments proposed to justin, such a
cautious conclusion was that the deterrent effects of three-strikes laws
are sometimes confused with their incapacitation potential. However,
it is in the earl}, stages that one would expect deterrence impacts to
be greatest. This is when there is the most publicity surroullding the
legislation. Incapacitation effects would be exl)ected to show up later
in tilne as the enhancement on sentence length began to be felt.
Hence, the conclusion that the effects of the laws, overall, are "inconclusive" (1997, p. 6) is a sensible but conse~mtive conclusion.

B. More Sophisticated St,dies of" Three-Strikes Laws
In a larger st-udv of the impact of three-strikes legislation, Stolzenherg and D'Alessin (1997) examined the effects of the new law oil
felonies (which presulnably should be deterred by the three-strikes
legislation) using month-by-month data fi'Oln California's ten largest
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cities. For comparison the authors looked at ret)orted misdenleanor
larcenies, which one would assume not to be affected by tile threestrikes law.
Tile findings are easy to describe: " T h e results generally indicate
that the three-strikes law did not decrease the California Crime Index
[a crime rate based oll the rate of reported "index" crimes] below that
expected on the basis of preexisting trends" (1997, p. 464). This study
correctly examines preexisting trends since crime in California--as
elsewhere in North America--was going down before the three-strikes
law came into tbrce. As we demonstrated with the Kessler and Levitt
(1998) paper, simple "before vs. after" comparisons when examining
trends over time can be misleading. If crime were ah'eadv ,rain,, down
before the three-strikes law was introduced, one cannot logically
attribute the drop in crime to the new legislation. In one city (Anaheim), the,'e was a significant decrease in the crime index not attributable to preexisting trends. However, there is no explanation linked to
the three-strikes laws that might explain this isolated effect in comparison with that found in the other nine cities. The best guess is that

something unrelated to the three-strikes legislation was responsible for
the apparent drop in this one city.
This set of findings is very similar to those presented by Austin et
al. (1999). T h e y examined California crime data at a county level. As
they affirm, in this case as in many other studies suggesting deterrent
effects of inte~,entions, it is important to look both at preexisting
trends (measured with a reasonable number of data points) and trends
elsewhere. T h e authors note that the implementation of the law was
more complete (i.e., harsher) in some counties (San Diego, Los
Angeles, and Sacramento) than in others (San F'rancisco and Alameda).
Hence, they argued that the reduction should bc larger in those counties in which the prosecutors anti police were mostly likch, to implement the harsh penalties mandated by the three-strikes law. "l"he restilts denmnstrate that crime trends (or violent crime trends) appeared
to be t, nrclated to the aggrcssivcness with which the laws were enfi)rced. "['hey also compared three states that had three-strikes laws by
1993-94 with three others that did not. In this rather simple comparison, crime patterns were not consistent with the deterrence hypothesis.
As they note in conclusion, '"l'he bottom line is that Califi)rnia, which
is the only state to aggressively implement a three-strikes law, has
shown no superior reductions in crime rates, lrurthermorc, within Cal-
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ifornia, counties that have vigorously implemented the law also show
no superior decreases in crime rates as compared to other counties"
(1999, 13. 158).

C Studies of the Impact of,\tev~ Harsh Sentencing Reghnes
Research has also examined the effects of other harsher sentencing
policies. For instance, a study by \.Vicharaya (1995) assesses changes in
sentencing law that took place in forty-five states fi'om 1959 to 1987.
Using time-series techniques, \,Vicharava (1995) examined the impact
of these alterations in sentencing structure across jurisdictions, rather
than concentrating on a single or a small numher of states. These
changes generally t:all into the category o f " g e t tough on crime" (1995,
p. 161), and include such regimes as mandato W or presumptive sentences and mandatory minimum sentences. T h e premise of most of
these reforms was to make p,'ison sentences more certain or longer.
N o t surprisingly, many were undermined in the court process in variotis ways. Nevertheless, because they t3,pically came into force as a restilt of high-profile political processes and appear--at least on the st, rf a c e - - t o meet the criteria of increasing the perception that harsh
sentences would flow from a conviction for one of the relevant of_
fenses, they can be seen as forming a reasonable basis for expecting
deterrence effects. These results show the importance of replication.
Indeed, a focus on a single state might have led to a conclusion that
would not describe the chaotic nature of the findings. \,Vicharava examined data from forn~-five states on tbur violent crimes. His findings
are summarized in table 5.
\,Vicharaya notes that the relationship hetween sentencing reform
and these offenses is mixed. Changes are as likely to be in one direction
as the other. One can hardly suggest that the data in table 5 support
the notion that increased severin, of sentences is associated with a decline in crime. In his own words, "Sentencing reforms have not yet
proved to be efficacious anticrilne measures" (1995, p. 161).
\,Vicharava (1995) subsequently extends this analysis hy employing a
more elaborate statistical approach to these same data--a "pooled time
series" technique--that allows a generalizable conclusion (across
states) on the effects of sentencing reforms. T h e author summarizes
these findings as again showing "no crime reduction effects of the reform on any crime t3,pc nationwide. Both murder and robbery rates
remain unaffected in some states, but increased signiticantly in the remaining part of the country. Similarly, hoth rape and aggravated as-
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TABLE 5

Ntunl)er of States in \Vhich Changes in Their Crime Rates
(Following the Introduction of New Sentencing Regimes) Are
Consistent/Inconsistent with a Deterrent Effect of Harsher Sanctions
No. ,,f States with a Change
in the l)irectum Expected
by I)eterrcnce Theory
(I)ecline in Crime)
Crime
Type
A'hirder
Rape
Robbery
Assauh

No. ~f States with a Change
in the l)irectinn Oplu~site to
That Expected by I)cterrencc
"Fheon, (Increase in Crime)

Significant
l)ecline

Nonsignificant
Decline

Significant
Increase

Nonsignificant
Increase

T~,tal
No. of States

4
4
4
6

14
10
13
15

7
6
7
7

20
25
21
I7

45
45
45
45

Sourcl;.--I)ata adapted from ~Vicharava 1995, p. 162, table7.2.

sault rates increased signiticantly throughout the United States. The
evidence of no deterrent effects is consistent across ;ill crime types"
(1995, pp. 150-51). T h e at, thor is even more delinitive in his conchisions later in the pape,': "Violent crime rates were not deterred by the
new sentencing pol'c'es' (1995, p. 164). It should be noted that another part of this stt, dv shows that harsh sentencing regimes were typicall}, not successfully (or consistently) implemented. A true believer in
deterrence could argue that this study does not constitute a thir test
of deterrence. However, to argue this is to ignore one important Fact:
deterrence, by definition, is a perceptual theon,. Hence, it is perception that counts. The publicized legal changes did not affect the crimes
upon which the author focused.
Beyond the U.S. reality, mandatory sentences m the form of threestrikes legislation also found their way to Australia in the 1990s (Morgan 2000). Although mandatory (prison) sentences came trader fire in
early 2000 when the predicta/~le types of cases occurred and were pulilicizcd ,Cc.~.,,, mandatory, imprisonment for a yo-yo thief, a year in
prison for an aboriginal man who stole a towel t'rom a washing line to
tlS¢ as a blanket, and a prison sentence for a one-legged pensioner w h o
damaged a hotel f e l l e e ) , t h e la%vs i n w e s t e r n A u s t r a l i a a n d t h e N o r t h e r n
"Ferriton, were written broadly enough to ensure that these kinds of
c a s e s w o t l l d result in a prison sentence.
T h e rationales given fi~r mandatory sentencing laws in Australia (:is
elsewhere) have varied over time. General deterrence constituted one
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justification. However, tile evidence as stunnlarized by Morgan (2000)
showed that crime rates were unaffected by mandatory mininlums.
Notwithstanding tile filet that tile laws unequivocally increased tile
likelihood of a prison sentence and received considerable publicity
(providing optimal conditions for deterrence effects), there is "compelling evidence" that tile laws did not achieve a deterrent effect (Morgan
2000, p. 172). T h e author notes that governments "have effectively
conceded that mandatory sentences have no deterrent effect, and that
there is a need for judicial discretion and for tile more vigorous use of
diversionary, schemes and alternative strategies" (2000, p. 182).
F'urther evidence of a lack of deterrent effects of new harsh sentencing laws comes from a careful analysis by Kovandzic (1999) of the
impact of Florida's habitual offender law. \'\qlile often justified as an
effective way of incapacitating high-rate offenders, this type of legislation is also sometimes justified in terms of deterrence. Kovandzic examined the deterrent effects of the additional amount of prison time
imposed by tile hahitual offender law at a county level. His findings-using data fronl all Florida counties for a seventeen-year period (19819 7 ) - w o u l d not bring cheer to those who think that crime can easily
be legislated away. As the author states, " T h e results suggest that incarcerating [hal)itual offenders] for extended periods of time has no
significant impact on short or long-term crime rates" (1999, p. viii).
Notwithstanding this overall assessment, Kovandzic did lind what he
describes as "a~ea/,' empirical support for the [hal)itual offender] law effectiveness hypothesis in high population counties, but the reasons for
the signiticant results l'cmain aml)iguous" (1999, p. 69). In the f:ace of
these findings, this author recomnlends that these significant effects be
seen in tile context of the existence of other effects ill tile opposite direction from that which would be expected (1999, pp. 68-69). In addition, there is no theoretical reason to expect effects ill one size county
but not another. One may add another argtunent in favor of largely
dismissing this particular tinding. T h e problem with large studies such
as this one (and others such as that bv Chen, described earlier) ill
which numerous statistical tests are 1)cing carried out is that some of
them are going to be s'gnitica it" simply bv chance. Kovandzic concludes that tile results of this study should not be used to support the
view that there is a deterrent impact of the legislation: " O f the 720
crime [analyses performed], no [mcasures--hal)itual offender prison
months, or tile extra months that hal)itual offenders received in that
counD, ] show consistent effects across crime types, vaiTing model spec-
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ifications, or samples. The few lags that are significant and negative
(48) [more imprisonment, less crime] are not consistent with any theors, of deterrent or incapacitative effects and are usually balanced by
positive, significant associations (24)" (1999, p. 72).

D. Oj]i, mlcrs' 777ought Proct'.,:,'es
T h e reduction of crime through general deterrence is based on a
perceptual theory: the behavior of a person is hypothesized to be related to the severity of sentences because he or she k n o w s - - o r perceives--the sanctions to have a certain level of magnitude. \,Vithin this
context, it is worthwhile to examine several studies in which offenders
or potential offenders are asked about the importance of penalties.
This approach is particularly relevant to consider after looking at the
impact of sentencing law changes such as the three-strikes legislation.
Indeed, the tindings from this research naturalh, raise the intriguing
question of why offenders do not understand (or do not acccpt or care)
that they will lie punished harshh,. Asked differently, why it is that of._
tenders do not appear to act as the economists say they should (i.e.,
calculating utility functions heft)re deciding whether to commit an offense).
Like scenario-based research, these stt, dies of offenders' post hoc explanations of their own thought processes need to be interpreted cautiously. In evers,dav life, we are often not particularly good at idcnti~,ing the importance or relevance of fiactors that affect our behavio,.
Furthermore, tile samples of those caught may not be representative
of offenders, generally, or of potential offenders. Nevertheless, they
:ire worth examining, in part because thcv may tell us something about
~ftc lde-s thought processes in deciding whether or how to carry out
an offense.
In a study o1" eighty largely middle-class former sellers of cocaine,
\,\:ald~wt: and Nlurl~hy (1995) were able to identify only two people fi:w
whom fear of rcarrcst or imprisonment had been one of the inl]ucnccs
in their decision to stop selling cocaine. "['his is interesting for a number of reasons. It is not what wc would have anticipated. Oil the ccmtrary, one wot, hl have expected, at least, that the normal job stresses
they experienced due to concelllS about apprehension would have been
a major fhctor in a decision to look fi)i" another profession. However,
the si,bjccts of this study were not impetuous street sellers of drugs.
Rather, they were, t:or the most part, relatively well-educated, middleaged men who were inaking a living or supplenlenting their income by
. .
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selling cocaine, often to other middle-class people. T h a t only two of
the eighty appeared to have been stopped in part hecause of criminal
justice concerns is notable. Concerns about custo,ners, infortnants, and
so oil were more important than police investigations (let alone court
decisions). "More than half reported that they felt no criminal justice
pressures at all to stop sales. O f those who reported pressures there
were near equal percentages of direct [e.g., police investigations] and
indirect pressures. T h e most frequently mentioned indirect t)ressure to
stop was an arrest of a me,M)er of a st, pply net~vork" (1995, p. 31).
T h e severity of the punishment that they might receive fi'om the criminal justice syste,n was not important in their decision to abandon the
trade.
Similar findings were reported in a study of ordinary repetitive offenders by Tunnell (1996). This author interviewed sixt3, prisoners
who had been in prison twice or more and at least once for armed robbe D, or hurglaD,. Respondents were asked to describe their ,host recent
crime, the context in which they made the decision to commit it, and
their method of assessing the risk and rewards of committing the
crime. T h e respondents were blunt in rel)orting that neither they nor
other thieves whom they knew considered legal consequences when
planning crimes. Thoughts about getting caught were pt, t out of their
minds. As one burglar responded to the question of whether "the
crime or thinking about getting caught for the crime" came first, " T h e
crime comes first because it's enough to worry about doing the actual
crime itself without worrying about what's going to happen if you get
caught" (1996, p. 43). Fiftv-vwo of the sixty, prisoners reported that
they did not think that they would be caught and, as a result, punishment size was unimportant. Thirty-two of the sa,ne sixty inmates apparently did not know what the punishment would likely he. Most
(fift),-one of the sixty) believed that they would not be arrested. Even
with regard to those who had stopped offending at one point in their
lives, the reasons reported were other than threats of punishment.
T h e r e was some evidence of short-term individual deterrence. In
particular, some of those who had previously been threatened with being declared habitual criininals expressed concern about this possihility
in the future. However, predicting the future is more risky than descrihing the past. Just as one would not want to put much faith in the
view of a murderer that capital punishment would have deterred him,
one would not want to build criminal justice policy on the views or
predictions of repeat property offenders regaMing what they would do
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in the furore. Further, these findings should be interpreted, as tile atithor points out, in tile context of the sample: imprisoned offenders.
While this study sheds some light oil the decision-making processes of
those who were caught, it does ,lot necessarily inform us of the factors
that may affect other groups of people.
Despite these limitations to the generalizahilit3, of the findings, it is
interesting that the lack of thought given hv offenders to criminal justice consequences is replicated bv Benaquisto (1997) in an inter~qew
snldv of 152 inmates in three Canadian penitentiaries. Focusing on the
122 inmates whose own description of their offenses was corrobo,'ated
by infi)rmation in their prison files, she asked inmates to talk about the
circumstances that led to their arrest. T h e goal was to try to understand whether the inmate had "anything in mind about whether they
would be punished." As 13cnaquisto notes, "it was relatively rare for an
inmate to offer a 'crime story' without referring to the potential risk
of being caught or punished. A dominant theme in most such stories
is why the deed was done in spite of the consequences, or why and
how deterrence failed" (1997, p. 11).
Onh, 13 percent of her sample "explicitly spoke of their actions in
terms of costs anti benetits" (1997, i/l). 17-18). These individuals
tended, it seemed, to he accomplished "professional" offenders (e.g.,
high-level drug dealers with a great deal of experience) who felt that
they could beat the system. In contrast, the largest group of offende r s - t h e noncalctdators--simply did not think about the possihlc consequences. 1\'lore precisely, it is not that they calct, lated incorrectly.
Rather, they did not calculate consequences at all. As 13enaquisto a f
firms, "crime that results in incarceration is, much more often than
not, action taken without any attention, much less reasoned attention
to the possible incarceration as a consequence" (1997, pp. 31-32). Not
surprisingly, her conclusion is pessimistic: "tile vast inajority of those
ahcady engaging in criminal actMtics, activities of tile most serious natuie (and who have, for the most part, experienced punishments piiclr
to the one they are currently CXl~Ctiencing) arc vci'v bad candidates fi)i
an enhanced deterrence model" (1997, p. 31). l)crhaps tile only optimism resides with tile small minoiity of federal prisone,'s whose consideration of t, tilitv functions of offending reassures economists that
they arc not alone in believing in dctcrrcncc.
Bcnaquisto's general conclusion is consistent with that drawn by yon
Hirsch ct al. (1999). In discussing a study of active and persistent burglars (who wei'c interviewed in tile community rather tMn in prison),
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tile}, note that most of tile burglars "consciously refused to dwell on
the possihilit3, of getting caught" (1999, p. 36). Apprehension risk affected "hoz,; they committed the burgla W . . . to a much greater extent
than wl.Tether they offended" (1999, p. 36). As yon Hirsch et al. (1999)
point out, improving inarginal deterrence would require that such peop l e - c u r r e n t l y inclined to offend--he persuaded not to offend because
of the enhanced penalty. This practice is unlikely if the possihle penairy is not part of their decision-making process.
One situation in which one might expect people to calculate utility
functions of offending is a crime that people commit with calculators
in their hands: tax evasion. In a Canadian st, rvey carried out in 1990
(Varma and Doob 1998), 18.4 percent of respondents indicated that
they had evaded tax. By interviewing both offenders and nonoffenders,
this study has the advantage of being ahle to compare their views of
punishment. The sample of offenders (tax evaders) involved, ahnost exclusively, those who had not been apprehended. Not surprisingly,
those who thought that tax evaders (13y way of either tmdeclared cash
income, undeclared small business income, or falsified husiness deductions) would be likely to be caught were less likeh, to report that they
had evaded tax in the previous three years than were those who
thought that tax evaders would not lye caught. As in other areas of
crime, tile perceived likelihood of apprehension for a crime is negatively related to invoh, ement in the crime and consistent with deterfence theory,.
T o test the effect of severity, people were also asked what they
thought the penalty would lye for evading tax on one of three different
amounts ($500, $5,000, and $100,000). Predictably, people thought
that the sanction would increase with the size of the tax evasion. However, what is ilnportant is that the relationship between expected penah3., and reported tax evasion was opposite to what would lye predicted
by deterrence theory. For example, 27 percent of those who thought
that jail would lye tile likely penalty for evading $5,000 in tax had
evaded tax in the previous three },ears. In contrast, the tax evasion rate
for those who thought that a fine would lye the result was 16 percent.
Said differently, tax evaders do not appear to lye controlled hv the expected size of tile criminal justice penalty.

E. More Specifi," Studies
Despite the apparent l~redominance of studies that examine general
deterrent effects of sentence severity across (groups of) offenses, a
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growing body of literature focuses on more specific types of crime o1"
criminal justice punishnmnt. F'or example, deterrence has been studied
extensively within the context of drinking and driving. This research
was carried out largely I)v H. Lawrence Ross and summarized in his
1982 book that affirms that enforcement campaigns of drinkingdriving laws act by increasing people's perceptions of ttle likelihood of
punishment. In contnlst, P,oss concludes that, when examining the impact of penalties on drinking and driving, size does not matter: "It
couhl not be demonstrated that the increase in the statutory severity
of sanctions in Finland, the increase in the threat of judicial severity in
Chicago, or the increase in actual judicial severity in Traffictown produced declines in indexes of the threatened IJehavior. However, conclusions al)out severity based on these cases must be qualiticd by the
knowledge that the drinking-and-driving offense is one fi)r which the
general level of certainty of punishnmnt is extremely Iou (Ross 1982,
p. 96). 13ased on these findings, Ross concludes that "the studies reviewed here in their cumulative ilnpact justif), tile policy recommendation to avoid dependence on severe penalties in attempting to cope
with drinking and driving, :is least :is long :is the prolmbility of an o f
fender's being apprehended remains very low" (I 982, p. 96).
In an interesting variation on the study of sentence severity, D'Alessio and Stolzenberg (1998) examined the relationships among crime
measures, arrests, and pretrial jail incarceration. From a deterrence
perspective, arrests are clearly relevant, though not t'elcvant in terms
of sentencing policies or decisions. However, fi'om a "sentencinf' perspective, it would be pertinent if pretrial detention at)peared to reduce
crime. Indeed, the effect of pretrial detention--if one, in Fact, exi s t e d - c o u l d be through a mcchanisnl of deterrence or incapacitation,
or both. \,Vhilc these authors fiJcus on the incapacitation t)ossibility,
wc think that it is thir to suggest that deterrence is also relevant.
In any case, a sophisticated anah,sis produced findings that show that
arrests were associated with decreases in criminal activity the day after

they had taken place. However, when cxinnining pretrial jail incarccration (a ine,lsurc elc severity o]" tl'eal-iTlellt bv tile justice SVSttDIll)> " c o t l -

mn-v to I)tedictions derived fiom the incapacitation thesis, our findings
do not lend credence to the importance of pretrial jail confinement :is
a fhctor in reducing c/'imc" (D'Alessio and Stolzcnbcrg 1978, p. 748).
Neither pretrial nor total jail incarceration levels affected reported
crime rates. Once again, evidence suggcst:s chat while apprehension of
offenders may have a deterrent impact, punishment--in this case oper-
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ationalizcd as pretrial jail continement--did not have a similar effect.
Clearly, pretrial detention is different tronl being sentenced to prison
or penitentiary. Nevertheless, it is interesting that being caught makes
a difference to crime levels, but the immediate consequences of this
apprehension (detention or not) do not.
T h e ability, of deterrence resea,'ch to assess the independent effects
of apprehension and sentence severity is fundamental in avoiding misleading tindings. In a detailed analysis of crime and punishment across
l llinois's 102 counties, Olson (1997) noted that tile term "deterrence"
is used in a ,mmber of different ways and that some of these methods
ahnost certainh: create artifactual effects that h)ok consistent with deterrence. ];'or example, in the case in which offense rates are measured
as offenses per 100,000 in the population, and risk of imprisonment is
operationalized as prison admissions per offense, the presence of measurement error in "offenses" will create a "deterrence-like" effect. Indeed, an error in the measurement of offenses (e.g., a campaign to increase reporting) will simultaneously increase tile offense rate (more
offenses reported per 100,000 in tile population) and decrease the risk
of imprisonment (by increasing the denominator of the index). This
could erroneously lead to the conclusion that a decrease in risk of" imprisonment "caused" an increase in offenses.
T h e related prol)lem is clearly that "risk of imprisonment" measured in this way combines apprehension, conviction, and sentencing.
Thot, gh the term "imprisonment" is used, what is actually being measured is all three criminal justice processes..~Ls Olson (1997) points out,
the correct way to proceed is to employ a model that examines the
prohahility that an offense leads to all arrest, that an arrest leads to a
conviction, and that a conviction leads to imprisonment. Measures that
look at risk of punishment by comhining apprehension, conviction,
and sentence tell us nothing about the relative importance of severity
and certainty.
Olson looked at the "risk of incarceration relative to conviction" operationalizcd as tile numher of prison sentences over the numher of
convictions (1997, p. 60). Fie examined data across 102 counties and
over a ten-year period. He started hv showing that tile simple measure
of punishment--incarceration relative to offenses--would appear to
show a "deterrence" effect in its relationship to crime (1997, p. g6).
However, this value dropped dramatically when he examined incarceration relative to conviction (i.e., numher of incarcerations over the
number of convictions ill each cot, ntv for each of the ten },ears) (1997,
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p. 86). \,\q~en Olson controlled for certain variables known to he related to crime, the "risk of incarceration relative to offenses" ctroppecl
helow standard levels of significance, but coukt be described as showing a "marginal" effect of deterrence. It dropped even further when
"risk of conviction" was entered into the equation (1997, p. 110).
T h e most relevant finding for those interested in the impact of sentencing decisions (i.e., likelihood of going to prison given conviction)
is to be tbund in an analysis that controls fbr the likelihood of arrest
as well as standard predictors of crime. \,Vhen arrest is held constant,
there is i1o hint of a signiticant effect of the risk of (adult) incarceration
relative to conviction (OIson 1997, p. 113). Olson provides a sensible
conclusion: " T h e most signiticant policy implication of the results is
that risk of punishme,lt has relatively little effect on crime rates. This
conclusion, although not necessarily new, adds additional evidence to
the f:act that earlier assessments.., may have led policy makers astray"
(1997, p. 129). Said differently, simplistic approaches to deterrence-using measures that combine apprehension, conviction, and penalty
size--may show deterrent impacts of "punishment." However, when
sentence severity is looked at independent of these other factors, sentence severity has no signiticant effect.
IV. Conclusion
Can we conclude that variation in the severity of sentences would have
differential (general) deterrent effects? Our reply is :1 resounding no.
\,Ve could find no conclusive evidence that SUl)ports the hypothesis that
harsher sentences reduce crime through the mechanism of general deterrence. Particularh, oiven the significant hodv of literatt, re fi'om
which this conclusion is hased, the consistency of the findings over
time and space, and the multiple measures and methods employed in
the research conducted, we would suggest that a stronger conclusion
is warranted, k'lore specifically, the nt, ll hypothesis that variation in
sentence scvcritv does not cause variation in crime rates should hc conditionallv acccptcd. T h e condition is a simple one: If a "deterrent cffcct" of harsh sentences were to he consistently demonstrated under
specilied conditions at some point ira the future, our broad conclusion
would require revision.
We have not attempted ira this essay to ,'eview every paper ever puhlished on the topic of deterrence. Rather, we began with thc published
reviews of the deterrence literatt, rc and moved from there to the studies that are hcht or, t, occasionally, as evidence that harsher sentences
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would deter crime. \,Ve suhseqt, ently examinecl the research that does
not find support for a deterrent effect on variation in sentence severity,
f~ct, sing largely--albeit not exclusively--on those that assessed the
general deterrent impact of the structural changes in sentencing laws
that have occurred in the last decade in the United States. In brief, this
essay looks not onh, at other reviews but also at research that purports
to support as well as challenge the view that variation in sentence severity affects the levels of crime in society. Our findings can be summarized as follows.
\,Vith two exceptions, neither of which purports to be comprehensive, the reviews of the deterrence literature are pessimistic about the
possihilit3., that harsher sentences handed down in criminal courts
would decrease crime. Indeed, our assessment of general deterrence is
consistent with the views expressed hy most criminologists who have
reviewed the current body of literature and conchided that the evidence does not support the hypothesis that variation in sentence severitv will differentialh, affect crime rates. Further, the summaries that
challenge this conchlsion not only constitute sporadic anomalies hut
also do not address most of the relevant research literature (m the topic.
T h e studies that have found support for the notion that harsher sentences deter are relatively few in numher. Additionally, they suffer
from one or more serious methodological, statistical, or conceptual
prol)lems that render their tindings problematic. In some cases, causal
inferences hetween sentence severity and crime cannot be drawn because of the basic nature of the data under anah,sis (e.g., a simple comparison of crime and punishment in two locations). In other cases, alternative explanations (e.g., incapacitation) arc more plausible than
deterrence. In still others, data selection, measurement, or methodological questions raise sufficient doubt about the generality of the
findings that inferences are danger(ms. Finally, while some findings do
seem to support a dete,'rent effect, the}, appear in unstahle and inconsistent ways (e.g., for some offenses but not others, in some locations
but not others). T h e data held out as supportive of the general deterrent impact of sentence severitT are not strong enough t o allow one to
conchide that there is a relationship hetween the severity of sanctions
and crime. A strong finding would be one that appea,'s to be reliahle
across time, space, and, perhaps, oflense. T h e research examined in
this essay favorahle to the conch, sion that there is a deterrent impact
of the severity of sentences clearly does not fulfill these criteria.
An impressive body of literature has appeared in the past ten years
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that has taken advantage of dramatic sentencing changes that have occurred in the United States (e.g., three-strikes legislation). T h e studies
va W in their scope, but not in their findings.
T h e r e is no consistent and plausible evidence that harsher sentences
deter crime. Moreover, these studies were frequently conducted in almost ideal research conditions in which one would, in fact, expect to
find a deterrent effect. T h e r e was generally substantial publicity surrounding the introduction of these new sentencing laws. Hence, people would be likely to know (or at least believe) that harsh sentences
would follow conviction for the offenses covered I)y these laws. Further, these sentencing changes have been studied in different countries
and with different units of analysis (e.g., states, counties, cities, etc.).
Finally, some of these studies were able to break down "punishnmnt"
into its variot, s components (i.e., apprehension, conviction, sentencing), permitting an assessment of the separate or tmique effects of sentence severity. Even under these conditions, sentencing levels do not
appear to be i,nportant in determining crime. T h e effects are consistent: the severity of sentence does not matter. T h e hypotlacsis that
harsher sentcnces would reduce crime through general d e t e r r e n c e - which is to say that there are marginal effects of general d e t e r r e n c e - is not supported by the research literature.

.-'1. Accepting tl, e Null H),pothesis
\.Ve started this essay by pointing out that we cannot logically
"prove" that harsher sentences do not deter. Strictly speaking, one
cannot prove the absence of a phenomenon. It may exist somewhere,
but research may not have (yet) identified where this is. However, no
consistent body of literature has devdoped over the last twenty-five to
thirty years indicating that harsh sanctions deter. \,Vhile one i11ust alwavs reserve judgment fcir the possibility that in the future SOllleone
may discover persons or situations in which the relative severity of sentences does have an impact on crime, it wouhl llOt stein unrcasonal)le
to conchide that at present ii3 \,Vestcrn populations and with the curl'Cllt methods and Measures availal31c, variation in sentence sm,erity

does not affect the levels of crilne in society.
Our conclusi~m--alad, for that matter, that of the majority of criminologists who have examined the hypothesis that variation in sentence
severity has a deterrent effcct--deties an intuitive appeal inhcrcnt in
the logic of deterrence. Indeed, we seem to natunllly (want to) accept
the notion that any reasonalile person--like ourselves--would 1)e de-
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terred by tile threat of a more severe sanction. This continued belief;
however, is rooted, at least in part, in a simplistic form of reasoning
about deterrence. \,Ve may not adequately separate the effects of certainty of apprehension and severity of punishment in our minds and,
bv extension, think of the latter largely within the context of a high
likelihood of the former. As research has shown us (see Ross [19821 fo,"
a pertinent example), the assumption that the majority of offenses have
a high probability of apprehension is clearly not a safe one.
We may also not adequately break down the actual process by which
deterrence works. Indeed, many people may not be aware of the complex sequence of conditions that must be met if variation in sentence
severitw is potentially to affect levels of crime. As yon Hirsch et al.
(1999, p. 7) have outlined, for a harsher sanction to have an iml)act,
individuals must first believe that there is a reasonable likelihood that
they will be apprehended for the offense and receive the punishment
that is imposed hy a court. Second, they must know that the l)unish ment has changed. It does no good to alter the sanction if potential
offenders do not know that it has been modified. Consequences that
are unknown to potential offenders cannot affect their behavior. Third,
the individual must be a person who will consider the penal consequences in deciding whether to commit the offense. Finally, the potential o f f e n d e r - - w h o knows about the change in punishment and perceives that there is a reasonable likelihood of apprehension--must
calculate that it is "worth" offending for the lower level of punishment
but not worth offending for the increased punishment. In other words,
in arguing that a three-year sentence will deter more people than a
two-year sentence, one is suggesting that a measurable number of people wot, ld commit the offense with a reasonable expectation of ser~,ing
a two-year sentence who would not do so if they thought that they
would serve a three-year sentence.
Viewed from this perspective, the lack of evidence in favor of a deterrent effect for variation in sentence severit3., may gain its own intuitive appeal. Clearly, the number of intervening processes that must
take place between (a) the change in penalties for a crime and (b) the
possible impact of that alteration on the population of potential o f
fenders is considerably greater than most of us imagine. \,\qlen one f:act o t s in the perceptual element at the root of deterrence, the complexity
of the process only increases. T h e very logic Ul)On which deterrence
rests may I)reak down. As Foglia (1997) found in her study of the perceived likelihood of arrest on the behavior of inner-city teenagers in a
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large U.S. northeastern city, "the threat of formal sanctions means little to young people from economically depressed urban neighborhoods . . . .
T h e irrelevance of arrest is understandable considering
these young people have less to lose if arrested; also, they perceive less
ofa connection between behavior and legal consequences because they
see many commit crimes with impunity and view law enforcement as
arbitratw" (1997, p. 433).
If penalt3., structures are irrelevant to potential offenders, it does not
matter how severe they might be. Or, more broadly, the deterrence process--as a perceptual model--is not nearly as simple as one might assume
or the economist might contemplate when employing utility functions to
explain why the chicken crossed the road against the red light.
/~. The dbJ/seq/a'mes o/'/IcceptiJ~g the Ntdl 1-15,pot/,e~is
The time has come to conditionally accept the null hypothesis: severity of sentences does not affect crime levels. "T'his analysis asstllllcs
variation in sentence severity within tixcd limits. \.Ve do not suggest
that a one-dollar fine for armed robbery would be the same as a threeyear prison sentence. Rather, we propose acceptance of the null hypothesis that variation within the limits that are plausible in Western
countries will not make a difference.
Potentially the most intriguing ramitication of this conclusion is for
sentencing objectives. Principled arguments against sentencing according to deterrence principles have been made by others .(e.~.,,~ yon
Hirsch 1985). It is not our purpose to review those arguments here.
We simply suggest that in addition to those more theoretically based
discussions, we should add another of a more practical or pragmatic
nature, l)cterrencc-I)ased sentencing makes false promises to the community. As h:mg :is the pul/lic believes that crime can be deterred by
legislatures or judges through harsh sciltcnccs, there is n() need t() c()nsider otller a p p r o a c h e s to crime reduction.
[t max; be no coincidence that sentencing systems that do m~t sub-

scribe to general deterrence--in part or in whole--already exist in
several \,Vestern nations. Finland bases its sentencing provisions on
a principle ~f "general prevention" (i.e., educating the public about
the seriousness of offending) rather than general deterrence (Lapl)iScpp{ilii 200()). Canada's new youth justice legislation focuses on imposing proportional sentences and avoids the notion that youths will
be deterred by harsh sentcnccs imposed on others (I)oob and Sprott,
forthconling). Similarly, the Law Rcfi_~rm Commission of Ireland has
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suggested that general deterrence has no place in a modern sentencing
structure in large part because there is no credihle evidence of its effectiveness (Law Reform Commission 1996, p. 6). Finally, the Swedish
Ministry of the Attorney General notes in a discussion of sanctions
that prison is not a deterrent (National Council for Crime Prevention
Sweden 1997, p. 22). In other words, it no longer appears to be a radical suggestion to accept that, like the missing sock, the general deterrent effects of harsher sentences do not exist.
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International Trafficking
in Stolen Vehicles

A BST RACT

17or nlany years, trafficking in stolen cars seemed largely to be contincd to
the Americas, with an estimated 200,000 cars per year ttowing from the
United States to Mexico and Central and South America. Trafficking in
stolen cars is now a worldwide phenomenon. Perhaps half a million or
more cars each year arc transported from dm'eh)pcd t~l less deveh)l)ed
nati(ms, hidden in containers (~r driven across national borders. Becausv:
vehicle trafficking cat,ses less personal harm than other transnational
crimes, g©vernments have given it little priority, l-hm'ever, a recent spate
of policy efforts has fi)cuscd on identification and repatriation of stolen
vehicles. 17urthcr development of policy wouhI 1)e assisted b\, a inodcst
investment in research. This could produce detailed information about
the methods used by criminals, provide more infi~rmation about the
involvement of immigrants, and \,iehl improved measures ©f traflicking.
T h e availabiliw of comprehensive g(wernment and industry data makes
this transnational crime a promising tiehl of research.
U n t i l recently, the e x p o r t of" stolen vehicles s c c m c d to bc c o n f i n e d
largely to the Americas. l ) u r i n g the 1080s, the UIS. C u s t o n l s e s t i m a t e d
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that some 200,000 vehicles were stolen each y e a r - - a n estimate that remained the same throughout the 1990s (General Accounting Office
1999; National Insurance Crime Bureau 1999). Many cars were exported to other countries in South America or the Caribbean using
containers and roll-on/roll-off ferries (National Automobile T h e f t Bureau 1989). Others were simply driven across the border into Mexico
(Miller 1987). In some cases, the thefts were organized on a massive
scale, with criminal groups responsible for the theft and shipping of
hundreds of vehicles. Other thefts were opportunistic, often committed by juvenile offenders who might steal a car in the afternoon and
sell it that same evening in Mexico (Resindez 1998; Resindez and Neal
2000).
Trafficking in stolen cars is no longer a distinctively American phenomenon, lEqual or greater numhers of cars are n o w I)eing stolen in
\'Vestern l£urope and exported to Russia and other countries of Eastern
Europe (United Nations 1997). T h e newly emerging market economies in these countries have created a demand for cars (especially luxury, models) that cannot be met by domestic producers, and criminal
entreprenetu's have moved in to fill this gap. i Increasing glol)alization
has created similar conditions in other parts of the world with the result that many other countries have become markets for cars stolen
abroad. T h e Middle East is now a destination fi)r cars stolen in Europe, \,Vest Africa for cars stolen in the United States and the United
Kingdom, and China for cars stolen in the United States and Japan.
Regional theft markets have also developed. Bolivia is the destination
for cars stolen in Brazil and Argentina, Nepal for ones stolen in northern India, Indonesia for ones stolen in Malaysia, Cambodia for cars
stolen in Thailand, and othe," parts of Africa for cars stolen in South
Africa. According to an Associated Press stor~, that was widely picked
tip by the world's press (e.g., sVe7v York Ti~,zes 2002; Taipei Ti'mes 2002),
Japan has recenth, emerged as a major source of exported stolen vehicles to Indonesia, the Russian Far East, the United Arab Emirates, Nigeria, and cvcn the United Kingdom.
N o reliable tigures exist for the scale of the problem, but combining current estimates from different countries suggests that half a million vehicles are stolen and sold abroad each year. These vehicles are
Ruggicro quotes an article in the hMepemlentstating that many Mcrcedcs stolen in
Germzmv arc sold in Albania, where "the nulnlmr of cars has soared since the c(~llapsc
(of communism, grmving from 5,000 in the early 1990s to 50,000 in 1998. Yet, in the
previous year only three new cars were officiallyregistered" (2000, 1/ . 207).
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mosth, cars, exported whole with fialse identities. T h e r e is also a small
export trade in stolen commercial vehicles and motorcycles and a large,
though poorly ineasured, trade in stolen vehicle parts.
Clear differences in preferred models exist among recipient countries. German-made cars (especially expensive makes such as BNI\,V
and Mercedes) are in heavv demand in Eastern Europe. African and
Sot, th American countries seem to prefer jeeps and other 4 x 4 vehicles, which suit the local roads. In Mexico, the models most in demand
are ones manufactured in the United States I)ut also manufactured or
marketed in Mexico (Miller 1987; F'ield, Clarke, and Harris 1991; P,esindez and Neal 2000). In China, the opposite is true: the most popular
stolen models are Lexus and other luxury Japanese makes that are not
distrihutcd there. According to Joe Pierron (personal communication,
1999) of the National Insurance Crime l~ureau, Toyota is reputed to
have sold $2 million worth of spare Lcxus parts in China in 1998. In
many fi)rmer colonies of the United Kingdom, there seems to he a
heavy demand t:or stolen Bedfi)rd parts--Bcdfi:~rds hcing ohsolete
trt,cks produced in the United Kingdom that were once exported in
large numhers (Brown 1995).
\,Vhichever vehicles or countries are involved, the pattern is the
same: the principal flow is froln developed to less developed countries
(\.Villiams 1999). 2 This mirrors the wider global economy in which
manufactured goods move from the developed to the less developed
world but is contrary to most other forms of transnational crime,
where the flow is in the other direction. Research into the reasons for
this difference could help to clarify the relationship hetween organized
transnational crime and patterns of immigration. However, more compelling reasons are needed for investing research resources in the problem because the human misery caused hv trafficking in stolen cars is
insignilicant colnpared with other transnational crhncs stich ;IS t l ' a f
licking in drugs, in human organs, and in women and chihh-en.
"Fhcrc arc two good reasons for giving research priority to vehicle
trafticking. "T'he Ih'st reason relates to the rich data readily available on
vehicles and vehicle theft. Car thefts arc more rcliabh, reported to the
police than most other crimes, and comprchensive data ahotlt stolen
cars arc published by insurance agencies. In all developed cot, ntries,
dctailccl records are maintained of vehicles manufactured, hnportcd,
2 In a small rm'm'sal of d~is u'cnd, some c.xpcnsive cars arc now b d n g stolen in Mexico
and exported for sale in Califi~rnia (Ccarlcy 2001).
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sold, and in use. Industry and governments also routinely produce data
ahout the characteristics of the vehicle fleets in the various countries.
For no other form of transnational crime would it be possible to draw
on data of this quality.
The second reason for giving priority to research on trafficking in
stolen cars is that this could he of real assistance in reducing the problem. Already, substantial law enforcement efforts are I)eing made to
improve procedures for recovering vehicles that have been stolen and
exported. Research could assist these efforts by identifying the difficulties of this approach, seeking soh, tions, and evaluating the success
of measures adopted. But it could perform two even more important
roles. First, it could assist in the development of reliable, repeatable
measures of the extent of vehicle trafficking. Existing ways of estimating the size of the problem are crude and cannot be used to measure
thc effect of policy intelwenti~ms. Second, research could hel t) explore
other approaches to the problem than the primarily reactive one of
identi~,ing and recovering stolen vehicles. In particular, it could explore the scope fbr successfully intervening at earlier stages in the procuss of stealing cars, giving them new identities, and getting them out
of the country.
The broad outline of what is known about trafficking in stolen cars
has been reviewed al)ove, relying largely on knowledge accumulated by
various enforcement agencies and transmitted in newspaper reports or
brief official statements. Unlike most essays in this series, very little of
the information reviewed has heen gathered through formal research
studies. In Section 1 I)elow, a more detailed examination is made of
this infi)rmation in several areas key to the development of a policyoriented research agenda. In Section I1, some specific ideas for research will be outlined. Section III is a brief conclusion.

I. Key Policy Questions
it may be true that deeper understanding of a prol)lem leads to better
solutions, hut such understanding takes time to achieve, and policy
makers cannot usually wait. They want information quickly, and it
must he relevant to their immediate policy concerns. It can be difficult
to predict what this i,~formation will be, but those seeking to control
a particular form of crhne would need, at a n l i r l i l n u n l , reliable measures of its extent and costs, information al)out the kinds of offenders
involved, an understanding of the conditions t\militating its commis-
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sion and of the 111eans by which it is accomplislaed, and information
about the practicality and likely effects of different interventions. This
section summarizes the state of knowledge on these matters by offering
answers to a number of specific questions about vehicle trafficking.

..-'1. How Large a Probh"m, aml How Costly?
According to current estimates, half a million or more cars are
stolen and exported each year. This inchides about 200,000 from the
United States (General Accounting Office 1999; National Insurance
Crime Bureau 1999), 20,000 fi'om Canada (Corelli 1998), and perhaps
200,000-300,000 in \,Vestern Furope. According to one estimate, as
many as 100,000 vehicles per year may be imported into Russia alone
(figures fiom PlanEcon, Inc., quoted by Hardy 1998, p. 29). It is now
widely believed that very large numl3ers of cars arc stolen for export in
South America, South Afi'ica, Japan, and the rest of the world, though
the bulk of the problem still lies in North America and \Vcstern Europe.
The method of estimating the size of the problem is the same everywhere. It relies on estimates made by police and othe," experts of the
proportions of t, nrecovered stolen vehicles that are exported. In the
United States, this proportion is thought to be around 30-35 percent,
while in Britain it is usually estimated as being around 15-20 percent. 3
T h e number of cars stolen fi)r export is estimated by applying these
t)roportions to the nu,nbers of stolen but unrecovered vehicles. In the
United Statcs around one-third of the annual total of about 1.5 million
cars stolen were not recovered in 1997 (National Insurance Crime Bureau 1999); in IEurope about 40 percent of 2 million cars stolen each
year are not recovered (Liukkonen 1997; see l lardy 1998 for higher
estimates).
"T'hese estimates are too crude to inform policy. T h e y are bascd on
the recovery rates of :all models, when newspaper stories invariably
mention that traftickcrs target only certain models (these vary with the
region of the world). More generally, research has fi)tlnd that the tarAP:.'t from a small residual catcg~ry of vehicles duml~cd and m:vcr rcowc,'cd, lilt
other twinciPa] catcg~wics . f um'cc.vcrcd stolen vehicles arc dlosc given :, new idcmitv
and sold domcsdcallv (klmwn :is "'rhlgin~" in tile United KhlDhm 0, drought t . c~mlprise ab.ut 15-25 Percent ~d" unl'ccllvcrcd vehicles; those th:lt :Ire disassumbIcd i n t .
their coml)~mcnt Parts (i.e., "ch,g~Pcd" in U.S. Parlance). which arc then sold seP:mltcly
(ablaut 30-35 t)crccnt of unrccovcrcd vehicles); amI th~sc that wcrc never really stolen
in the tirst [~lacc but th~lt were the hasis ~d" t-raudu]ent insurance c]aiins (about ]0-15
percent).
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geted models vary with tile nature of the thefts. Thus, an American
study found that cars with the lowest recovery rates are high-priced
luxury vehicles (Clarke and Harris 1992b), while several studies have
shown that cars stolen in the United States and exported to Mexico
are models also marketed or manufactured there (Miller 1987; Field,
Clarke, and Harris 1991; Resindez and Neal 2000). 111 Section II, we
estimate the nmnher of cars stolen for export hased oll the models at
most risk.
Estimates of the cost of trafficking in stolen cars are also deficient.
Most of these are made simply by multiplying the estimated numbers
of cars exported by their average value, sometimes inflated to reflect
their presumed value in the destination countries. These inflated values
take account of the huge import duties in countries such as China,
which in 1995 was said to lexT duties of around $120,000 on a vehicle
costing $50,000 in the United States (Onishi 1995).
In any case, the value of the vehicles is only one component of the
total cost of trafficking in stolen cars. Other costs include those involved in enforcement, in recovery and return of vehicles, in inconvenience to victims, and in costs to insurance companies.
Trafficking in stolen cars also has benefits that cannot be ignored in
any full accounting of its costs. For instance, insurers can raise their
t3remiums as a rest, It of the losses sustained and thus increase their future profits, while shippers benefit from the increased use of their services. Manufacturers in the country of origin also profit by selling replacement vehicles to victims (though these profits need to be balanced
against forgone sales of legally exported cars to the host countries
[Porteous 1998]). One could also argue that vehicle thefts are a form
of liquidating (someone else's) assets. A proportion of the profits from
selling an exported vehicle will be used to consume goods and services
in the donor country that may otherwise not have been consumed. In
this sense, stolen vehicle exports are not only "invisible exports" that
generate revenue, but they also stimulate the domestic market.
More sophisticated measures of costs taking account of these various
considerations are needed for two important policy-related reasons.
First, a realistic estimate of costs is needed in order to help determine
the investment that should be made in reducing the problem. At present, governments have :1o idea whether the police and customs resources allocated to dealing with the problem are commensurate with
its scale. Second, knowing where the costs fall, and who is hurt by the
traffic in stolen cars, will help) policy makers determine which of a
range of possible interventions have the best chance of being imple-
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merited. For instance, if motor manufacturers profit fiom trafficking
in stolen cars, it will be harder to enlist their support for preventive
devices to be installed at manufacture. Similarly, if host countries are
net beneficiaries of trafficking in stolen cars, it may be diffictdt to enlist
their assistance in dealing with the prohlem.
T h e potential policy vahie of an economic analysis of" the problem
can he ilhistrated by an analysis of the costs of auto theft in the United
States undertaken by Simon Fiehl. These costs amounted to about $45
dollars per automobile per year and, on the basis of where these costs
fell, he conchldcd that, "there is very little incentive fi:lr individual
owners to prevent auto theft, since most of the costs f:all in the form
of insurance premiums and government expenditures rather than in
tile form of" losses falling to individual owners . . . (Therefi:lre) there
should be governnlcnt-mandated standards of design security applied
to all automol3ilcs, since the private i l l a r k e t is inadequate to the task of
providing an optimal level of theft security" (l:ield 1993, p. 69).

B. I'l/hat Conditions l;'acilitate 7"ra./.h,'ki,g in Stolen C?t~s?
At the nlost general level, the export trade in stolen cars relies upon
a ready supply of attractive vehicles in one country or region, the demand for such vehicles in another, and a ready means of transporting
them from origin to destination. "l'hesc conditions have existed fi)r
many years in the Americas and have more recently arisen in lr~urope
with the emergence of fi'ee markets in tile former countries of the Soviet bloc. Some other specitic conditions that facilitate trafticking in
stolen cars should be noted because of their potential relevance to
policy.
1. l\Tlltlll;Cl-¢.
Vast nunlbers ot:cars cross national borders every day.
As a result of political changc, trade agreements, and worldwide increases in t o u r i s l n , n l a n v I)order controls have been cased or lifted
in order to cope with the huge numl)ers of cars tl'avcrsiilg" national
boundaries, l~ooking f o r stolen cars alllO 1~ tills vast a l i l ( ) t l l l t ()f legal

tl'aftlc presents a fOl'lnidabie challenge to the atlthoritics. ~o111c idea of
tile magnitude of the task is provided by data on the numl)ers of vehicle crossings at the l-lungarian borders with its seven ilnmcdiatc ncighbets. T h e total number recorded :it ;ill border crossings in 1995 was
33,132,677 vehicles, of which 469 were detected :is stolen. 4

+l)au wcrc prm'ided m an imcrnafional meeting .n "Organized "l'ransbordcr Car
']'hei'ts" huhl at ttlc Hungarian Nathmal Police I-[cadquartcrshI Budapust, August 262<% 1996.
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2. Co,tailzeJs. Huge vohunes of containers arc shipped from many
ports in developed countries. Stolen cars and auto parts are frequently
shipped in sealed containers to other countries. As many as four cars
can be put in one container. Nlany of the cars have been given new
identities, but in some cases, they arc shipped in sealed containers
labeled as "kitchen e q u p m e n t , ' "household goods," or something
similar. Customs officials examine only about 1 percent of containers
shipped from U.S. ports, partly because cargo ships work to tight turnaround times. T h e y may be in port for less than twelve hours, and in
that time they will have to be unloaded and loaded. This allows little
time for bills of lading to be checked and suspicious containers to be
examined. If there is any sign of increased vigilance at a particular port,
criminals can move to another port to reduce the risk of detection.
3. Legal Trade. A substantial legal trade exists between countries in
used cars. Large vohuncs of used cars are legally traded between developed countries and undeveloped countries. For example, Belgium ext)orted 154,981 used cars in 1998 (Hardy 1999), while Russia imports
about 900,000 used cars per },ear (figures from PlanEcon, Inc., quoted
in Hardy 1998, p. 29). Criminals invoh, ed in trafficking in stolen cars
can shelter behind this trade, masking their activities as legitimate
business.
4. Custo#lzs. Customs controls arc focused on arrivals, not departures. O f 6,500 U.S. Customs inspectors in 1995, only 230 were assigned to monitor exports (Onishi 1995). This pattern holds worldwide
because customs officers are focused on goods arriving, not departing
the country. 5 This is because they are responsible for keeping prohibited goods out of the country and for levying duties on certain goods
entering. Thus, customs officials at the border with Mexico near San
Diego make no attempt to respond to alarms from automatic license
plate readers (\,Vright 2001), which go off "anywhere from fi)ur to
eight times a d a y " indicating that a stolen car may be departing the
United States (NET-; York Til, es 2001, p. 15). This is because they do
not have the resources to pursue and stop possibly stolen cars, which
might number as many as 2,000 per },ear.
5. Illegal l,,poJrs. A'lany countries have difficulty in controlling the
illegal ilnport of cars that have not been stolen. Until countries can
control illegal imports, they have little prospect of preventing the iras .,\'l.rc scrutiny of go~ds leaving tile ports in developed countries couht result from
concerns, expressed in the wake of the \Vorld Trade Center disaster, that weapons (or
depleted uranium) bound for terrorist organizations are being exported from developed
COUIllfi~S.
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portation of stolen cars. In 1999, Mexico tried to control its problem
of illegally imported cars by proposing that drivers of vehicles with
American plates would be required to deposit a substantial Still1 equal
to the import duty when entering the countD,. This deposit would be
returnable when the car reentered the United States (Dillon 1999).
However, tile proposal was subsequently withdrawn in the fiace of protests fi'om Mexicans living in the United States, who were accustomed
to visiting Mexico in their own cars (Preston 1999). China has moved
to tighten controls ell car assembly businesses, which were suspected
of evading import controls (Yu 1999).
6. DoczrmeJ#ts. International standards fflr vehicle documents do
not exist. "T'hc lack of standardized vehicle registration and ownership
documents makes it difficult for officials to detect forged or altered papers (Malinowski 1996). Language barriers make this task even more
difficult.
7. Registratio/z. \:ehiclc regisu'ation procedures vary greatly among
countries, and their enforcement is fiequcntly lax. These procedures
vary considcrabh, cvcn among European Union (EU) countries (Hardy
1999). In some countrics, such as the United Kingdom, it is not necessary for the registering officer to sce tile vehicle, hi illanv less (leveloped countries, vehicle registration requirements are poorly enforced.
8. Corruption. Corruption is widcspread among officials in undeveloped countries. For many years, prior to tile current agreements
concerning the recovery of stolen cars, police officers in Mexico could
routinely be seen driving around in stolen American cars, st)nmtimes
with their U.S. nmnber plates still in place (Lepage and Romero 1990;
Rotclla 1994). In South Africa, corruption (and intimidation) of officials in vehicle registration offices is thought to 13e one method of obtaining a new identity for stolen vehicles, i l l a n v (:if which arc thought
to be exportcd to neighboring countries, fhcilitatcd by I)ribing officials
:it bordcr crc)ssings (Ndhlovu 2002). Surclv the most egregious case of
c()rrupti(m concerns the official in Pananm rcsponsiblc for negotiating
a h:mg-stalled treaty with the United States on the return of stolen cars.
Oil bcing infornled by the police that the Nlcrcedcs in her possession
had been stolen fi'om its owners in Miami and must lie returned to
them, she claimed it belonged to her husband, an ambassador to l)an <lma fi'om an Arabian state, and was thcrcfi)rc protected by diplotnatic
inmlunitv (Ragavan et al. 1999).
9. Priorin,. Vehicle theft is not a high law enforcement priority.
I)cveloping countries arc faced with many more serious criinc protlIctus than the import of stolen cars and can i l o t lic expected to give this
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high priority. Liukkonen (1997) reported many complaints from police
in the thirtw-two countries surveyed ahout slow responses to enquiries
about the legal status of cars suspected to have been stolen abroad. At
the same time, penalties for theft of cars are not genenllly high, and
lower-level operatives have relatively little to fear if apprehended tT~r
this crime.
10. Migration. Suhstantial migration into developed countries has
expanded the nt, mbers of offenders with the necessary contacts to undertake vehicle trafficking. T h o u g h hard infornlation is lacking, available evidence suggests that many of those involved in vehicle trafficking :ire immigrants, who discover and exploit the opportunities existing
for this crime. T h e y may aheadv have the necessary contacts in their
home countries, and they mav avoid prosecution by working in their
own lan~lage, which may be unfamiliar to the police. IQir example, law
enforcement authorities in New York state were rcccnth, forced to hire
a translator t:luent in Mandarin so they could tap the phone conversations of a Chinese gang exporting stolen cars to e\sia (Chen 2001).

C. How & Trl~'ficking in Stolen Cars ALvomplished?
T h e methods used in the trafficking of stolen cars are known in
broad outline, hut detailed inforn3ation is lacking. Such detail is needed
fi)r devising counternleasures, particularly of the situational, opportunity-reducing kind. These nnlst be tailored to the modus operandi and
the specific contexts in which target crimes occur (Savona 1998). Unfortunately, substantial difticulties are encountered in studying the
methods used in vehicle trafficking. These arise fl'om the complexity
of the phenomenon, which has a number of sources.
Just like any other form of transnational crime, trafficking in stolen
cars can takc a varietw of fi)nns that differ in the organization and skills
they delnand. T h e r e arc three main (orms, each of which has to I)e
understood in some detail. These fTJrms are driving stolen cars across
national bordc,'s or transporting tlaem in ferries, shipping them overseas in sealed containers, and disasseml:ding them and shipping them
overseas for sale as spare parts. In addition, some cars are carried in
trucks across borders or flown in aircraft.
All forms of trafficking in stolen cars involve a complex sequence of
actions, inchiding the f\)lh)wing: preferred vehicles arc identified and
stolen, either to order or "o11 spot"; they may be moved to a safe place
and their identities changed; they may be stored, awaiting pickup for
transfer across the border; depending on the method of transfer, they
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may be placect in sealed containers and loaded onto ships, or they may
be driven across tile border. At the destinations, they may be handed
over to a local contact or collected I)y such a person from the clocks;
they may be legally registered; and finally, they may be sold on tile
open market or to a private buyer.
Because of local conditions, considerable differences exist in methods employed, even for similar forms of trafficking. Thus, in South Africa, where stolen cars arc mostly driven to neighboring countries,
many criminals acquire the vehicles through "carjacking," that is, by
robbery at gunpoint fi'om their owners. This method is rarely used in
other countries (van der Leest and Degen 1999). At the export stage,
the many and varied routes used by traffickers suggest that a wide varietw of methods are likely to he used. Liukkonen (1997) iclentified six
distinct routes in F~urope alone, which he labeled the 13alkan Route, the
Italian Route, the A'liddle-1_r.uropean route, the Sea Route, the Spanish
Rot, te, and the No,'thcrn Route. Some routes require cars to he driven
through multiple border crossings, whereas others require only a single border crossing. Criminals stealing cars near the Mexican I)order
sometimes drive theln acioss the border hefore they are reported stolen, withot, t any attempt to change the identity of the vehicle. Routes
with many border crossings would require consideral)h, more organization on the part of the criminals. Finally variations alnong countries
in the methods of registering vehicle ownership (Hardy 1999) again
suggest that methods employed by criminals at this stage will also have
to vary considerably.
T h e methods employed hy traftickers, the routes they use, and the
countries principally involved all tmdergo constant change as a consequence of law enforcement activities or the changing opportunity
structure for this crime. For instance, in the early 1990s, there were

illanv reports of cars being exported fr()m Hong K(mg and .lapan to
China. By the inid-1990s, the trade in illegal ilnports to Chi,m decreased, partly :is a result of actions taken by the Chinese authorities,
inchlding harming the inlport (:if right-hand-drive vehicles (IDobs(m
i993).
Trafficking in stolen cars therefore consists of nlanv different kinds
O[ undertakhlgs involving illany different steps. Methods lllav change
quite quickly in response to law enforcement initiatives and to changing ol~portunitics. Unraveling this complexity and gaining a detailed
understanding of the phenomenon is a considerahle challenge for researchers and policy makers alike.
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D. Who Is h;voh,ed?
According to an I N T E R P O L (1999) brieting note, well-organized
criminal gangs, consisting of large numbers of people with specific,
sometimes specialized, roles, are responsible for most of the trafficking
in stolen vehicles. The note provides the following description of such
organizations:
Members of the group can have specific roles. Certain members
will, for instance, have expertise in stealing and will be responsible
for the initial theft. Others are trained mechanics who change the
identity of the vehicle, either by simply replacing the number plate
or going further and altering the vehicle identification number, the
paintwork and, in some situations, cutting up the vehicle and
resoldering it to parts of other vehicles. There are also specialists
in the forge W of vehicle documentation who can create a
registration certificate, a driver's licence and technical vehicle
documents where necessa W. Then there are the vehicle couriers
who move the vehicles around fl'om one countm, to the other.
Often organizers behind the whole operation never have any
contact with the other individuals or vehicles and operate through
intermediaries so that it is difficult to implicate them in the
operation. ( I N T E R P O L 1999, p. 2)
This description reads more like a public intormation document
than the distillation of intelligence reports. It could have been provided
by anyone with a nldimentarv knowledge of the steps ill exporting stolen cars, who is also Familiar with traditional writings on organized
crime. It is also out of step with some recent research on groups currentlv involved in organized and transnational crimes.
]n their study of thirty-nine drug-trafficking organizations prosecuted in New York CitT during the 1990s, Natarajan and Belanger
(1998) identified some "corporations" (large formal hierarchies with
well-defined divisions of labor) that fit the traditional conception of organized criminals, hut they also identified three other groups: "freelancers" (small, nonhierarchical entrepreneurial groups), "family businesses" (cohesive groups with clear structure and authority derived
from family ties), and "con3munal 1)usinesses" (flexihle groups bound
by a common tie such as ethnicitT'). They also rel)orted that many
groups specialized in only one or two steps of the trafficking process,
such as import or regional distribution, rather than managing the
whole enterprise.
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Levi and Navlor (2000) have argued that tile character of organized
crime has changed. T h e groups now involved are quite different from
the traditional "Mafia" of the texthooks. Many more small, loosely
structured net3vorks of criminal entrepreneurs have arisen, often with
specialized knowledge, who come together to exploit specitic opportunities for crime, such as credit card fraud or counterfeiting banknotes. T h e
existence of these opportunities, which permit substantial illegal sums of
money to be made, encourages the development of these networks.
Eck and Gersh have reached similar conchisions from studying
drug trafticking in the \,Vashington-13altimore area during 1995-97.
They argued that this consisted of a "cottage industry," of "many small
groups of traffickers that form and break up easily," rather than a
"concentrated industry" of a "relatively small set of large, hierarchicalh, organized distribution let\sol ks (2000, 13. 241).
These studies suggest that mt, ch organized crime is now the province of small grot, ps of entrepreneurs who exploit opportunities fi)r
crime discovered through their businesses (31"through their family and
community contacts. It would not hc surprising, thercfi)re, if many
people engaged in trafficking vehicles were employed in legitimate export husinesses or in selling used cars and have discovered that they
can exploit their knowledge and contacts to make large profits selling
stolen cars overseas.
T h e r e are also hints in the literature that some vehicle trafficking is
carried ot, t on a much more disorganized, opportunistic basis. It is said,
for example, that when seasonal migrant workers depart from Sweden
after working in the fields m the summer, many leave their old and
hattered Eastern European models i)arked in the countryside and drive
holne in Volvos and Saahs stolen Iocalh,. It is also said that crewmen
on Chinese and Vietnamese freighters commonh, steal motorcycles in
.lapan and take them home as deck cargo (United Nations 1997). Finally, I?,esindez (1998) has reported how a group of l\'lexican-Amcrican
youths developed a relationship with a fence in Mexico whom they
regularly supplied with cars stolen in a border town in Texas where
they lived. None of tilose interviewed considered themsch,es to be part
of a criminal organization though they regularly stole cars together.
"l"hev used crude methods to steal the cars and equally crude methods
of getting cars across the herder: if challenged by U.S officials at the
bridge or hv ofticials at the Mexican checkpoint, they simply drove
through :it high speed.
The lack of information about those involved in trafficking stolen
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cars makes it difficult to formulate a rational, comprehensive policy response and to anticipate the likeh, results of countermeasures. For instance, if organized criminals are heavily involved in trafficking in
stolen cars, it will be much harder to control. If control efforts are successful, they will much more likeh, restllt in displacement to some
other fi)rm of trafficking that could be harder to control and more
h a,'m ful.
A particularly important question is the degree to which immigrants
are involved in the trafficking of vehicles (Onishi 1995). hnmigrants
are known to be heavily involved in drug trafficking (Natarajan 1998;
Reuter 2000), and their contacts in destination countries make it likely
they would be similarly involved in vehicle trafficking. If this were the
case, it could help explain patterns of car theft, at least in the United
States, and might help in formulating preventive responses. As discussed in Section 11, known trafficking routes provide a useful starting
point for research on this topic.

E. Hozv Is Trl~ickiug i~ Stolell CTHs BeDIg Addressed?
Despite the generally low priority accorded to vehicle theft by law
enforcement authorities, recent ),ears have seen a spate of activity, directed to trafficking. In much of this work, the United States has been
the prime mover, though I N T E R P O L and the United Nations have
also played important roles in stimulating international cooperation. A
c.mdo- of recent activity, would inchide the following:
T h e United States has developed a model bilateral agreement for
the repatriation of stolen vehicles (see United Nations 1997) and has
signed agreements with nunlerous countries in Latin eSanerica.
United States agents have provided training to customs officials in
these countries in ways to identify stolen cars.
T h e National Insurance Crime Bureau (which is supported 13),,the
American insurance industr)0 has assisted these efforts by stationing
officials in Mexico and other South American countries to assist the
process of repatriation.
X-ray machines and gamma ray technolo D, (that produces an xray-like image of a container's contents) are being evahiated ['or use
in inspecting sealed containers in ports in the United Kingdom and
the United States (Cottrill 1999; General Accounting Office 1999;
Interagency Commission on Crime and Security at U.S. Seaports
2000), and documentation relating to any car for export must now
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be presented at U.S. ports seventy-two hours prior to hlading (General Accounting Office 1999).

T h e U.S. Motor Vehicle Theft and Law Enforcement Act 1984
required cat manufacturers to mark the major body parts of highrisk models to deter their theft for chopping and for export (Clarke
and 14arris 1992a).
T h e stolen vehicle database maintained by the 17131 is being
opened to other countries (Davis 1999).
INTEI~,POI+ has developed a similar database of stolen vehicles
for access by menalmr states (\,Vegrzyn 1997).
EUCARIS, the European Car and Driving Licence Information
System, was established in 1994 in rcsponsc to increased international trafticking of cars in 17europe. T h e system allows member
countries, of which there arc presently seven filll members with soyreat other countries making use of the system on a limited basis, to
share data about vehicle and driver rcgistrationsY'
"['hc United Nations hosted several international mcetings during
1996-97 (Vcterc 1996) and conducted a sm'vev of member states
with the object of idcnti~,ing "measutes fi)r the prevention and supprcssion <if illicit trafficking in motor vehicles" (United Nations
1997, p. 1).
T h e European Institute fi)r Crime Prevention and Control
(known as I IEUNI), together with the Russian Nlinistrv of the Interior, initiated a sut-vey of all Eurotlean countries focused on issties
of international cooperation in dealing with trafficking in stolen cars
(Liukkonen 1997).
Nlanv countries have established committees or task forces to
study auto theft and to make policy recommendations, inchiding
ways to ct, tl~ the export of stolen vehicles (United Nations 1997).
l~ur<ip<il is currently developing a protocol for greater sharing of
infiwmation about vehicles stolen in one member state and t+ecovcrcd in am)thor.
T h e National Crime Intelligence Service (NCIS) has received EU
funding to cxphwc tilt nature of stolen vehicle exports across l!'+uropc
and to idcntit\, ways of improving enfiwccment at li',uropean ports.
A'luch of this activity has been undertaken to assist the repatriation
of stolen cars. hnportant as this is, it may play only a minor role in
n ~¢t+' o11-Ii11~ at xvwW.~llCaris.11¢t.
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deterrence, since ven~ small numbers of trafficked cars are detected.
Much greater attention shot, ld be devoted to the earlier stages of trafticking in an effort to prevent cars leaving the countries of origin. In
particular, research should be focused on the conditions facilitating illegal exports at border crossings and the ports. It is here that stolen
cars are funneled to their ultimate destinations and where they run the
greatest risk of interception (Katona 1996). In addition, Liukkoncn
(1997) notes that countries responding to the H E U N I survey identified the need for the international harmonization of registration documents and rot, oh greater attention in general to the process of registering vehicles in all countries (including estahlishing ownership). These
measures are essentially preventive in naturc and should therefore be
a priorit3., for research.
Finally, it would he t, seful to know what effects on trafficking in stolen cars could be expected from recent improvements in vehicle securitv. Many of these improvements are designed to foil thieves less determined than those involved in trafficking. Persuasive data exist to
show that the mandatory fitting of immobilizers to new cars in the
United Kingdom since October 1998 has reduced overall car theft
rates (Brown and Thomas, forthcoming). However, in analyzing unt)uhlished data from the OH Theft l'nde.v (Home Office 2001), we found
that for vehicles under three years old the rate of unrecovered thefts
increased by 26 percent between 1998 and 2000. By contrast, the rate
of unrecove,'ed thefts of vehicles aged over three years declined hy 16
percent. These findings indicate that immobilization may have had
minimal impact on the risk of theft of new vehicles, which are the ones
most likely to be stolen for export.
Clearly more infbrmation is needed about the methods employed by
thieves in stealing a car for export. It would he helpful to know, for
example, how many of these vehicles are stolen off the streets in the
usual way, and how many I)y more sophisticated methods. These inchide the use of flathed trucks to remove the car, making copies of
keys, stealing keys in the course of burglary, entering into fraudulent
rental or lease agreements to ohtain vehicles, and even carjacking.

I I. Meeting the Research Needs
If research is to assist policy, it rot,st at a mininmnl provide better
information on the extent of traflicking in stolen cars, its costs, the
methods employed, and tile groul)s responsible. It must also providc
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information to support the development of preventive measures--as
distinct from enforcement--since these have been neglected to (late.
In this section, we offer some suggestions for meeting these needs,
though we avoid topics where we lack competence, such as economic
analysis of trafficking in stolen cars. \,Ve avoid ambitious or complex
studies because these could thil in the present undeveloped state of
knowledge. In any case, research that takes a long time to complete
rt, ns the risk of providing yesterday's answers to today's questions.
Cornish and Clarke have argued this point:
Organized crimes are dynamic activities characterized by
contingency and innovation, and these sources of instability and
change apply cven more to the thdd relationships and temporary
dependencies that may. cxist amongst complex crimes. \,Vhilc
research is being conducted, pcrmt, tatio,as and innovations arc
constantly occurring as opportunities and tcchnologics cha,~ge,
and as crime-control agcncies stimulate ft, rther change and
complexity.... Thus, even though the complexities of criminal
activity :at one point in time might wcll be best described by
lengthy and rigorous research, they might still shed little light
on the complexities of ongoing fi)rms of organized crimes at
another point. Indeed, the results of such research may be
counterproductive insof:ar as they misdirect policy makers as to the
nature of the phenomena in question and the propertics--dynamic
rather than static--of the underlying processes involved. (Cornish
and Clarke 2002, pp. 55-56)
T h e policy, purpose of gaining improved insight into current or,m-.
=.
nized crimes should be tackled instead using
'
. ~ " rat ai(~ap)'asal
research

approaches (Becbe 1995)] These approaches might include studying
policc and p,'osccution case papers of detected cases of vehicle traflicking, studying the reports of undercover operations, interviewing
cxpcrts and convicted ()flcndcrs ab()ut methods of tr:lflicking, intervicwing those invoh,ed in the export of used cars in order to understand the means by which legal business is transacted and the loopholes
available to offenders, and undertaking newspaper searches.
Such research couhl providc policy makers with more infi)rmation
about key topics such as the kinds of offenders involvcd, the ways they
establish links with others in destination countries, how they evade
7 Kelly and Rugan (2000) fi,llmvcd essentially this apl~roach m tllciv" study of mlflicking of w~m]cn t'm" sexual cxploitaticm in the United Kingdmn.
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customs controls at export and import, how the), give stolen cars a new
identitw, and how they re-register and sell cars in the destination countries. It is onh, with this kind of information that policy can respond
quickly to change and innovation in an area where illegal entrepreneurial expertise, opportunism, and responsiveness to changing market
conditions combine to set the agenda. Tremblay, Talon, and l lurley
(2001) describe in great detail how this process has led in Quebec to a
large increase of thefts of cars for resale.

A. ~'h'asm'iJzg the Extent of the Problem
Better measures of trafficking in stolen cars are needed hoth f~r
evaluating policy and for determining the appropriate level of policy
inter~,ention. This is the most urgent prioritT for research in this field.
Present estimates rely upon educated guesses about the percentage
of unrecovered stolen cars that is exported. Thus the National Criminal Intelligence Service has recently stated in its newsletter for police
that "it is estimated that 10-20 percent of perma,lently stolen U.K.
vehicles are exported. This translates to 20,000-40,000 vehieles--a
very significant number" (National Criminal Intelligence Service 2001,
p. 2).
The NCIS estimate is much lower than that usually quoted fbr the
United States, which is around 30-35 percent. The figure is likely to
be lower for Britain because, unlike the United States (and Continental
Europe), all cars stolen for export in Britain have to be transported on
ships or must leave the country via the Channel Tunnel. This would
reduce the profitability of this offense.
It seems highly improbable that 20,000-40,000 vehicles could be illegally exported fi'om Britain through the ports without attracting the
notice of police and customs officials, particularly in light of the volume of the legal export trade in used cars. According to l)epartment
of Trade and Industry figures, 24,259 used vehicles were exported
from Britain in 2001--a tigure not much different from the numbers
stolen and exported, s This means that police and customs officials at
the ports could expect nearh, half the cars they encountered to be
stolen.
Another reason why theft for export might be a smaller problem in
Britain is that British vehicles are right-hand drive, whereas those in
s C.mpilcd from I h\'l Custonlsand ExciseData; availableon-line :it www.uktraddnfo.
C0111.
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most other countries are left-hand drive. T h e onh, nearby right-handdrive countries are Ireland, Cyprus, and Malta, all of which are comparatively small and unlikely to be able to absorb large numbers of stolen vehicles fiom Britain. Nigeria and Ghana are generally thought to
be the principal overseas destinations for stolen cars exported from
Britain. These are both left-hand-drive countries, though they do not
discriminate particularly between left- and right-hand-drive vehicles.
Nigeria is second only to the United States as a destination for used
cars legally exported from Britain (2,985 in 2001), and it turns out that
more used cars are legally exported from Britain to left-hand-drive
countries (77 percent of the total of 24,259) than to other countries.
Altogether, these data suggest that right-hand drive is not as great a
deterrent to theft for export as might appear at first s i g h t - - b u t this is
vet another topic for detailed s t u d y .
Even though the U.K. estimate of vehicles stolen for export is lower
than for other parts of the world, like all such estimates, it takes no
account of the [:act that only a few models are thought to be vulnerable
to theft fc)r e x p o r t . Estimates of the numbers of cars stolen f~r export
ought to be based on these models, not on all cars stolen, as at present.
As we found in an exploratory study, this produces very much
smaller estimates of the size of the problem. From interviews with seventeen experts (Hardy and Clarke 2001), we obtained information
about models believed to be at "high risk" of theft for export. `) All seventeen experts identified hlxurv vehicles as being the most at risk, with
sport-utility vehicles (SUVs) or off-road vehicles in second place. Between them, the experts identified twenty-one specilic models, two of
which we excluded from our analysis because they were light c o m m e r cial vehicles, not cars.
Thirteen of the seventeen experts stated t h a t c a r s stolen for export
were generally less than threc years ohI, while two others stated that
they were less than fi)tll" v e a r s oht. Accordingly, we co,lfined the study
to vehicles three years old or less.
In case the experts had overlooked some high-risk models, we undertook an examination of p~lice records of vehicles impounded between 1999 and 2001 at Till)uD,, one of Britain's largest ports. (Unfortl FouI'tCcI1 o|" thcsc cxI)cltS WCl-t~ l)OliCC or CLISt{)II1S O|'[iCCI'S iH lli]lC ()f thc sc\'cIllccl]

major ports covering the coasdinc of l£ngland and \\Talcs, <me was the head <~t"tile ~\'lctr.p.lium P, dicc Stolen \;dliclc Unh, OllC ;|H ~|ll:l]v~.l EH" lhc Nati~mal Crilninal l m d l i gcncc gel'ViCe, and one was ~ln invcsligat.r wlu} specializes in the iI]|CI'II~I[HHla] I'CCO~-'CFV
o f vehicles stolen in the United Kingdom and exported.
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tunately, these records did not distinguish hetween cars suspected of
being stolen from those with outstanding loans that had to be paid be['ore the vehicles could leave tile country.) These records consisted of
146 cars comprising fifty-seven different models. T w o of these models
were excluded because they were light commercial vehicles, not cars,
and a further thirty-one models were exchidcd because onh, one car
had been recovered of each model. It would he dangerous to inchide
these thefts, which might have heen committed fi)r unusual reasons,
when seeking to arrive at a national estimate of the numher of cars
stolen for export.
This left twentv-f'our models of which at least two examples were
recorded. This group of twenty-four models accounted f'or 76 percent
of the cars impounded during the three-year period and included
eleven of the nineteen identified by the experts. Most of the other
models were small- or medium-sized sedans with only two or three

cars impounded in each case. These were likely to he cars with O U t standing loans rather than ones stolen for export. In fact, only two
models not already identified by the seventeen experts seemed to fit
the category of high-risk cars for export t h e f t - - t h e Volkswagen Golf
(sixteen cars impounded) and the Mercedes NI class (seven cars impounded). These two models were added to the nineteen models idcntiffed hv the experts, for a total of t~vent3,-one high-risk models (see
appendix). T h e twenty-one models represented only 3 percent of the
697 models identified in the Car TDefi Index 2001 (Home Office 2001).
For each of these twenty-one models, unpublished data from the
H o m e Office CTtr TDefi Index 2001 yielded the numbers of cars tirst
registered in 1998-2000 that were stolen and not recovered in 2000.
T h e percentage stolen and not recovered fbr each of the twenty-one
models was compared with the average percentage not recovered for
all other vehicles in the same market segment (e.g., sports cars)--a
necessary step because recovery rates vary hv market segment. In each
case, the percentage not recovered of the twenty-one high-risk models
was greater than for the other models in the segment. It was assumed
that this difference reflected the cars stolen for e x p o r t - - o n the further
assumption that the twenty-one models at high risk of theft for export did not also differ consistently from other models in their risks of
other forms of unrecovered theft (e.g., broken for spares or insurance
frauds).
Table 1 shows the overall results of this exercise. T h e average rate
of nonrccovcry was fotu" percentage points higher for the twenty-one
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TABLE I
l)ifferences in Nonrecoverv Rates between T w e n t y - O n e Models at
High P,isk of T h e f t for Export and Others in the Same Market
Segments (All Models Aged T h r e e Years or Less Stolen in England
and \,Vales in 2000)

Market Segment
Small sedans
A'lcditun sedans
Large sedans
Lllxtll'V sedallS
Sports cars
SUVs and minivans
"l',,tal

Average

Average

N ( )n l'eeovel'V

a {}n Fee{ }VCI'V

Rate of 21
High-Risk Models

Rate for Rest of
Market Segment

l)iffcrence ill
Nonrccoverv Rates

37.3
41.0
37.7
28.6
33.0
34.8
3 7.0

35.2
32.3

2.1
8.7

29.2
27.0

,q.5

2?.3
33.6
3 3.0

1.6
3.7
1.2
4.0

NOTI~.--SU\ Z = sport-utility vehicle.

high-risk m o d d s than for tile coml)aiison models. An "export ratio"
was then calculatcd, which reflected tile proportion of high-risk vehides estimated to be exported. Using the terminolo D, in table 1, this
ratio was expressed as the "difference in nonrccoverv rates:average
nonrecovery rate of twent3.,-one high-risk models." "T'his yielded an export ratio of 4.0:37.0, or nearly 11 percent. This translates into a national export rate of 0.2 percent of unrecoveted stolen cars, equating
to al)out 140 cars.
These estimates fall so thr short of the official ones (10-20 percent
of stolen unrecovercd cars exported, with a total of somewhere between 20,000 to 40,000 vehicles) that they run tile risk of being dismissed {;}tit ¢}f" hand o n g r o u n d s ot" faulty inetlaod{}lot4v... \,Ve would
readily concede SOlllC linfitations of Otll" method, inchiding that the
scvcllteen experts who were interviewed covered only nine of tile
largest Bvenr'¢-scvcn ports in tile country records of cars seized I}v police and CtlStOlllS officials wci'c examined at only one port; {)tit" gl'Otlp
O[: t w e n r v - t } n e laigh-risk models did n o t i n c h i d c o n e s d i s n l a n t l c d []}i"
spare parts l+ef'orc leaving tile c o u n t r y which therefore might tlOt
come to the attcntion of the authorities; we omitted cars that arc more
than three years old; wc omitted 676 models that individually might
bc stolen in small numbc,'s but collectively could yield a large total of
cars stolen for export; and wc assumed that the rates of other forms of
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unrccovered thefts for our twenty-one models were no different from
cars not stolen for export.
Conceding these limitations and that our esthnate is conservative,
we still believe the true figure of cars stolen for export is much closer
to our own estimate. T h e N C I S esthnatc greatly inflates the problem
I)y including all unrecovered stolen cars, when the literature is widely
agreed that the problem is mosth, confined to a small group of new
models. T h e N C I S estimate also leads to the unlikeh, conclusion that
the number of used cars stolen for export is little different from the
number legally exported.
O u r selection of twenty-one high-risk models was based on the
opinion of experts with firsthand experience of the problem. Even so,
the recovery rates of this high-risk group were on average only four
percentage points lower than for other comparable vehicles--suggesting that rather few of the cars in this high-risk group were exported. T h e s e facts cannot be reconciled with the N C I S estimate, and
the issue of the nt, m b e r of vehicles stolen for export cannot be resolved
without more detailed research. In fact, our pt, rposc in undertaking
this exploratory study was less to produce a firm estimate of the scale
of the problem than to make the case for this rcsearch--a CaSk made
simply I)y the huge gap between the N C I S estimate and our own. Ou,"
study also underlines the need for hard information on the fate of unrecovered vehicles. \,Vithout this intbrmation, it is impossible to think
clearly abot, t preventive policy) °
T h e need for improved measures is not contined to Britain, and, in
fact, our study could be repeated comparatively easily in the United
States by comparing the theft and recover3/rates of models at high risk
of theft for export to South America with those of other models sold
in the United States. As a refinement, the study could be repeated for
U.S. cities with seaports and for the U.S. states sharing land borders
with Mexico, hoth of which are thought to have higher rates of theft
for export (National Insurance Crime Bureau 1999).
T h r e e other methods of estimating the numbers of cars stolen fbr
export in the United States are possihle. First, U.S.-wide records of

]oAs an example of the confusion surrounding recovery rates, it is |'requently claimed
that because these have tended to decline over recent years, "professional" d~ct'ts are
hlcreasing. In fact. the oOicia] statistics show that the numbers of both recovered and
unrecovercd thefts have decreased markcdh, m recent years, though the drop is slightly
greater for recovered ("nonprofessional" thefts). This makes it appear that professional
thefts arc increasing when they are decreasing.
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the numbers of cars registered for use in year 1 could be compared
with numbers registered for years 2, 3, and 4 for high-risk models and
for all other models. Allowance should be made for cars legally exported and ones written-off in accidents. The difference in vearh, attrition rates between the two groups could provide a measure of cars stolen for export. Second, statistically valid counts could be attempted of
high-risk models using border crossings I)etween the United States and
Nlexico. Comparisons of the numhers observed and numl)ers expected
couht provide estimates of the trade in stolen vehicles using this route.
Third, representative samples of cars cising border crossings and containers awaiting shipment at U.S. ports couhl be examined to determine the numhers of stolen vehicles.
~vVhile seemingly feasihle, these approaches need to he more closely
examined. They all depend upon ol)taining access to data sources
maintained hv various federal and private agencies, the latter i,lcluding
the National Insurance Crime Bureau, the Highway Loss Data Institute, and R. L. Polk (commercial providers of statistical information
fi)r tile motor indust,'y). The last of the methods, while apparently
straightfi)rward, could invoh, e considerable legal and logistical difficulties. It would also require extensive cooperation fiom port autilorities and fi'om U.S. Customs and immigration services.

B. Stmlyi~tg the Metbo& Used I{), VebMe Traffickers
The difficulties of acquiring detailed infbrmation about vehicle trafticking methods needed for prevention have been discussed above.
These relate to the many variant forms of tiffs transnational crime and
the many steps involved in each. A way of studying the sequential steps
involved in the commission of any crime has been outlined by Cornish
(1994). "l~his depends on the concept of the crime "script," the uses of
which he has described:
By drawing attention to tile way that events and episodes unfohl,
the script concept .ffcrs a useful anah,tic tool for looking
at hchavioral routines in the service of rational, purposive,
goal-oriented action. A script-theoretic approach provides
a way of generating, organizing and systematizing kn.wlcdge
about the proccdt, ral aspects and procedural requirements
of crhne commission. It has the potential for eliciting more
crimc-specitic, detailed and comprehensive offenders' accounts
of crime commission, fiJr extending analysis to all stages of
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the crime-commission sequence and, hence, tot" helping to enhance
situational crime 1)revention policies by drawing attention to a
fuller range of possible inter~,ention points. (P. 151)
To (late, most applications of this concept involve relatively simple
crimes such as breaking into parked cars. For the more complex process of trafficking in stolen cars, scripts would have to be developed for
each stage of the specific variety of the crime being studied, with links
between each stage in the sequence. This approach might assist in
comparing variation among the methods used in tile different kinds of
trafficking and in synthesizing information from various studies.
A way to begin developing such scripts would be through interviews with two groups of knowledgeable persons: those arrested fi)r the
crime and law enforcement officials responsible for dealing with it. Examples of such studies already exist. Resindez (1998) interviewed ten
offenders for her study of trafficking in stolen cat's between Texas and
Mexico. Liukkonen's (1997) study for H EUNI surveyed those involved
in enforcement. Hinchcliffe's (1994) detailed account of methods used
in ringing stolen vehicles was based on surveys coml)leted I)v eightyfive British police officers with direct experience of dealing with professional vehicle theft. Sehr's (1995) account of police methods of dealing with auto theft ill Germany includes a lengthy interview with an
experienced insurance auto theft investigator in Eastern Europe, which
sheds some light on fencing networks. Apart froln focusing on tile
methods used at different stages of trafticking in stolen cars, future
studies should obtain estimates of the financial rewards for those involved at each stage (see Stefancic 1996 for one set of estimates).
Another approach geared specifically to understanding tile export
stage would be to interview those involved in legally exporting used
cars to developing countries. Such studies might focus on loopholes in
procedures and regulations that criminals could exploit.
These interview studies should be complemented by what might be
called "operational studies" of official systems and procedures relevant
to various stages of the process involved in vehicle trafficking. Again,
these studies would be intended to identi~, loopholes that could be
blocked by situational measures (Clarke 1995). They would include
studies of tile vehicle registration systems in countries (hoth developed
and undeveloped) involved in the international trade in stolen cars;
studies of the customs, port, and other procedures fi)r exporting and
importing vehicles (Smith and Burrows [1986] report that changes
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inade in the documentation necessary for importing cars into the
United Kingdom were successful in reducing illegal imports); studies
of existing methods for detecting stolen cars at border crossings and
on ferries; and studies of barriers to repatriation in different countries
(for discussions of these, see Liukkonen 1997; Hegstrom 1999).

C. Studj, itJg the Role o/" Ire'migrants
hnmigrants are invoh,ed in other forlllS of transnational crime and
are likely also to be involved in trafficking in stolen cars. This possibility could be studied by examining the known export routes for trafticking in stolen cars. The aim would be to examine ways immigration
patterns do and do not correspond to vehicle trafficking patterns.
First, the fit between drug trafficking routes and routes used by
those trafficking in stolen cars should be examined. The results lnight
claritk, the possible invoh, ement in vehicle trafficking of imlnigrants
fi'om particular countries and might support speculations that cars are
fi'equently tised as a form of payn3ent for drugs. This study would require vehicle trafficking routes in the Americas to he documented with
equal precision to those in Europe.
Second, the tit between legal export routes and the routes used by
those trafficking in stolen cars should be investigated. "l"he results
might clarify the possihle involvement of those with legitimate export
business in vehicle trafficking.
Third, the fit between patterns of immigrant settlement in the
United States and the known routes used by those trafficking in stolen
cars should be investigated. This study could also match preferred
models in different destination countries with theft of these models in
the immigrant areas in the United States.
These studies should be supplemented by interviews with law enforcenaent officials about tile invoh, ement of imnligrants. Additional
sources of l'eleVallt iil[ormation mav be newspaper amctitllltS of traf-

ticking in stolen cars and court lccords of vehicle trafficking cases (tile
latter comprising the source used Iiy Natarajan and Belangcr [1998] in
studying drug trafficking organizations).
II1. Conclusions
\,Vhethcr hccause of improved security on new cars or generally falling
crime rates, auto theft in developed countries is declining (personal
conmnmication,.laap de \,Vaard, Dutch Nlinistry of.lusticc, November
11, 1999; based on Home Ofticc and Eurostat data). Trafficking in sto-
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len cars will probal)ly be immune to this trend because improvements
in vehicle security provide little deterrent to professional thieves, anct
the demand for stolen cars in developing countries, fueled by increasing globalization, is unlikely to abate. Unlike rare animals and cultural
artifacts catering to more rcfine,d tastes, cars are widely coveted and are
constantly updated and improved. For all these reasons, they are likely to
remain "hot products" on the workt's theft markets for some considerahle
time to come (Clarke 1999).
Little hard reformation is available to guide the future clevelopment
of policy in this field. At the most basic level, it is unclear whether
trafficking in stolen cars resembles what Eck and Gersh (2000) call a
"concentrated industw," dominated by a few large criminal organizations, or a "cottage industry" of many small groups of entrepreneurs
that form to take advantage of the opportunities for this crime and that
dissolve just as easily. Nor is the size of the problem known. Our study
reported above indicates it could be much smaller than is claimed by law
enforcement agencies and the media, both of which benefit fi'om portraying vehicle trafficking as vast and highly organized--the police in
terms of prestige and resources and the newspapers in terms of readership.
Research is urgently needed on these issues, but if it is to bc helpful
to policy, it must be completed quickly using rapid appraisal techniques (Beebe 1995) because those engaged in trafficking are constantly adapting to new restrictions. At the same time, new opportunities ff~r trafticking are continually drawing in fresh recruits. If
researchc,'s do not Inove equally fast, the information they produce will
be out of (late before it can be put to use. Police agencies will have to
play their part by streamlining procedures for giving researchers access
to sensitive data.
Apart from more information about the scale and nature of the
problem, the most urgent priority for research is to uncover the methods 1)v which traffickers circumvent registration and licensing requirements, and avoid detection at customs and border checkpoints. Operational research of this kind should be complemented by studies of
immigrant involvement in vehicle trafficking and 1)v economic (and
business) analyses of the crime. The latter will be assisted by the multipie databases that exist on vehicles and vehicle theft. \,Vhile it may be
a benign form of transnational crime, and not as large a problem as is
usually portrayed, vehicle t,'aflicking is a costly drain on law enforcement. The modest investment in the studies identified above should
not be delayed.
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APPENDIX

TABLE IA
Numbers Stolen and Not Recovered of Twenty-One Models at
"1 [igh Risk" of Theft fbr Fxport (England and \Vales 2000)
Market
Segment
Sinai] sedan

Make and Model
V'W Golf

IJtlXtll'V s e d a n

Sports car
,'qport- ut i]it v
vehicle

All market
segments

N ( It
PCU'CC|l{
I,{ccovcrcd
not
in 2000
Recovered

664

416

24S

37.3

672

3~)9

273

40,6

A'lcrccdcs C class

198

I14

84

42.4

BM\V 5 series

195-

132

63

32,3

Mcrccdcs 200 series
Mcrccdcs 300 series
Mcuccdcs 1! class
1hmda Legend
Peugeot 504 and 505
I{A'I\V 7 series
Lcxus (,5300/l,5400
~VlcrccdcsCI~K/,qI~K
Porschc ~)1 I/944/96S

83
35
234
5
5
41
50
260
89

44
22
143
3
:I
30
35
181
53

39
13
91
2
2
II
15
79
36

47.0
37. I
38.9
40.0
40.0

Jccp Cherokee
Land Rovcr I)iscm'crv
Mcrccdcs ~\'1 class
iVlitsubishi Shogun
Nissan Tcrrano
Toyota l_andcruiscr
Isuzu Troopcr
Land Rm'cr Range Rm'cr

,q6
204

64
109

25.6
46.6
33.3
17.7
38.6
41.3
40.0
41.2
37.0

Mcdiumsedan B M \ V 3 series
Large sedan

Stolen m Recovered
2000
in 2000

All models identified

9ca

66

186
44
S0
50
119

153
27
47
30
70

22
~5
33
33
17
33
20
4 c)

3,399

2.141

1,258

26.8
30.0
30.4
40.4
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Labor Racketeering:
The Mafia and the Unions
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The lahor movement and its members have hmg suffered from extortion,
thie\,ery, and fraud. Corrupt labor officials have used union power to

CXI-oI'tIIIOI1CV t'l'lHll liusincsscs. Labor racketeering has been a major slitll'Ci2
of the Cosa Nostra crime fi/milics' powcr and wealth since the 1930s.
Nonetheless, comha,dng labor racketeering did not become a federal law
cnfinccnlcnt priority until .limnly Hoffa's assassination in 1975. "T'hc U.S.
I)ep:trtnlcnt (l[:.lusticc, beginning in the eat'iv 1780s,
< ~ Iwought ~n

threatened civil racketeering lawsuits against ntnncrous molflmd-up locals
and four international unions. These la\\'suits led to an unprecedented
effort hy court-appointed monitors and trustees to purge the corrupted
unions of racketeers and racketeering and to rcfi~rm the unions.
\,Vhen J o h n L. Lewis, former president of the United Mine W o r k e r s
(1920-60), observed that "Labor, like Israel, has many sorrows"
(UJ6ted States "o. Lawl 560, IBT, 581 F. Supp. 279 [1984], p. 279), he
was referring to the long history (even then) of corruption and racketeering that has plagued the American labor movement. Likewise, the
labor leader David l)t, binskv called labor racketeering % cancer that
almost dcstrm, cd the Americzm labor m o v e m e n t " (IDuhinsky and
Raskin 1977, p. 145). Rohert I:. IZcnncdy, who served ;Is general counsel (1957-60) to the Senate Select C o m m i t t e e on h n p r o p e r Activities
in the Lallor s\'lanagcnmnt Field (McClellan Committee), warnt:d tlaat
labor racketeering was a threat to society generally and he made labor
J:nncs B..]ac*fl~s is \.Var,'cn E. Burger P,'ofcssor ,~t Law and director of tile Comer for

Rcsc:u'ch in Crime :rod .lusticc, New York University Sch~.)l of Law. Ellen Peters is :l
2002 graduate uf the New York University School ~;f Law. \Ve arc grateful m Robert
Stewart and Herman Bcnscm flu"commctlts a n d suggestions.
© 2003 hy The Univcrqly ,~f ('hicag~,. All rights re>erred.
0192-3234/2003/t)(13 ()-II(ll)I $ I O.IlO
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racketeering (especially J i m m y Hoffa) a top Justice l)epartment priorits, when he became attorney general in 1961 (Kennedy 1960). No
other country has a history of t, nion-related criminality approaching
what has been exposed in a century-long litany of scandals, articles
by investigative journalists, governmental hearings, prosecutions, and
lawsuits. ~
" L a b o r corruption" refers to the misuse of union office and authoritv f~Jr unlawful personal gain. T h e immediate victim may be an employer or the union itself, ht, t the ultimate victim is always the union
rank and tile. " L a b o r racketeering" refers to labor corruption committed by, in alliance with, or under the auspices of organized crime
groups.: Labor racketeers include members or associates of organized
crime groups, some of whom hohl union offices, as well as union officials who work on behalf of organized crime. C o m m o n criminal of_
lenses subsumed by the term "labor racketeering" include extortion of
employers by threatening unlawful strikes, work stoppages, picketing,
and workplace sabotage; soliciting and receiving bribes from employers
in exchange for allowing the employer to ignore the terms of the collective bargaining agreement ("sweetheart deal") or fi)r a gt, arantee
just to be left alone ("labor peace"); thefts and embezzlements from
the union and its pension and welfiare funds; violence against rank-andfile "dissidents"; and the maintenance of illegal employer cartels by
threatening to strike or sabotage businesses that are not cartel members (New York State Organized Crime Task Force 1990, pp. 131-43).
The,'e has been sporadic recognition of labor racketeering as a crime
problem and a social prohlem since the beginning of the twentieth
century. Congressional hearings gave the matter unprecedented publicita,, in the late 1950s, but there was no concerted political or law enforcement c o m m i t m e n t to attacking the problem until the late 1970s
and well into the 1980s. By then, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FB1) and the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) had come to see the
i It need hardly be added that focusin,, on labor racketeering as a crime problem is
no more an indicnnent of the vast majority of union officialsand nlcmhcrs than fiJcusing
on corporate crime is an indictment of the vast majority of husincssmen.
-' In his classic Orgmlized Crime in Chlca,~o (1968), first published in 1929 (by the Illinois Association fi)r Criminal Justice), John Landesco provided a great deal of infi~rmation and commentary,on labor racketeering. One of the earliest studies ot- labor racketeering is Harold Sei'dman's(1938) Labor CEars: A Histo O, oJ'Labor RacL'eteeriJlg. Pr,obabh,
the most fimmus carh" study was Daniel Bell's classic, "The P,ackct-Riddcn Longshoremen," originally puhiishcd "in FmTzme ?,'la~az.h/e(1951) and then reprinted in Tl, e EJld oj
hleolo,~,: Oil t~le [~.~']Jau.17ioll o]" Political Ideas ill the Fifties (1962). Scc also Taft 1970;
I lutchinson 1970.
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eradication of labor racketeering as the centerpiece of a comprehensive
organized crime control strateg3,. T h e FBI devoted massive resources
to investigating Cosa Nostra's control over a score of local unions and
a number of major national/international unions. 3 T h e federal organized crime strike forces and the U.S. attorneys began bringing civil
racketeering lawsuits against labor racketeers with the goal of having
federal courts isstie injunctions requiring wide-ranging union reforms,
including the purge of racketeers and the restoration of union clemocracy (Goldherg 1989).
T h e most successful of these civil Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act (RICO) lawsuits have demonstrated the capacity o f
federal courts, when supported by courageous and creative former
prosecutors serving as court-appointed trustees, to effectuate impressive institutional reform in thoroughly racketeer-dominated unions.
Hundreds of criminals have heen purged from union positions, f;lir
election procedures have been instituted, and ftllldawlellca] changes in
union governance and operations have been adopted. But the path to
r e f o r l i ] has IIOt been easy, and it has not been unidirectional, s\'lany
civil racketeering suits have thiled to root out racketeering a n d t o
achieve fundanlental union I'efOHll. leach lawsuit, and especially each

trusteeship, has approached its challenge afi'esh. T h e r e has vet to
cme,'ge any systematic body of knowledge ahout what works and what
does not work for trustees and monitors, operating undo, court auspices, charged with the task of rehabilitating unions that have been
corrupted and devastated bv decades of mob dominance. Thus, there
is a crying need to document and anah, ze the effbrts that have so far
taken place in order to refine and improve anti-labor-racketeering and
union reform strategies for the future.
This article has three goals. First, it seeks to make a cask for taking
labor racketeering seriously, indeed as an imp<wtant i:orm of systematic
criminality that festers in one of societx,'s kcv sociopolitical institutions..qecond, this article hcgins to document and analyze the federal
govcrnnlent's remedial efforts to purge organized crime t:roln the four
most corrupted international unions. Third, it attempts to lind a theoretical place fi:~r labor racketeering in academic criminology.
-~An international union has :fl-tiliatedlocals in Canada :is well as the: United Suites.
Nati()nal and internati(mal UlIi()nsdiffer with respect to h<)w¢cmralized they arc. Some
uriions permit their h)cal aftiliates wide-ranging indeperidencewhile (>thersseekto m()nitor and n'i:lnag+ their locals. +\'lost iltiiJ<tna] :ind intcrn:iti,nal unions are nicinllcrs o( tile

AI:L-CIO, a labor federation that Ioblfics on behalf of the lah~w ill~iVCli/ellt.
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Section I of this essay sketches the history of labor racketeering up
until the early 1980s, when the President's Commission on Organized
Crime (PCOC) took stock of the problem. Sections 11-\ i present
PCOC's assessment of labor racketeering in the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT), International Longshoremen's Association
(ILA), l lotel F~mployees and Restaurant Employees International
Union (HEREIU), and Laborers International Union of North
America (LIUNA) as of the early 1980s and then, in each case, doct,ment the extraordina~, steps taken by the U.S. Department of Justice's
Organized Crime and Racketeering Section (OCRS) and the U.S. attorneys to purge those unions and their locals of organized crime racketeering. Section \q begins to sketch out a criminolo~7 of lahor racketeering.
1. History of Labor Racketeering
In the labor wars from the 1860s through the 1930s, both employers
and unions reached out to gangsters to counteract the violence directed at them (Landesco 1968, pp. 132-47). Gangsters also served as
a counterweight to communists and leftist elements in the labor movemerit (Kimeldorf 1988); the gangsters were simply less threatening
than communists to some government officials, businessmen, and
union leaders. In some cases, once the gangsters gained a ff~otbold,
they consolidated their power through intimidation and patronage. 4
Control over a tmion was immensely valuable to the organized crime
bosses, who could steal from the union coffers and extort money from
employers. In addition, they could barter union SUl)port to politicians
in exchange for immunity from investigation and prosecution. Some
labor racketeers wielded inflt, ence with local political party machines.
\,Vith ties to the t, ndenvorld and influence in legitimate society, the
labor racketeers became major power brokers at the local level and
even at the state and national levels.
In the 1920s and 1930s Arnold Rothstein, Louis Buchalter (aka
Louis Lepke), and Jacob "Gurrah" Shapiro were the most powerful
labor racketeers in New York City, where they dominated crucial
union locals in the garment industry. Through his control of the Tailors and Cutters Union, Lepke extracted millions of dollars fi'om the
garment industry. Thomas Dewey, New York City's special prosecutor
The best study of how organized crime achieved ;1 fi~othold hi a union is l loward
Khneldorf's (1988) Reds or Rackets? The .Makin,~ o/'Radica/ am/ Comel~:ative Unions on the
l, ffateJ~}'ont. Set: also Philip S. F'om:r's(1950) The Fur am/Leather l.fforker," Union.
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for racketeering (and later Manhattan district attorney, New York governor, and twice Republican Party presidential candidate) referred to

Lepke as "the forenlost labor czar in the U.S." (Sifakis 1987, p. 186).
Dewey concentrated a great deal of his prosecutorial attention on labor
racketeering, especially in the restaurant sector where an organizedcrime domi,lated union systenlatically extorted the restaurateurs
(Hughes 1940; Dcwey 1974; Stolberg 1995, chap. 8). A silnilar situation existed in Chicago, where AI Caponc was tile leading labor racketeer of the 1930s (Vaira and Roller 1978).
The repeal of national alcohol prohil)ition (1933) ended organized
crilnc's monet)ely over alcohol and thus made tile labor unions nlore
important :is a source of revenue for organized crime grotlps. As c:.lrlv
as 1933, tile U.S. Senate (Copeland Committee) held hearings on
racketeering, including the role of mohsters within international and
local labor organizations (United States Congress 1 ).~.~). The committee heard testimony about workers who were fi~rced to pay kickbacks
to corrupt union officials. The attorney fi:w the American Federation
of l~allor (AFL)Building Trade Unions Anti-I?,acketcering Committee
explained that tile conllnittee had been fbrmcd two \rears earlier hv
union members concerned "that most of tilt unions in New York were
saturated with rackets" (United States Congress 1933, p. 798). i!'mployers recounted extortion by labor racketeers.
In January 1940, journalist \,Vestbrook Pegler exposed tile connection of organized crime figures, especially Dutch Schultz, to George
Scalise, president of the Building Services Fmlployces International
Union (VVitwer 2001). According to historian David \,Vitwer, Scalise
used his connections with Arthur Flegenheinlcr, better known as
Dutch Sehultz, to gain a charter fora Brookh, n bra,lch of
Teamsters Local 272, a union of parking garage workers. Unions
of parking garage emph:lyccs attracted gangsters, hecausc
organization couhl lllOSt quickly bc achieved through selective acts
of violence. I)amage to cars parked in non-union garages--ice pick
punctures t~l the tires or slashed upholstery--could quickly fi>rcc
an employer to sign his employees into the union. And union
organization in Ctlrn provided a c o v e r t o r corraJiiil~' lhc
I)usinessmcn into an clnplovcrs' organization, whose dues could be
tallped hv organized cl'illlC, hi spite of the rise Of f'orce against
cnlploycrs in such an organizing campaign, this was not a case of
out and out extortion; cmflloycrs enjoyed real benefits. This kind
of colhlsivc arrangenmnt bctwccn a union and an cmployc,'s'
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organization offered owners a way to manage competition.
Employers' associations could set uniform rates and limit the
entrance of new competitors. (\.Vit~ver 2001, p. 1)
Daniel Bell's article, "The Racket-Ridden Lo,agshoremen" (first
published in Fo'J~mze Magazine in 1951 and later as a chapter in The
End ofldeolog),, 1962) provided a detailed picture and penetrating explanation of racketeering in the International Longshoreinen's eLssociation (ILA), where union bosses forced longshoremen to make payoffs
in order to work, and shippers had to pay to have their cargo unloaded.
This was brilliantly dramatized in Ella Kazan's classic 1954 film On the
l,t/ateJ2%Jit (starring Marion 13rando, Eva Marie Saint, Karl Malden,
Lee J. Cobb, and Rod Steiger), based on 13udd Schulherfs screenplay
and on Malcolm Johnson's 1949 Pulitzer Prize-winning Nca~ Fork Su,z
series, "Crime on the Labor Front" (Johnson 1950). In 1953, the AFL
expelled the east coast [LA, citing organized crime domination, and
formed a competing t, nion, the International Brotherhood of Longshoremen. The effort f:ailed. The AFL and the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO), which combined in 1955, admitted the ILA to
membership in 1959. Also in 1953, Congress enacted an interstate
compact that permitted New York and New Jersey to establish the
\,Vaterfront Commission of Ncw York Harhor, which was authorized
to regulate waterfront business activity and labor relations. 5 The
\,Vaterfront Commission replaced the infamous "shape t,p" (whereby
the union bosses picked out who would work that day from the men
assembled on the pier) with a hiring system that licensed longshoremen, assigned them to jobs, and guaranteed them an annual wage. It
also ended the "public loading" racket, bv which the ILA required
truckers to make payoffs in order to have cargo loaded or unloaded
from their vehicles at the piers, even if the service was not needed
(Jensen 1974).
Since the 1940s, Italian-American Cosa Nostra organized crime families have dominated in labor racketeering and organized crime generally (Sifakis 1987; Fox 1989; Abadinsky 1990). Some Cosa Nostra
lahor racketeers achieved enormous local, regional, and even national
prominence, including economic power and political clout--for exampie, Joseph "Socks" Lanza, Albert Anastasia, Anthony "Tony Pro"
s The Suprenle Court upheld the constitutionality of the legislation creating the \\;aterfl'om Commission in De Veau v. Braisted, 363 U.S. 144 (1960).
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Provenzano, Johnny (Dio) Dioguardi, AI Pilotto, Anthony Scotto,
Ralph Scopo, and Vincent DiNapoli. The close links between some of
the nation's most powerful labor leaders and the organized crime f:amilies are by now well docmnented through the prosecutions of labor
officials like IBT's Bernard Adelstein, Frank Fitzsimmons, Roy \,Villiams, and Jackie Presser; by prosecutions of mob figures who also held
positions in labor unions like Vincent DiNapoli (United Brotherhood
of Carpenters and Joiners), Ralph Scol)o (LIUNA), and Thomas
"Teddy" Gleason (ILA); and bv prosecutions of organized crime
bosses like Tony Salerno, Mathew lanniello, and Carmine Romano of
New York; Tony Accardo, Joseph Lombardo, Joseph Aiuppa, and Paul
Ricca in Chicago; Nick Civella in Kansas City; Raymond Patriarcha in
Boston; and Nicodemo Scarfo in Philadelphia.
Labor racketeering received national political attention in the U.S.
Senate's 1950-51 Kefauver hearings. These nationalh, televised hearings introduced the citizenry to F'rank Costello, Albert Anastasia, and
othc, top mafia bosses (Kefauvcr 1951). Senator .lolm McClellan,
chairnmn of the Senate Select Committee on hnproper Activities in
the Labor or Management Field, held comprehensive hearings fi-om
1957 to 1959 (Kennedy 1960; United States Congress 1960; McClellan
1962). (The creation of the committee was at least partly a result of the
journalist V'ictor Reisel having been blinded with acid after publishing
articles exposing labor racketeering; authorities believed Johnny l)io
was behind the attack.) \,Vhile the colmnittee was fi'ustrated by inadequate r e s o u r c e s a n d the refusal of many witnesses to answer questions
on Fifth Amendment grounds, its hearings illuminated and dramatized
extensive labor corruption and racketeering and led directly to passage of the Labor s\'lanagemcnt Reporting and l)isclosure (LandrumGriftin) Act in 1959.
I.andrum-Griftin sought to protect unions fl'om organized crime
pcnen'ation by I)anning persons with criminal records from union o fL
lice, making cnd~ezzlcmcnt from a union a fedcral crime, prohibiting
unions flom isstiing loans to their officers o r paying their fines,
strengthening the democratic rights of rank-and-file menlbcrs (inchiding fair elections), imposing reporting and disclosure requirements on
unions and criminal penalties for thlse reporting, and providing tmion
members access to federal courts to enforce their rights (29 USCA scc.
401, et seq.; Summers, Raub, and 13enson 1986). Unfortunately, the
law fililed to achieve its aims because of weaknesses in the cnfi:)rccmcnt
mechanisms, the hostility of the mainstream labor movement, and the
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U.S. Deparm3ent of Labor's (DOL) inability or unwillingness to entbrce the law vigorously (Rauh 197 I; Nelson 2000).
l)uring the presidency of George Meanv (1955-79), the AFL-CIO
attempted to oppose racketeering in some of its affiliated unions. For
example, the first AFL-CIO convention (1956) established a Committee for Ethical Practices to assist the executive council in kecping the
federation free of corruption (Taft 1964, p. 696). The committee ultimately drafted six codes of ethical practices. The AFL-CIO was given
the authority to investigate its affiliates' internal activities and to expel
a union for failing to abide by the codes. In 1957, the federation expelled the Teamsters, and during the late 1950s it demanded reforms
in several other unions, temporarily suspending their memherships tmtil blatant corruption was addressed, e' After the early 1960s, the ethical
practices committee never met, and the AFL-CIO ceased playing any
signiticant role in opposing corruption and racketeering in its affiliated
tlniolls.

\,\:hen Robert F. Kennedy became U.S. attorney general in 1961, he
made the prosecution of I B T president Jimmy Hoffia his numher one
priority (Kennedy 1960; Navasky 1971). 1 le expanded the Department
of Justice's Organized Crime and Racketeering Section and turned a
spotlight on labor racketeering (Goldfiarb 1995).
Hoffa was convicted of union pensioll fund fi'aud and jury tampering
(1964) and was sent to prison in 1967, but he managed to ohtain a pardon from President Richard Nixon in December 1971 (13rill 1978;
Moldea 1978; Crowe 1993). Although the pardon banned him from
union politics for fifteen years, Hoffa immediately hegan litigating and
calnpaigning to reclaim the Teamsters' general presidency from his
forlner protdg~, Frank Fitzsimmons, wholn Hoffa had selected as a
caretaker. Cosa Nostra had hecome comfortable with Fitzsimmons and
distrusted Hoffa, who now denounced Fitzsimmons as a mob puppet.
On July 30, 1975, Hofla disappeared. A mob "hit" was immediately
presumed (and is now believed to have been orchestrated 1)y Anthony
Giacalone, a leader of the Detroit Cosa Nostra family, and Tony
Provenzano, boss of the IBT Local 560 and a member of the Genovese
crilne f:amily in New Jersey).
Hoffa's assassination mobilized government action against hoth organized crime and labor racketeering. \,Vithin three years, labor racke" The AFL-CIO took action against the Distillery Workers, United "Fcxtile Workers,
13akcrv and C.nfcctioncrv Workers, the International .Icwch'y Workers, and the Laundry \.(:orkers lntcrnationiil.
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teering I)ecame the centerpiece of the FBI's organized crime control
strateb,3., (Jacobs, Panarella, and Worthington 1994). The most significant FBI investigations were "PENDORF," which focused on
Cosa Nostra control over the IBT Central States Pension Fund and
resulted in the conviction of [BT president Roy \,Villiams (who succeeded Fitzsimmons), Joe Lombardo (meml)er of the Chicago Outfit),
and Allen l)orfinan (the financial associate of the Chicago Outfit) for
attempting to bribe U.S. Senator Howard Canon to vote against trucking deregulation; "STRA\.VMAN," which foct, sed on a conspiracy by
four Cosa Nostra f:amilies to use the 1BT's Central States Pension
]~'und t o secure interests in Las Vegas casinos and to skim profits from
those businesses--and resulted in convictions of Joey Aiuppa and
Jackie Cerone (boss and underboss of the Chicago Outtit), Angelo La
Pietra and Joe Lombardo (Outtit capos), Frank Balistrieri (boss of the
Milwaukee falnih,) and Thomas and A,lilton Rockman (associates of
the Cleveland family); "LILREX," which targeted rackcteering in
New York City's construction industry; and "LI UNA," which focuscd
on Cosa Nostra racketeering in the Laborers Intcrnational Union of
North America. These F'BI investigations led to a steady stream of
prosecutions of labor racketeers, both organized crime tigures and labor officials (Lynch 1987a, 1987b). Nevertheless, at a Senate hearing
in 1978, Assistant U.S. Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti testifiecl
that more than 300 t, nion locals remained controlled or heavily influenced by organized crime (United States Congress 1978, p. 77).
The Teamsters' Central States Pension Fund had been the target of
allegations of mismanagement and organized crime influence since its
establishment in 1955. In 1956 Senator Paul Douglas issued ....Fhe
I)ouglas Report," which disclosed the results of congressional investigations that fimnd ntm3erous conflict-rff-intcrcst situations in which
• lsders had charged exorbitant fees and profited :it the expense of
benefit plans and their beneficiaries. I)avments flom individual union
members were routinely skimmed off by plan administrators, and
union employees secured positions as employees of the bcnctit plans
while doing little work t:or high fees. Union ofticials also received kickbacks fl'om persons or institutions to whom high-risk loans had been
granted. In 1958 Congress passed the \,Volt:are and Pension Plan Disclosure Act (\.VPI)I)A) in response to the al)uscs it uncovered. The
\,VI)PI)A attempted to curl) abuses of benetit plans I)y requiring pul~lication oF financial inforlnation by benefit plans. Cong,css believed that
disclosure of benetit plan financial infilrmation would curl) abuses and
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that plan beneficiaries could police the plans thenlseh, es. But later investigations fi)und that widespread abuses continued unabated. In 1962
Congress strengthened the \,VPPI)A by adding criminal provisions to
address kickbacks and contticts of interest, and gave the Department
of Labor investigato W powers (Coleman 1989).
The 1964 prosecution ofJimnly H offa partly involved his receipt of
kickbacks in exchange for making benefit fund loans. Organized crime
associate Allen l)orfinan (an employee of and later a ser~,ice provider
to the fund) was convicted in 1972 of conspiring to receive a kickback
for influencing a fund loan. In his 1972 book, TDe Fall arid Rise of.
ff#n,H 3, Ho)J'a, former Kennedy assistant \'\Salter Sheridan charged that
"there has been no meaningful monitoring of the Pension Fund by the
federal government since Hoffa's conviction in Chicago . . . . Neither
the Department of Justice n9r the Labor Departlnent followed up in
an effective way to determine whether the phmdering of the Fund continued" (p. 110).
Organized crime's plundering of union benefit funds was one of the
factors leading Congress to pass ERISA (F.mployee Retirement Income Security Act) in 1974; ERISA gave the l)epartment of Labor authority to investigate pension and welfare funds. A joint Labor and Justice Department investigation of the IBT Central States Fund began
in the fall of 1975. The fund, more than 70 percent invested in (mostly
Las Vegas) real estate and casinos, was notorious for lending money to
organized crime figures and their associates. The IRS sought to revoke
the fund's tax-exempt status, leading to a settlement in which twelve
of the fund's sixteen trustees resigned, and the fired agreed to hire an
independent tiducia W (Equitable Life Insurance Society) to handle investments (United States Congress 1977). \,\qlile this was an improvement, the corruption and racketeering did not end.
In 1978 Congress established a system of independent inspectors
general in all major federal agencies. The inspector general's mission
was to combat fraud, waste, and abuse. The Office of Inspector General in the Department of Labor was charged with investigating labor
racketeering; this office wouht play a key role in many of the most important investigations in the next two decades.
In 1980, the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
now under the leadership of Senator Sam Nunn, held hearings on the
Teamsters (IBT), Longshorenlen (ILA), Laborers (LIUNA), and the
Hotel and Restaurant \,Vorkers (H EREIU) (Ntum 1986). These hearings revealed widespread looting of pension and welfare funds by
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labor racketeers connected to organized crime. T h e sul)comlnittee
criticized the Department of Labor for having Failed to investigate vigorously and prosecute this wrongdoing. It also proposed " T h e LaborManagement Racketeering Act," which required that pension and
welfare plan officials be removed imnlediatelv fi'om office on conviction of certain felonies rather than remaining in office until the exhaustion of appeals; the bill, which finally passed in 1984, authorized D O L
to investigate and refer evidence of criminal activity to DQI.
Although investment decisions had been taken out of the hands of
the trustees of the IBT Central States Pension |Tund by the 1975 settlement agreement, the trustees were still permitted to purchase goods
and services for the fund, to administer pension benefits, and to handle
money fi'om the time it was paid into the thnd each month to the time
(approximately thirtT days later) it was deposited with the institutional
fiduciary. In 1982, I)OL tiled a lawsuit against all current and former
trustees of the IBT Central States Pension F'und, alleging violations of
tiduciarv obligations imposed by ERISA. "T'his lawsuit resulted in a
consent decree that provided for a court-appointed tiduciarv to manage the l l3T's Central States l)cnsion lrund and the IBT's Health and
\.Velfare Fund (Donovan v. Fitz,ri'm'mons, consent decree, 90 F'.R.I). 583
IN.I). I11. 1981]). T h e funds were prohibitcd fi'om employing or doing
husiness with any person who had been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor involving a breach of fiduciary responsil)ilit3.,. The consent decree also required the appointment of indet)endent special counsel to
monitor the fund's operations. T h e agreement provided that this oversight would sunset in ten years, hut it was later amended, so that the
oversight extended until September 22, 2002. Today (mid 2002), virtualh, every Teamster-related pension and wclthre fund is managed by
professional money managers
The t~unous Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act
(RICO) (18 U.S.C. sec. 1961 ct seq.) was enacted in 1970 as part of
the Organized Crime Control Act. Not onh, did RICO make it a serious federal offense to l)articipatc in the afthirs of an enterprise (e.g., a
labor tlnion) through a pattern of rackctccring actMty (dclincd as :it
least two of a hmg list of federal and state criminal offenses), it also
gave the I)eparmlent of Justice authority to stlc civilly to enjoin a person's or organization's fiiture RICO violations. By the early 198()s,
some federal prosecutors realized that they could use such civil suits to
purge the racketeering influence from nlobhcd-up unions.
The groundl~rcaking case, United States v. I_.ocal 560, IBT, filed in
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Nlarch 1982, charged that the largest Teamsters local in New Jersey
had been run by Tony Provenzano, a captain in the Gambino crime
fiamily, and his henclamen for more than a quarter centur3/ (Jacobs,
Panarella, and \,Vorthington 1994). Even while serving time for murder, "Tony Pro" ran the union through his brothers and other members of his clique for the benefit of organized crime. The government's suit asked for the removal of all union officers and the
appointment of a trustee to run the union and pt, rge it of organized
crime influence so that it could be returned to the control of its rank
and file. After a long trial, Judge Harold Ackerman granted the requested relief. The trusteeship would last for thirteen years (Goldberg 1989; Summers 1991; Jacobs and Santore 2001). Ackerman
obser~,ed:
This is not a pretty stor~,.. Beneath the relatively sterile language of
a dry legal opinion is a harrowing tale of how evil men, sponsored
bv and part of organized criminal elements, infiltrated and
ultimately captured Local 560 of the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, one of the largest local unions in the largest union in
this country.
This group of gangsters, aided and abetted by their relatives and
sycophants, engaged in a multiFaceted orD, of criminal actMtv.
For those that enthusiastically followed these arrogant mobsters in
their morally debased actMtv there were material rewards. For
those who accepted the side benefits of this perverted
interpretation of business unionism, there was presumably the
rationalization of "l've got mine, why shouldn't he get his." For
those who attempted to fight, the message was clear. Murder and
other forms of intimidation would be utilized to insure silence. To
get along, one had to go along, or else. (United States v. Local 560,
IBT, p. 279)
In March 1983, Donald Wheeler, a Department of Labor investigator, told the Senate Pemlanent Subcommittee on Investigations that
"it is estimated that within the jurisdiction of the Chicago Strike Force
there are approximately eighty-five labor organizations affiliated with
twenty separate international, national, or independent parent unions
that are sust)ected of being associated with, influenced or controlled by
organized crime and racketeering elements" (Unitecl States Congress
1983, p. 212). In July 1983, President Ronald Reagan (by Executive
Orders 12435 and 12507) appointed a President's Commission on Or-
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ganized Crime (PCOC) and charged it with making % full and complete national and region-by-region analysis of organized crime as well
as emerging organized crime groups . . . and mak[ing] recommendations concerning appropriate administrative and legislative improvement and improvements in the administration of justice" (E.O. 12435,
1983). The commission produced a number of reports, including The
Edge: Organiged Crime, Business and Labor U'nions (President's Commission on Organized Crime 1986), which reviewed a half century of labor
racketeering, highlighted governmental failures and missed opportunities, and recommended more effective counte,'measures. The Edge prorides a point of departure for assessing change in the state of labor
racketeering since the early 1980s.
Sections 11-\7 use the PCOC tindings as a basis for assessing the
state of labor racketeering circa the early 1980s in the four most notorioush, racketeer-influenced international t, nions. The commission's
foct, s on the IBT, LIUNA, ILA, and HERFAU is not surprising. For
decades, these unions have hcen the suhject of congressional hearings,
puhlic scandals, and occasional prosect, tions. The PCOC voh, me, 77}e
Edge (1986), brought together information and allegations that had
been in the public domain for many years. Each of the next fi)ur sections summarizes the [indings for each of these unions and then analyzes the government's sul)sequent remedial efforts.
II. The Teamsters
The PCOC charged that "corruption and the Teamsters [arel synonymous," and that since the 1950sthe Teamsters had been "firmly under
the inlluence of organized crime" (PCOC 1986, pp. 89-90). John
".lohnny Die" Dioguardi, a cape in the Lucchesc crime Family, and a
power hroker with influence in many unions, was one of Jimmy
Hoffa's key supporters in his quest for the IBT presidency, l)ioguardi
gave Hoffa several New York City I13"I" "paper locals" (i.e., a local
without rank-and-file members), which allowed l-lofth to c~mtrol the
important New York area IBT Joint Council and therehy secure the
presidency of the intc,'national u n i o n . 7 According to the PCOC, "organized crime has continued to maintain a l]1"111grip on the 11~'-1"long
after Hoffa's reign" (PCOC 1986, p. 92). Organized crime used threats

: T h e M c C I d l a n Committee f~cused on Johnny I)io, especially on his role ill establishing the I B T local that h:ld jurisdiction m'er trucking cargl~ into and out o f . l l ' K
ah'port.
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and occasional acts of violence "to quell all forms of dissent, criticism,
and opposition" (PCOC 1986, 13. 114).
According to the PCOC, the organized crime families converted
their influence m the I BT into wealth, status, and power. Control over
the IBT provided organized crime leverage over tens of thousands of
businesses dependent upon truck deliveries; this leverage could be exercised through extortion, solicitation of bribes, and demands for
no-show jobs (PCOC 1986, pp. 91-92). The mobsters enriched themseh,es by siphoning money directly from union coffers and by taking
kickbacks for sweetheart service contracts and "loans" from IBT pension and 1)enefit funds.
The PCOC traced organized crime's control over the Teamsters'
international union to its control over key IBT locals. The commission
found a documented relationship bet~veen Cosa Nostra Families and
thirty-six IBT locals, one joint council, and a confe,'ence (a regional
association of joint councils) (PCOC 1986, p. 123).
According to the PCOC, general IBT presidents "[Jimmy] HofFa
and [Royl \,Villiams were indisputably direct instruments of organized
crime," and [Frank] Fitzsimmons held his office by "establish[ing] a
measure of d4tente whereby he was allowed to head the union, while
organized crime stole the workers' benefit funds and used the union
for numerous criminal ventures" (PCOC 1986, 13t3. 90-91). At the
time of the commission's work, YVilliams was a federal cooperating
witness, having been convicted of attempting to bribe Senator Howard
(]annon. Fie testified that "every big [Teamster] local union . . . had
some connection with organized crime" (PCOC 1986, p. 89). Williams admitted that he himself had been controlled by Kansas City
Cosa Nostra boss Nick Civella who had quarterbacked \,Villiams's
campaign tT~rthe I BT presidency by obtaining necessary support fl'om
organized crime bosses around the country. The PCOC asserted that
Jackie Presser (whose father, "Big Bill" Presser, was a major Cleveland
organized crime tigure and, until forced to resign in 1976, an IBT
Central States Pension Fund Trustee), general president at the time of
the PCOC report, depended tif)on organized crime support for his
election to tile IBT presidency (PCOC 1986, t3. 90). This charge was
later confirmed by govermnent prosecutors (Neff 1989).
Mob-controlled locals elected mob-controlled ~fficers, who clmse
n3ob-controlled convention delegates, who ratified the choice of mobcontrolled international presidents, vice presidents, and general executive board (GEB) members. Because the rank and tile did not vote di-
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rectlv for international officers, PCOC judged it "unlikeh, . . . t h a t a
reform-minded Teamster president can be elected in the near future"
(PCOC 1 9 8 6 , p. 1 0 4 ) .
The PCOC reviewed organized crime's longtime influence over the
Teamsters' huge Central States Pension Fund. Organized crime associates like Allen Dorfinan and Bill Presser managed the fund's investments, loans, and operations. \,\rhile a typical pension fund invested
5 - 1 0 p e r c e n t o f its assets in real estate, the Central States Pension
Fund invested more than 70 percent in real estate, mt, ch of it mobsponsored ventures (mostly casinos) in Las Vegas. Despite the 1976
agreement that put control over fund investments in the hands of an
.
i
institutional fiduciary,
organized crime contint, ed to ~ t) , un(er
the
Central States Pension I;'und" (PCOC 1986, p. 99). Moreover, l ) o r f
illan continued to draw substantial fees for ha,idling the fiind's insurance business (PCOC 1986, p. 100). (Dorfinan was murdered in 1983
while awaiting trial on charges arising out of the S'['RA\.VMeMN investigation.)
"l"he P C O C report conchlded pessimistically that "no single remedy
is likely to restore even a measure of true union democracy and independent leadership to the IBT" (PCOC 1986, p. 138). It urged the
Department of Justice to make a commitment to purge corruption and
racketeering from the IBT through criminal prosecutions, civil actions,
administrative proceedings, and trusteeships. Even then, PCOC foresaw only a nodest hope of success" in wresting the IBT fi'om the grip
of organized crime (PCOC 1986, p. 120).
A. DQ75" Civil RICO Suit and the IBT 7)vtstee.4,ip
Almost immediately following the release of The EdW (PCOC 1986),
rumors began to circulate that Rudv Giuliani, U.S. atto,'nev for tile
Southern I)istrict of New York, was preparing a civil RICO complaint
against the IB'[" general executive board. As a preemptive measure,
I I?,T general president Jackie Presser launched an extensive Iol)l)ying
and imblic relations campaign. More than two hundred senators and
rep,'esentatives were persuaded to petition the Justice I)cpartment not
to tile such a suit (Jacobs, Panarella, and \.Vorthington 1994). Such an
t, ilprcccdentcd intervention on behalf of a potential racketeering defendant illustrates the enormous political power of the nation's largest
union, which provides politicians with endorsclnents, tinancial support,
and even campaign nmnpower. Members of the U.S. House of Representatives have to filce reelection every two years; few of them can af-
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ford to be indifferent to tile support or opposition of a large Teamsters
local in their district. Senatorial candidates, who seek to represent
whole states, are less vulnerable to a particular union's opposition than
House candidates. (It is not surprising that most congressional investigations into labor racketeering occurred in the Senate and that the
chairmen of these investigating committees came from southern states
where unions are not strong.)
On June 28, 1988, Giuliani filed a civil RICO complaint against the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters, the Cosa Nostra "commission," twentT-six Cosa Nostra memhers and associates, the IBT's general executive hoard, and eighteen present and former men, hers of
IBT's general exect, tive board (including president Jackie Presser and
general secretan,-treasurer \,Veldon Mathis) (United States v. lmernatiomd Brotherhood of Teamster% complaint, 88 Cir. 4486 [S.D.N.Y.
1988]). The complaint charged that the organized crime defendants,
aided and ahetted by the union defendants, acquired and maintained
control of the Teamsters through a pattern of racketeering actMty; the
defendants violated the memhers' rights to control over and information concerning the governance of their own union by creating a climate of intimidation and fear and by creating or tolerating perx,asive
corruption. Giuliani asked the court to remove the IBT general executive board members and to appoint a trustee to oversee the union's
aft:airs and a monitor to supervise a fi~ir election for international union
officers (UiJited State~ v. Intelwational B'rothertJood o1" Teamsters, complaint, pp. 104-15).
On March 14, 1989, the ]BT and the government settled the case
with a consent decree (United States v. InteJwational BrotlTerhood of
Teamster% consent decree, 808 F. Supp. 279 [S.D.N.Y. 1988]). The
union acknowledged "that there have been allegations, sworn testimony and judicial findings of past problems with La Cosa Nostra corruption of various elements of the IBT" and agreed that the IBT
should be free of any criminal element and governed democratically
"for the sole benefit of its nlenabership without unlawful outside influence" (U, zited States v. hzteJwatioJml Brotlwrhood qf TeamsteJx, consent
decree, p. 2; Lacey 1992, p. 1).
The consent decree provided for a permanent injunction barring
the union defendants from any future involvement with the I13T, various changes to the IBT constitution, democratic elections for international officers, and, most important, the selection of three courtat)pointed officers--independent administrator, investigations officer,
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and elections officer--to oversee the union's reform. T h e independent
administrator was given authorit)+ to remove or discipline any member
or officer of the union and to impose trusteeships on locals. T h e consent decree empowered the independent administrator to veto any IBT
decision that would further the interests of organized crime or labor
racketeers. ~ T h e investigations officer was charged with investigating
corruption at all levels of the Teamsters hierarchy and recommending
disciplinary action to the independent administrator against individuals
found to have violatcd the I B T constitution. T h e elections officer's
role was to promote democracy in union locals and internationals, and
to oversee direct rank-and-file secret-ballot elections for the union's
top officers in 1991 and 1996. United States District Court (S.D.N.Y.)
.ludge David Edelstein appointed former federal judge Frederick Lace),
as independent administrator, former Assistant United States Attorney
Charles Carbc,'ry as investigations officer, and labor lawyer Michael
I lolland as elections officer."
lnitialh, the consent decree was greeted hv a great deal of IBT ,'csistance. \,Villiam McCarthy, who became general president following'
Jackie Presser's death in July 1988, encouraged IBT locals arot, nd the
country to tile lawsuits in order to paralyze the court-appointed ofliccrs (Lace}, 1992, ilt). 5-6). Judge Edelstcin thwarted this strateg 3, by
combining all IBT/consent decree litigation in his court (U/zitcd States
v. lnteTwatioJ~al l~'rotherhood o/'Teamstc/x, 728 F. Supp. 1032, aff'd 907
F.2d 277 [2d Cir. 1990]).
T h e I B T reft, sed, in violation of the consent decree, to reimburse
many of the court-appointed officers' expenses. At its 1991 convention,
the IBT refi~sed to enact constitutional amendments to which it had
committcd itself hy signing the consent decree. T h c IBT also resisted
the court-appointed officers' efforts to inform the rank and file of the
independent administrator's tindings and sanctions against corrupt
IBT officials. Ultimately, .ludgc Edclstcin olstaincd colnl)liance in all
thcsc nlattcrs.
Independent Administrator Lacey served as the trier o f tact and
sentencing authority on charges I)rought by thc invcstigati~ms ofticcr

s Ahh~nlgh the independent adminisu'ator had suhstantial authoriw over union man:lgc[nt_'nt and disciplinu, hc did not have the attthoritv to make collective bargaining
agreements--that power remained in the hands of the IBT general prcsh]ent and the
general c.,:ccutivc board.
"Over the l+oH<m'ingten years, .fudge F+dclstt:in issuud al+proxhnatcly2()0 ducisi<ms
and orders related to the remedial phase ,,1"the case.
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against Teanlsters menabers and officials. Typical charges included association with and membership in Cosa Nostra (hwestigcttions ofjqcer
v. Senese, et al., Decision of the lndel)enclent A(Iministrator [July 12,
1990], aff'd UJlited Stcttes v. ll~"F, 745 F. Supp. 908 [S.D.N.Y. 1990],
aff'd 941 F.2d 1292 [2d Cir. 1991], cert. denied, Seltese v. Ulzited
States, 112 S.Ct. I161 [1992]), failure to investigate corruption and refusal to testify at a disciplinary hearing (lnw'stigations Officer v. OtkL~na, .~';'., et al., Decision of the Independent Administrator [June 14,
1991], aff'd United States v. IBT, 1991 \,\rL 161084 [S.D.N.Y. 1991]),
embezzlement (hwestigatio~ls OfJicer v. Sctlvdtore, Decision of the
Independent Administrator [October 2, 1990], aff'd U1zited States v.
l l ) Z 754 F. Supp. 333 [S.D.N.Y. 1990]), and assault (lnvestigmions Ofricer v. Wilson, et ttl., Decision of the Independent Administrator [Decomber 23, 19911, aff'd United Smtt's v. I1~7, 787 17. Supp. 345
[S.D.N.Y. 1992], aff'd in part, vacated in part, 978 F.2d 68 [2d Cir.
1992]). Sentences ranged from reprimand to expulsion from the
union. Judge Edelstein consistently upheld Independent Administrator Lacev's decisions.
Investigations Officer Carherr~ exercised broad authority to investigate corruption and racketeering by union members and officers.
Carberrv and his staff audited locals and interviewed their officers and
members. He reviewed old criminal cases against IBT members and
officials for leads on current corruption and racketeering (United States
"~. kztermltional l~'rotherhood o/" Telmmer~', 803 F. Supp. 767 [S.D.N.Y.
1992], aff'd in part, rev'd in part, 998 F.2d 1101 [2d Cir. 1993]). The
FBI provided a constant flow of information. Carl)err), set up a tollfree telephone number for II3T memhers to report wrongdoing in
their locals. \,\qaen he found sufficient evidence, he filed disciplina~,
charges.
Elections Officer Holland created a three-step process for the election of the IBT general president, general secretary, and general executive board. First, the IBT locals would hold secret-hallot elections for
delegates to the IBT convention. Second, the delegates would nominate candidates for office. Third, the rank and file would vote in a
secret-ballot election supervised by independent monitors. The II3T
opposed these election reforms, arguing that the consent decree gave
Holland authority only to monitor the electoral process for fraud and
not to create new election rules. Ultimately, the court supported Holland's interpretation (United States v. lnteJwatiomtl I3rotherhoocl of Teamsterr, 803 F. Supp. 267 [1992], p. 770).
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The first direct election of international IBT officers took place in
1991. T h e election by mail-in ballots restllted in victory for Ron Carev
who, as a candidate independent of the clique that had dominated the
IBT for decades, enjoyed the support of the reformist group T e a m sters for a Democratic Union (see La Botz 1990; Crowe 1993). Carey
promised to eradicate all remnants of mob influence in the Teamsters.
Upon assuming office, he elimmated many multiple salaries, trimmed
the IBT budget, sold some of the union's more extravagant possessions, created an Ethical Practices Committee, and imposed trusteeships on a number of mob-controlled locals.
Pursuant to the 1989 consent decree, following the 1991 election,
the independent administrator and investigations officer were replaced
by a three-member Independent Review 13oard (117.13)that was responsible for continuing to investigate and purge corrupt inl]uenccs. T h e
U.S. attorney gcne,'al appointed Later to the IRB, and the ll~r appointed li'. Harold Burke. \,\qlen Lacev and l]urke were unable to
agree on the third inembcr, the court al)pointed fi)l'nler lrBl director
\,Villiam \,Vebstcr. Between 1992 and 1998, the IP, B recommended
charges against 229 individuals. As of fall 2001, mo,'c than 120 individuals had been expelled from the union; a large number (if others were
suspended or retired. T h e IRB placed twenty-one corrupt locals and
one joint council under trusteeship.
T h e 1996 election was vigorously contested. Carey, though benefited I)v his recumbency, was hampered by the rank and file's perception that the Teamsters' bargaining power was declining. Carcv's opponent was James P. Floffa, son of the hugely potmlarJimmy R. Hoffa
who was IBT president fi'om 1957 to 1971. (Despite having been sent
to prison in 1967 Ipardoned in 1971] fi)r jtil3, tampering and corruption, the senior I lofla s reputation only *4Tewlar~er over the years, perhaps in part hccausc of his spectacular disapt~earance in 1975.)
James P. Hoffh, a lawyer, had to contend with his own set of troubles. Laccy had ruled him ineligible to run for general president in
1991 because he was not a Teamster. T o qualif), for thc 1996 election,
Hoffa signed on as an assistant to an II}T local president.
The 1996 election was even closer than the 1991 election. Carev
won a slim inajori D, of votes, but the elections officer refused to certify
the election because of campaign finance violations. Carey's campaign
was fi:)und to have illegally filnneled $,q85,000 to political action
groups, which in turn arranged donations to the Carey campaign fl'om
wealthy individuals (UJlited States z2. IHteiwatioJxal I],vzl3erhood oJ'7"t'a**z-
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sterr, 988 F. Supp. 759 [S.I).N.Y. 1997]). In Noveml)er 1997, tile IRB
barred Carev from the rerun election; it later expelled him from the
union. Carey was then prosecuted for corruption but acquitted (October 12, 2001). \,Vithout a significant challenger, Hoffa won the 1998
rerun election I)v a wide margin, and, in 2001, he and the H(~ffa Unity
slate of candidates for the general exect, tive board overwhelmingly
won a five-year term. Also in 2001, former U.S. attorney joseph Di
Genova replaced Harold Burke as the IBT's representative on tile IRB,
and former U.S. Attorney General 13enjamin Civiletti replaced Judge
Lacey as the government's representative; \,Villiam \,Vel)ster continued
to serve.

B. Project RISE
hnmediately following the election, l-loffia annotmced the fi)rmation
of a new unit to cleanse the IBT of any retnaining taint of corruption
and to persuade the court that it was time to terminate the IRB. T o
head tile initiative, named Project RISE (P,espect, Integrity, Strength,
Ethics), Hoffa appointed Ed Stier, the ex-prosecutor who served for
thirteen years as tile court-appointed trustee in the IBT Local 560 case
(Goldberg 1989; Summers 1991; Jacobs and Santore 2001). I°
Stier appointed a former justice of tile New Mexico Supreme Court
to lead an effort to draft an Ethical Practices Code. T h e code-drafting
committee consisted of a diverse group of rank-and-file meml)ers and
local officers from around tile United States and Canada. The group
met over a period of eighteen months and produced an impressive
product that, if carried out, would be a model for tile labor movement.
T h e code includes rules and procedures, and establishes several new
enforcement roles. It was endorsed at tile 2001 IBT convention in
Phoenix, Arizona, but its implementation depends upon tile termination or at least moditication of the IRB.
T h e second Project RISE component was an investigation of organized crime influence in the IBT. For this jot), Stier chose Jim Kossler,
the former organized crime coordinator in the New York City FI31 oflice. Kossler, in turn, hired as consultants a number of former FBI colleagues fi'om arot, nd the country. The Kossler teanl produced a coml)rehensive report on the current state of every IBT local that had eve,"
been proved or alleged to have been organized crime infiltrated or in~(>Sd+r alto(> alW)inted an advis()t'v l>oard to m<mimr Pr.juct RISE's in'ogress and to
make suggestions where apprapriatc. One of tile authors of this article, .lacol+s, served
as a m e m b e r <>f that board.
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fluenced. It found no indication of organized crime influence in the
vast majority of these previously tainted locals. In several locals, where
questionable influences still existed, investigations and disciplinary
proceedings were already under way.
Project RISE also carried ova a comprehensive history of corruption
in the IBT. "Fhe principal writer was Howard Anderson, one of Ed
Stier's law partners and a former congressional staffer. This history,
released in October 2002, provides the most comprehensive study to
(late of labor racketeering in the 1 B T . ~ Since this document is an authorized self-study it may well force many Teamsters who never encountered racketeers to confi'ont the truth of the government's allegations about tile mob's role in the t, nion's atfairs.

C. Comlasions
For decades, the IBT, the aatio 1 s largest and most powerful unioi1,
was controlled by organized crime. Indeed, from the 1950s on, Cosa
Nostra bosscs chose the union's general prcsidcnt. Organized crimc
t, scd its inttucncc to loot the pcnsion and welfare funds, extort employers, and place its own members and associates ill high-paying jobs.
Through their intlucncc ill the II3T, the o,'ganizcd crime families were
able to exert political and eco,mmic influence at the local, state, and
national levels. \.Vhereas businessmen and politicians cannot justit~v
meeting, working with, and bet}lending organized crime hosses, they
can easily jr, stir,, indeed hardly refuse, meeting with the heads of international and local u n i o n s , e v e n leaders reputedly connected to organized crime thmilics. Likewise, positions as labor officials provide organized crime I)osscs with a legitimate public idcntit~ and a reason to
functi(m as political and economic powcr Iwokers.
In 1986, PCOC considered the situation nearly hopclcss. But that
prediction proved unduly pessimistic. "Fhc federal civil RICO suit
against the 113"1"international and tile cot,rt-imposcd trusteeship that
it produced, along with thc government's rclcntlcss campaign against
Cosa Nostra, has lcd to a major transfi)rmation c~f the II3T. Non( of
the 1989 defendants are in positions of authority. "l'hc t,'t,steeship and
lndepeladcnt Review 13()ard have purged over 120 organized crimc
figures and associates from the union and produccd three f:air and corn-

" See Srier, Amlcrson, and Mahmc (2002). Additi~mal hist~wics ~t" Teamster corrupthin include Wim'er (19~)4) and Crmvc (19<~3).
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petitive elections at the international level)' Separate court-appointed
trusteeships in some of the most mobbed-up locals have also led to
impressive results. The James P. Hofl:a administration seems committed to routing out any vestiges of organized crime in order to persuade
the government and the court to dissolve the trusteeship and return
the union to its officials and members. \,\qlere they were once vilified,
former FBI agents and federal prosecutors now bare easy access to IBT
headquarters, president Hoffa, and his top staff.
III. Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees
International Union
At least since Prohibition (1920-33), according to the PCOC, the Hotel F~mployees and Restaurant Employees International Union had
been plagued by criminal infiltration and exploitation. The murder of
a union member at HEP, EI U's 1936 national convention precipitated
an investigation by Thomas Dewey's Special Commission on Crime.
The commission found "a flourishing restaurant racketeering business
in New York City"; subsequent prosecutions resulted in the criminal
conviction of three union officials, the suspension of a local union, and
the expulsion of several union members on account of their ties to
organized crime (PCOC 1986, t1. 72). The McClellan Committee's
hearings (1957-59) revealed pervasive organized crime influence in
Chicago's restaurant industry throt, gh control of three HF~REIU locals. The PCOC charged that HEP, EIU has "a documented relationship with the Chicago 'Outtit' of La Cosa Nostra at the international
level and lis] subject to the influence of the Gambmo, Colombo, and
Philadelphia La Cosa Nostra Families at the local level" (PCOC

1986, p. 71).
Shortly before PCOC's investigation, the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations held hearings (1981-84) on HEREIU. Its
final report conch, tied that "many of the officers of HEREIU have
consistently accorded a higher priorit3~ to their own personal and
financial interests than to the interests of the rank and file membership" (United States Congress 1984a, p. 9).
The PCOC described HEREIU as corrupt to the core. It charged
that Tony "Joe Batters" Accardo, boss of the Chicago Outfit, handpicked Edward Hanley as HEREIU's international president (PCOC
~: T h e r e arc some critics of the independent review board's continuing role (see Dean

2000).
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1986, p. 73). Control over Hanlev assured Cosa Nostra control over
union affairs because HEREIU's centralized governance empowered
tile international officers to dictate policy and personnel decisions to
the locals. Under 1 lanley's I'egime, mob figures obtained union loans
and jobs, and otherwise feasted on the union's assets. In short, "the
union's assets have been used to enrich the top officers of I-[F~RIrAU's
hierarchy" through high salaries, expense accounts, allowances, and
lifetime employment contracts (PCOC 1986, pp. 74-75). \'Vhen asked
by the Senate's Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations about
HEREIU's ties to organized crime, Hanlev asserted his Fifth Amendment right not to incriminate himself (PCOC 1986, p. 75).
The PCOC identitied several H ERIrAU locals controlled or heavily
influenced Ity tile Chicago Outfit and other organized crime t\mlilies.
For example, since 1978, Local 54 (Atlantic City, New Jersey) had
heen dominated by differcnt factions of lJhiladelphia's Bruno/Scarf'o
crinle family, t: Several <:if"Local 54's ofticers had crimilml records for
illurder, ;irs()ll, extortioll, drugs, bt-il)es, kickl)acks, alld racketecrhlg.
"T'he local's dental and wclfhrc fimds were controlled hv organized
crime (PCOC 1986, pp. 78-79). +T'hc local's corrupt influence infected
both business and government in Atlantic City. t4 In 1982, tile NewJersex; Casino Control Commission prohibited Local 54 from collecting
dues froll] casino employees because the influence of organized crime
made the local unfit to represent the casino workers' interests (PCOC
1986, p. 80). Ultimately, this decision was upheld I)v the U.S. Supreme
Court (I)#oz,JH "c. H E R E I U Local 54, 468 U.S. 491 [1984i).
The PCOC fimnd that HF~RI:_'IU Locals 6 and 100 (New York Cit3.,)
had been chartered and governed in furtherance of the interests of thc
Colombo and Gamhinu f:amilies. \,Vhat appeared to be a jurisdictional
split between these two HERI2.1U locals in fact represented the division of New York's restaurant workers hetwccn the Coh)m/~o and
Gamhino crilnc fhmilics (PCOC 1986, p. 84). In an intercepted convcrsation, Paul Castcllano, boss of the Gamhin<l crime tamily, explained that tile Cllicago Otltl]t "ownlcdl the ]ntel'llilti()llll] >' and that
i; T h e struggle for c~mtt'~l of l+oual 54 led to a murder hl l~)~I),',vhun a leader ol-a
rival union s.ught to take the bartenders away fi'~ml Local 54 ( P C O C 1986. pp. 76-77).
'~The PCOC t'cpnrtcd that Atlamic Chv illttX,'~ll"Michael Matthcws sulicited illegal

campaign c+mtrihtltionsfrom I..ocal54 officials.+('latthcwsadmhtcd dial he approached
I.<lca154 leaders in tn'dm"t<l ~lhtain IllOFlCV t'l'otll Phihlddllhia's Ilrun~l/Scart'~l crime t:<nnih'+ In I'CIIII'I1 fOl" the dlillatlon+ Mauhcws agreed to assist the ~Cal'I'l> f;llllilV ill its et]'~irt
t<l obtain a piece o f land owile(l Iw tilt: chv lit] which tl~c Sciut'o t-ltnih" Walltcd tel huiht
a c'ashl o.
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the Colombo crime family controlled the other local (PCOC 1986,
p. 83). The PCOC reported that "legitimate trade unionists are aware
of the moh ties to I-IERI£1U and await government action to oust the
moh from the union" (PCOC 1986, p. 85).
A. Civil RICO Suit against Local 54
In l)ecember 1990, the United States tiled a civil RICO suit against
HFA~,FAU Local 54 (Atlantic City) alleging a r, venty-year pattern of
racketeering orchestrated by the Philadelphia (Scarfo) organized crime
family (United Smte~ v. Hmtlo,, complaint, Cir. No. 90-5017 [D.N.J.
1990]). The complaint charged that Ralph Natale and other members
of the Philadelphia Cosa Nostra crime family had prevented democratic elections within Local 54 bv threatening to kill union members
who challenged mob-backed candidates. In April 1991, Local 54
agreed to a consent decree in which eight officers and employees of
the local were removed fi'om oftice because of ties to organized crime
(United States v. Hanle),, 1992 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22192 [D.N.J. 1992]).
The U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey in Trenton appointed James F. Flanagan (former dept, ty director of the New Jersey
Division of Gaming Enforcement) to monitor the aff:airs of the local,
and postponed Local 54's election until Flanagan could estahlish democratic procedures for the nomination and election of non-organizedcrime-influenced candidates (United States v. Hanle),). Under Flanagan's monitorship, Local 54 hegan holding quarterly membership
meetings, providing education and training to union members, and revitalizing its handling of members' grievances (Seal 1997).
Local 54's 1993 election demonstrated increasing democracy and a
decreasing organized crime influence; eight candidates were disqualitied on account of their organized crime ties. In the 1996 election, 33
percent of Local 54's membership voted. None of the ninety candidates investigated bv the monitor was found to be associated with organized crilne. The election produced wholh, new leadership. In February 1997, thc monitorship was dissolved (Seal 1997).
B. Civil RICO Suit against HEREIU l'nternatioJzal
Oil September 5, 1995, tile I)epartnlent of Justice filed a civil RICO
complaint against the HEREIU international union, alleging that
inend)ers of its executive hoard had conspired with organized crime
figures since the 1970s to accept illegal payments fi'om employers, embezzle union assets, and control the union memhership through intim-
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idation. Along with the complaint, H E R E I U and DOJ filed a consensual settlement decree (UJzited Swtes ~,. HEREIU, Cir. No. 95-4569
[D.N.J. 1995]) whose object was to make " H E R E I U and all its locals
be free from the direct or indirect influence of organized crime, now
and in the future" (Muellcnberg 1998, p. 2). Toward that end, the defendants agreed to be enjoined fi'om committing any crimes listed in
Title 18 U.S.C. 1961 (1) (RICO), associating with organized crime
members and associates, permitting a barred person from exercising
any control or influence in Ill, IT.ElU affairs, and obstructing efforts to
implement the consent decree.
Judge Garrett E. 13town appointed Kurt s\,luellenbcrg Tormer head
of DQI's Organized Crime and Racketeering Section) as monitor over
H EREI U for a term of at lcast eighteen montlas. The monitorship was
later extended until s\,larch 5, 1998. The consent decree gave A'luelIcnbcrg authority to remove union officials at all levels for violating
any provision of the settlement, committing any crime involving running a union or overseeing an employee hcnclit plan, or furthering
the influence of any organized crime group, sX'luellenbcrfs authority
also extended to disapproving collcctive bargaining agreements and to
appointing or discharging uilion employees and candidates for unicm
office. Additionally, the court ordered that at its 1996 convention
HEREIU adopt an Ethical l?ractices Code that would define and prohibit conflicts of interest by union officers. Muellenberg appointed
l)aniel F. Sullivan as chief investigator and former New York City Police 1)cpartment commissioner Howard E. O'Learv as investigations
officer. P,ank-and-file HF~RFAU members were encouraged to use a
toll-free telephone number to report corruption and racketeering in
the union (s\'lucllenbcrg 1998, pp. 2-5).
A'luellcnlmrg found that many HERI]'IU locals with a history of organized crime intiltration did not obey their own bylaws; gave inadequate notice of nmulbcrshil) meetings; fililcd to documcllt expenses,
bonuses, and raises to the mcmbcrshit~ fi:lr al)proval; failed to train ofticcrs, business agents, and organizers; and fi/ilcd to promulgate or
maintain standards tTll personnel, pay scales, job descriptions, and pcrfiwmancc (Mucllcnlmrg 1998, tli). 5-6). According to Mucllcnberg, the
international union "suffered frOlll a management deficit and did not
suliscribe to generally accepted husincss practices" (Mucllcnbcrg 1998,
p. 14). Fie described l-ll_']Rlr~ U's international union :is an agglomeration of employees and officers without a n v clear rules or procedures.
"Thcrc is no I)udgct, no organizational chart, no job descriptions fi:lr
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e m p l o y e e s , and no m a n u a l " ( M u e l l e n b e r g 1998, p. 15). G e n e r a l Presid e n t H a n l e v hired friends and family m e m b e r s to union positions and
consultancies, r e m u n e r a t e d t h e m generously, and ,an the union as his
personal fiefdom. T h e r e was a pattern o f highly questionable union
d o n a t i o n s to charitable o r g a n i z a t i o n s and events. Is Officials' business
expenses were r e i m b u r s e d w i t h o u t sul)mission o f receipts and explanations and w i t h o u t p r i o r approval. ~e'
N l u e l l e n b e r g lifted trusteeships that had been i m p o s e d on eleven locals for no g o o d reason or, worse, to provide jobs to o r g a n i z e d crime
friends and relatives. H e placed five locals u n d e r trusteeship because
federal p r o s e c u t o r s had c h a r g e d those locals' leaders with o r g a n i z e d
c r i m e associations, e m b e z z l e m e n t , and filing False reports to the D e p a r t m e n t o f Labor. 17
D u r i n g the course of his m o n i t o r s h i p , M u e l l e n b e r g p e r m a n e n t l y
b a r r e d twent3.,-three individuals from p a r t i c i p a t i n g in union affairs because o f o r g a n i z e d crime associations or fidlure to c o o p e r a t e with the
m o n i t o r , b a r r e d two individuals from p a r t i c i p a t i o n in union affairs for
t h i r t e e n ),ears, and barred two individuals from h o l d i n g a position o f
trust in the union for three years. Is
M u e l l e n b e r g d e v o t e d much time to investigating Edward T . Hanley,
w h o served as general p r e s i d e n t from 1973 to 1998. N l u e l l e n b e r g
c h a r g e d H a n l e v with using H E R E I U a u t o m o b i l e s and an airplane for
personal purposes, receiving u n e a r n e d salary and pension c o n t r i b u tions, associating with organized crime m e m b e r s , and setting tip a pap e r local near his YVisconsin vacation h o m e so that the local's prcsi-

lSThe I IEREIU donated $94,01)1) to the Catholic Church, $25,000 to the AllAmerican Collegiate Golf Foundation, and $450,000 to tile Irish American Sports Foundation. Each of these organizations, while having little if anything to do with the hotel
and restatirant business, was valued by I IEREIU's general president Edward Hanlev
(Muellenberg 1998, p. 31).
'" In one particularly egregious example, a union official left an $80 tip filr a meal
costing $5.80. "Fhe same official commonly left tips in amounts substantially greater than
the cost of the meal (MuellenDerg 1998, p. 18).
i7 The five locals placed m trusteeship by Muellenberg were Local 122 in .,\'lilwaukee,
~Visconsin; Local 69 in Secaucus, New Jersey; Local 4 in Buffalo, New York; Lcmal 57
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and AFL-CIO Nursing Home Council in Buffah), New
York. Two (Local 122 and Local 69) held elections and were removed fi'om trusteeship
I)v the end of Muellenberg's term as monitor (Muellenberg 199g, pp. 52-53). These
actions in tahular t~rm can be fimnd at http://www.ipsn.org/l tl'2REIU_Table.hun.
J" l)aniel Rostenkmvski, a consultant, and R~Hmrt L. 1tickman, St., a consultant and
business agent for Chicago Local 1, were barred fi)r thirteen years. Nancy Ross
(secretary-treasurer of Local 57 and internati,nal vice-president) aild Vince F'era (executive board nlember) were prohibited from holding positions of u'ust fi~r three years
I)eginning April 23, 1998 (Muellenberg 1998, p. 58).
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dent could do filvors for Hanlev and his friends. Oil lrel)ruarv 19, 1998,
the Office of the Monitor and Hanley entered into an agreement.
Hanley agreed to retire, pay HEREIU $13,944 relating to his purchase
of HERElU-leased automobiles, and assume payment of life insurance
premiums ell a policy purchased for him by tile union (Muellenberg
1998, p. 59). In return, sVluellenl)erg agreed to terminate his investigation of Hanley's actions during his tenure as HEREIU's general president; Hanlev was pernlitted to retain a $350,000 a year salary for life
(Hanley's son, Thomas \,V., agreed to resign fTJr one year and to rein>
burse I IEREIU $25,000 in order to end an investigation into his abuse
of expense accounts) (A'luellenberg 1998, p. 60).
Nhiellenberg released his final report oil August 25, 1998. On Sel)tcmber l, 1998, HERI~IU's general executive board voted to implement all of his inanv itconunendations on structure, governance, and
operations of tile international and locals (United States Congress
1999).
\,Vhen the nlonitorship expired, it was replaced by a public review
I)oard (PRB) responsihle fro- overseeing hllpltnlentatioll Of tile Ethical
Practicts Code. In addition, the PRB has authority to review llleinl~cr
COnlplaints and to conduct hearings to insure ethical standards in the
union's operations. The PRB has power to suspend or expel members
found to have violated tile code. A'luellcnberg, Archbishop James P.
Ktleher of Kansas Cit3.;, and fornler Illinois governor James R.
Thoml)son were apt)ointed to this board. Hanlev was replaced as general president by John \,V. \,Vilhehn, a longtime union official (who
graduated fl'om and then represented workers at Yale University and
who has never been alleged to be associated with or intluenced by organized crime).
C. Couchlsimls
G,cneral Prtsidtnt l'Zdward Hanlev ran I-II"ZRIT_IU in dictatorial thshion and ill co()ptl-ation with ()l'galliztd Cl'ilne, especially tilt Chicago

Outtit. l\'lany tini(.in locals

~ve,c also

controlled hv orgallized Cl'ilnc.

The 1995 civil RICO suit and settlenlent estahlishcd a monitorship
that expelled seine of tile nlOSt notorious incml)ers fi'om the union and
finally nlanagtd to secure Hanlcv's resignation. \,Vhilc tile deal with led
Hanlev nlight sttin to somt like Ittting a labor racketeer off to()easily,
it is well to i-enltmlmr that it is one thing to alltge organizational criminality and another thing to prove it. Corruption by high-level officials
is alnlost always difficult to prove I)ccausc power[-u] officials have the
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resources and capacity to cover their tracks and give colorable legitimacy to their exploitative conduct. Furthermore, it might take the government years to prosecute successfully a corrupt labor oflicial. Thus,
on balance, prosecutors and court-appointed trustees have sometimes
concluded that a settlement that allows union reform to proceed expeditiously justifies forgoing a possible prosecution. A further obstacle
to punishing wrongdoing is t)osed hy ERISA, which prevents pension
forfeiture, even against an ofticial who has stolen money from his
union (see Jacobs, Friel, and O'Callaghan 1997).
T h e monitor's recommendations for imt)roving the union's managemerit were adopted by the new administration, untainted by the long
histon, of organized crime influence in the union. T h e union adopted
a progressive F~thical Practices Code to its constitution and a public review board to enfi)rce it. Hanlev's successor has not heen tied to organized crime, but neither has he heen a sharp Hanlev critic. T h e extent
and depth of HEREIU's commitment to reform remains to be seen.
Reform of an international union is a necessar}.,, but not necessarily
sufficient, condition for refi)rm of its racketeer-influenced locals. T h e
I-IIr~RI£IU monitor, whose office lasted only two-and-a-half },ears, expressed concern about locals operating without accotultabilit},. Some
of these locals have had a long history of organized crime domination.
In April 2002, for example, the New Jersey U.S. attorney's office
brought a civil RICO suit against H E R E I U Local 69 charging that associates of the Genovese crime fiamilv had used fear and extortion to
control Local 69 for the previous fifteen years. T h e federal prosecutors
alleged that the local, among other things, had made $524,000 in "severance payments" to a former official who had heen removed on account of organized crime ties. T h e district court appointed Kurt M u d lenberg to serve as monitor over the local.

I\ 1. Laborer's International Union of North America
T h e P C O C found that "organized crime has a docunlented relationshi I) with at least twenty-six Lahorer's International Union of North
America (LIUNA) locals, three district councils, as well as the Interimtional Union" ( P C O C 1986, p. 146). T h e mob profited from this relationship by defrauding the union's 1)enefits ftmds, extracting no-show
johs from L I U N A employers, drawing reimbursement for tictitious
and padded business expenses, manipulating the construction industD,,
and ol)taming access to powerful government officials ( P C O C 1986,
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p. 153). The comnlission complained that tile federal government had
not serioush, addressed this situation (PCOC 1986, p. 160).
According to tile PCOC, "organized crime exerts its influence [in
L1UNA] principally through top officers who are associates of organized crime" (PCOC 1986, p. 146). General President Angelo Fosco
(whose father, Peter Fosco, was LIUNA general president from 1968
to 1975 and an associate of AI Capone) was closely associated with
members of tile Chicago Outfit. The PCOC charged that Fosco owed
his presidency to his willingness to award jobs to organized crime
members and associates, and to authorize whatever expenditures his
organized crime associates requested (PCOC 1986, pp. 146-47). llt
1982, he and T o n y Accardo, boss of the Outfit, were tried (and acquitted) of labor racketeering charges.
The PCOC asserted that Vice President John Scrpico was also controlled hv organized crime. "Serpico admitted that he is a friend or
personal acquaintance of virtualh, every important organized crime
leader in Chicago" (PCOC 1986, p. 147). According to tile PCOC, the
Outtit used LIUNA's international ofticers to gain access to important
political tigurcs like Chicago Mayors IDalev and 13vrne and Illinois
Governors \,Valkcr and Thompson (PCOC 1986, pp. 148-49). Fo," example, \:ice President John Serpico received successive gubernatorial
appointments to serve as chaMnan of the Illinois International Port
District.
Questioned about John Fecarotta's duties as a LIUNA business
agent and organizer, \:ice President Serpico could not specify a single
contribution by Fecarotta to Local 8. F'or his part, F'ccarotta could not
rememl)er having done anything for the union :it any time, did not
know any of the tel'ms of tile union's collective bargaining agreements
or of its pension plans, did not know what information was on union
mcnd)ership caMs he supposedly distrilmtcd, and did not know tile
names of management employees or union officers with whom he supposedly worked. The PCOC branded Irccarotta a ghost employee who
used his union position as a legitimate cover tor his criminal career

(PCOC 1986, p. 148).
"l'he PCOC charged that organized crime thoroughly controlled
LIUNA's Chicago Locals I, 5, and 8. Local I's president, Vincent
Solano, territorial boss fi)r tile OutJit's north side clique, used union
headquarters as a "contact point for his criminal organization" (PCOC
1986, p. 150). Local 5's president was also an Outtit boss (PCOC 1986,
p. 151). The PCOC called Local 8, \/ice President John Scrpico's
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home local, "ground zero for an organized crime-led LIUNA hcncfit
plan scare" (PCOC 1986, pp. 153-55). Organized crime memhers and
their :associates siphoned money from LIUNA's Central States Joint
Board Health and \,Veli~lre Trust Fund. The dental plan was egregiously corrupt; 68 percent of its budget went to "adminismmve costs"
rather than to scrvices (PCOC 1986, pp. 153-55)J '~ The LIUNA's
treasury paid lawyers' fees on behalf of officials charged with looting
the union as well as fees to private investigators for monitoring the federal government's investigation of LIUNA (PCOC 1986, pp. 156-57).
According to the PCOC, LIUNA's organization and procedures reinforced its relationshi t3 with organized crime, it was nearly impossihle
for an opposition candidate to be elected to a union office because
LIUNA's executive hoard members were elected as a unified atlarge slate (PCOC 1986, p. 157). The executive hoard filled union vacancies (PCOC 1986, p. 158).
The PCOC found that organized crime used violence and intimidation to keep union lnembers from running for office in opposition to
the ruling clique. It charged General President Angclo Fosco with personally threatening to kill a potential challenger f'or his office (PCOC
1986, p. 158). In an intercepted conversation, LIUNA's International
SecretaiT-Treasurer Arthur E. Coia told a colleague that LIUNA was
controlled by the "Italians" (i.e., organized crime f~mlilies) who would
never relinquish their power (PCOC 1986, pp. 158-59). At the 1981
LI UNA convention, when a candidate opposing the incumhent regime
tried to speak, he was hcatcn up on the spot (PCOC 1986, pp. 15960). The P C O C pessimistically concluded that there was "little chance
that the LIUNA membership will be able to eliminate organized
c r i m e ' s i n f l u e n c e , o r control over their u n i o n , if the c u r r e n t leadership
or governance structure remains intact. The commission believes that
federal law enforcement agencies should give high priority to investigations of LIUNA and its locals" (PCOC 1986, pp. 162-63).
The decade after the PCOC report provided little reason to be optimistic ahout reform in LIUNA. For example, in 1989, Arthur A. Coia,
son of longtime mob-affiliated LIUNA General Secretary,-Treasurer
Arthur E. Coia (who retired in 1987), reportedly made pilgrimages to
d,,,l,hese grossly inl]ated service t'ecs were shockillg cvcn to the Teamsters Ccnn'al
States Pension Fund officials, who were embarrassed to admit d~at their adminism~tivc
costs had in the past gonu as high as 8 percent. George Lchr, executive direct~r of the
T e a m s t e r s Central Strifes Pellsion Fund. described the 68 percent rate as "outrageous"
and "~ ripoff on its face" (United States Congress 19~q_q,p. 600).
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Chicago to request l)ermission froth the Chicago Outfit to ruri for
L1UNA general secretary-treasurer (Mulligan and Starkman 1996).
Having obtained the mob's approval, he served as secretaw-treasurer
until 1993, when Angelo Fosco died. \,Vith reel) approval, Coia was
elected general president. During this period, L I U N A made substantial political contributions to the Democratic Partw and to President
Clinton with whom Coia enjoyed a personal relationship. Critics
charged that, on account of these political ties, the Clinton administration hacked off in its investigation and refimn efforts (Mulligan and
Starkman 1996; United States Congress 1997; isaac 1998; Mencimer
1998; Methvin 1998).
A. DO7 ??tk<'.,"ActioH agYfiHst LIUsM4
In late 1994, the I)QI presented LIUNA officials with a draft civil
RICO complaint, alleging that organized crinlc dominated the international tlnion and inanv locals. -'° T h e complaint ilalned as defendants
twentv-tlve individuals plus the individual nlelnl)ers of tile L I U N A
general executive board, Ocncl'aI I)resident A r t h u r A. Cola, OerieraI
SCcletal'y-'l'l'oasul+el" Rollin P. " B u d " Vinall, all ten of the tlnion's ++,ice
presidents, and the union's genera] eoullsel. "l"he complaint alleged

that the defendants violated the rights of uni(m members through intimidation, violence, and economic coercion, and violated their tiduciarv duty to the membership I)v corrupting the union and by ret~lsing
and failing to prevent or remedy the corruption. 71

As a rellled},, the govel-nnlcll[
other union leaders. It requested
court liaison officers to carry out
and general executive board and

sought the expulsion (1£ Cola and
the appointment of one or more
the duties of the general l)resident
to prevent any GEB acti(m that

would violate union inenlbers' rights or perpetuate criminal intluence.
T h e draft complaint also demanded that the Ullion's constirution I)c
alnended tO l+efOl'lll diserilllitlat(irv hiring-hall pr()cedtires and t(.) llrO-

"+"The draft c(>mldahlt, alth(mgh nm'cr tiled, is available (in-line :it http://www.
lal>orcrs.(>rg/cimll)laint.htlnl.
+'~The I(J()() Nmv Vill'k g{:tl.12(l'~rY~) Organized Crinlc Task ICorce's tinal rcll(~rt,
"'C()rrupliOl] :lilt] Racketeering-ill the RYe C()ilstrtlcti()l'i hldustl'V," idcntilicd ten Next"
York City I+IUNA h>calsthat were controlled (>r hcavih" irdhlenccd ll), tlrganizud crime.
I:tlr 12XalilI)]C, the l+cpilrt charged that "HiiusL'wrcckcrs LJllitin giical 95 is contr(lllcd hv
Vinci+2ni 'Chin' (.~i~;llltC+ hilss lii+tim (ion.vest Cl'illl¢ [-anlilx," (New York St:ltU Org;Inizud Cl'illlCTask I:orcc ]99(). p. 8l), and thai (..'CillClltam'l CoiiCl'tLtiLtV(il+kcl'SL<~cal
(,A "had f.r wars bccn ci,mr<>IIcd by Ralph Sciq~.. a s.hIicr in tile Cid.lnb(> Crhnc
Famih"" (Nm{' York Smtc Organized Crhnc "I'ask I=(~rcc 1990, p. 79).
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vide for direct rank-and-file election of officers. The court was also
asked to appoint an elections officer.
After three months of negotiations, LIUNA and the DOJ announced a unique settlement. "T'he DOJ agreed to forgo filing the civil
RICO complaint if LIUNA established its own internal anticorruption
program and signed a consent decree stipulating to the requested relief. The settlement provided that the consent decree could be tilecl at
DQI's option until Febrt, arv I, 1998, if the DQJ found that LIUNA
f:ailed to clean up the union. The agreement was later extended to 2001
and then, with certain election reforms added, to 2006.

B. The LIUNA %"Internal Rc~[bJwl Program
The LIUNA instituted radical changes in its governing structure
and constitution and adopted an Ethical Practices Code. To enforce
the provisions of the Ethical Practices Code, LIUNA adoptcd a set of
F_thics and Disciplinary Procedures and established fi)ur new positions:
GEB attorney, tilled bv Robert Luskin, formerly a member of DQI's
Organized Crime and Racketeering Section, to investigate and prosecute violations of the Ethical Practices Code; inspector general, filled
by Douglas Gow, retired FBI agent, to investigate violations of the
Ethical Practices Code; independent hearing officer, Peter Vaira, fbrmet chief of the Chicago Organized Crime Strike Force and former
U.S. attorney in Philadelphia, to serve as judge and arbitrator in all
disciplinary actions; and appellate officer, Neil Eggleston, former federal prosecutor, to hear appeals of disciplinary cases.
These newly appointed ofticers initiated an aggressive program of
corruption control. They established a confidential toll-free telephone
number and a contidential post of'tice box to solicit complaints from the
LI UNA membership. 13v mid-1996, the reform officers had begun over
345 investigations, removed twenty-five union officers and me,nbers for
violations of the Ethical Practices Code, removed all of Buffalo Local
210's officers on account of corruption, placed Chicago Local 8 under
emergency trusteeship, actively assisted the United States government
with its efforts to clean up the New York City Mason Tenders by hiring the former chief of the organized crime t, nit in the Southern District of New York to investigate the Mason Tenders, and announced
an investigation of Arthvr A. Cola (United States Congress 1996).
The LIUNA's election procedures were also reformed, l)irect rankand-file secret-ballot election of general president and general secretarytreasurer was added to the constitution. Additionally, LIUNA expanded its general executive board from ten to thirteen members and
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required that nine of the thirteen be elected hv nine regions, making
the GEt3 less accountable to the general president and more accountable to the membership. The LIUNA inodified its procedures for the
selection of delegates to union conventions and merged several locals
that appeared to exist only to provide convention votes to organized
crime. The LIUNA also hired an independent elections office," and
two deputy election officers--jointly selected I)y the government and
union--to monitor union elections. The union adopted a uniform set
of job referral rules to prevent discriminatory hiring-hall practices. An
independent accounting firm was hired to audit LIUNA's finances
(United States Congress 1996).
In November 1997, GEl3 attorney Robert Luskin tiled disciplinary
charges against Arthur A. Cola, alleging that Cola associated with organized crime, permitted organized crime to inllucnce union affairs
fl'om 1986 to 1993, and accepted illegal payoft~ fi'om a LIUNA service
provider. The hearing, which lasted flom April 14, 1998, until June 23,
1998, included over 500 exhibits and testimony that filled thousands of
transcript pages. Independent Hearing Officer \7aira Cmnd that GEl3
attorney Luskm failed to prove thc allegations of organized crime association and int]uence but did prove that Cola had violated the F~thical
Practices Code hv accepting illegal henetits fl'om a LIUNA service
provider. Vaira fined Cola $100,000 but permitted him to retain his
office (Of'lice of the Independent l-[earing Ofticer 1999).
In l)ccelnber 1999, Cola retired as general president, acceding to
the position of general president emeritus for life at an annual salary of
$335,516 (Mulligan 1999). "T'he GEB appointed Terrencc O'Sullivan,
Coia's chief of staff, to succeed Cola. The union agreed to continue to
support the internal reform program and, until the completion of its
2{)06 general election, not to make any material changes to its governing structure with~mt the government's prior approval. The I)QI ofticiallv ended its oversight. In January 2000, Arthur A. Cola pied guilty
to dcfl'auding the State of Rhode Island and the Town of IJarrington,
Rhode Island, of al~proximately $100,000 in taxes. In addition to restitution and a $10,000 line, he agreed to hc barred fnml any future role
in LIUNA or its subordi,mte entities.
C. ComhlsioJls
Historically, LIUNA, at tile international and local levels, especially
in Chicago and New York City, has been closeh; tied to Cosa Nostra
crhnc thmilics. Tony Accardo, one of tile leading organized crime figtires oJ" tills half century, exercised a great deal of inthlcnce in the union
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for l]]anv veqrs. Accardo, his henchmen, and their successors controlled LI UNA's general president and the officers of many locals.
In 1994 the DOJ prepared the first major attack on LIUNA labor
racketeering at the national level. "Fhe looming RICO suit led to a creative settlement hetween the government and the union. T h e monitors
whom L I U N A hired to enforce its new code of ethics, all former federal law enforcement tigt, res, appear to have made headway in cleaning
up the international union. Nevertheless, the extent of the international union's commitment to reform remains to he seen. Clearly, a
great deal of lahor racketeering remains in the locals. Indeed, a number
of the most notorious locals have themselves heen put under courtordered trt, stccship (United States l)epartmcnt of Justice 2000).
T h e international union st, spended John Serpico, lahor racketeer
and political power broker, from his union positions m 1995. Serpico
then became a consultant for another union, a local of the International Union of Allied Novelty and Production \,Vorkers. Hc also
served as president emeritus of the Central States Joint Board, which
provides administrative services to Chicago-area locals. In the summer of 2001, Serpico and nvo associatcs were convicted of fi'aud and
taking kickbacks in connection with steering union business to certain
companies.

V. T h e lnternatio,lal Longshoremen's Association
Drawing on lahor leaders' statements, FBI investigations, prosecutions,
and legislative hearings, PCOC called the International Longshoremen's Association "virtually a synonym for organized crime in the labor movement" ( P C O C 1986, p. 33). 3: Ships entering harbors, day or
night, need to be vnloadcd and reloaded qt, ickly. Delay is expensive,
even ruinous. This gave the longshoremen enormous leverage over
shippers who were extorted for labor peace payoffs. (Admittedly, the
containerization of seaborne cargo since the late 1950s undermined
this leverage.) Labor racketeers also corrupted port employees to fiacilitate cargo theft, solicited illegal labor payoffs, and extorted stevedores
(companies that load and unload seahorne cargo) (PCOC 1986, p. 35).
" T h r o u g h o u t its history, the international has done little, if anything,
to disturb La C0sa Nostra influence in its locals" ( P C O C 1986, p. 37).
According to the PCOC, Cosa Nostra became the primary powc,"
:: David l)uhh3sky, president of the lnternadonal Ladies Garment ~,VorkcrsUni<m,
and a well-respected labor leader and reformer, proclaimed d3at the ILA was "a nest for
waterfrom pirates--a racket, not a union" (l)uhh~sky and Raskin 1~;77,p. 164).
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on the New York Harbor waterfront in 1937, when Anthony "Tough
Tonv" Anastasio (aka Anastasia) took control of the six New York harbor locals. (His brother Albert .Aa~astasia was head of the infamous
Murder Incorporated and boss of the crime group that later came to
be known ;is the Gambino crime fiamily.) "Under Anastasio, organized
pilferage, strike insurance, kickbacks, and loansharking on the piers
reached unprecedented levels" (PCOC 1986, p. 36). Anastasio delegated control of these locals to various organized crime members.
In 1953, the New York State Crime Commission issued a blistering
report on labor racketeering in New York harbor. 133,the 1960s, organized crime exerted power and influence in ports :ill along the eastern
and gulf coasts (PCOC 1986, pp. 39-40). The PCOC charged that
Cosa Nostra completely controlled Thonms (Teddy) Gleason, who
had succeeded the inf:amous .loseph Ryan ;is I L A international president (PCOC 1986, p. 39). The Gamlfino crime family controlled the
ILA international union. 2-~The Ga,nbinos mostly controlled the New
York side and the Genovese the New Jersey side of the New York/
New Jersey harbor. After Anastasio died in 1963, control of ILA Local
1814 passed to Anthonv Scotto, a son-in-law, who (from 1963 to 1979)
flourished in the union, in organized crime as a cape in the Gambino
crime family, and in New York Cit3., political circles.
In 1972, a Florida investigator told the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Government Operations that "our information established
that virtually every commodity affecting the transportation industry on
the Dodge Island Seaport was under the control and domination of a
small group of highly sophisticated and organized criminals" (United
States Congress 1984b). In 1975, the FB1 launched UNII@\C, an investigation of lLA racketeering in the ports of New York Cit3.,, Miami,
\,Vihnington, Charleston, and Mobile. Using unclercovcr agents, electronic inte,'cepts, and conscnsual recordings, UNIRAC uncovered systematic criminali D, and labor racketeering in every port. Ultimately,
UN1RAC led to the conviction of over I00 persons, inchlding twenty
ILA leaders, among them Michael Clemcnte and Anthony Scotto, who
held positions in both the ILA and Cosa Nostra. In 1979, Scotto was
convicted o f taking nlorc than $200,000 in cash payoffs f l o m Cml)h)yers (UIIJted ,5"tate.v 72. Clelll~'llte ct a[., 494 I;. Supp. 1310 I1980 U.S.

l)ist.I). New York's governor l-lugla C;lrey, and two fi)llllcr New York
:' The P(:OC report f/~tl|l~lthat the Gcr.~vcsccrime t~mlih"c.mrollcd the M:mhauml
locals and tile uni.n's imcrnauonal. This is likdv a typ.gralfldcal error. The Gambino

famik,was knmvn to control these locals and d~c international.
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City mayors, John Lindsay and Rohert \,Vagner, testified in his hehalf
at the sentencing hearing. (Scotto, a prominent Democratic Party
fl, nd-raiscr, raised $1 million for Governor Hugh Carev's 1974 campaign and $50,000 for A'lario Cuomo.)
T h e P C O C complained that, while UNIRAC was % very successful
operation demonstrating law enforcement skill and tenacity," there
had been only sporadic subsequent investigations and prosecutions,
leaving organized crime's influence intact all along the eastern seahoard ( P C O C 1986, p. 43). In February 1981, the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations held hearings on waterfront corruption. T h e subcommittee's report summarized its findings:
\,Vitnesses testified that payoffs were a part of virtually ever3., aspect
of the commercial life of a port. Payoffs insured the award of work
contracts and continued contracts already awarded. Payoffs were
made to insure labor peace and allow management to avoid future
strikes. Payoffs were made to control a racket in workmen's
compensation claims. Payoffs were made to expand business
activity into new ports and to enable companies to circumvent ILA
work requirements.
Organized crime was found to have great influence in the
operation of the I LA and many shipping companies. Some
shipping tirms, because of fear or a willingness to participate in
highly profitable schemes, have learned how to prosper in the
corrupt waterfl'ont environment. T h e y treat payoffs as a cost of
doing business.
T h e flee enterprise system has been thrown off balance.
Contracts were not awarded on the basis of merit. T h e low bid did
not beat the competition. Profitability was not based on efficiency
and hard work but rather on bribery, extortion and questionable
connections. T h e combination of these corrupt practices was a
recipe for inflationary, costs and economic decline.
Much of the corruption on the waterfront stemmed from the
control organized crime exercises over the ILA, a condition that
has existed for at least 30 years. (United States Congress 1984b)
Quoting the 1984 Senate Pernaanelat Subconmlittee o n Investigations'
tindings, P C O C concluded that, despite its successes, UNIRAC had
not pt, rged organized crime from the ports. "Corrupt p,'actices . . .
ah'eady have begtu~ to return to the Atlantic and Gulf Coast (locks.
\,Vhat is needed, then, is continued sort, tiny of the maritime industry
1)y government agencies" ( P C O C 1986, p. 65). In 1987, Teddy Glea-
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son retired as general president of the international union and was succeeded I)y his vice president, John Bowers, who has hekl the presidency
ever since (Gleason died in 1992).
A. Civil RICO Suit agaittst Six l b 4 Locals

On F'ebruar), 14, 1990, the U.S. Department of Justice filed a civil
RICO suit (United States v. Local 1804-1 et al., I nte,~latio~ml Lo~lgshore'men~'Asvociation, complaint, No. 90 Cir. 0963 [LBS] [S.D.N.Y. 1990])
against six New York harbor ILA locals, their executive boards and ofricers, the Genovese and Gambino crime families, the \Vesties, an h'ish
organized crime grot, p allied with the Gambino family, and five waterfront cmploycrs, e4 The 125-page complaint charged that the waterfi'ont had "been the setting for corruption, violence, and abuse of
watcrfi'ont labor and business by New York La Cosa Nostu'a Families"
for more than tifty years (United State's v. Local 1804-1 et al., complaint,
p. 4). It f\u'thcr alleged that Cosa Nostra controlled the watcrfiont labor unions, that is, that the Genm, csc and Gambino crime thmilics had
exploited the locals, the shipping industry, and the longshoremen
(United States v. Local 1804-1 et al., complaint, p.. a;,8). According to the
government, despite the UNIRAC investigation and convictions, the
Genovcsc and Gambino crime families, by means of their control of
the ILA, continued to dominate many ports (United States "< Local
1804-1 et al., complaint, p. 44). The complaint quoted the Senate PerlllallCl][ Subcolnmittee on Investigations' 1988 report: Or~,alllzed
crime continues to exercise control over the International and New
York-New Jersey ILA locals" (United States v. Local 1804-I et al., complaint, p. 45). The cMI RICO complaint compiled allegations of embezzlement, solicitation of bribes, bcnefit fund fraud, extortion of employers, and violation of the rank and tile s rights through force and
violence.
The U.S. I)cpartmcnt of Justice asked the court to enjoin the organized crime defendants fi'om participating in ILA affairs, fl'om having
any dealings with union officers and employees (United States "o. /_,ocal
1804-1 et al., complaint, p. I18), and from committing any acts of rackctccring; I)QI sought to enjoin the defendant labor officials from associating with Cosa Nostra members or associates (pp. 118-19). The
complaint sought a court-appointed liaison officer for each of the ILA
:~ The coml~)aint did not h/dude the II.,A's h~tcrnational organization, l+l<~wcvcr, Intcrnari~mal President d m Bov,'crs v,'as nauncd indMdually, as I+rcsidcnt of three of the

six locals.
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locals to "discharge those duties of the Executive Board[s]" and to "review the proposed actions of the Executive Board[s]" (U1~ited States v.
Local 1804-1 et aL, complaint, p. 119), general elections to be run by a
court-appointed trustee (Ullited States-~. Local 1804-1 et al., complaint,
p. 122), appointment of administrators to oversee the clean-t,p of the
unions (U,Hted States v. Loerzl 1804-1 et al., complaint, p. 123), and the
defendants' disgorgement of the proceeds of their lat)or racketeering
(UHited States v. Lo~vH 1804-1 et al., complaint, pp. 123-24). Rather
than go to trial, the defendants entered into consent agreements.
B. Local 1804-1 (Be';LqeJi, l\(J.)

On March 25, 1991, ILA Local 1804-1, and its executive board and
officers entered into a consent jt,dgment with the DQI. Local 1804-l's
current and future executive board and officers agreed to be enjoined
from committing any acts of racketeering activit3, and frona knowingly
associating with members or associates of organized crime (U,lited
States v. Local 1804-1 eta& consent judgment for Local 1804-1, p. 3).
The consent judgment provided for the appointment of a monitor to
oversee the local's operations until the 1997 election. The monitor
would have blanket access to all union documents or information, at,thorit3., to discipline union officers, agents, employees, and members,
power to investigate corruption or abuse of union funds, and supervisory authorit3, over the union's 1994 and 1997 elections (U~lited States
v. Local 1804-1 et aL, consent judgment for Local 1804-1, pp. 4-5). In
addition, the monitor would have authority to review and veto union
expenditures, union contracts, personnel decisions, and changes to the
union's constitution and bylaws (UH#ed States v. Local 1804-1 et aL,
consent judgment for Local 1804-1, pp. 5-6).
Local 1804-1 agreed to pa.v the monitor's salary and operating expenses, and not to oppose or interfere with the monitor's duties in any
way (UMted States v. Local 1804-I et al., consent judgment for Local
1804-1, pp. 3-6). The consent judgment also provided for amendments of Local 1804-l's constitution, including salary limits for union
officers, election of shop stewards, and discontinuation of union loans
to union officers and members (United States v. Local 1804-1 et al., consent judgment for Local 1804-1, pp. 7-8). The consent judgment
permitted Local 1804-1's executive board to remain in office but required several board members m pay $100,000 to Local 1804-1 's treasury (UMted States v. Local 1804-1 et al., consent judgment for Local

1804-1, p. I1).
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James Gill was appointed as 1804-1's monitor. T h e union's strategy
was to strike a deal: if it expelled certain people, the union would be
permitted to reform itself. This appears to have been exactly what happened; ten years after the settlement, very little appears to have
changed.
C. Local 824, Local 1809, and Local 1909 (l,I/~,st SMe Locals)
Oil March 26, 1991, Locals 824, 1809, and 1909 (collectively known
as the %lest Side Locals), and their executive hoards and officers entered into a consent judgment. T h e defendant union officials, without
admitting wrongdoing or violation of law, agreed that persons holding
office irl the West Side Locals would be enjoined from knowingly associating with any member or associate of organized crilne (United States
v. Local 1804-I et aL, consent judgment for tile \,Vest Side Locals, p. 8).
T h e consent judgment provided for tile resignation of executive board
members John Pottc," and Thomas Ryan, and enjoined hoth men fi'om
holding 1LA ofticc in the future (United States v. Local 1804-1 et al.,
consent judgment for tile \.Vest Side Locals, p. 2). ILA international
prcsident.lohn Bowers (also president of the three \,Vest Side Locals)
and executive 13oard memher Robert Gleason agreed to resign their
memberships in an employer association, the NYSA (New York Shipping Association)-ILA Contract Board (United States v. Local 1804-I
et aL, consent judgment for the West Side Locals, p. 4). T h e consent
judgment stipulated l)epartment of Labor supervision over the 1991
and 1994 elections in the three locals and gave tile D O L full access to
union records and information necessary to carry this out (United States
v. Local 1804-1 ct al., consent judgment for tile \,Vest Side Locals,
pp. 3-4).
Local 1909 agreed to a court-appointed employnlent practices officer to develop and inlplenlent rules and procedures to asstirc fair hiring', tO discontinue no-shnw jobs, and to discipline those who violate
hiring or cml/Iclylnent procedures (United States v. Local 1804-1 et aL,
consent judgment fin" tile \,Vest Side Locals, pp. 4-6). T h e emph)yincnt practices officer was granted full access to union records necessary to ft, ltill his duties, was to report :it least every six months to the
cOurt, was to he paid by the unioll, and was to colltinue ill office until the certification of tile 1994 union election (United States v. Local
1804-1 et al., consent judgment for the \,Vest Side Locals, pp. 6-7).
The \,Vest Side Locals agreed not to ol)struct, oppose, or otherwise
interfere with the work of the I)OL or the employment practices offi-
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cer (Ullited States v. Local 1804-1 et al., consent judgment for the West
Side Locals, p. 9). john Bowers and the ILA proclaimed the consent
judgment a complete victow, saying it was just short of the judge
throwing the case out, and claiming that nothing exceptional had been
granted to the government in exchange for the settlement.
D. Tl, e CTvil RICO Suit~" lmlividual Defi, nda,lts

The remaining defendants went to trial in spring 1991, but only four
defendants persisted to judgment; the rest settled. On June 1, 1991,
Anthony Scotto, one of the most powerful labor racketeers in U.S. history because of his high rank in both the Cosa Nostra and the union,
settled with the government attorneys, agreeing to pay $50,000 and to
be permanently banned from tmion office or any activity that would
associate him with the t,nion or any of the union's employers. On account of ERISA's antiforfeiture provision, Scotto would still receive his
pension.
E. Lotwl 1814 Conselzt Deoee

O11 December 17, 1991, ILA Local 1814, its executive board and
officers entered into a consent decree with the DOJ. The individt, al
defendants and officers, without admitting wrongdoing, acknowledged
past allegations, testimony, public findings, and criminal prosecutions.
They agreed to be enjoined fiom knowingly associating with any
member of organized crime (U11ited States v. Lotwl 1804-1 et al., consent
decree for Local 1814, pp. 2-3).
The consent decree provided for a court-appointed monitor with
full access to thc union's books, records, and other information, disciplinar)., authority, and supervisory authori~, over the 1993 and 1996
elections (U, lited States v. Local 1804-I et al., consent decree for Local
1814, pp. 3-7). The monitor, who would he paid bv the union, was
authorized to review and veto union expenditt, res, contracts, appointments, and proposed amendments to the constitution and bylaws
(U,~ited States v. Local 1804-I et aL, consent decree for Local 1814,
pp. 8-9). The monitor had authority to hire legal counsel, accountants,
consultants, investigators, and any other personnel necessary, to assist
in his duties (U**ited States v. Local 1804-1 et al., consent decree for
Local 1814, p. 10).
The consent decree included amendments to Local 1814's constitution providing fbr secret-ballot rank-and-file elections of shop stewards, and limitations on officers' compensation (U, lited States v. Local
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1804-I et aL, consent decree for Local 1814, p. 14). Moreover, executive board members Anthony Pimpinella and Joseph Colozza had to
resign from their Local 1814 positions and agree never to hold [LA
employment again (Uliited States v. Local 1804-1 et at, consent decree
for Local 1814, p. 16). Anthony Ciccone had to resign but was permitted to remain a union inember and continued to receive union benefits
(UJlited States v. Local 1804-I et al., consent decree for Local 1814,
p. 16). T h e other melnbers of the executive board were permitted to
keep their positions. Local 1814 is no longer the influential local it
once was because there are few functioning clocks left in t3rooklyn, but
the Gambino crilne thmilv's influence remains strong.
F. Lo~wl 1588 (l~:o,o/me, N.J.)

On.lanuary 3, 1992, the last of the six locals named in the 1990 civil
RICO suit, Local 1588 and its exect, tive board, entered into a consent
agreement with the government. -'s "['hc consent agreement created the
office of ombudsman, which would exist until the 1993 election, and
extend beyond at the option of the union's executive board or membership (Umted States v. Local 1804-I et al., ccmscnt order for Local
1588, p. 7). This olnlm(lslnan's office was to be staffed Iw two individuals, one appointed by the court and one I)y the tmion (Uitited States "o.
Local 1804-1 et al., consent order for Local 1588, pp. 3-4). T h e ombudsman was charged with enforcing the union's constitution and bylaws (UJlited Stores v. Local 1804-1 et al., consent order for Local 1588,
p. 3). T h e ombt, dsmala'S office had power to file discit31inary charges,
but only after const, lting with the union's executive boa,d (UHitt,d
Smtt,s v. Local 1804-1 et al., consent order fi)r Local 1588, p. 4). Rankand-file union ,neml)crs were encouraged to tile confidential complaints with the tmlbudsman's office.
The ct:mscnt agreement provided fi)r election of stewards and ct.mstitutional changes to disciplinary p,'tmedurcs (UMtcd States v. Local
l,S'04-1 et al., consent order fi)r Local 1588, pp. 1(}-l I), l)epartmcnt of
Labor supervision of the local's 1993 election (p. 8), and an injunction
2+ Local 1588's sccrctaw-treasurer, l)+mahl Carson, was c<mvicted in 1988 of RICO
conspiracy and extortion involving Local 1589 (United Status v. l)iC;ili~, 86 Cr. 340
[I).N,I.III)RD], aff'd mere., 870 F.2d 652 [3d ('Jr. 19S9], vacated and remanded, 110 S.
Ct. 2162 [I 9901). F<,llowing his com'iction and incarcerati(m, Lt~cal 1588's president and
secretary-treasurer declined m run fi~r ofticc in 1990. T h e c~msent ~rtter acknowledged
that "the nov, executive html"d already has taken steps to return I,ocal 158,q t~+ tiscal
S()llndlleSs ;111(I t~ remove the taint of organized crime cot't'tq)tion" (United States v. L<)cal Ig04-1 et al., consent ~'~rdcr for Local 1588, p. 2).
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preventing George \,Veingartner and Robert Lake from serving as
shop stewards or in any other I LA office or position (pp. 9-10). Robert
Gaffer was appointed as Local 1588's ombudsman. (Fie had formerly
served as an assistant U.S. attorney and as chief counsel to the investigations officer in the 1BT International case.) During his time in office,
Gaffev's main contribution to the cleanup of Local 1588 was to assist
in the creation of a slate of reform candidates to oppose Donald Carson's Genovese-controlled slate. The leader of the "reform" slate was
convicted of stealing union ft, nds and was removed from office. Allegedly, the Genovese crime family continues to exercise substantial influence in Local 1588.
G. CoIMusions
Recent legal developments demonstrate that the government's e f
forts to reform the ILA since tile P C O C report have not fundamentall}, changed the structure and personnel of the ILA international
union. In Jant, a W 2002, the U.S. attorney's office (13rooklyn) annotmced an indictment against eight leaders and members of the
Genovese crime family, alleging extortion from waterfront employers
and businesses in the New York metropolitan area, northern New
Jersey, and Miami (United States v. Libo'rio "Barney" 13ellomo et al., Cr.
No. 01-416 (S-8) ILG [2002]). The indictment accuses the mob defendants of violating ILA members' Landrum-Griffin rights and of defrauding the ILA's pension and welfare fund.
In Nlay 2002, a major investigation by the New York-New Jersey
\,Vaterfront Commission resulted in the indictment of eight persons
connected to the Genovese crime famih, or 1LA Local 1588, including
the local's president, John Timpanaro. The indictment charges that
through extortion and the withholding of premium job assignments,
the defendants demanded kickbacks and cash payments from dozens of
Local 1588 members. Some defendants were also charged with participating in a scheme to bill the marine terminal for truck chassis parts
that were never delivered. On June 3, 2002, the U.S. attorney
(E.D.N.Y.), the New York state attorney general, and the FBI announced the arrests and indictments of seventeen memhers and associates of the Gamhino crime family or officials of ILA Local 1814 and
Local 1 involved with waterfi-ont racketeering. The defendants, including Local 1814 president and ILA vice president, F'rank Scollo, are
charged with extortion, wire fraud, loan sharking, operating illegal
gambling businesses, money laundering, witness tampering, and other
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related crimes. Among other things, the indictlnent charges the defendants with placing mob memhers and associates in top union jobs, carrying out day-to-day extortion, loan sharking, and a scheme to defraud
the ILA health fund. In late June 2002, the Nezv ):ork Times reported
that the government is considering a R I C O suit against the ILA international union.
\q. Perspectives on Labor Racketeering
Labor racketeering has been a major form of crime throughout the
twentieth century. It has involved tens of thousands of individual
o'imes, some of which have been perpetrated by some of the nation's
most powerfid criminals and crime fiamilies. It has victimized tens of
thousands of workers who have had their rights trampled on, their
contracts sold out, and their pension funds looted. It has undermined
the labor movement, one of the most powerful and important sociopolitical institt,tions in American society. \,Vhilc the problem has attracted enormous law enforcement, political, and media attention, especially in the last two decades, it has attracted practically no
criminological attention. -'a

A. Crimmo/¢~©,and Labor Racketeering
Lahor racketeering could he studied as a form of organizational
crime; from this pcrspecdvc a comparative analysis of corporate crime
and t, nion crime would bc especially fruitful. What kinds of criminal
oppormnides do hoth ~,t)es of" organizations generate? \Vhat potential
and limits do corporate stakeholders and l-ank-and-file union members,
respectively, have for preventing and rcmcdiating racketeering? Do
other stakeholders in either type of organization play a role in preventing or filcilitating corruption?
Labor racketeering could also bc approached fiom the standpoint of
the criminal offenses that it spawns: extortion, cml)czzlcmcnt, flaud,
violence, hijacking, restraint of trade (enforcing cartels), and denial of
intangihlc rights of tlnion members to a democratically run union. Yet
another opticm is to al~proacla labor racketeering fi'om the standpoint
()f the offender, either as a sul)catcgory of white-collar crime o," as a
st, bcatcgory of ()rganizcd crime. This essay appr()achcs the topic fi'om
the latter perspective. Our thesis is that the twcnticth-ccntt, ry history
:" Likewise, it has atu'actcd practically n~ intm'~st am~mg labor law sdlol:u-s. But scc
Gohllmrg I~)89; Summers 1001.
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o f American organized (some say "syndicate") crime could not be
properly written without paying a great deal o f attention to the influence, power, and wealth that the Cosa Nostra crime families derived
fiom their association with international and local unions.
T h e italian-American organized crime families obtained their foothold in the unions in the 1920s and 1930s when m a n a g e m e n t and labor
both called on gangsters for protection and as a counterforce to communist and socialist elements, l)uring this t)eriod, the crime groups
were able to take advantage of an immigrant culture of which they
were a part. \,Vith the repeal of national alcohol prohibition in 1933,
labor racketeering became an even more important source of revenue
and power fi)r organized crime. Afro,- a brief effort in the mid-1950s
to oppose organized crime intiltration, the A F L - C I O apparently conch, ded that the labor m o v e m e n t would suffer more from opposing
organized crime than from a c c o m m o d a t i n g it (Hutchinson 1970). -'7
Unions have proved highly ~llnerable to corruption and racketeering. O n c e the dues checkoff privilege was recognized, unions became the recipients o f a steady stream of m o n e y deducted from workers' paychecLs. C o r r u p t union officers easily diverted funds into their
own pockets, sometiines 1)y theft but sometimes via extravagant salaries
and perks. T h e emergence of huge union pension and welfare funds in
the 1950s made unions even more attractive to organized crime. As
Lipset, T r o w , and Coleman (1956) recognized nearly a half century
ago, most union members are apathetic. T h e y have certainly not been
able to successfully oppose organized crime groups.
T h e sociopolitical stares and e c o n o m i c strength of the Cosa Nostra
organized crime families t h r o u g h o u t the twentieth centut T have been
significantly augmented by their influence in local and international
27An excellent example of the AFL-CIO attitude toward corruption and racketeering
in unions is l)avid l"ll)aor and Larry Gold's (1985) monograph, Tl~c CrimiHali:atiolz oi"
Labor Activit~,: f:e&ral Crimil,al Eli/brcenzeHt agai~v UJzion.r, U,Ho, Of/Mals a~zd Emplqyees.

This short l{mnograph (by the chief counsel of the AFL-CIO) denies the existence of
any signiticant organized crime problem in the lab(n"movement and attributes investigations and prosecutions to a sinister plan I)y big business and big government to undermine the labor movement. The fi)llowmg excerpt provides a flavor: "The government
continues to seek a substantial increase in money and personnel to carry out its prosecutorial campaign against organized labor, peddling sensational recitations of uni(m crime
and preying on public willingness to equate lahor with corrulition. Ironically,.the motley
assortment of prosecutions in recent years suggests not that the gm'ernment's substantia!
investigatory res()urces have i)roduce~t great rcsuhs, or proven organized crilnc's permeation of the lal)or movement, 13ut that most union crime is isolated, unconnected with
larger criminal networks, involves relatively small sums of money, and is of a technical
nature" (p. 66).
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unions. Unions have provided organized crime with jobs, patronage,
money, and power. Businesses and government agencies have to deal
with organized crime fi~mares who hold union office. Corrupt businessmen have allied themselves with corrupt union bosses, bribing them
for sweetheart contracts and for ignoring or circumventing terms of
collective bargaining agreements. T h e status that the labor racketeers
derived from their positions or associations with unions translated into
political power, especially in the heyday of the urban political machines. Unions provided endorsements, workers, and campaign contributions to political candidates. In return, the politicians looked the
other way when the union bosses lined their own pockets.
There are many reasons why the American labor movement has declined over the t~venticth century hut one Factor worth considering is
the negative impact of racketeering. T o an extent, perhaps, some
unions at some time, under some leaders, bcnelitcd from being allied
with organized criminals; such alliances may have increased their leverage at the bargaining table. Bt, t labor racketeers are out fi)r themseh, es
and their organized crime cronies, not tbr the rank and tile. T h e y promote the,nselves and their cronies to leade,'ship positions within the
unions, draw excessive salaries, sell out the members' contractual
rights, and loot the pension and welfiuc funds. "Fhcv show no interest
in organizing and no interest, of course, in union democracy. Lahor
idealists who wish to democratize and strengthen their unions cannot
succeed in unions penetrated t)v organized crime. Indeed, the taint of
organized crime may partly explain the failure of the labor movement
in the second half of the twentieth century to attract the energy and
idealism of the younger generations.

B. CrimiJiM.Justice and Labor Racketeering
As late as the 1980s nacmhers of C(mgress, lahor officials, businessmen, ])oliticians, and scholars considered the Italian-American Cosa
Nostra crime thmilies invincible. T h e 19,q6 Prcsidcnt's Commission on
Organized Crime was highly pessimistic at)out the prospects fi)r purging the labor movement of Cosa Nostra racketeers.
Less than two decades later, the prospects fi)r change look much
brighter. "T'hc Cosa Nostra crime families, vnder constant legal attack
fi)r ahnost two decades, have been signilicantly weakened, in some
cities practically eliminated (.lacobs and Gouldin 1999). T h e boss of
every Cosa Nostra crime family has been imprisoned; in many cases
their successors and their successors' successors have followed thclll to
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jail. Dozens of high-level Cosa Nostra menll)ers have 1)ecome cooperating witnesses, assisting in the investigation and prosecution of their
former colleagues, their rackets, and corrupted tmions and businesses.
This unprecedented attack on "traditional organized crime" has had
repercussions for labor racketeering. For one thing, the organized
crime families are much weaker than they were a generation ago; they
have fewer and weaker resources to bring to bear in support of lahor
racketeering activities. For another thing, the federal government has
attacked Cosa Nostra I)y powerfully attacking its base in labor unions.
Civil RICO has been the great engine of the government's onslaught.
Beginning with the 1982 suit against IBT Local 560, government lawyers
have brought one major labor racketeering case after another against local
unions and international unions, inch, ding the II3T, I IEREIU, ILA, and
LI UNA (COlnplaint prepared but not filed). Civil RICO allows the government to address an entire crime problem, like a mobbed-up union.
There have been apl)roximately t~ventv trusteeships resulting from DQI
civil RICO suits brought against unions (see app. table A l); unfortunately,
there has never been a comprehensive accounting.
The civil RICO suits have been advantageous for the government
because they have led to court-appointed trustees, ahnost always former prosecutors with major experience investigating aud prosecuting
organized crime cases. There is no uniform role or set of powers for
these court-appointed trustees. Each judge or each consent agreement
provides the trustee or trustees with case-specific authority. Moreover,
each court or consent decree provides for how the trusteeship will
be funded and for how long; funding has varied front generous to
inadeqt, ate.
The continued interest and support of the presiding judge is critical
to the court-appointed trustee's success. If the judge makes it clear that
reforrn of the union is a nonnegotiable goal that the court will see
through until victou, rank-and-tile melnbers will be more willing to
step forward to work with the trustee and to challenge the racketeers
for union office, t3ut as long as a feeling persists ira the union that the
judge will lose interest, the trusteeship run out of funds, and the
trustee 1)ecome distracted with other work, the rank and file will remain intimidated, demoralized, and disorganized, anticipating the return of tool) dominance.
The FBI, DOL, OCRS, and the U.S. attorney's office also play key
roles in determining the success of the trusteeship. If tliev stay iravolved, they can help the trustee identify union members who continue
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to associate with organized crime, and they can assist in putting together disciplina W cases seeking a corrupt member's expulsion from
the union. Continued investigations can also lead to a new round of
criminal charges and civil P, ICOs. T h e FBI, D O L , and U.S. attorney
can also kee t) the pressure on the trustee to be aggressive and creative
in his refbrm efforts. T h e trustee's success depends upon his authority
and resources, whether he can appoint paid assistants, and whether the
union members are persuaded that he will be on the job until the racketeers are purged and union democracy restored. Perhaps even more
important are the skills, creativity, determination, and competency of
the trustee. Most of the trustees arc formcr prosecutors. This facilitates coordination with the Department of Justice and equips tht
trt,stcc to investigatc racketeering and other wrongdoing. But it does
not facilitate the fi:~stering of union democracy and the energizing of a
phmdcrcd and demoralized union. Those tasks can best be carried out
by knowlcdgeable, skilled, and charismatic trade unionists. Some trusteeships have heen fortt, nate to hart had both types of trt,stees, bt, t
inanv have not.
A court-appointed trusteeship is not a panacea. Many trustees havc
not been succtssful. \,Vhile thtre has never been a study of the sticcesses and failures of R I C O suits against mobbed-up international and
local unions, our impression is that less than half could be called sticctssful and only a few, at least to this point, could be called completely
successful. If the court-appointed trusteeships are to fultill their potential as an organized crime control strateg3., much research needs to be
done on how to achieve success. T o date, only the IBT Local 560
trt, steeship has attracted scholarly attention (Goldberg 1989; Stnnmers
1991; Jacohs and Santore 2001).
T h e dozens of trustees who hart been appointed to clean up corrupt
unions have never bc'en hrought together for a conference. :s T h e i r ntll l l e r o t l s r e p o r t s t o thtir respective judges have llOt h t t n asst m h l ed and
therefore art not avail)hie to new trusttcs. After ahnost twenty years of
such initiatives, there are neithtr "how to" manuals nor any materials
whatsoever on hmv a trustee c a n l l l a x i l l ] i z t |-lit chariots of success.
Here there are surely roles for the National Institute of.lusticc, privatt
foundations, and university-lmstd criminologists, among others.
It is hard for someone interested in labor racketctring to understand
-'~ In 1~)89, some cd" the c~mrt-aplnfintcd trustees tcsdficd regarding the successes and
failures of their trusteeship (set: Unittzd States Congress 1089).
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why the National Institute of Justice has shown no interest in sponsoring research on labor racketeering or its remediation; such research
would undoubtedly be valuable to scholars and law enforcement officials in other countries that face serious organized crime problems.
Perhaps the "blame" lies with the academic research community that,
for one reason or another, has not focused much attention on organized crime, much less on labor racketeering. The subject, of course,
is somewhat politically sensitive. But if political sensitMw has not prevented DOJ's prosect, torial wing fl'om exposing and attacking labor
racketeering, it makes no sense for DQI's research wing to avoid
studying the subject in aid of the department's future remedial efforts.
This is not the place to 1)resent a full-scale research agenda on the
subject of labor racketeering. Suffice it to say that we need case studies
on each of the major initiatives against labor racketeering. We need to
carefully document and analyze the strategies used to purge corrupt
elements from the unions and to rebuild the unions' democratic structures and processes. Such case studies, carefldly coordinated and analyzed, and supplemented by joint meetings with the indMduals who
carried out these remedial efforts, would yield policy recommendations
of great assistance to future initiatives in the United States and in other
countries facing similar or analogous organized crime problems.
A final note. While orga,ized crime controlled labor racketeering
may be t:ading, that does not mean that lahor corruption will die out
as well. Dishonest officials, unconnected to organized crime, will always be in a position to embezzle money, defraud their t, nions, and
extract excessive tees and reimbursements. T h e government cannot
(and should not) try, to monitor and regulate all the union locals and
internationals in the country. In the final analysis, only an energized
and watchfl, l rank and file can assure that dishonest union officials will
be swiftly exposed and deposed.
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APPF. NDIX

TAB L E A 1
CMI RICO Suits against " M o b b e d - U p " Unions

Case Name

Date Filed

1. U.S.v. IBT Local 560, No.
Cir. 82-689

March 9, 1982,
D.NJ.

2. U.S.v. Local 6A, Cement
and Concrete Workers,
LIUNA, No. 86 Cir. 4819
3. U.S.v. T h e I{onalllm Organized Crime Faulilv of La
Cosa Nosu'a, Philip
Rastelli, ct al., No. (]ix,.
87-2974 (IBT I,ocal 814)
4. U.S.v. Lilcal 30, United
Slate Tile and Compositilm
P,oofiers, et al., CMI Action
N . . 87-7718
5, U . S . v . Johll [:. Long,
.John S. {\'lahoncy, et al.,
No. 88 Cir. 3289 (IBT
Locals 81)4 and 808)
6. U.S.v. lntcrnati,mal Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, \'\:arc-

June 19, 1986,
S.D.N.Y.

192 (S.I).N.Y. 1986)
U.S.v. Bommno, 683 F. Supl/.

l)eeemlier 2,
1987, E.I).
Pa.

U.,";. v. Local 30, 686 F. Supp.
1139 (I'2.1). Pa. 1988), aft'd,
871 F'.2d 401 (3(I Cir. 1{)8{))

May 1988,
S.I).N.Y.

U.S.v. Long, 697 F. Supp. 651

lunc 28, 1988,
S.I).N.Y.

U.S.v. 11772 708 F. Supp. 1388
(S.D.N.Y. 1989): 723 F.

America, et a],, into. 88 Cir.
4486 ("IBT lnternadonal
Case")

l:cl,'uarv 14,

1809, 1909, 1588, and 1814,

199(),

] Ill Cl'll:l til )1111] L o n g s h o r e -

S.I).N.Y.

men's Ass'n, el al., No. 91)
Cir. 0963*
8. U.S.v. IBT I~ocal 295, No.
Cir. 90-0970

U.S.v. Lo~wl 560, 581 F. St, pp.
279 (D.N.J. 1{)84), aff'd 78i)
1:.2(1 267 (3(1 Cir. 1985)
U.S.v. Local 6A, 663 F. Supp.

August 25,
1987,
E.D.N.Y.

hclusenlcrl and Helpers of

U.S.v. Locals 181)4-1,824,

Published Opinions l)iscussing
Various Aspects {if the Case

March 20,
199(},
I£.D.N.Y.

1411 (I.2.1).N.Y. 1988); 695 F.
Supp. 1426 (E.I).N.Y. 1988);
879 F.2d 21/(2d Cir. 1989)

(S.I).N.Y. 1988): 917 F.2d
691 (2d Cir. 1990)

Supp. 203 (S.D.N.Y. 1{)89);
725 F. Sul} p. 162 (S.I).N.Y.
198{)); 728 F. Supp. 11)32
(S.D.N.Y. 1{;'{;0):899 F.2d
143 (2d Cir. 19911); {)05 F.2d
61{} (2d (,'it. 1990): 9{17 F.2d
277 (2d Cir. 1{)911); {)31 I:.2{I
117 (2{I (',Jr. 19{)1); o41 F'.2d
1292 (2d Cir. 1991); {;'64 1:.2{I
18{} (2{I Cir. 1992)
U.X v. Local 1804-1, 745 F.
Supp. 184 (S.I).N.Y. 1990);
812 F. Supp. 13113 (S.D.N.Y.
1{)')3): 44 F.3d 1091 (2{I Cir.
1{;'95); U.5". v. Carson, 52 F.3d
1173 (2(I Cir. 1995)
U.S. v. Local 295, 1991 \VI.,
35497 (I-.D.N.Y. 1991); 1991
\\:L 340575 (E.D.N.Y. 1991);
784 F. Stlpp. 15 (E.I).N.Y.

1992)
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T A B L E A I (Continued)

Case Name

Date Filed

9. U.S.v. District Council of
NYC and Vicinity of the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of
America, ct al., No. 90 Cir.

Published Opinions I)iscussing
Various Aspects of the Case

September 6,
1990,
S.I).N.Y.

U.S.v. Distrh't CbunciL 778 F.

IDeccmbcr 19,
1990, D.N.J.

U.S. v. Hanh'v, 1992 \.VL

Stlpp. 738 (S.D.N.Y. 19911;
941 F. Supp. 349 (S.D.N.Y.
1996)

5722

10. U.S.v. Edward T. l-lanier,
et al., Civil Action N,~.
90-5017 (I-IEP, I~IU Local

684356 (D.NJ. 19921

54)
11. U.S.v. Anthony R. AmoOctober 23,
dco, St., ct al., No. 92 Cir.
1992,
7744 (HI~REIU Local 1 0 0 )
S.I).N.Y.
12. U.S.v. l i l t Local 282, No. June 21, 1094,
Cir. 94-2919
F~.D.N.Y.
t3. U.S.v. Mason Tenders Dis- Septelnber 7,
trict Council of New York
1994,
and \;icinin" of LI UNA,
S.D.N.Y.
No. 94 Cir. 6487
14. U.S.v. LIUNA (lntcrnaNever tiled
ti(mal Union "vohmtarilv"
instituted re(orms in
exchange for government
not tiling complaint)
15. U.S.v. Edward T. Hanlcy,
September 5,
HI~REIU, and HERF-IU's
1995, D.N:].
General h~xecutive Board,
Cir. No. 95-4596
16. U.S. and LIUNA v. ConAugust 8,
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Legal authorities gain when tlacy receive deference and cooperation from
the public. Considerable evidence suggests that the key fact-or shaping
putdic behavior is thc fairness of the processes legal auth(witics use when
dealing with members of the public. This reaction occurs both during
pcrs~mal experiences with legal authorities and when communitv residents
arc making general evaluations of the law and of legal attthoritics. The
strength and breadth of this inlluencc suggests the vahic tip an aliproach to
regulation based upon sensitivity to public concerns al)out fairness in the
exercise of legal authc)ritv. Such an approach leads to a number of
suggestions about valualdc police practices, as well as helping explain wlw
impriwcmcnts in the objcctivc performance of the police and courts have
not led to higher levels of public trust and confidence in those institutions.
This essay presents and defends a process-based model of regulation
(Tyler and H u o 2002). T h e model addresses two key concerns underlying effective regulation. T h e first is with the ability of the police and
the courts to gain immediate and long-term compliance with decisions
made by legal authorities in situations in which m e m b e r s of the pul)lic
deal with legal authorities al)out particular issues. For example, when
the police arc called and intervene in a domestic dispute b y telling
s o m e o n e to stop beating his o r her spouse it is i m p o r t a n t that they be
ablc t(~ stop thc aggrcssivc Imhaviors that arc occurring. It is further
desirable if they can intervene in a way that discourages similar Imhavior in the tkmu'c.
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The second concern is with the ahiliw of the legal system to encourage general compliance with tile law and coot)eration with the police.
For example, the law tells people not to speed, not to run red lights,
and not to murder their neighbo,'s. To he effective, such laws need
generally to be widely obeyed hy memhers of the puhlic in their everyday lives (Tyler 1990). The police and courts depend upon puhlic cooperation for their effectiveness. For example, the police need communitv hel l) in identif~,ing criminals and fighting crime.
The process-based model argues that both aspects of the pt, blic's
law-related behavior outlined ahove are powerfully influenced by people's subjective judgments ahout the fairness of the procedures through
which the police and the courts exercise their authority (Tyler 1990;
Tyler and Huo 2002). In particular, people's reactions to legal authorities arc based to a striking dcgrcc on their assessincnts of the fairness
of the processes bv which legal authorities make decisions and treat
members of the pul)lic. I)rawing on hoth psychological research on
procedural justice (Lind and Tyler 1988; Tyler and Lind 1992; Tyler
et al. 1997; Tyler and Smith 1997; Tyler 2000) and on studies of the
police and courts (Tyler 1990; Tyler and Huo 2002), the model suggests that people's willingness to accept the constraints of the law and
legal authorities is strongly linke~t to their evaluations of the procedural justice of the police and the courts.
The key elements of the model are shown in figure 1. "1"he focus is
on two consequences of public feelings about law and legal authorities:

Supportive
values
(legitimacy)
Procedural
elements
• quality o f
decision
making
• quality o f
treatment

/

Process-based
judgments

General
cooperation
• compliance
• cooperation
• empowerment

f

• procedural
Immediate ] [Long-term
justice
--41.
decision ~
decision
• motive-based
[ acceptance ] [ a c c e p t a n c e
trust

F,¢;. 1.--Process-based regulation (compiled lw author)
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variations in willingness to accept decisions and differences in the level
of general cooperation. Each is linked to process-based jtictgments of
procedural justice and motive-based trust. Those process-based judgments, in turn, flow from antecedent assessments of two procedural elements: quality of decision making and the quality of treatment.
This model is explicitly psychological, viewing subjective judgments
on the part of the public about the actions of the police and the courts
as central to the effectiveness of legal authorities. In particular, it is
concerned with the social science question of why people do or do not
comply with legal authorities. Viewed from an organizational perspective, compliance is important because it [hcilitates the ability of the authorities in a group, organization, or society effectively to manage
those within the group (Tyler and Blader 2000). The ability to secure
compliance increases the cfticicncy, effectiveness, and viability of the
group.
As a psychological model, the model docs not address norinative issues concerning whether people ought to defer to legal authorities and
generally obey the law. These issues are the focus of much of the philosophical literature on obedience (see, e.g., Raz 1979). The philosophical literature seeks to detine conditions under which people ought to
feel an obligation to obey the law.
Similarly social theorists have argued that issues of hierarchy and
structural inequality have created ohjective social conditions that are
unfhir and that the disadvantaged might reasonably respond to such
conditions by ignoring or de~,ing social authorities and rules (Tyler
and McGraw 1986;.lost and 13anaji 1994; Sidanius and Pratto 1999).
If the social structure is viewed as fundamentally unfair I)v particular
people or groups, then their willingness to comply might be regarded
as "fialse co lsciot sness - - t h a t is, as a willingness that should be discouragcd (Parkin 1971 ; Hancv 1991). These isstics arc not addressed
he,e.
This review focuses instead on empirical st, pport concerning the importance of process-based judgments in the context of the social regulatory activities of the police and the courts. That support comes flom
studies in which people are interviewed about their attitudes, values,
and I)chaviors toward law and legal authorities. These studies consider
the views of people who have had personal experiences with the police
and the courts and are making jt, dgmcnts al)out those experiences and
the views of commtmitv residents evaluating the overall behavior of the
police. In the context of personal experiences, the issue of concern is
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why people defer to or resist the decisions and directives of legal authorities, both in the immediate situation and over time. \,Vidl people's
general judgments about law and legal authorities the question is why,
in their eyeD,day lives, people ohey the law, cooperate with legal authorities, and support the empowerment of those authorities.
The key argument of the process-based approach is that, while the
police can and often do compel obedience through the threat or use of
force, they can also gain the cooperation of the people with whom they
deal. Cooperation and consent--"buv in"--are important hecause they
facilitate immediate acceptance and long-term compliance. People are
more likely to adhere to agreements and follow rules over time when
the), "buy into" the decisions and directives of legal authorities.
In the context of particular encounters with police officers and
judges, people are more likeh, to consent and cooperate if they feel that
they have been fairly treated. Procedural justice judgments consistently
emerge as the central judgment shaping people's reactions to their experiences with legal authorities. As a consequence, the police and
courts can facilitate acceptance hv engaging in strategies of processbased regulation--treating community residents in ways that lead
them to feel that the police and courts exercise authority in fair ways.
People also accept the directives of police officers and judges because they believe that such legal authorities are entitled to he obeyed.
This feeling of obligation is rooted in a general judgment that the police arc legitimate or in features of the situation or the actions of particular police officers that create feelings of legitimacy within the context of particular settings and particular legal authorities. However
such feelings are formed, to the degree that people do regard the police and courts as legitimate, they are more willing to accept the directives and decisions of the police and courts, and the likelihood of deftance, hostility, and resistance is diminished.
\,Vhat encourages legitimacy? Studies again suggest that the public
is very sensitive to the inanner in which authorities exercise their aut h o r i t y - t h a t is, to issties of procedural justice. Views ahout legitimacy
are rooted in the judgment that the police and the courts are acting
faith, when they deal with community residents. Interestingly, this is
true both when the public makes general evahiations of the police and
the courts in their community and when particular members of the
public are reacting to their personal encounters with police officers or
judges. On both levels, issties of process dominate public cvahiations
of the police, the courts, and social rcgulatory activities.
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Finally, preexisting legitimacy is found to shape the judgments that
people make within the context of their particular experiences with police officers or judges. If people believe that legal authorities are legitimate, they are more likely to defer in encounters with particular members of those groups of at, thorities because they act fairly. This makes
it easier for specific police officers or judges to enact process-based
strategies of regulation. In other words, prior general views facilitate
or hinder the social regulatory efforts of particular legal authorities.
Hence, there is a favorable or unfiavorable spiraling effect, with each
personal contact with a legal authority being one in which it is progressively more or less likeh, that authorities will he able ta gain deference
through the use of fifir procedures. \,Vhen they do, they also build legitimacy, making process-based regulation more likely to be effective
in the future. \,Vhen they do not, and have to move to the use of a
forcc- or sanction-hased orientation, tile 3, arc less able to act in ways
that will be experienced by people as bcing thir. This undermines legitilnacv and makes the likelihood of effectively using a process-bascd approach less likely in tile fiiture.
This cssav tirst considers, in Section 1, the types of pt,blic behavior
relevant to regulation and regulatory authorities. These include immediate and long-term compliance with decisions and general compliance
with law and cooperation with legal authorities in even,day life. The
reasons for such pt, blic behavior are then examined m Section II, first
in the context of compliance with decisions and then with general cooperation with legal authorities. Section Ill contrasts the influence of
instrumental reasons with those of process-based judgments and assessments of legitimacy. "1"hegoal in Sections IV and \7 is to show that
process-based modcls have suhstantial influence and can he the basis
tor effcctivc strategies of regulation. Racial profiling is then t,sed in
Section VI to ilh, stratc thc policy implications of process-hased regulation. Finally, the relationship of proccss-hased regulation to ¢)ther
models of rcgulation is examined in Section VII.

I. Compliance
The ability to secure compliance is always a central issue ill discussions
of regulation. Legal authorities must often resolve disputes ill ways
that lead people to receive outcomes that are less than they want and
may be less than they feel they deserve. Similarly, when enforcing tile
law, authorities may he called upon to tell people to cease behavior
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that the}; enjoy and may not feel is morally inappropriate. In such situations, gaining public compliance is always problematic.

..4. l'm'mediate Co'mpliance
~a.qlen judges or police officers deal with m e m b e r s of the public m
particular situations involving regulation, their prilnar 3, goal is to enforce the law. T h a t goal leads them to want to gain immediate compliance with their decisions. Law is about the regulation of people's conduct, and its success rests on the ability of particular legal authorities
effectively to shape people's behavior during personal encounters bem.een legal authorities and m e m b e r s of the public. W h e n the police,
for example, tell someone to stop drinking beer in puhlic or cease
abusing his or her spouse, or if a judge directs s o m e o n e to pay child
support, an i m p o r t a n t measure of the success o f those authorities is
w h e t h e r the behavior changes)
Concern about compliance leads to an interest in understanding
h o w legal authorities might act so as to encourage voluntary deference
to their decisions. In other words, police officers and judges are often
unsure w h e t h e r they can issue directives and expect that they will he
oheved. T h e y must focus on understanding how they might encourage
consent and cooperation with their decisions through their own behavior. T h i s raises questions about how particular legal authorities can
through their actions facilitate acceptance of their decisions.
T h e s e concerns draw attention to the p s y c h o l o ~ , of deference. W e
want to understand why people are willing to cede authorim, over their
behavior to legal authorities, allowing those authorities to resolve disputes and regulate behavior. In particular, we want to understand how
to gain public " b u y in," so that people continue to follow decisions
even when the authorities are no longer present and are less directly
obsmwing people's behavior.
T h e assumption underlying our concern over compliance is that
people will naturally resist the efforts of legal authorities to restrict and
regulate their behavior and to sanction them for past wrongdoing.
Simple self-mterest suggests that people will resist complying when the

\Vhile our discussion is flamed in terms of regulation, Tyler and 1luo (2002) fi)tmd
that the prinaary ibrm of contact that people had with tile police came as a rcsuh of
recruiters of the public calling the police for help. In such situations the caller, at least,
did not see the issue as one of restricting their own behavior to conform to the law.
Hmvevcr, rcg,ulato O, situations ;Ire central I:o discussions of the effectiveness of legal auth.rities, since resistance to law is often strong when authorities arc acting as regulators.
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actions involved are not in their own personal interest. Hence, the job
of regulato W authorities is an inherently difficult one, and one that by
its very nature generates public resistance.
These models are important for policing, since compliance by members of the public can never be taken for granted. As Mastrofski,
Snipes, and Supina suggest, "Although deference to legal authorities is
the norm, disobedience occurs with sufficient frequency that skill in
handling the rebellious, the disgruntled, and the hard to manage--or
those potentially so--has become the street officer's performance litmus test" (1996, p. 272). Similarly, Sherman (1993) highlights the
problem of defiance by the public and the need to minimize rcsistance
to the directives of the police.
The l\'lastrofski, Snipes, and Supina (1996) study, in which social scientists observed police encounters with the public in Richmond, Virginia, provide some evidence about thc frequency of such problems.
They found an overall nonconlpliance rate of 22 percent: 19 percent
of the time when the police told a person to leave another pe,'son
alone, 33 percent of the time when the police told a person to cease
some form of disorder, and 18 percent of the time when the police told
a person to cease illegal behavior. A replication in Indianapolis, Indiana, and St. Petershurg, F'lorida, found an overall noncompliance rate
of 20 percent: 14 percent of the time when the police told people to
leave another person alone, 25 percent of the time when the police told
a person to cease some form of disorder, and 21 percent of the time
when the police told a person to cease illegal behavior (McCluskey,
Mastrofski, and Parks 1998).
The studies described look at immediate complianceIwhether the
person did as instructed--not at whether people willingly accepted the
decisions made hv the authorities, buying into their resolution to a
prol)lem, or understanding why the restrictions on their behavior that
are occurring arc appropriate and rcasonable. As thc researchers note,
"citizens who acquiesce at the sccnc can renege" 0\'lastro[ski, Snipes,
and Supina 1996, p. 283). People may renege in their futt, re behavior
if they have complied in the t:acc of cocrcivc power. If they do so, this
rcquires further police intervention at futurc times.

B. LoJ~g-7"ermCo'mp/ia.ce
In the immediate presence of a police officer, or when in court in
fi-ont of a judge, people arc likely to comply with the decisions made
hv thcse legal authorities. \.Vhcn the authorities arc present, and the
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person's behavior is observable, the possibility of bringing the power
of legal authorities to bear is the greatest, and people are likely to defer
in the face of such disl)lays of potential coercion.
Such comt)liance might continue over time hecause authorities continue to be present. However, legal authorities are seldom in a position
from which they arc able easily to maintain such surveillance, so longterm decision acceptance is an additional concern that legal authorities
must consider. If people rett, rn to their prior behavior once they are
beyond the sur~,eillance of the authorities, the police have to contint,ally revisit issues they have dealt with when dealing with problem people, and the courts have to keep reordering people to engage in desired
I)ehavior. \,\qlen this happens, the effectiveness of regulatory authorities is diminished.
Hence, a second goal of legal authorities is to obtain long-term comt)liance with decisions. Such long-term compliance is more strongly
voluntary, in character, since legal authorities are seldom able to mainrain the physical presence that makes the risk of being sanctioned for
wrongdoing immediate and salient. Instead, they must rely more
heavily upon self-regulatory motivations among the members of the
pt, blic whose continued compliance is being sought. Of course, the
possibility of sanctioning is never totally absent when dealing with authorities of any t3.q)e, but it is less realistic and salient when authorities
are not present.
C. Eveo,&O, Law-Related Behavior
\,\qaile compliance during personal encounters with nlembers of tile
public is a key issue to legal attthorities, it is not all that the legal system wants or values. The legal system seeks to promote three types of
desirable general public behavior among the public. These are compliance with the law, cooperation with legal authorities, and support for
the empowerment of the law.
One key public behavior is everyday compliance. It is important that
people generally comply with the laws that apply to their everyday
lives. Such general compliance is central to the effectiveness of the legal system, since the authorities are not able to control the entire population via sanctioning strategies. If they can rely on most people to
comply with the law vohmtarily, they can direct a more limited set of
resources at a small group of problematic people (Ayres and Braithwaite 1992).
The need for legal authorities to be able to secure compliance has
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been widely noted by legal scholars and social scientists, who have argued that, "The lawgiver must be able to anticipate that the citizenry
as a whole will . . . generally observe the body of rules he has t)romulgated" (Fuller 1971, p. 201). This is because the effective exercise of
legal authority requires compliance from most citizens most of tile
time (Easton 1975). Decisions by police officers or jt, dges mean very
little if people generally ignore them, and laws lack importance if they
do not affect public behavior (-Fyler 1990).
The issue of gaining public compliance has gained heightened attention for several reasons. One is that confidence in tile institutions of
the legal system has declined, and people are less likely to express
"trust and confidence" in law and legal authorities than in the past.
This declining contidence in law and legal authorities may lead to declining feelings of obligation to obey the police, the courts, and the
law (Tyler 1998), raising the possibilit).~ that compliance ma.v be increasingly prohlematic. The popular press has noted this possibilit3.~,
commenting on seeming increases in law-breaking behaviors ranging
flom not paying taxes to speeding and running red lights to widesprcad
drug use.
In addition to trying to encourage public compliance, legal authorities seek the voluntary cooperation of members of the public in their
efforts to coral)at c,'ime and community problems. It has always been
recognized that the police and courts benetit when those in the commtmities they regulate cooperate with them in a joint effort to enforce
the law and to light crime and criminal behavior. Recent research emphasizes this point and even raises questions about whether legal at,thorities can effectively manage the problems of community crime
control without public cooperation (Sampson and Bartusch 1998). As
A'loorc notes, "The loss of popular legitimacy fbr the criminal justice
system produces disastrous consequences fi)r thc system's performance. If citizcns do nor trust the system, they will not use it" (Moore
1997, p. 17).
Legal authorities also seek cmpowcrmcnt fi'om the puhlic. Such cmpowernlcnt invoh,cs the public's lcgitimization of policing activities
and of the role of the police. In particular, the public must hc willing
to accept the use of discretion by legal authorities. In democratic societies such as the Unitcd States, the line hetwecn an abridgement of
personal fieedom and a legitimate policing activity is often controversial and contcstcd. Hence, one important isstie is the degree to which
the public is willing to empower the police to undertake policing activ-
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ities. Those actMties give the police and the courts discretionary authority to decide whom to arrest and qt, estion, and how to dispose of
criminal and cMl cases.
\,Vhen the public is unwilling to give authorities the discretion to
make judgments, the actions of legal authorities are constrained. For
example, concerns about bias in sentencing by judges have led to the
use of sentencing guidelines that constrain judges' behavior, while concern about leniency has led to mandatory sentencing laws, such as
"three strikes" laws. Concerns about hias among the police have led
to recent controversy about racial profiling, which focuses on the role
of race in shaping police actions. Granting discretion is linked to viewing the police and courts as legitimate authorities who are entitled to
make judgments about how the law should be interpreted and enforced.
I I. Reasons for Compliance
Social psychologists argue that one way authorities can gain people's
acceptance for decisions that are not in their self-interest is hv tapping
into people's desire to see justice done. Such justice motivations include the willingness to accept outcomes if they are viewed as being
flair (distrihutive justice) and the willingness to accept outcomes that
are arrived at through procedures that are viewed as heing flair (procedural justice). Either of these justice motivations could potentially
serve as the basis for gaining acceptance for the decisions of legal authorities (Tyler 2000).

A. Reasonsfor hnmediate Compliance
Studies of decision acceptance suggest that it is usually procedural
justice that is especially important in shaping people's willingness to
defer to the decisions made by legal authorities (Lind and Tyler 1988).
In other words, while people could potentially be influenced hy either
the fairness of the outcomes they receive or the fiairness of the procedures by which legal authorities exercise their authority, procedural
f:aimess typically shapes hoth decision acceptance and evahlations of
the decision maker (Tyler et al. 1997; Tyler and Smith 1997).
This does not mean that evaluations of decision fairness are irrelevant. Like assessments of the favorahleness of outcomes, distributive
justice judgments have a role in shaping people's reactions to their encounters with legal authorities. However, procedural justice judgments
consistently are found to have the major influence. In particular, peo-
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pie who receive outcomes that the}, regard as unfavorable or unfair are
more willing to accept those otitcomes if they are arrived at throt, gh
procedures they regard as being flair (Tyler 1990).
This procedt, ral justice influence was first demonstrated empirically
by Thibaut and \,Valker (1975) in a series of laboratory studies of simulated trials. Their studies place people in situations in which they are
accused of wrongdoing and have the allegations adjudicated using either an adversary or an inquisitorial system of decision making. Their
subjects viewed the adversary system as a t:airer procedure. In these
simulated trials, people are more accepting of verdicts that restllted
from fhir trial procedures, independent of the favorableness or fhirness
of those verdicts. This procedural justice effect is linked to the use of
the "[:airer" adversary, as opposed to the "less flair" inquisitorial, trial
procedt, re.
Subsequent ticld studies find that when thiM parties make their decisions in ways that people view as flair, people are more willing to acccpt them (MacCoun et al. 1988; Kitzmann and l~mery 1993; Lind et
al. 1993; Povthress 1994; \,Vissler 1995; Lind et al. 2000). Procedural
justice effects are found in real disputes, in real settin<.4s.. For example,
Lind and colleagues (1993) studied the willingness of disputants to defro" to mediation decisions reached in federal court and fot, nd that the
perceived fairness of mediation shaped deference. Similarly, Lind and
colleagues (2000) studied employees fired or laid off fl'Oln their jobs
and showed that if tile termination process was judged to be fair, employees were less likeh, to sue. In the context of child custody disputes,
Kitzmann and Emery (1993) found that the flairness of mediation hearings shaped parent satisfaction. Hence, the carl}, experimental work of
Thil)aut arid \,Valker was strongly confirmed in nonexperimental settings (Lind and Tyler 19<,q'8).
Tyler and Hue (2002) directly study tile basis of public willingness
to accept the decisions of legal authorities during their personal encounters with police officers and judges. They do so in an interviewbased study of 1,656 people living in Oakland and Los Angeles, Califi)rnia, each of whom had recenth, had a personal experience with legal
authorities. Participants were asked a series of questions about their
recent personal experience, and those questions were linked to their
willingness to accept the decisions made lly legal authorities about how
to handle the situation.
The stt,dv finds that two types of factors shape people's deference
to legal authorities during personal encounters. The first is linked to
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outcomes. People's willingness to accept decisions is based in part oll
tile degree to which they regard the decisions made by legal authorities
as being Fair or fiavorable. Not surprisingly, people are more willing to
accept decisions that provide them with outconles that they view as
desirable or fair or both. When people feel that they have won, the},
are more willing to accept the decisions made.
People can potentially have contact with legal authorities either because they seek them out for help with t)roblems or because the authorities approach them, People can potentially deal with the police,
the courts, or with both. Tyler and Ht, o (2002) found that the most
frequent form of contact in their study involved people calling the police for help. Nlost personal contact was with the police (85 percent of
encounters). However, irrespective of the tTpe of contact involved or
the authority involved, the process-based model best accounted for
people's willingness to accept the decisions made.
In this model, people are viewed as influenced by non-outcomebased judgments about proccdt, ral justice and motive-based trust.
F'irst, they defer to the decisions of legal authorities because those authorities are viewed as exercising their authority in fair ways. Second,
people are influenced by their judgments about their trust in the motives of the authorities with whom they deal. People are more willing
to defer to authorities when they trust their motives. Tyler and Huo
(2002) find that procedural justice judgments and judgments about
motive-based trt, st are more important in shaping both decision acceptance and evaluations of legal authorit3~ than are evaluations of the filirness or favorableness of the decisions made by those authorities.
The results of a regression analysis illustrating this are shown in table 1. The results shown indicate that both procedural justice and motive-based trust influence decision acceptance and satisfaction with the
decision maker. Interestingly, those influences occur beyond any influence of outcome issues or concerns. In ,:act, 44 percent of the variance in people's willingness to accept decisions is uniquely shaped by
procedural justice and motive-based trust, while only 1 percent of the
variance is uniquely shaped by outcome judgments.
Tyler and Huo (2002) further find that procedural justice and
motive-based trust play the same central role among whites, l-lispanics,
and African Americans. The results suggest that members of these
three ethnic groups have similar concerns when evaluating and reacting to their personal experiences with legal authorities. Tyler and
|-luo (2002) find, as do many prior stt,dies, that minority group mere-
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TABLE 1
Procedural Justice, Motive-Based Trust, and Reactions
t o Legal Authorities
Decision Acceptance/

Satisfaction with the
l)ecision Maker
Beta weights:
Social motives:
Motive-based trust
Procedural justice
hls[rUlllen[al mot-ivcs:
l)istributive justice
Outcome t-worabilirv
Expected?
Predictability
Adjusted R-squared (percent):
Unique intluence of social motives
Unique influence of instrumental m()tivcs
Total

.47***
.38"**
.08"**
.08"**
-.()2
.04"*
44
1
81

Souucr.I'l'vlcr and Hu(~ 2002.
*p <

.05.

**p < .01.
*** p < .001.

hers are less willing to accept the decisions of legal authorities and less
satistied with those authorities with whom they deal (Meares 1997;
Sampson and l~artusch 1998; Stuntz 1998). t lowever, as shown in
table 2, when we include ethnicitv into Tvler and Huo's psychological
model (2002), we find that ethnicitv effects upon decision acceptance
disappear. In other words, minority group members arc less likely to
accept decisions because they feel tmfaMv treated.
In addition, procedunll justice and motive-based trust arc the key
factors shaping decision acceptance hoth when the police imposed
themselves on members of the pul)lic as part of their social regulatory
actMties and when people called the police for help. This discussion
has focused primarily on issues of gaining compliance. However, people are more likely to have personal contact with legal authorities because they have called them to ask for help than for any other reason.
This situation, however, has similar psychoh)gical dynamics to those
concerning compliance, since the police are often t, nable to solve people's problems and must seek their acceptance of partial solutions.
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TABLE 2
Ethnicitv and l)ecision Acceptance
Decision Acceptance/Satisfaction with the
Decision Maker
Beta weights:
African American/\.Vhite
I-lispa nic/~,Vhite
Social motives:
Procedural justice
Motive-based trust
Quality of decision making.
Quality of trcatmcnt
InstrtllnClltaJ motives:
Distributive justice
Outcome favorahilitv
Adjusted R-squared (percent)
SOURCE.--'I'vler and I-luo
*p <

.13
.15

.

.09
.09

.75***

-.

• - .

.76"**

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.
.

-.03
-.02

.

.

. .

.

.
.

.
.

.

.69***

.

.11 ***
.11 ***
73

.16
.13

.

.

.

.11 ***
.12***
75

..

.
.12***

.13"**

.18***

68

•

.68***

.16***

67

2002.

.05.

< .01.
***p < .001.
**p

These findings support the suggestion that legal authorities
engage in process-based regulation in which they are attentive
they treat members of the public. If police officers and judges
in ways that are experienced as fair, this increases their ability
immediate voluntary deference.

should
to how
behave
to gain

B. Reasonsfor Long-Te'Jwz Compl#mce
Procedural justice judgn~ents are especially important in shaping
people's behavior over time. People are more willing to buy into a decision and adhere to it later if they feel that it was fairly made. Pruitt
and his colleagues studied [;actors that lead those involved in disputes
to adhere to mediation agreements that end those dispt, tes. They interviewed hoth parties to a mediation six months later to determine
which elements of the initial mediation predicted compliance six
months later. They find that the procedural fairness of the initial mediation session is a central determinant (Pruitt et al. 1990; Pruitt et al.
1993) and is more important than the quality of the agreement itself.
Another example of the ability of procedural justice to encourage
compliance over time is provided by Paternoster and colleagues (1997)
who interviewed men who had dealt with the police because of domes-
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tic violence calls. They examined which aspects of police behavior predict later comt)liance and found that procedural justice dr, ring the initial encounter predicts the extent of future law abiding behavior. This
suggests that, if the key issue to the police is to encourage long-term
law al)idingncss among those with whom they deal, they will be more
successful if they focus on treating people in ways cxt)crienced as tifir.
This Fairness judgment was a better predictor of long-term behavior
than were indicators of the severin~ of police punishment of the initial
domestic violence I)ehavior (i.e., whether the police warned or arrested
tile person, the severity of punishments administered, etc.).
The reason procedural justice is a key antecedent of long-term compliance is that it I)uilds up support fi)r people's "buy in" to agreements
and relationships. Procedural justice shapes people's feelings of responsibility and obligation t~ obey rules and accept decisions hccause
it enhances the legitimacy of rules and authorities. I)rocedural justice
also enhances the quality of the relationship among the parties to disp u t e s as well as their mutual relationship to authorities. So, pc~ple
continue to accept decisions both because of their rcspcct for the law
and because of their continued comufitment to the relationship underlying the conflict or problem about which they dealt with a third-party
at, thoritv.

C. hllpli~wtioJ~sfor tt, e Ea'ercise of Legal Authori O,
\,Vhen people deal with the police and courts, they often receive outcomes that they evaluate as unfiavorable, and even unfair. Yet, the success of the legal system depends on the ability of legal authorities to
~ain deference to those decisions. One promising approach to addressing this compliance isstie is to fi:icus on the procedures through
which legal authorities cxercisc their authority. IEvaluations of the f\liincss of the procedures expericnccd when dealing will legal authoritics
havc a s m m g influence on people's willingness to accept their decisions and on their cvah, ations of those authorities.
"l'hcse tindings help us understand why the public often views legal
authorities negatively. Rather than viewing such negative fcelings as
thc inevitable results of being ,'cgulatory authorities, they st, ggcst that
people's feelings are linked to how rcgt, lation occurs, that is, to how
legal authorities act. As Sherman et al. (1997) note, "One of thc most
striking recent tindings is tile extent to which the police themselves
create a risk factor fi)r crime simply I)v using bad manners. Modest but
consistent scicntitic evidence supports the hypothesis that the less re-
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spectful police are towards suspects and citizens generally, the Jess people will comply with the law. Changing police 'style' may thus be as
important as focusing police 'substance.' Making both the style and
substance of police practices more 'legitimate' in the eves of the public,
particularly high-risk juveniles, may be one of the most effective longterm police strategies for crime prevention" (p. 8-1).
These tindings also suggest how style might be changed to encourage deference to the legal authorities--by focusing on how people are
treated and decisions are made when people deal with legal authorities.
To better understand what that stwle should be, we need to examine
what issues shape public views about the t:airness of legal procedures.
D. ldihat Leads a Procedure to lie l/ieTved

as

[;air?

A wide variety of issties influence the degree to which people evaluate a procedure's fairness (Lind and Tyler 1988; Tyler 1988). Further,
the importance of procedural criteria varies depending upon the situation (Tyler 1988). For example, when the authorities are managing a
dispute, the fiairness of their approach is linked to whether they allow
disputants to participate in finding a solution to the dispute. However,
when people are seeking help with their problems, they are not influenced by participation and evaluate fairness more strongly in terms of
whether they think the authority made a good faith effort to help
them.
Despite these situational variations, studies consistently point to several elements as key. The literature on the antecedents of trust is less
extensive but points to the importance of these same elements (Tyler
and Huo 2002).
One key element is the quality of decision making. People think that
decisions are being more fiairly made when authorities are neutral and
unbiased and make their decisions using objective indicators, not their
personal views. As a result, evidence of even-handedness and objectivit}., in decision making enhances perceived fairness (Tyler and Lind
1992). Authorities benefit from openness and explanation, because it
provides them an opportunity to communicate evidence that their decision making is neutral.
People also vahie the qualit3., of their interpersonal treatment by the
authorities, whether they feel they are being treated with dignity and
respect by the authorities with whom they deal. The quality of interpersonal treatment is consistenth, fotlnd to be a distinct element of
procedural fairness, separate from the quality of the decision-making
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process. Ahove :rod beyond the quality of the procedures used in the
resolution of their prohlem, people value being treated with dignity
and having their rights acknowledged.
Models of procedural justice focus on t3vo key antecedents of procedural justice: the quality of decision making and the quality of interpersonal treatment. Models of motive-hased trust also emphasize these
factors and focus on whether people say they understand why the authorities acted as they did and whether people say they share social
bonds with those authorities. People are more trusting of the motives
of others whose actions they feel they can understand or with whom

the), feel they have shared social bonds. Trust and procedural justice
are closely ilatertwined--people perceive procedures enacted hv those
they trust as being faircr, and authorities become morc highly trusted
when they arc seen to exercise their authoritw in fair ways.
Figure 2 shows an expanded model exalnining the intluence of procedural justice and motive-hased trust on dccision acceptance and satisfaction with the decision maker. This new inodel includes the antecedents of procedural justice and motive-hascd trust that have heen

Decision
acceptance,
satisfaction
with the
decision maker

lq(;. 2.--C~nccptu:d m~dcl fi)r die ~vcrall influence ~)f princess-based judgnlcnts
(Tyler and I-luo 2002).
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outlined. The restllts suggest that both procedural justice and motivebased trust influence decision acceptance and satisfaction with the decision maker. In addition, they show that the quality of decision making, the quali~, of interpersonal treatment, and the understandability
of actions are antecedents of procedural justice. Quality of interpersonal treatment, the strength of social bonds, and the understandabili~,
of actions are antecedents of motive-based trust. In both cases, the prim a l , Factor shaping how people reacted to their experience is the qualit), of their treatment by the authority.
The findings shown in figure 2 suggest that an overall outcome factor, which includes outcome favorableness and Fairness, predictability,
and expectedness, does not shape decision acceptance. This reinforces
the argument that people react primarily to their judgments about the
fairness of the procedures they experience and the related assessment
of whether they trust the motives of the authori~, with whom they are
dealing.
Early discussions of procedural justice emphasized the importance
of participation in the process (Thibaut and Walker 1975). Consistent
with that emphasis, people are more satisfied with a procedure that
allows them to participate by explaining their situation and communicating their views to the authorities about that situation and how it
should be handled. This participation effect makes clear why procedures such as mediation are more popular than the courts. Of t)rima~,
importance is the ability to state one's views to an authority and to feel
that those views are being considered. People are less concerned about
their direct control over the decisions made.
Tyler and Huo (2002) suggest that participation does not independently influence assessments of procedural justice. This is consistent
with prior analyses of the antecedents of procedural justice C['yler and
Blader 2000). However, participation does have an important indirect
influence over procedural justice judgments, because people are more
likely to rate the quality of decision making and the quality of interpersonal treatment to be high when the procedure includes opportunities
for them to participate..ks a result, allowing opportunities to participate is also important in creating fair procedures.
Taken together, these findings suggest some key elements in a procedure that will be gcncrally viewed as being fair. Those elements arc
that decision making is viewed as being neutral, consistent, rule-hased,
and without bias; that people are treated with dignity and respect and
their rights are acknowledged; and that the), have an opportunity to
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participate in the situation hy explaining their perspective and indicating their views ahout how problems should be resolved.
One important feature of procedures is that there is widespread
agreement ahout the importance of these procedural elements, so that
the various parties to a dispute or prohlem typically have general
agreement ahout the fairness of particular ways of resolving a problem.
Studies do not usually find differences in the criteria used to judge the
fairness of a procedure that are linked to race, class, or ideolo D, (Tyler
1988, 1994). However, there not is a single procedure that is universally regarded as fair. People's views of the attributes of a fair procedure vary when the procedure is being used to resolve different types
of problems. For cxample, when the police are dealing with a disputc,
people rate having opportunities to state their point of vicw as being
key to the fairness of a procedure; hut, when the police are trying to
solve a prohlcnL people arc primarily focused on whether they trust
the motives of the ofticers involved (Tyler 1988).
II1. \'Vhv 1)o People Ohev the Law and Cool)crate
with Legal Authorities?
A complicated and interacting set of considerations shapes people's
obedience to law and cooperation with legal authorities. These inchide
procedural fairness, legitimacy, and instrumental concerns. \Vc've learned
a great deal about these interactions.
A. hlstru'mental Mode# o["Bdmvior
\,Vhy would people generally comply with, coot)crate with, and empower tile police or other legal authorities? In this subsection, 1 contrast three instrumental models--risk, performance, and distril)utivc
justice--to the procedural justice that is the focus of this essay.
1. R#k. One straightforward and widely noted perspective on social regulation builds upon the hasic set of human inotivations that
arc instrulncllta] o r "rati(wlal" ill character. People, as ratiorla] selfinterested actors, Wallt to nainiinizc their personal c<lsts and inaximizc
their attainnacnt of rewards when dealing with others. This image of
the person underlies detcrrcncc, sanctioning, and social control models
of social regulation (Nagin 1998).
Such models focus on the ability of legal authorities and institutions
to shape people's behavior hv threatening to deliver or actualh, delivering negative sanctions. To implement such strategies, police ofticcrs
car~T guns and clubs and can threaten citizens with physical injury, in-
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capacitation, or financial penalties. Their goal is to establish their authority and "the unifornl, badge, truncheon, and arms all may play a
role in asserting authority" in tile effort to "gain control of tile situation" (Reiss 1971, p. 46). The police seek to control the individual's
behavior "bv manipulating an individual's calculus regarding whether
'crime pays' in the particular instance" (Meares 2000, p. 396). Judges
similarly shape people's acceptance of their decisions by threatening
lines or even jail time for Failure to comply.
Research suggests that the ability to threaten or deliver sanctions is
usualh, effective in shaping people's law-related behavior. In particular,
a nund)er of studies on deterrence suggest that people are less likely
to engage in illegal behaviors when they think that they might he
caught and punished. This core premise of deterrence models is supported bv many, but not all, studies examining the t:actors that shape
people's law-related behavior (Paternoster et al. 1983; Paternoster and
lovanni 1986; Paternoster 1987; Tyler 1990; Nagin and Paternoster
1991; Nagin 1998).
Consider a specific policing example. In a study of 346 police encounters with people in Richmond, Virginia, Mastrofski, Snipes, and
Supina (1996) asked neutral observers to rate interactions between
nlembers of the public and the police. They found that the coercive
I)alance of power between the police and ineml)ers of the public shaped
the degree of compliance on the part of tile public. As would be expected based upon a deterrence model, people complied in tile face of
superior police power.
Studies of deterrence also point to Factors that limit the likely effectiveness of deterrence models. Perhaps the key t:actor limiting the vahie
of deterrence strategies is the consistent tinding that deterrence effects,
when found, are small in magnitude. For example, in a review of studies of deterrence of drug use, MacCoun (1993) fbund that around 5
t)ercent of the variance in drug use I)ehavior can be explained by variations in the expected likelihood-or severity of punishment. This suggests that much variance in law-related behavior flows from factors
other than risk estimates.
A further l)ossible limitation of deterrence strategies is that, while
deterrence effects can potentially be influenced by estimates either of
the certainty of pu,lishme,at or its severity, studies suggest that both
Factors are not equally effective. Unfortunately from a policy perspective, certainty more strongly inttuences people's behavior than severity,
and certainty is the more difficult to change.
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\,\then legal authorities heighten tile likelihood of being caught and
punished or tile severity, of punishment, they are increasing tile objective risks that law-breaking behavior will lead to costs for ttle lawbreaker. The asstunption is that these changes will alter people's subjective estimates of the likelihood and severity of punishment for
wrongdoing, and, as a consequence, lead to lower levels of rule breaking. Research suggests that deterrence effects are more strongly associated with people's estimates of the likelihood of being, caught and
punished than they are by the anticipated severity of punishment (Paternoster and lovanni 1986; Paternoster 1987; Nagin and Paternoster
1091). The implication is that efforts to increase colnpliance need to
focus on increasing the presence of the police to encot, rage apprehension or on raising the likelihood of conviction in the courts. IrAforts to
lower the crime rate by intensifying penalties--fi)r example, the recent
proliferation of death penalty laws--are likely to bc less effective.
Focusing on people's estimates of the likelihood of being caught and
punished highlights another reason why deterrence approaches have
difficult, shaping public compliance--the occurrence of threshold effects. To inttuence people's behavior, risk estimates need to be high
enough to exceed some threshold of psychological meaningfulness
(Teevan 1975; Ross 1982).
In most actual situations, the objective risk of being caught and punished is quite low. For example, according to an analysis of crime and
arrest rates, the objective risk of being caught, convicted, and imprisoned for rape is about 12 percent; for robbery 4 percent; and tot- assault, burglary larceny and motor vehicle theft 1 percent (Robinson
and l)arlev 1997). Of course, the psychological or subjective estimates
of risk are the key to people's behavior, not the objective risk.
Ross (1982) uses drunk drivin~ to outline the problems associated
with using deterrence t() shape law-rclated behavior. He suggests that
raising risk estimates to a level that is high en()t,gh to lower the rate
of law-breaking behavior, while not impossible, involves prohil)itivcly
high costs in terms of police manpower and citiz.en willingness to accept state intrusions into their personal lives. Interestingly, Ross tinds
that changes in laws can lead to short-term declines in law breaking
because the high level of media exposure to police activities leads people to overestimate the risks of being cat, ght and punished. However,
as this heightened publicity fades over time, people's actual experience
leads them to make more realistic risk estimates, which are h:)wer, and
those low risk estimates arc not enough to deter law-breaking behav-
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ior. These findings make clear that risk estimates, if they are high
enough, deter law-breaking I)ehavior, but it is difficult to sustain such
high risk estimates with the level of police activitT tTpically associated
with efforts to limit eyeD, day crimes.
Ross argues that it is difficult to implement deterrence approaches
within the political realities of democratic societies. Ross points out
that even the intensive efforts of Scandinavian authorities to create
high estimates of risk by using randoln road blocks and other similar
expensive and intrusive law enforcement measures are insufficient to
create and maintain subjective risk estimates that are high enough to
deter drunk driving over the long term.
Of course, many of the problems associated with deterrence-based
strategies are structural and involve variations in the degree to which
the police are able to monitor people's law-related behavior. This suggests that there are situations in which deterrence strategies will be
more or less effective. The two key variables are the ease of behavioral
surveillance and the level of resources that society is willing to devote
to surveillance. The influence of the conduciveness of the situation to
surveillance on the rate of law-breaking behavior is ilhlstrated by tax
payments. If people arc wage earners, their income is recorded, and
the possibility of hiding cheating is low. In a setting of this tyt)e the
opportunities for effective deterrence of law-breaking behavior are
high.
T h e isstie of societal resources is ilhistrated by considering the case
of murder. The objective risk of being caught and punished for murder
is high (around 45 percent; Robinson and Darlev 1997) because society
has committed considerable resources to resolving this tTpe of crime.
The likelihood of I)eing caught is high enough for deterrence to be
effective in lowering the mt, rder rate (to be above the threshold at
which risk shal)es behavior; Teevan 1975).
The example of the deterrence of mt, rder makes clear that one element in any deterrence strateg3, is the need and the willingness tO devote resources to surveillance. Instrumental approaches are not selfsustaining and require the maintenance of institutions and authorities
that can keep the probability of detection for wrongdoing at a sufficiently high level to motivate the public.
The effectiveness of "instrumental means of producing compliance
always depend[s] on resource limits" (Meares 2000, p. 401). The question is how much of the resources society, is willing to deploy to con-
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trol crime, and how much power to intrude into people's lives legal
authorities are allowed to have. Those resources need to be deployed
in strategic and effective ways. Sherman (1998), for example, notes that
police resources within tile United States are typically deployed more
in response to political pressures than to actual crime threats, with the
consequence that the ability of the police to deter crime is nonoptimal.
T h e murder example illustrates another important limit to deterrence strategies. T h e y are more effective in relation to crimes that are
committed for instrumental reasons. For example, car theft, burglary,
and crimes of this tTpe are tTpically motivated hv calculations about
costs and henefits. However, other crimes are more expressively motivated and are, as a consequence, more strongly shaped by a person's
emotional state and hy events of the moment. Crimes of this type, such
as rape and many murders, occur on the "spur of the moment" and in
the "heat of passion." Such crimes are less strongly intluenced hv
deterrence considerations, irrespective of the possihility of heing caught
and punished fi)r wrongdoing.
The problem faced by those responsible for the everyday law enforcement is that, for most crimes, the resources devoted to law enfi)rcement arc low and the opportunities for cheating are high. As a
consequence, deterrence strategies are unlikely to be a sufficient hasis
for effective social regulation, l)eterrence can form the foundation of
efforts to maintain the legal order 1)ut cannot be a complete strategy.,
for gaining compliance (Ayres and Braithwaite 1992). T o have an effective strateg)., for dealing with public compliance, we would benefit
from being in a sitt, ation in which people have additional reasons for
obeying the law hevond their fear of being caught and punished for
wrongdoing (Tyler 1990; Sherman 1993, 1998, 1999).
2. Pesfovmance. A second model links public hehavior to evahiations of tile effectiveness of ttle authorities. This perspective argues
that people will cooperate with the police and courts when they see
those authorities :is hcing aide to manage problems in their community. In the case of the police and courts, tile t)ioblenl heing managed
is social disorder.

As an examplc of strategies of regulation linked to pe,'formance, aggressive policing strategies, such as "zero tolerance" for minor crimes,
arc hased on the view that the key goal of" policing is to manage crime
in communities effectively. The role of the police, in other words, is
to assert authority over minor crimes and "lifestyle" offenses. 13v so
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doing, the police communicate to the public that they can and will
manage crime and disorder effectively. The public responds by cooperating with police efforts.
3. Disrributivejztstice. A third model links pt, hlic hehavior and policy support to issues of police fairness in the distrihution of their services and protection across the commt, nit~,. Here the issue is whether
the police f:airlv distribute police ser~,ices, providing "equal protection
to all." Sarat (1977) argues that the demand for equal treatment is a
core theme rt, nning through public evaluations of the police and the
courts. He suggests that the "perception of unequal treatment is the
single most important source of popular dissatisfaction with the American legal system. According to available smwev evidence, Americans
believe that the ideal of equal protection, which epitomizes what they
lind most valuahle in their legal system, is betrayed hy police, lawyers,
judges, and other legal officials" (Sarat 1977, p. 434). This argument
roots evaluations of the police and public reactions to them in views
about how they distribute public resources and services.

I~. Procedural Justice Models of Motivation
The procedural justice model involves two stages. The first involves
the argument that public behavior is rooted in evaluations of the legitimacy of the police and courts. People's social values--in this case, their
feelings of obligation and responsibilitT to obey legitimate authorit i e s - a r e viewed as key antecedents of public behavior. In other words,
people cooperate with the police and courts in their everyday lives
when they view those authorities as legitimate and entitled to be
obeyed.
The second involves the antecedents of legitimacy. The procedural
justice argument is that process-based assessments are the key antecedent of legitimacy (Tyler 1990). In this analysis, four indicators--summary judgments of procedural justice, inferences of motive-based trust,
judgments ahout the fairness of decision making, and judgments about
the Fairness of interpersonal treatment--are treated as indices of an
overall assessment of procedural justice in the exercise of authority,.
These arguments, taken together, lead to the model shown in figure 3.
One partict, lar advantage of procedural justice is that it leads to
compliance over time. This suggests that experiencing procedural justice changes people's values concerning the law. The particular value
of importance in this discussion is legitimacy--the belief that legal authorities are entitled to he obeyed. In other words, when people expe-
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• Procedural j u s t i c e

Compliance

• Quality of
decision making
• Quality of
treatment

"--~ Leg i t i m ac Y~

i °m°;~rwa;i°rlnnen t

• Motive-based
trust

• Risk
• Effectiveness
• Distributive
justice

I;Ic. 3.--Conccl)tual view ~t the process-based model of regulation

rience procedural justice, their feelings of responsibility and ohligation
to obey the law increase. This leads to compliance that is sustained
over time. I lere that argt, ment is expanded to address the motivations
underlying people's everyday I)chavior. If people view law as legitimate, the), generally fi)llow it. T h a t view, in turn, is linked to the manner in which pcoplc view the authorities as conducting thcmsch, es
when they engage in regulatory activities.

C. l_xgithHaO,
T h e model outlined is hascd on one distinct social value--lcgiti-

Lcgitinlacy is the property that a rule or an authority has when
others feel ohligatcd to defer vohintarilv. In other words, a legitimate
authorip¢ is an authority regarded llv people as entitled to have their
decisions and rules accepted and followed bv others (F'rench and Raven
1959). "l'hc l'OOtSof" the nlodcrn discussion of legithnacy :ire tistlalh,
traced to \,\ chcr s writing's, on authority and the social dynamics of authority (\4zcl)cr 1968).
IllaCv.

\.Vcber argues that the ability to issiie commands that will he obeyed
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does not rest solely upon the possession and ability to use power. In
addition, there are rules that people will vohmtarih, obcv and authorities whose directives will be vohmtarilv ffHlowcd. Legitimacy, thereff~re, is a quality possessed by an authority, a law, or an institution that
leads others to feel obligated to obey its decisions and directives. It is
"a quality attributed to a regime bv a population" (Merehnan 1966,
p. 548).
Similar views of responsihili W and obligation are also artict, lated hv
other social scientists. As Hoffman notes: "The legacy of both Siground Freud and Emile Durkheim is the agreement among social scientists that most people do not go through life viewing society's moral
norms as external, coercively imposed pressures to which they must
st, bruit. Though the norms are initially external to the indMdual and
often in conflict with [a person's] desires, the norms evcntualh, hccome
part of [a person's] internal motive system and guide [a person's] behavior even in the absence of external authority. Control hv others is
thus replaced by self control [through a process labeled internalization]" (Hoffman 1977, p. 85).
The key issue l)urkheim and Freud addressed is the personal taking
on of ohligations and responsibilities that hecome self regulating, so
that people acknowledge and act on internal values that lead to deference to society.,, social rules, and authorities. However, Hoffman, like
l)urkhcim and ];'reud, foct, scs on the development of moral values.
Those values lead to self-regulatory behavior, but behavior in which
people take the responsibility to b,'ing what they do into line with their
views ahout what is right and wrong (Darley, Tyler, and Bilz 2002).
More recently, Beetham (1991) has also addressed issues of legitimacy. Like ~,Veber, Bectham suggests that legitimacy is distinct f>om
issues of rational choice or self-interest and that people relate to the
powerful both as moral agents and as self interested actors, l-lc argues
that people cooperate and comply for reasons of legitimacy, and in response to estimates of potential risk or gain from rule following or rule
hrcaking. Bcetham suggests that legitimacy is necessary in ahnost all
situations of authority, except for rare cases st, ch as slavery, and that it
is central to the maintenance of order, to obtaining cooperation from
subordinates, and to effective performance of government.
Sparks and Bottoms (1995) and Sparks, Bottoms, and Hay (1996)
support the argtunent that legitimacy has wide importance by showing
that it matters evcn in highly coercive environments such as prisons.
They compare two prison environments, differing in their legitimacy
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in tile eyes of prisoners. Their work suggests that when prisoners view
prison as more legitimate, there is less individual and collective disorder. They argue that legitimacy develops out of the use of fair procedures and the provision of respectful treatment.
Kehnan and l-lanlilton (1989) refer to legitimacy as "authorization"
to reflect the idea that a person authorizes an authority to determine
appropriate behavior within some situation and then feels obligated to
follow the directives or rules that authority establishes. As they indicate, the authorization of actions by authorities "seem[s] to cam, automatic justification for them. Behaviorally, authorization obviates the
necessi 9, of making judgments or choices. Not only do normal moral
principles become inoperative, bt, t--partict, larly when the actions are
Cxl)licitly ordcrcd--a different type of morality, linked to tile duty to
ohey superior orders, tends to take over" (Kehnan and t lamilton 1989,
p. 16).
One way to think about legitimacy is as a property of an institt,tion
or group of at, thorities. For example, studies of confidence in governmerit ask people to rate the overall government, and its institutions and
authorities. Studies of the legitimacy of legal authorities similarh, ask
people to evaluate their general feelings of responsibility and obligation to obey the law and legal authorities.
This essay focus on the internalization of the obligation to obey al,thorities, as opposed to the internalization of the responsibility to follow principles of personal morality (for discussions of morality, see
Robinson and Darlev 1995; Tyler and Darlev 2000; l)arley, Tyler, and
Bilz 2002). This feeling of resl)onsihility reflects a willingness to suspend personal considerations of selgintercst and to ignore personal
moral values hecause a person thinks that an at, thority or a rule is entitled to determine approllriate behavior within a given situation or situations.
Researchers have measured legitimacy in a variety of ways. In the
case of local laws and legal authorities, studies have often used an index
of perccivcd ohligation to ohcy. Typic{d items fl'om such a scale, in this
case drawn from Tyler (1990), include "People shot, ld obey the law
even if it goes against what they think is right" (82 percent yes); "1
ahvays try to follow the law, even if 1 think it is wrong" (82 percent
yes); "l)isobcying the law is seldom justified" (79 percent yes); "It is
difticult to break the law and keep one's self-respect" (69 percent yes);
"If a person is doing something, and a police officer tells them to stop,
tile}, should stop even if they feel that what they are doing is legal" (84
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percent); and "If a person goes to court because of a dispute with another person, and the judge orders them to pay money to the other
person, they should pay that person money, even if they think tile
judge is wrong" (74 percent yes).
The perceived ol)ligation to obey is the most direct extension of the
concel)t of legitimacy. This sense of obligation can be directly measured ("I should obey") or it can he asked in a situation of conflict with
the person's feelings about what is right or desirable ("I should obey
when I disagree"; "I should obey when I think tile decision is wrong").
Building on studies by political scientists, and Easton's conceptual
framework (Easton and Dennis 1969), legitimacy has been ineasured
in terms of support, allegiance, institutional trust, or confidence.
Drawing on this literature, Tyler (1990) measured legitimacy by asking
people's agreement with the statements "I have a great deal of respect
for tile Chicago police," "On tile whole Chicago police ofticers are
honest," "I feel proud of the Chicago police," and "1 feel that 1 should
support the Chicago police."
An additional measure, along these same lines, is to measure legitimacy using a thermonleter to register positive or negative feeling.
Tyler and Huo (2002) ask people to rate tile police oll a thermometer
ranging from zero to ten, with live being tile middle rating. People arc
asked to think about how warmly they feel about the police and to give
a temperature rating on this scale.
More recently, legitimacy has been conceptualized as lack of cynicism about the law (Ewick and Silbev 1998). This analysis considers
the degree to which people feel that the law and legal authorities represent their interests, as opposed to the interests of those in power.
Based upon this model, Tyler and Huo (2002) operationalized cynicism using several items, inchiding "The law represents the values of
the people in power, rather than tile values of people like me," "People
in power use the law to try to control people like me," and "The law
does not protect my interests." This approach is designed to establish
the degree to which people feel that legal authorities are not motivated
to protect their interests (i.e., as not legitimate).

D. Testing the Model
Four studies test tile dynanlics of the process-based model of regulation. Tyler (1990) reports the restllts of a panel study of residents in
Chicago. Tyler, Casper, and Fisher (1989) report the findings of a
panel study of a group of individuals charged with felonies. Sunshine
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and Tyler (2003) report the results of two studies of the residents of
New York City. Tyler (2001a) presents the results of secondarT anal),ses of four studies of public opinion about the police and the courts.
1. Tyler (19901. My early work on regulation explored the antecedents of people's eve~<lay compliance with the law (Tyler 1990). [
used the results of telephone inter~qews conducted with a random sampie of Chicago residents to examine the basis of public compliance
with the law. The study uses a panel design with 1,575 residents interviewed during wave 1 and 804 reinterviewed one year later. Each was
asked about recent personal experiences with the police or courts and
about their general views concerning the legitimacy of these authorities.
The results suggest that legitimacy has all important role in shaping
compliance with the law. Those members of the public who feel that
the law is legitimate and ought to be obeyed, and who have institutional trust in legal authorities, are more likely to fi)llow the law. Using
regression analyses, the stt,dv examines the ability of a combined measure of legitimacy to int]uence compliance with the law. Legitimacy is
found to have an independent influence on compliance, even when
controls are placed upon estimates of the risk of being caught and punished, peer disapproval, the morality of law breaking, performance
evaluations of the authorities, and demographic characteristics. This
was true both for an analysis of the wave 1 cross-sectional sample of
1,575 and for a panel stt, dy of 804 of these respondents reinter~,iewed
one year later.
One particularly compelling test involved examining the relationship
between legitimacy and compliance at time 2, controlling for compliance at time 1. "T'his analysis, which makes use of the panel features of
the study, is shown in table 3. Again, legitimacy has a unique significant influence on compliance.
I;'urther, it is true of hoth white and minority group respondents.
\'Vhen separate suhgrou I) analyses were conducted alllong the three
major demographic groups in the sample--whites (n = 826), Afi'ican
Americans (n = 5201, and Hispanics (n = 1541--inl]uences of: legitimacy on compliance were fi:mnd among the illeillhers e l each ethnic
group (see tahle 4). These analyses suggest that legitimacy is an impo,'tant influence on compliance with the law that is distinct fl'om the influence of risk assessments or demographic background.
The second important tinding in that study is that using fair procedures is the way for legal authorities to tap into people's feelings of
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TABLF~ 3
Does Legitimacy Influence Coml)liance?
Coml)liance ;it Time 2
(Beta \.Veights)

Beta weights:
I.egitimacy ;it time 2
Risk at time 2
Race
Compliance at time 1
Adjusted R-squared (percent)

.11"
.10"
.00

.65*
51

SotaRCE.--q'vler 1990. Wave 2 findings fi)r panel data.
NOTtL--n - 804.
*p <

.05.

**p < .01.
***p <

.001.

responsibilit3, and obligation to defer to their rules and decisions.
1 fence, procedunfl justice is the key to voluntan, compliance. Tyler
(1990) uses the impact of personal experiences with police officers and
judges upon views about the legitimacy of legal authorities to establish
this procedural justice influence.
I used the results of the panel analysis to explore the impact of personal experience upon legitimacy and performance evaluations to unTABLE 4
Compliance with the Law
\.~qlites
(n = 826)
Beta weights:
Legitimacy of legal authorities
Risk
Income
l~ducation
Gender
Age
Adjusted R-squared (percen 0

African
Americans
(n
520)
=

.25"
.13*
.07"
.03
.31"
.0,q*
21

Hispanics
(n = 154)

.15*
:14"
.09*
.08

.19"
.14
.01
.00

.25*

.25*

.04
)4

.16*
12

SouRcs.--Tvler 1900. Respondents are those interx'iewcd in wave 1 of tile panel data.

NOTF..--n- 1,575.
* p < .05.

**p < .01.
"*'p < .001.
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derstand tile procedural justice findings. In the study, 804 residents
were interviewed at t~vo times, one year apart. In each interview, respondents were asked to indicate how legitimate the), judged legal authorities to be and to assess tile quality of their job performance. During the one-year interval, 329 of the 804 respondents had a personal
experience with legal authorities. This subsample was asked to evaluate
two aspects of their experiences: the outcome and the procedures used
to reach those outcomes. In tile case of outcomes, respondents evaluated the fairness of the outcome they received (distributive justice), the
favorableness of their outcome, and the degree to which that outcome
eqt, aled, exceeded, or failed to match their prior expectations. For procedures, respondents were asked to evaluate the fairness of the procedures, and tile degree to which that procedure equaled, exceeded, or
t:ailed to match their prior expectations.
The results, shown in tigure 4, indicate that procedural justice is the
aspect of personal experience that most strongly influences legitimacy.
Of the live judgments outlined, only procedural justice evahiations play
a role ill shaping postexpcrience evahiations of legitimacy. This suggests that a key antecedent of legitimacy is the procedural fairness that
people have experienced during their past personal experiences with
legal authorities. These procedural Fairness judgments are found to ag
fect people's general views about legitimacy. They also affect their performance evah, ations.

Evaluation~
(wave

[~

/
\/

~, Evaluation
(wave2)
Procedural....-.-.-'l.2.CZJ
justice[~
Distributive \

/)4'u tce
/ /
E~.~
Legitimacy ¢"
(wave I)" ~

~ Outcome
favorableness

\

'X~
Legitimacy
(wave2)

F.;. 4.--l)ocs im~ccduraljustice inllucncc legitimacy?(Tyler 1990: n

= 804)
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2. Trier, OLrpeJ; and Fisher (1989). Other work also supports this
focus oil procedural justice. Tyler, Casper, and lrisher (1989) used a
panel design to inter~qew 628 people accused of felonies. Those people
were interviewed prior to and following the adjudication of their cases.
The question addressed was how the experience of going through the
criminal justice system influenced people's views about that system and
its authorities.
The results indicate that procedural justice is the key factor shaping
people's overall orientations toward legal authorities, government, and
law. Neither outcome fairness nor outcome favorableness separately
influenced people's views about the legal system. Hence, as in Tyler
(1990), procedural justice was the key aspect of experience that shaped
people's views about law and legal authorities.
3. Slmshme mM T),ler (2003). Sunshine and Tyler (2003) explored
the role of legitimacy in shaping compliance, cooperation, and empowerment. They did so using the findings of t~vo st, r~,evs of residents
in New York City. The first, a sample of 483 residents, was asked to
evaluate the New York City Police Department (NYPD) during
spring-summer 2001. The sample was drawn from registered voters
who responded to a mailed questionnaire and was weighted to reflect
the city's ethnic, educational, and gender composition. The second
sample was of 1,653 residents asked to evaluate the NYPD during the
summer of 2002. This sample was drawn hy random digit dialing and
weighted to reflect ethnicitv.
The study addresses two issues: whether the legitimacy of the police
shapes compliance, cooperation, and empowerment; and whether legitimacy is linked to procedural fiairness. At both levels, these influences were contrasted to the influence of the three instrumental judgments already outlined: distribt, tive fairness, police effectiveness, and
the likelihood of a serious risk of heing sanctioned.
The regression analyses shown in table 5 I)ased on data from the
first sample indicate that legitimacy independently shapes cooperation,
compliance, and empowerlnent. This is found even when controls are
included for each of the three instrumental judgments. Of course, as
we might expect, those instrumental judgments are also important.
Risks of being caught and punished shape compliance, while judgments of the distributive fairness of the police shape empowerment.
A further analysis suggests that the key antecedent of legitimacy is
procedural justice (table 6). It supports the general argument being advanced here by suggesting the key role of procedural justice assess-

TAB L E 5
Influences on Compliance, Cooperation, and Empowerment, Study 1
Compliance
l~egitilnacy
l)istributive justice
Performance
Risk
Etlmicitv
Age
Education
Inc(n+nc
Gender
Adjusted R-squared
(percent)

.22**

Compliance
(Tobi 0

Cooperation

.14***

Empowcrment

.30"**

.40***

-.09

-.05

-.06

.21"**

-.08

-.06

.11
.04
- . 19***
.07
.12"
.14**
-.05

.06
.03

.18***

- . I 1*
.08
.08
.17**
. I 0*
9

.07*

- . 14*
.03
.04
.05
.13**
••-

/)5
.04
-.02
- . 10*
.01
40

14

SouRcl;.--Sunshinc and Tyler 2003.
No'H~.--AII entries are standardized beta weights. Sample is weighted by cthnicity,
inc(lmc~ and education.
* p < .05.

*+p < .01.
*** p < .001.

TA13 L E 6
Influences on Legitimacy,

Stt, d v 1
Legitimacy

Procedural justice
Distrihutivc justice
Pcrf,t>rmancc
Risk
l'thnicitv
Age

-.03
.01
.03

l:]ducation

- .08*

Income
Gender
Adjustcd R-squared (pcrccn0

.62"**
.11 **

.20"**

.05
.03
73

SouRc~.--Sunshinc and Tyler 2003.
NoTr.--All entrics arc standardized beta weights.
T h e y indicate the iMcpcndcnt influence cach variable has (m the depcndcm variable. Sample is
weighted by cthnicity, income, and cducati(m.
* p < .05.

**p < .01.
*** p < .001.
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[ E hnici y ]
[ Education ]
Fro. 5.--Structural cqtmtion model f~r study 1: testing the princess-based model of
regulati~m (Sunshine and Tyler 2003).

ments in conferring or undermining the legitimacy of the police. In
addition, the policc are viewed as more legitinaate if they distribute services 6airh, and if they perform more effectively in fighting crime.
These two analyses are combined into one overall model, shown in
figure 5. It supports the basic process-based regulation argument by
showing that legitimacy shapes all three forms of public connection to
legal authorities--compliance, cooperation, and empowerment. Further, legitimacy is shaped primarily by procedural justice. This analysis
does not suggest that instrumental factors ~are irrelev:mt, because they
are not. Rather it suggests that there is :an indcpendent inttuence of
process-based judgments.
This overall analysis was replicated using data from the second sam-
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I

Fit;. 6.--Structural equation model for study 2: testing the proccss-lmscd model of
regulation (Sunshine and Tyler 2003).

pie. Results are shown in tigure 6. Again, the model supports tile basic
process-based regulation argument by showing that legitimacy shapes
all three fcwms of public connection to legal authorities--conlpliance,
cooperation, and empowerment. Legitimacy is again primarily linked
to procedural justice.
Procedural justice matters when people are making general evaluations of the police or courts by expressing their degree of trust and
confidence. Such institutional evaluations arc important because they
express political support for the legal system and its authorities.
4. 7),h'r (2001a). Tyler (2001a) explored the factors underlying
public trust and confidence using data fiom several survcv-hascd stt, dies of tile police and courts. The studies look at the general population
rather than fi:musing on people with personal experiences. Further,
people are asked ahot, t their overall evahiations of legal authorities,
rather than about their willingness to accept particular decisions. "l'hc
analysis contrasts tile influence of perfi)rmance evahiations (judgments
about whether the police are effectively controlling crime) with judg-
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merits about the fairness of police treatment of citizens. It compares
their importance as antecedents to confidence in the police.
The findings (Tyler 200 la) suggest that people, when evaluating the
police and the courts, consider I)oth their effectiveness in controlling
crime and their procedural fairness. The major factor, however, is consistently fot, nd to be the Fairness of the manner in which the police and
the courts are helieved to treat citizens when exercising their authority.
For example, a study of 346 Oakland, California, residents living in
high crime areas found that the l)rimary factor shaping overall evaluations of the police was the quality of their treatment of communitw
residents (which explained 26 percent of the unique variance in evaluations), with a secondary influence of performance evaluations (which
explained 5 percent of the unique variance). Similarly, a national survey of 1,826 people's views about local and state courts shows that the
primary source of public discontent is the judgment that people receive
poor quality treatment fi'om the courts, rather than that court performance is of poor quality.

E. Implicatious
These findings on the evaluation of legal institutions also support
the process-based model of regulation. \,Ve already knew that people
shaped their reactions to their personal experiences by focusing on the
procedural fifirness of their treatment. \,Ve now know that they also
shape their evaluations of the police and courts as institutions of government bv attention to whether they think that these authorities generally treat members of the public |:airly.
Both Sunshine and Tyler (2003) and Tyler (2001a) found that these
conclusions apply equally strongly to white and minority respondents.
Those within both groups evaluate legal authorities in basically the
same way. It might he speculated, for example, that whites would be
less concerned about fair treatment, since minorities are the primary
target of disrespect by the police and courts. However, no such evidence is found. Both whites and minorities are influenced by quality
of treatment issues and judgments of procedt, ral justice.
Of course, it is important to remember that these findings are linked
to the suhjective fairness of the procedures people experience. The},
are concerned about regulation as it is experienced hy the people being
regulated. From the perspective of the legal authorities, the thoughts
and feelings of members of the public are primarily important I)ecause
they shape whether those people comply with the law and cooperate
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with the authorities. In this sense, personal experiences can bc thought
of as adult socialization experiences that teach people about the nature
of legal authority. These evolving views about law and legal authority,
in tuna, shape people's law-related behaviors.
\Vhile these findings suggest that the key to socialization during personal experience is the f:airness of the procedure experienced hy mornhers of thc public when they dcal with legal authorities, the subjectivity
of such experiences directs our attention to the psychology, of procedural justice. \Vhen we look at the f:airness ratings of variot, s legal forums, it becomes clear that such suhjective judgments can deviate from
procedural justice as it is thought of by legal scholars. For example,
Tyler, Casper, and Fisher (1989) examined criminal justice procedures
and fi)und that people rate plea bargaining to he f:airer than a trial,
while studies of civil justice often lind that people rate mediation to he
fairer than a trial (Tyler 1988). Hence, subjectively fhir procedures
should not he viewed :as equivalent to normativeh, fair procedures.
However, they arc the procedures that shape people's behavior. For
example, mediation encourages compliance (MclEwen and Maiman
1984).
1\7. The Impact of l.egitimacy on I)ecision Acceptance
during a Personal F~xpericnce
Onc argument for the importance of gcneral legitimacy is that it influences what people do during personal interactions with police officers and judges. The question is whether people's views about the legitimacy of these legal authorities influence how people act during
their personal experiences, how they evaluate those experiences and
the at, thorities with whom they have them, and whether they cooperate and defer to the decisions made by the police ofticcrs with whom
they arc dealing.
~.Vc would expect, based upon theories of legitimacy, that pcoplc
who view legal authoritics as more legitimate, and hence more entitled
to he obeyed, wouhl be more likely to defer to legal authorities, accepting their decisions about how to resolve prohlems or how to restrict their own bclaavior. \.Vc would predict that conscnt and cooperation would be greater when people think authorities :are legitimate.
Irurthcr, we wot, ld predict that such cooperation is more likely to rest, It in continued adherence to the decisions and agreements made during those personal encounters. Authorities want to gain cooperation
and consent in the immediate situation.
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TABLE 7

What Shapes the Willingness to Defer in Specific Personal
Encounters with Legal Authorities?
Willingness t{} Accept
the I)ccision/SatisFaction
with the Decision :\'laker
Beta wcighL,;:
How Favorable/fairwas the decision in the encounter"
General legitimacyof legal authorities
Adjusted R-squared (percent)

.40***
.36*
38

SouacE.--Tvlcr and Huo 2002.
NOTE.--n = 1,656.
* p < .05.

**p < .01.
***p <.001.
Tyler and Huo (2002) found that, as predicted, people are more
willing to accept the decisions of police officers and judges in a given
situation if they regard those authorities as being generally legitimate
legal authorities (see table 7). Hence, general legitimacy fiacilitates decision acceptance.
This study illustrates the potential benefits of legitimacy for legal
authorities. If a police officer or judge comes into a personal encounter
representing an institution that people regard as more legitimate, they
are more likely to accept decisions. So, as predicted hv theories of legitimacy, legitimacy encourages consent and cooperation.
Tyler and H u o (2002) fot, nd that the procedural justice has an important role in shaping people's willingness to consent and cooperate
with the police. People who view authorities as legitimate generally decide whether to accept the decisions of police officers hased upon
whether they are fairly made. People who view authorities as illegitimate generally decide whether to accept the decisions of police officers
based upon whether they perceive those decisions to he flair or Favorable. This is shown in table 8 t33, the presence of an interaction hetween legitimacy and procedural justice, and in tahle 9 hv differences
in the weight given to procedural justice in the high and low legitimacy
subgroups. Since the police are often in situations in which they cannot
provide people with ot, tcomes that they view as fair or favoral)le, the
police henetit if people defer to their decisions becat,se those decisions
are fifirlv made.

"FABLE 8
\V-hat Shapes Reactions to Personal Experiences
with Legal Authorities?
Willingness to Accept
the Decision/Satisfaction
with the l)ecision Maker
Beta weights:
Procedural fairnt:ss in tile situation (A)
Favorability/f:airness of tile outcome in the situadon (13)
Overall legitimacy of legal authorities (C)
A*C
B *C
Adjusted R-squared (percent)

.77*
.ll*
.05*
.06*
-.01

80

SOURCL--Tvler and Huo 2002.
No'rE.--n = 1,656.
* p < .05.

**p < .01.
***p < .001.

TABLE

9

St, b g r o u p Analysis
l)ecision Acceptance/
Sa6sf\~ction with the
Decision 1\'laker
Low legitimacy:
Beta weights:
Process judgments
Outcome

.74

iudglnt:nts

Adiustcd R-squared (percent)
High legitimacy:
Beta weights:
Process judgments
Outcome iudgments
Adjusted R-squared (percent)

. l0

75

.83
.()0
75

Sour('~.--'l'vlcr and l luo 2002.
NoTr.--Scparatc regression anah,scs f(~r subgroups representing dmsc high and h)w
in general legitimacy.
* p <

.05.

**p < .01.
***p < .001.
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In other words, Tyler and 1-1t,o (2002) demonstrated that legitimacy
changes the basis upon which people decide whether to cooperate.
They contrast two reasons for deferring to the decisions made by police officers and judges: first, because the decisions are viewed as desira b l e - t h e y are seen as being a fair resolution to the issues invoh, ed in
the encounter or as providing desirable outcomes such as letting the
person go free without arrest, and, second, because the police officers
or judges invoh,ed are seen as exercising their authority in fair ways.
The findings suggest that those who view legal authorities as more legitimate rely more heavily on procedural justice jt, dgments when deciding whether to accept decisions.
These findings show that legitimacy has t~vo positive influences on
policing. The first is that people who view the police to be legitimate
are generally more willing to defer to the directives of particular police
officers. The second is that people who view the police to be legitimate
evaluate particular police offcers in more strongly procedural terms.
For both of these reasons, Tyler and Huo (2002) advocate a proactive
strategy, of regulation in which the police act in ways that build and
maintain legitimacy.
Separate analyses among the various ethnic groups studied by Tyler
and Huo (2002) suggest that these legitimacy effects are found ainong
whites, African Americans, and Hispanics. YVithin each group, the
willingness to accept the decisions made by pa,'ticular police officers is
linked to people's views about the overall legitimacy of law and legal
authorities. If t)eople view the police as legitimate, they are more willing to accept decisions. Further, within each group, legitimacy facilitates process-based deference to particular police officers.
\.\qlile Tyler and Huo (2002) focused on the police, interactions
with the courts were also considered. The police I)ecalne the primary
focus of attention because 85 percent of subjects' personal experiences
were with the police. However, the psychological processes underlying
acceptance or resistance to decisions were found to be similar irrespective of which type of authority was invoh,ed, suggesting that the
arguments apply equally strongly to the police and the courts. Many
other studies of courts also strongly support a process-based model
(MacCoun et al. 1988; Tyler, Casper, and Fisher 1989; Lind et al.
1993; \,Vissler 1995).
V. The Idea of a Self-Regulating Society
The distinction between instrumental jtldgments and legitimacy as antecedents of compliance with the law highlights the possihility of two
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types of legal culture. The first builds public compliance ola the basis
of people's concerns about the possibilitT of being caught and punished. Such a deterrence-based society depends upon the ability of legal authorities to create and maintain a credible threat of punishnmnt
for wrongdoing. The studies outlined demonstrate that, while deterfence influences law-related behavior, the social context of deinocratic
societies makes it difficult for authorities to engage in the levels of
surveillance needed to sustain a viable legal system simply based upon
deterrence.
The important role legitimacy plays in shaping people's law-related
IJehavior indicates the possibility of a self-regulating society in which
citizens internalize values that lead to vohmtary deference to the law
and to legal authorities. Such a society is based upon consent and cooperation. That cooperation develops fi'om t eople ' s own feelings
about appropriate social behavior and is not linked to risks of apprehension and punishment. Tyler (2001a) refers to such a society as a
law-abiding society. The studies outlined make clear that such a societ.v is possible. If people think authorities are legitimate, they are more
likely to obey them.
A law-abiding society cannot be created overnight through changes
in the allocation of resources within government agencies, chana'es~.
that would alter the expected gains or risks associated with compliance.
It depends upon the socialization of appropriate social and moral values among children and the maintenance of those values among adults
(Tyler and Darlev 2000; Tyler 2001b).
Evidence suggests that a core element to the creation and maintenance of such social vahics is the judgment that legal authorities exercise their authority following fair procedures. This is true both during
personal experiences with the police and the courts and in general evaluations of these authorities.
\,\;hilt the proccss-/msed :lpproilch to regulation proposed here is
based upon the results of studies of pulllic reactions to the police and
the courts, similar argument have been advanced by others based upon
their ol)scrvations of police interactions with memllers of the public.
\,Vilson (1968) described a service style of policing that is similar in
many ways to the process-based model. Similarly, Muir's (1977) discussion o1 what constitutes a good t)olice officer notes the impo,tancc
of t,cating people with dignity and respect.
"T'he difl:crence in the approach taken here lies in the effort to provide empirical support for the vahle of a particular style of policing as
part of a broader effort to provide an empirically grounded modcl of
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effectiveness in regulation, as one element in a broader "evidencebased" approach to crime prevention (Sherman et al. 2002). This effort
invoh,es assessing the impact of policing on the memhers of the public
who deal with the police.
This approach constitutes a useful general approach to the exercise
of police authority. \,\qfile not all people respond to fair processes, the
work outlined suggests that such an approach is broadly effective. In
particular, it is effective within the subgroup of the population that is
the particular target of policing activity--the young minority male.

VI. Racial Profiling as an Exanlple
Issues of racial profiling have recently been central to puhlic discussions of police-conmlunity relations. President George \,V. Bush has
condenmed racial profiling. Both Congress and a ntunber of states
have considered or passed laws designed to lessen racial profiling.
More than 80 percent of Americans have said that they "disapprove"
of racial profiling (Galhip poll, December 1999). Racial profiling has
been blanled for a variety of ills, from friction bet~veen the police and
minority colnmunities to overall decreased confidence in and cooperation with the police.
P,acial profiling--situations in which legal authorities act, at least in
part, based on the race of a person--can be considered from a number
of perspectives. Legal scholarship focuses on whether and when profiling based on ascribed characteristics such as race, gender, or age is
or ought to be illegal (Kadish 1997; Harris 1999; Thompson 1999;
Nleeks 2000; Knowles and Persico 2001). Criminologists try to determine how often profiling based ut)on ascribed characteristics occurs
(Lamberth 1998; Rudovsky 2001). Police institutions have focused on
profiling as a reflection of possible racism among legal authorities that
leads to "bias based" policing (Fridell et al. 2001). These perspectives
differ in their specifc focus, but all define racial profiling in terms of
the behavior of legal authorities.
This analysis approaches profiling from a psychological perspective
(see Tyler and \,Vakslak 2002 for an extended discussion). It treats profiling as an attribution or inference made by a member of the public
that the motivation for the behavior of a legal authority, lies in ascribed
characteristics of the people with whom that authority is dealing,
rather than in their actual behavior. In other words, this analysis treats
profling as a subjective judgment made bv a member of the public
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about the motives behind the actions of legal authorities--about why
legal authorities are acting as they a r e .
This psychological approach is different from other treatments of
racial profiling. 111 contrast to the usual focus o11 profiling behavior, we
argue that the subjective experience of receiving police attention based
upon one's race (profiling)--regardless of whether profiling has acreally occurred--is responsible for many of the negative effects associated with profiling. It is the perception of profiling, not the objective
reality,, that may be tile important psychological issue.
Observational studies suggest that legal authorities seldom make
overt statements that link their I)ehavior to racial profiling. T h e y do
not say, for example, "1 stopped you because you arc black" (Shennan
1999). \,Vhen authorities do provide reasons or explanations for their
actions, those reasons legitimize their actions, as when tile police say
that the person "fits tile description of someone who is wanted tbr a
crime." Hence, a person stopped by the police must make an inference
as to why he or she was stopped, often based o n unclear, ambiguous
cues. From this pe,'spcctive, tile key issue is not the motivation or behavior of legal authorities, but how their actions are understood by the
memhers of tile public.
Wc can view tile subjective experience of racial profiling as an aspect
of people's more general desire to understand why events happen to
them. Inferences about ol)served behavior are central to the social psycholog3, of attribution (Heider 1958), which recognizes that a key task
of social inference is to infer motivations underlying the observed behavior of others (Fiske and Taylor 1991; Nisbett and Ross 1980). People arc constantly engaged in an effort to understand the social world
I)y inferring tile reasons underlying actions, and profiling is a subset
of such efforts. We hypothesize that the key to people's reactions to
authorities lies in thci," attribt,tions of motives to those authorities.
A core distinction made by attribution theory is between causes that
are "achieved," that is, that are duc to the pers~m's actions, and cat, ses
that arc linked to "ascribed characteristics" of tile person--their race,
agc, or gender. People have considerable control over their actions and
therefore feel responsible and accountable t:o1"behavior tile}, choose to
engagc in. Ascribed characteristics, however, arc not generally tile result of choice and are not within tile person's control. People do not
feel responsible and accountable for ascril)ed characteristics. Hence,
people a,'e typically more comfortahle and accepting of being judged
by others based upon what they choose to do rather than on aspects
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of who they are, such as their race, gender, or age (Fiske and Taylor
1991).
In the case of an encounter with legal authorities, people inight infer
that their own actions have led to or caused the behavior of the authorities ( " T h e police stopped me because I was speeding"). This attribution for the actions of the police pt, ts the causality for the police action
in the actions of the person, in the things he o, she was doing. Conversely, people might infer that the actions of authorities were motivated by their ascribed characteristics ( " T h e police stopped me because
1 am black, a woman, a young person, etc."). This judgment that authorities are acting in reaction to ascribed characteristics is the core of
an attril)ution of profiling.
In each encounter between a legal authority, and a member of the
public, the actions of the authority are possibly based upon ascribed
characteristics and possibly based upon behavior. T h e person must
make an inference about the cause of the police behavior. Our focus is
not on the validity of that inference but, rather, on the t:actors that
shape inferences and the consequences of inferences, when made, on
attitudes toward the police. \,Ve focus not upon the actual motivations
of the police, as revealed in their behavior, hut on the perceived motives of the police, as revealecl in inferences about their behavior d,'awn
by members of the public.
A. Profiling as an InJ'erence about Police Behavior
Treating profiling as an attributional inference allows us to address
important questions not addressed when treating profiling as a behavioral occurrence (such as, asking "Are people being profiled?"). First,
what are the consequences of a person making a protiling attribution
for the behavior of the police? Does this inference, independent of its
validitT, have negative organizational consequences for police institutions? T h e studies described below test the hypothesis that attributions
made abot, t behavior shape reactions to that behavior. Second, what are the factors that shape inferences of profiling?
\,Vhat variables are people relying on when they make judgments about
the reasons fi)r police behavior? T h e studies presented here test the
process-based hypothesis that people use procedural cues to assess the
motives of legal authorities. In other words, they test the value of using
a process-based approach to dealing with issues of racial protiling.
These issues become vital when thinking of the conseqt, ences of defining profiling as an attribution made by the public. One might sup-
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pose, and would he supported hy conventional treatments of racial profiling, that the hest way to stop all prohlems associated with racial
profiling is to stop profiling from occurring. This is obviously the tack
taken by legislative hodies that have created laws making racial profiling illegal.
The psychological treatment of profiling, however, argues that if
people feel that they are being profiled, it may not he sufficient "actually" to stop it. If profiling inferences are responsible for negative consequences to the police, police and other authorities must make sure
that they not only deal with actual profiling, but also with the public's
perception of profiling. It is easy to imagine a sittiation in which objective protiling is eliminated, hut people still think that tiler are being
profiled. Thus, knowledge of the factors that shape whether a person
will make a profiling attribution hccomes crucial.

B. CollseqHeJlceso/" ProfiliHg AtcrilmtioJls
The police rely hear, h, oil tile cooperation of the public. They depend on voluntary deference to police decisions (Tyler and Hue 2002),
on general everyday compliance with the law (Tyler 1990), and ell activc coopc,'ation with police ofticci's to control crime (Sunshine and
"Frier 2003). Thcse fornls of cooperation diminish when the public becomes less supportive of the police (Sunshine and Tyler 2003). It is
predictcd that racial profiling, with its implications that the policc :ire
biased, will lead the pt, blic to show less support for the police. A first
hypotlaesis therefore is as follows: attributions of racial profiling undermine the legitimacy of and support for the police and, in doing so, negatively :affEct the pt, hlic's compliance and cooperation with police
authorities.
C. ,.'l.tecedems o/" Pr#;/i.g Arrribtttions
I]ascd on the expectation that hltcl'cnccs of raci:ll profiling lead to
negative COllSCqtlenccs for police institutions, it beconles ohvious that
it is in the best interests of the policu to rcducu the occurrence o[ profiling attributions, 13ut what detcrlnincs whether a person stopped hv
the police will inakc a profiling attribution? Put More broadly, the isStlC is when pcoplc will view themsch, cs :is heing the targets of discri,n,nation (negative trcatmcnt linked to menabcrship in a stigmatized
group).
\.Vork hv many rcscarchcrs has focused o,a factors that influence
whcther a person will fccl that he or she has heen discriminated against
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(Major and Crocker 1993; Major, Quinton, and McCoy 2002). There
is reason to suspect that the situation I am describing, of heing stopped
by a police officer, is one that may he particularly suhject to an interpretation of discrimination. \,Vork I)y Steele and his colleagues (Steele,
Spencer, and Aronson 2002) on social identity threats suggests that
members of frequently stigmatized groups are especially sensitive to
cues that allow them to judge whether their identity as a member of a
stigmatized group is relevant to the situation.
Cues that mav not he meaningful to others can nonetheless signal
to n~embers of frequently devalued groups that a negative stereotype
associated with their social identity is a possible explanation for their
behavior. For example, cues signaling the subjective nature of evaluation I)y authorities may cause identity threat in members of traditionally stigmatized social groups who may worry that their devalued identits, may influence subjective evah, ations.
Based on this logic, the experience of being stot)ped by the police is
a situation that entails a high level of potential identity threat for
minority group memhers. It is a situation that is very subjective, with
the choice of whom to stop being largely in the hands of the police,
and the criteria used being unclear. It is a situation in which the person stopped has very little control over the situation, and lack of control increases social identits, threat (Steele, Sl)encer, and Aronson
2002).
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, police-citizen interactions
have been pt, blicized in the media as ones tinged with bias, so people
enter into the interaction with identits, concerns highly salient. There
has been much recent publicit3.~ about racial profiling in particular
(Harris 1999; Meeks 2000; Knowles and Persico 2001) and tensionriddled police-minority relations in general (Fridell et al. 2001). The
simple fact that a police officer has stopped a memher of a minority
group may in itself be a cue that a negative stereotype about the person
stopped may be relevant to the situation. Given the current dynamic
between the police and minorities, a profiling attribution may be one
that is partict, larly easy for people in the minority community to make.
Can the police do anything to inhibit people fiom making protiling
attributions? One st, ggestion is that people's belief in the fairness of
the manner in which the police exercise their authorit3* might prevent
them from making profiling attributions, as a profiling attribution is a
judgment that the police are in some way being unjust. But what determines whether people will find the police fair?
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The procedural justice inodel argues that people judge fairness based
on several process-based criteria (Tyler et al. 1997). Fair process has
been argued here to consist of two primary categories: quality of decision making--perceived neutrality and consistency--and quality of
treatlncnt--being treated with dignity and respect, having one's rights
acknowledged, and having one's needs acknowledged and considered
(Tyler aim 131ader 2000). 2
As 1 have already explained, the procedural justice perspective has
been widely applied to the issue of regulation. The process-based
model of regulation (Tyler and Huo 2002) hypothesizes that people
will evaluate the actions of the police against criteria of procedural justice (Tyler et al. 1997; Tyler and Smith 1997). In particular, one hypothesis is that exercise of legal authority via Fair procedures minimizes
inferences of bias (Tyler and Huo 2002). The model implies that the
way the police exercise their authority when they stop people--both
in terms of quality of their decision making and the quality of their
treatment of people--shapes the attrihutions those people make about
whethcr they are being racially protiled.
The p,'occss-hascd hypothesis is that procedt, ral justice information
acts as a cue that bias is or is not taking place. It provides people, especially people who arc potentially vulnerable to stereot3.q3ing, with cues
suggesting that their identities are or arc not secure and will or will
not be challenged or diminislled by evidence of bias or application of
stereotypes (Tyler and 131ader 2002). F~xperiencing fair procedures reassures people that they are not the target of a negative stere(wpe. 1
believe these fhctors will be enough largely or completely to override
any cues inherent in the situation that would lead a person to conclude
that protiling had taken place.
Another model of justice, the instrumental model (Thihaut and
\,Valker 1975), makes a different argument. It argues that people's decisions a,'e affected by their outcomes. In other words, people evaluate
their experience based on the thirncss or the t'avoral.dencss ot: the (rotcomes they receive and the desirability ot: those outcomes. "l'he model
argues that people cvah, ate the police based on issues related to their

: In our prcvi(ms discussion wc treated pr()ccdura] hlsficc and m(Mvc-hascd trust as
two parallel inti:rcnccs dcvc]()ping t'mln the quality of decision making and quality of
inlcl'l)crSOll:l] (l'CatlllCllt that pc.pie believe characterizes the police. In this discussion of
racial protiling we will focus on issues of pr()ccdural justice. Mmivc-bascd trust will hc
used as a check (m o u r aFgLllllCllt that attribuliollS abl)llt wh:, Imh:wior OCCLII'S shapc ill[CI'Cl]CCS a[)l)ltt thL~ character of auflmritics.
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outcome--including both the favorahleness of outcomes and distrihutive fiairness--and this evaluation affects the likelihood that they will
believe that the police are engaging in racial profiling.
Nlanv studies have found instrumental concerns to he important
predictors of people's feelings of justice (Tyler 1990; Tyler and Huo
2002), although procedural justice factors have often heen found to be
even more influential (Tyler et al. 1997). Thus, our second argument
is the following: both instrumental factors and procedural justice will
influence people's profiling attributions, but procedural justice factors
will have a stronger influence.

D. E711pirical Tests of tl, e Profilillg ,q'rgtmzent
\,Ve test these two hypotheses--(1) that inferences of profiling have
negative consequences for police institutions hecause they t, ndernline
acceptance of the actions of the police and (2) that police can lessen
the occurrence of inferences that their behavior rest, Its from profiling
through exercising their authorit3~ via fair procedures--through three
studies. The first tests these ar~mlents usmg people's inferences about
the causes of their own personal experiences with the police. It is based
upon a study of a sample of the residents of Oakland and Los Angeles,
California. The second study, using a sample of registered voters in
New York Ci .ty, tests the same arguments using people's judgments
about the general prevalence of profiling. Finally, the third study tests
these arguments on both levels. It is based upon a study of a sample of
young people living in New York City.
1. Stz,ly 1. Study 1 examines people's personal experiences with
the police and the judgments they make about those experiences. It
examines the extent to which people attribute their being stopped to
behavioral or profiling factors and the effect that this attribution has
on two aspects of public support for the police: willingness to accept
the decision made bv the police and satisfaction with the police. Additionally, it treats attributions about the experience as a dependent variable, examining possible factors that affect the attribution people make.
These factors include procedural justice factors (overall procedural justice, quality of treatment, and qualit3, of decision making), distributive
justice factors (fairness of outcome, and objective and subjective favorableness of outcome), and a number of demographic variables. \,Ve expect that attributions of profiling will lead to less acceptance of police
decisions and satisfaction with the police and that these attributions
will be most affected by procedural justice information.
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"Felephone inter~,iews with residents of tile two cities in California
were used to explore the inferences that people make about their personal encounters with the police in situations in which they are
stopped by the police while on the street or in their cars. Residents
of Oakland and Los Angeles were drawn from the population using a
saint)ling fYame that oversampled from minority areas. Sul)jects were
screened for recent personal contacts with the police or courts to producea sample of 1,656 respondents, each of whom had recent personal
contact with one of these authorities. Each was interviewed about their
most recent contact. This analysis focuses on those 521 respondents
whose most recent contact was I)eing stopt)ed by the police: 163 were
white, 186 Afl'ican-American, and 172 Hispanic.
People were generally slightly more likely to make profiling attributions (28 percent) than behavioral attril)utions (23 percent). A'linoritv
respondents were signiticantly more likely to make profiling attributions (34 percent of Afi'ican Americans and 33 percent of Hispanics vs.
15 percent of whites), while the fi'equcncy of behavioral attributions
did not vary across ethnic groups.
T o test the argument that attrihutions shape inferences abot, t m o tives, we measured people's assessments of the trustworthiness of the
motives of the police officers invoh,ed in their personal experience. As
expected, we found that attributions shaped inferences of trustworthiness (adjusted R-squared = 28 percent). Those making bchavioral attributions judged the police to be more trustworthy (beta = 0.37, p <
.001), while those making profiling attributions judged the police to he
less trustworthy (beta = -0.34, p < .001). Hence, attributions shaped
inferences of trustworthiness.
The first argument is that when people make profiling attributions,
they will view police actions less fhvorablv and will I)ecome more resistant to accepting the decisions of the police. Regression analysis was
t, sed to test this argu,ncnt. T h e del)cndcnt variahlcs wcrc the willingncss to accept the dccision and cvah, ation of the authoriw, q'hc indct~cndent variahles were attri/iutions and demographic variahles. Tahle
1() shows the results of the regression analysis. People who made a hchavioral attri/)ution were more willing to defer to authorities (beta =
0.32) and cvahiatcd them more positively (beta = 0.35). "I'hosc who
made a protiling attrihution were less willing to defer (beta = -0.33)
and cvahiated authorities more negatively (heta = -0.35).
"l'he second argunaent is that the police shape the attrihutions that
people make hy the way they trcat them. In particular, thc procedural
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TAB L E 10
Attributions for Event and Reactions to the F~vent, Study 1
\.VJJJJngl~ess to
Accept the Decision
lJcta weight:
Behavioral attribution
Protiling attrilmtion
Hispanic/white
African American/white
Age
Gender
Adjusted R-squared (percent)

F~valuation of the
Authority

.32***
-.33***
- . 10.
.
- . 13 .
.
.08***
.03
23

.35"**

.35***
.
.

.
.

.07**
.12***
.08***
.03
26

Sou~cl+.--Tvler and \.Vakslak 2002.
N o T r . - - l f a person thinks that the behavior of the police was caused by their behavior, they are in.re willing to accept police decisions, and they feel more positively ab<mt
the police. If they think the behavior of the police was caused b.v profiling, they arc less
willing to accept police decisions and feel more negatively about the police.
*p <

.05.

**p < .01.
***p < .001.

justice model argues that the fairness of police actions shapes people's
jtlclgments about those actions. T h e findings, shown in table 11,
strongly support this perspective. Irrespective of whether procedural
justice is assessed as an overall procedural justice scale, as evaluations
of the quality of decision making, or as evaluations of the quality of
interpersonal treatment, people are significantly less likely to make
profiling attributions when they are treated fairly (average beta =
-0.39). T h e y are also less likely to make profiling attributions when
they receive f:air outcomes (average beta = -0.13) or outcomes that
are favorable (average beta = -0.09). Conversely, they are more likely
to make behavioral attrihutions when procedures or outcomes are fair
and when outcomes are favorable.
"Vhe tindings in table 11 also show an interestmg distinction between
protiling attributions and behavioral attributions. If people fed that
they are fairly treated, they arc inuch less likely to say they were protilctl (average beta = -0.39). However, they are not correspondingly
strongly more likely to say that they caused the police actions by their
o w n behavior (average beta = 0.22). Hence, w e r i c e d to distinguish
blaming the police from taking personal responsibility for one's actions, since the two arc not mirror images People are more likch, not
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to blame the police when treated fairly than the}, are to take personal
responsibilit3., for their actions. Nonetheless, people are more likely to
take personal responsibility for their actions when they feel fairly
treated. And, from the perspective of tile police, the key issue is that
people do not 1)lame them for having been profiled.
\,Vhen people think the police are profiling them, it hurts the authorit3., of the police and makes it more difficult to gam public deference to their decisions. However, there are clear policing strategies
that effectively minimize the likelihood of profiling attributions. In
particular, the police are less likely to be viewed as profiling if they
treat people fairlv.
This procedural justice finding can be divided into two distinct components corresponding to the two components of procedural justice
(Tyler and Blader 2000). The first is linked to issues of decision making. People are less likely to infer that they are being profiled if the
police make their decisions in neutral, objective, consistent ways. This
points to the value of "transparency" in police activities--that is, of
making decisions in ways that make clear that the authorities are acting
neutrally. If the police make such efforts, they are less likely to be
viewed as profiling. \,Ve speculated earlier that the possible subjectivity
of the sitt, ation acts as a cue that increases social identity threat in minorit3, members; perhaps transparency inhibits evaluations of discrimination bv removing that subjectivit3.,.
The second aspect of procedural justice is linked to issues of qualiD,
of treatment. It is striking that if the police treat people politely and
rest)ectfully, those people are less likely to infer that the police stopped
them due to ascribed characteristics. So, by acting respectfully, the police can minimize inferences about their behavior that undermine trust
and confidence. This finding is striking because whether the police are
respectful has no direct connection to their motivations in stopping
people on the street. Nonetheless, people connect the two issues and
are less likely to say that they have been profiled when they are treated
with respect.
2. StlMy 2. Study I focused on people's personal experiences with
the police. Study 2 examines people's general judgments about the police. Here we examine the effect of people's general judgments about
the prevalence of profiling on st, pport for the police hv looking at
judgments of police legitimacy and performance in fighting crime. Legitimacy has been previously conceptualized as a measure of obligation
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to obey, confidence in the police, and positive affect toward tile police
(Tyler 1990; Tyler and Hue 2002).
We also look at possible antecedents of people's judgments about
the prevalence of profiling, inchldin g procedural justice (general procedural justice, quality of treatment, and quality of decision making),
instrumental judgments about the police (crime rate and tear of crime),
and several denmgraphic variables. We predict that judgments of profiling will be associated with less support for the police and that these
profiling judgments will be most affected bv judgments of procedural
justice.
In study 2, questionnaires were mailed to a random sample of registered voters, who completed and returned them 13y mail. A subset of
586 (22 percent) completed and returned the questionnaires. This resuited in a diverse sample (if respondents (57 percent white, 15 percent
I lispanic, 22 percent African American, 75 percent female, mean age
48). 13ecausc of the low response rate, the sample collected is not representative of the population of New York City. It is more heavily
white and more highly educated than the general population. For this
reason, we used a weighted subsample of respondents that was
weighted by ethnicity, education, and income to ret]ect tile population
of New York City. This weighted subsample included tile 483 respondents who were I)oth members of one of the three major ethnic groups
(white, l lispanic, and African American) and who provided education
and income information.
The mean prevalence of profiling is shown in table 12. The resuits shown indicate that people generally feel that profiling occurs
(mean = 4.08). Further, :is would be expected, minority group members are signiticantly more likeh, to say that they feel that protiling occurs (mean = 4.30 vs. 3.89; t(441) = 4.21, p < .001).
As in study 1, we can test the argument that protiling attrilmtions
shape inferences of trustworthiness using our index of trt, st in the motives of the police. That analysis found that prevalence estilnates
shaped motive inferences (adjusted R-squared = 28 percent, p < .001),
with those who think the police profile more often indicating that the
motives of the police arc less trustworthy.
The th'st prediction is that support #o¢"the police is undermined if
the p()lice are viewed as protiling. A regression analysis was used to
test this argument. Two dependent variables were considered: police
legitimacy and police perfi)rmancc. The results indicate that pro)tiling
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TAB L E 12

Items for the Scale Indexing the Public's Judgment of Frequency
of Police Profiling, Study 2

Some people say that the police
treat people differently based on
their ethnicitv. How much do
you think that the police consider
a person's race or ethnicitv when
deciding . . .
\,Vhich tars to stop for possible trag
tic violations
\Vhich people to stop and question
in the street
\.\qaich people to arrest and take
t o jail
\.\qaich people in the neighborhood
to hel l) with their problcn~s
\Vhich people in the neighborhood
m patrol the most frequently
\,\qlich calls for help to answer first

All
Respondents

\'\qlite
Respondents

Minority
Respondents

4.28 (1.47)

4.06 (1.47)

4.55 (1.42)

4.4(/(1.42)

4.17 (1.38)

4.68 (1.42)

4.12 (1.48)

3.90 (1.47)

4.38 (1.46)

3.78 (1.54)

3.62 (1.51)

3.97 (1.55)

4.24 (1.54)
3.63 (1.58)

4.15 (1.47)
3.42 (1.51)

4.34 (1.61)
3.88 (1.62)

N o T E . - - H i g h scores indicate more profiling (6 = "a great deal"; 1 = "not much at
all").

was negatively related to both. Those respondents who viewed profiling as more prevalent viewed the police as less legkimate (beta =
-0.45) and gave the police lower performance ratings (heta = -0.26).
These results are shown in table 13.
What can tile police do to minimize public judgments that the.,,, are
profiling? The procedural justice prediction is that the police can
maintain their legitimacy bv exercising their authority in fair ways.
Study 1 found support for this argument in the context of personal experiences. This study tests it in terms of general evaluations of the police. Again, regression analyses were used to test the ar~mlent, and the
results are shown in table 14. Three aspects of police procedural fairness were examined: general procedural justice judgments, judgments
about the quality of police decision making, and judgments about the
quality of treatment that people receive.
The results support the argument with each of the three indices of
procedural justice. In each case, people were less likely to feel that profiling occurs if they say that the police exercise their authoriw usmg

TABLE 13
hnpact of Profiling, Study 2
Legitimacy
of the Police

Perff, rmance
Evaluations

-.45"**

-.26"**
-.24"**
.06
.01

Beta weights:
Prevalence of
profiling
Race
Age
Gender
Adjusted R-squared
(percent)

- . 1S***
.16***
.02
30

15

SotmcE.--Tvler and Wakslak 2002.
No'H~.IHigh scores indicate high legitimacy,
high perf(wmancc evahmtions, high prevalence of
protiling, being minority, being old, and being male.
* p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.

TAI3LE

14

P o l i c e 13ehavior a n d P r o f i l i n g I n f e r e n c e s , S t u d y 2
Prevalence of Protiling
Beta weights:
Police generally act in (air ways
Police make decisions fairh .
.
P~,licc u'eat people thirh .
.
F.stimated crime rate
Fear ,,f crime
Race
Age
Gender
Adjusted R-squared (percent)

.
.

-.41"**
.
.
.
.
.06
.04
.05
.00
.03
17

.

•. . .
.53"**
.
.03
.04
.02
.05
.02

.

27

.

.
•••
.5 I***
.01
.10"
.07
.02
.02
26

S o u r c v . - - T y l c r and \.Vakslak 2002.
N o ' r r . - - H i g h sc, wes indicate high prevalence of protiling, that the police act filirly,
that the crime rate is high, that ~me is afraid of crime, I~eing minority, being old, and
being male.
* p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.
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Fair procedures (average heta = -0.49). In other words, by being seen
as making their decisions in neutral ways and treating people with dignity and politeness, the police lead mend)ers of the public to infer that
they are not profiling.
Study 1 explored people's interpretations of their personal experiences. \&qlen people had a personal experience with the police, they
had to infer why that experience occurred. If they inferred that it was
due to protiling, their response to the encounter was more negative
than if they inferred that it was due to their behavior. \'\qfich of the
t w o attributions they made was f'ound to be related to procedural justice factors. Study 2 looks not at personal experiences, but at general
judgments. If people judge that police profiling is widespread, they
make more negative evahiations of the police. Profiling judgments are
related to judgments of whether the police act in a fair manner, t fence,
both on the personal and on the general levels, procedural justice is
related to profiling judgments, and profiling judgments are harmf\ll to
the police.
3. Stm!), 3. Study 3 examines hoth general views of the police
and personal experiences. It looks at the effects of feeling that profiling is prevalent and feeling personally profiled on support for the
police; it examines the effects of t~vo types of support: judgments regarding the qualit3/ of the police's perfornlancc and those regarding
police-minority relations. It also looks at t:actors influencing profiling
judgments, inchiding procedural justice (respect) and instrumental judgments ahout the police, and a number of (lemographic variahles. \,Ve
t)redict that profiling judgments will influence support for the police and
will thenlseh, es be influenced most strongly by procedural justice fiactors.
in Janua~, of 2001, a New Fork Times poll of New Yorkers focused
on the NYPD. The poll completed 721 interviews with a sample of
residents between the ages of eighteen and twenty-six. This age group
was targeted because young people are the frequent focus of policing
activities. The sample was interviewe(l over the telephone. Of those
inten, iewed, 37 percent were white, 25 percent African Aanerican, 27
percent Hispanic, and 11 percent other racks or ethnicities.
Profiling was indexed in two ways: first, the judgment that profiling
occurs and, second, the personal experience of feeling that one has
I)een pro!iled. The results shown in table 15 suggest that both profiling
inferences undermine performance evahiations and judgments of the
quality of the relationship between the police and the minority com111t111 i iv.
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T A B L E 15
Inflvence of Protiling Attributions on Performance
Evaluations, Study 3
Relations with
Minorities

Pcrfomlance
Beta weights:
Prevalence of protiling
I was protiled
Race
Gender
Adjusted R-squared (percent)

-.27***
. . . .
-.15 . . . .
- . 13 . . . .
13

••.
-.40"**
.23***
'''
.12 . . . .
.21 . . . .
.20 . . . .
.04
11
25

•••
-.29***
.20***
- . 13"**
I6

No'n~..--High scores indicate high performance, positive relations with minorities,
high prevalence of profiling, having been profiled, minority status and being male.
*p <

.05.

**p < .01.
***p < .001.

If the police are procedurally fair, are they less likely to be viewed
as protiling minorities? This isstic is addressed using regression analysis. "T'he results are shown in table 16. T h e y suggest that when people
experience unfifir treatment, they are both more likely to say that they
were protiled and to indicate that profiling is prevalent. Hence, as in
T A B L E 16
Behavior of the Police and Inferences of Protiling, Study 3

Beta weights:
l was treated proccdurall.v fairly (respectfully) I w
the police
Instrumctual judgments al:,tmt tile police (fed
safe, not fearful around the p<)licc)
Race
Gender
Adjusted R-squared (percent)

Prevalence
of Profiling

1 \Vas Protiled

-.2,q***

-.53***

-.14"*
.16***
.12"*
8

-.21"**
.25***
.15"**
30

SouRci¢.--'l'ylcr and \Vakslak 2002.
No'rv..--l-[igh sc~z'cs indicate feeling that protiling is prevalent, that one has hcen
profiled, that tr,,zatntcnt was thir, that the police arc safe, not dangerous; bch+g minority;
being male.
*p <

.05.

**p < .01.
***p < .001.
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studies 1 and 2, the experience of profiling was damaging to the police
because it led the people personally involved to have more negative
views about the police, as well as leading the public generally to have
more negative views ahout tile police. This study replicates hoth prior
effects in tile context of one study.
E. Discussion

The results presented suggest that people react negatively to attrihutions of profiling, irrespective of whether they think that profiling occurs ill their own personal experience or generally during policing activities in their neighborhood and citl,. This supports the hypothesis
that there are widespread negative consequences when people think
that they have been profiled or that profiling occurs. The inference of
profiling hurts the police. These findings support tile first prediction,
the attrihutional hyt)othesis, 1)y showing that people's inferences about
the motives underlying police hehavior shape their reactions to the
police.
T o test tile argument, and demonstrate that the attrihutions measured are related to judgments about the motives of tile police, both
snidies 1 and 2 tested the impact of attributions oil motive inferences.
In both studies, attributions significantly shaped people's views about
the trustworthiness of tile motives of the police. In study 1, this reflected judgments about particular police officers, while in study 2 it
reflected judglnents about the police in general. When profiling is inferred to be occurring, people evaluated the motivations of the actors
involved as being less trustworthy. This supports that key attrihutional
argument that it is motive inferences that are the key antecedent to
people's reactions to authorities.
Since profiling has received wide public exposure, has attracted considerable political attention, and is rated by police chiefs as one of tile
central issties in policing today (Fridell et al. 2001), these findings suggest tile vahie of psychologs: as a ffamew0rk within which to approach
issues of policing and regulation. In many ways it is tile subjective experience of profiling--the first-person accounts of people's experiences of heing StOl)ped by the police--that has drawn so much attention. These experiences are not necessarily linked to actual profiling,
so efforts to eliminate actual l)rofiling m~D, or nla.v not resolve p,hlic
beliefs that tile police profile memhers of tile minority community. It
is difficult to know exactly what is going on inside a police officer's
head at tile moment of a stop. A psychological perspective, like the one
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discussed here, argues that regardless of the objective truth, racial profiling is a serious issue. People certamh, feel that profiling exists, and
that feeling has been linked to a marked decrease in support for the
police.
Ill addition, the results support tile hypothesis that the procedural
justice framework is valuable in understanding how to manage issues
of protiling. The core conclusion of the studies reported is that when
people indicate that they have experienced fhir p,'ocedures when dealing with the police, or when they indicate that tile police generally use
fair procedures when dealing with memhers of their community, they
are less likely to infer that profiling occurs. 1 lence, the police can manage their relationships with members of the communities they serve
through their behavior when dealing with meml)ers of the puhlic.
These findings, therefore, support the general argument about policing made bv Tyler and Huo (2002)--that process-based regulation has
important advantages fi)r the police and fi)r policing
Two aspects of procedural fi~irncss--quality of decision making and
quality of treatment--were tilt, rid to affect signiticantly the inferences
people make about their interactions with the police. Quality of decision making refers to the degree to which the police make their decisions in neutral, objective, and consistent ways. Protiling, by detinition,
is a nonnet, tral way of making a decision. It is tht, s intuitively logical
that quality of decision making is related to inferences of profiling.
The tinding does, however, highlight the value of transparency, of
making decisions in ways that make clear that authorities are acting
neutrally.
The finding that people are less likely to infer that they have been
profiled when they are treated with politeness and respect hv the police
is especially striking. The quality of interpersonal treatment is not necessarily an indicator of the manner in which police make decisions. \,Vc
can imagine an officer who is not a neutral decision makcr hut still
treats people with dignity and respcct. At the same time we can imagine an officer who is a neutral decision maker lint treats people without
dignity and respect.
Yet, people do not treat these two issues as distinct and draw inferences abot,t protiling t:mm indicators of respect. It is therefore critical
that p~)lice officers realize the messages that their method of interaction sends. For a police fi)rce to be considered fair by the public, it
must make decisions ill an objective, consistent manner, while also being careful to treat citizens with dignity and respect. The process-
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based model of regulation (Tyler and Huo 2002) advocates an environment of fairness that incorporates both of these objectives.
Sttmtz (2002) argues that in order to deal effectively with racial distrust of the police in the minority, community, it is important to regt,late not only whom the police stop, but how they conduct stops. According to his argument, this persl)ective may also offer one way of
dealing with the complex issue of profiling in a post-9/l 1 world. ,\'lanv
maintain that suddenly the normative question of profiling is a lot less
clear (Gross and Livingston 2002). Should all protiling, including that
of potential terrorists, be disallowed?
Stuntz (2002) arums that in the type of situation Faced post 9/11, in
which it is unclear whether prohibiting profiling is an appropriate
thing to do, we should fi)cus on the manner in which people are
StOl)ped. Regulating the manner of stops made by the police is a way
to limit the harm associated with profiling independent of whether one
believes actual profiling shot, ld be l)rohibited under all circumstances.
Of course, I am not advocating that the police siml)ly treat people
fairly and not act to redt, ce profiling itself. Instead, my point is that
since there are some situations, like coml)ating terrorism, in which
profiling may be i,nportant and, hence, may be allowable trader law,
approaching the situation from a psychological perspective is especially
advantageous m reducing public dissatisfaction about profiling.
Throughout this essay my main focus has been the benefits to the
police of treating the people they deal with fiairly. However, [ wish to
emphasize that a policing model focused on fairness is first and foremost beneficial to the community the police serve. The public gains
fl'om an increasingly neutral and respectfld police force. In addition,
proccss-I)ased regulation creates an environment of t:airness that fosters
cooperation and a sense that the police are acting on behalf of the
community. Increasing support for the police allows the police to function more effectively, better focusing their efforts on ser~,ing the communit3.,, a result that benefits both the police and the public.
The importance of fair procedures is particularly central in interactions between authorities and minority grout) meml)ers. People who
I)elong to grot, ps that are potentially stigmatizahle are especially sensitive to social cues concerning the motivations underlying the behavior
of others. If people feel that the authorities are exercising their at, thoritv fairly, they are less likely to believe that prejudices, stereotypes, or
personal biases are guiding their actions. \.Vhile members of minority
groul)s vary in their sensitivity to race-based rejection, people in
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groups vulnerable to the application of stereotTpes are generally more
sensitive to such social cues and therefore especially likely to react to
evidence of race-based practices such as profiling (Mendoza-Denton et
al. 2002).
Of course, these findings do not apply only to the minority community. Everyone views being stopped by the police as an ambiguous situation that has the potential for negative social implications. So all
members of the community are sensitive to how they are treated by
police officers, judges, and other public officials, escs representatives of
the group, the actions of authorities such as the police carry an important message about one's position and status in the group, and thereby
communicate to that person whether their identity is secure (Tyler and
Blader 2002). The findings reported in this essay supl)ort the hypothesis that procedural justice is the cue that people use most heavily when
evahiating their reactions to social authorities.
Since the,'e is a major ethnic group gap in trust and confidence in
the law and the police, these tindings have particular relevance to the
task of managing the relationshil~ between the police and the minority
community,. The procedural justice tindings point to a clear strate D,
that the police can use to create and sustain the trust and cont]dence
of minority group memhers. Members of minority groups have been
of greatest concern to legal authorities since they have consistcnth,
been tbund to be the most disaffected and defiant members of our society. It is especially striking, therefi)re, that the three studies, like the
tindings of Tyler and Huo (2002), equally characterized the majority
and minority populations.
Because the remus of this section is on racial protiling, an isstie that
is important in the context of regulation (Tyler and Huo 2002), the
focus has hccn on the willingncss~
.. ,of people to defer to legal authorities. This focus can be expanded to general rule fi:)llowing and cooperation with authorities. Results of studies of general rule following st, ggcst that general rule fi>llowing is also linked to the overall fair,less of
group procedures (Tyler 1990; Tyler and Blader 2002). Similarly,
studies of cooperation find that this, too, is linked to perceptions of
procedural filirncss (Sunshine and Tyler 2003).
A I)roadened fimus is important because authorities want more fl'om
the public than defercncc to laws and the decisions of legal authorities.
They also want proactive involvement. Studies of crime and urban disorder emphasize that the commuilitv must play an active role for the
police to control crime effcctivch, in thci," communities (Sampson,
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Raudenbush, and Earls 1997; Sampson and Barmsch 1998). Hence, the
authorities also want to motivate proactive behavior on tile part of
those within their groups. A broader implication of these findings is
that procedural fairness motivates proactive behavior on the part of
group members. In this case, broader behavior invoh,es cooperation
with the police.
The issue of antiterror profiling illustrates how the police and community can gain fi'om treatmg people f'airlv and building their legitimacy within minority communities. People of Middle I~astern appearance are often the targets of profiling antiterror efforts. At the same
time, authorities depend upon the cooperation of the ulcmbers of the
Arab co,nmtmit3, to warn the authorities ahout terrorist activities. The
key to successful terrorism is the ability to blend into the minority
community without detection. As with community cooperation in
fighting everyday crime, community cooperation is important in fighting terrorism. And, in both cases, cooperation flows fi'om the belief
that the police are legitimate social authorities.
This point can be extended beyond the police to represent a general
management strateD,. People's willingness to cooperate with groups is
generally facilitated by their judgments that the group functions using
f.air procedt, res (Tyler and Blader 2000). As a consequence, authorities
in groups should generally recognize the importance of creating and
maintaining organizational integritT in the eves of citizens, employees,
or other group members. This should be equally true of community
residents dealing with the police and courts, of employees dealing with
managers, of students dealing with teachers, and of citizens dealing
with political leaders.
The importance of cooperation from the public makes clear that the
concern when dealing with minoritT group members is not just with
encouraging their deference to authorities and institutions. \,Ve are
more broadly interested in t, nderstanding how authorities and institutions can enc6urage the meml)ers of vulnerable minority groups to engage in socicu, behavioralh, and psychologically. The willingness to
work with others in one's community is one example of such engagemerit, as are achievement in school and integration into the workforce.
Research on this broader engagement suggests that people in minority
groups are more willing to engage in groups when they experience
those groups and their authorities as actmg using fair procedt, rcs
(Davis and Tyler 2002). Hence, more broadly, organizations that arc
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characterized by procedt, ral fairness are better able to encourage the
engagement of minority group members in themselves.
Some researchers have suggested that attributing a negative event to
discrimination may, in fact, henefit members of stigmatized groups by
protecting their self-esteem (Major and Crocker 1993), an argument
that is at odds with the claim that attributions to profiling are harmful
for re,herin, group members. We examined this possibility using the
data in study 1 by looking at the relationship between attributions concerning the cause of heing stopped and general measures of self-esteem
and respect by others. This allows us to determine whether one attribution has more positive implications for well-being. In the case of being stopped by the police, it is not clear that feeling one has been
stopped because of one's behavior ("1 was breaking the law") has more
positive implications than being stopped due to one's racc. Consistent
with this, we found no differential effects of attribution in study 1. In
other words, being stopped by the police has small, but identifiable,
negative effects on measures of self-worth. But the magnitude of these
effects was similar irrespective of which attribution was made about the
cause of the event.
17. Profiting as an Example of tZ,e Ualue era Procedm'al
.Tustice Perspective
The results of tile profiling studies suggest that people react negativeh, to tile inference of profiling, irrespective of whether it occurs in
their own personal experience or is generally viewed as occurring during policing activities in their neighborhood and city. The results also
support the argument that the ps.vcholoD~ of procedural justice is a valuable fi-amework within which to understand how to manage issues of
profiling. \,Vhen people indicate that they have experienced fair 1)roce durcs when dealing with the police, or when they indicate that the police generally use fair procedures when dealing with members of their
COlnmunitv they are less likely to infer that profiling occurs. Hence,
the police can manage their relationships with members of the communities they serve through their behavior when dealing with members of the public.
It is especially striking that t)eoplc are less likely to infer that they
have been profiled when they arc treated with politeness and respect.
The quality of interpersonal treatment is distinct fl'om the manner in
which the police make decisions, and we can imagine that police ofti-
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cers could be nonneutral an(l biased, and could make decisions based
upon personal prejt, dices, while still treating people with dignity and
respect. However, t)cople do not treat these t~vo issues as distinct. Instead, they infer that the}, have not been profiled if they are treated
ntore politely.
\ql. The Relationship of the l)rocedt, ral Justice
Approach to Other Nlodels
Legitimacy and procedural justice together make up one of three major conceptual initiatives of the 1980s and 1990s that have influenced
thinking about the criminal justice system. Restorative ustiee and
community policing are the others.

A. Restorative Jastke
The suggestion that the maintenance of internal values m comnmnity residents is important to effective policing is also made by the literature o11 restorative justice (see Braithwaite 1989, 1999, 2002; Strang
and Braithwaite 2000, 2001). The core argtunent is that the police and
courts should behave in ways that "restore" people to law-following
behavior. The goal is to reconnect offenders to an awareness of their
own social values and to their stake in maintaining social relationships.
This awareness will discourage then1 from law-breaking behavior in
the future because they will recognize that their behavior violates personal values that define appropriate conduct. They will see that rule
breaking damages social relationships with friends, f:amily, and the
CO111 Ill tl I1 i t y .

T h e effectiveness of this model is being tested in a set of restorative
justice field experiments being conducted in Canberra, Australia.
Those studies explore the long-tern1 impact of restorative justice experiments o11 law-abiding behavior. \,Vhile data oll long-term behavior
are still being collected, data already available suggest that people who
experience restorative justice conferences express greater respect for
the law and view the police as more legitimate than do those whose
cases are processed via traditional court procedures (Stlerman 1999).
Like procedural justice, restorative justice is oriented toward future
conduct. Both models suggest that one important goal for legal at, thorities is to encourage activation of people's internal values so that they
will feel personally responsible for rulc-alfiding conduct in the flmture.
Restorative justice focuses oll people's feelings of shante, which are
linked to their relationships to others in the comnluniw. Most people
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TA 13L E 17
Self-Regulatory Motivations
Model
Procedural iusticc infidels
Restorative iustice m()dels
Moral deveh)pmcntmodels

];'(lOllS
Legitimacyof authority
Rclati()nshipsto others
l)rinciplesof right and wrong

Motivation That
Is Activated
Obligation
Shainc
Guilt

feel a responsibility to act in ways that will be respected by others and
are ashamed when they have let others down. Restorative justice seeks
to communicate to offenders that they are valued and respected people
who have positive rclzltionships with others. \.Vhile condelnning the
law-t;u-eaking actions that occurred and tt'ying to lind aplwot)riatc ways
to make up for the hat'ins done, restorative justice also tries to increase
the offender's motivation to act in appt'opriatc ways in the future.
Procedural justice does not fi~cus on shame. It fimuses on obligation
and responsil)ility. However, both shame and obligation arc inte,'nal
motivations fi)r self-regulatory behavior. \,Vc can coml)ine these with a
third motivation mentioned earlier--morality--to identif\, three Skiff
regulatory motivations. These arc shown in table 17. \,Vhile all three
are united in their goal of activating people's internal vahles, they fi)cus
o n different isstles. Procedural justice focuses on feelings (if obligatiol~
and responsibility to authorities. Restorative justice is concerned with
people's relationships to others and the shame that occurs when people
disappoint others. Moral vahies lead to guilt when a person violates his
own personal standards of fight and wrong.

B. Com'mllility arid Probh"m-OrieJm'd PoliciJJg
l\'l,mv of the ideas outlined here are also part of the commtmity and
prol)len>oriented al~t~l'oaches to policing. Those aplwoaches enlphasize police efforts to IllOVe beyond reacting to eolninittt:d el'ilnes t(-i
inaking ef'l:orts to w(irk tiroactively with eonmlunilies to soh, e C()lnlnunitv probien~s.
St:tidies suggest that people value hilving the police talk to citizens
and cooperate with citizens to soh, e com,nunitv pt'oblcms. T h e y support more bike and pedestrian patrols because they "like co perceive
the police as friends and helpers and they would support cndeavours
to hnprovc the work of the police force much in the sense of what
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community1 and prol)lcnl oriented policing propose" (\,Veitekamp,
Kerner, and Meier 1996, p. 16). Similarly, a study of public complaints
about the police showed that tile two primary reasons for complaining
were "rude, arrogant, unfi'icndly, over-casual treatment" (38 t)ercent)
and "unreasonable, unfair behavior" (46 percent) (see Skogan 1994).
These findings suggest that people would like to improve the relationships hetween citizens and the police, a core concern of problemoriented and communitx~ policing. \,Veitekamp, Kerner, and Meier
(1996) prot)osed a restorative problem-solving police prevention program that views reconciliation hetween victims, the community, as a
whole, and perpetrators as a key goal. They argue that four groups-the police, the comlnuniD,, the offender, and the victim--should be
revolved in efforts to reconcile following wrongdoing. All of these
groups should be jointly concerned to make their community safer, reduce fear, prevent f\,ture crime, improve the qualit3., of life, and increase interpersonal harmony among the people in communities.
Several conceptual issues underlay the distinctions among restorative, problem-oriented, and community policing. One is what the appropriate responsibilities of the police should be. Traditionally the police are responsible for enforcing the law by regulating public behavior
and apprehending lawbreakers. Those people are evaluated and potentially punished by the courts. Recently there have been arguments for
an expanded police role in helping to solve community problems and
helping communities to solidify themselves as communities. These
arguments stem in part from the recognition that the police cannot
effectively control crime without community, assistance (Sampson,
Raudenbush, and Earls 1997; Sampson and Bartusch 1998), and in part
fi'om the suggestion that at least some members of the public would
prefer the police play a broader role in the community than just rule
enforcement and crime control.
A second issue is who should deal with rule breaking. \,Vithin modern societies, the state has the central authority for deciding how to
react to rule breaking, with the police and courts deciding whom to
arrest, how to determine wrongdoing, and how much to punish. This
has led to a variety of types of discontent. Victims of crime feel excluded fl'om the determination of pt, nishment and would like to have
a greater role in dcciding how to deal with criminals. Communities
would also like a greater role, in part because they feel that the punishments of the formal legal system depart fi'om the communities' feelings
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about what is right and wrong (Robinson and Darlev 1995). These
groups have argued for greater opportunities to participate in determinations of how to deal with crime and criminals.
Finally, there is the question of how crime should be dealt with. The
current legal system emphasizes determinations of guilt and the application of punishment. However, approaches such as restorative justice
argue for the value of seeking to rehabilitate offenders--emphasizing
the encouragement of filttlre law-abiding behavior as the goal over
punishment for past wrongs. This leads to efforts to work with the
f\lmilies and communities affected by the crime to encourage the criminal to come into compliance with commt, nitv norms and values. Restorative justice itself is a model for the goal that should shape reactions to wrongdoing. It does not speak to the issue of who--the
community, the police, the courts--should have the authority to manq,,'e,~responses to deviant behavior. In the RISE experiments conducted
in Australia, tbr example, the police managed restorative justice sessions (Braithwaite 1999, 2002). However, in many of the traditional
dispt, te resolution approaches fl'om which restorative justice draws its
inspiration, the eo,nmunitv and community leaders were the key authorities. The restorative justice approach is a model fi)r how to react
to wrongdoing, rather than a model of policing, but it can be applied
to policing if the police adopt a restorative justice apl)roach to their
dealings with wrongdoers.
The goal of law, legal institutions, and legal authorities is to regulate
effectivch; the behavior of those within society. If the law is to be effective, most people must accept the directives of the law most of the
time, they must generally cooperate with legal authorities, and they
must support the cmpowerment of those authorities. Gaining such cooperation is always difficult, since legal authorities are often in the position of restricting people's behavi()r or asking people to take actions
that ben(tit the community rather than themselves.
"l"his essay presents a perspective on how public cooperation can be
secured. It argues that people evahiatc and react to the law and to legal
authorities in large part by evaluating the processes through which Itgal institt, tions and at, thorities exercise their authority. In particular,
people evaluate the actions of authorities and institutions by applying
an ethical fi'amework and assessing the justice of the manner in which
these institutions and authorities make decisions and treat people.
This process-bascd perspective suggests that the authorities need to
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be concerned with understanding the ethical frameworks through
which their actions are viewed by the public. In particular, they need
to be sensitive to people's judgments about what makes legal procedures fair. Assessments of procedural justice, more than any other aspect of pul)lic judgments, shape reactions to the police, the courts, and
the law. This is true both when people are reacting to their personal
experiences and when they are making general evahlations of the police
and the courts. Together with judgments ahout the trustworthiness of
the motivations of legal authorities, the other important process-based
judgment about legal authorities, procedural justice judgments are the
key antecedent of deference to decisions and cooperation with legal
authorities.
One procedural element consistently found to shape evaluations of
procedural justice and inferences of motive-hased trust is the quality
of decision making. \,Vhen people judge that legal authorities and institutions are making their decisions filirly, they view those authorities as
more legitimate and more willingly defer to and coot)crate with them
in personal encounters and in their eveD<tay law-related behaviors.
Quality of decision making involves making decisions in neutral and
unbiased ways using objective information, and not personal biases and
prejudices. In neutral decision making, authorities make decisions
based upon rules consistently applied across people and situations. Because neutrality involves the use of objective information about the situation, people are more likely to view procedures as neutral when they
are given an opportunity to present evidence and explain their situation.
A second procedural element that shapes evaluations of procedural
justice and inferences of motive-hased trust is the quality of the interpersonal treatment that people experience when dealmg with authorities. This inchides treatment with dignity and respect, acknowledgment of one's rights and concerns, and a general awareness of the
importance of recognizing people's personal status and identit3., and
treating those with respect, even while raising questions about particular conduct. As with neutrality, one f]~ctor that accords respect is
allowing people to voice their concerns. In addition, people value having the reasons for the actions of authorities justified and explained,
and having their right to appeal unfair decisions affirmed.
\,Vhile both process-based elements play an important role in shaping people's reactions to the police, the courts, and the law, it is partic-
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t, larlv striking that many studies find that a key isstie to people when
dealing with legal authorities is the respect and dignity with which they
are treated. This aspect of qualitT of treatment is found hy Tyler and
I luo (2002) to be the most important antecedent of both procedural
justice assessments and judgments about the trustworthiness of the
motives of legal authorities. The studies of public evaluations of the
[)()lice and courts outlined always t;,nd that assessments of how these
at, thor[ties treat community memhers arc important elements in overall evaluations of performance and legitimacy, and a major antecedent
of compliance, cooperation, and empowerment.
These tindings have clear implications for the exercise of legal authority. They suggest that m addition to their concerns )hour performance and cffectiveness in lighting crime and urban disoMer, legal authorities need to be sensitive to the need to manage the puhlic in ways
that accord respect to and acknowledge the rights and concerns of
COlnmunity residents.
It is ironic that, while appearing to be increasingly st,cccssful in dealing with crilne, legal authorities have not achieved greater legitimacy
in the eves of the puhlic. Legitinaacy and cooperation, however, are
not soleh, or even primarily, shaped I)y performance. Rather, the views
of the puhlic are shaped to an important degree by the manner in
which the police exercise their authority.
Consider a concrete example. The New York City Police Departmerit feels considerahle pride in their adoption of innovative policing
techniques, such as COMPSTAT, which have enabled them to fight
crime more effectively. However, views about the NYPI) continue to
he widely negative, especially among members of the minority community. This fi'ustrates police officials, whose undcrlying asstunption
is that the public links their views to estimates of the crime rate, tear
of crime, or judgments ahout police performance in fighting crime. If
the puhlic fi)cuses instead on isstics of process, then policies such :is
aggressive policing or racial profiling may have the consequence o f undermining puhlic support, even if they effectively h)wcr crime. Increased attel]tion tO quality of treatillcnt> if acccptcd :is a goal in and
of itself, would enhance public views.
The argument for increased attention to process-based issues is not
intended to replace efforts to manage criine and urban disorder effectiveh,. Rather, the goal is to create a second criterion against which the
police and courts might evaluate themsclves--a "fairness" criterion re-
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flecting public views about how those authorities exercise their authoritv. lnevitabh: an effort to i m p l e m e n t such a strategy involves focusing
on what fiairness means to people in the c o m m u n i t y .
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The Criminal Career
Paradigm
a t~ s T r a c T

Criminal careers have hmg occupied the imaginations of criminologists.
Since the 1986 publication of the National Academy of Sciences report on
criminal cat'eers and career criminals, a variety of theoretical, empirical,
and policy issues have surfaced. Dam on key criminal career dimensi~ms of
prevalence, fl'equeney, specialization, and desistance have raised theoretical
questions regarding the patterning of criminal activity m,cr the life course.
Recent research has idcntilied important methodological issues, inchaling
the relationship between past and tim,re criminal activity, and potential
explanations fiJr this relationship: state dependence and persistent
heterogeneity. Advanced statistical techniques have been dcvch:)pcd to
address these challen~es~.. Criminal career research has idcntiticd important
policy issues such as individual prediction of offending fiequency and
career duration, and has shifted the fi~cus toward the interplay between
risk and protective factors.
Rcsearchcrs have long been interested in the patterning of criminal activity throughot, t the course of criminal careers. Von Scheel (1890,
p. 191) pointed out that "Ideal criminal statistics . . . would fi~llow
carefully the evolution of criminal tendencies in a given population."
Kolmer (I 893, p. 670) noted that "correct statistics of offenders can be
developed onh, by a study of the total life history of individuals." Von
Mavr (1917, pp. 425-26) argued that a "deeper insight into the statistics of criminality is made possible by the disclosure of devch;Mmcntal
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regularities in which criminality develops in the course of a Imman lifetime. T o do this it is necessa W to identify the offender and his offense
in the population and to kee t) him under constant statistical control so
that it is possible for each birth cohort entering punishable age and
t, ntil all its members are dead, to study statistically its participation or
nonparticipation in criminality anti the intensity of such participation
in its various forms." Soon after these statements appeared, original
studies of career criminals emerged including notably Shaw's TlaeJackRolle~" (1930) and Sutherland's Ttae ProJ'es.dolJalT/3i9"(1937 ). Although
these and related works offered insightful observations about the most
serious or most interesting criminals, they were largely uninformative
about typical criminal careers.
Another line of research focused on the relationship between age
and crime. In 1831, Quetelet recognized that age was closely related
to the propensity for crime. Using data on crilnes committed against
persons and propert3., in France from 1826 to 1829, Quetelet found
that crimes peaked in the late teens through the mid-twenties (Quetelet [1831] 1984, pp. 54-57). Since Quetelet's findings, a number of researchers have pursued the relationship between age and crime, across
cultures and historical periods, and for a number of different crime
tTpes (see Hirschi and Gottfredson 1983). Research on the relationship
between age and crime has heen one of the most studied issues within
criminologT (Greenberg 1977; Rowe and Tittle 1977; Tittle 1988;
Steffensmeier et al. 1989; Britt 1992; Tittle and Grasmick 1997).
The relationship hetween age and crime raises the question of the
degree to which the aggregate pattern disl)layed in the age/crime curve
is similar t o - - o r different from--the pattern of individual careers and
whether conclusions about individuals can be validly drawn from aggregate data. t;'o1"example, how t\lr does the ohserved peak of the aggregate age/crime cur~e reflect changes within individuals as opposed
to changes in the composition of offenders? In other words, is the peak
in the age/crime curve a function of active offenders committing more
crime or of inore individuals actively offending during those peak
years? Some evidence suggests that the aggregate peak age of offending primarily reflects variations in prevalence (Farrington 1986; but see
Loel)er and Snvder 1990).
\,Vithin individuals, to what extent is the slowing past the peak age
a function of deceleration in continued criminal activity or stopping 1)y
some of the individuals? Across individuals, how much of the age/
crime curve can be attril)uted to the arrival/initiation and departure/
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termination of different individuals? \"~qlat about the role of cooffending? How much of the continuation of offending bv lone/solo
offenders is attributable to identi ".lyingtheirs as the key criminal careers
of long duration, with their co-offenders serving merely as transients
with shorter careers? I low much of the age/crime curve for any particular crilne type is a consequence of individuals persisting in offending,
but switching fi'om less serious crimes early in the career to more seriotis crimes as they get older?
These questions are central to theow, as well as policy, especially
those policies that are geared toward incapacitative effects of criminal
sanctions, as well as to changes~, in the criminal career (e.g., rehabilitation or crimmalization patterns as a result of actions by the criminal
justice system). For example, if crime commission and arrest rates dif'for significantly among offenders and over the career, the cffect of sentenor length on overall crime will depend on who is incarcerated and
tBr how long (Pctcrsilia 1980, p. 325). Addressing these and related
issties requires knowledge about individual criminal careers, their initiation, their termination, and the dynamic chanaes between these end
points.
A criminal career is the longitudinal sequence of crimes committed
by an individual offender (13himstcin et al. 1986, p. 12). T h e criminal
career approach pa,'titions the aggrcgate rate of offending into two primary components: participation, or the distinction between those who
commit crime and those who do not, and frequency, or the rate of activity of active offenders, commonh, ,eferred to by the Grcek letter
lambda ()v) (131umstcin et al. 1986, p. 12). T w o other dimensions affecting "~,~<q'e,~'lte crime rates are duration, or the length of an individual
career, and seriousness, which inchldcs both the offenses committed
and patterns of switching among offenses (Bhunstcin et al. 1986, p. 13).
T o study these issues, a Panel on Research on Criminal Careers was
convened by the National Academy ot: Sciences (NAS) :it the request
of the U.S. National Institute of Justice in 1983 and charged with evaluating the feasihility of ptcdictitlg the future course of criminal careers,
assessing the effects of prediction instrt, mcnts in reducing crime
through incapacitation, and reviewing the contributi<m of research on
criminal careers to the development of fundamental knowledge about
crime and criminals (l:llumstcin ct al. 1986, p. x).
Since publication of the report, numerous theoretical, empirical, and
policy isstics have surlaced regarding the hmgitudinal patterning of
criminal careers. One concerned the relevance (or lack thereof) of
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criminal career research for criminolo D, generally and public policy ill
particular. Michael Gottfredson and Travis Hirschi (1986, 1987, 1988)
levied a series of critiques against the criminal career approach in
which they claimed that attempts to identify career criminals and other
types of offenders were doomed to faih, re. l)erhaps the most important
issue they raised concerns causality. Although the criminal career
paradigm necessitates a longitudinal focus in order to sit, dr both the
between- and within-individual patterning of criminal activity, Gottfredson and Hirschi questioned whether longitudinal research designs
could actually resolve questions of causal order. T h e y also argued that,
since correlations with offending were relatively stable over the life
course, cross-sectional designs were st, itable tbr studying the causes of
crime.
Gottfredson and Hirschi's challenge precipitated theoretical and
methodological advances in the study of the longitudinal sequence of
criminal careers. Ensuing research showed that, while the betweenindividual patterning of criminal careers was important, the withinindividual differences in criminal activity over time that were not
reflected in the aggregate age/crime cur~,e were more important. T h e oretical developments emerged claiming that the aggregate age/crime
ct, r~,e masked the offending trajectories of distinct groups of offenders
who offend at different rates over the life course, and whose criminal
activity is caused by unique factors. Empirical research has tended to
confirm these and related theoretical expectations.
Research on criminal careers has generated a wealth of information
regarding the longitudinal patterning of criminal activity. For example,
researchers have been ahle to document and account for important empirical regularities such as the relationship between past and future
criminal activity, isolate important life circumstances and events that
lead to within-individual changes in criminal activity over time, and
develop improved statistical techniques to study criminal careers in
more detail. Still, much more research is needed. Little is known about
how the development and progression of criminal careers varies across
race and gender or about how individual criminal carcers vary across
neighborhood contexts. Similarly, researchers have identified only a
small numl)er of life circumstances that relate both positively and negatively to criminal activity, and they are only beginning to understand
some of the methodological difficulties encountered in longitt,dmal research on criminal careers. Also, the relevance and use of criminal career research fi)r incapacitation decisions remains unknown. As prison
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populations have soared, few incarceration decisions are likely to have
been based on sound empirical knowledge of the longitudinal patterning of criminal careers or of career duration estimates in particular.
This essay surveys background and recent developments associated
with the criminal career paradigm. Section I introduces studies that
have served as platforms for criminal career research and reviews the
findings of some of the major cohort and longitudinal studies. Section
I1 provides a brief review of the criminal career report published by
the NAS in 1986. Section III identifies theoretical challenges and developments since the NAS report and disct,sses newly articulated criminal career features. Section IV outlines methodological issues that
arise in criminal career research including issues relating to data, research designs, analytic techniques, and general analytic issues. Section
V provides an overview of the empirical tindings generated by criminal
careers research, with an explicit concentration on the dimensions of
criminal careers. Section VI presents a discussion of selected policy implications including the idcntitication of career criminals and policies
associated with sentence duration. Section \ql offcrs a modest agenda
fi~r future theoretical, empirical, and methodological research.
I. Sources of Knowledge
Nlanv longitudinal studies throw light on criminal career issues, but a
relatively small number of classic and contemporary studies are especially important. Table I presents a summary of the main features of
each.
Several early longitudinal studies shaped the landscape of criminal career research: the Gluecks' Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency
study, NlcCord's Can3hridge/Somervillc study, \'Volfgang's Philadelphia Birth Cohort Studies, F'arrington's Cambridge Study in l)elinqucnt l)cvelopmcnt, Elliott's National Youth Survey, Le Blanc's Nlontrcal adjudicated and adolescent samples of youth, and two Swedish
studies, Project Nlctropolitan and the "Individual Development and
Enx il onment ' research program. "Fhcse projects differ in the samples
used, the issues addressed, the data used, and the methodological approaches taken.

A. Tlu' Gluechs' Unravefing.7uvenih" Definquen,y (U]D) Study
The Gluccks compared the criminal activity of 500 nondclinqucnts
with that of 500 boys officially designated :is delinquent and selected
from the Massachusetts correctional system. The delinquent boys were
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white males, aged ten to seventeen, who had recently been COmlnitted
to either the Lvman School for Boys in \,Vestboro, Massachusetts, or
the Industrial School for Boys in Shirley, Massachusetts (Ghieck and
Glueck 1950, t1. 27). The nondclinquents, also white males aged ten
to seventeen, were chosen from Boston public schools. Their nondelinquent status was determined on the basis of official record checks
and interviews with parents, teachers, local police, social workers, recreational leaders, and the boys themselves (Sampson and Laub 1993,
p. 26). In general, the nondelinquents were well behaved.
One particularly interesting feature of the UJ.D study was its matching design. The t~vo groups were matched, case by case, on age, nationality, neighborhood, and measured intelligence. Data on a number
of characteristics were collected on both sets of boys including social,
psychological, and biological characteristics, aspects of family life,
school performance, work experience, and other life events, as well as
delinquent and criminal behavior from self-, teacher-, and parentreports and ofticial records. The Gluecks and their research team followed up the UJD subjects from an average age of fourteen to ages
twent~,-five and thirty-two. Follow-up information included extensive
criminal histol3, record checks in a number of different states, items
related to the subjects' living arrangements (inchiding marriage, divorce, children, etc.), militan, experience, employnlent, and schooling
history.
The Gluecks studied the correlates of onset, persistence, and desistance. A nunlber of key findings emerged. First, they found a strong
relationship between age and crime. In particular, the), found that, as
the sample of offenders aged, their individual crime rates declined.
Second, they observed that an earl), age of onset was related to a
lengthy and persistent criminal career. Third, the Gluecks found
strong evidence in favor of the stability postulate; that is, that the best
predictor of future antisocial behavior was past antisocial I)ehavior.
They observed that many of the juvenile delinquents went on to engage in criminal activity as adults. Finally, their analysis uncovered
strong fimlilv influences. Those Fanlilies with lax discipline combined
with erratic/threatening punishnlent, poor supervision, and weak emotional ties I)etween parent and child generated the highest probability
of persiste,lt delinq,iency.
Recently, Sampson and Laub (1993) recoded and reanalvzed the
Glueck data using contemporary statistical and methodological techniques. They found patterns of both stability and change in criminal
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behavior over the life course. For example, they found that, even after
controlling for stable individual differences in offending propensity,
life events (e.g., marriage) and, in particular, attachment to intbrmal
social control agents fostered cessation fiom criminal activity (Laub,
Nagin, and Sampson 1998). Laub and Sampson (2001) are contint, ing
to follow the Glueck men through late adulthood.

B. McCord's Ormbridge-Somerville Project
The Cambridge-Somerx, illc Youth Study was designed to learn
about the development of delinquency and to test the notion that children could be stec,'ed away fi'om delinquency through guidance and
prevention (McCord 1992, 2000, p. 240). The studv's original investigator, Richard Cabot, selected high-poverty/high-crime sites in eastern Massachusetts for study. Police, scout leaders, shopkeepers, and social workers identitied eligible candidates for inclusion in the project.
Between 1935 and 1939, staff obtained t'elevant information from families, schools, and neighl:.)rhoods. From this information they were
able to match pairs of boys similar in .~',,c, intelligence, timely strt, cturc,
religion, social environment, and delinquency-prone history. The selection committee flipped a coin to decide which member of the pair
would receive treatment and which would be placed in the control
group (McCord 2000, p. 240). The "treatment" administered by adult
counselors included intensive individual hel t) and guidance for continuing social, physical, intellectual, and spiritual growth. All subjects
were male, thei," average age was approximately eleven at the outset,
nearly all were white, and nearh, all were flom working-class backgrounds. 13v May 1939, 650 st,bjects were invoh, ed in the study, equally
split between the experimental and control groups.
Initial data were collected in 1942, with ffHIow-ups in 1955 and
1976. Early rest,Its indicated that the special work of the guidance
counselor did no better than the usual fi)rccs in the community in preventing invoh,emcnt in delinquency. In several respects, boys in the
experimental group actualh, did worse (e ~ went to court more,
committed more offenses). The th'st follow-up, t, ndcrtaken in 1955,
showed that nearh, equal numbers of experimental- and control-group
recruiters had been convicted as adults. In the second follow-up (1976),
l\'lcCord fi:)und that "n<me of the . . . measures conth'med hopes that
t,catment had improved the lives of those in the treatment group"
(McCord 1978, p. 288). Recent analysis of the experimental group
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members showed that they tended to die earlier and had more mental
illness (1)ishion, McCord, and Poulin 1999).
Still, the study produced four key findings, which have I)een observed in other crilninal career studies. First, the earlier the age of onset, the greater the likelihood of continued offending in adulthood.
Second, although most juvenile delinquents committed a crime as an
adult, the majority of adult offenders had no history of offending as
juveniles. Third, fainily factors were important predictors of offending
(McCord 1978). In particular, McCord (1991) found that maternal behavior influenced juvenile delinquency and through those effects, adult
criminality, and that paternal interaction with the family appeared to
have a more direct influence on adult criminal behavior. 17inally,
MeCord's research has also uncovered strong evidence that both alcoholisna and criminalit-v tend to run in families and that, in part, alcoholic and criminal t)arents tcnd to provide poor socializing environments. In particular, McCoM (1999, t3. 114) observed "that alcoholic
and crilninal men were disproportionately likely to be aggressive in
their f'alnilies and to have fathered sons whose mothers were disproportionately incompetent in their maternal roles."
C. ~Vol.[gang'sPhiktdclphia BiJTh Col;o;~ Studies
Marvin \,Volfgang and colleagues (1972) traced the delinquent careers of 9,945 males who were born in Philadelphia in 1945 and who
lived in Philadelphia bet~veen ages ten and seventeen. Because of the
structure of the data set, \Volfgang, Figlio, and Scllin "were able to
use sophisticated stochastic models to examine some long-standing but
t, ntested assumptions concerning the dynamics of specialization in illegal behavior and developmental trends in the seriousness of that behavior" (Bursik 1989, t), 390). This study has been described as one of
the seminal pieces of criminal career scholarship produced in the twentieth century (Morris 1972; Bursik 1989).
Several important findings emerged. First, 35 percent of the boys
were involved with the police at least once. Second, a very small percentage of offenders (6 percent of the cohort, 18 percent of the delinquent subset) was resl)onsil)le for 52 percent of all delinquency in the
cohort through age seventeen. Third, the tendency to specialize in particul-ar offenses was small. Finally (earl},) age-at-onset w:~.sconsistently
related to persistent and serious criminality.
A second Philadell)hia birth cohort study, conducted bv Tracy,
\,Volfgang, and Figlio (1990), traced the criminal records of 27,160
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boys and girls born in Philadelphia in 1958 and followed through age
seventeen. Although the main results of the 1945 cohort were replicated, including that the prevalence of arrest up to age eighteen was
about the same (35 percent) as in the 1945 cohort, and the substantive
male findings (e.g., chronicity) fiom the 1945 cohort were replicated
among females in the 1958 cohort, there were a few important exceptions. For example, the prevalence of police contacts of both whites
and blacks was lower in the 1958 cohort than for the whites and blacks
in the 1945 cohort. T h e aggregate prevalence was the same because
there were more blacks in the 1958 cohort, and blacks had a higher
prevalence of offending than whites. One reason why hoth groups had
a lower total prevalence of offending was that there were many fewer
minor arrests. A second difference was that the offense rate for the
1958 cohort (1,159 offenses per 1,000 subjects) was higher than the
rate for the 1945 cohort (,1,027 offenses per 1,000 subjects) (Tracy,
\,Volfgang, and Iriglio 1990, p. 276). A third difference across the two
cohorts was that the 1958 cohort evidenced more severe (violent) criminality. For example, the 1958 cohort rate exceeded the 1945 cohort
by factors of 3:1 for homicide, 1.7:1 for rape, 5:1 ff~r rohbery, and
ahnost 2:1 for aggravated assault and I)urglary (Tracy, \,Volfgang, anti
Figlio 1990, p. 276).
Tracv and Kempf-Leonard (1996) collected criminal records up to
age twenv,,-six for the 1958 cohort. T h e i r analysis indicated that career
continuity, was more common than discontinuity. In other words, adult
crime was more likely among former delinquents, while nondelinquents more often remained noncriminal as adults. Also, the key predictors of adult criminality included an earh, onset as well as heing active in the juvenile period (prior to age seventeen). T h e y also found
that early imposition of l)rohation was associated with a lowe," prohabilitv of continuation into adult offending fi)r males, but this effect was
insignil]cant for females. No form of juvenile incarceration seemed to
inhibit adult offending. These results could bc duc to a selection effect
in that judges were more likely to sentence "less set'ous ' offenders to
prohation.

D. Farrington's Cambrklge Strut3, in Delinquent Dew'lop'mcnt
The Cambridge Study in l)elinqucnt IDevclopnlent is a prospective
longitudinal survey of the development of offending and antisocial hehavior in 411 South London males horn mainly between September
1952 and August 1954. "T'he study was initiated in 1961 and for the
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first twenty vears was directed hy Donald West. Since 1982, it has
been directed by David Farrington. The males have heen personally
interviewed nine times (at ages eight, ten, fourteen, sixteen, eighteen,
twenty-one, twenty-five, thirty-two, and forty-six), and their parents
were interviewed annually between their ages of eight and fifteen. Peer
ratings were obtained at ages eight and ten, and criminal records (and
the criminal records of all their immediate relatives--brothers, fathers,
mothers, sisters, and wives) have been searched up to age forty.
The conviction data from the Cambridge study have generated an
impressive array of research reports and a number of key findings regarding the development of crime over the life course (Farrington
2002). First, exch, ding minor crimes such as common assault, traffic
infractions, and drunkenness, the most common offenses were theft,
burglary, and unauthorized taking of vehicles. Second, the annual
prevalence of offending increased up to age seventeen and then decreased. Also, while the modal age for offending was seventeen, the
mean age was twenty-one, reflecting the inherent individual skewness
of the age-crime cur~,e. Third, 40 percent of the males in the Cambridge study were convicted of criminal offenses up to age forty.
Fourth, up to age forD,, the mean age of onset (measured as the age at
first conviction) was 18.6, while the mean age of desistance (measured
as the age at last conviction) was 25.7. Fifth, the average number of
offenses per active offender was 4.6 crimes. Sixth, for offenders with
two or more offenses, the average duration of criminal careers from
first to last recorded conviction was 10.4 },ears.
Other developmental aspects of criminal careers have also been examined with the Cambridge data. 17ol. example, trarrington, Laml)ert,
and \,Vest (1998) studied the criminal careers of brothers and sisters of
the studv's subjects and reported prevalence estimates of 43.4 percent
and 12.1 percent for brothers and sisters, respectively. Regarding specialization, Farrington [ound that most males convicted for a violent
offense tended to be convicted fi)r a nonviolent offense as well and that
violent crimes occurred ahnost at random in criminal careers (Fartington 1991). The chronic offender effect also showed up in the Cambridge data. A small number of chronic offenders, usually coming from
mt, ltiproblenl families, accounted fi)r substantial proportions of all
official and self-reported offenses, and they were, to a considerahle
extent, predictable in advance (Farrington 2002). Finally, several
childhood factors predicted criminality throughout the life course, in-
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cluding impulsivity, low intelligence, fimaily criminality, broken families, and poor parental super'vision.
E. Elliott's ,\ratio,zal }"ozlth Szlm~O,

The National Youth St, r-,~ev (NYS) is a prospective longitudinal
study of a U.S. national probability sample concerning delinquency
and drug use. The N~S sample was obtained through a multistage
probability sampling of households in the United States. Originally,
7,998 households were randomly selected, and all 2,360 eligible youths
aged eleven to seventeen living in the households were included.
Seventy-three percent of those youths (1,725) agreed to participate,
signed consent forms, and, along with one of their parents, completed
thst-wave interviews in 1977. The demographic characteristics of the
sample are generally representative of eleven- to seventeen-vear-olds
in the United States (see Elliott, Huizinga, and Agcton 1985; Elliott,
Huizinga, and Mcnard 1989). Nine waves of data are available on the
panel, which was age twenty-seven to thirtv-thrcc when last interviewed in 1993. Both official and self reported records of crime and
delinquency are available for all respondents. In each wave of the NYS,
respondents were asked a large laumber of" questions about events and
behavior that occurred during thc preceding calendar year including
involvement in a variety of illegal acts. In addition, a number of questions were asked regarding key theoretical constructs fi'om control,
strain, and differential association theories.
Elliott (1994) has condt, cted the most elaborate anah, sis of the onset,
developmental course, and termination of serious violent offenders in
the NYS, where serious violent offending included aggravated assaults,
rohberies, and rapes that involved some injury or a weal)on (Elliott
1994, p. 4). Regarding involvement in serious violent offending, Elliott
6rand that at thc peak age (seventeen), 36 percent of Afi'ican-American
males and 25 percent of the white males reported committing one or
more serious violent offenses. Among females, nearly one At:ricanAmcrican female in tivc and one white female in ten reported involvemcnt in seriot, s violent offending. The decline with age in scriot,s
violent offending is steeper for females, and the gender differential
becomes g,'eatcr over time. Rcgarding the onset of a seriotts, violent
career, Elliott fi)und that serious violent offending begins hctwccn ages
twelve and twenty, with negligihlc risk of initiation after age twenty.
Afl'ican-American males cxhihit an earlier age of onset for serious rio-
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lent offending, and more African-American males become involved
than white males.
Elliott studied the progression of offenses in the behavioral repertoire. In general, he found that minor forms of delinquency and alcohol use were added to the behavioral repertoire hefore serious forms of
criminal theft and violence. IElliott suggested that the self-report data
indicated that criminal behavior escalated over time in a criminal career and that serious violent offenders exhibited versatile offending
patterns. Finally, Elliott examined continuity rates for serious violent offending after age twemy-one. Nearly t~vice as many African
Americans compared to whites continued their violent careers into
their twenties and thus were likely to have longer criminal careers.

F. Le BlancS" .&lo~t'real Sa'mple of Adjudi~wted Youths
Le Blanc and associates recruited a sample of 470 males adjudicated
at the Montreal Juvenile Court over a two-year period (see Le Blanc
and Frc~chette 1989 for a detailed smmnarv of the self-reported and
official careers of these youths). T h e y were interviewed at the average
ages of fifteen, seventeen, t~venty-t~vo, thirtT, and forty. Le Blanc and
associates also recruited a representative sample of Montreal adolescents comprised of 3,100 boys and girls, of which a random subset of
458 boys was reinter~qewed at ages sixteen, thirty, and forty. In 1992,
they recruited a replication sample of 505 male and 150 female adjudicated youth from the Montreal Juvenile Court who were between thirteen and seventeen years of age and adjudicated for a criminal offense
under the Yotmg Offender Act or for problem behavior under the
Youth Protection Act. All of the youths were sentenced to probation
or placed in a correctional institution with a treatment philosophy.
T h e sample includes ahnost all of the adolescents who were adjudicated in that court over two ),ears. These individuals have been interviewed twice since (Le Blanc and Kaspy 1998).
Also, for these three samples, in addition to official records, a self'report card-sorting interview was administered to the youths in private
settings. For a number of criminal and deviant behaviors, researchers
collected information on the variety or number of different acts ever
committed, the age at which variot, s acts were first committed (including the onset age), the frequency with which the act was committed,
and the last age at which the act was committed. A detailed summary
of the offense histories of these adjudicated youths appears in Le Blanc
and 17rdchette (1989). The males, and a sample of male adolescents,
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were later interviewed at age thirty-two. For all these samples, personalit3, and social (family, school, work, leisure, attitudes, etc.) data were
collected at each age.
G. SwedM, Studies
Project Metropolitan is a large-scale, longitudinal study that prorides offending information for all individuals born in the Stockhol,n
metropolitan area in 1953 and still residing there in 1963. It comprises
15,117 males and females. Data come fi'om police-recorded criminality,
(i.e., those crimes reported to the police that have been cleared by connetting a suspect to the crime). A numher of criminal career studies
have been carried out with these data, illcluding a study on the relationship between <~.weand crime (\,Vikstr6m 1990) and a study on gender and age differences in crime continuity (Andersson 1990).
The Project on Individual l)evcloplnent and l~nviroilment was initiated in 1965 by l)avid s\'lagnusson, with (Jl]e of its prinlary purposes
being an investigation of criminal activity over the life span, ,<,ubjeets
were 1,027 third-grade children (age ten) in Orcbro, Sweden, in 1965,
who have been followed with criminal reco,'ds fiom the age of ten to
thirty. The data cover a broad range of individual physiological and
behavioral factors as well as structural and social tatters. Outcome data
were collected fiom ofticial registers (inchiding infi)rmation on criminal offenses, mental health, employment, education, alcohol abuse,
etc.). Several studies have used these data to analyze the ,'elationshi I)
between age and crime (Stattin, Magnusson, and P,eichel 1989) and
patterns of stability and change in criminal activity (Stattin and Magnusson 1991).
H. CTmscsalld Correlates Studies
Ill 1986, tile Oftice of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(OJJ DI ~) of the U.S. Dcpartnlcnt of Justice created the Program of Research on the CatlsCS and Correlates of Delinquency by supp~)rting
throe coordinated, prospective longitudinal research projects in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, I:?,OC]lCster, New York, and I)enver, Colorado.
"l'lle Pittsburgh study, which ovcrsamplcd high-risk boys, consists of
1,517 boys (cohorts of tirst-, fourth-, and seventh-grade boys) in the
public school system in Pittslmrgh. "l"hc Rochester sample consists ~lf
1,000 youth (73 percent boys) and represents the entire range of seventh- and eighth-grade students attending 17.ochcstcr's public schools.
The I)envcr sample consists of 1,527 youth (slightly inorc than 50 per-
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cent boys) who represent the general population of youth residing in
households in high-risk neighhorhoods in Denver.
These studies represent a milestone in criminological research hecause they constitute the largest shared-measurement approach ever
achieved in delinquency studies. As of 1997, the research teams had
interviewed nearly 4,000 participants at regular inter~,als ff~r nearly a
decade, recording their lives in great detail (Kelley et al. 1997). The
research teams continue to follow up participants across sites as the
study suhjects enter adulthood.
In general, the causes and correlates studies are designed to ilnprove
understanding of serious delinquency, violence, and drug use through the
examination of how individual youth develop within the context of family, school, peers, and community (Kelley et al. 1997). The numbers are
sufficient to study race, gender, and community-level differences in the
determinants of criminal and antisocial behavior. Although each site has
unique features, they share several common elements.
All three sites are longitudinal investigations that involve repeated
contacts (at six- or twelve-month inte~,als) with and about the same
individual in an effort to assess both the subject's involvement in antisocial and criminal activity and the correlates of st, ch involvement. The
causes and correlates studies entail a shared-measurement approach in
that each of the three sites uses common core measures to collect data
on a wide range of key variables inchlding delinquent and criminal
involvelnent, drug and alcohol use, family, peer, and commtmity-level
characteristics, educational experiences and, as the samples move into
adulthood, marriage and employment, hnportantly, besides detailed
assessments of s e l f reported offending, rcsca,chcrs at each site are collecting juvenile justice and adult criminal records.
Thus far, a number of reports and pt, hlicatio,as have been produced
that have examined key features of criminal career dimensions (see
Huizinga, Loeber, and Thornberrv 1993; Kelley et al. 1997; Loebcr et
al. 1998, 1999). Researchers have documcntcd important information
related to involvement in serious violence and the progression of criminal activity over thc life course.

I. The Dmzedin MultidiscipliTla O, Heahh and Hmmm Develop'merit Stm!},
T h e 1)uncdin Study is a longitudinal investigation of the health, development, and behavior of a complete cohort of hirths bctavecn April
1, 1972, and March 31, 1973, in Dunedin, a provincial capital city of
120,000 on New Zealand's South Island (Silva and Stanton 1996).
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Perinatal data were obtained at delivery, and when the children were
later traced for follow-up at age three, 91 percent ( N = 1,037) of the
eligible births, 52 percent of whom were boys, participated in the assessment, forming the base sample for the longitudinal study (Nloffitt
et al. 2001). The sample turns thirty in 2002-3 and researchers continue to follow up sample members and most recently have inchided
assessments of the subjects' partners, peers, and children.
The Dunedin data are designed for three specific types of studies
(Moflht et al. 2001, tl. 10): childhood predictors of later heahh and
behavior outcomes, developmental studies of continuity and change in
hcalth and behavior, and epidemiological studies of the prevalence and
incidence of heahh problems, behavior problems, and associations
among prol)lem types. Ahhough it was not originally initiated to
examine antisocial and criminal activity, it has considerabh, advanced
knowledge about offending.
\4qthin the reahn of criminal and antisocial behavior, researchers
have collected a wealth of infi:lrmation inchlding early fi)l'lllS of antisocial behavior, juvenile delinquency, and ofticial records fiom the police
and court systems. In addition, researchers have collected information
on the correlates of antisocial and criminal activity inchldmg neuropsychological tests, peer associations, family and school experiences, and,
most recenth, as the subjects entered adulthood, information related to
partner violence.
Since 1975, over 600 publications have appeared. \.Vith regard to key
dimensions of criminal careers, a number of studies have examined
general issties related to the patterning of crilninal activity, gender differences, and characteristics associated with--and determinants of
crinfinal and antisocial actMtv over the life course (see review in iX'log
fitt ct al. 2001).

ft. Project on Human Devdop'mcnt in CT.,icag0Neiqhborlloods
The Project on l-luman l)cvclopmcnt in Chicago Ncighllorhoc>ds
(PHI)CN) is a major, interdisciplinary study aimed a t tllldorstandin~
the catiscs and pathways of juvenile delinquency, aduh crilllC, substance al)usc, and violence in Chicago ncighl)orhoods (Earls 2001).
Throug'hout its course, the project has f~lllowcd approximately 6,500
individuals and eighty conlnlunities in the city of Chicago and includes
equal lltilllbers Of males and fmnalcs ctrawn l:lOln Afl'ican-Alnerican,
Latino, white, and nlixed ethnic colnnmnitics arid froin :ill social
classes within each of these groups.
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The project is unique in that it comhines two studies into a single
study. The first is an intensive investigation of Chicago's neighborhoods, including their social, economic, organizational, political, and
cultural structures, and the dynamic changes that take place in these
stnictures within and across neighborhoods. The second is a series of
coordinated longitudinal studies inchlding about 6,500 randomly selected children, adolescents, and young adults, in an effort to examine
the changing circumstances of their lives, as well as the personal characteristics, that may lead them toward or away from a variety of antisocial hehaviors. The project employs an accelerated Ionginidinal design that, unlike traditional longitudinal studies that follow a single
group of people for a long period of time, begins with nine different
age groups, fl'om prenatal to age eighteen, and follows them for several
years (Ton/3., , Ohlin, and Farrington 1991). The age groups are separated by three-year intervals, so three years after the data collection
started, the overall age range was continuous. Information concerning
human development will be available covering all ages, but with the
additional complexity of linking across the groups.
In addition to a wealth of information related to neighborhoods,
f:amilies, and individuals growing up in these contexts, ,esearchers are
collecting information on systematic social observations of face blocks
across the neighborhoods as well as various sorts of antisocial and
criminal activity from earh, childhood through adulthood for suhjects.
Most recently, the project has expanded to include two other studies,
one on children's exposure to violence and its consequences, and a
second on child care and its impact on early child development. A
number of publications have appeared, and a considerable number are
in process (Earls and Visher 1997; Sampson, Raudenbush, and Earls
1997).
These contemporary studies have paid significant attention to key
criminal career dimensions, particularly in describing involvement in
criminal activity. For example, data from the three causes and correlates studies have generated important new information on the prevalence and frequency of criminal activity among samples of inner-city
boys and girls, and as these samples enter adulthood, researchers will
be better able to descrihe and empirically assess the patterning and
causes of specialization and desistance. Data from the l)unedin study
have I)een used to descrihe the samt)le's involvement in delinquency,
arrest, and conviction, as well as the causes of participation and frequency of offending through age twenty-six. The Dunedin data are es-
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pecially usef'til because the), also contain a rich array of data on other
noncriminal antisocial behaviors inchiding data from the DiagJmstic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Diso'rde'Js (DSM-IV). Finally, the P H D C N
may prove to be the largest data collection effort designed to understand criminal activity using several levels of analysis. This stt, dv will
allow for unique insight into the embeddedness of individuals within
falnih, and neighborhood contexts in an effort to document involvemerit in criminal actMtv from birth through the twenties.
II. Models of Criminal Careers
Several of the early criminal career studies stimulated a major initiative
by the NAS. In 1986, the NAS published tile two-volume report O'iminal CTweets and "CTH'cer Oiminals'" that presented a systematic overview (13himstcin et al. 1986). T h e aim was to synthesize the research
on crinlhlal careers, evahiate the feasibility of predicting the filture
course of criminal careers, assess the potential of prediction instruments in reducing crime through incal)acitation , and review the contribution of research oil criminal careers to tile deveh;)pment of basic
knowledge about crime and criminals.

A. Dimensions of a Criminal Career
T h e criminal career paradignl recognizes that individuals start their
criminal actMtv at some age, engage in crime at solne individual c,'ime
rate, commit a mixtu,'e of crimes, and eventualh; stop. Hence, the
criminal career approach emphasizes tile need to investigate issues related to why and when people start offending (onset), w h y - - a n d
h o w - - t h e y continue offending (t)ersistence), why and if offending becomes more frequent or serious (escalation) or specialized, and why
and when people stop offending (desistance). In sum, the criminal caieer approach provides a fiJcus on both hetween- and within-individual
changes in criminal actMtv over time.
I. D<Jinition era O'i'minal Oueer. At its most basic level, a criminal
career is tile "characterization of the hmgitudinal sequence of crimes
committed by an indMdual offender" (13hunstcin ct al. 1986, p. 12).
This detinition helps to focus researchers' attention on entry into a career when or before tile Jil'st crime is committed and dropout fronl the
CalCel when or after the last crime is committed, lnlportantly, tile conccpt recognizes that, during a criminal career, offenders have a continuing propensity to commit crimes, thcv accumulate some number of
arrests, and are sometimes convicted and less fi'cquently incarcerated
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(Bhunstein, Cohen, and Hsieh 1982, p. 2). The study of criminal careers does not imply that offenders necessarily derive their livelihood
exclusively or even predominantly fl'om crilnc; instead, the concept is
intended only as a means of structuring the longitudinal sequence of
criminal events associated with an individt, al in a systematic way
(Blumstein, Cohen, and l-{sieh 1982, p. 5).
2. PaJTMpation. The criminal career approach partitions the aggregate crime rate into two primary components: "participation," the
distinction between those who commit crime and those who do not;
and "frequency," the rate of offending among active offenders (Blumstein et al. 1986, p. 12). Participation is measured by the fraction of a
population ever committing at least one crime before some age or currenth, active during some particular obserwation period. In any period, active offenders include both new offenders whose first offense
occurs during the observation period and persisting offenders who began criminal activi W in an earlier period and continue to be active
during the observation period, hnportantly, the longer the average
duration of offending, the greater the contribution of persisters to
measured participation in successive observation periods.
Blumsteila and colleagues noted that demographic differences in participation, as measured by arrest, were large, the most striking of which
involved gender discrepancies. The authors concluded that about 15
percent of males were arrested for an index offense by age eighteen
and about 25-35 percent were arrested for such an offense sometime
in their lifetime. The cumulative prevalence of self-reported offenses
is even more striking. For example, in the Calnbridge study, Farrington (1989) found that 96 percent of the males had reported committing
at least one of ten specitied offenses (including burglary, theft, assault,
vandalism, and drt, g abuse) up to age thirty-two. \,\qaen participation
is restricted to seriot, s offenses, the demographic differences are much
larger, and race takes on more importance. Regarding age, the panel
conch, tied, about half of those ever arrested during their lifetimes were
first arrested before age eighteen, which was true among both African
Americans and whites. 13h,mstein and colleagues also reported that ineffective parenting, poor school performance, low measured IQ, drug
use, and parental criminality were related to participation.
3. R13, DhHeHsioHs of Active C;/i'lnillal Careers. The criminal career
paradigm encompasses several dimensions of active criminal careers including offending fl'equency, tit, ration, crime-type inix and seriot,sness,
and co-offending patterns. Although desistance is also a key dimension
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of the criminal career, a recent review of this literature was pul)lished
in Cri'me and Justice (Laub and Sampson 200 I).
a. Offending Frequency. T h e offending rate for individual offenders,
k, reflects tile frequency of offending by individuals who are actively
engaged in crime (Bh,nstein et al. 1986, p. 55). Mucla criminal career research has been concerned with estinmting the individual
offending frequency of active offenders during their criminal careers (see Blumstein and Cohen 1979; Cohen 1986). According to
t31umstein et al. (1986, p. 76), individual frequency rates for active
offenders do not vary substantially with demographics (age, gender,
and race). However, active offenders who begin criminal activity at
young ages, use drt, gs heavily, and are unemployed fi.~r long periods
of time generally commit crimes at higher rates than most other
offenders. T h e distribution of individual offending frequencies is
highly skewed, which ultimately leads to a focus on the "chronic"
(i.e., high fi'equency [k]) offender. T h e identitication of chronic
offenders, however, has been difficult (see Chaiken arid Chaiken
1982; 131umstein, Farrington, and Moitra 1985; Greenwood and
T u r n e r 1987).
b. Duration--the Interval I)etwecn Initiation and Termination. One
aspect of the criminal career paradigm that has received a great deal
of research attention is initiation, or the onset of antisocial and
criminal activity (F'arrington et al. 1990; Tremblav ct al. 1994). A
number of studies have reported higher recidivism rates among
offenders who have records of early crilninal activity as juveniles
(t31umstein et al. 1986; Farrington ct al. 1990). Although many researchers argue that individuals who begin offending early will desist later and thus have lengthy careers (Hamparian et al. 1978;
Krohn et :ll. 2001), there has bccn much less research on the duration of criminal careers, primarily hecausc ,:if the difficulty involved
in determining the true end c>( an individt,al's criminal career. It is
more tenable, however, to measure a rate of desistance for an idcntiticd group of offenders. Based on their research, Blumstein, Cohen, and Hsieh (1982) conchldcd that most criminal careers are relatively short, averaging al)out five y e a r s f+or offenders who arc active
in Index offenses as young adults. Residual cat'cers, or the length of
time still t'emaining in careers, increase to an expected ten years for
Index offenders still active in their thirties. Research on desistance,
or the termination of a criminal career, has received cvcn less attcn-
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tion because of measurement and operationalization difficulties
(Laub and Sampson 2001).
c. Crime-Ty'pe Mix and Seriousness. T h e mix of different offense
types among active offenders is another important criminal career
dimension. Issues underlying the offense mix include specialization,
or the tendency to repeat similar offense types over a criminal career; seriousness; and escalation, or the tendency for offenders to
move to more serious offense tTpes as offending continues. Blumstein and colleagt, es reported that offenders tend to engage in a diversity of crime types, with a somewhat greater tendency to repeat
the same crime or to repeat within the group of property crimes or
the group of violent crimes. In addition, there appeared to be some
evidence of increasing seriousness, specialization, and escalation
during criminal careers.
d. Co-offending l)atterns. Another important criminal career feature
is whether a person commits an offense alone or with others (see
Reiss 1986a). Research tends to suggest that the incidence of cooffending is greatest for burglary and robbe U and that juvenile o f
fenders primarily commit their crimes with othe,'s, whereas adult
offenders primarily commit their crimes alone (Reiss and Fartington 1991). Although the decline in co-offending may, at first glancc,
be attributed to co-offenders dropping out, it seems to occur because males change from co-offending in their teenage years to lone
offending in their twenties. Recent efforts continue to assess the extent of co-offending (Sarnecki 2001; \,Varr 2002).

B. l%fi O, Issues
T h e criminal career paradigm suggests three general orientations fi)r
crime control strategies: prevention, career modification, and incapacitation. Knowledge concerning the patterning of criminal careers is intimately related to these policy issues. Prevention strategies, including
general deterrence, are intended to reduce the number of nonoffenders
who become offenders. Career modification strategies, inch~ding individual deterrence and rehabilitation, are fbcused on persons already
known to be criminals and seek to reduce the fi'equency or seriousness
of their crimes. In addition, these strategies encourage the termination
of ongoing criminal careers through mechanisms such as job training
and drug treatment. Incapacitative strategies focus on the crimes reduced as a result of removing offenders from society during their criminal careers. T w o types of incapacitation arc general, or collective, and
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selective, which focuses oil tile highest frequency offenders. These
three crime control strategies are intimately related to specific laws,
including habitual offender statutes, truth-in-sentencing laws, threestrikes laws, and mandatory minimum sentence laws.
1. Crime Control Strate~(ies. The criminal career paradigm has focused extensive attention on incapacitation. General or collective incapacitation strategies aim to reduce criminal aetivitT as a consequence of"
increasing the total level of incarceration while selective incapacitation
policies focus primarily on offenders who represent the greatest risk
of future offending. The former approach is consistent with the equal
treatment concerns of a just-deserts sentencing policy while the latter
focuses as much on the offender as the offense. Importantly, the degree
to which selective incapacitation policies are effective depends on the
ability to distinguish high- and low-risk offenders and to identitk, them
early cnou,,h before they are about to terminate criminal activity.
Three related issties arise: the ability to elassif\: individt,al offenders in
terms of their projected criminal activity, the quality of the classitication rules, and the legitimacy of I)asing i)unishment of an individual on
the t)ossil)ility of futtlre crimes ratlaer than only on the crilnes ah'eady
committed (and the consequent level of disparity that is considered acceptable).
Regarding collective incapacitation, Bhimstein et al. (1986) suggest
that achieving a 10 percent reduction in crime may require more than
doul)ling the existing inmate population. However, under selective incapacitation policies, long prison terms wot, ld be reserved primarily for
offenders identitied as most likely to continue committing serious
crimes :it high rates. Blumstein et al. conclude that selective incapacitation policies could achieve 5-10 percent reductions in robbery with
10-20 t)ercent increases in the population of robbers in prison, while
much hu'ger increases in prison populations are required fi)r collective
incapacitation policies.
2. Relationship to Laws. Though not directly addressed in the report, both collective and selective incapacitatio,1 policies arc directly
intluenccd llv laws and policies that govern criminal justice decisions
regarding the punishment of offenders. F'or example, hal)itual offender
statutes givc special options to prosecutors for dealing with repeat of_
fenders. "l'ruth-in-sentencing laws are intended to increase incapacitation by requiring offenders, particularly violent offenders, to serve a
substantial portion of their prison sentence, and parole eligibility and
good-time credits are restricted or eliminated. Three-strikes laws pro-
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vide that any person convicted of three, typically violent, felony of_
fenses must serwe a length.,,, prison term, usually a minilnum term of
twent~,-fivc-vears to life. Mandatory-minimum sentence laws require a
specified sentence and prohil)it offenders convicted of certain crimes
from being placed on probation, while other statutes prohihit certain
offenders from being considered for parole. Mandatow-minimum selltence laws Call also ser~'e as sentellcing enhancelnent llaeastll'es, requiring that offenders spend additional time in prison if they commit particular crimes in a particular manner (e.g., committing a felony with a
gun). T h e net effect of these laws is to increase prison popt, lations I)y
incarcerating certain kinds of offenders or increasing the sentence
length of those offenders convicted for certain D,pes of crimes.

C\ The Repo~-t's Suggestioll.~"mid Needs for Fmm'e Resemcb
T h e crin6nal careers report was expansive in its review of the evidence and ill tile identification of unanswered theoretical and policy
questions. T h e report outlined an agenda for future research that
called for improved measurement of tile dimensions of criminal careers, measurement of their distributions over offenders, measurement
of tile variation of the dimensions over the course of a crilninal career,
and better identitication of the factors that influence the criminal career parameters. Many of these issues are best addressed, the report
claimed, through a longitudinal research design.
Blumstein et al. (1986) argued that the most important criminal career dimension is individual fi'equency and, in particular, noted that
research should focus especially on the rate of)v over time as offenders
age, variation in )v with age for active offenders, the Factors associated
with intermittent spurts of high-rate and low-rate offending, and differences in )v by crime type. In addition, the report conch, ded that further research should assess the influence of various life events on an
individual's criminal career and the effects of interventions on career
development and should distinguish between develol~mental sequences
and heterogeneity across individuals in explaining apparent career evohltion (13hunstein et al. 1986, p. 199). These issues are best addressed
through a prospective, longitudinal research design, especially in light
of the inherently longitudinal and dynamic character of criminal careers. Individuals of different ages (i.e., several cohorts) should be studled. Such a project, the report noted, wot, ld provide for more detailed
measurement of the initiation and termination of individual crilninal
careers, inchlding a focus on the distinction among different kinds of
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crimes and a better sequential ordering of life events and criminal behavior that would begin to suggest directions of causal influence
(Blumstein et al. 1986, p. 200).
II1. Theoretical l)evelopments since the Criminal Career
Report
In their recent review of the desistance literature, Laub and Sampson
(2001, p. 17) asserted that, while the criminal career approach represented a significant movement in criminology "it appear[ed] to have
reached a point of stagnation . . . because of its narrow focus on measurement and policy." In this section, we outline the various theoretical challenges and developments that were spt, rred as a result of the
criminal careers report. Wc believe that the research fbllowing the
publication of the criminal careers report led t o important challenees
to the criminal career paradigm, identification and development of
other criminal career features, attcntion to the relationship between
past and fim~rc criminal activity (and the subsequent identilication of
state dependence and persistent heterogeneity as two potential explanations of this relationship), and development of theories that fi)llow
from the criminal career paradigm.

A. Challenge and Re.~ponse to tt, e C)iminal Career Paradi~nl aud RepoJv
T h e criminal career'pa,adigmIand its emerging policy implications-was not embraced by the entire academic community. Michael Gottfi'edson and Travis t lirschi, in particular, launched a series of critiques.
1. The Got~Je&on and Hirvchi Critique. T h e basis of their critique
lies in their explication and interpretation of the ,q,~,,re,mte~:
~, age/crime
ct, rve. Hirschi and Gottfi'edson (1983) contend that the shape of the
•q,*,q'c,,'.lte~
~.
a~e/crime~ relationship is pretty much the same for all offenders, in all times and places, and is largely unaffected llv life evcnts
that occur after childhood. "Fhev assert, then, that involvement in
crimc (and other analogous behaviors) is sufficiently stable over the life
course to obviate the need to collect hmgimdinal data, which is a prerequisite for pursuing the criminal career paradigm. This is especially,
the case in their denial of the need to distinguish prevalence and fi'equcncy (because both reflcct underlying propensity). T h e y claim that
prevalence and frequency vary similarly with age. Iror the most part,
however, research fails to support their claim.
Gottfi'cdson and Hirschi do not deny that some offenders offend at
a much higher rate than other offenders, hut they argue that offenders
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differ in degree and not kind; that is, offenders call be arrayed oll a
continuum of criminal propensity (which they term low self-control)
with individuals at the higher end of the continuum evidencing higher
criminal activity and vice versa. This is a key point because Gottfredson and Hirschi do not allow for the existence of qualitatively distinct groups of offenders.
Gottfredson and Hirschi are concerned with the proposed identification of the "career criminal" and the implied policy response of selective incapacitation. Their concern derives from the small number of
chronic offenders and the limited ability of the criminal justice system
to identiR, chronic offenders prospectively, before they reach their
offending peak. In particular, Gottfredson and Hirschi argue that, by
the time the criminal justice system is able to identify a career criminal, he tends no longer to be as active as he once was. That is, career
criminals cannot be identitied early enough in their careers to be useful
for policy purposes. Thus, since Hirschi and Gottfredson believe that
crime declines with age for everyone, the}, argue that the policy of selective incapacitation makes little sense because career criminals wouht
likely not be committing crimes at high rates if they were free.
Gottfredson and Hirschi (1987) are also unfriendly to the prospect
of longitudinal cohort data. Their critique is forceful and centers
around five issues: the longitudinal cohort study is not justified on
methodological grounds, such a design has taken criminological theon,
in t, nproductive directions, it has produced ilh, sory substantive findings, it has promoted policy directions of "doubtful utilit3.~," and such
research designs are very expensive and entail high opportunity costs
(Gottfi'edson and Hirschi 1987, p. 581). They argue instead for more
emphasis on cross-sectional studies, which they claim tend to provide
similar substantive conclusions to those reached by longitudinal studies
but at a much smaller cost. They conch,de that neither the criminal
career paradigm, its constructs (prevalence, ~., etc.), nor longitudinal
research has much to offer criminology.
Gottfredson and Hirschi (1988) question whether the concept of a
"career" is vah, able to the study of crime. They claim that there is no
empirical support for the use of the career concept and its related terminolog3., (p. 39). Gottfredson and Hirschi go on to critique the
participation/fl'equency distinction and, in so doing, employ data from
the Richmond Youth Project, which collected, cross-sectionally, police
records and self-report data on over 2,500 males and females. They
conch,de tilat the substantive conclusions about the causes and corre-
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lates of crime do not depend oil career distinctions. T h e y show that as
one moves from X for any kind of offending to the smaller X for serious
offending, tile correlations between demographic characteristics and
criminal career offending dimensions I)ecome even smaller, largely as
a restllt of decreasing sample size. In sum, Gottfredson and Hirschi
claimed that the factors associated with different criminal career parameters are more similar than different.
2. Blu'mstein and Colleagues' Response. Blumstein, Cohen, and Farrington (1988a) provided a response to the main critiques. T h e y noted
(1988a, p. 4) that the construct of a criminal career is not a theory, of
crime--instead it is a way of structuring and organizing knowledge
about certain key features of individual offending for observation and
measurement--and that the distinction between participation and fiequcncy is important because it permits isolation of different cat,sal relationships. However, they also suggest that the criminal career concept is t,scfl, l fi)r the development and assessment of theory as it may
help researchers understand differences among offenders, especially
with regard to their various criminal career parameters. Thus, unlike
Gottfi'edson and Hirschi, who assume that as criminal propensity increases so too do particit)ation, frequency, and career length, the criminal career paradigm suggests that the predictors and correlates of one
criminal career parameter may differ from the predictors and correlates of another.
T h e key point of contention between Gottfredson and Hirschi and
Bhimstein et al. lies in their respective interpretations of the age/crime
curve, l;'or Gottfredson and Hirschi, the decline in the age/crime curve
in earh, adulthood reflects decreasing offending fiequency ()v) after the
peak ,~.l,m. Bhimstein, Cohen, and Farrington claim that the decline in
the aggregate arrest rate after a teenage peak does not require that offending fi'equency ()0 fi)llow a similar pattern. According to I~hlmstein,
Cohen, and F'arrington (1988a, p. 27), this is precisely where the distinction between participation and fl'equcncy becomes critical. T h e decline in the aggregate age/crime curve may be cntireh, attributal)lc to
the termination of criminal careers, and the average valt,e of X could
stay constant (or increase or decrease with age) for those offenders who
remain active after that peak. This ultimately is an empirical question,
vet l~lumstein, Cohen, and Irarrington (1988a, p. 32) suggest that participation in offending, and not frequency as Gottfi'cdson and Hirschi
suggest, is the key dimension that varies with age.
131umstcm, Cohen, and lrarrington (1988b, p. 57) suggest that Gott-
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fredson and Hirschi misunderstand key criminal career evidence, "especially the evidence of a decline in offending with age, regarding
which the distinction between participation and frequency is crucial."
T h e y claim that Gottfredson and H irschi misinterpreted the concepts
of individual crime rates, lambda ()v), and caree," duration and, as a resuit, miscalculated such estimates because of their failure to take into
account the length of active criminal careers for individt, al offenders
(Blumstein, Cohen, and Farrington 1988b, 1717.58-59, 62). in addition,
they challenge Gottfredson and Hirschi's interpretation of declines in
offending with age: "just what is d e c l i n i n g . . . Are still-active offenders
committing crimes at lower freqt, encies or are increasing numbers of
offenders ending their careers and ceasing to commit crimes altogether? The former is a change in ~, and the latter is a change in participatioH, and recast, ring these changes with age is an empirical issue"
(Blumstein, Cohen, and Farrington 1988b, t7. 66; emphasis in original).
In sum, they conch, de that cross-sectional studies can study only
between-st, bject differences, while longitudinal surveys allow for the
analysis of both between- and within-st, bject changes, and it is this latter tTpe of analysis that frames the criminal career focus on participation, frequency, and termination. \,Vithin-st, bject changes are also
more relevant to issttes of prevention and treatment of offending.
3. bVbat Is the Relezaame oJ"This Debate? The debate has relevance
for policy issues. In Gottfredson and l lirschi's view, the most important distinction should be between offenders and nonoffenders (i.e.,
participation). The criminal career paradigm, by contrast, does not dispute a focus on participation, but also places emphasis on the frequency of active offenders. This foct, s on frequency reflects, not only
an interest in systematic differences in offending frequencies among
active offenders but also an interest in changes in offending frequency
during active criminal careers. Both participation and frequency, according to the criminal career paradigm, are relevant for policy purposes since affecting both can generate payoffs in crime reduction.
Blumstein, Cohen, and Farrington argue that longitudinal data arc
superior to cross-sectional data in testing causal hypotheses, becat, se
longitudinal data permit observation of the time ordering of events observed and provide better control of extraneot, s variables becausc each
person acts as his/her ow,a control.
B. Other Cr/n/iJlal Ca'r~;e'rFeatm'es
"l'he criminal career paradigna, and the ensuing sets of exchanges,
resulted in tile continued study of tlae different trajectories and dimcn-
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sions associated with criminal careers (Le t31anc and Frdchette 1989;
Loeber and Le Blanc 1990; Le Blanc and Loeber 1998). Researchers
continued in the criminal career tradition by identifying other criminal
career dimensions, including activation, aggravation, and desistance.
1. itctivation. According to Le Blanc and Loeber, activation refers
to "the way the development of criminal activities, once begun, is stimulated and the way its continuitT, frequency, and diversity, a r e assured"
(1998, p. 123). There are three subprocesses of activation. T h e first is
acceleration, which refers to an increase in the frequency of offending
over time. The second is stabilization, which refers to a tendency toward continuity over time. T h e third is diversification, which refers to
the propensity for individuals to become involved in a more diverse set
of criminal actMtics over time. T h e timing of onset (i.e., onset age) is
a central feature of activation, and research shows that an early age of
onset predicts each of thc three subproccsses of activation, regardless
of whether onset is measured by self-reports or official records. \,Vhilc
an early onset of offending is typically associated with a higher rate of
offending, a diverse pattern of offending, and a longer criminal career
(see Bhnnstein et al. 1986; Farrington et al. 1990), the conceptual interpretation linking carly onset to other dimensions of criminal careers
has not been fillly resolved (Nagin and Farrington 1992a, 1992b).
Regarding acceleration, several studies have shown that individuals
who exhibit an early onset age tend to COlnmit crimes at a much higher
rate than those with a later age of onset (see Cohen 1986; Locber and
Snvder 1990). Regarding stabilization, research tends to lind that an
early onset age is predictive of both chronic offending and a longer
duration of offendilag (Le Blanc and Irr6chette 1989). An early onset
age is also predictive of diversitication. F'or example, using selfLreport
data Tolan (1987) found that early onset offenders averaged 3.2 types
of offc lscs in a onc-vcar recall period, compared with 2.3 offenses fi:~r
late-onset of:f'cnders. I-lmvevcr, using ot:ficial records from the 1958
Phihldelphia Ifirth cohort through age twcnty-six, Piqucro ct al. (1999)
fimnd that onsct age was related to offending versatility but the association vanished after controlling for age. These at,thors showed that
there was a tendency fi~r ot:fendcrs to hccome more specialized in their
offending over time, regardless of the age at which they initiated o f
fending (see also Pcterson and Braike," 1980; Cohen 1986).
2. /lg{gravation. T h e second dynamic process added by Lc Blanc
and Locbcr is aggravation. This process refers to the 'existe ~ce of a
de'odopmental sequence of diverse fo" ns of delinquent activities that escakin" or increase in seriousness over time" (1998, p. 123; emphasis in
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original). Some evidence indicates that offenders tend to progress to
more serious offense t3/pes as offending continues over time (see
Glueck and Gh, cck 1940; ~A%lfgang, Figlio, and Sellin 1972; Smith,
Smith, and Noma 1984; Le Blanc and Frdchette 1989; Tracy, \,Volfgang, and Figlio 1990), while others report mixed evidence in this regard (Blumstein et al. 1988), and still others fail to uncover escalation
patterns (l)atesman and Aickin 1984; Shelden, t lorvath, and Tracv
1987).
Perhaps the most detailed investigation to date on escalation was
conducted by Le Blanc and Fr&hette (1989) using data from Montreal
adjudicated youths. These authors summarized the escalation process
into five developmental stages: emergence, exploration, explosion, conflagration, and ot, tburst. In the emergence stage, between ages eight
and ten, petty larceny takes shape as the key offense type. l)uring the
exploration stage (ages ten to twelve), offenses tend to become diversified and more aggravated and include shoplifting and vandalism. In the
third stage, around age thirteen, there is a substantial increase in the
varie D, and seriousness of offending, and new crimes are committed,
inch, ding common theft, I)urglary, and personal larceny. Around age
fifteen, during the conflagration stage, the varie D, and seriousness of
offending increases and is complemented bv drug trafficking, motor
vehicle theft, and armed robt)erv. F'inally, during adt, lthood, outburst
occurs, and crimes become more serious and tend to include fraud
and homicide. Lc Blanc and Frdchette (1989) showed that, up to age
twent3/-five, 92 percent of their convicted delinquent sample moved
throt, gh this partict, lar developmental escalation sequence. Loeber et
al. (1999) reached similar sul)stantive conclusions regarding the escalation progression using data from three large-scale self-report studies
from Pittsburgh, Denver, and Rochester.
3. Desista,lce. The thi,'d process identitied by Le Blanc and Loeher
(1998) is desistance, but their view of desistance is much broader than
the usual exposition in the criminal careers report. According to Le
Blanc and Loeber, desistance is a slowing down in the frequency of
offending (deceleration), a reduction in the variety of offending (specialization), a reduction in the seriousness of offending (de-escalation),
or reaching a plateau or ceiling in offense seriousness. The study of
desistaqce has been hamt)ered by both theoretical and measurement
prohlems (see Laul) and Sampson 2001). ]7or example, questions have
been raised regarding whether desistance is an event or a process (see
F'agan 1989; Mart, ha 2001), can be studied while individuals are still
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alive (i.e., the cutoff age problenl; see l;'arrington 1979), and can be
identified from short periods of nonoffcnding (Blumstein et al. 1986;
Barnett, Blumstein, and Farrington 1987, 1989; Bushway et al. 2001).
Still, these concerns have not deterred researchers from studying desistance (see Mulvev and Larosa 1986; Fartington and Hawkins 1991;
Loeber ct al. 1991; Laub, Nagin, and Sampson 1998; \,Varr 1998).
Le Blanc and Loeber (1998, p. 162) suggest that deceleration may
occur in three ways: aging out of the criminal career in midlife, early
desistance from offending in adolescence, and desistance from specific
offense types in the middle of a delinquent career. Researchers have
found that the rate of offending, X, tends to decrease with age, and this
especially takes place in the thirties and fi)rties (see Blumstei,1 et al.
1986; Piquero et al. 2001). In addition, researchers have identitied
some desistance fl'om offending during adolescence (Le Blanc and
Frdchette 1989). Finally, some research indicates that some offenders
tend to drop minor offenses over their careers (Le 131anc and l:rdchctte

1989).
Regarding de-escalation, some limited evidence indicates that this
occurs during adulthood (Robins 1966; Le 131anc, C6td, and Loeber
1991). For example, Bhnnstcin and his colleagues (1988) found some
de-escalation among Michigan offenders during adulthood. Le Blanc
and Fr&hette (1989) reported that 61 percent of the subjects in their
delinquent sample reached their maximum level of seriousness in offending during adolescence; however, little research has examined desistance as reaching a ceiling, primarily because the ceiling is difticult
to detect reliably. Finally, Le 131anc and Loeber's (1998) definition of
specialization refers m desistance fi'om a versatile patter,~ of criminal
activity into a inorc h(mlogenous pattern. Thus, specialization invoh,es
desistance fi'om some kinds of ot:fcnscs. Research has anah,zed offending careers spanning the juvenile and adult years and suggests that
specialization tends to increase with age (see 131umstcin ct al. 1 )86; Lc
Blanc and Fr~chcttc 1989; Stattin, A'lagnusson, and Reichel 1989;
Piqucro et al. 1999).

C. Is~m's of State DepemleJ~ce aJld PersistcJlt HeterogeJ~ei(1,
One of the kin, criminal career tindings was the consistent relationship between past and [-tlttlrc criminal activity. Although research consistent]v d o c u m e n t e d such a positive relationship, current theory has
not agreed about the cause o[" the relationship. Aided by theoretical
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and empirical research from other disciplines, two principal explanations have emerged: state dependence and persistent heterogeneity.
1. Does Prior Behavior Reflect Differential Propensity, a T'lwe Causal
Ejfect, or Both? There has been intense debate about the interpretation and meaning of the correlated relationship between past and future offending. In criminoloD,, the first acknowledgment of this issue
and subsequent empirical application was achieved bv Nagin and
Paternoster (1991). These authors st, ggested that the positive relationship could reflect some combination of two processes: state dependence and persistent heterogeneity.
The state dependence argument suggests that the positive correlation between past and futt, re criminal activity exists because the act of
committing a crime transforms the offender's life circumstances in
some way that increases the probabilit3., that future crimes will occur.
For example, committing crimes can weaken one's involvement in a
network of conventional relationships that cot, ld have provided some
restraint on criminal activity. After the commission of a criminal act,
future criminal acts may become more likely as a result of a closer affiliation with other offenders. In sum, the state dependence argument
posits that criminal activi W materially transforms conditions in the
offender's life, tht, s increasing the probability of future offending.
Theories st,ch as Agnew's general strain theory (1992), Sutherland's
differential association theory (1947), and Lemert's labeling theory
(1951) attribt, te importance to the state dependence interpretation.
Persistent heterogeneity is the second interpretation. This explanation attributes the positive correlation to differences across persons in
their propensity to commit crime. In this explanation, there is heterogeneity in the population that takes the form of a time-stable characteristic that affects the probability of criminal activity over the life
course. Thus, individuals with the "highest" criminal prol)ensity are
likeh, to be involved in all sorts of antisocial, criminal, and deviant acts
throughout the life course, and the rank-order differences between
those with high criminal propensity and those with low criminal propensity tend to remain relatively stable. In sum, the persistent heterogeneity explanation attributes continuity in criminal activity over
time to stable differences between individuals in factors that influence
crime. Theories develot)ed by Gottfredson and Hirschi (!990) and
Wilson and Herrnstein (1985) subscribe to the persistent heterogeneity point of view.
These two explanations are not necessarily incompatible. For exam-
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pie, there can be mixed explanations for the relationship between past
and funire criminal activiw that allow for both stable individual differences in criminal prot)ensit3., and for criminal activity to alter the risk of
future crime (Nagin and Patemoster 2000). Thus, a mixed persistentheterogeneity/state-dependence explanation would allow for both individual differences and life events to influence and alter patterns of
criminal activity. Such a mixture would accommodate both continuit3/
and change. Sampson and Laub's (I 993, 1997)age-graded informal social control theory is an example of a theory that accommodates both
persistent heterogeneity and state dependence.
A number of studies have examined the extent to which persistent heterogeneit3., and state dependence account for the relationship
between past and futt, re criminal activity. Nagin and Paternoster
(1991) used data from high school students and found that prior criminal offending had an effect on sul)sequent offending after controlling fo," both observed and unobsen, ed heterogeneit3.,. Using the Cambridge study, Nagin and lrarrington (1992a, 1992b) found substantialh;
stronger effects for persistent heterogeneity than for state dependence,
though the latter were still signiticant. In further anah, ses of the same
data, Paternoster, Brame, and F'arrington (2001) also conchided that
persistent heterogeneity was more important, l-[owever, Paternoster
and Brame (1997) found more evidence in thvor of state dependence
than persistent heterogeneity in data t¥om the NYS. Nagin and Land
(1993) and Land, McCall, and Nagin (1996) fi)und both persistentheterogeneity and state-det)endence effects using official records from
the Cambridge study and the Second Philadelphia birth cohort.
Nagin and Paternoster's (2000) recent review of the persistentheterogeneity/state dependence literature yields the important conclusion that hoth persistent-heterogeneity and time-varying characteristics are important. "l'ht,s, despite important difl'ercnccs in criminal
prolmnsity , life events still play a causal role in shaping criminal activity over the life course. Importantly, these conchisions are derived
flom over a decade of research enq)loying different sanlples (high
school students, representative population samples, offcnder-based
samples, etc.), different types of time-varying characteristics (marriage,
employment, alcohol, drug use, etc.), and different measures of criminal activity (official records, self-reports).
A number of unresolved questions remain (see Nagin and Paternoster 2000, pp. 138-40). Irirst, little is known about the distribution of
and response to opportunities to desist. Second, there is little tinder-
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standing of the causal processes that underlie desistance fi'om crime.
Third, more needs to be done to identif), the effect of variot, s events
and experiences that lead persons into and out of crime. Fourth, little
is known ahout the sources of the differential propensity to commit
crime. Fifth, current research does not show conclusively whether
criminal justice interventions have positive or negative effects.
2. Do lntelventio,ls Have Positiw' Effects? Under the state-dependence argument, events external to the individual (i.e., association with
delinquent peers, imposition of formal sanctions, etc.) are helieved to
exert a meaningful, causal effect on an individual's behavior. To the
extent that the state-dependence argument is correct, then, interventions aimed at reducing the frequency, seriousness, o," duration of
offending could have a desirable effect; that is, interventions should
work toward inhil)iting continued criminal careers. However, as argued in labeling theory, inter~,entions could also have undesirable effects.
Can good things happen to offenders that will cause them to settle
down and turn away fi'om their criminal patterns? This question has
been taken up in several recent studies aimed at understanding how
local life circumstances or life events, inchlding crime, influence the
subsequent patterning of criminal and noncriminal activity (e.g., Hagan and Palloni 1988; Ouimet and Le Blanc 1995). For example, using
self-reported data from a sample of Nebraska prisoners, l lorney, Osgood, and Marshall (1995) examined the extent to which changes in
local lift circumstances were related to changes in short-term criminal
activity. They found that during months of drug use, offenders were
more likely to he involved in property, assaultive, and drug-related
crimes, whereas, during months of living with a wife, offenders were
Jess likely to be involved in all sorts of crimes, particularly assaultive
crinlcs.
Laub, Nagin, and Sampson (1998) used the Glueck data on 500 delinquent boys to study how "good marriages" were related to desistance from crime through age thirty-two. After controlling for persistent individual differences, Laub and his colleagues fi)und that a
"good marriage rather than simply "being married" was associated
with desistance.
Cernkovich and Giordano (2001) used longitudinal data fi'om a
household sample and an institutionalized sample to study stability and
change in antisocial behavior. Their restllts indicated that prior delinquency was a stable predictor among individuals in both samples, but
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social bonding effects were important only for tile household sample
and not for the institutionalized sample. Regarding the latter restllt,
they argued that the institutionalized sample may simply have been unable to acquire or maintain social bonding mechanisms.
Using data on 524 California Youth Authority (CYA) parolees followed for seven consecutive ),ears, Piquero et al. (2002) examined how
changes in several life circumstances, inchiding alcohol and drug rise
and stakes in conformity, were related to changes in both violent and
nonviolent criminal activity. Piquero and his colleagues found that
changes in these lifo circumstances were related to changes in criminal
activity, even after controlling for persistent individual differences, and
that some of the life circumstances were related to one D,pe of crime
more than another. For example, stakes in conformit7, and hen,)in del)cndency were related to nonviolent but not violent arrests. Piquero,
MacDonald, and Parker (2002) further explored the interaction between race and local life circumstances among these CYA parolees and
found that, although the effects of marriage and employment operated
in similar ways fi)r white and nonwhite parolees, nonwhite parolees
who were involved in common-law relationships were more likeh, to
continue thcir involvelnCnt in crilninal actix,ity, while similarh, situated
white parolees were not. These authors speculated that the commonlaw relationships were crime increasing because of the additional level
of COlnmim~ent and accountability necessan, for a inarriage.
Simons and his colleagues (2002) employed data from a longitudinal
sample of Iowa adolescents to explore stability and change in criminal
activity into earh, adulthood. T h e y tested the idea of assortative mating
as a potential explanato W factor and also explored gender differences
in assortativc mating. T h e i r results indicated that, among males and
fenlales, adolescent delinquency and aftiliation with delinquent peers
predicted having an antisocial romantic partner as a young adult; in
ttlrll, involvement with an antisocial roinantie partner was related to
further adult criminal activity. Among females, the quality of romantic
relationships also predicted crime, an effect that was not observed
alllOllg illales.
The overriding conclusion fi'om these studies is that life evcnts
(interventions) can have a positive ett'cct on offenders' lives, over
:111(I above persistent individual differences (i.e., criminal propensity).
Other interventions, external to the individual, have also been examined for their ability to reduce criminal activity. Because a review of
this literature is beyond the scope of this essay, readers are referred to
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Sherman et al. (2002), \'Vilson and Petersilia (2001), and Tonrv and
Farrington (1995) for extensive reviews of crime prevention and intervention efforts generally and to Tremblay and Craig's (1995) review
of developmental crime prevention in particular.
3. Does Cri~HiHal Juvice lnte,veHtio,10.e., Labelilzg) Do Ha,vM Labeling theo W draws attention to the potentially negative consequences
of being labeled a criminal. Labeling theory would view criminal jt, stice intervention, especially serious criminal justice intervention, as doing more harm than good. For example, Lemert (195 I) argues that societal reactions to primary deviance cause problems of adjustment that
lead to additional, or secondaD,, deviance. Thus, as offenders move
through the criminal justice process, or what Garfinkel (1965) refers
to as the "status degradation ceremony," individuals are likely to incur
negative prospects for employment and other prosocial outcomes later
in life. Individual deterrence theory as well as rehabilitation efforts, by
contrast, make the exact opposite prediction; namely, that criminal justice interventions do more good than harm. Under the deterrence argument, individuals are believed to be rational beings who aw)id future
criminal activity, as a restllt of the swift, certain, and severe imposition
of formal and informal sanctions. In sum, labeling theory posits that
criminal justice inter,,ention exacerbates future criminal activity, while
deterrence or rehabilitation theory predicts that crimmal justice interventions inhibit I~lture criminality.
Unfortunately, very few studies have related crinfinal justice sentences to recidivism probabilities (though see \,Valker, Farrington,
and Tucker 1981 for an exception). One key question is the impact of
official processing as opposed to no official action. Farrington (1977)
attempted to address this question with data from the Cambridge
study. Youths who were first convicted between ages fourteen and
eighteen were matched on self-reported delinquency at age fourteen
with youths not convicted up to age eighteen, and a similar anah,sis
was carried out between ages eiglateen and twenty-one. Farrington
found an increase in self-reported offending frequency after first
convictions, thereby providing some support for the labeling theory
a rgu 111e 11t.
Smith and Gartin (1989) used data from the 1949 Racine cohort, a
longitudina! study of 2,099 resideqts of Racine, \,Visconsm, born_ in
1949 and followed up to 1974, to examine two specific questions regarding the influence of arrest on future criminal activity. First, does
arrest ampli~, or deter the future criminal activity of those arrested?
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Second, does the influence of being arrested on future offending vary
according to where arrest occurs in the sequence of police contacts?
These scholars partitioned future offending into distinct components,
inchiding the rate of future offending, the duration of a criminally active period, and desistance from future offending. T h e y found that,
while being arrested affected specitic parameters of criminal careers
differently, the reduction in the future criminal activity of those offenders whom police arrested was lower than those who were contacted but not arrested (Smith and Gartin 1989, p. 102). In addition,
among novice offenders, arrest was more likely to terminate their
criminal careers while am(m~ more experienced offenders, arrest s~gnificantlv reduced future rates of offending. Using the same data,
Shannon (1980) fimnd that severe sanctions, such as incarceration, led
to increased future criminality. Thus, within the same data, Smith and
Gartin find that arrest had some specific deterrent value hut Shannon
conch, dcd that more severe sanctions backfired.
Smith and Patcrnoster (1990) used juvenile justice intake data fi'om
the Florida l)epartment of Health and Rehabilitative Services to exa,nine whether referring a cask tO juvenile court or diverting it affected a
person's future delinquent o," crmfinal behavior. "1"o the extent that labeling theory is correct, referring the case would trigger a devianccaml)lification process that ultimately results in increased criminal or
delinquent activity. Smith and Paternoster raise the methodological
point that a higher rate of offending among those referred to court
could actually be a selection artifact. That is, since the diversion decision is discretionary, those juveniles referred to court may have more
attributes that are related to f\~ture offending than those juveniles who
are diverted flom the system. T h e i r initial anah;sis indicated that while
referral to court had a significant, positive et:fcct on recidivism, further
analysis that rccc~gniz.cd the potential heterogeneity in risk filctors between referred and diverted casks revealed that the apt)arent laheling
ct:fcct of court referral couhl be attributed instead to a selection artifact. In finding no stlpport for the deviance amplilication process,
Smith and Paternostcr (1990, p. 1128) cautioned researchers about potential selection artifact effects in nonexperimcntal data.
Although in.st studics have examined how criminal justice interventions lead to funire criminal activity, Sampson and l~aub have posited
that c,'iminal justice experiences could also lead to negative c.nsequcnces in other aspects of offc ldc s lives, including cmployincnt,
particularly job stability. Using the Olueck data, Sanlpson and l.auh
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(1993) found that length of juvenile incarceration had the largest overall effect on later job stability, even after controlling for observed and
unobserved persistent heterogeneity. In particular, compared to delinquents with short incarceration histories, delinquent hovs incarcerated
for a longer period of tilne had trouble securing stable jobs as they
entered young adulthood (Sampson and Laub 1997). Moreover, length
of incarceration in hoth adolescence and young adulthood had a significant negative effect on joh stability at ages twenty-five and thirtytwo (Sampson and Laub 1993). Similar results regarding the destabilizing effects of criminal justice intervention have been observed by other
scholars (Nagin and \,\:aldfogel 1995).

D. Tl, eo'ries hlfluel~ced b3, the CriTHi~lal Career Paradigm
The criminal career paradigm forced theorists to examine the extent
to which they were able to account few the different criminal career
dilnensions (i.e., onset, persistence, frequency, desistance, etc.). As a
result of the recognition of other criminal career features, and the importance of the relationship between past and future criminal activity,
several life-course and developmental theories were developed that attempted to account for the patterning of criminal activity over time.
The life course has been defined as "pathways through the agedifferentiated life span," where age differentiation "is manifested in expectations and options that impinge on decision processes and the
course of events that give shape to life stages, transitions, and turning
points" (Sampson and Laub 1993, p. 8; see also Elder 1985). \,Vithin
criminoloD, , the life-course perspective can offer a comprehensive approach to the study of criminal activity because it considers the multirude of influences that shape offending across different time periods
and contexts (Thornber W 1997; Piquero and Mazerolle 2001). In particular, two central concepts underlie the analysis of life-course dvnalnics, and of criminal activit~ more specifically.
The first is a trajectow, or a pathway of development over the life
span such as in work life or criminal activity. Trajectories refer to longterm patterns of specific types of behavior. Second, and cmhedded
within trajectories, are transitions, or specific life events (e.g., a first
arrest) that evolve over shorter time spans. According to Elder (1985,
p. 32), the interlocking ,aature of trajectories and transitions may generate turning points or changes in the life course. According to Sampson and l,aub, " T h e long-term view embodied hy the life-course focus
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trajectories implies a strong connection I)etween childhood events
and experiences in adulthood. However, the simultaneous shorterterm view also implies that transitions or turning points can modify
life trajectories--they can 'redirect paths'" (1992, p. 66). As such, the
life-course perspective recognizes the importance of both stability and
change in human behavior.
l)evelopmental criminolog3., adopts this life-course view by acknowledging that changes in social behavior, such as delinquency and crime,
are related to age in an orderh, way (Patterson 1993; Thoml)erry
1997). l)evelopmental criminology, which focuses on all sorts of antisocial and criminal actMtv over the life course, suidies the temporal,
within-indMdual changes in offending over time (Le Blanc and Lecher
1998, p. l 17) and fi)cuses on two primary areas of study. The tirst concerns the development and dynamics of offending over age, while the
second concerns tile identitication of cxplanatory or causal factors that
predate or co-occur with the behavioral development and have an effect oil its course (Le Blanc and Locl)er 1998, p. 117).
on

l)evelopmcntal criminology departs from traditional crinlinological
theory that, with one principal exception (labeling theory see Sampson
and Laul) 1997), adopts a relath, ely nondevclopnlcntal, or static, orientation. Tllornberry (1997, pp. 2-5), for example, offers four reasol]s
why static theories have led to a stagnation of knowledge. F'irst, static
perspectives neither identifk, nor offer explanations for all of the key
criminal career dimensions. Most static theories, with the exception of
Gottfredson and Hirschi and \,Vilson and Herrnstein. are basically
state-depende,lce theories. Second, static theories filil to identif\, types
of offenders based on developmental considerations. For exanlple,
some offenders may start early and continue offending fi)r long i)eriods
while others start later and desist earlier. "T'hird, static explanations do
not
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either
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activity. For ex:lmplc, what t]lctors lead to the initiation of criminal activity, and does continued criminal activity materialh, affect life outcomes in other noncrimc don~ains such as school and work? I;'otlrth,
static perspectives do not integrate the noncrime developmental
chanties that occur over tile life course as :1 way to understand changes
in criminal activity during tile same period. F'or cxamplc, how do transitions in work, school, tamily, and interpersonal relationships relate to
changes in criminal activity? Devch)pmental crindnolo D, attempts to
overcome these limitations in an effort to provide a more complete
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understanding of crilninal activiw over the life course and recognizes
that there may be multiple paths to antisocial and criminal behavior
(Huizinga, F~sbcnsen, and \,Veiher 1991).
\.Vithin crilninolog3.,, the last decade has wimessed the application of
scholarly work from other disciplines that have adopted a life-course
perspective to the study of criminal activity. These theories, and the
ones also constructed by criminologists, take as their starting point two
key facts: the relationship between age and crime and the relationship
between prior and future criminal activity. These theories have also
attempted to address the following observation: although antisocial behavior in children is one of the best predictors of antisocial behavio,"
in adults, not all antisocial children become antisocial adults.
Moftitt's (1093) developmental taxonomy deco,nposes the aggregate
age/crime curve into t~vo distinct classes of offenders. The first group,
designated "adolescence-limited," is hypothesized to engage in cNmes
solely during the adolescent period. The primary causal factors for this
group inchide the maturity gap (i.e., adolescents are physically old
enough to look like adults, but socially not allowed to act like adults)
combined with the encot, ragement of peers. Moffitt anticipates that
the crime repertoire of adolescence-limiteds would be restricted to
mainly status- and property-oriented offenses that symbolize adult social status such as theft, smoking, vandalism, and drug use, but not violent acts. For the majority of adolescence-limiteds, their prosocial skills
and attitudes allow them to recover fl'om their delinquent experimentation and move away from their delinqtmnt activities as they reach
adulthood.
The second group of offenders in Moffitt's taxonomy, "life-cou,'sepersistent," is hypothesized to engage in antisocial activities and criminal acts throughout the life span. Composed of less than 10 percent of
the population, the primalT determinants of criminal activity for lifecourse-persistent offenders lie in the interaction between poor neuropsychological functioning and deticient home and socioeconomic
environments. Unlike their adolescence-limited counterparts, lifecourse-persistent offenders continue their criminal involvement
throughout most of their lives (i.e., they are unlikely to desist). In addition, the crime repertoire of life-course-persistent offenders is varied
and inchides interpersona! violence.
Thus, A4offitt's adolescence-limited offende,'s are likely to be int]ucnccd much more by state-dependence effects, since offending among
adolescence-limited offenders depends largely on life circumstances
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and environmental inttuences such as peers. Prior criminal acts are
likely to affect causally current and future offending among adolescence-limited offenders because offending is likely to alienate further
parents and conventional peers. Life-course-persistent offenders, after
child socialization eftc~rts have taken place, are likely to be a consequence of persistent heterogeneity. That is, life-course-persistent offenders are "bad apples" who exhibit significant deficits in early childhood socialization and are rarely likely to get back on track.
A good deal of empirical research has tended to support some of the
key hyl)otheses arising from Nloffitt's t3,t)olobn, (Nagin and Land 1993;
Moftitt, Lynam, and Silva 1994; Dean, Brame, and Piquero 1996;
Nloftitt et al. 1996; 13artusch et al. 1997; Kratz.er and Hodgins 1999;
Tibbetts and Piquero 1999; Nloftitt and Caspi 21)01; Piquero 2001;
Piquero and Brezina 2001), while some studies have generated useful
alterations to the theory (see Nagin, Far" lgton, and Nloffitt 1995;
D'Unger et al. 1998; Aguilar et al. 2000; Fergusson, Horwood, and
Nagin 2000).
A'luch like Moflitt's typology, Patterson and Yoergcr's (1999) theory
is based on a two-grot, p model of offending that is comprised of earlyand late-onset offcnders. According to their perspective, early-starting
offenders become invoh,ed in criminal and antisocial behaviors as a
function of failed earh, childhood socialization duc to inept parenting
practices that foster oppositional/defiant behavior. The failure of child,en to learn effective self- and social controls leads them to be involved in deviant peer groups, which, in turn, magnifies their offending
intensity. Early-starting offenders tend to be aggressive and defiant in
their interactions with others and come to be rejected by conventional
peers. As a result of their social rejection, early-starting offenders tend
to establish fi'iendships with each other thereby fi~rming deviant peer
gr()ups that engage in criminal activities. Early starters, then, are at
high risk fi:)r chr(mic offending and continued criminal careers as
adults.
Late-starting offenders, however, do not suffer fi-om fi~iled socialization efforts. Instead, the principal cause ot: offending ff~r them is their
close association and interaction with deviant peer models. As a rest, It
of the aid, encouragement, and support of thc peer social context,
late-starting youths experiment with delinquency during mid to late
adolescence. However, since late-starting offenders do not suffer from
inept parenting, nor ark they failed socialization products, their social
skills remain relativeh, intact, and they are likely to turn away from
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criminal acts as adulthood approaches. Several empirical studies have
tested Patterson's theolw. For the most part, they confirm the key predictions regarding the effects of inept parenting, oppositional/detiant
behavior, and deviant peers (see Simons et al. 1994, 1998; Patterson
and Yoerger I999).
Loeber and his colleagues (1998, 1999) have proposed a threepathway model that integrates both predelinqt, ent behavior problems
and dclinqt, ent acts in attempting to descrihe which youths are at highest risk of hecoming chronic offenders. The first pathway, the "overt
pathway," begins with minor aggression, followed by physical tightmg
and then violence. The second pathway, the "covert pathway," consists
of a sequence of minor, covert behaviors followed by property damage
(such as vandalism) and then proceeds on to serious forms of delinquency. The third pathway, the "authority-conflict pathway," prior to
age tweh, e consists of a sequence of stuhhorn behaviors, including defiance and authority avoidance (such as running away). According to
Loeber, individuals' development can take place on more than one
pathway, with some youths progressing on all three pathways. However, the most frequent offenders are overrepresented among those
boys in multiple pathways, especially those displaying overt and covert
behavior prol)lcms. In addition, Loeber's model also allows for specialization, for example, in covert acts only, as well as escalation along
pathways.
A key assumption of Loeber's model is that behavior takes place in
an orderly, not random, fashion. In othe,- words, individuals progress
through lower-order steps up through higher-order steps. The pathway model has been ,eplicated in the youngest sample of the Pittsburgh study and applied better to boys who persisted compared to
those who experimented in delinquency (Loeber et al. 1998). In addition, replications have l)een reported hy Tolan and Gorman-Smith
(1998) in samples from the NYS and the Chicago Youth Development
Study (see also Elliott 1994). Finally, recent research on the pathway
model in the three causes and correlates studv sites (Denver, Pittsburgh, and Rochester) replicated it for steps 2 and higher in the overt
and covert pathways only (Loeber et al. 1999; though see Nagin and
Tremblay 1999).
Thus thr, we have presented three specific developmental theories
that allow for both static and dynamic effects. Another theory that was
developed after the criminal careers report is Sampson and Laub's age.graded informal social control theory,. Though technically a general,
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nondevelopmental theoiT, tile Samtlson and Laub model allows for
both static and dvnanlic effects oll criminal activity over the life course.
For Sampson and Laub (1993), crime can be understood as a product of both persistent individual differences and local life events. Their
thesis entails three key ideas. First, delinquency ill childhood and adolescence can be explained by the structural context, which is mediated
by informal Family and school social controls. Second, tile}, recognize
that there is a substantial amount of continuity in antisocial behavior
from childhood through adulthood in a variety of life domains. Third,
they argue that variation in the qualitl.; of informal social bonds in
adulthood to family and employment explains changes in criminality
over the life cot, rse, despite early childhood persistent individual differenccs. Sampson and Laub's theory claims that, independent of persistent individual differences, infl.~rmal social control mechanisms exert
a causal effect on criminal activity and that the type of social cont,'ol
varies at different ages. Their theory incorporates both stability and
change over the life course, and "change is a central part of [their] explanatory fl'amework" (Sampson and Laul) 1993, 1/. 17).
Several studies have examined Sampson and Laub's conception of
stahilitv and change and have found that hoth persistent individual differences (stability) and local life circumstances (change) arc important
fo, understanding criminal activity over the life course. "T'hcse efforts
have made use of different samples, different indicators of local life circumstances, different methodologies, and different periods of the life
course (see Sampson and Laub 1993; Horney, Osgood, and Marshall
1995; Laub, Nagin, and Sampson 1998; Piquero et al. 2002). Moreover, these efforts have shown that tile type and quality of local life
circumstances may be inore important thai1 just the presence of a particular life circumstance. For example, Laub, Nagin, and Sampson
(I 998) found that the quality of marriage, as opposed to marriage per
st, was associated with desistance from offending in early adulthood.
Recently, Sampson and Laub (1997) have extended their age-graded
theory of informal social control to incorporate a developmental conceptualization of laheling theot-v. In particular, this account invokes a
state-dependence argument in that it incorporatcs the causal role of
prior delinquency in fimilitating adult crime through a process of "cumulativc d sadvantagc. According to Sampson and l~aub, involvement
in delinquent behavior has a "systematic attenuating effect on the social and institutional honds linking adults to society (e.g., labor fi)rce
attachment, marital cohesion)" (1997, p. 144). Thus, delinquency is in•
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directly related to future criminal activity in that it can spark failure in
school, incarceration, and weak bonds to the labor market, all of which
arc likeh, to lead to further adult crime. This cycle occurs because severe sanctions, which ultimateh, end t,p labeling offenders, limit the
opportunities available to individuals to follow a conventional lifestyle.
The cumulative continuity of disadvantage is the rcstllt of both persistent
individual differences and the dynamic process where childhood antisocial behavior and adolescent delinquency foster adult crime through the
weakening of adult social bonds (Sampson and Laub 1997, p. 145).
Cumulative disadvantage is believed to be linked to the four social
control institutions of the family, school, peers, and state sanctions.
For Sampson and Daub (1997), interactional continuity begins with the
family. Child behaviors tend to influence parents just as much as parent behaviors influence children, and it is likely that a child's negative
behavior will not onh, he punished bv parents, but further actions may
he influenced by parental labels placed on their children and their
child's subsequent adoption of the label. The school also occupies a
key place in Sampson and Laub's cumulative disadvantage theory. For
example, teachers may react to a child's unruh, hehavior hv retreating
fi'om a teacher-student relationship that is designed to foster mtellectual and personal growth. To the extent that this rejection "undermines the attachment of the child to the school, and ultimately, the
child's performance in the school," it may lead to fiirther disruptive
and delinquent behavior (Sampson and Laub 1997, p. 147). Another
key aspect of their theory revoh, es around peers. Children who are rejected by their peers tend to he more aggressive and, for some children, peer rejection fosters association with deviant peers, many of
whom share the same aggressive characteristics.
The tinal aspect of cumulative disadvantage for Sampson and Laub
is the criminal justice and institutional reaction. Their argument here
involves the negative structural consequences of criminal offending
and the resulting official sanctions that limit noncriminal opportunities. According to Sampson and Lauh, adolescent delinquency and its
negative consequences (i.e., arrest, trial, incarceration, etc.) "increasingly 'mortgage' one's future, especially later lifc chances molded hy
schooling and euq)loyment" (1997, p. 147). Thus, the stigma associated with arrest and, cspecialh, incarceration, tends to limit good job
prospects and, as a result, job stability. Given that job stability is virtualh, a prerequisite for lasting interpersonal relationships, arrest and incarceration are likely to reduce an offender's marriage premium (see
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Cohen 1999). In sum, Sampson and Laub claim that official (and sex,ere) reactions to tMmalT deviance tend to create problenls of adjustinent that are likely to Foster additional crime in the forn~ of secondary
deviance.
In a preliminary test of this thesis, Sampson and Haul) (1997) examined the role of job stability at ages seventeen to twenty-five and
twenty-five to thirtw-two as an intervening link between incarceration
and adult crime. After controlling f'or a number of theoreticalh, relevant variables, inchiding arrest frequency, alcohol use, and persistent
unohserved heterogenciw, Sampson and Laub foulad that, compared
to delinquents with a shorter incarceration history, boys who were incarcerated ft," a longer period of time had greater difficulty securing
stable jobs as they entered young adulthood.
T h e theories outlined in this section share a common theme in that
they are designed to assess within-individual change in both criminal
activity and the Factors associated with criminal activity over the life
course. Yet, they differ in important respects. Compared to the static
general theories of crime that assume that there is a general cause and
one pathway to crime fi)r all offenders and that once this causal process
has occurred change is highly unlikeh, (see Wilson and Herrnstein
1985; Gottfi'edson and 1 lirschi 1990), a dvnanlic genenll theory, such
as the one postulated bv Sampson and Lat, b, maintains the assumption
o f general causality but allows for the possibility that life circumstances
can materially alter an indMdual's criminal trajectory above and beyond persistent individual differences; that is, Sampson and Laub's
model allows fi)r both persistent heterogeneity and state-dependence
effects, l)cvelopnlental theories, such as those advanced by s\'loffitt,
Patterson, and Loeber, are quite complex in that they ;Issttllle that causality is not general and that different causal processes explain different
offendcr types, z\'loreovcr, this causal process may emphasize persistent
heterogeneity. as in \l<)tltts
'
"
lifc-coursc persisters and l)attcrson's
early-starting off'cndcrs or a state-dependence eFfect :is in the dynamic
accounts found among ,\'loFtitt's ad<Hcscencc-limitcd oFfenders and
Patterson's late-start oFfenders. IEmpirical research has attempted to
adjudicate between these theoretical models, and thus fhr the evidence
tends to thvor a middle-gr<mnd positi<m, such as the one advanced by
Samps<m and Laub (scc Paternoster et :11. 1997). However, recent evidence tends to suggest that local life circunlstances operate in somewhat different w:lvs across distinct offender groups (scc Chung et al.
2002; Piquero, Macl)onald, and Parker 2002).
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TABLE 2
Classitication Scheme

Static
Dynamic

General

l)evclopmcntal

Gottfrcdson and Hirschi
\Vilson and Herrnstein
Sampson and Lauh

Moffitt's life-course-persistent offender
Patters.n's early-starting .ffcnder
Moftitt's adolescence-limited offender
Pattcrs.n's late-starting offender

An important point concerns the relationship between static (persistent-heterogeneit3,)/dynamic (state-dependence) and general/developmental theories. Paternoster et al. (1997) presented a usefi, I classification, reproduced here as table 2. As can be seen, developmental
theories can be compared against pt, rely static/general theories and
can be viewed along a contint, una of parsimony. For exalnple, static/
general theories are the most parsimonious in emphasizing a purely
persistent heterogeneity ext)lanation, followed by dynamic/general
theories, which emphasize a combined persistent-heterogeneity~statedependence explanation. These are followed by developmental/static
theories and then the least parsimonious, dynamic/developmental
theories, which emphasize a inixture of persistent-heterogeneity/statedependent explanations across offender t3/pes. In sum, the sometimes
competing explanations of persistent heterogeneity and state dependence are not necessarily incompatible; sometimes one is stronger,
sometimes another, but they are not necessarily mutually inconsistent.
IV. A'lethodological Issues
Both criminal career research and developmental theon, fi)cus on longitudinal data on criminal activity over the life course. Several key
methodological issues relating to types of data, research designs, and
analytic techniques must be confronted.
A. Data

Because of the need to obtain a complete portrayal of criminal activity, especially activity that goes undetected by tile criminal justice system, both self-report and official records are needed to study the longitudinal patterning of criminal activity. In this section, we discuss three
issties related to the reliability of self-report and official data. Although
both self-reports and ofticial records are useful, each is vulnerable to
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sources o f error that may limit the accuracy o f estimates o f criminal

career (timensions.
1. Reliabilig,. Self-report and oflicial record data provide complementary information on the behavior of offenders. Use of both methodologies can serve as a check on one another as, oftentimes, selfreport records document information not found in official records.
Selgreport data can be distorted as a result of problems in the design of survey instruments, response errors, and analytical problems in
inferring career dimensions fl'om questionnaire responses (Hindclang,
Hirschi, and \,Veis 1981; 131umstein et al. 1986; \,Veis 1986). First, response errors tTpically result fl'om the saliency, fl'equency, and timing
of criminal activity. For example, in many surveys, individuals are
asked to provide a fl'equency count of the number of times they engaged in a particular act. For many individuals, especially high-rate offenders and those with a history of heavv drug and alcohol use, rectoon, prohlems are likely to increase with hmger recall periods and with
greater intervals between the recall period and the survey date. Henry
and colleagues (1994) investigated the use of recall qt,cstions, including
those associated with delinquency/arrest. Their analysis concluded
that recalling the precise nt, mbcr of events is difticult, especially when
lllanv events occur.
A second problem lies in respondent uncertainty; abot, t which events
are to be counted as police contacts, arrests, or convictions, and to
which crimes those events refer. This is likely magnitied among highrate offenders.
Third, respondents may misrepresent their involvement in criminal
activity. T h e y nlav lie about their involvement or noninvoh, ement in
crime. Similarly, they may refuse to participate in a study or, once involved, may refi,sc to continue. T h e NYS, fi)r example, had an original
rcfusal rate of over 25 perccnt, and attrition increased o v e r stlbsequcnt
surveys. Misrepresentation of information, rcft, sal of participation, and
attrition or noncooperation are likely to be pronotlnccd alnong the
most serious offenders.
A fot, rth set of problems includes testing, period, and panel effects
Cl'hornherry 1989). Testing effects refer to alterations in individuals'
responses to a particular item or set of items caused by previously answering the same item or set of items. Panel effects refer to the observation that age-specitic rates fi)r crimes tend to change with age. Period effects can produce downward trends in age-specilic rates for the
majority of crimes that may or may not be indicative of a real decline.
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Another potential threat to the reliability of self-ret)orts is the
changing content validity of items related to tile age of the respondent.
F'or example, people's interpretations of s e l f report items may change
as they age, and thus changes in crime and delinquency over time may
have more to do with the meaning of the questions to the respondents
than with actual changes in behavior (Lauritsen 1998). Or within a
cross-section of different-aged indMduals, there may be changing
content validity across different-aged survey respondents (Piquero,
Macintosh, and Hickman 2002). Despite these prol)lems, self-report
sur~,evs have I)ecome one of the key pieces of data collected by researchers studying criminal careers (seeJunger-Tas and Marshall 1999;
Thornl)erry and Krohn 2000).
Official records are vulneral)le to important but different errors.
They are a reflection only of the "tip of the iceberg" with regard to
criminal actMty. Official records contain information only on offenses
that come to the attention of officials. Many crimes are not rel)orted
to the police, much less solved. T w o other associated prol)lems are
misclassification and nonrecording of events. Misclassification of
events can occur as a result of differences among local agencies in classifying offenses (e.g., is a purse snatch a larceny or a robbery?). Relatedly, the criminal event that led to an initial arrest may end up being
"redefined" on conviction. An individual arrested for rape may be convicted for a less serious offense such as a sexual assault. Nonrecording
errors may also occur because the criminal event leading to formal detection may not meet reporting standards, such as the requirement for
disposition data that may not be available (Blumstein et al. 1986, p. 99).
Nonrecording can also van, across jurisdictions, fi)," example, from
large cities with ample resources compared to small, rural communities
with few resources.
Self-reports and official records should not necessarily be viewed as
in competition. F'arrington (1989, p. 418) suggests that official and
self-report records tend to produce "comparable and complelnentary
results on such important topics as prevalence, continuity, versatilit3,,
and specialization in different types of offenses."
2. Sampling. P,esearchers want representative samples. However,
due to resource constraints, complete populations and large representative samples are seldom possible. T w o significant sampling issues
involve selection bias that occurs through the arrest process and researchers' ability to obtain a sufficient number of cases of serious offending. Both issues involve trade-offs.
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Selection bias occurs with the use of offender-based samples (i.e.,
those offenders who were arrested). Such ofl'enders are not likely to be
representative of all offenders; they are l)restnnably the most serious,
older, and possil)ly the most inept at avoiding detection (Blumstein et
al. 1986, p. 102). Moreover, sampling arrestees involves potential errors of commission because some falsely arrested persons are wrongly
inchided among active ofl'enders. Similarly, selecting convicted off'enders is more likely to involve errors of omission because sampling convicted offenders misses the active offenders who were not convicted.
Thus, selection bias may occur at the arrest, conviction, and incarceration stages. "l'his problem is particularly important for issties related to
incapacitation. As Canela-Cacho, Bhnnstein, and Cohen suggest, "differential selection of offenders arising stochastically from variation in
individual offending frequencies will result in measurcnaent bias if
one applies this biased estimate of of'fending frequency to aN o~'/{,slder~
and not just to those offenders processed through the same stage
of the criminal justice system" (19?7, p. 135; emphasis in original). Selection hias is a concern because of the heterogeneous distribution
of offending fiequencies ohserved in self-repo,'t s u r v e y s o f inmates
(Chaiken and Chaiken 1982; Spehnan 1994; Canela-Cacho, Bhnnstcin,
and Cohen 1997).
Problems associated with researchers' ahilitv to obtain a sufficient
ntnnher Of cases of serious offending are particularly relevant in selfreport studies. In general population samples, arrests and crimes are
relativeh, infi'equent, and this is especially true f(~r the more serious
offense t3.,pes. Cernkovich, Giordano, and Pugh (1985) conchldcd tllat
high-rate offenders were often missing fiom general population (i.e.,
household) surveys. Those high-rate offenders who do show up in self
report studies may bc more likely to drop out over time (Brame and
Piquero, fi:lrthcoming). This nonrandom sanlplc attrition may pose a
pro/~lem filr correctly estimating criminal career dimensions. Thus, the
limited nUlllher of inore serious offenders in self-rcport data will likely
underesthnatc tI'tlC offending offense rates. One potential correction is
to oversample high-yield stibpolmlations (low-income neighborhoods)
:is in some of the catlses and c~~rrelatcs studies.
It is possible to correct fi31" biases arising fi'om sampling processes. Such
a correction invoh,cs reweighting the sample to rct]ect the difl'ercnccs in
the probal3ilitics of sample members. Thus, certain offender types who
iu'e underreprescnted c a n h e given greater weight while those who are
overrcpresentcd arc given less weight. The best sample choice in any
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study varies with the career dimension being measured. General population samples, which inchide hoth offenders and nonoffenders, are more
appropriate for" estimating participation rates. However, such samples
are inefficient for estimating individual offending frequencies because
of the small number of high-rate offenders found within them. Samples
of arrestees or inmates are hetter st, ited for estimating frequency, but
corrections are required to adjust for" the overrepresentation of highrate and more serious offenders (Bhunstein et al. 1986, p. 104). One
compromise is to study similar questions with both sets of samples (see
Le Blanc and Frdchette 1989). Cernkovich and Giordano (2001) recently used I)oth household and institutionalized samples to study patterns of stability and change in criminal offending over time.
3. Street Ti'~sle. Researchers develop estimates of individuals' of'fending over some period of t/me, t3.,pically over a six- or twelve-month
period. However, during these periods, individuals may not be "free"
to commit criminal acts. The calculation of "time at risk," "street
time," or "free time," then, is crucial to estimating individual offending rates since offenders cannot commit crimes on the street while incarcerated O,Veis 1986, p. 34), though they can clearly engage in crime
while serving their jail or prison terms.
Estimating an individual's offending frequency without taking exposure time into consideration assumes that he is completely fi'ee to
commit crimes. Under this assumption, an individual's true rate of
offending is likely to be miscalculated hecause some offenders are not
completely free. Researchers have recognized the importance of this
prol)lem and have implemented controls for street time (see Visher
1986; Barnett, Blumstein, and l:arrington 1987, 1989; I lurrell 1993;
Horney, Osgood, and Marshall 1995), but many self-report studies do
not. The importance of this issue was recently demonstrated by Piquero et al. (2001) in their study of the recidivism patterns of serious
offenders paroled from the CYA. They found that conchisions regarding persistence and desistance were contingent on knowledge of exposure time. \,\qthout controlling for street time, they found that 92 percent of their" sample desisted. With controls for exposure time, only 72
percent desisted. In sum, variations in exposure time can affect measurements of criminal career dimensions and need to he considered in
criminal career research (Bhmlstein et al. 1986, p. 106).

B. R~:rearc]2 Desigll
Research on criminal careers examines individuals' variations in
criminal actMtv over the life course. 13ecause the paradigm devotes at-
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tent:on to ages at initiation and termination, and all points between,
criminal career research is best carried out through longitudinal studies. Still, all criminal career research has not heen carried out t,sing
longitudinal data. In this section, we discuss three different types of
research designs that have been employed to study criminal actMty,
inchlding longitudinal designs, accelerated Iongitt, dinal designs, and
cross-sectional designs.
1. Lo~lgitudinal S'tudies. Longitudinal studies permit observations
of criminal actMtv over an extended period. There are two principal
types: cohort and panel studies. Cohort studies examine more specific
samples (e.g., hirth cohorts) as they change over time. Panel studies
are similar except that the same set of people are interviewed at two
or more time periods.
l~ongitudinal ,'esearch can hc carried out in several ways. One of the
most obvious is to :dent:R, a cohort at hirth and fi)llow it prospectively
fi)r a long period. T w o key prohlems are the costs associated with fi)llowing people over hmg periods and the time required to study certai,1
questions ,(e.~.," desistance). Unforlytinatelv~. researchers age ,it tile same
,'ate of pa,'ticipants.
Another type of longitudinal design is retrospective. "l'his approach
avoids the long delay associated with the prospective design. In a retrospective design, the rcsearcher defines a cohort, such :is all persons
horn in 1970, and then retrospectively collects various pieces of information, such :is offending histories. This approach, however, introduces potentially serious prohlems with recall errors.
Though useftil f'or the study (if within- and between-individual
changes in criminal actMtv over time, prospective h)ngitudhlal dcsi~ns
suffer from limitations including costs; history period, panel, and testing effects; and salnple attrition. One prolllcm is that q,,e effects arc
eonl'oundcd with hist~lrical effects. For cxiunple, significant social and
historical events could infhience tile crinlina] activity of Ineinhcrs of
one cohort :it a particular time :is Ol)l+oscd to an<)thcr cohort during
another particular time (i.e., growing up during tile depression, coinpared with during the Second \,Vorld \,V'ar or the \iietn<un \,Var). Sampie attrition ['l'()lll ,1 variety ot: causes inchiding death, rel:us,ll to partic:pate, and inoving to u n k l l o W i l addresses, call seriously under- or
o v e r e s t i n l a t c criminal career dimensions. "File extent to which sample
attrition occurs nonrandolniv is a concern. If high-rate oft'cndels are
lllOl'e likeh, to drop out, then estimates concerning the relationship be-

tween age and criule ill longitudinal designs Ill,IV lie biased (13rame and
Piquero, forthcoming). F'inallv on a practical level, hunaan life cxpee-
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tancies and stakes make multidecade, longitudinal projects difficult to
sustain and cou3plete.
2. Accelerated Longitudinal Desigm. One way to overcome l)rol)lems
associated with typical longitudinal designs is by drawing multiple cohorts and obtaining longitudinal data on them. The researcher identities a cross-sectional sample of the population (thus representing multiple cohorts) and then collects longitudinal data, either prospectively
or retrospectively. In such a design, several cohorts horn in different
},cars could be selected and each fi)llowed for ahot, t six },cars. F'or example, four cohorts could be followed fi'om birth to age six, six to
twelve, twelve to eighteen, and eighteen to twenty-four (see Farrington, Ohlin, and \'Vilson 1986, p. 18). The emphasis is on linking results
from different cohorts to bt, ild up a more complete pictt, re of the tlevelopment of criminal careers from birth to young adulthood. This
approach shortens the time until research results are obtained and enables investigators to distinguish between the effects of aging and the
effects of a historical period. In addition, accelerated longitudinal
designs also present an unusual opportunity to examine period effects
since successive cohorts will reach specific ages (e.g., age tweh, e) in
different years and their life experiences can be compared. Still, accelerated longitudinal designs present some difficulties. For example,
researchers may encounter difficulty in achieving sampling-criteria
consistency across cohorts, and statistical problems may arise in amalgamating data from successive cohorts.
The P H D C N rises an accelerated longitudinal design. This study
started with nine different age groups, fi'om prenatal to age eighteen,
and is following each group for several years. The age groups are separated hy three-year inter~als; three years after the data collection
started, the overall age range would be continuous. Researchers hoped
to examine several aspects of cleveh:~pment, including criminal activity,
from birth to age twenty-six. Approximately 6,500 individuals are bemg studied.
3. Cross-.q_'ectimmlDesig,~s. Cross-sectional designs are based on obser~,ations at a single time and are best suited to examine betweenindividual differences. In the criminal career domain, cross-sectional
studies are designed to provide a glimpse of the criminal activity of
sample members at one time. Although the aim is to understand causal
processes that occur over time, ahility to do so is compromised hecause
the observations are made at only one time. Tht, s, cross-sectional tiesigns ca,mot study within-individual variation over time, but research-
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ers can link cohorts by. ,a'~,m, thereby, constituting an extreme example
of the accelerated longitudinal design.

C. Analytk" Techlliques
T h e use of longitudinal data raises a nund)er of analytical questions.
Because data are collected on the same persons repeatedly assessing
stability and change in criminal activity becomes somewhat complicated. For example, what is the best way to study change over time?
\,Vhat is the best way to model the unobserved heterogeneity in the
offending population? \,\qmt is the best approach for handling multiple
observations of the same person over time? In this section, we describe
the three main techniques that have been applied to the within- and
between-individual analysis of criminal activity over the life course.
1. Random- and FZw'd-l~ff'ects a4odd.,'. O . e way to control for persistent unobserved individual diffcrcnccs is with random-effects models.
These models decompose the error tcrm into two components, a random error component and an individual-specific, time-constant component that reflects time-stable differences across individuals (i.e., unobserved persistent heterogeneity). This model recognizes that some
unmeasured clements will not be truly random but will instead be fixed
fl)r a given individual over time. Thus, random-effects models take
care of persistent individual differences I)v decoml)osing the error
term; however, these models presume that this t, nobser~'ed heterogeneity is normalh, distributed in the population.
Fixed-effects models model unobserved heterogeneity as a timeconstant intercept term that captures all individual effects that are constant over time. Unlike the random-effects model, the fixed-effects
model does not conceptualize unobserved heterogeneity as part of the
error term. "l'hc fixed-effects model incorporates unobserved heterogcncity by using a constant tcrm fl)r each individual to absoib all individual-specific effects. Because the tixcd-cffccts model "sweeps up" all potential s o u r c e s o f heterogeneity by introducing dt, mmv variables to
account fi:)r the effects of all omitted variables that arc spccitic to each
individual but are constant over time, omitted variable hias is not a
problem (Hsiao 1986). In addition, because a separate intcrcept is estimated fi)r each individual, unlike in the random-effects model, no
assunlption about the distriliutional fi)rlll of individual heterogeneity is
necdcd in the tlxed-effccts model. Still, the fixed-effects model is limited because the estimation of a separate intercept fi)r each individual
uses many degrees of fi'eedom.
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2. Clusters of Individual %'ajecto'ries. In view of the distribt, tional
assumptions made by random-effects inodcls, Nagin and Land (1993)
developed an alternative modeling strategy, the semiparamctric mixed
Poisson model (SPM), which makes no parametric assumptions about
the distribution of persistent unobserved heterogeneity (see also Land,
McCall, and Nagin 1996; Land and Nagin 1996). Althougla the SPM
is still a random-effects model, it n o longer restricts the mixing distribution (i.e., the distribution of individual heterogeneity in the population) to be normal, as is the case with ra,ldom-effects models. Instead,
the SPM assumes that the distrihution of unohserved persistent heterogeneity is discrete rather than continuous, and thus the mixing distribution is viewed as multinomial (i.e., a categorical variable). Fach catego D, within the multinomial mixture can he viewed as a point of
support (i.e., grouping) for the distribution of individual heterogeneity.
Essentially, the SPM estimates a separate intercept, or point of support, for as many distinct groups as can he identified in the data. Thus,
each individual has some nonzero prohahilit-y of being assigned to each
discrete group and is assigned to the group to which he has the highest
probability of belonging. This is an important feature of the SPM because the SPM helps isolate the sorts of offender typologies or groups
that current developmental theories of crime argue exist in the offending l)Ot)ulation. Tlais cannot be accomplished with modeling approaches that treat unol)served heterogeneity in a continuous fiashion.
The SPM has two additional features that make it appealing. First,
it takes into consideration l)eriods of nonoffending, or intermittency.
Researchers have made note of the importance of controlling fi)r periods of nonoffending throughout the criminal career, and empirical
research has shown that models that control for periods of intermittency tend to provide a better fit to the data than models that do not
control for such periods. Second, the SPM makes t, se of several different t3/pes of estimators, including the Poisson, thc zero-inflated Poisson, the Bernoulli, and the censored normal. The censored normal
model is useful for psychometric scale data, the Poisson and the zeroinflated Poisson model for count data, and the Bernoulli model for dichotomous data. By allowing for the use of different types of estimators, the outcome data under investigation can be more appropriately
modeled.
Still, the SPM has some weaknesses. For example, since the SPM
assumes that unobser~,ed individual heterogeneity (i.e., the mixing distribution) is drawn from a discrete (multinomial) probabilit3, distribu-
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tion, there will likely be model misspecification bias if unohser~,ed individual differences are actually drawn from a continuous distribution.
Latent curve modeling recently adopted the conventional asstunption
of a continuous distribution of growth cur~,es to accomlnodate the
group-based approach (Muthen and Muthen 2000). Second, the identification of parameter estimates under the SPM is difficult with small
periods of observations and where the prevalence of observations is
small. Third, classification of indMduals to distinct trajectories will
never be perfect (see Roeder, Lynch, and Nagin 1999).
3. Hierm'chical Li~lear Modeh. Hierarchical linear models (FILM)
arc a generalization of mt, ltiple regression models for nested or repeated-lneasurcs data anti in many ways allow for more complex random effects such as growth curve approaches, which provide fi~r individt, al differences in levels of propensity to offend and in u'ajectories
of change over time (Osgood and Rowe 1994, p. 541). t lierarchical
linear models separate bctween-pcrsoll and within-person models, and
the latter are dcterlnined first. In HLM, the indMdual-lcvcl parameters from the within-person model serve :is dependent variables for the
between-person model, leading to a separate equation for cach paralnetcr (Horney Osgood, and Marshall 1995> p. 661). F~stimates of
within-person change are derivcd by transforming key independent
variables to deviations fiom each individual's mean calculated across
the entire period of observations. Then, hv including the indMdual
means for the key independent variables as explanatory variables in the
equation for overall indMdual differences, H LM models reflect the effects of between-person diffcrences in average independent variables as
well as providing estimates that ret]cct the cffccts of within-person
chan,4c As can be seen, 1-11.s\'l models differ fl'om SPM models in that
the), apply continuous distributions to unol)servcd individual heterogeneity and therefore neither assume ,~()r estimate discrete groups of offenders. "Vo the extent that indMdual heterogeneity is contint, ous,
HLM models will likch, not suffer from model misspccilieation bias;
however, if indMdual heterogeneity is discrete, then H I.M models will
suffer this sort of bias. In addition, current HLM models assume that
errors for particular observations are normalh, distributed, which may
o r Ilqav llOt bC [rl.1o.

There arc thus scvcral different analytic tcchniqucs that researchers
can Cml)loy when studying the longitudinal sequence of criminal activity. For example, growth ctlrvc naocleling, whether hierarchical or latent variable, is designed to iclcntif~, average dcvcloplncntal tendencies,
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to calibrate variability ahout the average, and to explain that variability
in terms of the covariatcs of interest. The SPM is designed to identiik,
distinctive developmental trajectories within the population, to calibrate the prolmbilit), of population memhers following each trajectolT,
and to relate those prohabilities to covariates of interest (Nagin 1999,
p. 153). The former set of approaches implies that people come in all
shades of criminality while the latter implies qualitative differences hetween offenders and nonoffenders (Osgood and Rowe 1994, p. 531).
Raudenbush (2001) suggests ttlat the type of question 1)eing studied
should guide the t3/pe of model used. For example, if the question is
centered on what is the t3;pical pattern of growth within the population
and how this growth varies across members, then hierarchical and latent curve modeling may he more useful. However, if the concern is
with phenomena that do not generally grow or change monotonicalh,
over time and do not vary regularly over the population, then techniques such as the SPM are likely to be more useful because they are
designed to identify clusters of trajectories and to calibrate how individual characteristics affect cluster memhership. Other techniques for
the identification of trajectories such as ad hoc classifications, cluster
analysis, growth curves, and so forth, have recently heen reviewed elsewhere (Le Blanc, forthcoming).

D. Analytic Issues
The study of criminal careers has also led to tile recognition of difficult questions that have I)een the source of operationalization, meastirement, and empirical application concerns: first, sorting out the
state dependence/persistent heterogeneity effect and, second, defining,
operationalizing, and measuring desistance.

1. Sol~ing Out the State-Dependem'e/PersZ~'tent-Heterogeneity

EJfi'ct.

"T'he positive correlation between past and future criminal activity is a
key finding. Although all researchers recognize the importance of this
relationship, determining the process responsil)le for it, some coral)ination of state dependence and persistent heterogeneity, has been difficult. Evidence for persistent heterogeneity would consist of an observed relationship between a time-stal31e individual characteristic
measured early in life and subsequent criminal activity, while evidence
for state dependence would consist of a relationship between a timevarying individual characteristic and criminal activity net of time-stable
differences in criminal propensit 3, (Nagin and Paternostcr 2000,
p. 129). Because of data and measurement limitations, the disentan-
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gling of persistent heterogeneity and state dependence requires that
researchers control for unmeasured persistent heterogeneitT (Bushway,
Bl'ame, and Paternoster 1999).
One problenl with isolating a persistent-heterogeneitT effect is that
researchers are unlikely to agree on its distribution. Even after controlling t\~r many different indicators of observed persistent hetcrogeneio,,
there is likely to be a sizeable amount of unmeasured, unobserved persistent heterogeneity that needs to be taken into consideration. To accomplish this, researchers have employed statistical techniques that
incorporate unobserved sources of persistent heterogeneity. It is important to control for such unobserved sources since omitting them
is likely to lead m biased estimates of ohserved time-varying factors.
The effect of not controlling is an overmflated effect of time-varying
variables that may overstate the state-dependence eftoct.
Although anah, tic techniques exist for estimating unobserved persistent heterogeneity, researchers have not colne to agreement as to
which best perforlns this task. Bushway, 13ramc, and Paternostcr (1999)
assessed issties related to stability (persistent individual heterogeneity)
and change (state dependence) I)y applying three different analytic
tcchniqt, es (random-cffects probit model, the SPA'I, and the tixed-cffects logit model) to cl'iminal history data from the 1958 Philadelphia
birth cohort. Four key findings emerged. First, all three methods converged on the finding that there was a strong positive rehltionship between p,ior and future criminal activity even after stal)le unobsem,ed
individual differences were controlled. Second, the state-dependencc
effect, though still important, was lessened with controls for persistent
unobserved heterogeneity. Third, controlling for time trends was
fi)und to be ilnportant. In particular, analysis with the random-effects
model showed that tinle trend controls allowed fiw the identification
of g,'cater levels of heterogeneity in crime proneness and viehlcd attenuated estimates c~f the effect of prior crinlinal activity on future criminal activity. F'ourth, increasing levels of positive skew (i.e., nonnornmlin,) in the distribution of crime proneness was associated with an
overcstimaticm of the effect of prior criminal activity o n filturc criminal activity (13ushway, 13rarer, and Patcrnostcr 1999, p. 53).
2. D~JD1Dg, OtwratioHaliz&g, arid MeasHriHg Desi.rm~lcc. l)csistance
is the least studied criminal career dimension (Loci)or and Le Blanc
1990, p. 407). I~auh and Sampson (2001) noted thrce particular reasons: conccptual, definitional, and nlcasuremcnt. Regarding conceptualization, Laul~ and Sampson (2001, p. 5)argue that there is little thco-
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retical conceptualization about crime cessation, tile various reasons for
desistance, and the mechanisnls underlying the desistance process.
T h e y note that the underlying concel)tual difficulty steins fi'om the issue of stability and change over the life course. There is no agreed on
definition of desistance (Bushway et al. 2001), and this leads Laul) and
Sampson to raise their second concern, that desistance definitions are
vague. For examt)le , \,Varr (1998) employed a one-year crime-free period as desistance, while Farrington and Hawkins (1991) detined desistance as having no convictions between ages twenty-one and thirtytwo following a conviction I)efore age twenty-one. Loeber and his
colleagues (1991) defined desistance as refi-aining from offending for a
period of less tlaan a year. Laub and Sampson point out, however, that
simply because an offender desists from criminal activity, it does not
necessarily follow that he has stopped engaging in other so,ts of deviant acts. For example, Nagin, Farrington, and Moffitt (1995) found
that although some offenders desisted fl'om crime according to official
conviction records, self-reported data indicated continued deviance
and involvement in drugs and alcohol. Similar discrepant effects were
reported by Le Blanc and Fr~chette (1989) in their Canadian stt, dv
comparing official and self-report records.
The larger measurement issue deals with the length of follow-up
and censoring. ]:'or example, findings regarding desistance may reflect
the cutoff of observations at a specific age (Laub and Sampson 2001,
p. 9), and some researchers have even suggested that desistance is
only definite when study subjects have died (Blumstein, Cohen, and
Hsieh 1982; Farrington 1994). Thus, if researchers studying desistence
ceased observation of study subjects at age thirt3.,, there is no guarantee
that the subjects have truly desisted; there may even be a temporary
lull followed I)y continued criminal activity in later years, that is, intermittency (see Frazier 1976; Barnett, Blulnstein, and Farrington 1989;
Nagin and Land 1993; Piquero, forthcoming). Laub and Sampson
(2001, p. 11) suggest that researchers distingq/ish termination of offending (the time at which criminal activity stops) from desistance (the
causal process that supports the termination of offending and lnaintains the continued state of nonoffending). The former is the outcome
to be explained by the latter processual cause. This is consistent with
the view that desistance is both an event and a process (see Fagan 1989;
Mamma 2001). In sum, it is an important process that needs to be measured and understood.
13ushway and his colleagues (2001) proposed an empirical fi-amework
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for studying desistance as a developmental process. Instead of focusing
on offending itself, these authors focus on changes ira the offending
rate. In particular, the Bushwav et al. approach, which makes use of
Nagin and Land's (1993) SPM, models the process by which criminalit).,, defined as the propensity to offend, changes with age. Their approach allows researchers to trace patterns of individual offending behavior across age and to explore the developmental dynamics that
generate stability or change. Thus, since age is incorporated into the
dependent variable (i.e., recast, red as changes in offending hehavior
over time/age), any causal factor by definition is studied ira the context
of age.
V. Fmlpirical Findings of Criminal Career Dimensions
Several new research efforts, longitudinal stt, dies, and explanatory
paradigms havc been initiated since the mid-1980s to focus on the key
dimensions of criminal careers. Ira this section, we survey findings fi'om
empirical research on the key dimensions of criminal careers, the latest
round of longitudinal studies that were initiated after publication of
the criminal careers report, and new qt, estions and criminal career issues raised by the risk/protective fiactor paradigm.
A. O',,'eJviezv o/" FimtiJW
\,Ve concentrate on five key subjects: participation in criminal careers; the dimensions of criminal careers and their covariatcs, including
frequency, duration, and termination, crime-t3q~e mix and seriousness,
co-offending, and specialization/crime-type switching; the extent to
which the causes of one dimension are similar t o - - o r different fl'om-the causes of another dimension; chronic offenders; and the relevance
of criminal career research to understanding incapacitation.
I. Pa,~icipatio~ in Criminal CTweels: Ew'r-Prevak'nce IZstimates. Estimates of ever-participation in criminal activity vary ac,'oss reporting
method (they tend to be mvch higher with sclgrcport than with official
records that are a filtered subset of self-reports), the crimes in which
participation is being measured (there is mo,'c participation in less serious criminal activity), the level of threshold of invoh,ement (police
contact, arrest, conviction), and the characteristics and representativehess of the sample (high school students, college students, general population, offender-based, etc.). In general, ever-participation estimates
arc fairly common across data sets and consistent with most criminological tindings.
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There is a relatively high rate of participation among males in criminal activity (Elliott, Huizinga, and Morse 1987, p. 502). Bhmlstein et
al. (1986) reported that about 15 percent of urban males arc arrested
for an Index offense by age eighteen, and 25-45 percent of urban
males are arrested fi)r a nontraffic offense by age eighteen. Visher and
Roth's (1986) overview of several longitudinal studies employing police
and court records indicates a lifetime prevalence estimate of 40-50
percent, with slightly higher rates for blacks and much lower rates
among females (see, e.g., Robins 1966; Christensen 1967; Blumstein
and Graddy 1982; Shannon 1982). V'isher and Roth's (1986) overview
of cumulative criminal participation rates in cross-sectional samples of
high-school-age youths indicates differences in participation ac,'oss
crime t3.,1)es. For example, although many studies report consistent estimates of hurglary participation of bet~veen 15 and 20 percent for
males, and much lower estimates for females (around 3-4 percent), estimates for theft vary, much more widely.
Several studies provide in-depth information on participation hased
on official record-based police contact/arrest data. Using the 1945
Philadelphia birth cohort, \,Volfgang, Figlio, and Sellin (1972) observed a "by-age-eighteen-prevalence" of police contacts of 34.9 percent for the entire sample, with rates of 28.6 percent for whites and
50.2 percent for blacks. Using police contact data for the 1958 Philadelphia birth cohort, Tracy, \,Volfgang, and Figlio (1990) reported a
"by-age-eighteen-prevalence" of 32.8 percent for the entire sample,
with rates of 22.7 percent for whites and 41.8 percent for blacks. In a
1970 Puerto Rico birth cohort study, Nevares, \,Volfgang, and Tracv
(1990) found that the arrest prevalence of delinquency hv age seventeen was 6.8 percent for the full sample, with rates of 11.3 percent for
males and 2.3 percent for females. \,Vikstr6m (1990) reports that nearh,
one-fifth (19 percent) of sul)jects in Project Metropolitan in Sweden
had a police record for a crime by age twenty-five. Polk et al. (1981)
used data-fi'om police and juvenile court records for over 1,000 Oregon
male high school sophomores in 1964 and observed a prevalence
estimate of 25 percent, with comparahle estimates reported among
other high-school-aged youths (see Hirschi 1969; Hindelang, I lirschi,
and \,Veis 1981 ; Elliott and Huizinga 1984). Some Scandinavian studies, however, report smaller prevalence estimates (see Guttridge et al.
1983; Mednick, Gahrielli, and Hutchings 1984).
Studies based on conviction records provide similar estimates. 1;'oi
example, McCord (1978) obtained a conviction prevalence estimate of
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27.5 percent for over 500 males horn ira 1925-34 in Massachusetts and
followed until 1978. Results from tile Cambridge study indicated that
I)y age fortT, 40 percent of tile London males were convicted of a criminal offense (Farrington 2002).
Several studies have used self-report data to obtain prevalence estimates. For exalnple, using self-report data fi'om the NYS, Elliott
(1994) reported that tile ever-prevalence (to age twenty-seven) of serious, violent offending was 30 percent. Self-report data fi'om the three
causes and correlates studies indicate that, by age sixteen at all three
sites, approximately 40 percent of males reported committing one of
more serious violent acts, while tbr females, tile corresponding rates
were 32 and 16 percent, respectively, in Rochester and l)enver (Kelley
ct al. 1997). Using self-report data from tile Cambridge study, Farrington (2002) f'ound that up to age thirty-two, 96 t)ercent of males admitted committing :it least one crime that could have led to a conviction.
For Canadian males, Lc Blanc and Frdchette (1989, p. 60) fi)und that
97 percent of adolescents sellLreported :it least one criminal infi'action
during their adolescence.
2. GeJlde, aml PalTicipatio,I. Regardless of the source of data, crime
type level of involvement, o r meast, re of participation, male criminal
participation in serious crime at any age is always greater than female
participation (Blumstein et al. 1986, p. 40; see also Lanct6t and Le
Blanc [2002] for a detailed ,'eview of gender differences), and this is
especially so for serious violence (\,Veiner 1989, p. 67). In both tile
1958 Philadelphia birth cohort and tile three Racine, \'Visconsin, coho,'ts, ratios of male to female participation were small fi)r broad (and
less serious) categories but larger for Index offenses and specilic crime
types. Although males in the 1958 Philadelphia hirth cohort had a 32.8
percent prevalence estimate, the coml3arahle estimate among females
was 14.1 percent, and it was twice as high among black (I 8.5 percent)
as among white (9.2 percent) females. In the three Racine cohorts,
Shannon (1982)reported prevalence estimates, derived fi'om police
contacts for nontraflic and statt,s offenses, of 41 percent, 47.3 percent,
and 44.1 percent among males in the 1942, 1949, and 1955 cohorts.
F'emalc prevalence estimates were 8.7 percent, 15.1 percent, and 22.2
percent, respectively. Hamparian et al. (1978) fi)und gender ratios in
arrest prcvalencc as high as 6: 1. A'lalc prevalence estimates of 29 percent and 28 percent were ohtaincd by Ouston (1984) and A'liller ctal.
(1974) in two separate British birth cohort studies t,sing police and juvenile court rccc~rds, respectively with female prevalence estimates of
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6 percent and 5.6 percent, respectively. Also using police records, \,Vikstr6m (1990) reported ever-prevalence rates ill Project Metropolitan of
31 percent for males and 6 percent for females by age twenty-five. Using official record data for tile l)unedin cohort through age t~ventvone, Mofl]tt et al. (2001) found that males (20 percent) were twice as
likely as females (I0 percent) to have had a contact with police as juveniles, and males were significantly more likeh, than females to have
been convicted of a crime (20 percent to 8 percent). Further, 8 percent
of males were convicted for a violent offense whereas only 2 percent
of females were. The sexes were more similar--vet still signiticantly
different--to one another on convictions for drug/alcohol offenses
with 5 percent of males and 2 percent of females being convicted fi)r
such an offense. Piquero's (2000) analysis of the Philadelphia National
Collaborative Perinatal Project data indicated that 31 percent of males
incurred a police contact by age eighteen while tile comtlarablc figure
for females was 14 percent. Piquero and Buka (2002), using tile Providence National Collaborative Perinatal Project data, found that 19
percent of males had a court contact by age eighteen while tile comparable estimate among females was 5 percent.
The relationship between gender and participation has also been assessed via self-,'eport records. For example, Elliott (1994) examined
self-reported participation estimates for serious, violent offending using tile first eight waves of tile NYS. Focusing on gender differences,
Elliott reported that tile peak age in prevalence f~r se,'ious, violent offending was earlier for females, tile decline was steeper among females,
and the gender differential became greater at older ages. At age twelve,
the male to female differential was 2:1; by age eighteen it had increased to 3:1; and by age twenty-one it had increased to 4:1. Thus,
at each age, males were more likely than females to be involved in serf
ous, violent offending. The ever-p,'evalence (to age twentl.,-seven) of
serious, violent offending was 42 percent for males and 16 percent for
females.
Puzzanchera (2000) analyzed self-reported delinquency data from
several thousand twelve-year-old youths l)articipating in tile National
Longitudinal Survev of Youth (NLSY) 1997 and found that only 2 percent had ever been arrested; however, 22 percent of tile sample reported smoking cigarettes, 21 percent reported drinking alcohol, 24
percent reported destroying property, and 14 percent reported engaging in assaultive 1)ehaviors. Males (24 percent) were somewhat more
likely to drink alcohol than females (19 percent), and much more likely
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to carry a handgun (13 percent compared to 2 percent) and destroy
properg, (31 percent compared to 16 percent).
Kelley et al. (1997) used self reported data ell serious violence from
the causes and correlates studies to examine gender differences in cuinulativc prevalence. They found that 39 percent of Denver males, 41
percent of Pittsburgh males, 40 percent of Rochester males, 16 percent
of Denver females, and 32 percent of Rochester females reported c o m mitting at least one serious violent act by age sixteen.
This pattern of findings regarding gender differences in participation is not observed when examining a selected population of female
prisoners. In a study of self-reported crime rates of prisoners in Colorado, English (1993) found that women and men had similar participation rates in the crimcs of drug dealing, assault, rol)hcry, Inotor vehicle
theft, and fi'aud, though they differed in participation in forgery, theft,
and tmrglary. \,V'olllen were significantly more likely than men to report involvenlent in f"OlgeI'y and theft.
3. Race aml Pa,ticipatio,#. Researchers have tended to rely on off]eial-record estimates, and nlost (if" the studies report relatively ]arg'e
black/white ratios and strong associations bctween race and participation, particularly as the seriousness of criminal activity increases. In
their synthesis of the literature usin<~ official records, V'isher and Roth
(1986) reported that the average black/white participation ratio was
1.8:1 for all nontrafl]c offenses, hut 3.2:1 for Index offenses. These
estimates were similar whether using a 'l)y-age-e'ghtee 1" or "lifetime"
measure. In the Philadelphia birth cohort studies, the prevalence of
delinquency was 50.2 percent for nonwhites and 28.6 percent for whites
in the 1945 cohort, and 41.8 percent fi)r nonwhites and 22.7 percent fi)r
whites in the 1958 cohort ('l'racy, \,Volfgang, and Figlio 1990, p. 39).
Moreover, black/white ratios tended to increase as the level of seriousheSS increased: in the 1958 cohort, the hlack/white ratio was 3.2:1 fi}r
offenses with injury, hut only 1.8:1 tilt nontraft]c offenses. \,Vhen the
1958 I)hiladell)hia hi rth cohort was filllowed up to age twenty-six, K e m p f
l=eonard, 'l'racy, and l-hlwell (2001) fi:mnd tlmt more hlack (17.4 percent)
than white (9.1 percent) su/liects participated in crii11e as adults, as measured hymunicipal court data, and this was the ease for subjects who were
delinquent pricer t<~ age eighteen as well as fi:)r those without a juvenile
record. In sum, official record studies report male race dit:ferentials (nonwhite:white) o f 4 : l during the adolescent years (\,Volfgang, Figlio, and
Scllin 1972; Flaml~arian et al. 1978), and those dift:erentials tend to continue into the adult years (Kempf-I~eonard, Tracy, and Howell 2001).
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Although self-report comparisons of race prevalence tended to indicate that the estimated ratio of black/white participation is onh,
slightly above 1:1 for minor delinquent acts and self-reported serious
property offenses, analysis contined to more serious offenses suggests
that the black/white ratio is larger, especially at younger ages (Blumstein et al. 1986, p. 41). Elliott (1994) recently performed the most
systematic ,'ace comparison of self-report prevalence in the NYS and
uncovered a number of important ,'ace findings. First, by age eighteen,
nearly 40 percent of black males compared to 30 percent of white
males became invoh, ed in serious violence. By age twenty-seven, the
ratio is quite similar--48 percent for black males and 38 percent for
white males. Second, the malc black-to-white ratio in ever-t)revalence
was about 5:4, a small but statistically significant difference. Third,
blacks (male and female) exhibited a higher prevalence of serious violent offending than whites throughout adolescence and early adulthood, and the discrcpancy was most pronounced in the late teenage
years. The maximum black-to-white differential was 3 : 2 for males, and
2 : 1 for females. During the early to mid-twenties, the prevalence of
serious violence among white and black males in the NYS was similar;
however, by age twenty-seven, the male black-to-white differential was
3:2. Among black females, however, their age-specific prevalence m
serious violence was higher at ever3/age flom thirteen to twenty-seven
compared to white females. Moreover, between ages twenty-four and
twen .ty-seven, the annual prevalence of serious violence among white
males declined, while it increased for black males fi'om ages twentyfive to twent3.~-seven by nearly 50 percent (Elliott 1994, p. 7).
Kelley et al. (1997) also presented s e l f reported prevalence data by
race/ethniciD~ across the three causes and correlates study sites. They
found differences in serious violence prevalence rates across ethnic
groups. In particular, a greater proportion of minority groups were involved in serious violence. \,Vith the exception of eighteen-year-olds in
Rochester, prevalence rates were higher among minorit3* groups than
among whites at each age and site, and this difference was suhstantial
during adolescence.
4. Age and Pm~icipation. The relationship hetween age and participation covers two issues. The first concerns the probahility of committing an offense at a given age, while the second concerns the prol)ability of initiating a criminal career, at a given age. In general, both
s e l f report and official reco,'ds indicate that, although a small fraction
of youth begins criminal careers at any given age, a concentration of
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initiations among youth under age eighteen is evident. In their synthesis of tile literature, Blumstein et al. (1986, p. 42) report that, for hoth
blacks and whites, about half of those ever arrested during their lifetimes were first arrested before age eighteen. According to self-report
records, few males commit their first criminal offense after age seventeen (Elliot:, Huizinga, and Menard 1989). \,Vith official records, initiation rates tend to increase around the beginning of adolescence and
peak around ages fourteen to eighteen and fall thereafter; however,
s e l f reported participation rates peak somewhat earlier, around ages
thirteen to sixteen (see Elliott et al. 19,.~). T h e age differences occur
because teenagers are active in crime for some time before they experience their first police contact, arrest, or conviction. \,Vith self-report
data, age-specific participation in "serious violence" (measured as involvement in three or more aggravated assaults, sexual assat, lts, gang
fights, and strong-arm robberies of students or others) ranged hctween
7 t)ercent and 8 percent fl'om :ages twelve to seventeen, with male rates
higher by a thctor of abot, t two. Further, data fi'om seven different longitudinal studies show that nearly one-fifth of children aged seven to
twch, e reported that thcv had committed at least one or more "street
offenses" (i.e., bicycle theft, purse-snatching, physical lights, etc.) (Espiritu et al. 2001). Data fl'om the three causes and correlates studies
indicate that the self-reported prevalence of serious violence peaks in
the mid to late teens for males, but somewhat earlier for females, with
initiation in serious violence occurring relatively early (around age
thirteen) (Kelley, et al. 1997). In the 1970 Puerto Rico birth cohort
study :age at onset measured from arrest records was observed to be
highest at age sixteen for both males and females (Nevares, \,Volfgang,
and Tracv 1990). In the 1945 and 1958 Philadelphia cohort studies,
,~'a,~eof onset peaked :at sixteen and fifteen, respectively.. \,Veiner (1989)
concluded that most initiation of serious violence in official records occurred bctwecn ages eighteen and twenty-fmlr but that participation in
violence declines in earh; adt, ltho~)d after reaching its peak in the late
teens or carh, twenties.
In one of the most comprehensive analyses of the prevalence of
criminal activity :it different ages, Stattin, A'lagnusson, and Reichcl
(1989) followed a representative sample of Swedish males and females
from ages ten to thirty and uncovered several key findings. F'irst, the
peak age :it first conviction among males was age sixteen to seventeen
(31.1 percent of registered inales were convicted :it this age), with ,age
of first conviction peaking tit age fifteen. \/cry few males were con-
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victed for their first offense after age twenty-six. Moreover, the peak
participation ages fox-the Swedish males were fifteen to seventeen. Second, the l)eak age at first conviction among females was twenty-one to
twents,-three (32.8 percent of registered females were convicted at this
age). Unlike their male counterparts, the Swedish females were more
likely to accumulate convictions in carl}, adulthood. 13v age thirty, 37.7
percent of the Swedish males and 9 percent of the Swedish females
were registered for a criminal offense, and these estimates would he
higher if common drunkenness and disorderly conduct were included.
Using data from Project Metropolitan through age twenty-live, Wikstr6m (1985) found that peak violence initiation ages, measured in police records, occurred during late adolescence and young adulthood
(ages sixteen to t~vents,), with the t~vo highest initiation ages of seventeen and nineteen. In particular, the peak age for hoth crimes and
offenders was seventeen and nineteen, respectively, with slightly different peaks across offense D,pes.
Farrington's (2002) analysis of the criminal histories of the Cambridge study males through age fort~, revealed three key findings regarding age and participation. First, up to age forty, 40 percent of the
study males were convicted of a criminal offense. Second, t,p to age
forts.;, the mean age of onset (first conviction) was 18.6. Third, with
self-report records, the cumulative prevalence of offending up to age
thirty-two was 96 percent. In an interesting comparison of the Cambridge study boys with 310 boys horn seven ),ears later and living in
the same small area of South London at age fourteen, Farrington and
Nlaughan (1999) found that the average age of onset and the ct, mulatire prevalence of convictions were ahnost identical in the two samples
up to age thirty-three, l:inally, in a comparison of the Cambridge study
males to lower class males in Project Metropolitan in Sweden, Farrington and \,Vikstr6m (1994) found that the cumulative prevalence curves
were remarkably similar, as were the age of onset curves.
Until recently; very few researchers have presented general hazard
rates for age of initiation (Elliott, Ht, izinga, and Nlorse 1987; \Veincr
1989; Farrington et al. 1990). Using the first eight waves of the NYS,
Elliott (1994) examined age of onset I)7, calculating the hazard rate fi)r
self-reported serious violence through age twenty-seven. Elliott found
that although the hazard rate was ver3, low through age eleven (<0.5
percent), it increased sharply to 5.1 percent at age sixteen and then
declined sharply to 1.0 percent or less for ages twenty-one to tavcntvseven. Over half of all violent offenders in the NYS initiated their rio-
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lence between ages fourteen and seventeen, with the risk of initiation
being close to zero after age twent3,. Compared to white males, black
males in the NYS had a substantially higher hazard rate for serious
violence between ages thirteen and sixteen, and had an earlier age of
onset (age fifteen compared to age sixteen for whites). I11 addition, the
age-specific cunmlative prevalence for black males was higher than for
white males at every age from twelve to twenty-seven; by age nvenn,seven, the cumulative prevalence of serious violence for black males in
the NYS was ahnost 50 percent. Finally, male hazard rates tracked the
hazard rates for the full sample indicating that the male rates were
driving much of the sample's overall rates (Elliott, Huizinga, and
Morse 1987).
Farrington et al. (1990)calculated hazard rates for the onset of criminal conviction in the Cambridge study through age tbirD,-two and
found age fourteen to be the peak age of conviction onset, whereas
data from the Philadelphia birth cohort study indicate that arrest onset
peaked at age sixteen and was earlier for nonwhites compared to
whites. Other researchers using police records have found age fourteen
to be the peak ff)r onset of criminal activitw (see Patterson, Crosby, and
Vuchinich 1992; Tibbctts and Piquero 1999). Onset rates may also
vary by crilne type. For example, in the Cambridge study the onset
rate for shoplifting peaked at ages thirteen to fourteen while the onset
rate for assault peaked at ages seventeen to nineteen. Le Blanc and
Frdchette (1989) also found that onset rates varied by crime t3:pe, with
less serious offenses having an earlier peak COlnpared to inore serious
offenses.
5. Gender and Age Pa~rMpation. Few studies have provided data on
gender comparisons regarding age and crime generally and age of onset in particular. Piper (1983) found that males and females in the 1958
Philadelphia birth cohort initiated their overall delinquent careers at
approximately the same ages (seven in tun of those who initiated careers m each gcnder group initiated befi)rc age fifteen). Elliott, Huizinga, and Morse (1987) found that male hazard rates pcaked at ages
sixteen through eighteen and then declined, while female hazard rates
peaked earlier (thi,'teen to tiftecn) and decreased considerably fi'onl
ages sixteen to twenty-one. Moreover, the ratio of the malc-to-fcmale
peak hazard ratcs was 4.5: I (for males, 6.8 percent at age seventeen,
and for females, 1.5 percent at age fourteen). Piquero and Chung
(2001) fi)und no gender differences in onset age with police contact
data throt,gh age seventeen fi'oln the Philadelphia Pcrinatal Project.
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Police arrest data from Project Metropolitan have also been used to
study the relationship bet~veen gender and age participation in criminal activity. Wikstr6m (1990) found that the participation rate for
males (31 percent) was higher than for females (6 percent) by age
twenty-five. Interestingly, while the male crime rate was highest at
ages fifteen to seventeen ),ears, the female crime rate was highest at
ages twent~,-two to twenty-four. T h e main difference in the patterning
of male and female offending rates seemed to be that there was no difference in the offending rate at the oldest ages for females as there was
for males (\,Vikstr6m 1990, p. 72). T h e increase in recidivist offenders
was faster for females than males. T h e r e were five times more female
recidivist offenders at age twenty-five compared to age fourteen. T h e
corresponding male fgure was only 2.5 times more (¥Vikstr6m 1990,
p. 74). Andersson (1990) also used these data to study continuitT in
criminal activity from age fifteen to thirty and reported that the agebased transition probabilities for females conformed to a first-order
Markov chain (i.e., the original matrices could be viewed as estimates
from a single "parent" matrix); however, this was not the case for
males.
Moffitt et al. (2001) examined Dunedin males' and females' age at
f r s t arrest, first conviction, first DSM-IV conduct disorder diagnosis,
and first s e l f reported delinquency. Across all four measures, these authors found that at ever), age, more males than females had begun antisocial behavior; however, estimates of the age at which antisocial behavior began was dependent on the source of the data. For example,
by age fifteen, only 1 percent of girls had an onset as measured bv conviction, but 8 percent had an onset as measured by arrest, 12 percent
had an onset as measured bv diagnosis, and 72 percent had an onset as
meast, red by self-reports; among males, the comparable estimates were
4, 15, 23, and 80 percent (Moffitt et al. 2001, p. 82). These restllts corroborate earlier suggestions that official data records an "onset" at a
later period than other measures, primarily self-reports (see Loeber
and Le Blanc 1990; OJJDP 1998). By age eighteen, ahnost all of the
l)unedin subjects had engaged m some form of illegal behavior. In
fact, only 9 percent of males and 14 percent of females remained abstinent by age eighteen, with yen, few new "onset" cases between ages
eighteen and twenty-one (Moffitt et al. 2001, p. 85).
T h e Dunedin data also provide some information on age of onset
across gender. [7or example, among those convicted by age twen .ty-one,
the 103 boys were first convicted at a mean age of 17.7 ),ears, and the
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thirt}.,-eight girls were first convicted at a mean age of 17.9 ),ears. And
among tile 101 boys who were first arrested prior to age seventeen,
they were arrested at a mean of 13.5 years while the fortT-nine girls
who were first arrested prior to age seventeen were arrested at a mean
of 13.7 ),ears. Comparable age similarities were observed for conduct
disorder and self-reported delinquency.
Espiritu et al. (2001) provided estimates on the epidemiology of
self-reported delinquency for male and female child delinquents (under age twelve) in the Pittsburgh and 1)enver sites of the causes and
correlates studies. A numl)er of important findings emerged. First,
ever-prevalence estimates for "any aggression/minor violence" were
upward of 75 percent I)y age twelve for males and females in both studies, and many of these children reported an olset' of such behavior
prior to age nine. Second, although a higher percentage of Denver
males (32 percent) relative to l)enver females (23 percent) reported
initiating "any. aggression/minor~
.
violence" prior to age seven, the percentagc initiating in several types of delinquency inchiding "any
aggression/minor violeace' at ages seven to eight, nine to ten, and
eleven to tweh, e was virtualh, identical across gender; however, at ages
eleven to twelve, 7 percent of l)enver males compared to 1 percent
of Denver females reported "serious violence" initiation. Third, when
examining the prevalence of combinations of delinquency and drug use
at ages seven to tweh,e },ears, they found that although one-third of
both the Denver and Pittsburgh children reported no involvement in
minor violence, propertT offenses, or drug use, 13 percent in Denver
and 6 percent in Pittsburgh reported involvement in all three delinquency combinations. Fourth, estimates from the Denver study indicated that males reported a higher ever-prevalence for injury-related
violence, but females reported a higher ever-prevalence fi)r "aggression/
without hurt." F'ifth, although males tended to report a higher everprevalence associated with most property-oriented offenses, males and
females in the l)enver study tended to report very similar ever-prevalence estimates fi)r status/drt,g use offenses. Finally, the prevalence of
police contacts for delinquent behaviors increased between ages seven
to twelve years, rega,'dless of the tyt)e of delinquency in a similar fashion for males and females, lror example, at ages eleven and twelve, the
prevalence of a police contact for any delinquency was 10.9 percent
fi)r l)enver males, 8.5 percent for l)enver females, and 6.9 percent for
Pittsl)urgh males.
\,Vhen ever-participation is measured without regard fc)r offense se-
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riousness, t)articipation estimates across demographic subgroups are
similar; however, as more serious offenses are considered, the demographic differences get considerably larger and are likely influenced hy
the low base rate of participation in serious offenses. This is especially
tile case when comparisons are made hetween official and self-report
records. 1;'o1"the most part, gender and race differentials (higher for
males and nonwhites) are substantially higher in official record studies
(Elliott 1994, p. 7). ~,Vith official records, it seems reasonahle to conch, de that "by-age-eighteen-prevalence" for nontraffic offenses approaches 33 percent, while for Index offenses the comparable estimate
is about 20 percent. \,\qlen studying lifetime prevalence, the comparable estimates approach 60 percent and 25 percent, respectively (Visher
and Roth 1986, p. 248). \,Vith self-report records, participation rates
vary by crime type but across all ctomains tend to favor more male than
female participation.
Regardless of whether official or self-report records are used to
study prevalence, three main conclusions emerge. First, male participation rates are typically higher than those for females, and especially so
for the more serious offenses. Second, black participation rates are t3.q)ically higher than those for whites, especially when participation is examined via official records as opposed to self reports (Hindelang,
Hirschi, and \,Veis 1981). In self-reports, hlacks have also been found
to report continuing their violent offending at higher rates than whites
(Elliot(1994). Third, there is a strong relationship between age and
participation. In particular, the probability of initiating a criminal career at a given age is highest in the range thirteen to eighteen, on the
lower end for self-report estimates and on the higher end for arrest and
conviction records. Also, evidence on the probability of committing an
offense at a given age is mixed, with some research indicating a consistent increase through the mid-teens to a peak at age nineteen and then
subsequent decline (see Bachman, O'Malley, and Johnston 1978),
while other research indicates a decline in self-reported participation
throt, gh tile teens (Elliott et al. 1983; Thornberr¥ 1989; Lauritsen
1998). Studying demographic differences in prevalence remains controversial. For example, Hindelang, Hirschi, and \,Veis (1981) argued
that there is a race difference in the validity of self-reported delinquency measures, which leads to a serious underestimation of black
males' prevalence and frequency rates (but see Huizinga and Elliott
1986). A detailed summa W of tile ever-prevalence results may he found
in table 3.
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6. "Cmwem" ATmual Prevalem'e. Estimates of "current" annual
prevalence rates are usually based on self-reports of criminal activity
within the past year. For example, in the NYS, Elliott et al. (1983) report ct, rrent theft participation rates of 2.2 percent for eleven- to seventeen-year-olds, and 3.1 percent for fifteen- to twenty-one-year-olds,
with slightly higher estimates among blacks than whites, and much
higher for males compared to females. For breaking and entering, participation rates were 4.1 percent for the eleven to seventeen age group,
and 2.4 percent for the fifteen to twenty-one age group. Finally, for
assault, participation rates were 6.1 percent for the eleven to seventeen
age group, and 4.6 percent for the fifteen to twenty-one age group.
Once again, male rates exceed those of females, and for the most part,
black rates are higher than white rates. Using self-reported data from
the first five waves of the NYS, Elliott, Huizinga, and Morse (1987,
p. 484) found that the annual prevalence of serious violent offending
increased from age t~velve to a peak at age sixteen and then declined
through age twent3/-one; the hazard, however, peaked at age seventeen,
and bv age twentT-one, the risk of onset was very low (0.4 percent).
Across gender, the annual male prevalence increased to a peak of 7.8
percent at age sixteen and then began a slow decline to 3.1 percent at
age m'ent3,-one while the annual female prevalence increased to a peak
of 2.8 percent at age fourteen and then began a sharp decline to 0.3
percent at age twenty-one.
The Monitoring the Furore Study (MTF) (Johnston, Bachman, and
O'Malley 1994) database is yah, able for tracking current participation
rates, especially for drug use. The M T F is a selgreported, crosssectional st, trey of over 2,000 United States high school seniors performed each year. Osgood and his colleagues (1989) analyzed time
trends covering the period 1975-85 with a sample of over 3,000 high
school seniors and age trends covering ages seventeen to twenty-three
for samples of 300-1,200 per ),ear. These authors found that selfreport (and comparison arrest) meast, res revealed sul)stantial declines
in illegal behavior throughout the age period covered. ~..Vith the exception of arrest indices of assault, both methods showed declines from
ages seventeen through twenty-three for almost all offenses examined
(Osgood et al. 1989, p. 410). Although age trends in illegal behavior
were consistent across offenses, time trend results indicated other~vise.
For example, time trends in assault rates exhibited an increase from
1975 to 1985, while time trends in theft decreased from 1975 to 1985.
Time trend analyses for other offenses, such as robbe W, joyriding/car
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theft, and arson, were more erratic with no single peak or monotonic
trend (Osgood et al. 1989, p. 405).
More recent M T F data, which inchides past-year prevalence for a
number of delinquent acts, spans the ),ears 1988-2000. Between 1988
and 2000, the self-reported prevalence of theft under rift), dollars
ranged between 31 and 34 percent. For serious assault, 1)revalence rates
ranged between 11.4 percent and 14.6 percent. Bet~veen 1993 and
2000, the prevalence rate for arrest ranged around 10 percent. Male
prevalence was higher than female prevalence for most delinquent/
criminal acts. In 2000, the male assault prevalence rate was 21.1 percent (compared to 4.4 percent for females), 38.7 percent for theft (23.8
percent for females), and 13.1 percent for arrest (5.2 percent for females), a trend that was evident across all the years of ohse~wation.
Across race, prevalence rates were more similar than different
among whites and blacks fi)r most crime types, with only a few minor
exceptions. For example, in 2000, the assault prevalence rate for whites
was 3 percent higher than for blacks. For theft, thc prevalence rate was
about 5 percent higher for blacks compared to whites. Finally, in 2000,
the white a,'rest prevalence was slightly over 2 percent higher than for
blacks, though the two groups experienced ver~, similar arrest prevalence rates across the years of observation.
Several other databases on elementary and high school students have
also captured prevalence estimates. The PRIDE Surx,evs (2000) indicate that the prevalence of students reporting "trouble with the police"
varied from 19 percent for students in grades six to eight to 26 percent
for students in grades nine to tweh,e. The 1999 Youth Risk Behavior
Surveillance system indicated high prevalence in a number of delinquent activities engaged in by high school students (Kann ct al. 2000).
For example, 17.3 percent of high school students reported carrying a
weapon to school during the past thirty days, while 4.9 percent rcportcd carrying a gun to school. Malcs overwhelmingly hiid a higher
p,'evalcnce fi)r both of thcse acts. Along racc/cthnic lines, however,
prcvalcnce rates werc highest fi)r blacks, fi:dlowcd by Hispanics and
whitcs. Ovcr one-third of high school snidcnts (35.7 percent) reportcd
hcing in a physical fight during the past tweh, e months, with males and
blacks exhilliting the highest prevalcncc among the subgroups. F'inally,
in the thirty days prcccding the survey, 33.1 percent of the high school
studcnts reported riding with a driver who had bcen drinking alcohol,
and although nlalcs and Hispanics exhibitcd the highest prcvalcnce,
these rates were quite comparable across subgroups.
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A similar Centers for Disease Control survey (U.S. Det)artment of
Health and l-[unlan Ser~,ices, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2000) also asked high school students about their current and lifetime use of drugs and alcohol. Self-reportied prevalence estimates from
1999 indicate that lifetime marijuana use was 47.2 percent while current (i.e., past thirty days) marijuana use was 26.7 percent. Lifetime (50
percent) and current (31.5 percent) alcohol prevalence were only
slightly higher. Much smaller prevalence estimates were reported for
cocaine and steroid use. A complete description of the prevalence of
drug and alcohol use is beyond the scope of this essay. Interested readers should consult Johnston, O'Malley, and Bachman (2000), as well as
the annual National Household Sur~,ev on Drug Abuse, which tracks
prevalence of drug and alcohol use.
Using data from a male adolescent and a male delinquent sample
from Canada, Le Blanc and Frdchette (1989) calct, lated annual participation 1)y age in any self-reported offense and found that, among adolescents, annual participation ranged from 80 percent at age eleven to
90 percent at age nineteen, while, among delinquents, annual participation was constant (100 percent) het~veen the ages of thirteen and
nineteen. Loeber and his colleagues (1998) calculated self-reported
prevalence rates of serious delinquency (inch, ding car theft, breaking
and entering, strong-arming, attacking to seriously hurt or kill, forced
sex, or selling drugs) for white and black boys between ages six and
sixteen in the Pittsburgh site of the causes and correlates study. At age
six, whites and blacks did not differ; however, while both groups evidenced an increase in prevalence between ages seven and sixteen, the
prevalence rate among blacks was higher than among whites such that
at age sixteen, over 25 percent of blacks reported participating in serious delinquency, while the comparable estimate among whites was almost 20 percent. Estimates of age of onset of serious delinquency show
that between ages six and eight, blacks and whites report similar cumulative percentages of committing serious delinquency; however, between ages nine and fifteen, the two groups begin to differ. Compared
to whites, [)lacks had a steeper age of onset curve. By age fifteen, 51.4
percent of blacks had engaged in serious delinquency compared to 28.1
percent of whites.
Kelley et al. (1997) compared the self-reported prevalence of serious
violence (aggravated assault, rape, robben.,, and gang fights) across the
three sites (Pittsburgh, Denver, and Rochester) of the causes and correlates study. Several important findings emerge (see table 4). First, in
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TABLE 4
Current, Annual Prevalence (Percentage) for Serious Violence from
Causes and Correlates Studies
1)cnver

Rochester

Age

A'lales

Females

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

2
5
8
l0
12
15
18
18
19
21

1
2
3
6
7
7
5
4
3
1

Males

19
16
22
19
17
17
20

Pittsburgh

Females

Malts

15
18
18
13
6
4

7
11
8
17
17
15
13
17

7

SouRCr.--Kcllev et al. (1997), table 1. p. 7.

l)enver, between tile ages of ten and nineteen, the prevalence of serious violence increased for males (reaching 21 percent at age nineteen)
but declined for females after an age-fifteen peak of over 5 percent.
Between ages m, elve and eighteen in Rochester, the prevalence of serious violence peaked at age fot, rteen for both males (22 percent) and
females (18 percent). After age fifteen, however, female participation
declined while male participation remained fhirly constant throt, gh age
eighteen. In Pittsburgh, participation in serious violence was fairh,
constant from ages thirteen to seventeen (around 16-17 percent).
\,\qlen Kelly et al. (1997) examined the prevalence of serious violence
across race/ethnicity, they found that a greater p,oportion of minority
grot, p members was invoh,ed in serious violence. \Vith one exception
(eighteen-year-<dds in Rochester), prevalence rates were higher among
minority groups at each age and site. In st, m, unlike the decline evidenced Iw females in serious violence participation, males' participation remained constant in the late teens across all three sites.
Puzzanchcra (2000) used the age-twelve sample of the NLSY 1997
and distingt, ishcd between lifetime and recent involvement in various
behaviors. In general, more than half of the twelve-vcar-olds who reported ever committing a specitic delinquent tact said they had committed the act within the past year. Nine percent of all tweh,e-ycar-olds
reported that they had engaged in assaultive behaviors in the past year,
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while 5 percent reported that the}, had carried a handgun in the past
year. InterestinCdv=., although there were similar proportions of males
and females ret)orting recent participation in several delinquent behaviors, a pattern that was also tile case among white and nonwhite youth,
there were some interesting subgroup differences. For example, in tile
past year, males were significantly more likely than females to report
that they had carried a handgun (9 percent vs. 1 percent) and engaged
in assaultive behaviors (12 percent vs. 6 percent). In tile past year, nonwhite vot, th were more likely than white youth to report having stolen
something worth more than fifty dollars (4 percent vs. 2 percent),
while white youth were significantly more likely than nonwhite youth
to report that they had carried a handgun (6 percent vs. 2 percent).
Until recently, there has been very little self-report research describing current participation rates. In general, annual prevalence is rather
low, especially for robbery (1-8 percent), assault (1-9 percent), and
burglary (3-7 percent) (see review in Visher and Roth 1986, table A-4).
Male prevalence is higher than female prevalence, though females do
engage in delinquent acts, especially serious violence, at rates that are
likeh, to surprise some obser~,ers. Race differences in prevalence also
exist across some crime types, with minorities' particit)ation in serious
violence higher than whites (Elliott 1994; Kelley et al. 1997). Finally,
age and current participation are related, with peaking and stabilization
of particit)ation in the late teens observed for males and earh, t)eaking
and declining participation levels obser~,ed for most females.

B. Dhnensions of Active Criminal Careers and TlTeir Covariates
Several researchers have presented estimates across key criminal career dimensions, as well as tile covariates of such dimensions. In this
section, we focus on five dimensions: offending frequency (;~), duration/termination rates, crime-type mix and seriousness, co-offending
patterns, and specialization/crime-type switching.
1. EsthHates of 2. The offense rate for individuals reflects the frequency of offending by individuals who actively engage in crime (i.e.,
active offenders) (Blumstein et al. 1986, p. 55). Complications in estimating individual frequencies include undercounting total arrests and
undercounting low-rate activc offenders. Individual frequency estimates can be obtained in two 3rays: by adjusting estimates of mean individual arrest frequencies for active adult offenders (M) and then (lividing by arrest probability following a crime to infer )v, or by sur~,eying
samples of offenders to obtain self-reports of their offending frequen-
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cies (Blumstein et al. 1986, p. 59). YVeiner (1989, p. 67) points out that
annual violent arrest rates tend to be modest but annual violent offense
rates are higher. Most individuals tend to engage in violence at low
annual rates.
Blumstein and Cohen (1979) estimated individual frequencies (k)
from \,Vashington, D.C., arrest records. Although they were able to
follow cohorts of offenders for only four to seven years, they found
that )v increased with age for burglar),, narcotics, and a residual catego D, that mchided "all other" offenses; rates were trendless for robhew, aggravated assault, larceny, auto theft, and weapons offenses; and,
for most crime types, the rates were independent of the number of
prior arrests in an individual's record. T h e y also reported that individual offending fi'equencies (estimated from arrest histories for adult arrestees) varied from 1.72 assaults per ),ear free for offenders who committed aggravated assault to 10.88 larcenies per ),ear fret ff)r those who
committed any larceny. Finally, they estimated that offenders comnfitted between nine and seventeen Index offenses per year while fi'ee.
T w o surveys of sentenced prisoners, known as the P,and Inmate St, treys, provide estimates of individual crime rates for active adult male
offenders (Peterson and Braiker 1980; Chaiken and Chaiken 1982).
Researchers collected self-reports of offenses committed during an observation period prior to the start of the current incarceration for
about 2,500 prisoners. Mean individual frequencies from the first stirvev (resident prisoners in 1976) indicated that offenders comnfitted an
average of I 15 drug deals and 14.2 burglaries per person per ),ear free.
T h e second inmate survey (incoming prisoners in California, Michigan, and Texas in 1978) indicated that offenders committed between
14.9 (Texas) and 50.3 (Michigan) burglaries per year and between 4.8
(Texas) and 21.8 (California) robberies per ),ear. Another smaller
group of offenders reported committing crimes inuch more fi'equently.
The most active 10 percent of the inmates reported committing about
600 of the seven su,'vev crimes in the two-year period prior to their
incarceration, more than ten crimes per week (Visher 2000, p. 603).
Chaiken and Chaiken (1982) classificd some inmates into a "violent
predator" group who committed an average of 70 robberies, 144 bu,'glaries, and 229 thefts in one year.
I711iott and colleagt, es' (1983) analysis of self-report data of active
offenders in the NYS revealed somewhat similar numl)ers, an average
of 8.4 rol)bcrics and 7.1 larcenies per ),ear (see Bhimstein et al. 1986,
p. 66; Visher 1986). Lc Blanc and Frdchette's (1989) analysis of two
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Canadian samples yielded important differences across official and selfreported estimates of frequency. First, offense frequencies were much
higher in self-reports than in official records. Second, the delinquent
sample experienced three times tile nund)er of convictions as the adolescent sample, a ratio that did not differ much from age t~velve
throngh the t~venties. Third, when the annual crime frequencies are
calculated by age, the number of crimes of the adolescent and delinquent samples were similar, with the adolescents showing a general annual average of 2.55 while the delinquents showed a general annual
average of 3.24.
Blumstein et al. summarized variation in 7~ by gender, age, and race.
Regarding gender, they found little variation in frequency across males
and females (i.e., the ratios are generally 2:1 or less) for most crimes
(Bhlmstein et al. 1986, pp. 67-68). Thus, if active in a crime type, females commit crimes at rates similar to those of males (for an exception see \,Vikstr6m 1990). Regarding age, Blumstein et al. (1986) reported little change with age in offense-specific frequency rates for
active offenders, hut when all offense types are combined, there tended
to be an increase during the juvenile },ears and a decrease during the
adult years. In comparing age-specific violent rates, \.Veiner (1989)
noted that although age-specific violent jnvenile arrest rates tend to
rise and fall as adolescence runs its course, age-specific violent offense
rates exhibited greater stability. In the Rand surveys, there appeared to
be sonle evidence of general stability of 7~ over age (Peterson and
Braiker 1980; Chaiken and Chaiken 1982). The number of active
crime g~pes declined with age in the Rand survey, but crime-specific
frequencies tended to he stable (Peterson and Braiker 1980). Unfortunately, much prior research did not examine age-specific rates past the
earl}, twenties. Recent research, however, has indicated that among
active offenders, offense-specific frequency rates vary with age (see
Nagin and Land 1993; Piquero et al. 2001).
Regarding race, Blumstein et al. (1986) report that, across a number
of different data sets, the ratio of black/white arrest frequencies for
adult offenders who are active in a crime type are very close to 1:1 for
most offenses. This conchision has been drawn in a number of different samples (i.e., offenders, general population) and with both selfreport and official records. Blumstein et :d. (1986) suggest; then, that
the suhstantial race differences in criminal activity stem from differences across the races in participation, not frequency. At any given time,
there are comparatively more active black participants in crime than
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there are white participants, but blacks and whites who are active are
similar in offending frequency.
Cohen (1986) concluded that mean ~.'s for violent crime are lower
than for property crime. She observed that active violent offenders in
the community committed an average of two to four serious assaults
per ),ear while active propero:, offenders committed five to ten crimes
per ),ear. Prisoners, a more select population, report higher annual averages. For example, on average, the), report fifteen to twenty robberies per ),ear and for,w-five to rift)., burglaries. In part, this high average
restllts from the skewed distribution of )v within the offending population, with the highest decile committing over 100 crimes per ),ear. Although \Volfgang and colleagues (1972) did not report estimates of
fl'equencies for active offenders in the 1945 Philadelphia birth cohort,
Cohen (1986) used their data to examine this isstie and found that active (i.e., ever-arrested) offenders among l)lailadelphia juveniles experienced an average of .84 total arrests per .year.
Visher (1986) reanah, zed the Rand Inmate Surveys data to reestimate animal individual offending frequencies 0v). Her rcanalysis
brought fi)rth several insights. First, she noted that half of the offenders reported committing no more than five crimes a year but a small
group reported committing several hundred crimes per year. Similar
restdts were obtained with a sample of New Orleans inmates (Miranne
and Geerken 1991). Second, the estimates of ~. for rol)berv and burglal3, were sensitive to choices in computation and in particular, the
interpretation of ambiguous survey responses, the treatment of missing
data, and the computation of respondents' street time. Third, becat,se
some offenders reported almost no offending prior to incarceration
and others reported a signilicant amount, the high estimates have a
particularly strong influence on the mean vah, e of ~.. Fourth, many of_
fenders have intensive short-term criminal offending patterns while
others offend more or less intcrmittenth,. Fit:,h, )~ varied across the
three states in the study (California, Texas, and Michigan), thus raising
questions about whether )v varies meaningfully across jurisdictions or
whether the diffcrcnce rest, Its from differences in case processing and
sanctioning across states. Finally, Visher questioned the validity of estimating )v fi)r offenders who had been incarcerated fi)r scvc,al ulonths
prior to their current arrest. Since these individuals may have bccn especially active in the short period during which they we,'e on the street,
generalizing that ,'ate of offending to an entire yea," may overestimate
the annual rate. Rolph and Chaikcn (1987) proposed a model that al-
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lowed for offender switching between a "quiescent" state and an "active" state f'rom time to time. After taking into account tile length of
the measurement period, they found lower )~'s than tile original estimates produced in tile second Rand survev. In anv event, Visher confirmed the main conclusion fiom the Rand survey, that there was an
extreme skew in the distribution of ~. even in a sample of serious criminals in prison.
Loeber and Snvder (1990) used juvenile court data from a large sample of juvenile offenders in A'laricopa County (Phoenix), Arizona, to
study how tile rate of offending varied I)em, een ages eight and seventeen. Although ~. varied substantially as a function of age, increasing
monotonically, ~. was not related to the age at first offense. T h a t is, )~
was observed to be constant at each individual age level regardless of
the age at which offending began or desisted (Loeber and Snyder
1990). Since the absolute magnitude of)v among active juvenile offenders at any age was independent of how long offenders were invoh, ed in
criminal activity, Loeber and Snvder (1990, p. 105) concluded that,
"the only information needed to predict the average k for active juvenile offenders at any age is age."
Using police records from Project Metropolitan, \,Vikstr6m (1990)
calculated age-specific values of ~. for several crime types through age
twent~,-five. Fot, r key findings emerged. First, ~. peaked at age fifteen
(5.6 crimes per offender) for total crimes, but there was variation
across crime n.,pes with )~ peaking at fifteen for stcalmg (5.3 crimes per
offender), twenty-one for fraud (3.3 crimes per offender), and twentythree for violent crime (1.6 crimes per offender). Second, recidivist offenders had a higher 7<than tirst-time offenders. Third, males had X's
twice as high as females (9.1 compared to 4.5 crimes per offender). Finally, male ~.'s peaked at ages fifteen to seventeen, while female )v's
peaked at ages twent~,-two to twenty-four, implying that there is little
decrease in the offender rate at the oldest ages for females as compared
to males. In sum, Project k4etropolitan data indicate that k varies with
age and is not invariant across gender.
English and Mande (1992) examined the extent to which selfreported crime frequencies among prisoners were a function of how
such information was collected. These researchers examined five different methods for eliciting ~. from prisoners: a confidential, written
questionnaire; an a n o n y m o u s - - h u t not confidential--questionnaire; a
shortened version of the self-administered questionnaire; an automated
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version of the questionnaire in which the inmates etater their answers
directly into laptop computers; and administering the questionnaire in
t~vo different locations in the prison setting, one more and one less
"neutral." Ill addition, these authors administered surveys to female
prisoners.
A number of key findings emerged. First, there were few differences
in self-reported crime participation rates across the methods explored,
though blacks tended to report higher participation rates using the
anonymous version of the sun, ev than when using the other modes.
Second, crime frequency estimates remained fairly stable across the
different methods of survey administration with no differences found
across racc or age; however, the allOrlVll]O[iS version led to much
higher crime frequencies than the other methods. Tbird, the familiar
skewed offending rates that others have ffmnd for male prisoners also
characterized female prisoners. This skewed, female offending pattern
has also been observed with (~fticial records in two longitudinal data
sets in Philadelphia (Piquero 2000) and Providence (Piquero and 13uka
2002). More women reported committing only one type of crime,
while men ,'eported lnole involvement in several different crimes.
F'ourth, participation rates changed when the detinition of the crime
was changed. \.Vhen criminal activity was related to smaller compared
to larger increments of time (i.e., weekly vs. monthly), higher freqt, encies were observed. Fifth, demographic comparisons of self-reported
and official record data yielded complementan., infbrmation; the demographic thctors found to be associated with official records were the
same as those found for selgreport records. English (1993) reported
that once active in crime, women and men committed I)urglary, robberT, motor vehicle theft, fraud, and drug dealing at similar rates.
A'loreovcr, with regard to drug dealing, more than 15 percent of the
wonlen, compared with only 4 percent of the men, reported more than
twenty-live drug deals per day (English 1993, 1/. 374). Sixth, women
reported higher fiequcncics for theft and forgery while men reported
higher fi'equencics with assault. Irinany, the lack of data on female selfreports of ~. makes F.nglish and Mandc's results particularly important
and highlights some similarities to the pattern fi)r males. They fi)und
that female participation rates varied I~y race, with I)lacks participating
more in burglary, robl)ery/assault, and drug dealing than whites, and
whites participating more in forgciT/fiaud. The fi'cqucncy pattern was
similar to that fi)r male prisoners: a large percentage (ahnost 40 per-
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cent) of the sample reported fewer than five offenses during the observation period, while almost 20 percent reported 200-plus offenses during the obser~,ation t)eriod.
Barnett, 13hmlstein, and Farrington (1987, 1989) designed and tested
a probabilistic model of criminal careers. Their initial analysis suggested that criminal careers in the Cambridge study (through age
twent3,-five ) could be modeled with parameters reflecting constant individual rates of offending and constant rates of career termination.
They found, however, that the offending population had to be divided
into two grot, ps: "frequents" and "occasionals" (Barnett, Blumstein,
and Farrington 1987). They found that "frequents," comprising 43
percent of the sample, had an annual conviction rate of 1.14 convictions per year (constant with age) while the "occasionals," comprising
57 percent of the sample, had an annual conviction rate of .41. In a
follow-up prospective test, Barnett, t31umstein, and Farrington (1989)
applied their 1987 model to the Cambridge study males with five additional years of data (through age thirty). Although their original model
accurately predicted the number of recidivist convictions and the time
inten,als between recidivist convictions, the predictions for the frequents were hampered 1)y a few intermittent offenders who, although
temporarily stopt)ing their careers, later reinitiated offending after a
long gap.
Hornev and A'larshall (1991) relined the Rand methodolog3, to
achieve more precise estimates of ~. with a sample of Nebraska prisoners. They t, sed individual interviews that included a detailed calendar
system with month-by-month reporting of criminal activit3.,. This allowed them to look at variability of offending within individuals over
relatively short t)eriods of time. Focusing on those offenders who reported committing more than ten of anv particular target crimes during the three-year reference period, Homey and Marshall (1991) found
considerable variabilit3.,; that is, offenders reported periods of inactivit-v
and low, medium, and high rfites of activity. There was considerable
variability in individual offenders' values of ~. over the observation period. Patterns of activity varied considerably by crime t3.q)e. ¥\qlile burglars were unlikeh, to he active during all months, drug dealers had the
highest proportion of active months as well as the highest proportion
of months offending at high rates (Horney and Marshall 1991, p. 491).
Horney and Nlarshall suggest that ~. estimates in the origmal Rand Inmate Sur~,eys were overintlated, and especially for crimes with the
greatest time variability in offending flequencies.
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TABLE 5
Mean Offending Rate for Serious Violence from Causes and
Correlates Studies
l)enver
Age

Males

Rochester
Females

Males

Pittsburgh

Females

10

1.6

, ••

11

3.5

, ..

12

3.3

3.3

4.0

•• •

Males
2.6
3.3
2.8

13

10. l

1.5

6.9

2.7

3.3

14

10.4

2.4

7.2

5.5

4.1

15

7.7

2.3

5.7

5.4

4.9

16

11.8

2.1

5.3

4,5

6.7

17

10.9

1.4

3.7

•• •

g.6

18

12.0

1.0

5.g

. • •

19

8.7
Sourcr.--Kellcv

• . •
c t al. (1997), t a b l e 1, p. 7.

Kelley et al. (1997) examined serious violence offending rates in the
three causes and correlates studies (Pittsburgh, l)envcr, and Rochester)
by calculating the ntunber of self-repo,'ted serious violent acts committed within the annual reporting period (see table 5). Generally, active
male offenders committed more serious violence than active female of_
fenders. Between ages ten and nineteen, annual offense rates tended to
increase steadih, and continue throughout much of the adolescent period, but for l)enver and Rochester females, the number of offenses
peaked around ages fourteen to fifteen. For example, eighteen per I00
Rochester females committed ninet3,-nine serious, violent offenses at
age fourteen, while seven pe," 100 l)enver females committed seventeen serious violent offenses at age fourteen. T h e r e were also important differences across sites. For example, in l)enver, active male
offenders engaged in many more criminal acts than their fcnlalc
counterparts such that, by age eighteen, active males averaged twelve
serious violent crimes while active females averaged one serious violent
act. Moreover, l)enver males exhibited the largest annual offense rate
of all active offenders across all three sites: at age eighteen, nineteen
per 100 l)enver boys committed an estimated total of 228 offenses.
In Rochester, however, the differences bet3vcen boys and girls were
much smaller, especially in the mid-teens. Among Pittsburgh males,
increases in violent offending were observed throughot, t the teenage
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years. F'or example, at age seventeen, seventeen per 100 Pittsburgh
boys committed an estimated total of 146 offenses.
Canela-Cacho, Bhunstein, and Cohen (1997) used data from tile
Rand Second Inmate Surveys to develop an al)proach for estimating
the values of mean ;~ for diverse offender populations. Treating tile
self-reported estimates of Z for prisoners as a filtered sample (i.e., all
inmates have gone through the criminal justice system) and a threecomponent mixed exponential for all sorts of offenders (i.e., free, in
prison, etc.), they found important differences in offending rates bet~veen inmates and free offenders, between rohberv and burglary, and
across the three states m tile analysis. Free active offenders averaged
one to three robberies and two to four burglaries per },ear, while inmates had ;~ values ten to fifty times higher. Moreover, different levels
of offending were ohser~,ed across states, with the lowest mean )v of just
two to three robberies or hurglaries annually by individt, al offenders in
Texas, six to seven robberies or bt, rglaries in California, and fifteen
robberies and ten burglaries in Michigan. These differences resulted
from differences in imprisonment levels and differences in the overall
levels of criminality within the total offender population. These results
are important because they suggest that a highly heterogeneous offending frequency in the total population of offenders can combine
with relatively low imprisonment levels to lead to substantial selectivity
of high-)~ offenders among inmates and correspondingly low mean
value of ;~ among those offenders who remain free (Canela-Cacho,
Blumstein, and Cohen 1997, p. 133). \,Ve return to the relevance of
this issue for incapacitation decisions in greater detail when we discuss
the need for prediction alleviated bv "stochastic selectivity."
Lattimore and her colleagues (forthcoming) studied the characteristics of arrest fi'eqt, ency among paroled youthft, l offenders from tile
CYA. Using negative 1)inomials to examine the relationship between
several characteristics and the frequency of offending, they found that
individt, al and geographic characteristics were important predictors of
both the average arrest frequency and its variation among the offenders
in a three-year follow-t,p.
Contrary to the observed relationships between participation and
demographic characteristics, research based on official records tends to
indicate that there is not a strong relationship between offending fiequency and demographic characteristics, though some recent selfreport data on serious violence tends to indicate otherwise (Elliott
1994; Kelley et al. 1997). In general, active offenders who begin crimi-
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nal activit3, at an early age, use alcohol and drugs heavily, and have
extensive prior records commit crime at higher rates than other offenders.
Spelman (1994) stumnarized current knowledge on offending frequencies. First, there are different values for the average offense fiequencies across studies because researchers provide different definitions and operationalizations of the offense rate. Second, most of the
variation in offense rates can be attributed to differences in the l)opula tions sampled and especially where in the criminal justice system they
are sampled. Third, the average offender commits around eight crimes
pe," yea,', while offenders who are incarcerated at some point in their
lives commit thirtw to fifty crimes per year, and the average member
of an incoming prison cohort COlnlnits between sixty and 100 crimes
per year. Fourth, criminals do not commit crimes all the time; in other
words, there is evidence that many offenders spend long periods of
time in which they commit no crimes. Fiftit, the distribution of o f
fending fi'equencics is highly skewed, with a few offenders committing
crimes at much higher than average rates.
2. l£sti~lates oJ" D,ratio~JTe~'**li~latio~l. The two most common approaches for studying career termination have been through providing
estimates of termination probabilities after each arrest and estimating
the time between the first and last crimes committed. Regarding termination probabilities, Blumstein et al. (1986, p. 89) calculated persistence probabilities for six different data sets and found that after each
subsequent event (i.e., police contact, arrest, conviction, etc.), the persistence probability increases, reaching a plateau of .7 to .9 by the
fourth event across all data sets. Farrington, Lambert, and West (1998)
t, sed conviction data to calculate recidivism prol)abilities for Cambridge study males through age thirty-two and found that after the
third offense the recidivisln prol3at~ility ranged fi'om .79 to .91 througtl
the tentll offense. "l'he same substantive conclusion was reached when
they examined the recidivism prolmbilitics of the subjects' brothers.
Bhunstcin, Irarrington, and Nloitra (1985) pose a model of polmlation heterogeneity in which some mcml)ers are "innocents" (i.e., refrain fi-om offending), some arc "desisters" (i.e., with relatively low
persistence probabilities), and others are "persisters" (i.e., with relatively high persistence probalfilities). By partitioning the sample into
these three grout)s , Bhlmstein and colleagues are ahle to account for
the rise in the observed aggregate recidivism prohalfilitics by studying the changing composition of offenders at each stage of invoh, emcnt;
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with most des:stets stopping early, only smaller numhers of highrecidivism persisters are left. The key asstnnption is that each offender
has a constant desistance prohability after tile comnlission of each offense. Their analysis, applied to several different longitudinal studies,
indicated a very high prevalence of official involvement in criminal activitl,, a high, stable recidivism rate through ahout the sixth invoh,ement, and a higher but stable recidivisnl rate for subsequent involvements. After the first few involvements, recidivism probahilities
stabilized tat a high level (about 80-90 percent). 133,characterizing offenders' carters as a series of recidivism events, their model permits
some few persisters to drop out early and some few des:stets to accumulatc a large number of offenses. Blumstcin, Farrington, and Moitra
(1985, p. 216) suggest, thcn, that the persister/desister characterization
"encourages thinking about populations of offenders in terms of probabilistic expectations rather than in terms of retrospective characterizations" as is the case with arbitrary retrosl)ective designations of some
as "chronic" offenders. \,Vhen these authors applied their model to thc
Cambridge study data, they found that persisters were distinguished
from desisters by several "risk factors" obser~ed at ages eight to ten
including troublesomeness as assessed by peers and teachers, criminal
parents, low nonverhal IQ, poor parental child-rearing practices, and
SO o n .

Barnett and Lofaso (1985) attempted to predict future arrest rates in
the Philadelphia birth cohort at a specified arrest nunlber. Two important findings emerge. First, only past arrest rates were systematically
related to future rates. Second, problems arose as a result of truncation
of the arrest record at the eighteenth birthday. After assuming that arrests occurred probabilistically according to a Poisson process, Barnett
and Lofaso calculated the probabilit3, of no arrest occurring between
the last juvenile arrest and the eighteenth birthday, given that the
offender was continuing his criminal career. They could not reject the
hyt)othesis that all apparent desistance was false. In other words, almost all offenders were likely also to have had a subsequent adult arrcst
after their eighteenth birthday.
Barnett, Blumstein, and Farrington (1987) built on the work of
Bh, mstein, Irarrington, and Nloitra (1985) and Barnett and LoFaso
(1985) by avoiding the implication that all desistance is true (as in
Blumstein, F'arrington, and Moitra) or that all desistance is false (as in
the case in Barnett and Lofaso). Barnett et al. developed a model that
includes a conviction rate and a desistance probabilitl~. In addition,
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they found it necessary to postt, late two populations of offenders, one
with a high conviction rate and another with a low conviction rate.
Using data from the Cambridge stt, dy through age twent3.,-five, they
found that a model explicitly incorporating individual rates of conviction and a parameter characterizing the termination process, along
with two separate parameters to reflect offender heterogeneity (i.e.,
"occasional" and "frequent" offenders), fit the data well. Barnett,
Blumstein, and Farrington (1989) then engaged in a prospective test
of their model using an additional five years of conviction data collected on the Cambridge subjects (through age thirty). Their results
indicated that the original model accurately predicted the number of
recidivist convictions, as well as the time interval between recidivistic
convictions. However, the predictions tot" the "frequents" were hampered by a few "intermittent" offenders who reinitiated offending after
a long, crime-free period.
A number of studies have attempted to derive estimates of career
duration, typically measured as career length in years (see table 6).
Three major studies conducted in the 197()s estimated career lengths
to be between live and tifteen years (Greenbcrg 1975; Shinnar and
Shinnar 1975; Greene 1977). Shinnar and Shinnar (1975) estimated career length with partial career information based on aggregate data on
the time between tirst and current adult arrests of live years for all offenders and ten years for recidivists reported for a sample of offenders
from Ft31 tiles. Shinnar and Shinnar had no information on juvenile
offending periods, nor the age of first offending. Under several assumptions regarding estimates of the average numher of Index arrests
per ),car per offender, Greenberg (1975) approxi,nated active Index career lengths to bc about live years. His estimates, however, rest on the
steady-state assumption of stationaritv in the processes generating an
active criminal population. Greene (1977) applied a life-table approach
to the age distribution of arrestees in a single year in \'Vashington,
I).C., and assumed that all arrcstees were criminally active at age eighteen. f i t estimated the mean adult career Icngth i:or Index offenses to
be twelve years. Greene's estimates, however, assumed that all active
offenders were equally likely to have at least one arrest in a year, that
all offenders began their adult criminal careers at age eighteen, and
that the size of the offender population at each age is constant over
time.
Building on Greene's work, Blumstein, Cohen, and Hsieh (1982)
conducted the most detailed study of criminal career duration and used
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data on arrests rather than on arrestees to estimate career lengths. Although the Bhnnstein, Cohen, and Hsieh (1982) approach has been
credited with requiring fewer assmnptions about the distrihution of career lengths and the underlying system producing this distrihution
(Spehnan 1994, p. 132), like all career-length studies, the Blumstein,
Cohen, and Hseih (1982) approach makes several assumptions (e.g.,
age eighteen as the beginning of the adult criminal career, the probahilitv of at least one arrest in a year does not vary with age, etc.). Their
analysis yielded five key insights. First, the average criminal commits
crimes over about a five-year career, with mean career lengths of 4.2
and 7.0 for property and personal offenders, respectively. Second,
in comparing career lengths for a seven-year period (1970-76), they
tbund that the mean career lengths were fairly stahle over time.
Third, they found that the dropout rate appeared to vary over the
course of a career, tirst falling ("break-in" failures), then leveling off,
and then rising with "hurn-out" in the later years. T h e criminal career
can be construed as three distinct phases (Blumstein, Cohen, and
Hsieh 1982, p. 38). In the tirst phase, the "break-in" period in the
early years of the career, dropout rates decrease, and the mean residual
career length (i.e., the expected time still remaining in a career) increases. This st, rprising result--residual career length increasing as the
offender stays active--is a consequence of the changing composition of
the offender population; through their twenties, the more committed
offenders persist, the less committed drop out, and so the residual average career length of the remaining group increases as a result. This
initial phase lasts for the first ten to twelve years of the career. In the
second sta ) e period, heginning around age thirty for eighteen-yearold starters, there are likely to he stahle residt, al career lengths, l)t, ring
this second phase, the dropot, t rate is at its minimum, and the expected
time remaining in the career is h:mgcst (i.e., ahout ten additional years
regardless of the prior duration of careers). "l"hus, regardless of the
number of years a person has been active hi a career, the expected time
remaining is similar. Then, in the [inal 'burn-or t" period, around age
forty-one, which is characterized hv increasing dropout rates, the expected time remaining in a career gets shorter.
17ourth, career length was associated with onset age such that
younger starters tended to have longer careers. T h e onh, exception to
this was the finding that fi)r offenders with lllOle than seven years already in a career, older starters exhibited longer remaining careers.
l;'inallv careers tended to v:uT somewhat across crime types, with
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property offenders exhihiting the shortest careers (about four to fis'e
years) among eighteen-year-old starters, though tile careers for those
who do remain active as adult property offenders in their thirties can
be expected to last for another ten ),ears (Bhmlstein et al. 1986, p. 94).
T h e longest careers are found for murder and aggravated assault,
which averaged ahout ten years among eighteen-year-old starters
(131umstein, Cohen, and Hsieh 1982, p. 66). In sum, persistent offenders who begin their adult careers at age eighteen or earlier and who
are still active in their thirties are most likely to I)e persistent offenders
and are likely to continue to commit crimes for about another ten ),ears
(Visher 2000, p. 608).
Elliott, Huizinga, and Morse (1987) studied career lengths with the
first five waves of the NYS. Unlike other researchers who define career
length as tile period of time from the frst through the last year of
offending, these authors defined career length as the nlaxinltlnl number of consecutive ),ears the individual was classified as a serious violent
offender measured via self-reports. Elliott, Huizinga, and Morse found
that the mean length of violent careers over the live-year period was
rather short (1.58),ears), with most serious violent offenders having a
career length of one year. Still, al)out 4 percent have a career length
of five years. Using a Canadian sample, Le Blanc and Frdchette (1989)
found that career length was longer when assessed via self-reports than
via official records. Career duration varied by crime type with crimes
of personal attack having tile shortest mean duration (1.46),ears) and
crimes of burglary (3.47),ears) and petty la,'ccnv (3.56) having the longest mean durations.
Spehnan (1994) studied career lengths with data from tile three-state
Rand Inmate Surveys. He made several assunq)tions about criminal careers and developed estimates of total career lengths from seven to ten
years for property offenders and seven to nine years for personal offenders, with some slight variations across states. Spehnan identified
the average career length in the Rand data to be ahout 8.5 years. However, when he took the dropout process among adult offenders into
consideration, he revised his estimates of the average career length to
be al)out six or seven ),ears (Spehnan 1994, p. 140). Spehnan (1994,
p. 156) shows that young and inexperienced offenders, those in tile first
five years of their career, are more likely than older offenders to drop
out each ),ear, but after five years tile rate of dropout levels off, rising
onh, after the twentieth year as an active offender.
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Tarling (1993) examined career durations with official records from
males and females born in 1953 and followed until age thirty-one, and
found that, excluding one-time offenders, tile average duration was 7.4
years for males and 4.9 },ears for females. Later analysis of the same
data through age forty found that the average duration increased for
males and females to 9.7 and 5.6 years, respectively (Home Office Statistical Bulletin 1995). Similar estimates of career duration have been
made in London and Stockhohn (Farrington and ~,Vikstr6m 1994).
Farrington, Lambert, and \'Vest (1998) examined the duration of
criminal careers in the Cambridge study using conviction data to age
forty. Defining the duration of a criminal career as the time interval
between the tirst and last conviction, and exchiding one-time offenders, the average duration of criminal careers was ten years. Fifteen
males (9.1 percent) had career durations exceeding twenty years. Farrington, Lambert, and \,Vest also collected data on the siblings and
wives of the study subjects and found that brothers of study subjects
had similar career durations, but the criminal careers of sister's and
wives were shorter, averaging about eight ycars. T h e career duration
for study subjects' fathers and mothers averaged sixteen and fifteen
years, respectively, at least in part because they had more time to accumr, late convictions, lrinally, Fa,'rington, Lambert, and \,Vest compared
career dr, ration to the age of onset for study subjects. Average c a r e e r
d u r a t i o n decreased significantly with increasing age of onset for study
subjects and for their mothers and fathers. Those study subjects who
experienced onset between ages ten and thirteen incurred 8.77 offenses
and had a career duration of 11.58 years. Those individuals experiencing onset hetween ages twenty-one to thirty incurred 1.79 offenses and
had a career duration of 2.33 years. Similar conch, sions were reached
regarding the relationship between onset age and career duration when
brothers, filthers, mothers, sisters, and wives' criminal careers were examined (Farrington, LamlJert, and \,Vest 1998, p. 102). \,Vhen I:arrington (2001) extended the analysis to inchldc conviction records of onctimc offenders, hc fimnd that the average duration of criminal careers,
defined as the time between the thst conviction and the last, was 7.1
years. I~xcluding one-time offenders whose duration was zero, the average du,'ation of criminal careers in the Cambridge study was I0.4
vears.
Piquero, Brame, and Lynam (2002) studied the length of criminal
careers using data fl'om a sample of serious offenders paroled fi',m
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CYA institutions in the 1970s. Defining career length as the time between the age of last arrest less the age at first police contact, average
career length was 17.27 },ears, with little difference hetween white
(16.7 },ears) and nonwhite parolees (17.7 years).
Because much research on career length has heen descriptive, there
is ahnost no research predicting career duration. Smith and Gartin
(1989) used data fiom the Racine cohorts to study the effect of arrest
on the duration of a criminal career. Defining career duration as the
time between an individual's first and last police contact, the}, found
that for the sample of offenders who remained criminally active after
a kth contact, an arrest appeared to extend the duration of their criminal career. In addition, age was negatively associated with career duration. Elliott, Huizinga, and Morse (1987) used the first five waves of
the NYS to examine the extent to which career length varied by gender, race, class, residence, and age, and found that career length did
not vary much across these factors, with the exception that career
lengths varied by place of residence, with urban youths reporting
s o l n e w h a t longer c a r e e r s .
Piquero, Brame, and Lvnam (2002) used data from a sample of parolees from the CYA to examine the correlates of career length. Several key findings emerged. First, individuals with low cognitive abilities
and reared in disadvantaged environments during childhood tended to
have the longest careers. Second, when this risk contrast was compared
for white and nonwhite parolees, it was more important for nonwhites.
T h e data showed three sets of findings across race. First, among parolees experiencing little risk in the risk contrast (i.e., no cognitive deficits
and no disadvantaged environments), caree," duration was identical
among white and nonwhite parolees (ahnost seventeen ),ears). Second,
among nonwhites only, the risk contrast was related to career length
with nonwhite parolees experiencing cognitive deficits and disadvantaged environments exhihiting the longest career lengths (ahnost nineteen years).-Third, among white parolees, the risk contrast was not related to career length; career lengths varied between sixteen and
seventeen },ears regardless of the level of the risk contrast.
Since many data sets used to study termination/persistence probabilities and career length duration are right-hand censored (i.e., the
observations are cut off at a particular age), estimates regarding the duration of careers are biased downward (Blumstein, Cohen, and Hsieh
1982; G reenberg 1991). In other words, attril)uting the ahsence of filrther events near the end of the ohservation period to desistance rather
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than to tile time between events m a still-active career will lead to
overestimates of desistance, or "false desistance" (Blumstein et al.
1986, p. 91). This raises the question of how many years of nonoffending have to be observed to conchide that someone has desisted
(Laub and Sampson 2001; Maruna 2001).
Bushwav et al. (2001) recognized the difficulties in studying termination generally and desistance in particular and outlined an empirical
framework for studying desistance as a process. Instead of focusing on
offending itself, these authors argued for a focus on changes in the oil
fending rate over time. In particular, Bushwav et al. (2001, t1. 496) argued that it made more sense to describe, operationalize, and study desistance as a process in which criminality (i.e., the propensity to offend)
changes over time. T h e y define desistance as "the process of reduction
in tile rate of offending (understood conceptually as an estimate of
criminality) from a nonzero level to a stable rate empirically indistinguishahle fi'om zero" (Bushway et al. 2001, p. 500). Recently, 13ushwav,
Thornberry, and Krohn (fbrthcoming) compared tile IJushwav et al.
(2001) approach with a more traditional approach ofdetining a desister
as someone who has been observed to refrain fl'om offending f o r a certain period of time. Using self-report data fi'om the Rochester site of
the causes and correlates study, these authors found that the two approaches identified different people as desisters.
T h e idea of desistance is a key feature of the criminal career paradigm. Since thc publication of the NAS report in 1986, several dcsistance studies, hoth theoretical and empirical, have appeared (e.g.,
Uggen and Piliavin 1998; Kruttschnitt, Uggen, and Shelton 2000). T o
avoid duplication, we refer readers to a detailed review of this literature
in CO'linemMTusthe (Laub and Sampson 2001).
3. Crime-7),pe s14Lv. T h e study of crilne-typc mix invoh, es studying
seriousness (the tendency to coliamit serious crimes througllout one's
criminal career), escalation (the tendency to mtwe towaM more serious
criincs :is one's c,lrcer progresses), specialization (the tendency to repeat the same offense type on successive crimes), and crime-type
switching (the tendency to switch types of criincs and/or crilne categories on successive crimes).
Most research on offense seriousness and escalation has been carricd out with official records. \,Vith data fl'onl the 1945 Philadell)hia
hirth cohort through age seventeen, \,Volfgang, I:iglio, and Sellin (1972)
found that although each subscqucnt offense tended to bc somcwh:~t
more serious than the preceding offense, observed increases in seri-
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ousness scores were small. They interpreted these results as indicative
of relativeh, stable delinquency careers. Anah,sis of successive transitions by Cohen (1986), however, found increases m switches to more
serious offense types and decreases in switches to less serious offense
types on later transitions with the Philadelphia cohort. In addition,
Cohen (1986, p. 402) reported some escalation in seriousness for Philadelphia juveniles, especially for nonwhite offenders. Smith and Smith
(1984) also ,'eported evidence consistent with escalation in seriousness
on successive arrests for juveniles. Data from Rojek and Erickson for
juveniles in Pima County, Arizona, indicated that "there is no evidence
that the probability distributions of the five tTpes of offenses shift in
any way toward more serious offenses" (1982, p. 17; see also Bursik
1980). However, reanalysis hy Cohen (1986, pp. 397-98) indicated
that switches fiom juvenile status offenses to more serious crimes on
later transitions were common, a finding not corroborated in another
study of status offenders (Shelden, Horvath, and Tracy 1987).
Data examining adult-only periods or comhining juvenile and adult
periods tend to show that average seriousness declines on successive
arrests, indicating patterns of de-escalation (see Hamparian et al. 1978;
Shannon 1982; Cohen 1986, p. 403). Thus, during the juvenile years,
the seriousness of arrests increases somewhat throughout adolescence,
while during the adult },ears, seriousness tends to be stable early on
followed by de-escalation. Although involvenlent in serious offending
as a juvenile is predictive of continued offending into adulthood, more
so for males than females (Stattin and A'lagnusson 1991; Tracv and
Kemp-Leonard 1996), among juveniles who remain active into adult11oo(I, their seriousness scores tend to increase and then stabilize (Rand
1987; Visher 2000).
There have been several comprehensive examinations of escalation.
Datesman and Aickin (1984) used self-report data from a sample of
deinstitutionalized juvenile offenders fiom Delaware and found less
specialization than appears from official records and that females
tended to be more specialized than males. \,Vhite females tended to be
more specialized in stares offenses than any other race/gender combination group. Little evidence was found for escalation as most of the
youths did not return to court afte, their first referral for status offcnses. Shelden, Horvath, and Tracy (1987) found that the majority of
juvenile court referrals (whose first referral was a status offense) did
not hecome serious delinquents, although male status offende,'s were
more likely than females to escalate.
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Bhunstein et al. (1988) studied criminal records of Michigan offenders and found that average seriousness was stable over the careers
of African-American offenders with ten arrests for serious crimes,
whereas similar white offenders exhil)ited an increase in seriousness
over successive arrests. Only a small group of offenders, however, were
likely to engage in increasingly serious behavior over their careers.
Tracy, \,Volfgang, and Figlio (1990, p. 173) studied escalation with
both Philadelphia birth cohorts and t\mnd, generally, that when an of_
fense was repeated, the severity was greater than that of the former
offense. In addition, they found that escalation patterns did not vary
across race, although injury offenses were repeated in both cohorts
with substantial increases in severity.
In a test of Loeber and Hav's pathways model, Loeber et al. (1999)
employed self-report data fiom the three causes and co,'relates studies
(Pittsburgh, Denver, and Rochester) to examine how seriousness increases over time within a career. Their analysis at each site indicated
that ct, mulative age of onset curves fin" steps in the pathways fi)llowcd
the expected pattern with the less serious forms of problem behavior
and delinquency occurring tirst and the more serious fi)rms occurring
later. In addition, Loeber et al. (1999, p. 260) found that the prol)ortion of participants who advanced to a next step in a pathway was consistent with expectations and that across the sites the fit of participants
in the pathways for steps two and higher in the overt and covert pathways was consistent with the model.
Diverse methodological techniques (Wolfgang et al. 1972; Farrington, Snyder, and Finnegan 1988; Britt 1996; Paternoster et al. 1998;
Piquero et al. 1999) have been employed to investigate specialization,
or the tendency to ,'el)cat the same offense type on successive crimes
(see review in Cohen 1986; Tracv and Kcmpf-Leonard 1996). In the
1945 l)hiladelphia birth cohort, \.Volfgang, F'iglio, and Scllin (1972)
found that there appeared to he no evidence of specialization although
offcndcrs were most likch, to have a sul)scquent involvement for a
non-Index crilne, especially theft. Similar results were obtained in the
Puerto Rico hirth cohort study (Ncvares, \,Volfgang, and Tracv 1990)
and in the 1958 Philadelphia birth cohort study. In the 1958 cohort,
however, spccialization was slightly more evident among recidMsts
and becallle illore prollounccd as the number of offenses increased
(Tracy, \.Volfgang, and F'iglio 1990, p. 173). Self-report data from the
P,and studies suggest that, althot, gh there is some evidence of property
specialization (Spehnan 1994), incarcerated offenders tend to rcpc~rt
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much more generality than specialt3; (Petersilia, Greenwood, and
Lavin 1978; Peterson and l~raiker 1980; Chaiken and Chaiken 1982).
Bursik's (1980) study of serious juvenile offenders in Cook County,
Illinois, provided evidence of specialization. Rojek and Erickson (1982)
examined specialization among juvenile offenders in Pima Count3~,
Arizona, and found evidence of specialization for propert3, offenses and
a status offense (running away), hut not for other offense types. Smith
and Smith (1984) studied specialization with a sample of male juveniles
and found some evidence of specialization, especially among those delinquents who began their careers with a robbe W offense. Farrington,
Snyder, and Finnegan (1988)developed the "for~vard specialization coefficient" (FSC) to quantiR., specialization among juvenile delinquents.
This ranged from zero for no specialization to one for perfect specialization. Their analysis indicated that there was a small but signilicant
degree of specialization in the midst of a great deal of versatility.
Stander et al. (1989) used conviction data fi'om a 10 percent sample
survey of 698 adult males (aged twenty-one or above) under sentence
in the twenty-one prisons in the southeast region of England in 1972
to study offense specialization. Three findings emerged. First, consistent with a Markov chain hypothesis (i.e., knowledge of an offender's
past history of offense types adds nothing to the prediction that could
be made on the basis of the present offense type), the probability of
switching from one offense to another remained constant over successive convictions. At the same time, and contrary to the Nlarkov hypothesis, the past history of offense t),pes helped in predicting fimJre
offense types, offering some st, pport for specialization. Second, sex offenders were the most specialized. Third, the most persistent offenders
became increasingly specialized in fraud.
Some scholars have investigated specialization in violence. Using a
binomial model applied to official record data, Farrington (1989), Piquero (2000), and Piquero and Buka (2002) reported little evidence of
specialization in violence in the Cambridge study, or the Philadelphia
and Providence perinatal cohorts, respectively, and that the commission of a violent offense in a criminal career is a function of offending
fi'equency: frequent offenders are more likely to accumulate a violent
offense in their career. Farrington (1991) tested the hypothesis that violent offenses occur at random in criminal careers and failed to reject
the hypothesis. Similar ,'esults have been ohtained by Capaldi and Patterson (1996) with self-report data from the Oregon Youth Study.
Two main conclusions can be drawn from the specialization litera-
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ture. First, in general, the next offense ~,pe is proportional to its prevalence with some bias toward repeating. Second, although there is some
evidence of specialization (Stander et al. 1989), most crimmal careers
are marked by versatile offending patterns (Chaiken and Chaiken
1982; Klein 1984; Cohen 1986; Stattin, Magnusson, and Reichel 1989;
Lattimore, Visher, and Linster 1994).
At the same time, there is some evidence that specialization patterns
may vary across demographic subgroups. Regarding age, important
differences in specialization are observed between adults and juveniles.
Across several studies, specialization appea,s to be stronger in magnitude and to be found in all offense types for adult than for juvenile
offenders (Cohen 1986; though see Bursik 1980).
Two studies have examined how age at onset relates to specialization. Rojek and Erickson (1982) computed matrices of u'ansition probabilities by onset age and conchldcd that none of the age-spccitic matrices differed fi'om each othe," (though see Cohen 1986). Piquero et
al. (1999) applied two different analytic techniques (the FSC and the
diversity index) to data fiom the 1958 Philadelphia birth cohort for
arrests through age twenty-six and fc)und that, although there was an
inverse relationship hetween onset age and offense specialization, when
age was controlled by examining common offending periods for different onset age groups, the relationship vanished. It appears, then, that
versatility differences between onset age groups have more to do with
the effects of age itself than with onset age. In sum, although there is
some limited evidence of specialization in the juvenile years for statusoriented offenses, specialization is more sporadic among juvenile offenders (Cohen 1986) but tends to increase as a career progresses
(t3himstein et al. 1986). Sl)ecialization among adult offenders tends to
bc stronger for drt, gs, flaud, and auto theft (Bhmlstein et al. 1988).
Onh, a handflil of studies have examined gender differences in specialization. Rojek and Erickson (1982) f()und that, although specialization was less fl'equent fi:ll"female juvenile offenders, gender diffcrenccs
in offense switching were obscrvcd with female offcllders being more
likeh, than males to desist or to move to a runaway offense. Using ofticial records fi'om s\'laricopa County, Arizona, Farrington, Snyder, and
lrinncgan (1988) fbund that males tended to specialize in the more serious offenses, and females tended to he runaway specialists. Mazerolle
et al. (2000) used official record data from the 1958 Philadelphia birth
cohort and failed to lind sul)stantive differences in offending diversity
hetween males and females across five offense transitions. In addition,
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when interrelationships bet~veen gender, onset age, and specialization
were examined, differences in levels of offending diversitT were found
between males and females, differentiated by onset age criteria, a result
that was corroborated when the authors substituted "persistence" for
onset age. Piquero and Buka (2002) used court referral data from the
Providence perinatal cohort to study specialization in violence and
failed to find evidence of any gender differences. Soothill, Francis, and
Fligelstone (2002) applied latent class analysis to conviction data t¥om
the 1953 and 1958 British birth cohorts to study offense specialization
generally and across gender in particular. They found a different cluster solution (i.e., a different number of offense groups) across gender,
with females' offending being less diverse than males' offending..As in
previous research, there was an increasing tendency toward specialization with age, especially for males. D,Zhile a shoplifting cluster emerged
for both sexes, a cluste," titled "marginal lifest~,le with versatile offending" was the most common cluster across gender. Most crime
switching was toward noncrime; that is, there was little tendency to
switch to the same crime.
\,Vith regard to race, ~AZolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin (1972) tbund that
although white offenders tend to be more specialized than nonwhite
offenders, nonwhites exhibited a greater tendency to switch to violent
offense tTpes. Bursik (1980) found that both whites and nonwhites engaged in specialized offending, with nonwhite juveniles more likely,
than white juveniles to move to violent offenses. Rojek and Erickson
(1982), however, failed to find evidence of race differences in offense
switching. Using arrest records, Blumstein et al. (1988) found some
evidence of specialization in each crime t3q)e among Michigan offenders; however, specialization was not uniformly strong across all crime
tTpes. For example, drugs were a highly specialized crime tTpe among
whites and blacks, but fraud was more specialized among white offenders while auto theft was more specialized among black offenders.
Bh, mstein et al. (1988) concluded that levels of specialization were
generally similar for active white and black offenders for most crime
types. Tracy, \,Volfgang, and Figlio (1990) examined specialization
across race in both the 1945 and 1958 Philadelphia birth cohorts and
found, in general, that there were no race effects with regard to specialization. However, when Tracy, \,Volfgang, and Figlio removed
desisters and concentrated on recidivists, they found race effects. In
particular, the white "chronics" (i.e., those with more than four arrests) in the 1945 cohort repeated theft offenses, while white chronics
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in the 1958 cohort appeared to specialize in theft and combination offenses. Nonwhite chronics in the 1945 cohort showed evidence of repeating more offense types than their white counterparts ill either cohort, and strong evidence of specialization was obsen,ed for injury
offenses among nonwhite offenders in the 1958 cohort (Tracy, \,Volfgang, and Figlio 1990, p. 173). The evidence for specialization was
stronger in both cohorts as the number of recidivist offenses increased.
Piquero and Buka (2002), however, failed to find evidence of specialization in violence with court referral data through age seventeen
among white and nonwhite members of the Providence perinatal cohort.
Directly related to the specialization issue is the switching that occurs across clusters of crime types. Clusters represent natt, ral groupings of offense types (violence, property, other), and research tends to
indicate that adult offenders display a stronger tendency to switch
among offense types within a cluster and a weaker tendency to switch
to offense types outside a cluster, but the strong partitioning is not :is
sharp among juveniles (131umstein et al. 1986; Cohen 1986). Among
juvcniles, there appears to be a tendency to switch between violent and
property offenses. Rojek and Erickson (1982) found a sharp partition
between traditional crime categories and juvenile status offenses. Interestingly, the tendency for offense types to cluster varies somewhat by
race, with a stronger partition between violent and property offenses
evident among black than among white offenders.
Blumstein et al. (1988) engaged in the most comprehensive anah,sis
of crime-type switching with arrest data from Michigan offenders. Using four categories (violent, rol)bery, prot)crt3.,, and drugs), they found
that black offenders were more likely than white offenders to switch to
violence or rol)l)erv and less likely to switch to offenses involving
drugs. Rates of switching to property offenses were similar fi)r whites
and blacks 031umstein ct al. 1988, p. 331).
Lc Blanc and Frdchettc (1989) used data fi'om two Canadian samples
to study issues ,'elated to offense variety and changes in the crime mix.
Regarding variety, they found that in both ad.lcsccnt an(l delinqucl]t
samples, their offending be lay or was more heterogeneous than homogencous. Several important tindings emerged ctmcerning changes in
the crime mix. First, burglan/was a common criminal act engaged in
by most delinquents. Second, when the degree of diversity increased,
atttomohile theft increased. Third, crime severity increased throughout
the juvenile period with a more serious crime mix in late adolescence
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as offenders moved away from crhnes of theft and on to more personal
crimes such as armed robbery. 17ourth, as age increased, there was a
tendency for more specialized offending patterns.
The empirical literature on crime-~.,pe switching and offense chisters suggests that violent and property offenses form distinct clusters
and that adult offenders and incarcerated juveniles ;ire more likely to
commit offenses within a cluster than to switch to offenses outside a
cluster (Cohen 1986; Visher 2000). Drug offenders, however, do not
tend to switch to either violent or property offenses (Cohen 1986;
Blumstein et al. 1988). There is also some evidence of increasing specialization with age.
4. Co-ojCfemtmgPatterns. Criminal activity, especially adolescent delinquency, is a group phenomenon (Cohen 1955; Zimring 1981;
Tremblav 1993). Unff~rtunately, little empirical work has been completed on this, and little information exists regarding the group criminal behavior of youths in transition to adult status or of adult offenders
at different ages (Reiss 1986a).
Reiss and Farrington (1991) used the Cambridge data to examine
patterns of co-offending, and their results yielded five key findings.
First, while most juvenile and young adult offenses were committed
with others, the incidence of co-offending declined steadih, with age.
Males changed from co-off'ending to lone offending in their twenties,
a finding that provides indirect support for Nloffitt's contention that
peers are important during adolescence but become less of a factor in
adulthood. Second, burglau, robbery, and theft from vehicles were
particularly likely to involve co-offenders, which raises the possibility
that co-offending matters more for some crimes than others. Third,
there was some consistency in co-offending from one offense to the
next. Fourth, co-offenders tended to be similar in age, gender, and
race, and tTpically lived close to the locations of the offenses. Fifth,
about one-third of the most persistent offenders continually offended
with less criminally experienced co-offenders, perhaps indicating that
these persistent offenders repeatedly recruited others, a finding also
consistent with Nloffitt's prediction that persistent offenders recruit
others into criminal activities.
~.,Varr (1996) used self-report data from the National Survey of
Youth to study organization and instigation in delinquent groups and
offered four key findings. First, althot, gh delinquent groups were small
and transitory, offenders belongcd to multiple groups. Second, groups
appeared to be more specialized in offending than did individuals.
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Third, most delinquent groups had an older, more experienced leader.
Fourth, roles within delinquent groups changed over time contingent
oil the situational interaction of both grot, p and individual characteristics.
ht the Swedish Borliinge study, a project that studied all juveniles
suspected of offenses in the Borliinge police district between 1975 and
1977, Sarnecki (1990) found that 45 percent of all youths suspected of
offenses at some stage during the six-year study period could be linked
together in a single large network that accounted for tile majority of all
offenses. Net~vork membership was important for youths' introduction
to--and continued involvement in--delinquency. Further, Sarnecki
found a large overlap bet~veen the juveniles' circle of friends and their
circle of co-offenders.
Recently, Sarnecki (2001) completed the most comprehensive study
of delinquent networks. Using data fiom all individuals aged twenty or
less who were suspected of (me or more offenses in Stockhohn during
1991-95, Sarnccki examined official records to assess the extent and
role of co-offending. A number of important findings emerged. First,
60 percent of the individuals had a co-offender at some point. Second,
tile more active delinquents tended to have tile most co-offenders.
Third, like \.Varr, Sarnecki observed that mt, ch co-of}ending was transient and short-lived. Fourth, burglary and shoplifting were the most
common co-offending crinms. Fifth, most co-offending and co-offenders tended to be of the same age. However, there were some important
gender differences in co-offending. Males tended to co-offend primarih, with other males; this was the case for over 94 percent of the of_
lenses among males hetween ages ten and twentw-one. Among females,
however, the proportion of girls choosing other females was lower
than the proportion of boys choosing other males as co-offenders (Sarnecki 2001, p. 65). Interestingly, and consistently with \.Varr's (1996)
ohservations, tile older girls chose males as co-offenders much more
often than did younger girls. Morcover, tile male co-ofl:cndcrs chosen
hv girls were on average coilsidcrahlv ohlcr than tile girls were themselves (p. 65). \.Vhen a girl was suspected of co-off'ending with a male,
the age differcnce was ahnost four years, while the age difference hctwcen female co-offenders and inalc co-offenders was one and 1.2
years, rcspcctively. Sixth, co-offenders tended to live close to offenders, thot,gh the distance hetween co-offenders' places of residence increased with age (p. 65).
Conwav and McCord (2002) conducted the first co-offending study
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designed to track patterns of violent criminal behavior over an eighteen-.year period (1976-94) among a random sample of 400 t, rban
offenders and their accomplices in Philadelphia. The distinctive aspect
of this research was its use of court records. Conwav and A'IcCord argued that self-report records may overestimate the role that peers play
in criminal activity. Using crime data collected from Philadelphia court
records and "rap sheets," they found that nonviolent offenders who
committed their first co-offense with a violent accomplice were at increased risk for suhsequent serious violent crime, independent of the
effects of age and gender (Conway and McCord 2002, p. 104). This
suggests that violence may "spread" from violent offenders to those
inexperienced in violence.
Though not directh, related to co-offending t)atterns, Havnie (2001)
used data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health
to examine how network structures are incorporated into the roles of
delinquent peers more generally. Two main findings emerged. First,
friends' delinquency, as measured by responses from friends who composed the adolescent's friendship net~vork, was associated with an adolescent's own self-reported delinquency. Second, network properties summarizing the structure of friendship networks moderated the
delinquency/peer association. In particular, delinquent friends had a
weaker association with delinquency when adolescents were located m
a peripheral position within their peer network, when their peer network was not very cohesive, and when they had less prestige. Delinqt, ent friends had a stronger association when adolescents were located
in a central position within their friendship networks, when their
fi'iendship network was very dense, and when they were nominated as
fi'iends by others.
C. Comparing Cazlses of C'riminal Career Dimensio'Jls
One of the key questions raised by the criminal career tmracligm is
the extent to which the causes of one dimension, for example, onset,
are the same as the causes of another dimension, for example, frequency. Evidence on this question is important because it is relevant to
matters related to both theory and policy. For e×ample, if the different
criminal career dimensions rest, It from the samc causal process, then
specific theories of onset, persistence, specialization, and desistance are
unnecessary and more general theories of crime should suffice. If d i f
ferent causal processes are associated with different criminal career dimensions, then more dimension-specific or tTpological theories would
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be needed. Relatedly, if tile causes of criminal career dimensions are
more similar than different, then policy proscriptions do not need to
be as specific as they would need to be if the causes of various criminal
career climensions were different.
Several studies are germane. Paternoster and Triplett (1988) examined self-report data fi'om South Carolina high school students and
found that causal processes relating to prevalence and incidence were
different. Paternoster (1989)examined the relations of several different criminological variables (i.e., peers, sanction risk, etc.) m onset,
persistence/desistance, and frequency of delinquency, using the same
data, and found many similarities across the offending dimensions,
with the cxcct)tion that peer involvement in delinquency had no impact
on initiation but was related to continuation. Nagin and Smith (1990)
used s e l f report data fi'om the NYS to study the determinants of participation and fiequency and found that, while some variables were
associated with one but not the other dimension, the majority of variables wcrc related to both dimensions. Loebcr et al. (1991) used selfreport data from the Pittsburgh site of the causes and correlates study
to investigate the correlates of initiation, escalation, and desistance in
juvenile offending. Although they had data for onh, two years, they,
somewhat surprisingly found that the correlates of initiation were distinct from the processes explaining escalation but were similar to the
correlates of desistance. Using data fiom the Cambridge study, Farrington and Hawkins (1991) investigated whether several variables
were similarh, related to participation, earh, onset, and persistence.
T h e y found that, in general, the three crime outcomes were predicted
I)y different variables measured in childhood.
Smith, Vishcr, and Jarjoura (1991) studied the correlates of participation, fi'cqucncv and persistence in delinquency with self-report data
from the N Y S and found that while some variables were related to specitic dimensions of delinquency, a core of variables were related to
multiple dimensions of delinquency. Nagin and F'arrington (1992b)
used the Cambridge data to examine the correlates ()f initiation and
pe,'sistencc and fotlild that low IO, having criminal parents, a 'daling" or risk-taking disposition, and poor chihl rearing were associated
with an initial conviction as well :is st, l)scqucnt convictions. Smith and
Bramc (1994) t, scd self-rcp()rt data t:rom the NYS and fi)und that,
while many variables similarly predicted initial and continued involvcmerit in dclinqucncy, other variables predicted only one of these dimensions. For cxanlple, moral belicf~ wcrc related only to initiation
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and not continuation. Triplett and Jarjoura (1994) also used the NYS
to study the disaggregation issue and found that, consistent with labeling theow, informal labels were predictive of the clecision to continue
rather than to initiate delinquent behavior.
Mazerolle (1997) used the first five waves of the N~S to examine
whether, on the basis of prevailing clevelopmental theories, different
factors such as exposure to delinquent peers, social class, and so on,
predicted early and late onset of self-reported delinquency. He also examined whether the relationships differed for serious as opposed to
more general or trivial acts of delinquency. In a series of logistic regression models, Mazerolle found support for different predictors of
delinquency, dependent on participation age; however, the relationships were not obserx, ed for trivial acts of delinquency. In sum, he
found support for developmental theories that assert that different factors differentiate earl), and late onset to delinquency, but only when
serious acts of delinquency are considered.
Using data from the Seattle Social Development Project, Avers et
al. (1999) examined the correlates of onset, escalation, de-escalation,
and desistance from age twelve to tifteen and found that many of the
correlates distinguished those juveniles who remained involved in delinquency fi'om those who de-escalated or desisted fi'om delinquency.
Avers and his colleagues also found some similarities and differences
across gender in how the different correlates were associated across the
offending dimensions. Piquero (2001) used police contact data from
the Philadelphia Perinatal Project and found that neuropsychological
risk was related to earl), onset, chronic offending, as well as crime seriousness through age seventeen.
T h e evidence thus far on the correlates of different criminal career
dimensions suggests that in most studies, some variables are associated
with two or more dimensions and some are uniquely associated with
just one dimension. Thus, no clear pattern has vet emerged. Even less
is known about the relative magnitude of these effects. However, it
does not appear that correlations are similar for all dimensions, as
Gottfredson and Hirschi argued.

D. "Chrmlic" Oj-[fe,de~s
Criminologists have long recognized that a small group of indMduals is responsible for a majority of criminal activity. This finding is one
of tile key foundations of the criminal career t)aracligm and its resultant
policies.
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1. Reco~Mtion of ChivTfic Offemlers. \,Volfgang, Figlio, and Sellin
(1972) focused attention on the chronic offender. They applied that
label to the small group of 627 delinquents in the 1945 Philadelphia
birth cohort who were found to have committed five or more offenses.
This group constituted just 6 percent of the fidl cohort of 9,945 males
and 18 percent of the delinquent subset of 3,475, hut was responsible
for 5,305 offenses, or 52 percent of all delinquency in the cohort
through age seventeen. The chronic offenders were responsible for an
even larger percentage of the more serious, violent offenses. The findmg that a small st, bset of sample members is responsible for a majori~, of criminal activitw is st, pported by data from other longitt, dinal
data sets, inch, ding the second 1958 Phihldelphia birth cohort (Tracy,
\,Volfgang, and Figlio 1990), the Puerto Rico Birth Cohort Study
(Nevares, \,Volfgang, and Tracy 1990), the Dunedin A'lultidisciplinalT
I lealth Study (A'loflitt et al. 2001), the Philadelphia (Piquero 2001) and
Providence (Piqucro and Buka 2002) perinatal projects, the Racine
birth cohorts (Shannon 1982), the Cambridge study (Farrington 2002),
and also I)v cohort studies in Sweden (\'Vikstr6m 1985), Finland (Pulkkincn 1988), and l)cnmark (Gt, ttridge et al. 1983). The tinding is also
replicated across gender and race (sce Moffitt et al. 2001; Piqt, ero and
Buka 2002) and emerges flom both official and self-report data (l)unford and Elliott 1984). Research indicates that chronic offenders tend
to exhibit an early onset, a longer career duration, and invoh,ement
in serious offenses--inchlding person/violent-oriented offenses--than
other offenders (Farrington et al. 1990; Piquero 2000; Farrington
2002). Thus, in any group or cohort of subjects, there is likely to be
an uneven distribution of offenses with most individuals committing
zero offenses, some individuals committing one or two offenses, and a
very small numl)er of individt, als acct, mulating many off'crises (lrox and
~l'racy 1988; Tracv and Kc,npf-Leonard 1996). It is no surprise then,
that theorists have directly incorporated the chronic offender into their
explanatory fl'amcworks (see in partict, lar Moftitt 1993).
2. D~Jining ChronMty and Rdated Problems. \'Vol~ang, Figlio, and
Sellin (I 972) dctined as chronic offenders those indMduals with five or
more police contacts by age seventeen. "T'his live-plus cutoff has been
employed in several studies (Hamparian ct al. 1978; Shannon 1978;
Kcm t. I-Leonard, Tracv, and Howell 2001). However, since theoretical
or empirical detinitions of chronicity have vet to be established (l)unford and I_:lliott 1984; Le Blanc 1998, p. 169; Locbcr et al. 1998, p. 15),
questions have been raised abot,t the extent to which similar definitions
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of chronicity should he used across gender (Farrington and Loeher
1998; Piquero 2000), and researchers have also called into question the
relativeh, arbitrar3, designation of five-plus offenses as characteristic of
chronicitv (Bhnnstein, Farrington, and Moitra 1985). For example, regarding gender, Piquero (2000) found only seven women who had fivephis offenses through age seventeen in the Philadelphia Perinata] Project and thus had to employ four-plus as the chronic offenders criterion
for females. Piquero and Buka (2002), using data from the Providence
Perinatal Project, were forced to use the criteria of two-plus for chronicitv among females, hecause of the ve D, small numher of female delinquents who incurred more than three offenses.
Bhimstein, Farrington, and Moitra (1985) raised other concerns with
the use of five-plus as the chronicity cut point. They argued that the
chronic offender calculation, which was hased on the full cohort, overestimates the chronic offender effect because many cohort members
will never be arrested. Instead, they urge that the ever-arrested subjects should be the base used to calculate the chronic ofl'ender effect.
\Aqth this base, the 627 chronics with five-phis arrests represented 18
percent of those arrested, as opposed to 6 percent of the cohort.
Bhunstein, Farrington, and Moitra (1985) also argued, based on evidence presented hy t3hnnstein and Moitra (1980), that the proportion
of chronic offenders observed by \,Volfgang, Figlio, and Sellin (1972)
could have resulted from a homogenous population of persisters.
Blumstein and Moitra tested the hypothesis that all persisters (those
with more than three arrests) could be viewed as having the same rearrest prohability. Such an assumption could not be rejected. Although
those with five or more arrests accounted fi)r the majorit3., of arrests
among the persisters, such a result could have occt, rred even if all subjects with three or more arrests had identical recidivism prohahilities
(Blunlstein, Farrington, and Nloitra 1985, p. 189). Thus, the chronic
offenders who were identitied retrospectively as those with five or
more arrests could not have been distinguished prospectively from
nonchronics with three or four arrests.
3. Difficult.), of Prospective Predictabili~,. Blumstein, Farrington, and
Moitra (1985) also raised the concern that not all persisters are homogenous. As a restllt, they argued that researchers and policy makers
should want to be able to distinguish prospectively the offenders who
are likely to accumulate tile largest number of arrests. Since \,Volfang, Figlio, and Sellin (1972) identified the chronic offenders retrospectively, they offered no discriminators that cou]d distinguish, in
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advance, those individuals who were likely to emerge as chronic offenders.
Blumstein, Farrington, and Moitra (1985) developed a model that
divided the Cambridge study into three groups: innocents (those with
no offenses), persisters (those with relatively high recidivism probabilities), and desisters (those with relatively low recidivism probabilities).
Several important findings emerged. First, identification of chronic offenders in the 1945 Philadelphia birth cohort as those with five or
more arrests was inappropriate; instead, on the basis of transition prohabilities, it was more reasonable to identiR, those with six or more arrests as a relatively more homogenous group of chronic offenders
(Blumstein, Farrington, and Moitra 1985, tl. 195). Second, they calculated recidivism probabilities f~r innocents, dcsisters, and persisters in
the Cambridge study. Third, t, sing observations made at age ten of
hovs in the Cambridge study to identify persisters prospectively, they
fi)r,nulated two models: an aggregate model in which the enti,c cohort
of active offenders was characterized by three parameters and an individual model in wtfich each boy was characterized as a persister or
desister at his first conviction based on individual characteristics measured at ages eight to ten. l_~,lumstein, F'arrington, and Moitra (1985)
found that the strongest discriminator of chronics versus nonchronics
was "convicted by age thirteen," followed by 'convicted sibling," and
'trouhleso ne less." T h e fifty-five youths scoring four or more points
out of seven on a risk variable included the majority of the chronics
(fifteen out of twent3*-three), twenty-two of the nonehronic offenders,
and eighteen of those never convicted. Ft, rther analysis indicated that
it is appropriate to distinguish individuals based on differential recidivism probahilitics rather than some arbitrary numher of arrests, and
this is especially important since their probabilistic model also permits
some persisters to drop out ear]y and some few dcsisters to accumttlate
a large number of arrests. Their analysis indicated that "to a reasonable
degree, many of the chronics can be identified at their Jh'st conviction
on the basis of information available at age ten" (l~lumstein, Farrington, and Moitra 1985, p. 201).
E. Relevance to lmwpacitation
Incapacitation effects are maximized when highest X, longest duration, most serious offenders are incarcerated. Knowledge of offenders'
involvement in the various criminal career dimensions, especially the
fl'equency of offending, has direct imt)ort for incapacitation decisions
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and outcomes. Identification of those offenders with the highest )v, exhibiting the longest career duration, and engaging in the most serious
offenses wot, ld be an achievement of incapacitation goals. To the extent that incapacitation decisions are targeted on individuals exhibiting
these offending characteristics, then incapacitation effects (realized by
lower crime rates, shorter careers, and lower overall levels of criminal
activity) would be maximized.
Crime control effects through incapacitation increase with the
magnitude of individual offending fi'equency ()Q, with the length of
incarceration, and with the expected duration of the criminal career
(Blumstein et al. 1986). To the extent that high ~. offenders are incapacitated during the period in which they are at high risk of offending
and not during the period when the}, are at low or no risk of offending,
then more crimes will be averted by their incarceration. Incapacitation
policies are more likely to lye effective if they are applied during active
careers and not after criminal careers have ceased or when careers are
in a downswing, when offenders tend to commit crimes at rates "indistinguishable from zero" (see Cohen and Canela-Cacho 1994; Bushway
et al. 2001). lncapacitative effects will depend on the effectiveness of
the criminal justice system in identi~,ing and incarcerating high-rate
offenders during the peaks of their careers.
F. New QHestioJl#Crimi.al Career ls~'ue.r ReceJztl), Raised
A number of research efforts have been designed to understand better the patterning and determinants of criminal activity over the life
course. There appears to lye a paradigm shift away fiom measurement
of criminal career parameters and toward a search for risk and protective thctors, a perspecth,e very common to the public health field. In
this section, we examine four key themes that emanate t:rom longitudinal studies and current research, inch, ding how these studies have led
to a new focus on risk and protective factors, why risk and protective
factors are easy for practitioners to understand, why risk and protective
factors provide policy guidance, and how risk and protective factors
link research and inter~,ention.
1. Foctts oil Rish/Protective Factors. Blumstein et al. (1986) sought to
describe the longitudinal patterning of crime over the life course, especialh, the manner in which the key demographic correlates of age, gender, and race were associated with criminal career dimensions. The report did not devote great attention to identification and explanation of
Factors associated with continued or curtailed involvement in criminal
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activity over timc. A~hlch of the data and analysis reviewed in the report
were from prior to 1985 when data collections were difficult and
costly especially those following individuals over long periods.
Since then, researchers have paid e×plieit attention to risk and protective factors associated with criminal activity over the life course.
The risk factor prevention paradigm, imported fi'om medicine and
public health (Hawkins and Catalano 1992), focuses on fiactors that
predict an increase in the probabilit3, of later offending (i.e., a risk factor) or a decrease (i.e., a protective fiactor) (Kazdin et al. 1997). Defining risk and protective factors has been controversial, and researchers
continue to suggest that a uniform definition be developed (F'arrington
2000). Risk and protective fimtors may also interact with one another;
a 1)rotcctivc i'hctor (such as high IQ) may interact with a risk +1rotor
(such as poor socioeconomic status) to minimize thc risk factor
"
' s cffect
(see P,utter 1985). It is also important to distinguish betwccn ,'isk filctors that are predictive but not changeable (e.g., racc) from those that
arc changeahle (e.g'., poor parenting). \,Vith knowledge of the effects
of risk and protective fiactors, prevention and intervention efforts can
be developed and targeted at the most al~propriatc individuals, thlnilics,
and comumnities (see Treml)lay and Craig 1995). In short, the risk filctor paradigm aims to identiR, the key risk factors for offending, implement prevention methods to counteract them, and identify and enhance protective factors (Farrington 2000).
2. Risk/Protecti-oe Factors in Practice. A principal advantage of the
risk fiactor paradigm is that it links explanation and prevention, fundamental and applied research, and scholars and practitioners (Farrington 2000, p. 7). It provides for the easy identitication of factors that
are associated with increased and decreased prohal)ilities of criminal
activity and allows f))r thc implenlcntation of prevention and intervention efforts aimcd :it reducing risk factors and cnhancing protective
factors. \,Vhen a fatty diet and a lack (H exercise arc used :is cxamplcs
of risk factors fi~i"heart discasc, it is easy to conceivc of prevention and
intervention cfforts :is encouraging peoplc to cat healthier and exercise. A risk filctor like talnih, history of heart disease, by contrast, cannot he prcvcnted but servcs :is a stimulus to other preventive actions.
In the context of crime then, practitioners can be shown risk fhctors
(i.e., poor parcnting) and then asked to identiR, approl)riatc prcvcntion
and intervention effi)rts (e.g., parent training).
3. Poll0, Gukkmce. "T'he risk tactor paradigm is based largely on
medical terminolog.y and is easy to understand and to communicate. It
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is no surprise that it is readily accepted hy policy makers, practitioners,
and the general public (Farrington 2000). Furthernlore, because it involves establishing the key risk factors for delinquency, the risk factor
t3aracligm provides useful information for implementing prevention
programs designed to target those risk factors. Similarly, research on
establishing the protective factors against delinquency provides important information for enhancing st, ch factors. Hawkins and Catalano's
(1992) Communities That Care (CTC) is a risk-focused prevention
program that is based on the social development model that organizes
risk and protective factors, and each community, tailors the interventions according to its particular risk and protection profile. In general,
C T C aims to reduce delinquency and drug use hv implementing particular prevention efforts that have demonstrated effectiveness in reducing risk factors or enhancing protective factors (Farrington 2000,
p. 11). In sum, the risk Factor paradigm represents a clear advance over
vague theories of criminal activitx, that were often difficult to assess
empirically and provides clearer direction for prevention and intervention (Guerra 1998, t3. 398).
4. Link betzveen Research mid fnte, wentio,7. The risk factor paradigm
is well suited for the interplay between research and intervention. For
example, the C T C program begins with community mobilization. Key
communitw leaders (e.g., mayor, police chief', etc.) are brought together
with the idea of getting them to agree on the goals of the prevention
program and to support the implementation of CTC. Then the leaders
set up a community, hoard (e.g., including representatives of schools,
parents, church groups, social services, police, etc.) that articulates the
prevention effort. The board then carries out a risk and protective factor assessment in its particular community< After the assessment, the
board develops a plan for inter~,ention. Research is conducted on the
implementation of the intervention and the intervention outcome.
That information is then used either to strengthen the intervention effort or to modify it. The process is repeated over time as risk and protective factors may change within individuals, as well as within families,
schools, and communities.
A number of efforts have generated important insight into the risk
and protective factors associated with antisocial and criminal activit3.,
(\'Verner and Smith 1982; Stouthamer-Loeber et al. 1993). A recent
comprehensive review of the various risk and protective factors associated with criminal activity, especially among serious offenders, has
been influential in furthering research and intervention efforts follow-
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ing the risk factor paradigm (Loeber and Farrington 1998). This paradigm shift into searching for risk and protective factors represents a
significant advance in criminology and has fostered links between
explanation and prevention, fundamental and applied research, and
scholars, policy makers, and practitioners (Farrington 2000, t1. 16).
\q. Policy hnplications
Research on criminal careers has direct import for decision making ira
the criminal justice system. Policy, officials are interested in preventing
criminal activity from starting and in inodi~,ing and terminating current criminal activity. In this section, we address four implications of
criminal career research: the role of criminal career research in policy
and individual decision making, individual prediction of offending fiequencies (~.), sentence duration, and research on career length and desistance and its relation to intelligent sentencing policy.
A. Role o/" Cri'mi~nd Career Research i~l PofiO, and hMividual Dec#ion
Making

Criminal career research relates to decisions made throughout the
criminal justice process and system (i.e., arrest, pretrial release, prosecution, sentencing, and parole). A principal example of the importance
of criminal career research for criminal justice policy is the length of
criminal careers. Three-strikes and selective incapacitation philosophies assume that high-rate offenders will continue to offend at high
rates and for long periods of time if they are not incarcerated. However, flom an incapacitative perspective, incarceration is only effective
in averting crimes when it is applied during an active criminal career.
Thus, incarceration after the career ends, or when a career is ahating,
is wasted for incapacitation purposes (Blumstein, Cohen, and Hsieh
1982, p. 70).
I. General PollO, Gukkmce. 13v identifying career lcngths, especially
rcsidt,al career lengths, policy makers can better target incarceration
or1 o[fcrldcrs whose expected remaining careers are longest. Incarceration policics should be based on career duration distribution information. "l"he more hard-core committed offenders with the longest remaining careers are identifiahlc only after an offender has remained
active for scve,'al years (I]lumstcin, Cohen, and Hsich 1982). F~arlier
and later" in criminal careers, sanctions will bc applied to many offenders who are likeh; to drop out shorth, anyway (Blumstcin, Cohen, and
Hsieh 1982, p. 71). Ira sum, the benefits derived fl'om incapacitation
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will vary depending on an individual's crime rate and the length of his
or her remaining criminal career. Continuing to incarcerate an of_
fender after his or her career ends limits the usefldness of incarceration.
2. ldel~tificatio~l of" Sedous "C?H'eer C'ri'JHiJlals." Since \,Volfgang,
Figlio, and Sellin's (1972) recognition of the "chronic offender," a
search has been underway for "career criminals." Here, we describe
three aspects of identiR.,ing career criminals, including recognition
that skewness in the 1~ distribution suggests seeking those in the high
tail, the problem of identifymg career offenders (i.e., false positives),
and the limited useft, lness of the concept in individual cases because of
the need for prediction, including limited prediction validity and concern over fiflse positives.
a. Skewness. T h r e e main findings emerge fro111 a m , ulber of different
longitudinal crime studies, in different countries, ill different time
periods, and with different measurelnents of criminal activity. First,
many individuals never commit, or are arrested for, a crilninal act.
Second, some individuals COlnmit one or two crilnes and desist.
Third, a small nulnher of individuals offend freqt, ently over time.
In any cohort of subjects, there will be an uneven distribution of
offenses (Fox and Tracy 1988). It is this third tinding, the recognition of skewness, that has led rcsearchers and policy makers to study
chronic or career criminals.
b. Problems with Identification. T o the extent that criminal justice
personnel can correctly identiR., and selectively target the small
group of chronic/career criminals, criminal activity could be substantially reduced. Predictive classifications, however, have been
fraught with problems inch, ding a high fiflse positive rate (i.e., an
offender is predicted to be a chronic offender but tt, rns out not to
be). Moreover, prospectively identifying career criminals early in
their carcers, when such i1~fol"mation would he most useful, has
been particularly difficult.
c. Limited Usefulness in Individual Cases. Since most of the criminal
career research aimed at identifying serious career criminals has
tended to examine aggregate distributions of offense rates in large
samples, such infi)rmation has limited usefulness in predicting chronicit3., in individual cases. This is largely because of the need for prediction on a more aggregate level. Current prediction tools have
limited validitT because of the inherent errors in predictions (Visiler
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2000). As many as one-half to two-thirds of such predictions have
I)een shown to be incorrect (Bhimstein et al. 1986; Decker and Salerr 1986; Farrington 1987; Chaiken, Chaiken, and Rhodes 1993;
Gottfredson and Gottfredson 1994; Spelman 1994). Visher (1986),
for example, found that Greenwood's scale for predicting future
criminal activity was unable to predict very acct, rately which inmates would commit new crimes, much less which inmates would
go on to become career offenders. Still, researchers continue to develop tools for t)redicting high-rate offenders (Gottfredson 1999).

B. Individual Prediction of 2
Rand's second inmate st, rvey (Chaiken and Chaiken 1982) highlighted tile extreme skewness of tile distribution of ~ for a sample of
serious criminals (Vishcr 1986). Naturally, the identification of a small
nun~bcr of inmates who reported committing several hundred crimes
per year led to the search for a method to identify these offenders in
advance. If high-rate offenders cannot he identified prospectively, then
crime control effo,'ts will be haml)ercd (Visher 1987). In this section,
we highlight two related issties: the difficulty in identifying high )~ individuals and the alleviation of the concern over prediction by "stochastic selectivity."
1. Di~cult), in Mentif),ing Hi~t~ ,t IndividuaL,'. Although high 2~ individuals emerge in the '~<~,~re,~.lte it has been difficult to identitk, specific
individuals. Greenwood and T u r n e r (1987) used data consisting of
follow-up criminal history inforination on the California inmates who
were included in the original Rand survey and who had been out of
prison for two years to examine the extent to which Greenwood's
seven-item prediction scale succeeded in predicting recidivism. T h e
scale was not very effective in predicting postrclease criminal activity
when the recidivism measure is arrest. T h e majority of released inmates, regardless of whether they were predicted to be low- or highrate offenders, were rcarrested within two years, l\'loreover, the sevenitem scale was also a poor predictor of "safety" arrests (i.e., murder,
aggravated assault, rape, robl)el),, or burglary) as 46.9 percent of lowrate offenders and 54.7 percent of high-rate offenders were arrested
for a sa(etv offense. Greenwood and T u r n e r (1987, tables 3.11, 3.12)
also created a recast, re of the offender's annt, al arrest rate (i.e., the
nund3cr of arrests per year of street time) for the follow-up salnple
and detined high-rate offenders as those intnatcs who had an actual
arrest rate greater than 0.78. "T'hey found that the seven-item scale
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was less accurate in predicting annual arrest rates than it was in predicting reincarceration. For example, among those predicted to be lowmoderate-rate offenders, 39.1 percent had a high annual arrest rate,
while the comparable estimate among high-rate offenders was 57.4
percent. In part, this was a weak test because it used the arrest rate (.u)
rather than ~ as the outcome measure. "14o the extent that there is a
negative association between Z and the arrest probability, then that
would diminish any power to the prediction based on Factors associated
with high ~..
T h e r e are also concerns related to the false positive prediction problem in identifi,.,ing high ~. individuals. For example, Visher (1986,
pp. 204-5) reanalyzed the Rand second inmate survey and generated
a nunlber of important conchlsions. First, the estimates of ~. for robbeB, and burglar, were sensitive to choices in computation (i.e., handling missing data, street time, etc.). Second, some inmates convicted
of rohberv and burglary denied committing any robheries and burglaries. Third, some inmates rel)orted annual rates of 1,000 or more
robheries oi" burglaries, thus strongly affecting the distribution of X,
and especially its mean. Fourth, X varied considerably across the three
state samples. Fifth, Visher's analysis of the Greenwood scale for identi~,ing high-rate offenders indicated that 55 percent of the classified
high-rate group (27 percent of the total sample) were false positives
wiao did not commit crimes at high rates. In fact, the prediction scale
worked better in identi~,ing low-rate offenders. Sixth, the anticipated
reduction in the California robbery rate identified by Greenwood and
Abrahamse (1982) was overestimated. Finally, because the scale captured only frequency and not termination of careers, its prospective
accuracy is likely to deteriorate further as careers end.
Using longitudinal data on a sample of serious California offenders
released on parole, Haapanen (1990) tested the assumption underlying
the selective incapacitation model that criminal careers are characterized by a reasonably constant rate of criminal behavior, especially
among high-rate offenders. Haapanen found that arrest rates were not
stable and declined with age. He found that few offenders maintained
a consistent pattern of being in the lowest, middle, or highest third
of the samt)le in terms of their rates of arrest over a four-year period
(Haapanen 1990, p. 140). A small minority (28 pe,'cent over three periods and 12 percent over four periods) were in the highest third over
most of the periods. Thus, the assumption that rates are stable will
likely overestimate the amount of crime that could be prevented by
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selectively incapacitating those identified as high-rate offenders because high-rate offenders are not always high rate. Another important
finding emerging from Haapanen's analysis is that in the four years
prior to incarceration, offenders were accelerating in criminal activity
(as measured hv their arrests), suggesting that the preincarceration
period may not be appropriate for establishing typical levels of distributions of offense rates. Arrest rates tended to be much lower after
release from incarceration. Finally, of those offenders who had the
highest rates of arrest prior to prison, only 40 percent were among the
highest third after release, as compared to ahnost 30 percent of those
who were not high rate prior to prison (Haapanen 1990, p. 141).
Haapanen (1990, pp. 142-43) concluded that the identification of
high-rate offenders is "prohlematic" and likely to produce a large proportion of fialsc positives.
Recently, Auerhahn (1999) replicated Greenwood and Abrahamse's
(1982) selective incapacitation study with a representative sample of
Califi:)rnia state prison inmates. She found that the selective incapacitati(m scheme advocated by Greenwood and Abrahamse performed
poorly with a stale that closely mimicked the one developed and employed hv Greenwood and Abrahamse. Auerhahn found that the overall predictive accuracy of her scale was 60 percent, indicating a great
deal of error in identifying serious, high-rate offenders. In sum, the
problem of identifying high-rate offenders appears to limit the utility
of sentencing strategies I)ased on selective incapacitation (Visher 1987,
p. 538).
2. C'01tceJwaJ~d Need for PvedhtioH Alleviated l{~, "Stochastic &'lectivio,."
Many analyses of the crime control potential of increasing incarceration rch, on a single estimate of mean k derived fiom prison inmates
and applying it indiscriminately to all related populations of offenders
(Canela-Cacho, I]lumstein, and Cohen 1997). "l~his assumes that all o f
fenders engage in the same amount (;L) of criminal hehavior--regardless of whether they are in prison ()r jail, or frec in the community'-and that the probability of their detection and incarceration is equal.
Unfortunately, measures of)~ derived fl'om arrestec/convictcc popt, lations display a strong selection bias because individt, als who have gone
through the criminal justice process arc unlikely to I~e representative
of the total offender popt, lation. This selection bias could he because
samples of arrestees have a higher propensity fi~r arrest or different offending fl'cqt, encies. Regardless of the source of bias, there is considerahle diversity among offender 1)opulations. A highly heter()geneous
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distribution of offending frequency in the total population of offenders
combines with relatively low imprisonnmnt levels to lead to substantial
selectivitw of high )v offenders among resident inmates and a correspondingly low mean vahic of 7~ among those offenders who remain
fl'ee (Canela-Cacho, Blumstein, and Cohen 1997). "Stochastic selectivit),," then, draws new inmates disproportionately from the high end of
the distribution of frec offenders. These new inmates will selectively
display high average )v's, but their average )v will be lower than that of
the current inmates. Furthermore, the higher the incarceration probabilit3, following a crime, the deeper into the offender pool incarceration will reach, and the lower will be the incapacitation effect associated with the incoming cohorts (Canela-Cacho, Bhimstein, and Cohen
1997).
Using data from the second Rand Inmate Surveys, Canela-Cacho,
Bhimstein, and Cohen (1997) studied the isstie of stochastic selectivity
by applying a mixture model that measures the ovcrrepresentation of
high ;Z offenders among prison inmates as a function of variabilitw in
individual offending frequencies and severity, of criminal justice sanction policies. Focusing on the crimes of robl)ery and burglary among
inmates in California, Texas, and Michigan, they derived estimates of
~. for offenders in prison, entering prison, free in the community, and
the entire population of similar offenders.
A number of important findings emerged. First, if all offenders
within a state and crime D,t)e were assumed to face an identical imprisonment risk and time-served distribution, the share of similar offenders who were in prison increased substantially with increasing X. Second, the t)roportion of low )v burglars and robbers among free
offenders was much larger than among resident inmates, while at the
high end of the offending frequency distribution, there was a larger
proportion of high )v hurglars and robbers among resident inmates
than among free offenders. Thus, the concentration of high ~ offenders found among inmates results from stochastic selectivity operating
on heterogeneous distributions of )~. In other words, selectivity occurred naturally as high )~ offenders experienced greater opportunities
for incarceration through the greater numl)er of crimes they committed (Canela-Cacho, Bhimstein, and Cohen 1997, p. 142), thereby obviating the need for efforts to iclenti~: explicitly individual high Z offenders. Since high )~ offenders represent a small fraction of the total
population of offenders, it seems unwise to use the mean ~. of prisoners
to represent the mean for the total population of offenders. In sum,
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analyses of the impact of incarceration policies that rely on mean v a l ues of )v will substantially overstate the likely crime reduction to be
derived from expanding imprisonment because the population of free
offenders is dominated I)y lower ;Z offenders.

C. Se~ztence Duration
hlt'ormation about crime rates and career lengths is particularly useh~l for incapacitation and incarceration decisions and policies. Principal among these is the decision regarding sentence length.
1. Estimates o/'Crimimd Career Dm'atio~L Many current sentencing
policies are based on the assumption that high-rate offenders will contint, e committing crimes at high rates and tbr lengthy periods. Thus,
many policies prescribe either an additional period of years to a particular sentence or a lengthy incarceration stint (i.e., a t~venty-live-year
sentencc for a third strike). T h e extent to which this policy is effective,
however, is contingent on the tit, ration of a criminal career.
Much dcl)atc regarding scntence length has centered on th,'eestrikes policies. These policies severeh, limit judges' discretion because
they prescribe a mandatol-v prison sentence of (typically) twenty-tire
years to life. T h e incapacitation effectiveness of three-strikes laws,
however, depends on the duration of criminal careers. T o the extent
that sentencing decisions incarcerate indMduals with short residual c a reer l e n g t h s , a three-strikes law will waste incarceration resources
(Stolzenberg and D'Alessio 1997, p. 466).
California's three-strikes statute requires enhanced penalties for any
felony conviction if one prior conviction was for a listed strike offense
and for those convicted two or more times of a strike offense. For the
former group, imprisonment is mandatory, and prison sentences are
three times longer than the usual time served fi)r the partict, lar fehmv.
For the latter group, any fchmy conviction c a n r c s t l [ t ill a minimum
of twenty years served in prison (Zimring, l<amin, and Hawkins 1999,

p. I),
Early research hv Greenwood and his colleagt,es (1994) estimated
that a fully implemented three-strikes law would reduce scriot,s felonies by 22-34 percent. Stolzcnberg and I)'Alcssio (1997) used aggregate data drawn from the ten largest cities in Califi)rnia to cxamine the
impact of Califi)rnia's three-strikes law on serious crime rates. Usiug
an intC,TUptcd time-series design, they fi)und that tile three-strikes law
did not decrease serious crimc or petty theft rates below the level expected on thc basis of preexisting trends. Zimring, Kamin, and
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Hawkins (1909) obtained a sample of felony arrests (and relevant criminal records) in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego, both betore and after the California law went into effect. First, 10 percent of
all felonies were committed by the two groups that were targets of the
law, and two-thirds of those were committed by persons with only one
prior strike (p. 2). Second, the profile of crimes committed by the two
targeted groups was similar to the profile of crimes committed by
other people. Third, while both second-strike- and third-strike-eligible
defendants had more extensive criminal histories than ordinary felony
defendants, they were not more active than defendants with two or
more prior felony convictions who did not have strikes on their records. Fourth, while the three-strikes law was applied to hetween 30 and
60 percent of the second-strike-eligihle cases, only 10-20 percent of
the third-strike-eligible cases received the full third-strike treatment
(p. 3). However, among those receiving the third-strike treatment,
their imprisonment length was considerahlv increased (p. 51). Fifth,
the mean age at arrest for two strikes and above was 34.6 years. That
is not surprising because offenders with strikes tend to be older since
they have had time to accumulate adult felony records (Zimring,
Kamin, and Ffawkins 1999, p. 34). This is particularly important hecause "on average the two or more strikes defendant has an ahnost 40
percent longer criminal adult career behind him (estimated at 16.6
years) than does the no-strikes felony defendant. All other things heing
equal, this means that the twenD,-five-years-to-life mandato W prison
sentence will prevent fewer crimes among the third-strike group than
it would in the general population of felons because the group eligible
for it is somewhat older" (Zimring, Kamin, and Hawkins 1999, p. 34).
Older felons, then, are likely to be further along--and closer to the
end of--their criminal careers. Finally, when comparing crime trends
in the three cities hefore and after the law, Zimring, Kamin, and
Hawkins found that there was no decline ira the c,'imes committed by
those targeted by the new law. Ira particular, the lower crime rates in
1994 and 1995 (just im,nediatelv after the three-strikes law went into
effect) were evenly spread among targeted and nontargeted popt, lations, suggesting that the decline in crime obser~,ed after" the law went
into effect was not the direct result of the law (p. 83).
Caulkins (2001) investigated whetlaer the use of different detinitions
for" the first, second, and third strikes, or different sentence lengths,
could make incarceration more efficient (i.e., reduce more crimes). Fie
used data fl'om California (see Greenwood et al. 1994). Assuming that
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the lengths of criminal careers were exponentially distributed, he
found that the broader the definition of what constituted a strike, the
greater the reduction in crime but the greater the cost per crime
averted (p. 240). The problem with a very broad definition is that it
fails to take advantage of stochastic selectMty, or the notion that
high-rate offenders make up a larger proportion of third- rather than
first-strike offenders (Caulkins 2001, p. 242). Caulkins concludes that
the three-strikes law would be more effective if second- and thirdstrike offenders served six- and ten-year terms instead of tile ten- and
twenty-year terms required by the current law, and if sentences were
lengthened for first-strike off'enders.
Using data fl'om Florida, Sctlmertnmnn, Amankwaa, and Long
(1998) concluded that the aging of prison popt, lations under threestrikes policies in that state will undermine their long-run effectiveness. In particular, thcv noted that the policies will cause increases in
prison populations dt, c to the addition of large numbers of oldcr ininates who are unlikely to commit futt, rc offenses (p. 445).
T h e key to the sentence duration issue, and why estimates of criminal career du,'ation a,'e so important, ,'ests on the characteristics of the
person-years--not the people--that are removed fiom fi'ee society as
a result of such policies (Schmcrtmann, Amankwaa, and Long 1998,
p. 458). Such policies will be effective onh, to the extent that they illcarcerate offenders during the early stages of their criminal careers
when they are committing crimes at a high rate and not when they
are older and winding down their criminal careers. Research on the
rehabilitative and deterrence effects of incarceration on criminal career
parameters is sorch, needed.
D. Researd~ on CVtreer Le,gtb and Dexistame
Sentencing practices invoMng lengthy sentence durations :lssumc
that affected offenders will continue to conmlit crime :it a high rate
and for a hmg period. T o tfic extent that this is the case, incapacitation
policies will avert crimes and thwart continued careers. However, to
the extent that offenders retire heft)re the expiration of a lengthy
sentence, shorter career durations will reduce the effects of lengthy
sentences (see Blumstein, Cohen, and Hsich 1982; Spclman 1994;
Caulkins 2001).
Unfortunately, research on career duration and desistance is in its
infancy. Empirical research on these issues is difficult, hut nm impossible. Knowledgc on this st, hject will he important for furthcring crimi-
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hal justice policy and the cost-effective use of criminal justice resources.
\ql. Directions for Future Criminal Career Research
The criminal career paradigm was developed to structure and organize
knowledge about features and dimensions of individual offending and
the patterning of criminal activity over the life course. Researchers
have provided important evidence on criminal career dimensions, have
developed between- and within-individual hypotheses regarding the
causes and patterning of criminal activity, and have developed methodological and statistical techniques that furthered the study of criminal
careers. Researchers have also provided evidence regarding the withinindividual patterns of criminal activity that underlie the aggregate age/
crime curve that challenges Gottfredson and Hirschi's claims that the
shape of the aggregate age/crime cur~,e is the same for all offenders
and is unaffected by life events after childhood.
Nluch work remains to be done. \&re discuss the sorts of research
needed to inform theon~ and policy, the types of data collection and
modeling required for each c,'iminal career dimension, and the methodological issues that need to be addressed.
A. Research Needed for hlfo'rlHed TtwoO, alzd Poll0,
Evidence on criminal career issues cuts to tile heart of theory and
policy. On the theoretical side, knowledge on the correlates of criminal
career dimensions is relevant to the necessity for general versus t3,pological models. If research indicates that the correlates of one offending dimension are similar to another offending dimension, then
more general and non-dimension-specific theories are warranted. If
the correlates of one offending dimension are different from another
offending dimension, then the causal processes underlying these two
particular dimensions are probahly different, and different explanations
and theories are required.
Better knowledge on various criminal career dimensions would aid
policy initiatives designed to prevent initial involvelnent, curtail cur,-ent offending, and accelerate the desistance process. If research suggests that poor parental socialization is related to early initiation, then
prevention efforts should include parent-m6ning eftbrts. Similarly, if
drt, g use is associated with continued involvement in delinquent and
criminal behavior, then intervention efforts should include drug treatment. Finally, if some set of correlates is associated with desistance,
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then policy efforts may wish to provide for specific prevention and intervention efforts.
Knowledge on career length and residual career length could best
inform criminal justice policies because it deals directly with sentencing and incapacitation policies that are now driven more by ideolo D,
than by empirical knowledge. For example, if residual criminal career
lengths average around five years, criminal justice policies advocating
multidecade sentences waste scarce resources. Similarly, if offenders
are incarcerated in late adulthood when their residual career lengths
have diminished, incarceration space will be wasted, and health care
costs will increase, thereby ft, rther straining scarce resources.
B. Data Collectiml aim Modelillg.['or Each Di~HellsioJl

l£mt)irical study of criminal careers requires data collection for large
samples of individuals beginning early in lift and continui,lg for a
lengthy period into adt, lthood. Such data arc needed if questions surrounding initiation, contint, ation, and desistance are to be adequately
addressed. Continued data collection and research arc important to
identify and study unaddressed and tmresoh,ed criminal career issues
and to t, pdate thirty-yea,'-ohl estimates.
1. l,l/bat Is KHown, Not R:,z0zvn, a,M Nee& to Be K, loT~,l. A number
of empirical efforts have generated important information on key
criminal career dimensions that has been both descriptive and etiologica]. For example, researchers have identified important determinants
of initiation, persistence, and desistance, have discovered that specialization is more the exception than the rule, and have shown that career
lengths are not as long as current criminal justice policies presume
them to be. Still, a number of important questions remain unanswered.
First, evidence on the correlates of particular criminal career dimensions has tended to indicate that there are some important differences,
although there arc also s(I)l]]e c{)l]ll|]Ol] correlates. Mr, oh of this work
has employed samples ot: adolescents and typically only males. F'urure
studies should use data from the adult period and with disaggregation
across race and gender and cxplorc how risk and protective fimtors relate to various criminal career dimensions.
Second, only a handful of studies have studied how sanction effects
inflt,encc criminal careers (F'arrington 1977; Smith and Gartin 1989;
Manski and Nagin 1998). Work is needed on the effccts of different
penal treatments on various criminal career dimensions and whethcr
thcsc rclationships vary across age, race, and gender.
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Third, evidence is beginning to mount concerning heterogeneity
within offending populations, suggesting that theories cannot treat all
serious offenders in the'same way (see Canela-Cacho, Blumstein, and
Cohen 1997). Research is needed on why some serious offenders continue their antisocial behavior while others stop, whether and why persistent heterogeneity or state dependence matters for some but not all
offenders, and why some correlates are related to continuation but not
desistance, and vice versa.
Fourth, researchers have provided some information on recidivism
probabilities, but much more work remains to be done. \,Ve know perilously little, from self reports, about how recidivism probabilities
fluctt, ate in the period from adolescence into adulthood, and how such
probabilities are conditioned by neighborhood characteristics. Little
information exists on how recidivism probabilities vat3., across crime
types over time.
F'ifth, researchers have tended to report data fi'om either self-reports
or official records, with few reporting information from both selfreports and official records linking the juvenile and adult periods, hnportant questions remain as to whether these different measurement
approaches provide similar or different information with regard to key
criminal career dimensions (see Dunford and Elliott 1984; \,Veiner
1989, p. 67). In addition, future efforts should attempt to determine if
ext)ectations derived from several of the recently articulated develot)mental theories apply equally well to self-reported and official records.
Lynam, Piquero, and A'loflitt (2002) found that specialization in violence varied bv the type of measurement approach, with violence specialists in the Duncdin study identified in self-reports but not in official
records through age twenty-six.
Sixth, co-offending has gone relatively underinvestigated. Although
some research has examined the extent to which co-offending patterns vary, in the juvenile years, ahnost no research has explored cooffending in adt, lthood and across subgroups defined by race and gender.
This may have much to do with measures of criminal activRy. Official
records seldom contain data on co-offending, and researchers seldom ask
explicit co-offending questions in their self-report surveys. Future work
should investigate this subject, especially regarding recruitment.
Seventh, much criminal career research has concentrated on male
subjects. Less information is available comparing male and female of_
fending l)atterns (though see Pit)er 1985; English 1993; Baskin and
Sommers 1998; Moffitt et al. 2001; Broidv et al. 2002; D'Unger, Land,
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and McCall 2002; Giordano, Cernkovich, and Rudolph 2002). Research may help explain the longitudinal patterning of female criminalit}, generally and the relevance of gender-specific theories (Lanct6t and
Le Blanc 2002).
In a recent study comparing male and female offending trajectories
using data fi'om the Christchurch Health and Developnlent Study,
Fergusson and Horwood (2002) found that the same five trajectory.,
groups applied to both males and females and that the risk fiactors associated with trajectory-group membership operated similarly for males
and females. The only gender differences were that females were more
likely to exhibit low-risk or early onset adolescent-limited offending
while males were more likely to exhibit chronic offending or later adolescent-limited onset. Future work should explore criminal career dimensions of female offenders, gende,'-specilic theoretical models, and
whether policy implications vary across gender (see \Varren and Rosenbaunl 1987). For example, do males' and females' deviant behavior
develop and escalate throt, gh similar processes (Lanct6t and Lc 131anc
2002)? Are state-dependent ellcots more iml)ortant for females than
males? Such research is i)artict, larly important in the wake of recent
challenges regarding the generality (across gender) of" Moftitt's ~q)ol%~, (see Silverthorn and Frick 1999).
Eighth, much research on criminal careers has been quantitative.
\,\qlile it has generated important insights, more qualitative work is
needed into subjects' lives. Several qualitative studies have provided
unique insights into desistance (see Shover 1996; Baskin and Sommers
1998; Nlaruna 2001; Giordano, Cernkovich, and Rudolph 2002).
Ninth, career length has received little empirical attention. This is
unfortunate because career length has relevance to sentencing and incapacitation decisions. One problem with studying carecr length is the
right-hand censoring that occurs hccause offenders are not studied until their deaths. Future research shouhl provide both descriptive and
etiological infi:wmation on career lengths, especially how career lengths
vary fi~r different types of offenders, fi:~r different types of crilne, and
for age, race, and gender subgroups.
Tenth, much research has concentrated on "classic" depictions of
street offenders. Recent work has examined the criminal career pattern
of white-collar offenders (\,Veisburd and \,Varing 2001). E%)rts should
bc made better to t, ndcrstand the differences between street and suite
offenders.
l:]levcnth, c(mtinued work unpacking the relationship hetween past
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and future criminal activit-v is warranted. Paternoster, 13rame, and Farrington (2001) used conviction records from tile Cambridge study to
examine whether variation in adult offending was consistent with a
conditional random process. Through age fort),, adult offending was
consistent with a random process, after conditioning on adolescent differences in the propensit3: to offend. Further research with different
samples and offending ineasures is necessary.
Twelfth, the ecological context within which offenders reside and
operate is an underdeveloped research area (Lynam et al. 2000; \,Vikstr6m and Loeher 2000; Wikstr6m and Sampson, forthcoming). Since
certain ecological contexts contain high rates of criminal activity, a basic question arises: are high crime areas simply those populated with
the highest rate offenders? Little criminological research has examined
the criminal careers of places (see Reiss 1986/~; Spelman 1995), and
even less research has tracked the criminal careers of high-rate offenders in high crime ecological contexts over time.
Thirteenth, few efforts have been made to link self-reports and official records to estimate q, or the probahility of arrest per crime, and
its relationship to ~ (see Blumstein and Cohen 1979; Dunford and EIliott 1984; Cohen 1986; Farrington et al., forthcoming). Such analyses
will help develop offense-specific estimates of the prohability of arrest
for a particular crime and indicate whether offenders differ from one
another in their arrest risk per crime. Variations in q for any offense
wpe may result from differential enforcement practices that increase
arrest vulnerability for some offenders compared to others (Cohen
1986, p. 335). Thus, a lower q for certain subgroups will lead to their
underrepresentation among arrestees and to a corresponding overestimate of their )~ if the same q was applied uniformly to all suhgroul)S in
offense-specific analyses (Cohen 1986, p. 335). It would also he interesting to know if the probahility of arrest per crime increases or decreases with increasing frequency. If it decreases with offending fiequency, then this may suggest some sort of "learning" effect hv which
high k offenders become apt at avoiding detection (see Spelnlan 1994).
Fourteenth, although traditionally helieved rare, adult onset of oil
fending has heen a neglected criminal career dimension. Recent work
by Eggleston and Lauh (2002) shows the importance not only of describing adult onset but of understanding its correlates.
Finally, although researchers have documented patterns of nonoffending, or intermittency, throughout offenders' careers (Frazier
1976; Barnett, 131umstein, and Farrington 1989; Nagin and Land
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1993), little research has been done on this issue (Piquero, forthcoming). Future research should attempt to determine whether intermittencv periods become longer over time (with age) and whether some
crimes evidence different intermittent patterns than other crimes.
2. Update Ttai'J~),-Year-Ohl EstbHates. Much of the knowledge base
surrounding criminal careers emerged from classic data sets and fi'om
inmate surveys completed ahnost thirty years ago. Much more recent
information is needed across different types of samples and with different measurement protocols. For example, an updating of participation,
frequency, and career duration estimates is needed as they are likely
to provide important information that could he used in designing and
implementing more effective criminal justice policies. Such infi)rmation is particularly important because of the increases in prison populations over the last thi,'ty .vea,'s. St, ch updates should also examine the
changes that have occurred in sanction ratcs and the degree to which
the various X distributions have changed, particularly the extent to
which the )v distribution of inmates may have declined as a rest, It of
the much laigher incarceration rates (see Canela-Cacho, Blumstcin,
and Cohen 1997, p. 167).

C. Mett, odolo~ical ls¢aes
Empirical study of criminal careers must overcome several methodological issues including accounting for street time and death, the
strengths and weaknesses of modeling approaches, and sample attrition. These issues are relevant for both official and self-report records.
1. Accotmti,gfor Street Time and Deatt.,. Nluch analysis of criminal
careers centers on the importance of controlling for street, or exposure, time. Unfortunately, because of the difficulty of collecting such
data, researchers have been fi'eqt, cntly unable to implement controls
for street time. The importance of this issue was recently dcmonstratcd
by Piquero ct al. (2001) who found that the conclusions regarding the
size and shape of criminal trajectories varies considerably depending
whether street time is controlled. I;'uturc research should conrail for
street time as desistance patterns may reflect street time more than desistance.
Similarly mortality should continue to be examined. 13efiwe age
forty, delinquent individuals are more likely than mmdclinquent individuals to (tie fi'om unnatural causes such as accidents and homicide
(Laub and Vaillant 2000). If such individuals arc assumed to have dtsisted fl'om crime in longitudinal stt,dies, researchers will incorrectly
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identitk, these deceased delinquents as desisting delinquents. Mortality,
information should he a key 1)riority in longitudinal studies, especially
those that focus on high-risk populations as they enter into adulthood
(Lattimore, Linster, and MacDonald 1997).
Lauh, Sampson, and Eggleston (2001) reinforced these points. They
showed that the shape and size of offending trajectories in the Glueck
data were highly influenced by controls for street time, length of ohservation windows, and mortality, thereby underscoring the importance of considering st, ch methodological issues.
2. l&n'ious Moch'liJ~g Approaches. A number of modeling approaches
are used to describe criminal career patterns. Each attempts to ask and
answer similar questions regarding the nature of offending over the life
course. Most studies, however, have tended to rely on solely one approach. In an important study that applies several different modeling
approaches to the same research question and data set, Bushway,
Brame, and Paternoster (1999) found that modeling strategies generally converged on the same substantive result, though some important
differences emerged. They suggested that researchers continue to
apply multiple models in order to learn more about the strengths and
weaknesses of each.
Researchers should continue to extend current modeling approaches
and to de~,elop new olles. Recent efforts have extended modeling approaches to account for the joint distribution of two outcomes. Brame,
Mulvey, and Piquero (2001) extended the semiparanletric model to
study yiolent and nonviolent offending simultaneously. Their results,
using the I958 Philadelphia hirth cohort study, indicated that individuals scoring high on the violent measure were the same as those scoring high on the nonviolent measure.
Finally, researchers should develop and apply unique methodologies
for t, nderstanding and visualizing lives. Maltz and Mullany (2000) outlined an analytic framework designed to explore issues related to criminal careers generally and life-course issues specifically. Their approach
is chronological, recognizes that different people may have experienced different events and thus may need different variahles to understand their hehavior, recognizes that people may have different reactions to similarly experienced events, and can he studied using an
exp!orato."T g':aphical analysis th-lt is more free form th-m. algorithmic.
Their analytic technique can be viewed as a COml)lement to the more
advanced quantitative methods described earlier.
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3. Sazttple Httritioll. Longitudinal studies inevitably incur sanlple
attrition. This is especially relevant for serious offenders, who are notoriously absent from longintdinal studies and who tend to drop out
much more frequently than non- or less-serious offenders (Cernkorich, Giordano, and Pugh 1985). Sample attrition would not be much
of a concern if the attrition was random; however, to the extent that
the sample attrition is nonrandom, estimates of delinquent/criminal
behavior will be biased.
Brame and Piqt, ero (tbrthcoming) used the first and fifth wave of the
NYS to examine sample attrition and found that some of the attrition
was nonrandom. This is important because it indicates that attrition is
related to invoh, ement in criminal activity, and thus time-trend estimates of delinquent/criminal activity may he biased. 17uture research
should attempt to sort out random and non,'andom components of
sample attrition. In general, greater efforts should he made to minimaze attrition (Farrington et al. 1990).
Crimi,lal career research tbcuscs on between- and within-individual
diffcrcnces in offcnding over time. Researchers shouhl contint, c their
efforts to address the important methodological issues that confront
this line of research. Information derived from criminal career ,'cscarch
is important to advance fundamental knowledge abot, t offending and
to :assist criminal justice decision makers in dealing with offenders.
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Crime and Justice
A Review of Research
Edited by Michael Tonry
Volume 30
Crime and Justice has reached a milestone: its thirtieth volume. The success
the series has enjoyed, evidenced not only by a quarter century's funding
from numerous sources, but also by a consistent record of publishing provocative, timely essays, leaves G~ime and~utice in fine shape. Following close on
the heels of this benchmark volume are thematic issues on cross-national
crime and punishment trends and Western approaches to youth justice.
Writers, young and not so young, first-time and recidivist, fi'om a vast range
of disciplines and a number of countries, as well as diverse topics combine
to present this thirtieth volume. Some essays provide new takes and new data
on subjects such as deterrence, women's prisons, criminal careers, organized
crime, and historical studies of violence. New topics include procedural justice and international trafficking in motor vehicles.
This volume is one of the strongest Crime and Justice annuals yet published.
It will prove to be an essential resource for policy makers, researchers, and
scholars who demand an authoritative source of lmowledge about crime, its
causes, and its repercussions.
The contents of volume 30 include articles by Candaee Kruttsehnitt and
Rosemary Gartner, Women's Imprisonment; Manuel Eisner, Long-Term
Historical Trends in Violent Crime; Anthony N. Doob and Cheryl Marie
Webster, Sentence Severity and Crime: Accepting the Null Hypothesis;
Ronald V. Clarke and Rick Brown, International Trafficking in Stolen Vehicles; James B. Jaeobs and Ellen Peters, Labor Racketeering: The Mafia
and the Unions; Tom 1L Tyler, Procedural Justice, Legitimacy, and the Effective Rule of Law; and Alex R. Piquero, David P. Farrington, and Alfred
Blumstein, The Criminal Career Paradigm.
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